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Abstract

This dissertation examines the use of personae, the rhetorical artifices by which an author 

creates different voices, in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis.  I argue that the Confessio 

attempts to expose how discourses of sexual desire alienate subjects from their proper 

place in the political world, and produce artificial personae that only appear socially 

engaged.  The first three chapters consider the creation of the personae in the context of 

medieval Aristotelian political thought and the Roman de la Rose tradition.   The last 

three chapters examine the extended discourse of Gower’s primary personae in the 

Confessio Amantis, drawing upon Gower’s other works and the history of Gower 

criticism. 
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Introduction: Truth and Decorum in Gower’s Poetry

Inprimisque hominis est propria veri inquisitio atque investigatio (Principally to humans is it proper to ask 

and seek after truth; Cicero, De officiis, I.13).1

John Gower was born near the beginning of the reign of Edward III, probably around 

1330, and died during the reign of Henry IV, in 1408.  He spent a fair number of those 

years in semi-retirement with the canons at St. Mary Overys Priory (now Southwark 

Cathedral).2  On the southern shore of the Thames, St. Mary’s was a little removed from 

the bustle (and jurisdiction)3 of London and the politics of Westminster.  St. Mary’s was 

situated next to the Bishop of Winchester’s palace, and was a few minutes’ walk from 

London Bridge and the Tabard Inn.  There is no evidence that Gower held any 

government post or clerical office; the title by which he was usually identified is armiger 

(esquire), and he seems to have had legal training.4  He married late in life, in 1398, to 

Agnes Groundolf, another parishioner of St. Mary Magdelene in Southwark.  This seems 

to be his first and only marriage, and possibly one of convenience rather than love.5  In 

the course of his life, he saw some of the greatest transformations of English history: the 

Black Death, the English victory in France culminating with the Treaty of Bretigny, the 

failing health (physical and mental) of Edward III and the control of the court by his 

1 Marcus Tullius Cicero, De officiis [On Duties], Walter Miller, ed. and trans. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1913). All translations, unless otherwise indicated, are my own.
2 John Hurt Fisher, John Gower: Moral Philosopher and Friend of Chaucer (New York: New York 
University Press, 1964), 58-60.  
3 Cf. Robert Epstein, “London, Southwark, Westminster: Gower’s Urban Contexts”, A Companion to 
Gower, Siân Echard, ed. (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2004), 43-60, 51-2.  The jurisdiction of the area of 
Southwark in which Gower lived was contested; Epstein makes the point that Southwark was by no means 
the lawless locale of stews and inns that it is often made out to be, only a complex patchwork of 
jurisdictions.  
4 John Hines, Nathalie Cohen, and Simon Roffey, “Iohannes Gower, Armiger, Poeta: Records and 
Memorials of his Life and Death”, A Companion to Gower, 23-42, 25.   
5 Fisher, John Gower, 58, 65.  The epitaph Gower composed for her tomb lists among her qualities, 
“elemosina” and “casta voluntas”, which Fisher remarks, “speaks volumes”: the praise of her charity and 
chastity implies that Agnes was more caretaker than sexual partner to the elderly and almost blind poet.  
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mistress, Alice Perrers, the death of the Black Prince, the ascension of Richard II as child-

king, the papal schism, the English peasant rebellion, the Appellant controversy and the 

Merciless Parliament, the loss of English power in France, the rise of Wycliffite heresy, 

the destruction of the Appellants by Richard in 1397, and the deposition of Richard and 

ascension of Henry IV.  These were accompanied by changes in expression, both 

linguistic and religious.  The war with France brought some of the best of the French 

poets to the English court (both in person and in manuscript), while English itself 

became, even in London and in Parliament, an accepted language of noble 

communication.  Wycliffe and his followers might have received no quarter from Gower 

(at least in his writings), but they were part of a massive lay reaction to clerical 

corruption (especially in the wake of the Papal Schism) that reached all levels of society. 

Gower’s lifetime was a tumultuous period, and his literary production reflected this 

tumult: in all three of the languages in which he wrote, Anglo-Norman, Latin, and 

English, he castigated the three estates, and in his Latin work particularly, Gower 

described particular moments of failure (the description of the peasant rebellion in Vox 

Clamantis Book I, and his history of Richard’s fall in the Cronica Tripartita).  Altogether, 

Gower wrote about 90,000 lines of poetry: his longer poems are the Mirour de l’Omme 

(ca. 30,000 lines, in Anglo-Norman, written in the late 1370s), the Vox Clamantis (ca. 

10,000 lines, in Latin, completed soon after 1381), and the Confessio Amantis (ca. 33,000 

lines, in English, written in the late 1380s-early 1390s).6  He wrote numerous other 

6 G.C. Macaulay edited the standard scholarly critical edition of John Gower’s works: The Complete Works  
of John Gower, 4 vol., G.C. Macaulay, ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1899).  Recently, Russell 
Peck has published a critical edition of the Confessio Amantis for TEAMS (Confessio Amantis, 3 vol., 
Russell Peck, ed. (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Press, 1999-2004).  Both Macaulay and Peck 
use Fairfax 3 as their source manuscript.  In this dissertation, all references to the Confessio Amantis will be 
to Peck’s newer edition, checked against Macaulay’s; all references to other works of Gower’s will be to 
Macaulay’s edition.  References to all of these works will appear in the text with the following 
abbreviations: the Vox Clamantis as VC, the Cronica Tripartita as CTr, the Mirour de l’Omme as MO, the 
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shorter poems in all three languages, including the first ballad sequence by an 

Englishman (although written in Anglo-Norman).  

For all of his writing and his tremendous contribution to the development of the English 

language, Gower’s literary reputation has not fared well.  In his Art of English Poesy 

(1589), George Puttenham discusses the authority of some of the medieval English poets:

Chaucer and Gower, Lydgate and Harding, for their antiquity ought to have the first place, and 

Chaucer the most renowned of them all for the much learning appeareth to be in him above any of 

the rest . . . though many of his books be but bare translations out of the Latin and the French . . . 

the Canterbury Tales were Chaucer’s own invention, as I suppose, and where he showeth more the 

natural of his pleasant wit than in any other of his works; his similitudes, comparisons, and all 

other descriptions are as such as cannot be amended . . . Gower, saving for his good and grave 

moralities, had nothing in him highly to be recommended, for his verse is homely and without 

good measure, his words strained much deal out of the French writers, his rhyme wrested, and in 

his inventions small subtlety.  The applications of his moralities are the best in him, and yet those 

many times very grossly bestowed; neither doth the substance of his works sufficiently answer the 

subtlety of his titles.7

Gower has long been associated with Chaucer, an association generally detrimental to 

Gower’s literary reputation. If Chaucer is “the father of English poetry” as Dryden puts 

it,8 Gower is treated as a poor relation.  The only biography of Gower, published in 1964 

by John Hurt Fisher, while a masterful work which has stimulated much of the research 

on Gower, nonetheless glosses over his poetic ability and subordinates him to Chaucer, 

even in its title: John Gower: Moral Philosopher and Friend of Chaucer.9  While 

Traitié pour essempler les Amantz marietz as Traitié, and the Cinkante Ballades as B.  Shorter works will 
be identified by their complete title.  References to the Confessio Amantis will give only the Book and line 
number.  There is considerable scholarly conjecture on the dating of Gower’s writings; I do not put forward 
a theory here, mostly because I see his work in a regular process of revision.  
7 George Puttenham, The Art of English Poesy, in Sidney's ‘The Defence of Poesy' and Selected  
Renaissance Literary Criticism, Gavin Alexander, ed. (New York: Penguin, 2004), 55-203, 105-6.
8 John Dryden, “Preface” to Fables Ancient and Modern, in Selected Poems, Steven N. Zwicker and David 
Bywaters, eds. (New York: Penguin, 2002), 407.
9 The culmination of Fisher’s book is a comparison between Gower and Chaucer; his contrast of the 
“monotone of Gower’s complaint” to Chaucer’s “highly individual style” is indicative of the entire 
discussion (Fisher, John Gower, 206).  
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Chaucer is the modernist, who “in that misty time could see so clearly;”10 Gower is 

enveloped in the fog of the Middle Ages, whether that fog is constituted by absolutism, 

Catholicism, conservatism, tradition, or some other such state of subjugation antithetical 

to modernity.  While Gower has always had his advocates (such as his first printer, 

Thomas Berthelette, and 18th century literary historian Thomas Warton), their defense of 

Gower cannot match the rhetorical dismissals of critics such as Coleridge, who calls him 

“the almost worthless Gower.”11  Even when Gower is defended, it is primarily his 

positions (moral, political, and religious) that are the subject of the defense.12  With rare 

exception, such as R.F. Yeager’s John Gower’s Poetic: The Search for a New Arion and 

Alexandra Hennessey Olsen’s “Betwene Ernest and Game”: The Literary Artistry of the  

Confessio Amantis, few critics have done much with Gower’s poetry;13 if Puttenham’s 

diction were modernized, his assessment would be almost indistinguishable from a 

number of modern and contemporary Gower critics.  

There has been a long history of reading Gower as a political, religious, and, above all, 

moral writer; Chaucer’s dedication of Troilus and Criseyde to “moral Gower”, as one 

10 Philip Sidney, The Defence of Poesy, in Sidney's ‘The Defence of Poesy', 1-54, 44.
11 Cf. J.A. Burrow, Ricardian Poetry: Chaucer, Gower, Langland, and the Gawain Poet (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1971), 6-8.  While Burrow notes the support of Berthelette, Warton, and C.S. Lewis, 
especially in their praise of Gower’s poetics, he himself calls Gower’s style, “not so much plain as 
threadbare” (31).
12 Cf. Siân Echard, “Introduction: Gower’s Reputation”, in A Companion to Gower, 1-22, which identifies 
the strains of Gower’s reputation: ‘Moral Gower’, ‘Political Gower’, ‘English Gower’, (in terms of 
vernacularity), ‘Learned Gower’, and ‘Chaucer’s Gower.’  Gower’s reputation, positive or negative, rests 
on his positions, not on his poetry.  
13 Olsen points out the lack of critical examination of or even interest in Gower’s poetics, and challenges 
the dominant opinion that his work is “prosaic”; Alexandra Hennessey Olsen, “Betwene Ernest and 
Game”: The Literary Artistry of the Confessio Amantis (New York: Peter Lang, 1989), 33.  Gower’s 
“prosaic” writing has also been taken up as a comic façade by Anthony E. Farnham, in “The Art of High 
Prosaic Seriousness: John Gower as Didactic Reconter”, The Learned and the Lewed: Studies in Chaucer  
and Medieval Literature, Larry D. Benson, ed. (Canbridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974), 161-73.
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critic has put it, has become “the ideal stick with which to beat the slow mule Gower.”14 

The structure of the Confessio Amantis, particularly in comparison to the even more 

“penitential” structure of the Mirour de l’Omme, has helped the case for Gower being 

labeled a religious writer.15 The various different drafts or, as G.C. Macaulay termed 

them, “recensions” (though the value of reading the versions of the Confessio as authorial 

process of revision has been recently challenged, most publicly at a roundtable sponsored 

by the John Gower Society at the Medieval Association of America’s annual conference 

at Kalamazoo, 2009),16 suggest varying political affiliations, and his works concerned 

with politics, namely the Vox Clamantis and the Cronica Tripartita, have suggested the 

reading of the Confessio Amantis in political terms.17  

14 R.F. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic: The Search for a New Arion, (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1990), 1. 
Cf. Alastair Minnis, who uses a less poetic version of the same phrase in “’Moral Gower’ and Medieval 
Literary Theory”, Gower’s Confessio Amantis: Responses and Reassessments, A.J. Minnis, ed. (Rochester, 
NY: D.S. Brewer, 1983), 50-78, 50.  
15 The first book-length study of the Confessio Amantis, Patrick Gallacher’s Love, the Word and Mercury:  
John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1975), initiated extended 
readings of the Confessio with a focus on theological ends.
16 The panel, which took place May 6, 2009, included R.F. Yeager, Andrew Galloway, Wim Lindeboom, 
David Carlson, and Terry Jones.  Russell Peck (the editor of the Confessio Amantis for TEAMS), Alastair 
Minnis, and Derek Pearsall also participated in the discussion.
17 The list of political readings of the Confessio Amantis is quite long, but the following are the most 
important studies in a large part dedicated to political readings: George R. Coffman, “John Gower, Mentor 
for Royalty: Richard II”, PMLA: Publications of the Modern Language Association of America 69 (1954), 
pp. 953-964; Russell Peck, Kingship and Common Profit in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 1978); Alastair Minnis, “John Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and Politics”, 
Medium Aevum, 49 (1980), 207-29; Elizabeth Porter, “Gower’s Ethical Microcosm and Political 
Macrocosm”, Gower's Confessio Amantis: Responses and Reassessments, 135-62; R.F. Yeager, "Pax 
Poetica: On the Pacifism of Chaucer and Gower”, Studies in the Age of Chaucer 9 (1987), pp. 97-121 and 
"The Body Politic and the Politics of Bodies in the Poetry of John Gower", The Body and the Soul in  
Medieval Literature, Piero Boitani and Anna Torti, eds. (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1999), 145-65; Larry 
Scanlon’s discussion of Gower’s commitment to lay power in Narrative, Authority, and Power: The 
Medieval Exemplum and the Chaucerian Tradition (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Judith 
Ferster’s chapter “O Political Gower” in Fictions of Advice: The Literature and Politics of Counsel in Late 
Medieval England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), a version of which also appeared 
in Mediaevalia 16 (1993), pp. 33-53; Frank Grady, “The Lancastrian Gower and the Limits of 
Exemplarity”, Speculum 70 (1995), pp. 552-75; Ann W. Astell’s chapter on Gower in Political Allegory in 
Late Medieval England, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 73-93; Diane Watt, Amoral Gower:  
Language, Sex, and Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002); Matthew Giancarlo’s 
chapter on Gower in Parliament and Literature in Late Medieval England (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 90-128.
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Gower certainly does write about religion and politics; in the morally and politically 

charged environment in which he lived, it would seem impossible to avoid such topics. 

However, in this study of the Confessio Amantis, I argue that Gower’s English poetry 

concerns itself with the relations between political and moral concepts.  Both politics and 

morality are contingent discourses in Christian Aristotelianism, and cannot be fixed in 

terms of their truth.  They are not theoretical but practical sciences, and the analyses of 

Gower’s work that wish to find either a consistent theory of his morality or politics 

suggest dependence upon a monolithic view of medieval thought which has been 

convincingly challenged.18  However, the fact that Gower’s politics and morality cannot 

be fixed does not mean that they are incoherent.  The contingent qualities of Gower’s 

topics for poetry (politics, morality, and of course, amorous love) necessitate neither 

ambiguity or radical indeterminacy nor an absolute, allegorizing dependence on a 

transcendent Christian “truth”; instead, they turn the reader’s asking after and seeking of 

truth to the propriety of relationships between various contingencies.  How Gower 

poetically approaches the propriety of these relationships will be the main topic of this 

dissertation, but first, I would like to address the problem of “truth.”

18 I am speaking here of D.W. Robertson’s Augustinian hermeneutics, best expressed in his Preface to  
Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962).  His work 
stimulated intense research among literary historians on medieval theology, and this group of researchers 
Lee Patterson calls “the Exegetical School”, of which several prominent Gower scholars can be called 
members.  Gower’s distaste for the Lollards, as well as his respect for the powers of kingship suggests that 
he is particularly “orthodox” and thus apt for hermeneutic analysis.  For descriptions and challenges to the 
legacy of Robertson, cf. Lee Patterson, Negotiating the Past: The Historical Understanding of Medieval  
Literature (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987).  Within Gower Studies, cf. David Aers, 
“Reflections on Gower as ‘Sapiens in Ethics and Politics’”, Re-Visioning Gower, R.F. Yeager, ed. 
(Charlotte, NC: Pegasus Press, 1998), pp. 185-201.

6



The Plain Truth in Gower

In his book, A Crisis of Truth: Literature and Law in Ricardian England, Richard Firth 

Green argues that “trowthe” is a “keyword” for discussing institutional and intellectual 

changes in the late 14th century.19  He demonstrates that there are several emergent 

notions of truth, which both replace older terms (such as sooþ) in literary and legal usage 

and also influence older meanings of “trowthe.”  Primarily, Green shows that the modern 

notion of forensic truth (truth as fact) is a late historical development, and that medieval 

notions of truth depend upon “an attitude to written records very different from our 

own.”20  The oldest notion of truth that Green identifies is a legal sense, equivalent to the 

Latin words foedera and pactum, that is, “agreement”, “contract”, or “promise.”21  While 

R.F. Green’s study discusses “trowthe” from its Anglo-Saxon and Germanic roots well 

into the 15th century, for the “Ricardian” period, he outlines, from the thirteen main 

senses for “treuth” (trouthe) in the Medieval English Dictionary, four basic “semantic 

fields.”  For sake of clarity, I give his schema below:

1. legal senses: ‘a promise, a pledge of loyalty, a covenant’ (MED’s sense 2).

2. ethical senses: ‘fidelity, loyalty’ (1); ‘honor, integrity’ (3); ‘honesty’ (4), 

‘goodness or rectitude of character’ (5); ‘veracity, sincerity, candor’ (12); ‘rightness, justice, 

innocence’ (13).

3. theological senses: ‘divine righteousness’ (6); ‘belief, esp. in Christian 

dogma’ (7b); ‘a set of beliefs, a faith, religion, creed’ (8a); ‘the Christian religion’ (8b-e); 

‘absolute truth, God or the Godhead’ (9).

4. intellectual senses: ‘correspondence to reality, accuracy, exactitude’ (10); ‘a 

fact, a factual statement’ (11).22

19 Richard Firth Green, A Crisis of Truth: Literature and Law in Ricardian England (Philadelphia: UPENN 
Press, 1999), 3.  
20 R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 37.
21 R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 10-1, cf. D.H. Green, The Carolingian Lord: Semantic Studies on Four Old 
High German Words (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 117-8.
22 R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 9.  

7



The last two of these senses, which furnish us with our (sometimes competing) modern 

religious and scientific notions of truth, are generally less concerned, at least 

superficially, with the establishment of a relationship, while the first two senses, 

relatively limited in modern usage, are primarily concerned with social relationship, a  

point that R.F. Green demonstrates extensively throughout his book.  Green provides an 

example from Gower for each one of these senses, and notes that Gower rather than 

Chaucer, “provides some of the best examples of the new [intellectual] sense.”23 

Cognates of “trowthe” are used an impressive 188 times in the Confessio,24 and Green’s 

consistent use of Gower for clear examples of these different senses suggests that Gower 

himself has considered the meaning and value of “trowthe” extensively.  

I argue that Gower’s interest in truth, while encompassing all of Green’s senses, is 

primarily concerned with linguistic relation.  In this, I stand in agreement with Patrick 

Gallacher, who argues, 

The components of speech are the external, significant sounds; the most important quality of 

speech is the correspondence between the significant sounds and the mind of the speaker.  That is, 

man’s speech must be truthful.  This obligation, theologically considered, stems from the truth of 

the correspondence between man’s soul and the Divine Word, and the mysterious correspondence 

of identity between the Word and the Father.  The most important effect of speech is the union of 

speaker and listener, which is real and stable in proportion to the truth of the speech.  The word 

trouthe, which occurs frequently in the Confessio Amantis, thus has an intimate connection to the 

theme of the spoken word.25

Gallacher (as his title suggests) is much more interested in the theological and 

Christological potential of linguistic truth, and I believe he oversimplifies the poetry of 

23 R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 28; he cites CA II.1452 and V. 6561.  The first of these couples “trowthe” 
with “plein”, another term examined later in this introduction.
24 Cf. J.D. Pickles and J.L. Dawson, eds., A Concordance to John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Rochester, 
NY: D.S. Brewer, 1987).  
25 Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 2.  
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the Confessio.  He states that “[t]he central truth about the lover of the Confessio Amantis 

is that he is to be rejected as a human lover in order to find his vocation as a Christian in 

prayer.”26  Keeping all of R.F. Green’s semantic fields in play will help discover a fuller 

description of Gower’s poetics.  

There is certainly no reason to dismiss the work done on Gower’s ethical and political 

“trowthe”; nor any reason to divorce it from his theology. In the Prologue to the 

Confessio Amantis, Gower produces a picture of the “tyme passed . . . [when] [t]he world 

stod in al his welthe” (Pr. 94-5).  He does not describe this as a time in which rule was 

unnecessary; rather, it was a time when rule, especially in terms of covenant, was in 

perfect functioning order:

The people stod in obeisance

Under the reule of governance,

And pes, which ryhtwisnesse keste,

With charite tho stod in reste. (Pr. 107-10)

Even in the Golden Age there is still government, and Gower’s association of the past 

with the anagogic future of Psalm 84 reinforces the eternal position of humanity as under 

some form of governance, whether mortal or divine.  It is the next phrase, however, that 

speaks to Gower’s own interest in language:

Of mannes herte the corage

Was shewed thane in the visage;

The word was lich to the conceite

Withoute semblant of deceite. (Pr. 111-4)

This echoes Gower’s statement in the preceding Latin verses, where he mourns the 

blessed time left behind, “Dum facies hominis nuncia mentis erat” (When the face of man 

was messenger to his mind; Pr.ii. 4).  Describing the present age, Gower uses a wonderful 

26 Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 7.  
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Latin metaphor, “Nuncque latens odium vultum depingit amoris” (But now secret hatred 

paints the face of love; Pr.ii. 7), punning on Ovid’s complaints about cosmetic alteration 

and deception in the Ars amatoria.27  The relationship of the face to the heart, of speech 

to the mind, is of utmost concern to Gower; this is the “trowthe” about which he wishes 

to write, and which he hopes his writing might increase.28  The final, anagogical 

amendment by Christ at the last judgment will “reconcile love ageyn” (Pr. 185), but 

specifically for those who have prayed “[w]ith trewe hertes and with pleine” (Pr. 184).  It 

is the “trewe” men, the keepers of the covenant, who shall be saved by Christ.

In this line, Gower associates “trewe” with “pleine.”  Much has been written about 

Gower’s “plain style”, and I am fundamentally in agreement with John Burrow that 

Gower’s English verse is “plain” in the sense given by the writer of the Rhetorica ad 

Herennium; lacking in rhetorical ornament, but careful and artful in its diction.29 

However, it is perhaps by happy coincidence that Burrow ends his article by opposing 

James Russell Lowell on the role of narrative in “true” poetry.30  In the line cited above 

and in many other uses throughout the Confessio “pleine” expresses what the Middle 

English Dictionary refers to as “clear, unambiguous; truthful, direct, to the point; of one's 

manner of speaking: sincere” and “not embellished by the figures of rhetoric, simple, 

ordinary, unaffected.”  Many of the earliest uses of these senses are Gower’s.31 He derives 

27 Publius Ovidius Naso, Ars amatoria III.193ff, in The Art of Love and Other Poems, G. P. Goold, ed. 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1929); Cf. also Ovid’s Medicamina Faciei Feminae 
[Cosmetics] in the same volume.
28 Winthrop Wetherbee refers to the decline of harmony as the “essential dialectic” of the Confessio 
Amantis; “Classical and Boethian Tradition in the Confessio Amantis”, A Companion to Gower, 181-96, 
187.
29 John Burrow, “Gower’s Poetic Styles”, in A Companion to Gower, 239-250, esp. 245-50.  
30 Burrow, “Gower’s Poetic Styles”, 250.  
31 “plain(e), a”, Middle English Dictionary, 1999, MED Online (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
accessed July 1, 2009), < http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?type=id&id=MED33561>
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this from the Anglo-Norman “plain” meaning “smooth, calm . . . plain, straightforward”, 

32 a version of the Latin “planus.”33  For example, he uses it when discussing prayer, that 

one “doit orer tout plainement” (one ought to pray straightforwardly; MO, 10225) and 

that “qant l’en dieu priera,/ Sanz parler curiousement/ Et sanz nul double entendement/  

Du plain penser plain mot dirra,/ Car double lange dieus n’orra” (when one prays to 

God, without curious speech and without double meaning, one should speak the plain 

word that fits the plain thought, for God does not hear the double tongue; MO 10227-

30).34  Gower brings this Anglo-Norman/Latin term into English usage, and specifically 

employs it, especially early in the Prologue, to express the proper relationship between 

“penser” and “mot.”  By pairing the word with versions of “trowthe” (which he does ten 

times in the same line, throughout the length of the Confessio), and using this first usage 

specifically with “trewe”, Gower emphasizes the relational quality of truth that will direct  

the entire poem.

Despite the religious nature of the passages quoted above, Gower is not a theologian. 

Though he employs metaphors of both marriage (in almost all of his works) and 

confession (especially in the Confessio Amantis), Gower rarely discusses sacraments, 

steers clear of contentious theological issues, and makes few (if any) doctrinally 

surprising theological statements.35  While he appears in no way to challenge the 

32 “plain, a”, Anglo-Norman Dictionary, 2nd edn. 2005 AND Online (Publications of the MHRA, (London: 
Maney Publishing for the Modern Humanities Research Association, accessed July 1, 2009), < 
http://www.anglo-norman.net/cgi-bin/form-s1>.  He also commonly uses the other sense of “plein” in 
Anglo-Norman, meaning, “full, whole, or complete”, but seems to keep the two senses strictly separate; cf. 
“plein, a”, AND Online accessed July 1, 2009, < http://www.anglo-norman.net/cgi-bin/form-s1>.
33 Gower uses this Latin word early in the Confessio, Pr.ii. 6, the same section discussed above, in a phrase 
(Iusticie plane tuncque fuere vie) that also echoes Ps. 84.
34 Cf. Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 18.
35 Gower’s stance on the disendowment of the Church, and the corruption of the Roman Church (especially 
the papacy) should not necessarily be taken as sympathetic to heretical movements (such as Wycliffism). 
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importance and value of scholastic theology, he does not seem (as Langland does) to 

examine Christological problems, or approach the institution of the Church in a way that 

integrates theology and politics.  Gower’s discussion of Christ, which occurs mostly in 

the Prologue, posits Christian salvation as a distant, anagogic end.  This firmly locates 

Gower in considerations of contingent rather than eternal “trowthe.”  The anagogic is not 

an “ideal” (a term so frequently used by Gower scholars), but a political reality that is not 

and cannot be present.  As I have noted above, the anagogic and the distant past are both 

firmly rooted in political realities and proper government.  Gower’s invocation of Christ 

develops the future prospect of a relation to truth that is “facie ad faciem” but which is 

impossible in the contingent world of the “speculum in ænigmate.” 36  

Gower’s use of confession in the Confessio Amantis also does not need to be read as a 

sacramental action; it is suggested by Genius’ promise of absolution for lovers in the 

Roman de la Rose, and the confession itself could hardly be called canonical.  In a text 

that comes quite close to Foucault’s title for his unwritten volume of The History of  

Sexuality dealing with the Middle Ages (Confession and the Flesh), it is perhaps easier to 

see confession more as a way to structure knowledge than as a religious, sacramental 

observance.  In any case, the sins to which Amans confesses and the stories that Genius 

tells are firmly rooted in contingent situations.  Gower’s works are generally free of 

speculative theology.  Also, in the Confessio Amantis Gower is writing fiction, which 

cannot properly be said for the Vox Clamantis or the Mirour de l’Omme.  As such, the 

After the papal schism, such sentiments appear to be quite common in Europe. Cf. Winthrop Wetherbee, 
“Rome, Troy, and Culture in the Confessio Amantis”, On John Gower: Essays at the Millenium, R.F. 
Yeager, ed. (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 2007), 20-42, 20, who also argues that “the 
Confessio has little or nothing to say about specifically religious issues.”
36 1 Cor. 13:12.
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truth that he hopes to encourage is not the truth of factuality, or exact correspondence to 

reality.  Despite the similarities in structure between the Mirour and the Confessio, the 

Confessio is not primarily an allegory and its use of prosopopeia is considerably more 

fictive than the figures in the Mirour.  Though Gower does use the word “trowthe” 

several times in the “intellectual” sense, it is not his primary use; if it were, the form of 

Gower’s poem would make little sense.  As Gower is not a speculative theologian, he is 

not a speculative philosopher.

Gower’s poetic “trowthe” does rely upon the political and ethical senses articulated by 

R.F. Green, but does not, as several critics have argued,37 present a programmatic 

approach to either.  One cannot speak of “Gower’s politics” or “Gower’s ethics” in the 

Confessio Amantis as if they were reducible to formulae or laws; each is dependent upon 

contingent situations, as the Aristotelian sciences of politics and ethics are contingent.38 

There is no “ideal” in Gower, not merely because this Platonic/Hegelian term is 

anachronistic for the 14th century, but because such terminology de-historicizes Gower’s 

project, and eliminates the temporal quality of Gower’s compilation of narratives.  As I 

will argue at the end of this dissertation, Amans never converts to a theological or 

transcendent truth; he simply becomes too old to deal with contingency; he becomes 

impotent.  How, therefore, can one exist in a contingent world without a programmatic 

politics and ethics, especially since Gower constantly dismisses the radical contingency 

37 Cf. Alastair Minnis, “John Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and Politics”, Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 
Kurt Olsson, John Gower and the Structures of Conversion: A Reading of the Confessio Amantis 
(Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1992).  
38 Several critics have noted the contingency of Gower’s Aristotelian ethics, most extensively J. Allan 
Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative in Chaucer and Gower (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2004), and 
James Simpson, The Oxford English Literary History Volume II, 1350-1547: Reform and Cultural  
Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 220-4.
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of fortune as human misunderstanding (cf. Pr. 528-47)?   To answer this question, we 

must look backward to “hem that written ous tofore” and of whom “[t]he bokes duelle” 

(Pr. 1-2): the writers of classical Rome.

Moral and Poetic Decorum

Winthrop Wetherbee has recently argued that in the Confessio Gower consistently 

distinguishes “a world which we might call the world of Rome and another world which 

can largely be defined as the world of chivalry” and that “Rome is identified, for better or 

worse, with justice, and broadly speaking, opposed to chivalry.”39  He identifies the city 

of chivalry as Troy, which he argues Gower has stripped of its epic qualities, and instead 

revealed as directed by a concupiscent desire for which chivalry is only a cover, for 

“chivalry is essentially a mode of desire.”40  Wetherbee’s argument might suffer from too 

simple a dichotomy, but when we see Gower looking to the past, and remembering that 

“[o]f hem that writen ous tofore/ The bokes duelle, and we therefore/ Ben tawht of that 

was write tho” (Pr. 1-3), I propose that he is not engaging in conservative fantasy of a lost 

ideal, but that he is looking at a Classical (Roman) notion of ethical truth as relational. 41 

Here, I wish to look at some possible sources for this model.  Gower was certainly a 

reader of classical literature; his Vox Clamantis displays a wide knowledge of Ovid, with 

little to no sense of a moralized intermediary or a florilegium source.42  His use of Ovid 

39 Winthrop Wetherbee, “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 24.  Wetherbee finds in this Rome an “idealism” which 
I hope to trouble in the following discussion.
40 Wetherbee, “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 25, 23.
41 Several critics have considered the relational notion of Gower’s writing; for instance, Masayoshi Itô 
argues that “[c]orrespondence was to Gower more than a mere poetic principle . . . [i]t was at once moral,  
logical, and poetical, as an aspect of the order of the universe”, John Gower, The Medieval Poet (Toyko: 
Shinozaki Press, 1976), 22.
42 R.F. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 60.
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incorporates and redeploys the original Ovidian meaning, and there is nothing to suggest 

that Ovid is the only classical writer that Gower read in the original.  Through source 

study of Book VII, we know that Gower read Brunetto Latini’s Li Livres dou Tresor, a 

compendium of classical learning written in French.  The first two books (which will be 

discussed in Chapter 2) deal with Aristotelian ethics and politics; the third book deals 

with rhetoric, and draws upon several of Cicero’s works: the De officiis, the De 

inventione, and the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium, as well as making 

reference to Horace’s Ars poetica.  

Latini describes rhetoric as integral to the rule of a monarch, but without any sense of an 

ideal, intellectual truth: “Rectorique est une science ki nous ensegne bien plainement et  

parfitement dire es choses communes et es privees, et toute sa entention est a dire paroles  

en tel maniere que l’en face croire ses dis a ceaus ki les oient” (Rhetoric is a science that 

teaches us to speak well plainly and correctly about things common and private, and the 

whole intention is that by speaking words in such a manner, that people might be made to 

believe the words that they hear; LT, III.ii.1).43  Latini is primarily associating political 

rhetoric with the “plain style”, almost paraphrasing the Rhetorica ad Herrenium’s 

definition of it as “purus et electis verbis” (correct and well-chosen words)44 and claiming 

its entire intention as the practical work of convincing others (rather than any speculative 

account of truth).  This is “la science de cité governer” (the science of governing a city; 

LT, III.ii.2), as taught by Aristotle, Cicero, and others.  Latini is, however, no 

43 Brunetto Latini, Li Livres dou Tresor, Francis Carmody, ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1948).  All further references are to this edition, and are abbreviated LT in the text.  
44 [Pseudo-Cicero] Ad C. Herennium de Ratione Dicendi, Harry Caplan, ed. and trans. (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1954) IV.xi.16.  Cf. Burrow, “Gower’s Poetic Styles”, 249.
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Machiavelli; he draws from Cicero (or whom he believes to be Cicero)45 not only his 

rhetorical teachings but also his teaching on duty.  Throughout Book III of Li Livres dou 

Tresor, Latini constantly uses the word “covient” derived from the Latin convenire, 

meaning “to come together or to be in agreement.”  The Old French has the added 

valence of contractual agreement.  This verb dominates the forms of relation between 

words and political situations as Latini approaches them.  The proper relational 

agreement is one of the main topics of Cicero’s De officiis.  The philosophical basis for 

the practical usage of rhetoric lies in the covenantal approach to truth R.F. Green 

articulated, and upon which Gower bases his poetic: “Fundamentum autem est iustitiae  

fides, id est dictorum conventorumque constantia et veritas” (The foundation of justice is 

faith, that is, truth and constancy to promises and agreements).46  Latini’s goal for 

rhetoric, to produce belief (face croire) depends upon this fides, a truthful and constant 

dedication to agreements.47  For Cicero, this is productive of moral goodness, honestas, 

which is the end of both reason and nature in the human person:

Nec vero illa parva vis naturae est rationisque, quod unum hoc animal sentit, quid sit ordo, quid 

sit quod deceat, in factis dictisque qui modus. Itaque eorum ipsorum, quae aspectu sentiuntur,  

nullum aliud animal pulchritudinem, venustatem, convenientiam partium sentit; quam 

similitudinem natura ratioque ab oculis ad animum transferens multo etiam magis 

pulchritudinem, constantiam, ordinem in consiliis factisque conservandam putat cavetque ne quid  

indecore effeminateve faciat, tum in omnibus et opinionibus et factis ne quid libidinose aut faciat  

aut cogitet. Quibus ex rebus conflatur et efficitur id, quod quaerimus, honestum, quod etiamsi  

nobilitatum non sit, tamen honestum sit, quodque vere dicimus, etiamsi a nullo laudetur, natura 

esse laudabile. (De officiis I.14)

(And truly the power of nature and reason is not a little thing, that only this animal [the human] 

45 The Ad Herennium was universally believed to be a genuine text of Cicero’s until humanist research in 
the 15th century disproved Cicero’s authorship.  
46 Cicero, De officiis [On Duties], I.23. Al further references to this work will appear in the text.
47 It is notable that in reference to some of his sources, Gower prefers to translate “ley” (law) as “feith.” 
Peter Nicholson, “Chaucer Borrows from Gower: The Sources of the Man of Law’s Tale”, Chaucer and 
Gower: Difference, Mutuality, Exchange (Victoria: University of Victoria Press, 1991), 85-99, 91.
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senses what is order, what is proper, and what is moderation in both words and deeds. And so no 

other animal senses in the appearance of sensible things beauty, loveliness, and harmony of parts; 

which by analogy nature and reason, transferring from the eye to the soul even much more the 

beauty, constancy, and order in thoughts and deeds, are careful and thoughtful to conserve them, 

lest they become indecorous or effeminate, so that in opinion and action one does not act or think 

libidinously.  It is out of these things that what we seek, honesty, is composed and effected, that 

even if it might not be “noble” [in general opinion], nonetheless honesty might be, as we say truly, 

even if praised by no one, by its nature to be laudable.)  

That Gower is interested in “honeste” words, action, and love in the Confessio (and all 

his works) has been argued for a very long time, and one of the first critics to explore this 

interest follows C.S. Lewis in declaring that “we [cannot] take its genre to be social or 

political philosophy.”48  However, Cicero’s discussion of honestas specifically in the 

genre of social and political philosophy can be helpful for understanding exactly how 

Gower’s poetic generically differs.49  Cicero articulates several forms of honestas, but he 

spends the greatest amount of time on that “in qua verecundia et quasi quidam ornatus  

vitae, temperantia et modestia omnisque sedatio perturbationum animi et rerum modus  

cernitur. hoc loco continetur id, quod dici latine decorum potest” (in which is self-

control, and is as an ornament to life, and concerns temperance and modesty, and the 

allaying of all perturbations of the soul and moderation of all things; under this heading is 

contained that which is called in Latin, decorum; De officiis, I.93).  Decorum is rational, 

and related to convenientia (as in De officiis I.14, and in its Old French cognate, covient), 

and Cicero goes so far as to say that “Huius vis ea est, ut ab honesto non queat separari;  

nam et quod decet honestum est et quod honestum est decet” (Of this thing [decorum] is 

such a power, that it cannot be separated from honesty; for that which is decorous is 

48 J.A.W. Bennett, “Gower’s ‘Honeste Love’”, Patterns of Love and Courtesy: Essays in Memory of C.S.  
Lewis, John Lawlor, ed. (London, Edward Arnold Publishers, 1966), 107-21, 107.  
49 I do not agree with Bennett that the Confessio Amantis teaches “honeste love” explicitly, in that it is an 
“Ars amatoria” for proper loving.  
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honest, and that which is honest is decorous; De officiis, I.94).  Cicero in fact has a hard 

time distinguishing between the two, arguing that “qualis autem differentia sit honesti et  

decori, facilius intellegi quam explanari potest” (moreover, such is the difference 

between honesty and decorum, that it is easier to be intuited than to be explained; De 

officiis, I.94).  Cicero expands greatly on decorum, discussing many of the same topics 

that Gower will elaborate in his Prologue to the Confessio Amantis: earnest and game 

(I.103), the low and bestial state of sensual pleasure (I.105), royal power and the place of 

chance and choice (I.115), the relationship between Nature and Fortune (I.120), the need 

for the experience of the past and its continuation into the future (I.122-3) and even topics 

relevant to the Confessio’s relationship to the Roman de la Rose, such as indecency of 

speech (as compared to deeds; I.127-8) and the specific decorum of conversation (I.132). 

Most important for my argument is Cicero’s comparison of political and eithical decorum 

with the decorum of the poets.  First, Cicero notes that there are two kinds of decorum, 

one general, and one specific; the first entails a full harmony with nature, which is worthy 

of a free man (liberalis).50  Cicero finds an analogy to the poets: “Haec ita intellegi,  

possumus existimare ex eo decoro, quod poetae sequuntur . . . tum servare illud poetas,  

quod deceat, dicimus, cum id quod quaque persona dignum est, et fit et dicitur” 

(Understood in this way, we are able to judge from that decorum which the poets 

follow . . . we say that the poets observe that which is decorous when each persona 

accords in dignity with both what he does and says; De officiis, I.97).  The human moral 

50 Est autem eius discriptio duplex; nam et generale quoddam decorum intellegimus, quod in omni  
honestate versatur, et aliud huic subiectum, quod pertinet ad singulas partes honestatis. Atque illud 
superius sic fere definiri solet, decorum id esse, quod consentaneum sit hominis excellentiae in eo, in quo  
natura eius a reliquis animantibus differat. quae autem pars subiecta generi est, eam sic definiunt, ut id  
decorum velint esse, quod ita naturae consentaneum sit, ut in eo moderatio et temperantia appareat cum  
specie quadam liberali (De officiis, I. 96).
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and political life is therefore intuitively like the poetic act: “poetae quid quemque deceat,  

ex persona iudicabunt; nobis autem personam imposuit ipsa natura magna cum 

excellentia praestantiaque animantium reliquarum” (the poets will judge from each 

persona that which is proper to it; however to us nature herself has imposed a superiority 

of greater excellence than all other creatures; De officiis, I.97), and we must act our parts. 

I propose that Gower sees the decorum of 14th century social and political life in chaos, a 

chaos produced (and here I am again in agreement with Winthrop Wetherbee) by the 

limited social practice of amorous chivalry.  Chivalry appears to be decorous; it has rules 

and government, but rules and government that lie with the forces of Fortune, Venus, and 

Cupid.  To the mind philosophically disconnected from the first principles of government 

and law, such tyrannous, inconstant, and libidinal rule is indistinguishable from proper, 

decorous rule, which is “plain” (in its simplicity of relationships) and “true” (in its 

faithfulness to the agreement founding those relationships).  When a human being is 

disconnected from reason and its understandings of first principles, the result is a descent 

into bestiality.  Cicero explains that it is our rationality that gives us the superiority that  

can make us “honest”, and that it is part of our general nature as human beings: 

Intellegendum etiam est duabus quasi nos a natura indutos esse personis; quarum una communis  

est ex eo, quod omnes participes sumus rationis praestantiaeque eius, qua antecellimus bestiis, a  

qua omne honestum decorumque trahitur et ex qua ratio inveniendi officii exquiritur (De officiis 

I.107)

(For it is understood that in two ways are we invested with personae by nature: the first of these is 

general, that we all are participants in that rationality and its superiority which lifts us above the 

beasts, from which all honesty and decorum is drawn, and from which, the discovery of our duty 

is rationally sought.)51

51 The other way in which we are invested by nature is singular, in own particular abilities (height, athletic 
ability, intelligence, etc.), as he explains immediately following.
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This position on the devolution of human beings into beasts on account of sin is an 

Aristotelian idea, but one which retains considerable currency for medieval philosophical 

discourse. For instance, when Aquinas is attempting to explain how it might be lawful for 

a governor to execute a criminal, he offers (among other explanations), the following:

homo peccando ab ordine rationis recedit, et ideo decidit a dignitate humana, prout scilicet homo  

est naturaliter liber et propter seipsum existens, et incidit quodammodo in servitutem bestiarum,  

ut scilicet de ipso ordinetur secundum quod est utile aliis; secundum illud Psalm., homo, cum in  

honore esset, non intellexit, comparatus est iumentis insipientibus, et similis factus est illis; et  

Prov. XI dicitur, qui stultus est serviet sapienti. Et ideo quamvis hominem in sua dignitate 

manentem occidere sit secundum se malum, tamen hominem peccatorem occidere potest esse  

bonum, sicut occidere bestiam, peior enim est malus homo bestia, et plus nocet, ut philosophus  

dicit, in I Polit. et in VII Ethic. (ST II-II.Q.64.2)52

(Man, by sinning, withdraws from the order of reason, and so falls away from human dignity, in so 

far as the human is naturally free and existing for himself, and he falls into the servitude of beasts, 

so that he might be disposed according as he is of others’ use. And so Psalm [48:21]: "Man, when 

he was in honor, did not understand he hath been compared to ignorant beasts, and made similar to 

them," and Proverbs 11[:29]: "He who is a fool shall serve the wise." Therefore, although it be evil 

in itself to kill a man maintaining his dignity, nevertheless it may possibly be good to kill a man 

who has sinned, just as it is to kill a beast. For worse is a bad man than a beast, and is more 

harmful, as the Philosopher [Aristotle] states in Politics I and EN VII.)

Certainly, the ways in which Gower treats the peasants in the first book of the Vox 

Clamantis speak to a notion of political and moral justice that does in fact make those 

who oppose the common good into beasts, whom the nobility can dispose of as they see 

fit. 53  However, my point here is not to discuss Gower’s political or moral program, but to 

consider how the moral and political philosophies with which he seems intimate or in 

agreement might develop his poetics in the Confessio Amantis.  The relationship between 

52 This is found in the answer to Obj. 3, and Aquinas is considerable more generous with the humanity of 
evil-doers even in other parts of the same question; nonetheless, the fact that Aquinas felt that he could 
make such an argument about the “bestial” nature of the criminal speaks to the continuance of this way of 
thinking.  All references to the Summa Theologica are to Thomas Aquinas, Opera omnia, (New York: 
Musurgia Publishers, 1948-50), and will appear in the text.  
53 Cf. Yoshiko Kobayashi’s comments on this passage of Aquinas’ in specific reference to Vox Clamantis I, 
in “Principis Umbra: Kingship, Justice, and Pity in John Gower’s Poetry”, On John Gower, 71-103, 83.  
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these political and moral philosophies and poetry, as Cicero implies in the De officiis, is 

an analogous relationship, and I want to spell out fully the difference between such an 

analogous relationship and an identity.  Cicero has a hard time explaining what decorum 

is, principally because its mode of rationality deals with the propriety of language itself. 

Cicero does not have recourse here to rhetoric, because rhetoric has a political end.  The 

analogy of poetry invokes a judgment that is not strictly rational; the reader of poetry is 

neither the object of a rhetorical speech that might be intended specifically to overcome 

his or her rationality, nor a philosophical speech that directly engages his or her 

rationality.  When human beings are in danger of losing their connection to philosophical 

principles, and further fail to observe the decorum of social and moral life, neither 

rhetoric nor philosophy will be of any particular help.  These depend upon an already 

present sense of decorum and virtue, and Cicero’s inability to separate one from another 

is a sign of his own political morality, but also an indication of how great explicative 

failure in matters of virtue might be.  However, the personae of the poets are not 

necessarily virtuous, but can be judged according to their decorum (that is, whether they 

speak and act proper to their particular characters).  Poetry is thus a way to inform the 

human person in terms of decorum, even if their sense of a decorous relationship to virtue 

is lost, impaired, or in the case of Cicero’s discussion, difficult to express.

There is also a fundamentally religious (or perhaps better, theological) aspect to this 

discussion.  Cicero’s decorous relationships within the framework of moral and political 

action can extend, in a Christian context, to the proper forms of relationship between 

creature and creator, about which Aquinas writes in his Treatise on Human Acts (ST I-
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II.Q.6-21).  Though I do not suggest that Gower necessarily read Aquinas, both share an 

Aristotelian outlook and certain political affinities.54   Gower writes in a different form, 

but I suggest that Gower would nonetheless have been familiar with scholastic solutions 

like those of Aquinas, even if he had not read Aquinas directly.  Aquinas deals with 

Cicero’s claims in ST II-II.Q.145, the question on honestas, citing the De officiis several 

times, and although Cicero is often cited in the objections, Aquinas generally seeks to 

clarify, rather than refute, his arguments.  In this question, Aquinas finds a relationship 

between decorum, honestas, and delectas that is central to how Gower approaches poetry, 

and how poetry might be related (through the Treatise on Human Acts) to the “morality” 

for which Gower has become famous (or notorious).  Using the De officiis as a starting 

point, Aquinas defines honesty thus:

honestum concurrit in idem subiectum cum utili et delectabili, a quibus tamen differt ratione.  

Dicitur enim aliquid honestum, sicut dictum est, inquantum habet quendam decorem ex  

ordinatione rationis. Hoc autem quod est secundum rationem ordinatum, est naturaliter  

conveniens homini. Unumquodque autem naturaliter delectatur in suo convenienti. Et ideo  

honestum est naturaliter homini delectabile, sicut de operatione virtutis philosophus probat, in I  

Ethic. Non tamen omne delectabile est honestum, quia potest etiam aliquid esse conveniens  

secundum sensum, non secundum rationem; sed hoc delectabile est praeter hominis rationem,  

quae perficit naturam ipsius. Ipsa etiam virtus, quae secundum se honesta est, refertur ad aliud  

sicut ad finem, scilicet ad felicitatem. Et secundum hoc, idem subiecto est et honestum et utile et  

delectabile, sed ratione differunt. Nam honestum dicitur secundum quod aliquid habet quandam 

excellentiam dignam honore propter spiritualem pulchritudinem; delectabile autem, inquantum  

quietat appetitum; utile autem, inquantum refertur ad aliud. In pluribus tamen est delectabile  

quam utile et honestum, quia omne utile et honestum est aliqualiter delectabile, sed non  

convertitur, ut dicitur in II Ethic. (ST II-II.Q.145.3)

(The honest concurs in the same subject with the useful and the pleasurable, but it differs from 

them in reason. For, as stated in another place [Article 2] a thing is said to be honest, in so far as it 

has a certain decorum ordered by reason. Moreover that which follows the ordering of reason is  

naturally fitting to man. Everything naturally takes pleasure in that which is fitting to it. Therefore 

54 Gower almost certainly read a version of De Regimine Principum of Giles of Rome, Aquinas’ student.  
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an honest thing is naturally pleasing to a human being, and the Philosopher proves this with regard 

to the operation of virtue in NE. I. However, not all that is pleasurable is honest, since a thing may 

be fitting according to the senses, but not according to reason. A pleasing thing of this kind is 

beside human reason which perfects that same nature. Even virtue itself, which follows close upon 

honesty, is referred to something else as its end, namely, felicity. Accordingly, the honest, the 

useful, and the pleasurable are in the same subject, but differ in relation. For a thing is said to be 

honest as having a certain excellence deserving of honor on account of its spiritual beauty: while it 

is said to be pleasing, as it quiets desire, and useful, in that it refers to something else. The 

pleasurable, however, refers to more things than the useful and the honest: because all useful and 

honest things are pleasurable in some respect, but not the other way around, as said in EN II.) 

The key issue in this passage is the natural relationship (which Aquinas refers to as 

conveniens) between honesty and human pleasure.  In ST I-II (especially in the Treatise  

on Human Acts and the Treatise on the Passions, which immediately follows), Aquinas 

develops the notion of conveniens to articulate the way in which the will makes choices. 

In order to assert the freedom of the will, the choice of the will cannot depend upon the 

truth as determined by reason; otherwise, sin would only be the result of ignorance, not 

willful (and therefore culpable) error.  The concept of conveniens or “fittingness” allows 

Aquinas to describe the choice of the will as influenced by reason (that is, truth should 

appear fitting, as the honest should always appear fitting and therefore pleasurable), but 

also allows the influence of sensual appetites and vicious habits, through which sinful 

choices can appear decorous or appropriate to the will.55  For Aquinas’ Aristotelian 

theology, an “ideal knowledge” cannot exist within time, and his use of terms like 

decorum and conveniens are ways in which to avoid both the imposition of necessity and 

the unintelligibility of radical contingency.56  However, Aquinas’ solution, a solution that 

I feel has much in common with Gower’s lament over the failure of humanity to 

55 Cf. James Keenan, Goodness and Rightness in Thomas Aquinas's Summa theologiae  ,   (Washington: 
Georgetown University Press, 1992), 47-52.  
56 Thomas Hibbs, Aquinas, Ethics, and Philosophy of Religion: Metaphysics and Practice (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2007), 166.  
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recognize even the most obvious signs of dishonesty, depends upon an appreciation and 

understanding of beauty and pleasure in their relation to honesty.  That appreciation and 

understanding does not depend upon rhetoric, the linguistic component of political 

discourse, but upon poetry, which (as Judson Boyce Allen has argued, using the Accessus 

ad auctores) is ““ethice subponitur quia ostendit qui mores convenient” (is subjoined to 

ethics because it shows which customs are appropriate).57  However, in contrast to Allen, 

and Minnis, who develops Allen’s idea into a “medieval theory of authorship”, I suggest 

that the moral or ethical element of poetry is not doctrinal or programmatic, but practical.  

One can sense (intelligere) the difference between honest and dishonest pleasure, 

especially when reason has already been compromised, only through the analogous 

experience of poetry.  

Chapter Summaries

In Chapter 1, “Sententious Style and Gower’s Prologue”, I argue that Gower writes to 

both a “wise” and a “grete” (i.e., politically powerful) audience, and his purpose is to 

force a reconsideration of how a king might be counseled, especially a king such as the 

young and rash Richard II.  However, Gower is not interested in writing the counsel 

himself; most of the Prologue is derived from completely traditional, even central 

Christian-Aristotelian theology and politics.  Rather, Gower uses an intentionally 

sententious style to show how traditional learning, even when completely obvious, has 

failed to produce political and social reform.  Knowledge is everywhere present, but the 

57 Judson Boyce Allen, The Ethical Poetic of the Later Middle Ages: A Decorum of Convenient Distinction 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982), 6.  Cf. Alastair Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship:  
Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages (London: Scolar Press, 1984).
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degeneration of the world continues unabated.  The lack of honestas and decorum in 

England (and Christendom in general) is not from a lack of intellectual material, but a 

failure to take it seriously.  Gower’s style communicates its sententiae in a rhetoric of 

frustration; nonetheless, at the end of the Prologue, he offers Arion, the mythical harpist, 

as a potential image of poetic regeneration through pleasure.  As Cicero in the De officiis 

uses the poets to explain political decorum, so here Gower uses Arion as a poetic model 

for political pleasure.

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the background, philosophical and poetic, for the Confessio 

Amantis, and forms of writing which structure and inform Gower’s own text.  In Chapter 

2, “Practical Morality: Gower’s Wisdom”, I consider the problems of philosophical 

coherence in the Confessio Amantis.  I examine recent trends in Gower criticism, which 

differ over the consistency of Gower’s political and philosophical thought, not only 

throughout his entire oeuvre, but even within his individual works.  I argue that Gower is 

following a strain of Aristotelian political philosophy, and that the form in which he 

writes about politics does not demand the kind of consistency so often suggested by 

Gower’s more “exegetical” readers, nor does it leave Gower’s texts hopelessly 

indeterminate.  Instead, his texts poetically develop the reader’s “sense” necessary for 

making proper choices and judgments, and move him or her towards political prudence 

rather than philosophical knowledge.  

Chapter 3, “Gower, Genius and Amans: Personae and Their Querelles”, uses the early 

15th century debate over the moral value of the Roman de la Rose to discuss how the 
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poetic personae that Gower inherits from Jean de Meun can alter the meaning of 

Aristotelian philosophical categories.  They create a new arena for writing, a new form: 

the voirsemblable, that which seems true to experience.  Gower’s English fiction depends 

upon a reader adept less at exegesis than sensitivity to the manipulation of experience and 

the valences of truth.  Genius, the most debated of Gower’s personae, receives special 

attention.

Chapters 4 and 5 are extensive analyses of key tales in the formal context of Gower’s 

poetic project.  Chapter 4, “Gowerian Pity and Piety”, explores three of Gower’s best 

known tales, “The Tale of Florent,” “The Tale of Constance”, and “The Tale of Canace 

and Machaire.”  Each analysis proceeds comparatively, the first two with Chaucer’s 

versions of the same narratives (“The Wife of Bath’s Tale” and “The Man of Law’s 

Tale”), and the third with Ovid’s Heroides IX, Gower’s source.  Each analysis 

emphasizes the way in which ostensibly erotic tales are invested in political contingency, 

and the form of tales’ affective production (pity) is inseparable from the decorous form of 

its reception (piety).  The figures of the king and the “grete” men who are his peers and 

advisors are constantly present, because their piety depends not only on their openness to 

pity, but on its appropriate relation to their own personae.  

Chapter 5, “The Political Natures of Gower’s Personae” examines Books IV and V, 

especially the two “digressions” on labor (Book IV) and world religions (Book V).  In the 

context of Jean de Meun’s and Alanus de Insulis’ different modes of poetic artifice, I 

examine how these digressions expose how politically limited the personae of Genius 

and Amans are.  The goal of Gower’s own poetic artifice is to expose how the desire 
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created by erotic poetry eliminates the political subject, and brings the subject of that  

poetry into intellectual and moral servitude.  The relations to nature and grace, which 

ground the reality of political and moral existence, are obfuscated by the Venus’ art, and 

the lover is cast morally and politically adrift.  

In the sixth and final chapter, “The Love of Kings”, I examine the last three books of the 

Confessio, with special attention to the “Tale of Apollonius” and its relation to the kingly 

virtues expounded in Book VII, the (supposed) advice of Aristotle to Alexander.  I argue 

that Apollonius, rather than being a model king, is a student of kingship, and discovers 

that the contingent pleasures of amor cannot compare to the virtuous political pleasures 

of peace and joy.   Gower educates the reader of the Confessio in the value of the propria 

persona, especially that of a king.  The chief danger is the king who takes on the persona 

of the lover, and who alienates himself from political order: Gower identifies this with 

tyranny.  In exposing the danger of the amans rex, Gower also illustrates the pleasures, 

personal and political, that proper government can produce. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of the role of Amans, and the way in which he has functioned as a temptation 

throughout the text; his final return to being “John Gower” reinforces the affective failure 

of alienated desire, and the affective pleasure of true decorum, both poetic and political.
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Chapter 1: Sententious Style and Gower’s Prologue

John Gower’s Confessio Amantis is divided into eight books, seven of which mimic the 

arrangement of a penitential manual following the seven deadly sins, and are often 

similar in arrangement to Gower’s Anglo-Norman Mirour de l’Omme.  Book VII is a 

seeming digression, ostensibly repeating the advice of Aristotle to Alexander, derived 

from such classic political works as the Secretum Secretorum and Brunetto Latini’s Li 

Livres dou Tresor.1 While the first six books each deal with a major sin and its different 

aspects (in order, Pride, Envy, Wrath, Sloth, Avarice, and Gluttony), Book VIII deals not 

with Lechery in general, but only one aspect, Incest.  However, Books IV, V, and VI also 

have certain “irregularities” concerning digressions and order, and it is important not to 

assume too quickly that the Confessio is primarily organized around a penitential 

structure.2  Before Gower begins Book I and the confession of Amans the lover to 

Genius, the priest of Venus, Gower writes a Prologue.  The prologue differs according to 

the version or “recension” (the term used by G.C. Macaulay).3  In the Prologue, the first 

1 For G.C. Macaulay’s negative opinion of this digression, cf. “John Gower”, The Cambridge History of  
English Literature, Vol. II, The End of the Middle Ages, A.W. Ward and A.R. Waller, eds. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1908), 153-78, 169.
2 Chapter 3 will further discuss the influence of the penitentials in the context of the Roman de la Rose.  
3 Fisher sets out the 49 manuscripts of the Confessio Amantis in John Gower: Moral Philosopher and  
Friend of Chaucer, 304-5, dividing them into three groups: the first version, (comprising a “revised”, 
“intermediate”, and “unrevised” version), a second version, and a third version.  This classification adds to 
the work of Macaulay, who identified two major recensions and one minor one: “The first recension 
according to our classification is hat in which the conclusion of the poem contains praises of Richard II as a 
just and beneficent ruler and a presentation of the book for his acceptance. The second has additional  
passages of the fifth and seventh books, with a rearrangement of the sixth book . . . while the conclusion of 
the poem has been rewritten as to exclude the king, and in some copies there is a new preface with a 
dedication to Henry of Lancaster.  The third exhibits a return to the form of the first as regards the 
additional passages, but has the rewritten preface and epilogue” (Macaulay, Complete Works: English 
Works: cxxviii). A close look at the descriptions of the manuscripts reveals that Macaulay’s classification 
system has major flaws (which Macaulay himself recognizes), but this classification has continued in use 
nonetheless.  The basis of Macaulay’s text is Bodley Fairfax 3 (a third recension manuscript) collated with 
Bodley 902 (first recension, with revisions), Corpus Christi Coll. 67 (first recension, unrevised), and 
Bodley 294 (second recension).  Peck also bases his edition on Fairfax 3, and consults Bodley 902, Bodley 
294, St. John’s College Camb. 34.B.23 (first recension, revised), Huntington El. 26 A.17 (second recension) 
and Sidney Sussex College Camb. 63 (second recension).  Macaulay’s all are elegantly executed and 
illustrated mss; Peck’s additions are either close to Fairfax 3 (St. John’s, which lacks 17 pages) or alternate 
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recension includes a dedication to Richard II, and the third a dedication to Henry of 

Derby (the future Henry IV).  Only 68 lines of the total 1088 lines of the Prologue vary 

between these recensions, not including the Latin head-verses periodically placed 

throughout the poem (these do not vary).  In fact, the Prologue is lacking from 13 of the 

49 complete manuscripts, among them two probable presentation copies (including 

Bodley 902, one of the texts collated in Macaulay’s and Peck’s edition).  I will approach 

the different recensions as two versions of the same poem directed to only slightly 

different audiences; much critical ink has been spilled already on the differences.4

John Gower begins the Prologue to his Confessio Amantis with two recollections of the 

distant past.  The first remembers “hem that writen ous tofore” (Pr. 1), of whom “the 

bokes duelle” (Pr. 2) and Gower promises that he himself will “wryte of newe som 

matiere/ Essampled of these olde wise” (Pr. 6-7).  This section is introduced by Latin 

verses which invoke Hengist, Brutus and Carmentis, those that brought about the 

speaking and writing of English, both politically and literally.  His next recollection is  

one that we might call nostalgic: after introducing the main theme of his poem, Gower 

recalls the “good old days”:

versions of the second recension (Peck, Confessio Amantis, 44-5).
4 It is not my intention to intervene in the critical discussion concerning the dedication of the Confessio 
Amantis to Richard II or Henry Bolingbroke, Earl of Derby (later Henry IV).  I hope to suggest that the 
specific addressee is of minimal importance; cf. Joyce Coleman’s apt comment, that despite possible later 
changes, “all but a few hundred of the Confessio’s over thirty thousand lines were written “for king 
Richardes sake”; “‘A Bok for King Richardes Sake’: Royal Patronage, the Confessio, and the Legend of  
Good Women”, On John Gower, 104-23, 105.  In addition to the roundtable at Kalamazoo 2009, mentioned 
above, a number of scholars have weighed in on the import of Macaulay’s recensions, notably John Hurt 
Fisher, John Gower, Anne Middleton, “Public Poetry in the Reign of Richard II”, Speculum 53:1 (1978) 94-
114, Peter Nicholson, in "Gower's Revisions in the Confessio Amantis", Chaucer Review 19 (1984), pp. 
123-143, and "The Dedications of Gower's Confessio Amantis", Mediaevalia 10 (1984), pp. 159-80; Dhira 
B. Mahoney, "Gower's Two Prologues to Confessio Amantis", Re-visioning Gower, pp. 17-37; Anne Astell, 
Political Allegory in Late Medieval England.  It has long been a source of speculation on Gower’s political 
expediency. 
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If I schal drawe into my mynde

The tyme passed, thanne I fynde

The world stod thanne in al his welthe.

Tho was the lif of man in helthe,

Tho was plenté, tho was richesse,

Tho was the fortune of prouesse,

Tho was knyhthode in pris be name,

Wherof the wyde worldes fame –

Write in cronique – is yit withholde. (Pr. 93-101)

Gower’s remembrance of things past continues, describing the once proper order of 

society, when there was “Justice of lawe” (Pr. 102) on the part of the nobles, as well as 

“obeissance/ Under the reule of governance” (Pr. 107-8) on the part of the people.  This 

also involved language and appearance: then, “Of mannes herte the corage/ Was schewed 

thanne in the visage;/ The word was lich to the conceite/ Without semblanct of deceite” 

(Pr. 111-4).  However, it is not long until he grieves at grievances present, that “[t]he 

world is changed overal,/ And therof most in special/ That love is falle into discord” (Pr. 

119-21).  Gower’s Latin verses preceding this section display, in a highly balanced form, 

this same narrative of degenerating law, love, and language, opposing “presens fortuna” 

(present Fortune) to “Tempus preteritum . . . beatum” (the blessed time past; Pr. ii. 1).  

Gower’s introduction to the Confessio Amantis seems to suggest what many critics have 

asserted: that Gower is a conservative, more comfortable looking to the past than to the 

future, and a foil to Chaucer’s inventiveness in style, characterization, and politics. 

Gower’s “mouldy” tales (as Ben Jonson described the Gowerian source for Shakespeare’s 

Pericles, Prince of Tyre) are “essampled of the old wise.”5   Gower’s anaphoric 

5 Cf. Ben Jonson, Poetaster III.iv.3 (Plays: Complete Collection, Vol I (Pomona: Pomona Press, 2008)) for 
his assessment of Shakespeare’s adaptation of Gower’s “Tale of Apollonius” in Pericles, Prince of Tyre.  
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rhapsodizing of the past appears nostalgic for some simpler time, analogous to 

conservative nostalgia in 20th and 21st century political discourse.6  

However, more than a time before, Gower’s description of the “past” seems a time out of 

time.  Though Gower might very well look fondly upon the time before the 1349 plague, 

before the rise of Lollardy and the 1381 Peasants’ Rebellion, or consider the victories of 

Edward the Black Prince in France as the height of English knighthood, the rest of the 

Prologue does not suggest the possible return to the past that is the political program of 

conservative nostalgia.  His descriptions of the three estates of nobles, clergy, and 

commons find no route to past peace and prosperity, and his use of Nebuchadnezzar’s 

dream of the Monster of Time articulates a history that only moves forward in its 

degeneration.  Nor does he look to a specific past, or recall a former rule that could 

legitimately be a model for his contemporary England.  The ancient English figures of 

“cronique” mentioned in the first Latin verses, Brutus and Hengist are both in a mythical 

past that is completely irrecoverable politically.  Also, these figures are hardly models for 

rule: Brutus’ settlement of England recalls the disaster (moral and political) of the Trojan 

War,7 and Hengist slaughtered the Britons in a peace conference to seize the throne.8  This 

is certainly not “knyhthode in pris.”  Finally, in the midst of his praise of the perfect past, 

6 Cf. John Ganim’s description of Gower’s Confessio as “simultaneously nostalgic and utopian”, and 
consequently “modern” in "Gower, Liminality, and the Politics of Space", Exemplaria 19 (2007), pp. 90-
116, 112. For such nostalgia in contemporary American discourse, cf. Daniel Marcus, Happy Days and 
Wonder Years: The Fifties and the Sixties in Contemporary Cultural Politics (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 2004), esp. chapter 2.
7 Or as Russell Peck puts it, “If London is ‘the toun of newe Troye’ it seems as precarious as the old Troy, 
and perhaps as doomed” (Russell Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, xv.  Cf. Sylvia Federico’s discussion 
of the double valences of Troy in New Troy: Fantasies of Empire in the Late Middle Ages (Minneapolis: U 
of Minnesota Press, 2003), and Winthrop Wetherbee’s association of Troy with destructive desire in 
“”Rome, Troy, and Culture in the Confessio Amantis”, On John Gower, 20-42.  
8 Geoffrey of Monmouth, History of the Kings of Britain, Sebastian Evans, trans., Everyman's Library, No. 
577 (London: Dent, 1963), 164.
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Gower invokes the millennial Ps. 84, stating the past was the time when “pes, which 

ryhtwisnesse keste./ With charité tho stod in reste” (Pr. 109-10).9 The beginning of 

Gower’s poem prepares for his use of Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream 

of the great statue, whose golden head and neck “betokne scholde/ A worthi world, a 

noble, a riche,/ To which non after schal be liche” (Pr. 632-4).  If Gower has a more 

recent past in mind (such as the height of English military power in the 1350s and 1360s), 

he never mentions it, and his Biblically informed sense of history offers no return to any 

“happy days” or “wonder years.”

This past time is known to him not through memory, but through a “cronique”, the very 

books that “duelle” in “oure tyme” (Pr. 5). I suggest that the return to the past is a 

strategic critical move on Gower’s part, not merely to criticize the failures of the present 

time (though such criticism is certainly important), but also to articulate the kind of 

philosophical perspective that his literary education affords him, and most importantly, 

the kind of poetry that such an educated perspective makes possible.  Near the very end 

of the Confessio, Venus enjoins Gower to “go ther vertu moral duelleth,/ Wher ben thi 

bokes” (VIII. 2925-6).  This trip is not temporal, but spatial.  Gower’s term, “duelle”, 

equivocates between the temporal and spatial, bringing the ancient living (or dwelling) of 

persons and texts into the present locus of Gower’s own writing.   By suggesting both a 

temporal and a spatial valence, it takes on the meaning, “to continue in existence, last,  

endure; remain alive, survive, live”, the Middle English Dictionary’s definition which 

cites Confessio Amantis Pr. 2.10  The “past” continues to exist for the purpose of action, 

9 Cf. Ps. 84:11; for the use of this verse in a millenarian context, cf. William Langland, Piers Plowmen: The 
C-text, Derek Pearsall, ed. (Exeter, UK: The University of Exeter Press, 1994), XX. 467a. 
10 “dwellen” (v.) 8a, MED online, accessed August 29, 2008.  8b offers, “to continue steadfastly, persist (in 
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and action depends upon electio, “choice.”  That there can be no return to a utopian past 

is less nostalgic than demanding of present choice by “hem that now be grete” (Pr. 77, 

emphasis mine), the politically powerful men to whom the Confessio is addressed.11 

In Anne Middleton’s essay, “The Idea of Public Poetry in the Reign of Richard II”, she 

argues that the political poetry of writers such as Gower is not defined along the axis of 

“contradictory” and “coherent” but that such poetry “is indifferent on the whole to 

comprehensive rational systems of thought or of poetic structure.”12  Space is important 

to her analysis, in that Gower with Chaucer and Langland “have a vivid sense of poetry’s 

medial position.”13  However, she makes clear that “poetry is a mediating activity”14 (my 

emphasis), and it is as “non-transcendent, practical, and active” that their poetry and its 

subject of love contribute to the public good.15  Central to Middleton’s argument is the 

category of “experience”16 oriented towards the king, “not the main imagined audience, 

but an occasion for gathering and formulating what is on the common mind.”17  It is both 

a place and a time, in which the past is concretized in the present as an experience to be 

an action or activity).”  
11 John Ganim has recently suggested that an analysis of Gower’s use of space discovers a consistent 
“obsession with liminality” that “prefigures the contradictory position of the modern subject” (Ganim, 113) 
I argue, however, that Gower is not writing as a subject but as an adviser to a king, and that the structural 
differences between these categories are quite potent.  The categories of liminality and contradiction, while 
perhaps evoking the response of Gower’s modern reader/subject, are not present to the interpretative 
project that the Confessio represents. Ganim is the latest in a long line of critics who have suggested, in one 
form or another, a “modernism” for Gower that founds itself upon the irresolvability of major moral 
problems within the Confessio Amantis especially.  While this work has done immeasurable work in 
stimulating studies of Gower (and often traces its roots back to David Aers’ indictment of attempts to 
produce unified, coherence readings of the Confessio), I find this strain of analysis ultimately 
unconvincing.  Cf. David Aers, "Reflections on Gower as 'Sapiens in Ethics and Politics'", Re-Visioning 
Gower, pp. 185-201.
12 Anne Middleton, 95.  
13 Middleton, 101; cf. Ganim, 97, and his discussion of the “middel weie.”  
14 Middleton, 101.
15 Middleton, 96.
16 Cf. Middleton, 99. 102.
17 Middleton, 107.
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put to work; to writers such as Gower, “poetry itself is seen as action, not as a treasury of 

wisdom.”18  

Part of that action is literally “traditional.”  Moral virtue dwells in books, and Gower 

describes his own project as part of the communication of that virtue.  He writes in the 

way of old, “So that it myhte in such a wyse,/ Whan we ben dede and elleswhere,/ Beleve 

to the worldes eere/ In tyme comende after this” (Pr. 8-11).  His books will serve the 

future in the same way that the ancient books serve the present, by preserving the past, 

i.e., by the handing down (traditio) of moral virtue.  What kind of perspective comes of 

associating moral virtue with the ancient past, especially when Gower seems intent on 

both promoting moral virtue, and describing a world bound to moral degeneracy? 

Perhaps one can begin to answer this question by turning to the opening lines of Gower’s 

major Latin work, the Vox Clamantis: “Scripture veteris capiunt exempla futuri,/ Nam  

dabit experta res magis esse fidem” (Ancient writings hold examples for the future, for a 

thing experienced will afford greater faith; VC Pr. 1-2).19 Experta has the sense not only 

of “experienced” but “tested.”  “Fidem” as well concerns not merely religious faith, but 

the forms of covenant, agreement, and practical “trouthe” that Richard Firth Green 

describes in A Crisis of Truth. Moral virtue, in the sense of honestas and decorum, 

depends primarily upon the sort of relationality that fides implies. The books of old do 

not contain moral virtue in the sense solely of moral laws or rules but as exempla, and the 

Confessio Amantis is primarily dedicated to the form of the exemplum.  The exemplum 

18 Middleton, 107.  She is writing in direct reference to Piers Plowman, but her identification of Langland’s 
and Gower’s texts as the especial examples of Ricardian public poetry suggests its application to the 
Confessio. 
19
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deals with particulars rather than universals, and its comprehension is through 

experientia, through practical wisdom.20  The old books, and by association, Gower’s 

Confessio, are repositories of practical wisdom.  The contrast that Gower manufactures 

between past and present urges the investigation of moral virtue by means of exempla. 

This investigation is active on the part of the reader; it is not rhetoric, which seeks to 

manufacture belief (faire croire, in Latini’s words).  Latini, in fact, states quite clearly 

that what Gower does throughout most of the Confessio Amantis is not rhetoric: 

Por ce sont il deceu, cil ki quident que raconter fables ou ancienes istores ou quanque on puet  

dire soient matire de rectorique. Mais çou que l’om dist de bouche ou que l’om mande par ses  

letres apenseement por faire croire, ou par contençon de loer ou de blasmer ou de conseil avoir  

sor aucune besoigne ou de choses qui requierent jugement, tout çou est de la maniere de  

rectorique.

(For they are deceived, who think that those who recount fables or ancient stories or whatever else 

one might say is the matter of rhetoric. But that which one says orally or sends in a well-conceived 

letter to create belief, or in the contestation of praise or blame, or as advice to concerning some 

need, or regarding things which require judgment, that is wholly of the manner of rhetoric; LT 

III.ii.7)

The reader rather than just the writer (or speaker) is active in the formation of moral 

virtue and practical wisdom when Gower’s kind of exempla are in use; they do not 

present laws, but the way to judge and understand the honestas and decorum of particular 

circumstances.  It is a form of writing that is decidedly not speculative.

However, this is precisely what Gower does not produce in the Prologue, which is 

effectively free of exempla.  In the Prologue, Gower concentrates upon the failure of 

practical knowledge, especially in the face of the obviousness of the causes at work in the 

world.  He suggests the reason for the lack of this practical knowledge in the first Latin 
20 Chapter 2 will develop this Aristotelian language more fully; Larry Scanlon, in his Narrative, Authority,  
and Power argues for the importance of the particular in the exemplum form, and its value for Aristotelian 
practical wisdom.
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verses: “Torpor, ebes sensus, scola parva labor minimusque/ Causant quo minimus ipse 

minora canam” (Laziness, dullness of sense, little schooling and a lack of labor causes 

me, the least of all, to sing of lesser things; Pr. i.1-2).  This closely resembles John of 

Salisbury’s words early in his Policraticus: “Siquidem uita breuis, sensus hebes,  

neglegentiæ torpor, inutilis occupatio, nos paucula scire permittunt” (Even so, the 

shortness of life, dullness of the senses, the laziness of negligence, permits us to know 

little).21  John of Salisbury is discussing the importance of the literary, and asserts that not 

only through the literary is “omnium interstitiorum loci et temporis exclusa molestia” (all 

the vexation of the intervals of time and place excluded) but that without it, “artes  

perierant, euanuerant iura, fidei et totius religionis officia quaeque corruerant” (the arts 

would have perished, the laws would have died away, and all the duties and faith of 

religion would have collapsed).22  Salisbury is writing advice to Thomas Becket, and his 

targets are the “frivolities of the courtier”, especially in the courtier’s failure to maintain a  

philosophical perspective.  Gower, on the other hand, emphasizes in his opening the way 

in which these are faults of reading, substituting the courtier’s “useless occupation” with 

“poor schooling” and “little labor.”  The antanaclasis and polyptoton on “minimusque . . .  

minimus . . . minora” is also more than just a clever modesty trope.  “Causant,” can be 

read so that the vices of the first line cause (as in necessitate) Gower, the “least” to sing 

of “lesser” things; that is, the vices are Gower’s own, and part of the modesty trope. 

However, “Causant” can also be read in its legal meaning, in that Gower is inclined to 

speak about “lesser” things by the presence of those vices, that is, they are rhetorical 

causae.  The syntax therefore implies that such vices make one minor, and by stating that 

21 John of Salisbury and Clement Charles Julian Webb, Policratici Sive De Nvgis Cvrialivm Et Vestigiis  
Philosophorvm Libri Viii, vol. I, II vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), Book I, 385b.
22 Ibid., 385a.
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Gower is minimus in relation to his readers, they must be without such vices, and have 

the discriminating mind necessary to read properly.  Gower appropriates Salisbury’s 

discussion of letters, and the obstacles to their proper understanding, to address reading 

directly.  The next two lines, which state in the most roundabout way possible that Gower 

will write in English, involve a series of learned references, to Brutus, legendary founder 

of the kings of Britain, Hengist, the legendary first speaker of English in the British Isles, 

and Carmentis, the legendary founder of the Latin script.  Gower’s statement of his 

purpose to write in English, itself written in a highly rhetorical and allusive Latin, implies 

a reader who can appreciate both a clerical and a vernacular style.  Gower will draw upon 

clerical models (especially for his Latin verse) as well as vernacular models (especially 

for the Amans/Genius frame); their relation to each other wil be important throughout the 

Confessio.  The last two lines are a petition against misreading: “Ossibus ergo carens que 

conterir ossa loquelis/ Absit, et interpres stet procul oro malus” (Therefore, let that one 

lacking bones which breaks bones be absent, and may the interpreter evil in words stand 

far away; Pr.i. 3-4).  The first line, as Macaulay notes, refers to Prov. 25:15; though “in a 

bad sense.”23 The proverb, “patientia lenietur princeps et lingua mollis confringet  

duritam” (By patience a prince shall be appeased, and a soft tongue shall break 

hardness),24 does carry a sense of flattery to a prince, and Gower’s line, again making use 

of polyptoton, suggests the weak (ossibus carens) overpowering the strong with 

language. The allusions to Proverbs 25:15, the Policraticus, and the kings of Britain 

suggest a political reader and Gower names Richard as the intended audience in the first 

23 Macaulay, The English Works, Pr. i.5n.  Macaulay implies that Gower is emphasizing the impetus to 
flattery potentially derived from Prov. 25:15, though not literally present in the proverb.  
24 Douay-Rheims translation.
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recension;25 however, the form of this Latin is highly clerical, and the tension between the 

matter of the text and the form in which it is presented is a consistent interpretative issue 

throughout the Confessio.  Nonetheless, as Patricia Eberle argues, Richard was interested 

in complex political literature, and advancing the sapientia and prudentia with which he 

identified his reign.26  

 

Gower’s Double Audience

Gower’s shared interest with John of Salisbury concerning the pleasure of letters also 

suggests a practical failure of “wisdom.”27  Though the books of the past contain the 

moral virtue through which one must learn to negotiate the degeneracy of the present, 

“men sein, and soth it is,/ That who that al of wisdom writ/ It dulleth ofte a mannes wit/ 

To hem that schal it aldai rede” (Pr. 12-5).  Wisdom needs to be paired with pleasure 

because the literature that Gower is making, a literature of exempla, must be experta, 

experienced, sensed in the wit.28  Literary pleasure provides a way to stimulates the ebes  

sensus and alleviate the torpor that “permits us to know but little.”  Gower’s claim that he 

“wolde go the middel weie/ And wryte a bok betwen the tweie./ Somewhat of lust/ 

somewhat of lore” (Pr. 17-9) suggests that wisdom is an extreme, and that the mean lies 

closer to lust.  There is a hint in Gower’s language of an Aristotelian mean, but a full 

translation of these lines into Aristotelian terms would cause some major philosophical 

25 Questions about the value of the term “recension” have already been raised in the Introduction; I use the 
term here for clarity and a perhaps misplaced sense of tradition.
26 Patricia J. Eberle, “Richard II and the Literary Arts” in Richard II: The Art of Kingship, Anthony 
Goodman and James Gillespie, eds. (New York: OUP, 1999), 231-53, esp. 252-3.  
27 “Wisdom” in Gower’s poetic language is a complex term, and not one that easily finds a Latin scholastic 
counterpart.  This problem will be more fully developed in the next chapter; here, I wish to allow the word 
to carry uncertainty in its denotation.
28 Cf. Middleton, 107, and her invocation of the “common wit”, and Cicero’s comments in De officiis I. 97 
concerning the use of literature in providing a “sense” of moral decorum.  
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problems; for instance, if “wisdom” is rendered sapientia, “lust” as dilectatio, and “lore” 

as scientia.29  Gower’s readers, especially those who can appreciate the Latin of his 

opening verses, might very well feel inclined to try such a translation, but Gower’s 

English text resists such attempts.  One of the major forms of that resistance is the form 

of the Prologue itself; as Gower remarks in his later recension of the Prologue:

For this prologe is so assised

That it to wisdom al belongeth.

What wys man that underfongeth,

He schal drawe into remembrance

The fortune of worldes chance,

The which no man in his persone

Mai knowe, bot the god al one.

Whan the prologe is so despended,

This bok schal afterward ben ended

Of love, which doth many a wonder

And many a wys man hath put under. (Pr. 66-76)

The Prologue, which is completely dedicated to “wisdom”, “lore” rather than “lust”, has a 

built-in element of failure.  First of all, its subject, “The fortune of worldes chance” is 

precisely what “no man in his persone/ Mai knowe”; what can be “underfonge[n]” 

concerning contingency is its unknowability.  As Middleton puts it, “‘Lore’ lives to 

posterity, not by the transcendence of the contemporary and immediate, but only as it is 

validated and intermingled with experience, which acts both as a witness to events and as 

testimony to our investment of feeling in what we need to know.”30  Throughout the 

Prologue, the lore fails to transcend because its subject is contingency.  Secondly, the 

29 Obviously, there are several other possible translations for each of these terms; my point is that an 
attempt, at this early point, of anchoring Gower’s English in a singular Latin term is encouraged but also 
acknowledged as premature.  
30 Middleton, 102.
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description of the “worldes chance” to be found in the Prologue itself and especially after 

line 529 illustrates humanity’s utter inability to use or recognize the causes that can be 

known, specifically, that “man is overal/ His oghne cause of wel and wo” (Pr. 546-7). 

Thirdly, the wise man (and Gower supposedly writes so that “[t]he wyse man mai ben 

avised” (Pr. 65)) even if he can understand the unknowability of contingency is 

nonetheless still vulnerable to love, the topic of the rest of the poem.  Even in the most 

successful possible case the “wisdom” represented in the Prologue is severely limited.  

Gower also gives “wisdom” a strange doubleness.  The “wisdom” that is suggested in the 

lines quoted above seems to represent philosophical self-knowledge, a sapientia that is 

concerned with leaving the contingencies of fortune behind for the contemplation of the 

necessary forms, especially the God who is the source of all knowledge.  It suggests 

movement towards the kind of coherence that comes with the contemplative life. 

However, immediately after these lines, Gower writes:

And in this wyse I thenke trete

Towards hem that now be grete,

Betwene the vertu and the vice

Which longeth unto this office. (Pr. 77-80)31  

Gower’s playful use of “wyse” in 76-7 makes for a difficult set of associations.  What is 

“this wyse”?  Does it describe the entire work of the Confessio Amantis, or just the part 

after “the prologe is so despended”?  Is there an audience of “wise men” for the Prologue, 

and “grete” (i.e., politically powerful) men for the rest of the poem?  The Policraticus 

also insists on the danger that “eis fortunae blandientis illecebra aspectum subtrahit  

ueritatis” (by its blandishments the allure of fortune leads the gaze away from truth), but 

31 Gower is here following what seems like a similar project to Cicero in De officiis; Cicero also extensively 
considers the place of the noble (I. 121), and the distinction between statesmen and philosophers (I. 72).
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directs it specifically to “viris . . . principibus” (men in political power).32  John of 

Salisbury uses Thomas Becket as both the object and the model of his discourse in order 

to collapse the difference between the wise philosopher and the man of politics.  Gower 

does not seem to follow John here, though they may share many of the same sentiments. 

The failure of wisdom to know contingency means that perhaps contingency is not the 

office of the wise man, but “longeth unto this [the great man’s] office.” This office has its 

own set of virtues and vices, and it seems that love is one of them, if the rest of the 

Confessio is in fact so directed to “grete” men.33  It is only the rare holy man who can 

avoid erotic love entirely.34  There is a separation between the contemplative wise man 

and the practical great man, and it motivates Simon Meecham-Jones to suggest, “It is as 

if Gower has taken from Chaucer the figure of the writer inexperienced in the practice of 

love and extended it to demonstrate the inescapable impossibility of combining the active 

world of experience and the contemplative world of the author.”35 However, I think that 

the combination (or at least coherent relation) of the practical and the contemplative is  

not impossible, and that combination depends upon the figure of the king as addressee. 

The king and the magnates that surround him (including Henry Bolingbroke) are “grete”; 

they require the advice and direction of the “wyse.”  Both of these types of persons are 

vulnerable to erotic love, and as such, the text can be read as properly addressed to both. 

32 Policraticus, 389a. 
33 Cp. Policraticus, 389b: “diuitias suas et delicias congerit mundus, quibus delicati sensus pruriginem 
uicissim refouet et accendit, ut animus multiplici lenocinorum fraude captus, quadam alienatione sui ad 
interiore bono deficiens per exteriora mendacia uariis concupiscentiis euagetur” (The world heaps up its 
treasures and delights, so that the spirit, enthralled by the fraud of so many seductions, in a way alienated 
from its inner good, so lacking wanders through the various desires of external falsehood).  
34 Cf. Venus’ words concerning the truly celibate: Som holy man that wol withdrawe/ His kindly lust agein 
her [Venus’] lawe;/ Bot sielde whanne it falleth so,/ For fewe men ther be of tho” (VIII. 2333-6).
35 Simon Meecham-Jones, “Prologue: the Poet as Subject: Literary Self-Consciousness in Gower’s 
Confessio Amantis”, Betraying Our Selves: Forms of Self-Representation in Early Modern English Texts, 
Henk Dragstra, Sheila Ottway, Helen Wilcox, eds. (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 14-30, 23.
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The wise and the great will nonetheless have different relationships to the goal of 

Gower’s text, countering the influence of erotic love on rule.  As Middleton argues 

concerning the audience of public poetry, neither Richard nor Henry is the single object 

of the poem, but only the occasion of the poem, and that the “relation [of speaker to 

audience] . . . has become the poetic subject.”36   If such a relation is the subject of 

Gower’s poetry, by explicitly doubling his “intended” audience Gower can encourage his 

readers to consider not only the difference between wise and great, but also the different 

ways each will encounter narratives of erotic love and rule.  Gower also provides two 

different individual audiences in the two different recensions of the Prologue; the first is a 

“bok for King Richardes sake” (Pr. 24*) while the second is a “bok for Engelondes sake” 

(Pr. 24) and for “myn oghne lord,/ Which of Lancastre is Henri named” (Pr. 86-7).  Anne 

Astell has cogently argued that these different recensions are not simply re-dedications, 

and that “the poem was directed from the start toward a complex, heterogeneous audience 

with multiple circles inclusive of Henry and others, at the center of which Richard is 

imagined as the principal addressee.”37  The king becomes the center of an audience of 

both wise men and great men, as both the object and the subject of rule, depending on 

whether the reader is a wise advisor or a political power.  Both the wise and the great 

readers who read the poem (possibly including the king himself) are not considering 

erotic love in purely theoretical terms, but in specific relation to a kind of rule, to action 

and choice.  The two recensions specify that rule: the first to Richard as king, the second 

to a powerful nobleman concerned with the common good of “Engelonde.”  

36 Middleton, 95.
37 Astell, Political Allegory in Late Medieval England, 74. 
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The first recension recounts a narrative of Gower and Richard meeting on the Thames. 

There is some debate whether this should be considered a biographical fact; whatever the 

factuality of the meeting, Gower uses this occasion thematically to discuss the realities of 

kingship.38  Fictional or not, it is a personal encounter, and Richard and his rule are 

presented as personal.  The relationship between speaker and (imagined) audience is not 

simply one of patronage, but of command (“heste”; Pr. 82*) for “som newe thing” (Pr. 

51*).39  Richard’s personal dealings on the Thames, and with the City of London, are by 

no means benevolent patronage.  Frank Grady makes much of Richard’s March 1385 

encounter with William Courtenay, Archbishop of Canterbury, on the Thames, when 

Richard drew his sword and threatened the Archbishop’s life.40  If considered with Anne 

Astell’s contention that the dealings between Richard and the City of London in 1392-3 

are in play,41 this episode suggests a Richard whose authority is in serious question 

precisely because of his lack of personal control.  Gower is careful to express the 

different forms of authority functioning in this exchange.  While the book is a “charge 

upon [Gower] leyde” by the King (Pr. 48*), the charge directs Gower only to “doo [his] 

busynesse” (Pr. 49*).  Richard himself will “looke/ After the forme of my writing” (52-

3*).  Though Gower’s “hert is wel the more glad/ To write so as he . . . bad” (Pr. 55-6*), 

38 While Patricia Eberle notes as well that while “Gower’s very circumstantial and detailed account of the 
royal commission . . . has occasionally been questioned but is now widely accepted as factual”, she also 
states that “the truth value of the direct addresses and references to the king cannot be expected to be high;  
like most works soliciting the favour of a patron, they portray Richard not as he was but as he liked to 
imagine himself” (236, 233).  Frank Grady, in “Gower’s Boat, Richard’s Barge, and the True Story of the 
Confessio Amantis: Text and Gloss” in Texas Studies in Literature and Language 44:1 (Spring 2002) 
challenges the factuality of the meeting, arguing that it is “not so much recollected as staged” (5).  
39 Patricia Eberle argues that this is a “new thing” in comparison to Gower’s “letter” to Richard in Vox 
Clamantis VI; Eberle, 235.  While I see no reason for denying that Richard knew of Gower’s earlier Latin 
poem, no mention of it is made, and “newness” is open to a variety of interpretations.
40 Cf. Grady, 6.
41 Astell, 81.  Richard punished the City of London for refusing him a loan, and not only arrested the mayor, 
sheriffs and aldermen, but levied the city with a £100,000 fine.  In light of these events, she considers the 
first recension “much less complimentary to the king than its seems at first sight.”  
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it is hardly a “newe thing” that he creates, but rather, as the Latin gloss to this section 

notes, “fauum ex variis floribus recollectum, presentem libellem ex variis cronicis,  

historiis, poetarum philosophiorumque dictis . . . studiousissime compilauit” (a 

honeycomb collected out of various flowers, the present little book he [Gower] most 

studiously compiled out of various chronicles, narratives, and the saying of poets and 

philosophers).  While certainly Kurt Olsson is right in arguing that Gower’s form of 

compilation is creative and does not restrict the assignation of authorship to him,42 this 

gloss denies any real “novelty.”  However, in the rest of the first recension, Gower repeats 

over and over again that he is in fact doing the King’s “heste” and that he is concerned to 

produce new matter: “And thus the prologe of my book/ After the world that whilom 

took,/ And eek somdel after the newe,/ I wol begynne for to newe” (Pr. 89-92*).  This 

rhyme riche suggests that there are two meanings of “newe” at play here, and they are 

playfully opposed. Gower emphasizes the “chance” occurrence of his and Richard’s 

meeting: it “bifel upon a tyde” (Pr. 35*), “as Fortune hir tyme sette” (Pr. 41), and they 

spoke “par chaunce” (Pr. 42*). The King’s travel down the Thames, his meeting with his 

subject, and the declaration of his “heste” are all governed by Fortune, and while this 

may document an actual occurrence, it more importantly suggests the nature of Richard’s 

reign.  His desire for something “newe” might imply in this context a dangerous pleasure 

in novelty.  Gower perceives in his “busynesse” the duty to properly inform the King, but 

cannot completely deny the request for novelty as part of the charge.  Therefore, in a 

passage ripe with antanaclasis, Gower expresses the opposition he perceives in the 

charge: 

So as I made my byheste,

42 Olsson, John Gower and the Structures of Conversion, 5.  
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To make a book after his heste,

And write in such a maner wise

Which may be wisdom to the wise

And pley to hem that lust to pleye. (Pr. 81-85*)

The rhyme riche does a great deal of work in this passage: “byheste” (promise) is 

compared to “heste” (command), and the “wise” of the writing to the “wise” reader.  This 

is the same pairing of meanings that Gower uses in lines 76-7 of the third recension, 

discussed above, but here with considerably more subtlety.  The pairing of wisdom and 

play are directed to the king by allusion: “wisdom to the wise” is an exact translation of 

David’s praise of God when God reveals to him the meaning of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, 

which is the true nature of newness: et ipse mutat tempora et aetates transfert regna  

atque consitituit dat sapientiam sapientibus et scientiam intelligentibus disciplinam  (And 

he changeth times and ages: taketh away kingdoms and establisheth them, giveth wisdom 

to the wise, and knowledge to them that have understanding; Daniel 2:21).  The “forme” 

of the writing, and the satisfaction of the heste/byheste depend upon Richard’s “lust.” 

This reveals a different sort of doubleness in the audience: depending upon their 

understanding of fortune (both as described by the Prologue, and as implied by the 

allusion to Dan. 2:21), the book constitutes a divine gift or a very human pleasure.  The 

contingent quality of the Richard’s journey, meeting with Gower, and request all seem to 

suggest that he is in the second category.  

If we take seriously Eberle’s connection of this “newe thing” to Gower’s letter to Richard 

in the Vox, we can also consider a different interpretation directed at the audience of the 

wise.  Early in his letter, Gower recalls the early education of Alexander by Nectanabus 

(though Nectanabus is not mentioned by name):
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Doctor Alexandri Magni prauos sibi mores

Primitus edocuit, dum puer ipse fuit:

Rex puer hec didicit, que post dum dedidicisse

Temptauit, primus obstat abusus ei;

Vicit Alexander Darium simul et Babilonem,

Set nequit impressum vincere corde malum. (VC VI. 631-6)

(The first teacher of Alexander the Great [i.e., Nectanabus] taught him bad morals, while 

Alexander was still a boy; these the boy-king learned, though later he tried to unlearn them, his 

first fault obstructed him; Alexander conquered Darius and Babylon, but he failed to conquer the 

evil impressed on his heart.)

John Fisher suggests that this part of the Vox Clamantis was written at the same time as 

Book I, in the wake of the 1381 rebellion, and “appears to ride upon the national 

approbation of the young monarch’s behavior at Mile End and Smithfield.”43  If so, it is 

warning the young king away from bad advisors, and suggesting to potential advisors 

(who were no doubt part of the Latinate audience of the Vox) both the proper model for 

princely education (not the primitus, but the secundus doctor Alexandri, Aristotle), and 

the fate of vicious teachers (Nectanabus’ death at the hands of his student, Alexander).  In 

the wake of Chancellor and Archbishop Simon Sudbury’s and Sir Robert Hales’ deaths at 

the hands of the rebels, and Richard’s superior performance without these advisors, the 

implications are clear.  However, after 1388, this passage takes on a considerably 

different meaning.  The Appellants had identified the Nectanabuses of Richard’s youth: 

Michael de la Pole, Robert de Vere, Simon Burley, Alexander Neville, and the other 

victims of the Merciless Parliament.44  In the light of Gower giving over the entirety of 

Confessio VII to “[h]ou Alisandre was betawht/ To Aristotle” (VI. 2411-2), and that 

Aristotelian discourse coming directly on the heels of Gower’s extensive tale of 

Nectanabus (VI. 1789-2366), we can interpret the “newe thing” as an intended (or hoped 
43 Fisher, John Gower: Moral Philosopher and Friend of Chaucer, 107
44 Cf. Nigel Saul, Richard II (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 191-5.  Simon Burley, as Richard’s 
own doctor primitus, makes for a particularly good comparison.
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for) new direction on the part of Richard.  The Nectanabus of the boy-king dead and 

Richard an adult, Gower may be suggesting that Richard is a king attempting to unlearn 

his earlier habits (or at least that he should be such a king).  The new thing will be the 

examination of the situation of lust into which his first advisors had brought him, and the 

new and better education that will come on in Book VII.  For Richard’s “wise” advisors, 

it also suggests a fresh start, one that is still necessary, and may be difficult to see through 

to the end.

The first recension is appropriate to a king but not to Henry Bolingbroke, and Gower 

rewrites the prologue to better apply to his new object of advice.  The new recension 

lacks the subtlety of the first, and makes the same connections much more directly. 

Gower purposes to write “After the world that whilom tok/ Long tyme in olde daies 

passed./ Bot for men sein it is now lassed,/ . . . I thenke for to touche also/ The world 

which neweth every day, So as I can, so as I mai” (Pr. 55-6, 58-60).  This is not caught up 

in the problems of royal command and alteration of course.  Richard’s rule is directly 

associated with chance: after the mention that it is the sixteenth year of his reign, Gower 

simply states, “What schal befalle hierafterward/ God wot” (Pr. 26-7).  He moves to make 

a similar connection forward, as he did with the allusion to Daniel, but this time with a 

more direct parallel of the cause of diversity “[i]t needeth nought to specifie/ The thing so 

open is at ÿe/ That every man it mai beholde” (Pr. 33-5; cf. Pr. 330, 495, 865-7).  Richard 

is certainly one of the implied causes, and one could make a good argument that in 

Gower’s mind, the best thing “for Englondes sake” would be a Lancastrian coup, but 

suggesting regime change is not the goal of this section.  Gower seems less playful 
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concerning his writing, and his “business” is less complexly articulated; his “seknesse” 

makes it hard to “wryte and to do my businesse,/ That in som part, so as I gesse,/ The 

wyse man mai ben avised” (Pr. 63-5).  Fortune is removed from a narrative and placed 

into a statement, that the wise man should, upon reading the Prologue, remember “[t]he 

fortune of this worldes chance” (Pr. 70).  It is not implied here that Henry is under the 

sway of fortune as Richard is; but as a “grete” man, he is vulnerable to the same vices.  

The Failure of Interpretation

The central part of the Prologue is Gower’s critique of the three estates.  He supplies the 

philosophical and ethical resources by which the current situation of the state, church, 

and commons can be judged. Gower’s argument in the estates satire is not designed to 

prove again the bases of Christian theology and moral philosophy, but to criticize the 

failure of the forms of authority, both literary and institutional, which derive their being 

from them.  The Latin apparatus serves to especially identify those resources through 

which these forms of authority can be judged, by citing of sources, by indicating 

particular topics of argument, and by introductions that arrange the terms of argument in 

compact form and high style.  The introduction to the critique of the state is a beautifully 

balanced twelve-line poem, bringing together the many themes which will dominate the 

English discourse: present and past, time and fortune, truth of appearance, love, peace, 

war, mutability, law, false images and the turning wheel of fortune and world:

Tempus preteritum presens fortuna beatum

Linquit, et antiquas vertit in orbe vias.

Progenuit veterem concors dileccio pacem,

Dum facies hominis nuncia mentis erat:
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Legibus vnicolor tunc temporis aura refulsit,

Iusticie plane tuncque fuere vie.

Nuncque latens odium vultum depingit amoris,

Paceque sub ficta tempus ad arma tegit;

Instar et ex variis mutabile Camelioniis

Lex gerit, et regnis sunt noua iura nouis:

Climata que fuerant solidissima sicque per orbem

Soluuntur, nec eo centra quietis habent.

(Present fortune the blessed time past has left behind, and has overturned the old ways in the 

world.  Concordant pleasure gave birth to the peace of the past, when the face was the messenger 

of man’s thought.  Then the unicolor air glowed with the laws, and then the ways of justice were 

plain.  Now hidden hatred paints a face of love, and under a false peace the time is clothed in 

arms.  Like a chameleon, changeable in everything, the law bears itself, and new reigns are new 

laws: And thus regions which were most solid throughout the world are unbound, nor do they have 

centers of peace; Pro.ii.1-12)

The extremely dense lines are carefully balanced: the first two and last two lines have the 

same structure, both employing an enjambed verb upon which the entire sense of the 

previous line depends (“linquit” in line 2; “soluuntur” in line 12), and conclude after the 

enjambment with images of rotation, which imply the motion of Fortune.  The inventions 

are not unfamiliar (straight path of justice, the impropriety of the use of cosmetics, the 

error of the multiplication of laws), but allude rather than quote.  The Latin introductions 

to the estates are all highly finished and tightly unified, a series of carefully conjoined 

aphorisms; those introducing the sections on the Church and the Commons are similarly 

constructed sententious verses in high style.  In the introduction to the critique of the 

Church (Pr. iii), the words of cultivation (“coluit” (1), “coluit” (2), “inculta”(4)) give way 

to the image of the sword of Peter (6-7), reversing the image of Isaiah 2:4 (the beating of 

the swords into plowshares), and anticipating Gower’s image of Peter’s key being turned 

into a sword in the English section following (Pr. 272-3).  This introduction is also highly 
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effective in its use of rhyme and alliteration.  The introduction to the section on the 

commons, though short, maintains the aphoristic, complete quality of the others; the six-

line poem is three aphorisms almost in rhyming couplets, linking a theme of wild animals 

with fire and flood by a pun on the word “Tigridis” (iv.4), meaning both “tiger” and 

“Tigris River.”  Such sententiousness has, in the opinion of the author of the popular 

Rhetorica ad Herrenium, the effect of gaining the tacit approval of the listener.45 

However, Gower does not use the sententiousness exactly as the author of the Rhetorica 

suggests.  He packs them tightly together, piling one on top of another, which the author 

of the Rhetorica warns against: “Sententias interponi raro convenit, et rei actores, non  

vivendi praeceptores videamur esse” (It is appropriate to interpose maxims rarely, as 

pleaders to the case, lest they seem to be precepts for life).46  Gower’s sententious Latin, 

with its clerical puns and poetic density, does smack of pedantry.  However, the Latin 

apparatus is to be read with, not in place of, the English text it accompanies, and Gower’s 

English account of the failure of all levels of society illustrates the ineffectiveness of the 

very moralizing discourse that these Latin passages so perfectly represent.  The very 

ethical resources that Gower supplies are incorporated into a narrative of degeneration 

that suggests the impossibility of their use for reform.  Gower does appear to be 

supplying precepts, giving laws; but this is not his role but rather that of his audience, the 

“grete” men of the land.  Gower’s sententiousness does not reflect his authority but the 

lack of authority in the society about which he writes.

Gower’s English argument is concerned with causation and the authority that proceeds 

45 Ad Herennium, IV.xvii.25.
46 Ad Herennium, IV.xvii.25.
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from it.  It begins from the knowledge and wisdom of the divine: “God wot the cause to 

the laste/ Of every right and wrong also” (Pr. 250-1), and the core of political authority: 

“The comune vois which mai noght lie” (Pr. 124).47  Gower contrasts these with the 

irresolvable nature of causes within the political and religious institutions, a contrast that 

parallels the eternity of God with the temporal degeneration of human kind.  Gower 

brings this contrast to bear on his understanding of the cause of degeneration in general, 

“that the man is overal/ His oghne cause of wel and wo” (Pro. 546-7).  After his 

discussion of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, Gower expands man’s responsibility even 

further, and through the figure of the microcosm and macrocosm, makes man responsible 

for the mutability of all created things: “al this wo is cause of man . . . When that he fell,  

thei fellen eke,/ Whan he was sek, thei woxen seke” (Pr. 905, 913-4).  The topics of his 

argument, the Fall, mutability, God’s knowledge of causes, the lack of love being the 

cause of social division, the Incarnation as reconciliation of love, the relation of 

microcosm and macrocosm, etc. are arguments with which both Gower and his 

readership would have been very familiar.  They are, one might say, conventional, but 

this term minimizes their value.  They are central to Christianity, the bases for Christian 

discourse.  They are obvious, “open to the eye” (to paraphrase Gower), but nonetheless 

these arguments fail to produce a noble state, a pious church, and an obedient commons. 

The moral resources, even when so clearly present, fail to produce general morality.  

47 Gower is no democrat; the vox populi was not a means of governance, but the basis for government’s 
authority.  Consider the continued practice in medieval England of popular acclamation as part of the 
coronation, and Richard II’s coronation oath to “uphold the laws which the people would ‘justly and 
reasonably’ choose.”  Nonetheless, Richard II’s coronation was rearranged so that the oath came before the 
acclamation, making it clear that the acclamation of the people was not elective.  Cf. Saul, Richard II, 25-6, 
and David Aers, “Vox populi and the literature of 1381”, The Cambridge History of Medieval English 
Literature, David Wallace, ed. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 440-1.  
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Throughout the Prologue, there is the temptation of a surrender of agency, most pointedly 

at the end: “And now nomore,/ As for to speke of this matiere,/ Which non bot only God 

may stiere” (Pr. 1087-8)  The contrast between the power of the divine authority and the 

corresponding failure of human authority is nonetheless constantly present.  Authorities, 

textual or political, are held up as unable to effect moral regeneration.  The perfect state 

of the past, full of “plente” and “richesse” (Pr. 97) has become poverty; “fortune of 

prouesse” (Pr. 98), the perfect relation of fortune and virtue, has become mutability, as 

“we that dwell under the mone/ Stonde in this world upon a weer” (Pr. 142-3); “[j]ustice 

of lawe” (Pr. 103) now “hath take hire double face” (Pr. 130); the same goes for the peace 

of cities, obedience of commons, and privilege of nobility.  Fortune dominates all politics 

everywhere, “For every climat hath his diel/ After the tornynge of the whiel,/ Which 

blinde Fortune overthroweth./ Wherof the certain no man knoweth” (Pr. 137-40).  The 

contingent and uncertain is not impossible to govern, however, and Gower holds out the 

possibility that “the pouer/ Of hem that ben the worldes guides –/ With good consail on 

alle sides” (Pr. 145-6) can effectively rule.  Gower emphasizes the need for counsel, that 

“good consail is good to hiere” and “Althogh a man be wys himselve,/ Yit is the wisdom 

more of tuelve” (Pr. 156-8), while Ecclus. 32:24 is paraphrased in the margin as “Omnia 

fac cum consilio” (Do all things with counsel).48  

Counsel is necessary, however, in order that rulers “[b]e kept upriht in such a wyse,/ That 

hate breke noght th’assise/ Of love” (Pr. 147-9), and Gower renders it central to the 

king’s proper (decorous) exercise of power.  The “assise of love” stands as a law outside 

48 It is ascribed to “Solomon” in the margin.  Ecclus. 24:32 reads, “Fili sine consilio nihil facias, et post 
factum non paeniteberis” (My son, do nothing without counsel, and thou shalt not repent when thou hast 
done).  
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of the power of kingship, and counsel is not merely specific policy advice.  Gower tends 

to view kingship as supra leges but with strict moral restrictions on the way in which that 

power is legitimate.  For instance, in VC VI.viii., Gower asserts that kings are “supra 

leges” in the chapter heading, but also insists that “regiam tamen decet clemenciam” 

(nevertheless it is proper that rule be clement) and in the first few lines of the chapter, 

insists that “Est ita conueniens quod eum de corde fideli/ Mentis in affectu legius omnis  

amet” (And so it is fitting that he [the king] from the heart of his faith and in the good-

will of his mind that he should love all the laws; VC VI. 583-4).49  Gower makes a 

comparison of the king to Christ, but with great care.  He articulates the king as the 

“heved” to which the “membres buxom scholden bowe” (Pr. 152-3), with reminiscence of 

the “one body in Christ” of Romans 12; however, the marginalia cites 1 Peter 2:17, 

“Regem honorificate”, and states that the head “shoulde ek her trowthe allowe” (Pr. 154). 

When he later discusses Christ’s incarnation and its purpose to “reconcile love ageyn” 

(Pro. 185), specifically through Christ’s role as “king sovereign” (186), even Christ does 

not rule without counsel.  The Lord “To whom no consail may ben hid” (Pr. 181), does 

not need counselors, but still functions through counsel, though it appears identical to his 

“hyhe porveaunce” (Pr. 187) which takes the world’s “cause into Hise hondes” (Pr. 190). 

Divine and human rule function in much the same way, and Gower makes it clear that 

both need the “counsel” that provides wisdom concerning the contingency of “the world 

which is betid” (Pr. 182).  

The Church’s role is centrally one of counseled rule and exemplification, that “[t]o 

thenke upon the daies olde” is “[t]he lif of clerkes to beholde” (Pr. 193-4), and the 

49 Cf. Kobayashi, “Principis Umbra”, 74.
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reading of the saint’s life is a process of deriving the “[e]nsample and reule of alle tho/ 

Which of wisdom the vertu soughten” (Pr. 196-7).  The clergy should be the “Mirour of 

ensamplerie” (Pr. 496), a living text.50  The clergy should function as the scripture 

veteris, providing the counsel of moral virtue through the exempla of their lives.  Their 

failure to do so relates directly to the problem of wisdom, in that it affects the knowledge 

of causes.  Gower has ordered the passage from critique of the nobles to critique of the 

Church around the counseled kingship of Christ, and the failure of the clergy in their rule 

and example is also couched in Christocentric terms. In terms of rule, the authority of the 

Church law itself is divorced from its spiritual authority, as Gower contrasts the “lawe 

positif” (Pr. 247) with the “lawe of charite” (Pr. 257), what “Crist Himself” bade in the 

New Testament (Pr. 245-6).  The section recalls Gower’s words on positive law from Vox 

Clamantis III.263: “Omne fit ex causa; sic est quod lex positiua,/ Quam fundat clerus,  

grande figurat opus” (All things occur through a cause; thus the positive law, which the 

clergy founded, forms a great business).  Through this reference to Job 5:6 (“nihil in  

terra sine causa fit”), Gower changes the meaning of causa from its philosophical sense 

into its rhetorical sense, that the lex positiua is part of an avaricious motive, moved 

through the avenues of authority and justice.  The word figuro also has a double meaning 

here: it both means to “form” or “mold” but also to “adorn with rhetorical figures.”  The 

positive law is site of rhetorical manipulation, the causa that must be explained through 

counsel turned into an argument for greed, “[a]s thogh Crist myghte noght availe/ To do 

hem riht be other weie” (Pr. 270-1).  Gower continues to link this double meaning of 

cause with governance: “Simon the cause hath undertake” (Pr. 241), replaces those who 

50 Cf. Olsson, Structures of Conversion. 22.  Note that Gower has practically nothing to say about the 
Church’s role in distributing the sacraments; confession, marriage and Eucharist form no part of his 
discussion.
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in steering “Petres barge,” (an image which seems to resonate with Richard’s barge) kept 

their “lust . . . al upon the bok” (Pr. 234, 230).  

Gower is articulating a failure of counsel despite such counsel being obvious.  He uses 

Pope Gregory the Great as his example of such counsel, which states the true “cause of 

thilke prelacie” (Pr. 287).  He introduces the paraphrase from Gregory, “if Gregoire be 

believed,/ As it is in the bokes write” (Pr. 284-5, my emphasis).  The problem is not, of 

course, the value of the sainted pope’s authority as such, but the fact that it does not 

convince the current prelacy to reform.  Gower’s sarcasm illustrates the seemingly 

irrational insufficiency of established authority to convince. Even the “experience” of 

Avignon in the present, “openly to mannes ye,” which “hath gove an evidence” is not 

sufficient, for “yit the cause is noght decided” (Pr. 331, 330, 332, 334).  Gower 

emphasizes the foolishness of the prelates, sitting “between tuo stoles” (Pr. 336), an 

image that renders their foolishness obvious, even comical.  Here, Gower himself is not 

offering counsel nor interpreting; he is inciting anger at the very obviousness, the very 

clarity of the sins of the Church.  Such phrases as “Into the swerd the cherche keie/ Is 

torned, and the holy bede/ Into cursinge” (Pr. 271-4) and “the pestilence/ Which hath 

exiled pacience” (Pr. 279-80) use schemes of balance to move the reader and to see the 

failures of the Church in their most simple contraries.  

The “wisdom” of the Prologue is not given therefore as doctrine, but used rhetorically to 

point out humanity’s own failure to be wise.  He constantly repeats its own obviousness; 

discussing the failure of the commons, he states, “Wher lawe lacketh, errour groweth,/ 
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His is noght wys who that ne troweth,/ For it hath proeved ofte er this” (Pr. 511-3).  His 

sententiousness rhetorically leaves no room for doubt as to the good, but he finds in 

practice that it is constantly in doubt.  As if in utter disbelief, he states that “natheles yet 

som men wryte/ And sein that fortune is to wyte,/ And som men holde opinion/ That it is 

constellacion/ Which causeth al that a man doth” (Pr. 529-533).  Gower’s rejection of 

these ideas, “God wot of bothe which is soth” (Pr. 534),51 renders it a simple choice, and 

one which has a definitive answer in the mind of God.  It opposes human “opinion” with 

divine knowledge, and recalls the final cause that directs and orders human life.  To 

ascribe causation to fortune or to the movement of the stars is to reject divine providence, 

and the very fact that there is a God who knows which of these is “soth” solves the 

dilemma.  Nonetheless, those men still hold that opinion; the wisdom that Gower presents 

as obvious is practically impotent.

The historia of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream thematically repeats the estates satire, but 

elevates the rhetoric in gravity;52 its Biblical source means that it “moste nedes be 

credible” (Pr. 574).  Once again, Gower is not supposing that the credibility of the book 

of Daniel might ever be in doubt on a doctrinal or textual level, but rather despite its clear  

credibility it is still denied in practice.  Daniel is posited as an interpreter of especial  

wisdom, and his narratio of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the Monster of Time, which 

explicates “how the world schal change/ And waxe lasse worth and lasse,/ Til it to noght 

al overpasse” (Pr. 628-30), is a wonder.  He has “unloke” (Pr. 654) the meaning of the 

51 This is an excellent examples of Gower using an older term meaning “factual truth” as opposed to 
apprehended truth, or “opinion.”  Cf. R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 24-31.
52 Cf. Lynn Arner, “History Lessons from the End of Time: Gower and the English Rising of 1381” Clio 
31:3 (2002), 237-55, for the “heightened sense of crisis” that the Nebuchadnezzar story achieves in 
reference to Gower’s England (245).  
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dream, “Wher that the wiseste of Caldee/ Ne cowthen wite it mente” (Pr. 666-7).  Daniel 

provides wisdom where it was lacking, and where the King and his advisors were 

incapable of understanding that the world and the things of the world are doomed. 

However, the readers, including the “grete” men of England, are not in the same position 

as Nebuchadnezzar and his court.  Not only do they have the account of Daniel but 

. . . Crist Himself makth knowleching

That no man may togedre serve

God and the world, bot if he swerve

Forward that on and stonde unstable;

And Cristes word may noght be fable.

The thing so open is at ye

It nedeth noght to specifie

Or speke oght more in this matiere;

Bot in this wise a man mai lere

How that the world is gon aboute,

The which wel nyh is wered oute,

After the forme of that figure

Which daniel in his scripture

Expoundeth, as tofore is told (860-74).

Christ’s words (Mt. 6:24 or Luke 16:13) give the most straightforward and obvious of 

commands, and make the passage from Daniel equally obvious.  There is no 

interpretative room, no alternative way of understanding this command, and serving the 

world is simply perverse (a “swerve”).  Nonetheless, Gower further elaborates for the 

next 200 lines, and the Latin apparatus indicates the other authorities (Paul, Nature, the 

Old and New Testament) that Gower calls upon to witness what is already obvious.  The 

rhetoric builds the sense of frustration that has been the tenor of the entire Prologue; at 

the end, it moves again into a sort of apocalyptic or fatalistic argument.53  Christ, 

53 For the apocalyptic elements of the Prologue, cf. Russell Peck, “John Gower and the Book of Daniel”, in 
John Gower: Recent Readings, R.F. Yeager, ed. (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1989).  
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“withoute faile” tells how “nyh upon the worldes end/ Pes and accord awey school 

wende/ And alle charite schal cesse, Among the men and hate encresce” (Pr. 1032-6).  It 

is now that time, the end of the world, and even the institutional practices that could offer 

some support will be of no avail at the Last Judgment for those living at that time; there is 

no Purgatory for those at the end of time, for they go “[o]r straght to hevene or straght to 

helle” (Pr. 1044), and there is no reprieve, no “loveday” in Hell (Pr. 1047).   The choice in 

the present is clear and obvious, and Gower goes so far as to suggest that living in peace 

and love offers not only eternal reward but “worldes welthe” as well (Pr. 1051).  The 

refusal of love is simple perversity, deserving of damnation.  Nonetheless, this is less a 

controversial point (in a doctrinal or dogmatic sense) than it is a rhetorical point: 

Christian society is blind, even concerning those doctrinal issues about which there is no 

debate.

Arion and the Possibility of Good Government

However, Gower abruptly steps back from this vision of immanent apocalypse in the 

prayer to God for “[a]n other such as Arion” (Pr. 1054).  Arion represents an entirely 

different kind of discourse.  Arion’s song is “a lusti melodie” (1070), not lore, and 

provides a hope “[t]o make pes wher now is hate” (Pr. 1075).  Gower’s image of Arion 

derives from Ovid’s Fasti.  Gower describes Arion:

. . . of so good mesure

He song, that he the bestes wilde

Made of his note tame and mild,

The hinde in pes with the leoun,

The wolf in pes with the moltoun,

The hare in peace with the hound
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And every man upon this ground

Which Arion that time herde,

Als wel the lord as the schepherde,

He broghte hem alle in good acord;

So that the comun with the lord,

And lord with the comun also,

He sette in love bothe tuo

And putte awey malencolie. (1056-69).

This paraphrases Fasti II:

Saepe sequens agnam lupus est a voce retentus,

Saepe avidum fugiens restitit agna lupum;

Saepe canes leporesque umbra iacuere sub una,

Et stetit in saxo proxima cerva leae.

(Often by his voice the wolf held back from pursuing the lamb, and often the lamb ceased fleeing 

the pursuing wolf; often the hounds and the hares rested in the same shade, and deer stood upon 

the same rock as the lioness).54

Here is an active image of Gower’s poetic purpose: to remind distracted and irrational 

minds, those who cannot even apprehend the obvious commands of God, of the decorous 

and fitting relationships upon which depend the pleasures of honestas.  What Gower adds 

to Ovid’s account is the political and emotional act of “setting in love” and eliminating 

“malencolie”: Arion’s song produces from its decorum a pleasure which expands outward 

to the political sphere and miraculously beyond even into the natural, ordering it 

properly.55  It is also a move away from the sententious style; the staccato lines of 

description of salvation and damnation, and the apothegmatic quality of lines such as 

“For senne of his condicioun/ Is moder of divisioun” (Pr. 1029-30) are replaced by the 

anaphoric, flowing, subordinated clauses that Gower adapts from Ovid.  

54 Ovid, Fasti, James George Frazer, ed. (New York: W. Heinemann, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1931), II.85-8.
55 R.F. Yeager also notes this addition; John Gower’s Poetic, 240; cf. Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 
23.  
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What Gower leaves out of the Arion’s story is that for which Arion is best known and 

through which he was included in the Fasti: his escape from pirates on the back of a 

dolphin tamed by his song.56 Anne Astell argues that Gower’s earlier encounter with 

Richard on the Thames is recalled by the Arion story in terms unflattering to Richard.57 

Grady as well notes that the attack on Archbishop Courtenay “implicitly expresses doubts 

about whether Richard is a ‘trustworthy helmsman’ or rapacious pirate.”58  Grady links 

this passage to the “ship of state” sequence in Vox Clamantis I, in which Richard, though 

not the primary target of Gower’s attack, is nonetheless not an able helmsman.59  Later in 

the Confessio, in the tale “Alexander and the Pirate”, Gower deals directly with the 

notion of a piratical king, and invokes a very un-Aristotelian Alexander.  The tale draws 

on Augustine’s De civitate dei IV.iv, in which Augustine considers a reign lacking justice 

as a “magna latrocinia” (a great gang of thieves) and a latrocinia as a “parva regna” (a 

little kingdom), using the exemplum of Alexander and the pirate.60  Augustine’s language 

finds parallels in Gower; the “parva regna” and “latrocinia” is the pirate’s “povere route” 

(III. 2386), and the “magna latrocinia” is Alexander’s “routes grete” (III. 2389). 

However, while Augustine does not resolve the story, focusing on the “eleganter . . . et  

56 This section of the Fasti discusses the dolphin, whose constellation disappears from sight on the night 
February 3 (cf. Fasti, II.79-118).  
57 Astell, 77, cf. R.F. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic: the Search for the New Arion (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 
1990), 265-8. 
58 Grady, 6, echoing Astell, 81.
59 Grady, 8.
60 The full text of Augustine’s discussion, drawn from Cicero’s De Republica, questions the legitimacy of 
conquest: Remota itaque iustitia quid sunt regna nisi magna latrocinia? quia et latrocinia quid sunt nisi 
parua regna? Manus et ipsa hominum est, imperio principis regitur, pacto societatis astringitur, placiti lege 
praeda diuiditur. Hoc malum si in tantum perditorum hominum accessibus crescit, ut et loca teneat sedes  
constituat, ciuitates occupet populos subiuget, euidentius regni nomen adsumit, quod ei iam in manifesto  
confert non dempta cupiditas, sed addita inpunitas. Eleganter enim et ueraciter Alexandro illi Magno 
quidam comprehensus pirata respondit. Nam cum idem rex hominem interrogaret, quid ei uideretur, ut  
mare haberet infestum, ille libera contumacia: Quod tibi, inquit, ut orbem terrarum; sed quia id ego exiguo  
nauigio facio, latro uocor; quia tu magna classe, imperator (Augustine, De civitate dei, in Corpus 
Christianorum, Series Latina 47 (Turnholti: Brepols, 1955-).  
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veraciter” reply of the pirate, Gower does; Alexander takes the pirate into his service, 

“made him kniht and gaf him lond” (III. 2413).  This is Gower’s addition to the tale, and 

if Richard is the piratical captain/king, this would return to the criticism of Richard as 

employing questionable counselors, and making knights and lords of unworthy men, such 

as Simon Burley and Robert de Vere.61  On any account, the association of Richard with 

the tale of Arion brings up again the conditions of escape from rapaciousness and 

tyranny, the very form of government that cannot understand that being supra leges 

requires decorum concerning the laws.

Anne Astell has made an excellent case for the tale of Arion being fresh in the minds of a 

London reading audience through the appearance, during Christmas 1392-3, of a real 

dolphin in the Thames.62  Otherwise, Arion would have been a lesser-known figure of 

poetically produced harmony.  The action that Gower seems to be describing, 

music/poetry as appeasing even natural enemies, is more commonly represented by 

Orpheus, a central representation of the poetic craft who is completely absent from the 

Confessio Amantis.63 R.F. Yeager suggests that Gower chooses Arion over the “better-

known musician/poet figures such as Amphion, David and Orpheus” because of his 

obscurity; since he was not “freighted with diverse, predetermined iconography, Arion 

61 Cf. Saul, Richard II,112-120, 182-5.  
62 Astell, 77.  Thomas Walsingham records the event in his Historia Anglicana (1381-1422), and references 
Pliny (though not Arion or Ovid).  Astell makes the case that Ovid nonetheless would have been a natural 
reference point for the intellectual circles to which Gower belonged, that the source in Pliny does reference 
Arion, and that “[g]rammar school teachers throughout the city probably seized the opportunity to expound 
on the subject of dolphins to interested students, while lay clerks like Gower recalled and discussed 
pertinent passages not only in Pliny’s Historia but also in Ovid’s Fasti” (Astell, 78).  This also suggests a 
later date for the first recension, for which Astell also provides convincing arguments.
63 For the importance of Orpheus and his representations, cf. John Block Freidman, Orpheus in the Middle 
Ages, 2nd ed. (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2000). 
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offered in effect a clean slate.”64  I argue that these other figures are inappropriate to 

Gower’s purpose because, in the case of Amphion and Orpheus, they are (allegorical) 

founders of legal harmony, and David is a king, not only a musician-poet.  In the Mirour 

de l’Omme, after describing David’s harping as a metaphor for good government, Gower 

complains, “Le harpe est en discord pieça./ U est qui bien nous harpera?/ Je ne say dire  

a ceste fois” (The harp has been in discord for a long time; where is he who will harp 

well for us? I cannot say at this time; MO, 22966-8).  Arion is a different kind of harpist, 

however.  Arion does not found or rule a city, but returns men to the pleasure of decorum 

and honestas.  Arion, in his relative obscurity (how relative depends on whether one 

accepts Astell’s late date for the Confessio, and the importance of the appearance of the 

dolphin in the Thames) exists amidst poets of political foundation, especially Orpheus 

and Amphion, but offers what is otherwise impossible in Gower’s account of history: a 

return.  In the Ars poetica, Horace recounts a myth of origin, in which poetry is the 

civilizing and peaceable force.  Orpheus and Amphion deter “silvestris homines” 

(primitive men, lit., “men of the woods”) from murder and cannibalism and found the 

urbs, Horace interpreting Orpheus’ taming of the animals and Amphion’s moving of the 

stones allegorically.65  This is sapientia (Ars poetica, 396), a combination of sense and 

reason, one whose purpose is “publica privates secernere, sacra prophanis,/ concubitu  

prohibere vago, dare iura maritis,/ oppida moliri, leges incidere ligno” (to separate the 

public from the private, the sacred from the profane, to prohibit indiscriminate 

concubinage, to give laws of marriage, to build up towns, and to carve the laws in wood; 

Ars poetica, 397-9).  In terms of Gower’s larger project, especially if one takes seriously 

64 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 240.
65 Horace: Satires and Epistles, Edward P. Morris, ed. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1967), Ep. 
3. 391-4.  All further references to the Ars poetica can be found in the text.
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Yeager’s argument about the important relationship between kingship and marriage in the 

Confessio specifically and Gower’s work as a whole,66 the identification of Arion with 

these foundational poets is especially useful, because Arion can exist in a present time of 

piratical and tyrannous government, not merely in an irrecoverable political origin myth.  

Gower’s readers would recognize the figure of Orpheus behind Arion, associated in terms 

of their power of harmony but separated specifically in terms of time.  Gower’s 

description of Arion would probably most easily recall Boethius’ description in The 

Consolation of Philosophy III.xii:

Quondam funera coniugis

Vates Threicius gemens

Postquam flebilibus modis

Siluas currere mobiles,

Amnes stare coegerat,

Iunxitque trepidum latus

Saeuis cerua loenibus

Nec uisum timuit lepus

Iam cantu placidum canem.67

(The poete of Trace, Orpheus, that whilom hadde ryght greet sorwe for the deth of his wyf, aftir 

that he hadde makid by his weeply songes the wodes moevable to renne, and hadde makid the 

ryveris to stonden stille, and maked the hertes and hyndes to joynen dreedles here sydes to cruel 

lyouns to herknen his song, and hadde maked that the hare was nat agast of the hound whiche was 

plesed by his song.)68 

This passage comes immediately after the narrator’s acceptance of Philosophia’s (and 

Plato’s) argument about the necessity of God’s governance as opposed to Fortune, in 

III.xii.pr.  There was also a commentary upon this passage by William of Conches, which 

66 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 244-60.  He notes as well that “Gower seems to be urging Arion’s song as 
analogous to Orpheus’s, which was interpreted throughout the Middle Ages as the ‘New Song’ of Christ, 
with the power to restore justice to those who deserve it” (Yeager, 245n, referencing Freidman, 52-5). 
67Boethius, H. F. Stewart and Edward Kennard Rand, The Theological Tractates and the Consolation of 
Philosophy, Loeb Classical Library (New York: W. Heinemann; G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1918)., III.xii.m.6-13.
68 Translation by Geoffrey Chaucer, Boece.  All citations from Chaucer, unless otherwise indicated, are 
from The Riverside Chaucer, Larry Benson, ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987).  
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would seem an excellent segue into the confession of Amans to Genius: “Genius is 

natural concupiscence.  But this natural concupiscence is well called ‘Euridice,’ or 

‘judgment of the good,’ for whatever anyone judges to be good, whether rightly or 

wrongly, he desires.”69  It is difficult to believe that Gower’s lines would not have 

recalled Orpheus to Gower’s original audience, and that Gower himself would not have 

been aware of the parallel; however, Gower is not allowing these figures to entirely 

coalesce.  His choice of the Fasti as a source also speaks to his interest in the passage of 

time, not merely the opposition of Providence and Fortune (which, in the Prologue to the 

Confessio Amantis, has already failed to bring about a return to honestas).  In the 

accessus to the Fasti, the author seeks to answer what “Queritur in tractatu suo ortem et  

occasum siderum interponat” (is sought in the path of rising and adduced in the falling of 

stars).  He concludes “ut obitu uel ortu alicuius signi ostendat festuitatem inminere” (that 

the rising or declining of these signs show that feast days approach), that is, that the 

Roman calendar, the very topic of the work, is dependent upon the movement of the stars, 

upon Fortune.70  It is written from a position within the operation of Fortune, and of the 

present political reality.  Anne Astell considers the Fasti as a model for dual political 

dedication, both to Caesar Augustus and to Augustus’ younger cousin, Germanicus.71 

While Astell’s primary concern is to consider a Confessio written in 1393 to both Richard 

II and Henry of Derby, it also marks the Fasti as a text concerned with the present 

realities of the political world. Astell claims that “Medieval commentaries on the Fasti  

indicate awareness that Ovid had more than one audience in mind, and that he hoped to 

69 William of Conches, quoted by Olsson, Structures of Conversion., p. 57, himself quoting the translation 
from D.W. Robertson, ed., The Literature of Medieval England (New York: 1970), p. 293.  
70 R. B. C. Huygens, Accessus Ad Auctores (Berchem-Bruxelles: Latomus, 1954)., 34.  Because of the 
presence of the astrological material, the author subjoins the work to physics as well as ethics.
71 Astell, 79; cf. Fasti, II. 549-52, and I. 3-4.  
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placate the emperor and those readers who had been offended by his erotic compositions 

not only through the reading of an edifying work but also through the personal mediation 

of Germanicus.”72  Ovid wrote the work “sciens eo tempore Romanos sibi esse odiosos  

propter opus quod feceret de amatoria arte” (aware that during that time the Romans 

considered him [Ovid] hateful on account of the work he made concerning the art of 

love),73 and that such a work, bound to Fortune but penitent in love, would provide 

exactly the image of “lust” required for Gower’s poem. While Gower could be assured 

that his audience would understand the relation of the lines and the figure to Orpheus, and 

the tradition of Orpheus commentary, he is drawing from a work that is operating within 

the horizon of Fortune.  Boethius’ Orpheus carries with him an allegory that is directed 

against Fortune; Arion can harmonize from within it.  Gower has already employed the 

authorities that oppose Fortune; Arion, like the figures of the rest of the Confessio, work 

from within its reign.

72 Astell, 79, referencing the commentaries included in A.J. Minnis and A.B. Scott, with David Wallace, 
Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism ca. 1100-ca. 1375: The Commentary Tradition, rev. ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988), 28-30, 362-3.  
73 Huygens, Accessus Ad Auctores., 33.
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Chapter 2: Practical Morality: Gower’s Wisdom

Modern critics universally acknowledge that the Prologue to the Confessio Amantis is 

“lore” rather than “lust” and wisdom rather than “pleye.”  The rest of the text, a 

compilation of material from classical and contemporary literature set within a frame that  

is part penitential manual and part Roman de la Rose, which “digresses” at certain points 

to discuss labor, warfare, and religion, and which includes a book-length “Mirror for 

Princes” introduced as seemingly another digression, is not so easy to classify.  Since 

G.C. Macaulay opined in 1899 that Gower’s compilatio “can hardly be called altogether a 

consistent or happy one”,1 modern critics have sought to explain the relationship of love 

and morality both in the compilation of the poem and the primary speaker of the poem, 

Genius. Macaulay considers that not only is the general application of morality to love 

“often very forced,” but especially with its Prologue and “the deliberate departure from 

the general plan found in the seventh book” the moral material “is by no means 

sufficiently connected with the general scheme of the poem.”2  The questions of 

consistency, coherence, and poetic value have been major topics of Gower criticism ever 

since, and much recent criticism has argued for both the consistency of the work as a 

whole and the quality of Gower’s poetic. In the next two chapters, I want to examine the 

logic of the Confessio’s compilation through two acknowledged models, the first, 

Brunetto Latini’s Li Livres dou Tresor, the 13th century French compilation of 

philosophical and rhetorical material, and the second Guillaume de Lorris’ and Jean de 

Meun’s Roman de la Rose, also something of a compilation.3  Framing the former of 

1 G.C. Macaulay, “Introduction” to The Complete Works of John Gower: The English Works I, xix.  
2 Macaulay, “Introduction”, xix.  
3 The Roman de la Rose is by no means so clearly a compilation as Li Livres dou Tresor, but its dual 
authorship and its abundant use of other texts, as well as Jean de Meun’s (ironic) statement that “Je n’i fais  
riens fors reciter,/ Se par mon geu qui poi vous couste,/ Quelque parole n’i ajouste/ Si com font entr’euls li  
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these examinations is the highly influential critical debate between Alastair Minnis and 

David Aers, as to the “sapience” of Gower’s work in the ethical and political context. 

Framing the latter is the early fifteenth century debate between Pierre and Gontier Col 

and Christine de Pizan and Jean Gerson over the ethical and political wisdom of reading 

the Roman de la Rose.  Both chapters will deal with the “structure” of the Confessio 

Amantis (and this word is qualified because the coherence of the work is at issue), and 

some of the reasons why Gower might bring such a strange collection of materials 

together.  

The Critical Debate over Coherence

In an article in 1998’s Re-visioning Gower, David Aers challenged the primary strain of 

Gower criticism over the preceding fifteen years, which was marked, as he put it, “by the 

extremely strong claims made for the subtlety and coherence of Gower’s moral and 

political thought.”4  Aers’ title, “Reflections on Gower as ‘Sapiens in Ethics and 

Politics’”, refers to A.J. Minnis’ 1980 essay first published in Medium Ævum,5 but 

throughout the article Aers deals with almost all the major voices in recent Gower 

criticism, including Kurt Olsson, R.F. Yeager, James Simpson, and Larry Scanlon.6  Aers 

suggests that rather than constructing a coherent morality, Gower writes in a “paratactic 

poete/ Quant chascuns la matire trete,/Dont il li plaist a entremetre” (I don’t do anything but recite, except 
when, for my small sport which costs you little, I change a few words, just as the poets have said among 
themselves, when each one treats the matter that it pleases him to undertake; Jean de Meun, Le Roman de 
la Rose, Armard Strubel, ed. (Librairie Générale Française, 1992), 15238-43.  
4 David Aers, “Reflections on Gower as ‘Sapiens in Ethics and Politics’”, in Re-visioning Gower,184-201, 
185.  
5 A.J. Minnis, “John Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and Politics”, 207-29.  Also extremely important for the 
development of this strain of criticism is Judson Boyce Allen’s The Ethical Poetic, as discussed earlier.
6 Peter Nicholson is a notable exception whose work will be discussed in the next chapter.  Winthrop 
Wetherbee is discussed briefly by Aers, but more positively.
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mode” in which “[t]here is no intention to initiate a dialogue between contrary positions” 

and which “helps the poet escape the consequences of the contradictions he has 

composed, contradictions with far-reaching and profoundly disturbing consequences for 

his ethics, politics, and ecclesiological assumptions.”7  Aers examines patently 

contradictory statements of Gower, often within the same section of a work, regarding 

major issues of medieval ethics and politics, including the virtues of war and peace, the 

temporal power of the Church, and the reforming potential of secular power.  He opposes 

to the moral readings of the “Exegetical” school8 a Gower who “may be one of the 

smaller horns of the beast”9 a poet far worse ethically than G.C. Macaulay’s sloppy 

compilator.

Though Minnis is not the only target of Aers’ critique, Minnis’ essay, which develops 

many of the same themes present in his highly influential 1984 book, Medieval Theory of  

Authorship: Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages, lays the foundation 

for many of the subsequent approaches, even those which differ significantly in their 

assessment of Gower’s political and moral goals and affiliations.  Minnis argues that 

“[t]he unease which certain critics have felt about Gower’s supposed imposition of a 

moral frame on the apparently alien material of ‘courtly literature’ is quite unfounded”,  

and that such an placement was his development of a tradition found in “the scholastic 

study of Ovid’s erotic works.”10  Minnis’ argument depends upon the theory of authorship 

that he advances in the Medieval Theory of Authorship, in which the criteria for 

7 Aers, “Reflections”, 201.
8 Cf. Lee Patterson, Negotiating the Past, 3-9.  
9 Aers, “Reflections”, 201.  Aers’ hyperbole is here both controversial and thematic; he is discussing the 
relationship of Gower to Lollards and the use of “Antichrist” as criticism by Lollards and against them.
10 Minnis, “Sapiens”, 162.  
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auctoritas are “intrinsic worth” and “authenticity.”  The first of these means that the 

“literary work had to conform, in one way or another, with Christian truth”; the second 

means “a saying or a piece of writing had to be the genuine production of a named 

auctor.”11 Minnis’ work (and much of the highly erudite work on Gower which he 

inspired) has been largely responsible for bringing Gower’s writing into the canon of 

medieval literature.  It emphasizes Gower’s erudition and skill, which has been in critical 

doubt since Macaulay’s 1899 edition of the complete works, and in general doubt for a 

long time previous.  The contribution of criticism like Minnis’ to the field of Gower 

Studies has been nearly as important and constitutive as Macaulay’s edition and Fisher’s 

biography.  

However, Aers’ point is undeniable – Gower’s texts are full of contradiction, and 

doctrinal coherence seems impossible to maintain without both incredible erudition on 

the part of the reader and considerable reworking of authorial intention.  It also points to 

a central problem in Minnis’ “medieval theory of authorship” as developed through his 

readers of the medieval accessus to Ovid. If Ovid can only be an “auctor” if he conforms 

to Christian truth, one must turn a blind eye to the rather obvious intentiones of his 

amorous texts, and/or smother the poetic text with erudition supplied from philosophy 

and theology. 12  This may be the case for the writers of the accessus, who were 

11 Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, 10-1. 
12 Minnis’ work on authorship in both his 1980 article and his 1984 book depend upon privileging the 
academic prologues of classical texts, and the general pattern of assigning poetry to ethics.  The 
effectiveness of using these prologues as models is suspect.  In his later work, Magister Amoris: The 
Roman de la Rose and Vernacular Hermeneutics (New York, OUP, 2001), Minnis quotes Warren Ginsberg, 
“the strain to give Ovid morals is evident” from “Ovidius ethicus? Ovid and the Medieval Commentary 
Tradition”, in J.J. Paxson and C.A. Gravlee, eds., Desiring Discourse: The Literature of Love, Ovid  
Through Chaucer (Selingrove, PA, 1998) and agrees that “[m]oralizing scholarship of this type constitutes 
a rather vain attempt to police the meaning of Ovid’s erotic poetry, by controlling it through moral 
structures and strictures” (p. 38).  
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appropriating Ovid for a clerical readership, but it does not mean that such was the case 

for all medieval readers and interpreters.  Aers recognizes the problem with such a 

formulation of “Christian truth”: analysis either leads to a “proto-Nietzschean” anti-

foundationalism, in which all authority is revealed as an artificial construction held 

together by a circular argument, hiding “self-interested human organizations locked in 

conflicts over carnal power and material resources”,13 or assumes an inflexible, dogmatic, 

and largely monolithic “tradition”, which demands harmonization.14  Since the 

publication of Aers’ article, some critics have sought different sources for harmony,15 

while others, such as Diane Watt’s 2003 book, Amoral Gower: Language, Sex and 

Politics, have followed the “proto-Nietzschean” thread, claiming that Gower’s poem 

“destabilizes accepted categories of gender and sex” and that the queerness of the text is 

that which “destabilizes its moral arrangement.”16  However, J. Allen Mitchell, in his 

2007 book, Ethics and Exemplarity in Chaucer and Gower, seems to avoid both 

problems by placing the onus of comprehension on the reader, arguing, “the poem 

remains to be invented through reader response.”17   He suggests, “Gower’s work is a 

liber exemplorum that is comprehensive rather than coherent,”18 and rejects Minnis’ claim 

that the Confessio teaches “quite a consistent morality.”19  Allowing for completely 

13 Aers, “Reflections”, 200.
14 Such harmonization is exactly what Minnis (and others, especially Judson Boyce Allen) have argued can 
be seen at work in the Accessus ad auctores, and in the relationship of this text to the harmonization of 
Biblical texts central to academic textual/theological study.  This is a highly limited context, primarily 
within the universities, and even its presence there does not necessarily demand its general acceptance by 
readers of the classical or contemporary poets, just as no doubt not every Soviet reader of Tolstoi read him 
through Lenin’s essay, even when the essay was known to him.
15 For instance, Peter Nicholson’s Love and Ethics in Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 2005).  Cf. especially the chapter entitled, “An Ethics of Love”, in which Machaut is 
introduced as a means to a harmonized erotic ethics.
16 Diane Watt, Amoral Gower, xii, 34.  
17 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 52.  
18 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 37.
19 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 49, Cf. Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, 185.  
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contradictory readings, he suggests that“[t]he reader is not to be thought of as put under 

duress by a coercive and conclusive discourse . . . Rather, the exemplary text preserves 

individual agency and autonomy at the same time that it prompts moral agents and gives 

them practical guidance concerning future action.”20  Mitchell’s argument, which invokes 

reader-response criticism as well as ordinary language philosophy, also draws upon 

Aristotle’s language of practical reason,21 through which Mitchell can articulate a text that 

is neither fundamentally closed nor open.  However, Mitchell’s interests are largely 

directed towards more modern and contemporary problems of ethics concerned with the 

freedom of intellectual decisions, and his use of Aristotle is limited by these goals.  His 

employment of ordinary-language philosophy suggests that “Christian truth”, the unstable 

category central to Minnis’ theory of authorship, might be stabilized through 

Wittgenstein’s anti-essentialist and highly nominalist modes of categorization and 

naming.22 In Mitchell’s reading, Gower’s text has “a high tolerance for different 

interpretations”23 in a way that does not introduce political narratives of either subversion 

or harmonization.24  This “tolerance” is an intellectual tolerance, and like Mitchell’s 

modern influences, analytic; the “choice” it allows is not what Aristotle would call 

electio.  Aristotle’s definition of “choice” avoids such limitation to the intellect:

20 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 15.  Cf. 49n-50n.  
21 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, esp. 26-8, 57-9.
22 Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, G.E.M. Anscombe, trans. (Malden, MA: 
Blackwell, 1997), §§65-7, and Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 25-29.  Mitchell does not use the 
term “family resemblance” but implies its presence through his use of Wittgenstein to discuss prudence. 
He concludes that “Aristotle clearly anticipates the radical rhetoricity of Wittgenstein” (Ethics and 
Exemplary Narrative, 26), and his argument concerning Aristotelian rhetoric is dependent upon eschewing 
essence as a category (Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 27-9).  “Family resemblance” is Wittgenstein’s 
answer to an objection concerning the essential (Wesentliche) quality of language.  It removes essence from 
the discussion entirely; while this is a fascinating move in regard to theories of language, I have found that 
the term has suffered overuse specifically as a way to simply avoid problems of essence.
23 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 41.
24 Mitchell notes his deep debt to Larry Scanlon’s Narrative, Authority, and Power as well as to the work of 
Minnis, but finds in both a problematic narrative of tyranny and subversion; cf. Mitchell, Ethics and 
Exemplary Narrative, 10.
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Actus quidem igitur principium electio, unde motus, sed non cuius gratia.  Electionis autem 

appetitus, et ratio, quae gratia alicuius. Propter quod neque sine intellectus et mente, neque sine  

morali habitu est electio.  Bona actio enim et contrarium in actione sine intellectu et mente et  

more non est. 

(Election is therefore indeed the principle of action, whence its motion, but not of that for which it 

is an action [that is, its goal].  Moreover, election is an appetite and reason which together are for 

the sake of something.  On account of this, election cannot exist without intellect and mind, or 

without moral habits.  For a good action or its contrary does not exist without intellect, mind, and 

moral habits.)25 

This is the primary limitation of Mitchell’s approach; his treatment of choice involves 

only intellectual choice, leaving out the moral habits that form a major part of medieval  

Aristotelian practical ethics.  By regarding ethics primarily an intellectual choice 

independent of habitus, Mitchell avoids Aers’ problem with Gower’s ethical and political 

statements by subjecting ethics and politics to rhetoric.  This allows for “tolerance” of 

opposing views, but in doing so renders ethical and political problems as merely verbal. 

However, ethics and politics concern action, not simply intellectual choice.  Mitchell, 

much like Scanlon, makes little distinction between rhetoric and poetry; both use 

rhetorical exempla as models for the discussion of poetic narratives.  Scanlon assigns to 

Gower a fundamentally rhetoric goal: persuading the reader of the benefit of lay political 

power.  Mitchell’s more analytic approach ends up describing Gower’s rhetoric as one 

that does not intend to persuade.  By concentrating on the affects and pleasure of poetry, I 

hope by use of analogy to avoid subjecting poetry to ethics or ethics to poetry, avoiding 

both the need for harmonization26 or a rhetorical poetry divorced from moral habits. 

Aristotle himself never regards thought as functioning alone in human action, for “Mens 

25 Aristotle, EN VI.2.  For Grosseteste’s Latin translation of Aristotle, I have used the Latin text provided in 
Thomas Aquinas, In decem libros ethicorum Aristotelis ad Nicomachum expositio, Raymundi Spiazzi, ed. 
(Rome: Marietti, 1949).  
26 Minnis (and before him, Judson Boyce Allen) derive this harmonization from the fact that in the 
accessus, the poem is ethice supponitur.  
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autem ipsa nihil movet” (Mind itself moves nothing).27  Election is either “appetitivus  

intellectus” or “appetitus intellectivus” in human beings, and Aristotle’s discourse of 

intellectual virtue depends upon a proper, fitting relationship to desire, a topic that gets 

little attention in Mitchell’s approach.  It is within that discourse of the intellectual virtues  

that Aristotle defines the relationship of sapientia to ethics and politics, and to desire, the 

principal issue at hand for the comprehension of the roles and values of Genius and 

Amans. I argue that by returning to the medieval Aristotelianism with which Gower was 

familiar, I can clearly articulate Gower’s wisdom in regard to contingent moral situations 

(ethics and politics).

Aristotelian Prudence

While we cannot be certain that Gower read Aristotle directly, we do know that he had 

read Brunetto Latini’s Li Livres dou Tresor, which contains a summary of the 

Nichomachean Ethics in the first part of Book II, and is one of the sources for the “Mirror 

of Princes” in Confessio Amantis VII.28  While Latini’s philosophical account, especially 

for a modern audience, leaves much to be desired in terms of structure, coherence, and 

brevity (remarkably like Gower), it does reproduce the intellectual virtues as listed in EN 

VI.3: “art, science, prudence, sapience, intellect” (LT, II.31.1). It also attempts an 

explication of these virtues, though with considerably less clarity than Grosseteste’s 

27 EN VI.2.
28 Although, as will become obvious, “summary” is perhaps not the best term for the compilatio of Latini, 
in which he reduces all of the EN to about 50 pages, often out of order and intermingled with a considerable 
amount of material foreign and even hostile to Aristotle’s account of the virtues.  Aristotle’s EN was already 
a hazardous text to navigate in Grosseteste’s Latin translation; Latini’s “Romancing” of it does little to 
clarify Aristotle’s arguments.  It would not be particularly strange for Gower to have read the EN directly, 
because it was (after 1366) a required text for all Masters of Arts at Paris, and was likely common in 
England.  Cf. René Antonine Gaulthier’s introduction to L’Éthique à Nicomaque ed. R.A. Gaulthier and 
J.Y. Jolif, 2nd Ed., 4 vols. (Louvain: Publications Universitaires, 1970) 1:130.   
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translation or many of the contemporary Latin commentaries.  First, I want to examine 

Aristotle’s approach to these virtues (at least the approach available through Grosseteste’s 

Latin), and consider the specific way in which Aristotle means one to be sapiens. 

Secondly, I want to consider why Latini simply does not take the kind of care in his 

translation that Latin academics did in their commentaries, and what Gower might be 

inheriting from Latini.29

Wisdom, or sapientia,30 is discussed in EN VI. In books II-V, Aristotle has developed his 

theory of the moral virtues through the habitus, in which the irrational part of the soul 

becomes disposed, by guidance of reason, to the mean.  The sapiens, or wise man, is 

central to Aristotle’s argument: Est igitur virtus habitus electivus in medietate existens  

quoad nos, determinata ratione et ut utique sapiens determinabit (Therefore, virtue is an 

elective disposition existing in the mean regarding us, determined by reason, and 

especially as a wise man will determine it; EN II.6.2).  Aquinas explains Aristotle’s 

argument quite clearly in his commentary.  The mean may be determined by reason, but 

“contingit rationem esse et rectam et erroneam” (it is possible for reason to be right or 

errant);31 only the wise man (sapiens) can determine recta ratio.  The goal of Book VI is 

to explain what recta ratio and the medietas are.  However, Aquinas also catches an 

important element of Aristotle’s argument that will not be dealt with until the intellectual  

29 I would consider it highly unlikely that Gower did not have access to a Latin Aristotle while in residence 
with the Augustinian canons; he was clearly a capable enough Latinist to read Aristotle.  His choice of 
Latini as a direct model points us to a choice of Gower’s not regarding the subject matter, but the form of 
Aristotelian argument.
30 Except where clearly stated, English translations of Aristotle’s/Grosseteste’s names of the intellectual 
virtues (ars, scientia, prudentia, sapientia, et intellectus) will be identical to Latini’s French: “art, science, 
prudence, sapience, intellect.”  In this sentence, “wisdom” is used in its specific meaning of “sapience” for 
the purpose of continuity.
31 Aquinas, In ethicorum, 322.
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virtues are discussed in full: “Sapiens autem hic dicitur non ille qui est sapiens  

simpliciter, quasi cognoscens altissimam causam totius universi; sed prudens qui est  

sapiens rerum humanorum, ut infra in sexto dicetur” (However, the wise man is not said 

to be a wise man simply, as in knowing the highest cause of the whole universe, but a 

prudent man, who is wise in the things of humans, as will be explained in Book VI).32 

Here is Aristotle’s “sapiens in ethics and politics” (ethics and politics being the rerum 

humanorum): the prudens.

Aristotle has not clearly divided the intellectual virtues prior to Book VI, and, as in the 

case above, often uses terms equivocally, or analogizes the operation of virtue to art.33  In 

EN VI, however, the intellectual virtues are firmly distinguished.  Scientia deals with 

necessary things able to be demonstrated (i.e., syllogistic logic), and therefore not elected 

(because one cannot choose a necessary thing).34  However, scientia does not grasp first 

principles (i.e., it cannot explain the premises of the syllogism); that is the province of 

intellectus.35  Neither of these deals with contingent things, only necessary things; they 

are therefore not what determines the medietas.  Aristotle also eliminates art, another 

intellectual virtue, from the determination of the mean in moral action.  Art has to do not  

with action (actio) but production (factio); production still requires a mean, but Aristotle 

makes clear that the analogies between moral virtue and art must remain only that: 

analogies.36  What remains are sapience and prudence.  Aristotle argues that sapientia is 

intellectus and scientia, that is, understanding of both the demonstrations possible 

32 Ibid., 323.
33 Cf. EN II..1.5.
34 EN VI.3.2-3.
35 EN VI.6.
36 EN VI.4.
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through the principles of science, and of those principles themselves.  This is knowledge 

of the most honorable things (divine causes), and Aristotle makes it clear that this is 

therefore not a human science, distinguishing it especially from politica.  However, he 

also notes that the word “sapientia” is sometimes applied to arts and artists (giving 

Phidias and Polycletus as examples).  However, this is a special meaning of sapientia: 

“virtus artis.”37  Sapience proper, however, is the “scientia honorabilissimorum” (the 

science of most honorable things; EN VI.7). It deals with necessary, not contingent 

things, together with their causes; it is the topic of the Metaphysics.38  True sapientia is 

the virtue necessary for the contemplative life; prudentia is the virtue necessary for the 

active. 

Prudentia occupies the greatest part of Aristotle’s account of the intellectual virtues, for it  

is the virtue that determines recta ratio and therefore the mean.  It is important to 

remember that the moral virtues and the political life are not the most honorable, and that  

prudence, while the greatest of the human sciences, is not divine.  Prudence must deal 

with contingency and particulars in addition to universals, and therefore depends not only 

upon syllogisms, but upon experientia.39  Aristotle calls prudentia not a scientia, but a 

sensus, though not an external one; Aquinas identifies this sensus as the estimative 

power.40  Aristotle has always claimed that ethics and politics are not demonstrable, but 

here he is specific.  In ethics and politics, the mean, and the rightness of the reason that 

determines it are based upon a sense, one that only comes about by experience.  Politics, 

37 EN VI.7
38 Cf. Aristotle, Metaphyics I.1.
39 EN VI. 8.
40 EN VI. 9; Aquinas, In ethicorum, 1215.
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Aristotle claims, is the same habitus as prudence, though not the same thing (non idem), 

in that politica deals with the commonwealth, while prudence includes the 

commonwealth, the household (oeconomica) and the self (moralia, ethica).41  The 

analogy of politics and art, as well as the mediating “sense” of propriety is familiar from 

Cicero’s discussion of decorum and convenientia in the De officiis; here, Aristotle and 

Aquinas’ commentary provide a philosophical explication that Cicero does not.42

My goal here is not simply to point out, at great length, how Alastair Minnis might have 

shortened his title to ‘Gower as Prudens”; rather, I wish to discuss the way in which the 

matter of prudence and wisdom is formulated, by Aristotle, Latini, and finally by Gower 

himself.  Aristotle is writing and is generally concerned with sapientia; his examination 

of prudentia in Book VI is concerned first and foremost with knowledge of causes, the 

distinction of terms.  He is not educating his reader on how to be virtuous; he is 

explaining what virtue is.  The form of the writing reflects this, and even more, the form 

of the medieval reception of Aristotle’s writing reflects this: explication, harmonization,  

and clarification are the goals of the commentaries, summae, and disputed questions that 

travel with Aristotle’s work through the universities and form part of a clerkly education. 

Aristotle, his commentators and inheritors have written a theory of practice, and it is 

recognizable as such by its form.  It is also recognizable as such by the person for whom 

it is written.  Available only in the specialized Latin of scholastic discourse, the medieval 

Aristotle and its accompanying texts were for the clergy. 

41 EN VI.8.  
42 For the discussion of Cicero’s De officiis, cf. the “Introduction”; for Cicero’s clarification that the De 
officiis is not a philosophical work, cf. De officiis, I.3.  
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Brunetto Latini’s Li Livres dou Tresor is quite different. In comparison with Aristotle’s 

difficult but careful account, or the technical explication of a commentary such as Albert  

the Great’s or Thomas Aquinas’, Latini’s appears hopelessly confused.  Throughout his 

text, he uses cognates of “sapience” without differentiating it from prudence, introduces 

schemes of reasoning (like the cardinal virtues) foreign to the EN, and returns again and 

again to virtues, often with contradictory judgments.43  His differentiation between the 

intellectual virtues is practically incomprehensible, and maintains only the merest  

reminiscence of Aristotle/Grosseteste.  For instance, for Latini “Sapience est la deignité  

& li avantages des art de l’ome en son mestier, car quant l’en dit d’un home qu’il est  

sages en son art, leurs est demonstree sa bonté & sa valance en cellui art” (Sapience is 

the dignity and advantages of a man’s art in his skill or trade, for when it is said that a 

man is wise is his art, then his ability and power in that art are demonstrated; LT, II.31.3). 

This paraphrases Aristotle’s special meaning of sapientia as virtus artis, but completely 

ignores it as the most honorable of sciences.  Nonetheless, without clarifying the nature 

of sapience, Latini claims that “Sapience est felicité que l’en doit eslire par lui” (Sapience 

is a felicity that we ought to choose for itself; LT, II.31.5). Latini’s equivocal use of 

sapience, which Aristotle specifically avoids, completely changes the meaning of 

wisdom; it forecloses the final goal of wisdom, the contemplative life, the life dedicated 

to theoria.  It instead implies that perfect, final felicity rests in prudence.

Li Livres dou Tresor is not, I argue, a bad translation by someone who deeply 
43 Latini makes no attempt to harmonize; for an account of such harmonizations, cf. István P. Bejczy, “The 
Cardinal Virtues in Medieval Commentaries on the Nichomachian Ethics”, 199-222, and Roberto 
Lambertini, “Political Prudence in Some Medieval Commentaries on he Sixth Book of the Nichomachean 
Ethics”, in Virtue Ethics in the Middle Ages: Commentaries on Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, 1200-
1500, I. Bejczy, ed. (Boston, MA: Brill, 2008), 223-246.
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misunderstands Aristotle.  The form (and language) of the text reflects the person for 

whom it was written.  The medieval reader of Latini’s text, as opposed to Aristotle’s, is 

not interested in the contemplative life, but the active life; that reader is either a “grete”  

man (“seignor” in Latini’s French) or one of his advisors.  Latini makes it clear, later on, 

that one should have a genuine respect for the contemplative life, and that it is superior to 

the active life, but there is no suggestion that the reader is in any way preparing for it (LT, 

II.47, 130). Li Livres dou Tresor is exactly the kind of book that J. Allen Mitchell’s work 

helps us to understand.  Latini is writing for reader who needs to develop the art of 

managing contingent situations, both political and rhetorical, not for a reader interested in 

essences or harmonizing discordant philosophical or theological concepts.  Latini’s text is 

the one which does not submit the reader to “a coercive and conclusive discourse” and 

“which prompts moral agents and gives them practical guidance concerning future 

events.”44  It also illustrates the difference between compilation and authority.  Latini 

states that the books of Li Livres dou Tresor are “compilés de sapiense” (compiled from 

wisdom; LT, I.1) and here wisdom seems to be more general than sapience.  The wise 

men (Aristotle, Seneca, Cicero) that are the subjects of that compilation act as the 

sapientes and prudentes that help the seignor or “grete” man make practical judgments 

by helping to determine the mean.  It is meant to encourage rather than define prudence, 

and replaces the philosophical goals of Aristotle with practical education.45  For a reader 

44 Mitchell, Ethics and Exemplary Narrative, 15.
45 “Practique”, the subject of Book II, is divided exactly according to Aristotle’s division in EN 6.8 of 
prudentia; one must learn “governer lui meismes, & une autre maniere est por governer sa masnee & su  
maison & son avoir & son eritage, & une autre maniere est por governer gens ou reigne ou pueple ou une  
cité en guerre ou en pes” (LT, I.4).  There are “etique, iconomique, politique” and the last of these “c’est la  
plus haute esciences dou plus noble meistier qui soit entre les homes, car ele nos enseigne governer les  
estranges gens d’un reigne u de ville ou de pouple ou comune en pes & en guerre, selonc raison & selonc  
justice, 6. & si nos enseigne toute les ars & tous les meistier que a vie d’ome sont besoignables” (LT, I.4). 
This suggests a dedication to political rather than contemplative philosophy as the central philosophical 
vocation, especially in the way in which it is bound up with rhetoric and teaching (even the teaching of 
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with practical needs, like a lord, Latini’s text is certainly helpful, and much more helpful  

than Aristotle’s.  Latini’s slippage between sapience and prudence serves to identify 

wisdom with politics, something that Aristotle strictly denies, and elevates the active, 

political life to the life of wisdom.  Rather than explicate the principles behind the science 

of politics, engaging the intellectus and forming real sapientia, Latini treats politics as an 

art, an identification that Aristotle makes as an analogy early in the text, and then 

proceeds to undermine and reconsider.  The reader learns about the importance of the 

mean, and rather than proceeding down the road of EN VI, in which the mean and right 

reason must be explained as principles, Latini’s text compiles different judgments, 

possible ways of thinking about the mean, and re-approaches different virtues and vices 

over and over again in new contexts.  The contradictions in the text (of which there are 

many) educate the reader by encouraging good deliberation, which is a necessity for 

Aristotle’s lawmaker.46  Latini’s compilation is a change in form, altering the relationship 

between the reader and the “matter” of Aristotle, Seneca, Cicero, etc.  Latini’s point is to 

make it useful.47

The form of Gower’s poem includes not only the matter of wisdom and lore, but also of 

lust and play.  The difference in form from li Livres dou Tresor suggests that another 

relationship of reader and matter is present.  The relation of from/matter/reader has been a 

consistent problem in Gower criticism, often because critics approach the text with 

preconceived assumptions about genre.  Minnis, in describing the Ovidian literary 

arts). 
46 Cf. EN V.9.  
47 For this reason, Latini explains that they are books of “tresor”, in which knowledge is turned into a form 
(deniers, money) that a lord can spend (LT, I.1).  Cf. Latini’s discussion of money, LT, II.118.  
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influence on Gower, states that “Gower’s exempla are in the main exemplary lovers” in 

the pattern of the Heroides.48  But lore and lust, wisdom and play are certainly not strictly 

divided between the Prologue (and Book VII) and the rest of the Confessio.  Many of the 

other tales are political in subject matter.49  Book II is an excellent example: out if the 

nine tales contained in the book, only four are about lovers, if one counts “The Tale of 

Constance”, which is only marginally concerned with erotic love.50  Four definitely take 

politics as their focus,51 while one is more ethical.52  Each book offers a similar 

breakdown; also, especially in books V and VI, Gower stresses the analogous relationship 

between tales of love and tales of politics, usually by Genius telling an exemplary tale 

that primarily concerns politics or ethics, and either Amans asking specifically for a tale 

in the “cause of love” or Genius stating directly that such a political or ethical story is 

analogous.53  The matter of the text is not simply “erotic love” or “ethics and politics.”  It 

is rather the analogy between them.

What is the purpose of this analogy, which runs throughout the entirety of the Confessio? 

If Genius is talking to a lover, why would a lover need to hear a story about Pope 

Boniface, or Alexander the Great and Diogenes?  If these tales are in fact for the sake of 

King Richard or England, why tell tales of love at all?  Also, what of the very real 

48 Minnis “Sapiens”, 159.
49 Samantha Rayner notes that 98 of Gower’s 141 tales deal specifically with kings, and few tales have no 
political content; Images of Kingship in Chaucer and His Ricardian Contemporaries (Rochester, NY: D.S. 
Brewer, 2008), 34.
50 The other “love” tales are “Acis and Galatea”, “Deianira, Hercules, and Nessus,” and “Geta and  
Amphitron.”
51 “Demetrius and Perseus,” “The False Bachelor,” “The Tale of Boniface”, and “The Tale of Sylvester and  
Constantine.”  There is also a significant amount of political content in “The Tale of Constance”, as noted 
above.
52 “The Travelers and the Angel”, derived from a fable of Avianus.
53 Cf. for instance, I. 1910-1 (Surquidity), IV. 245 (Sloth), V. 2620-5 (Covetousness of Lovers), V. 7033 
(Sacrilegiousness of Lovers), VI. 665-6 (Delicacy of Lovers).
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problem, which Aers makes abundantly clear, of contradictory political advice about such 

important topics as war and the disendowment of the Church?  This is a problem of 

audience, of who is the person appropriate for this text.  I wish to argue that Gower 

doesn’t really offer political advice, as if he were a courtier; that is, he does not suggest 

actual decisions on policy. Secondly, does he write theoretically, as if he were a 

philosopher uninterested in the specifics of policy decisions.  Gower is a poet living in 

semi-retirement with the Marian canons, and his persona is central to the kind of 

authority that Gower can offer the king and England as a whole.  This is evident in the 

“forme of [his] writyng.”  The Prologue deals with “wisdom” in the sense of sapientia 

(the causes and principles of necessary things) and with “wisdom” as theoretical 

prudence (the relationship of necessary things, such as God and Providence to the 

contingency of man’s free election).  This reflects a Gower who is leading at least a semi-

contemplative life, and one which qualifies him as a wise man.  Book VII, as well as 

many of the individual political tales and judgments, function much like Latini’s text,  

offering an education in the practice of prudence (good deliberation) to the king, and 

England as a whole. But Gower is also a poet, and his tales of love, as well as the frame 

of Amans and Genius, add another dimension to the text: experientia, and especially, 

experientia delectationis, the experience of pleasure, “lust”, and “pleye.”  The 

compilation of these matters together makes sense in an Aristotelian ethical context.  

Prudentia is a sensus, and if we follow Aquinas, identical to the virtue of the estimative 

power.  Both kinds of wisdom discussed above can help that sensus determine the mean, 

but erotic love is a disease of this sense.54  Pleasure is a complex factor in Aristotle’s 

54 Cf. Mary Frances Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages: The Viaticum and its Commentaries 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990).  For instance, Gerald of Berry’s popular 
commentary on Constantine the African’s Viaticum, surviving in 75 manuscripts from all over Europe and 
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Ethics, at one time constructive, at another destructive,55 but necessary for understanding 

politics: 

De delectione autem et tristitia speculari eius qui politicam philosophantur.  Iste enim architecton 

ad quem respecientes unumquodque quidem malum, hoc autem bonum simpliciter dicimus.  Adhuc  

autem necessarium intendere de ipsis.  Virtutem enim et malitiam moralem circum tristias et  

delectationes posuimus.

(Pleasure and pain are to be examined by anyone who philosophizes about politics.  These are 

structural, for we must look to one or the other of these whenever we call something good or bad. 

many from the 13th and 14th century, locates amor heros in the estimative faculty, a move that is followed by 
most subsequent commentators: 
“Causa ergo huius passionis est error
uirtutis estimatiue que inducitur per intentiones sensatas
ad apprehendenda accidencia insensate que forte non sunt in
persona.  Unde credit aliquam esse meliorem et nobiliorem et 
magis appetendam omnibus aliis.  Quod est ideo: quia aliquod
sensatum aliquando occurit anime ualde gratum et
acceptibile, unde estimat cetera sensata non esse consimilia,
unde si qua sunt sensate non conueniencia occultantur a non
sensatis intentionibus anime uehementer infixis.  Estimatiua
ergo, que est nobilior iudex inter apprehensions ex parte
anime sensibilis, imperat imaginationi ut defixum habeat
intuitun in tali persona.  Ymaginatiua uero concupiscibili,
unde concupiscibilis ymaginatiue obedit, ita ymaginatiua
estimatiue, ad cuius imperium cetera inclinantur ad personam
quam estimatiua iudicat esse conuenientem, licet non sit. 
Ymaginatiua autem uirtus figitur circa illud propter malam
Complexionem frigidam et siccam que est in suo organo, quia 
Ad mediam concauitatem ubi est estimatiua trahuntur spiritus
Et calor innatus ubi estimatiua fortitur operator.  Unde 
Prior concauitas infrigatur et desiccatur, unde remanet 
Disposition melancolica et sollicitudo”
(The cause, then, of this disease is a malfunction of the estimative faculty, which is misled by sense 
intentions into apprehending non-sensed accidents that perhaps are not in the person.  This it believes some 
woman to be better or more noble and more desirable than all others.  Thus it is, for sometimes some 
sensed object appears very pleasing and acceptable to the soul, so that it judges other sense objects to be 
dissimilar [i.e., not pleasing].  Any unfitting sensations are, as a consequence, obscured by the non-sensed 
intentions [i.e., that the person is more noble, better, etc.] deeply fixed in the soul.  The estimative [faculty], 
then, which is the nobler judge among the perceptions on the part of the sensible soul, order the 
imagination to fix its gaze on such a person.  The imaginative [faculty orders] the concupiscible, in fact, so 
that the concupiscible desires this one alone, for just as the concupiscible [faculty] obeys the imaginative, 
so the imaginative [obeys] the estimative, at whose command the others are inclined towards the person 
whom the estimative judges to be fitting, though this may not be so.  Moreover, the imaginative faculty is 
fixated on it on account of the imbalanced complexion, cold and dry, that is in its organ, for the spiritus and 
innate heat are drawn to the middle ventricle [of the brain], where the estimative faculty functions intensely. 
The first ventricle therefore grows cold and dries out, so that there remains a melancholic disposition and 
worry; 198.7-200.82, Wack’s translation).
55 Aristotle discusses pleasure in three separate places in the EN (Books I, VII, X), and critics are not in 
unison concerning the coherency of the treatment.  Cf. Aristide Tessitore, Reading Aristotle’s Ethics:  
Virtue, Rhetoric, and Political Philosophy (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 62-3.  
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Furthermore, it is necessary to consider these, for we have already postulated that moral virtue and 

vice concern pleasure and pain; EN VII.11).

As Aquinas explains, pleasure and pain are architecton or structural to any discussion of 

virtue, for we consider a good or evil person by what he or she delights in doing (good or 

evil deeds).56  This is a philosophical concern, in that distinguishing between forms and 

causes rely, in moral and political philosophy, on the scientia of pleasure and pain. 

However, morality and politics require pleasure and pain not as knowledge, but as 

experienced through the senses.  In Aristotle’s later discussion in Book X, he connects 

delectatio directly to education: “Maxime quidem videtur coappropriari generi nostro:  

propter quod erudiunt iuvenes orakizontes delectatione et tristitia” (For indeed [pleasure] 

seems especially appropriate for our [human] kind; because the rulers of households 

educate youths by pleasure and pain; EN X.1). The experience of pleasure, then, is not 

merely an individual, ethical question, but also an œconomical question, and finally a 

political question, directly related to the purpose and end of the law:

Non sufficiens autem forte iuvenes existentes nutritione et cura potiri recta, sed oportet virum 

factum adinvenire ipsa et assuefieri.  Et circa haec indigemus legibus, et totaliter utique circa  

omnem vitam.  Multi enim necessitati magis quam sermoni obediunt, et iacturae, quam bono.

(Moreover, it is not sufficient for youths to receive proper nurture and care, but it is necessary that 

when men they must discover and become accustomed to these [good things].  For this reason we 

are in need of laws, even all throughout one’s lifetime.  For many are more obedient to demands 

than arguments, and pains rather than the good; EN X.9)

The acquisition of prudence requires experience, and that experience is of pleasure and 

pain.  As pleasure and pain are rightly ordered according to the mean, so they are for 

social groups by orakizontes (rulers of households) and by lawmakers.  The prudence 

56 Aquinas, In ethicorum, 1470.
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required for such ordering therefore demands experience of pleasure and pain, and this is 

what Gower can communicate through the affective power of erotic poetry, and the 

narratives of his exempla.  Every reader, but especially the king and those crafting the 

laws, must gain prudence through experience.  The kind of good deliberation that a text 

such as Latini’s encourages requires that pleasure and pain already be properly ordered, 

that the architecture upon which good deliberation is built already be in place.  This is the 

goal of the analogies of politics and sexual desire in the Confessio Amantis: it deals, 

through mimesis, with pleasure and pain, and the architecton that makes ethical, 

œconomical, and political prudence possible.  After the Prologue, the Confessio’s object 

is the politician in danger of becoming a lover.57

57 It makes sense that several of the texts (even those of high quality) are missing the Prologue.  While the 
Prologue is certainly helpful in establishing relationships, it is not strictly necessary for Gower’s formal 
project.  This is yet another reason for my downplaying of the differences between the different recensions 
of the Prologue.
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Naturatus Amor: Nature and Desire

This form requires a different kind of reading and interpretation than the Prologue’s 

clerkly discourse on the causes of ethics and politics.  Book I begins with clerical Latin, 

but only to illustrate the move away from the discussion of causation: Naturatus amor 

nature legibus orbem/ Subdit, et vnanimes concitat esse feras (Love brought under 

nature’s power subjects the world to the laws of nature, and incites the harmonious to be 

wild [or incites the wild to be harmonious] I.i.1-2).58  At the very beginning of Book I, 

this Latin verse stands in marked contrast to the last lines of the Prologue, which call the 

state of the world “this matiere,/ Which non bot only God may stiere” (Pr. 1087-8). 

Gower has left behind the direct Providence of God for the rule of Nature’s laws; while 

nature is a vicar for God, she is a considerably different topic for discourse.  These lines 

are also among Gower’s most complex: naturatus amor is a phrase coined by Gower, 

bearing influence from Averroes and Aristotle, and the second line is, as Russell Peck 

notes, “perfectly ambiguous” in terms of subject and object.59  Winthrop Wetherbee also 

notes that “naturatus amor” “conveys a sense of scholastic authority which is belied by 

close scrutiny”, and at the end of the passage, “the syntax of the final phrase is 

fundamentally ambiguous.”60

These lines themselves have been some of the most extensively and carefully researched 

58 This translation is closer to Andrew Galloway’s than to that offered by Sián Echard and Claire Fangler in 
The Latin Verses in the Confessio Amantis: An Annotated Translation (East Lansing, MI: Colleagues Press, 
1991), 15; their: “Created love to Nature’s laws subdues/ This orb, and causes beasts to share one mind” 
better communicates the rhythm and form of Gower’s Latin, but does not accentuate the doubleness of his 
grammar in l. 2. 
59 Peck, I., 303.
60 Winthrop Wetherbee, “Classical and Boethian Tradition in the Confessio Amantis”, A Companion to  
Gower, 181-96, 181.
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lines in the entire Gower canon, but the interpretations almost universally rely upon 

formulating, expressing or implying a theory of Nature found outside of the text, and 

even outside of Gower’s works in general.  For this reason, conclusions drawn from 

analysis of these lines, while all related to (often Thomistic) medieval theories of Nature, 

are extraordinarily various.61  Such reaching outside the text is by no means an error, for 

Gower never provides a coherent theory of Nature from which to work.  However, I 

would like to start from that absence, that Gower fails to provide a theory of Nature, even 

though the words “nature” and “kinde” appear hundreds of times in the Confessio, in a 

wide variety of settings.62  I wish to argue that Gower does not explicate a theory of 

Nature because he is deliberately marking the absence of a discourse of strict sapientia. 

The language of the Latin verse is riddled (quite literally) with contradiction.  The 

equivocal grammar of the second line reflects Arion’s unifying and civilizing poetry, 

while at the same time offering poetry as full of the possibility of inversion.  That 

inversion is the dominant action of amor, who, together with fortuna “vertit” 

(turns/overturns) their wheels.  Love is also political: “mundi Princeps amor esse 

videtur” (love seems to be the Prince of the world; I.i.3), and his and fortune’s blind 

(“cecas”, I.i.5) relationship to law opposes the sensus of prudentia.  Gower ends the verse 

with the oxymorons of love (“Est amor egra salus, vexata quies, pius error,/ Bellica pax,  

vulnus dulce, suaue malum” I.i.7-8), a form of language that resists the intellect, and 

61 Most influential on this issue is the work of Hugh White, in his Nature, Sex and Goodness in a Medieval  
Literary Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), which represents the culmination of a series 
of important articles: "Nature and the Good in Gower's Confessio Amantis", In John Gower: Recent  
Readings, Yeager, R.F., ed. (Kalamazoo, MI: Western Michigan University, 1989), pp. 1-20, "Division and 
Failure in Gower's Confessio Amantis." Neophilologus 72 (1988), pp. 600-616, and "The Naturalness of 
Amans' Love in Confessio Amantis." Medium Ævum 56 (1987), pp. 316-22.  White’s work is itself 
dependent upon the exegetical work of Kurt Ollson, whose work on Nature will be discussed below.
62 According to the Concordance to John Gower’s Confessio Amantis, “nature” (and its cognates) appears 
83 times, and “kinde” (and its cognates) appear 214 times.  
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brings the reader into a literary experience of appetite.  

In the “exegetical” criticism that forms the primary target of Aers’ argument, the Prologue 

supplies binaries through which the rest of the text is analyzed: “lust” and “lore” (Pr. 19) 

and “wisdom to the wise/ And pley to hem that lust to pleye” (Pr. 84-5*).63  The 

exegetical attempts at (moral) harmonization, which are in Aers’ account a failure, 

depend upon taking the binaries of the Prologue as the end of the reading process.  That 

is, the exegetical analyses of the Confessio suggest that the philosophical sapientia 

available to the reader in the Prologue is the telos of the entire text, and that the fall from 

wisdom in Book I (like Will’s wandering in the “lond of longyng” in Piers Plowman)64 is 

a temporary sensual deferral from wisdom. Though the value of the deferral into 

sensuality varies for different exegetical critics, the final return to wisdom marks Gower’s 

text as inherently static (and in need, therefore, of harmonization). I do not see the 

problem with this approach (only) in the failure of that harmonization, but in the grounds 

for such a harmonization.  If Gower’s poem really will be “wisdom to the wise”, it must 

add to the wisdom of the wise, not demand it.  The exegetical critics begin from an 

already wise perspective, so wise in fact that they do not require Gower’s text at all.  As 

readers, they assume a clerical persona, coming to the text looking to harmonize (as the 

writers of accessus approached Ovid), even though Gower’s form resists harmonization. 

They posit Amans (rather than themselves) as being the recipient of Gower’s wisdom, 

despite the fact that Amans is decidedly not wise and does not seem to become “wiser” as 
63 Cf. esp. Olsson, John Gower and the Structures of Conversion, chap. 3, but also Minnis, "De Vulgari 
Auctoritate: Chaucer, Gower and Men of Great Authority", in Chaucer and Gower: Difference, Mutuality,  
Exchange, Yeager, R.F. (Victoria, B.C.: English Literary Studies, 1991), pp. 36-74, James Simpson, 
Sciences and the Self in Medieval Poetry: Alan of Lille’s Anticlaudianus and John Gower’s Confessio 
amantis (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), and White, Nature, Sex and Goodness, 176-217. 
64 Langland, Piers Plowman XI. 170.
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the Confessio progresses. Even though Gower posits Amans as an authorial persona, the 

exegetical critics generally read Genius as the voice of the author and Amans as the 

“unwise” reader.  They are therefore unable to identify with either persona in the text: 

Amans is unwise, and Genius, despite being a cleric, has not fully harmonized his 

positions.  Because these critics remain outside the personal relationships of the text, the 

text almost necessarily appears static.  They can either make that stasis harmonious, or (in 

an “anti-foundationalist” version of the same reading process) explore how the state of 

the text is inherently disharmonious.  

I wish to argue that the Prologue reveals the limits of philosophical wisdom, and urges 

the wise reader towards an experiential reading of Book I and the central narrative.  Many 

critics, despite widely ranging approaches, have noted that the Prologue is a satire.65 

Satire does not demand exegesis for the medieval reader; for this reason classical satirical 

poets were often the first studied in the medieval classroom.66  Gower seems to follow 

this tradition; in the Prologue, the reader is kept from interpreting.  Gower presents the 

major allegory in the Prologue, the Monster of Time, to not allow for the reader’s 

exegesis at all: Daniel is already present, framing the allegory and explaining its 

meaning, and even if he were not, his exegesis is itself well-known.  Gower uses the very 

obviousness of the interpretation to satirize those who fail to morally respond.  The theme 

of practical moral failure in the face of speculative or interpretative clarity, and the highly  

conscious positioning of the reader in these terms, runs through all of Gower’s major 

65 For the most influential discussion of Gower’s satire, cf. Paul M. Clogan, "From Complaint to Satire: The 
Art of the Confessio Amantis", Medievalia et Humanistica 4 (1973), pp. 217-222. 
66 For an excellent account of the reading of satire in the Middle Ages, cf. Suzanne Reynolds, Medieval  
Reading: Grammar, Rhetoric, and the Classical Text (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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works.67  Consider the Latin verses introducing the Monster of Time:

Prosper et aduersus obliquo tramite versus

Immundus mundus decipit omni genus.

Mundus in euentu versatur ut alea casu,

Quam celer in ludis iactat auara manus.

Sicut ymago viri variantur tempora mundi,

Statque nichil firmum preter amare deum. 

(Prosperous and adverse, turned into a sidelong by-path, the unclean world deceives every kind. 

The world is overturned in its outcome as a die is cast, as swiftly as it is tossed by a greedy hand in 

gaming.  Just as the image of man, the ages of the world are varied, and nothing stands firm but 

the love of God; Pr.v.)

As Gower has argued throughout the prologue, the qualities of Fortune (emphasized not 

only by the initial two adjectives, but by the repetition of “verso” cognates) depend upon 

man. The prosopopeia of Fortune speaks to the failure of man to know himself; he falsely 

ascribes his own powers to a non-existent persona.  Gower’s writing is satirical in its 

Latin style, and in the English that follows: the world is perverted, turned into a by-way, 

and its deception is directly constituted by the relation of the greedy sinful man to the 

power of Fortune.68  However, Gower does not merely wish to castigate the greedy, but to 

express the interpretative problem, dealing with vision and time: ymago and tempora 

vary, but the love of God does not.  He here draws upon the terms of 1 Cor. 13 (and the 

massive corpus of medieval intellectual literature that takes on its terms of image and 

mirror).  In the English that follows, the allegory of the Monster of Time is directed from 

67 Examples are numerous: much of the “dullness” attributed to works such as the Mirour depends upon the 
obvious quality of their allegory; Book I of the Vox is similar.  But in each of these cases, the clarity of the 
allegory (and the corresponding opacity to its participants) marks the spiritual and intellectual state of the 
reader in contrast to the subjects within the allegory.  
68 Andrew Galloway’s translation of obliquo tramite versus, “turning through its mazy trails” fails to 
suggest the past participle quality of versus (that is, the world is turned away in sin from truth as a 
completed and permanent state) and the double emphasis of the wrongness of the path (that is, it is both 
sidelong (obliquo) and a by-way (tramite).  Also, tramis is a relatively rare word, and Gower may be 
making an allusion to Ecclus. 24, which contains two of the three uses of the word in the entire Vulgate. 
The topic of this passage is the praise of Wisdom, and specifically the enlightenment of the virtuous and the 
blindness of the weak.  It is a most appropriate passage for allusion.
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God, whose wisdom is emphasized (“The hyhe almyhti pourveance,/ In whose eterne 

remembrance/ Fro ferst was every thing present”; Pr. 585-7), to Nebuchadnezzar in a 

dream-vision (“swevene”; Pr. 596), which he is unable to interpret.  Nebuchadnezzar 

describes it as a “strange ymage” that falls “of sodein aventure” (Pr. 604, 619).  He is 

already putting the image into the language of Fortune, repeating some of the same terms 

from the Latin verses.  Daniel, the model of the good interpreter, explicates this dream, as 

he later in the Book I interprets Nebuchadnezzar’s other dream.  The images of man and 

the ages of the world are read in terms of the “hyhe almyhti pourveance” that created 

them, and insist that not only the dream of the world, but the world itself, must be read as 

such by the wise.  While Nebuchadnezzar, in his immediate reaction to the dream, begins 

to invest Fortune with agency, Daniel rightly locates agency and causation in God. 

However, this is not an interpretative lesson to Gower’s readers, but a satire of their 

failure. Gower concludes that this Old Testament allegory is made perfectly clear in the 

New, in Mt. 6:24, and there is no reason for misinterpretation: 

For Crist Himself makth knowleching

That no man may togdre serve

God and the world, bot if he swerve

Froward that on and stonde unstable;

And Cristes word may noght be fable.

The thing so open is at ÿe,

It nedeth noght to specifie

Or speke oght more in this matiere;

Bot in this wise a man may lere

Hou that the world is gon aboute,

The which wel nyh is wered oute,

After the forme of that figure

Which Daniel in his scripture

Expoundeth as tofore is told. (Pr. 860-873)
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While in the Old Testament, the information regarding the separation of worldly and 

divine things, the instability of the secular, etc., is only available in “the forme of [a] 

figure” that information is now “so open at ÿe” that it does not require any interpretation. 

The failure of the current world is therefore not a lack of interpretative skill or 

knowledge, but a failure to be moved in their sensus toward proper action. Christ’s words 

are absolutely clear, perfectly obvious; nonetheless, the Christian world, which hears 

them constantly, and which even preaches them, does not follow them.  The Prologue, 

after all, is about the failure of the Christian community to follow the most obvious of 

Christ’s commands.  Gower understands that this in no way opposes God’s Providence 

(after all, the vision of the Monster of Time prophesies this very failure), but how it 

comes about is a real moral and political issue.  It involves the relationship between the 

laws of God and nature, which regulate the economy of salvation and order of temporal 

existence, and the laws of human institutions, directed by human prudence.  The problem 

devolves upon the nature of human rationality, as individual and as participatory both in 

political and social institutions and the divine reason.  Scholastic theology provides a 

variety of solutions,69 but Gower, though certainly well-educated and, through his long 

69 Aquinas’ discussion of human law in Summa Theologica I-II provides an excellent example of the 
relationships involved.  Though I believe that Gower shared with Aquinas a profound commitment to an 
intellectualist theory of morality, I am not suggesting that there is any direct influence by Aquinas on 
Gower, or that Aquinas represents a standard “medieval” view of these relationships.  Aquinas’ attempt to 
explain, in I-II.Q.97.1, how a human law can be both rational and subject to change when the rational laws 
in which it participates are not subject to change illustrates the kind of problem that Gower also 
approaches.  Aquinas articulates in a variety of ways the relationship of law (as concept) to the reason, 
through the processes of commanding and measuring human acts (both properly the role of the reason) and 
the directing of action to ends, also properly a role of reason (ST. I-II.Q.90.1).  Those ends, as Aquinas 
states in the very next article, do not correspond to individual goods, but to common goods, and Aquinas 
goes so far as to claim that happiness is only perfectible in the perfect community of the body politic (ST. I-
II.Q.90.2; he claims that the individual as such is imperfect, and (following Aristotle, Politics I.i.) “the 
political community is the perfect community”).  Aquinas transfers the Aristotelian glorification of the 
rational polis onto God, explaining that “a law is nothing else but a dictate of practical reason in the ruler 
who governs a perfect community;” and since that ruler is God, that practical reason is identical with 
Divine, Eternal Reason (ST. I-II.Q.91.1).  Natural law provides, through the participation of our natures in 
the Divine, Eternal Reason, the principles from which our practical reason can draw moral conclusions, and 
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sojourn with the canons at St. Mary Overys, most likely aware of scholastic controversy, 

is not a scholastic theologian.  Gower writes in a different genre of moral literature, and 

therefore offers a different kind of solution (though neither incompatible with nor 

unrelated to some scholastic explanations). A scholastic writer like Aquinas articulates 

rationality through the wise man: the practical reason and prudentia of the political world 

is formally subjected to a speculative science of causation.  Its end is to produce 

contemplative thought, a theological rather than a practical good.  A political writer such 

as Latini articulates rationality through the prudent man: rather than the consecutive 

reason of the scholastic text, the form of Latini’s text is alternating exempla, through 

which the prudent man perfects deliberation.  Gower’s literary text articulates rationality 

through the fool, who experiences the practical effects of rational failure.  Amans is in 

pain, whether or not that pain is one of his own making.  Genius’ tales, which seek to 

comfort, direct, and reprove Amans, whether they are successful or not, all have for their 

final end the elimination of Amans’ pain.  The chapters that follow will explain in detail  

why Genius’ tales are unable to end Amans’ pain (cf. VIII. 2130-41), and why relief must 

finally come from impotent old age’s release of desire (cf. VIII. 2796ff).  

create positive, human law (ST. I-II.Q.91.2).  Aquinas locates the failure of rationality brought about by the 
Fall between natural law and human law, but he denies that any human being is ignorant of the natural law, 
or can lose their relationship to that law; it affects only “the case of particular action insofar as reason is 
hindered from applying the general principles to a particular point of practice on account of concupiscence 
or some other passion” (ST. I-II.Q.94.4, 6).  For Aquinas’ argument on the function of the passions in sin, 
cf. I-II.Q.77.  Following what he understands to be Aristotle’s explication of the practical reason, the Fall 
does not in any way affect the presence of the principles of right reason in the human person, though they 
are only principles of action, not decisions to act.  Human law, though authoritative because of its 
derivation from natural law, is nonetheless subject to change (ST. I-II.Q.97.1) and dispensation (ST. I-
II.Q.97.4).  That change can come from a constituted authority (as in the case of dispensation or 
promulgation), but also against a constituted authority (Aquinas quotes Augustine, De libero arbitrio I.6, in 
which he allows for the just overthrow of a depraved democratic state and the establishment of an 
aristocracy).  In the tradition of Plato and Aristotle, Aquinas defines authority in such a way as to render it 
dependent upon the philosopher, whose scientific knowledge and freedom from passion allow him to 
properly identify the principles of Nature and judge human law.    
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This does not mean that Gower is unphilosophical, or that philosophy has no bearing on 

the Confessio Amantis. Nonetheless, it is worth considering that Chaucer is not simply 

being generous when he dedicates Troilus and Criseyde to both “moral Gower” and 

“philosophical Strode.”  From what we know of Ralph Strode, he was properly a 

scholastic philosopher, and according to the 15th century Merton Vetus catalogus, a 

"poeta nobilis” himself (though none of his poems are known to survive).  Strode also 

opposed Wyclif on the topic of predestination, an important element in Troilus, and could 

therefore be a philosophical judge of Chaucer’s work.70   Gower’s field of expertise is not 

speculative philosophy, but moral, practical philosophy.  I would venture, however, that 

Strode was indeed a poet, because Chaucer’s formation of both Troilus and Criseyde as 

complex subjects requires readers attuned not only to the philosophical truths and moral 

acts in the poem, but to the production (by poetic art) of affect.  Or, in the Aristotelian 

terms of Aristotle, Strode’s scientia would be capable of judging eternal and necessary 

things (such as the truth of divine predestination), Gower’s prudentia would be capable 

of judging contingent actio (moral choice), but both, by being poets, also have ars, which 

could judge the factio, the affects, especially the affects of pity, produced by Chaucer’s 

poetry.71  Gower expects a similar kind of readership: one that could judge arguments of 

necessary and contingent truths, but also be sensitive (especially through pity) to the 

affective production of poetry.  

Gower recognizes the power of affective production over both theoretical and practical 

70 Cf. Rodney Delasanta, “Chaucer and Strode”, Chaucer Review, 26, no. 2 (1991): p. 205-18.
71 In LT, III.69, Latini deals with pity expressly from the point of view of rhetoric and literature; as such, it 
constitutes a different field of knowledge than pity as a seigniorial virtue. 
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philosophy, and the Confessio does not argue philosophical points, but reveals how the 

affective can undermine even good reasoning, producing what medieval scholastics 

referred to as incontinentia. The Latin equivalent to Aristotle’s ακρασια, it was a term of 

much debate in the 13th and 14th centuries, as Aristotelian and Averroist faculty 

psychology and ethics were integrated into clerical education.72  It considers a problem of 

choice (electio): can one knowingly choose against right reason, or is all sin the result of 

ignorance?  The moral ramifications of this argument are immense: either the instrument 

of choice is irrational, or it is difficult to assign blame to sin (for it is merely ignorance).  

Medieval scholars did not initiate, but rather inherited the problems of incontinentia from 

Aristotle and Augustine.  While dividing the problem along “Aristotelian” and 

“Augustinian” lines is overly simplistic, and the supposed resolution of this conflict by 

Aquinas overly celebrated,73 the parameters brought to the discussion by both of these 

thinkers formed the debate throughout the later Middle Ages.  Even Aristotle did not 

initiate the discussion concerning if and how one could choose against right reason; he 

was dealing with a problem left for him by Socrates.  As Aristotle reports, Socrates does 

not think that incontinence exists; a moral error of that sort (when one should know 

better) is only possible through passion producing ignorance.74  This was, to Aristotle, 

“sermo dubitat de apparentibus manifeste” (a statement that is doubtful manifestly on 

account of apparent circumstances).75  Aristotle considers there to be an obvious 

difference between common ignorance and “knowing better,” and Aristotle’s distaste for 

72 Cf. Bonnie Kent, Virtues of the Will: The Transformation of Ethics in the Late Thirteenth Century (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 111.
73 Kent, Virtues of the Will, 19.  
74 EN, VII. iii., 926. 
75 Ibid., 927.
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the Platonic theory of knowledge is evident here.  Aristotle wants to make more careful 

distinctions, separating conditions to be avoided into three species: malitia, incontinentia, 

and bestialitas.76  He also separates incontinentia from intemperans, noting that while 

both act against right reason, the incontinent person thinks that they ought to act 

according to right reason, while the intemperate does not.77  Essentially, the incontinent 

person desires bodily pleasures more than virtue, but knows that virtue is better. 

Aristotle’s task, then, is to explicate the way in which choice (electio; prohairesis) 

proceeds from such a situation.  He advances the notion of the practical syllogism, which 

functions like a theoretical syllogism except that it ends not with a necessary intellectual 

conclusion, but an action.78  This was to be an especially important concept for the later 

medieval philosophers, for it provided a practical link between Aristotle’s logic and the 

moral science associated with Aristotelian/Averroistic faculty psychology.  However, as 

Risto Saarinen explains, Aristotle does not have a separate notion of the will (it is simply 

a rational desire), and the practical syllogism does not end in a “choice between 

alternatives” but in action itself; that is, the intellection of the practical syllogism reduces  

alternatives to one choice.   This seems to suggest (and here Aristotle is not entirely clear) 

that it is an error in understanding the syllogism that causes the fault in choosing, but that 

one cannot fully and properly complete the practical syllogism and choose against it.79 

The other side of this, popularly ascribed to Augustinian influence in the Middle Ages, 

begins by assuming a separate faculty, the will, that can choose contrary to the advice of 

the intellect.  This develops out of Augustine’s discussion of the “law of the members” in 

76 Ibid., 914.
77 Ibid., 1002-3.
78 Ibid., 941-54, cf. Risto Saarinen, Weakness of Will in Medieval Thought: From Augustine to Buridan 
(New York: E.J. Brill, 1994), 8-15.
79 Saarinen, 15.  
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Romans 7: 16-25.80  In Confessions VIII.v.12, and in On the Free Choice of the Will III, 

Augustine argues that “lex enim peccati est violentia consuetudinis, qua trahitur et  

tenetur etiam invitus animus eo merito quo in eam volens inlabitur” (indeed the law of 

sin is the violence of habit, by which the unwilling soul is dragged down and held even 

by itself deservingly, for in its own willing it slipped into that [habit].81  Augustine puts 

forth a complementary argument in On the Free Choice of the Will, in which the 

voluntary movement of the will is compared to the natural movement of a stone; the will  

naturally chooses the good, but the punishment of original sin is the soul’s desire for 

things below it (that is, concupiscence).  That desire can produce a tendency in the will to 

choose against the good.82  However, as Saarinen points out, Augustine considers the 

presence of concupiscence and reason to produce partial wills, which only become whole 

at the moment of choice, and the end for Augustine is not action, but consent.83  He also 

points out that Augustine uses the term “incontinentia” in its exclusively sexual sense, 

80 Si autem quod nolo, illud facio: consentio legi, quoniam bona est. Nunc autem jam non ego operor illud,  
sed quod habitat in me peccatum. Scio enim quia non habitat in me, hoc est in carne mea, bonum. Nam  
velle, adjacet mihi: perficere autem bonum, non invenio. Non enim quod volo bonum, hoc facio: sed quod  
nolo malum, hoc ago. Si autem quod nolo, illud facio: jam non ego operor illud, sed quod habitat in me,  
peccatum. Invenio igitur legem, volenti mihi facere bonum, quoniam mihi malum adjacet: condelector enim  
legi Dei secundum interiorem hominem: video autem aliam legem in membris meis, repugnantem legi  
mentis meæ, et captivantem me in lege peccati, quæ est in membris meis. Infelix ego homo, quis me 
liberabit de corpore mortis hujus? gratia Dei per Jesum Christum Dominum nostrum. Igitur ego ipse  
mente servio legi Dei: carne autem, legi peccati. (If then I do that which I will not, I consent to the law, that 
it is good. Now then it is no more I that do it: but sin that dwelleth in me. For I know that there dwelleth not 
in me, that is to say, in my flesh, that which is good. For to will is present with me: but to accomplish that 
which is good, I find not. For the good which I will, I do not: but the evil which I will not, that I do. Now if 
I do that which I will not, it is no more I that do it: but sin that dwelleth in me. I find then a law, that when I 
have a will to do good, evil is present with me. For I am delighted with the law of God, according to the 
inward man: But I see another law in my members, fighting against the law of my mind and captivating me 
in the law of sin that is in my members. Unhappy man that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of this 
death? The grace of God, by Jesus Christ our Lord. Therefore, I myself, with the mind serve the law of 
God: but with the flesh, the law of sin; Douai-Rheims translation).
81 Augustine, Confessions, James J. O’Donnell, ed. (New York: OUP, 1992).  Translation mine; cf. Henry 
Chadwick, trans. Confessions (New York: OUP, 1991).  For Augustine’s larger discussion of the will, Cf. 
Saarinen, 27-30.
82 Augustine, On the Free Choice of the Will, Thomas Williams, trans. (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1993). III.1.
83 Saarinen, 30, 33-4.  
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which will influence later medieval discussions that generally try to harmonize Augustine 

and Aristotle.84

By the late 13th century, the debate had produced maddeningly complex models and a 

proliferation of explanatory terms.  Not only was there free choice and will (liberum 

arbitrium and voluntas or velle) but distinctions between willing ex electione and eligens; 

impossibilium voluntas and velleitas; etc.  Gower is not writing for an academic audience 

concerned with these particulars, but the problems of will were dominant philosophical-

theological issues of the day.  Gower uses this discourse to provoke questions of poetic 

art, specifically that of imitation.  Describing the company of old lovers at the very end of 

the Confessio, Gower comes upon Aristotle himself:

I syh there Aristotle also

Whom that queene of Grece so

Hath bridled, that in thilke time

Sche made him such a silogime,

That he forgat al his logique;

Ther was non art of his practique,

Thrugh which it mihte ben excluded

That he ne was fully concluded

To love, and dede his obeissance. (VIII. 2705-13)

The Queen’s love here “made” (produced through imitation) a syllogism, and the “art of 

his practique” (here using terminology more appropriate to Latini than Artistotle himself) 

is rendered useless.  She so perfectly imitates a practical syllogism through affective 

means that Aristotle is “fully concluded /To love”, that is, he becomes incontinent in both 

its philosophical and sexual meaning by both assenting to its false conclusion and to 

sexual desire.

84 Saarinen, 42-3.  
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Gower is working within a tradition of literary mediation between sensuality and reason, 

but brings the importance of mimetic production into the forefront.  The Consolation of  

Philosophy dramatizes the union of intellectual clarity and practical reason, not only in 

Philosophia’s garment, on which Θεω ρ ι α  and Πρᾱξις are stitched together,85 but more 

fully in the consoling effect of the theoretical through the course of the book.  Works such 

as The Life and Letters of Abelard and Heloise and the Roman de la Rose narrate, in a 

less triumphant manner, the struggles of reason to explain and mediate the power of 

concupiscence.  The paternal, philosophical guidance of (castrated) Abelard meets 

powerful and convincing resistance from Heloise, who not only counters his de-eroticized 

language by desiring to be called Abelard’s “whore”86 but questions again and again the 

practical value of the monastic formation of habits specifically in terms of the  affective 

reality of concupiscence.87  Amant in the Roman de la Rose rejects Raison, preferring to 

be a fool by choosing the “wisdom” of serving the Dieu d’Amours.88  For the very 

purpose of his incontinence, he rejects Raison’s explanation of allegory and 

interpretation, in order to literally hold to his master.89  Gower builds his discourse of 

affectively imitated reason from these sources.

The introductions in Confessio Amantis Book I of naturatus amor and the personae of 

85 Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy, I.i.p.
86 “meretrix” in the Latin, and “putain” in Jean de Meun’s French; Eric Hicks, La vie et les epistres :  
Pierres Abaelart et Heloys sa fame, traduction du XIIIe siècle attribuée à Jean de Meun ; avec une  
nouvelle édition des textes latins d'après le ms. Troyes Bibl. mun. 802 (Paris: Champion-Slatkine, 1991) 
49.156, 51.170.  
87 Heloise often uses Abelard’s theory of the reality of particulars against his appeals to religion; the Third 
and Fifth Letters, with their combined hatred of and desire for a monastic rule express the power and 
tragedy of her concupiscence.
88 Roman de la Rose, 7209ff.  
89 Roman de la Rose, 7155ff.  
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Jean de Meun’s poem signify a movement away from wisdom and theory.  The 

introduction of nature into the poem resists the formulation of a particular theory of 

Nature; it demands instead a sensitivity to the changing intellectual and spiritual 

affections in the narrative. It’s worth pointing out that Nature (the allegorical character 

familiar from Alanus de Insulis and Jean de Meun) never appears in the Confessio. 

Nature’s priest from the De planctu naturae and Roman de la Rose, Genius, does not 

suggest at any time to the readers of the Confessio that he is functioning as Nature’s 

avatar.90  I wish to argue that the absence of an allegorical Nature makes it difficult to 

determine the reader’s relationship to Nature-as-concept, and the varieties presented 

throughout the text are not intended to be harmonized.91  They are not impossible 

(theoretically) to harmonize, but Gower recognizes and uses the fact that harmonization 

is itself a philosophical practice with a powerful set of assumptions, and has a moral 

effect on the harmonizer.  The non-appearance of the Goddess Nature means that a 

unified concept of nature is lacking from the universe of the narrative, and that the 

90 In discussing “Genius and Genius” of Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, C.S. Lewis discusses the 
Genius who serves as the doorkeeper to Acrasia (incontinentia) in II.xii, 47, and the Genius who serves 
Adonis in a similar capacity in III.vi.31ff.  Lewis refers briefly to the Confessio Amantis, but only to imply 
that Genius there is “perfectly intelligible” as the God of Procreation, and that the Middle Ages also 
distinguished these two different Geniuses, or ignored the Genius of Acrasia (171, 174).  While Spenser is 
taking advantage of his access to texts of Augustine, and late-classical texts to separate two kinds of 
Genius, they are not completely unrelated, and even the Genius of Adonis is “Old Genius, the which a 
double nature has” (Spenser, The Faerie Queene, Thomas Roche and C. Patrick O’Donnell, eds. (New 
York: Penguin, 1979), III.vi. 32), a phrase that Lewis does not mention (Lewis also mistakenly refers to 
Alanus’ Genus as a “priest of Venus” rather than Nature; 170).  Lewis’ investigation has made the 
bifurcation of Genius too simple, more simple than Spenser’s shading of one into the other, and, by his 
arguing that any complexity came about after the Middle Ages, completely misinterpreting the medieval 
Genius especially in his relationship to nature; C.S. Lewis, “Genius and Genius”, Studies in Medieval and 
Renaissance Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966), 169-74.
91 Cf. Olsson, “Natural Law and John Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, Medievalia et Humanistica: Studies in  
Medieval and Renaissance Culture, New Series, 11 (1982) 229-61, 181.  Olsson’s thoroughness is 
impressive, and he discusses five different meanings of nature in Gower; however, his attempt “to unify 
them into a fully coherent statement” (229) demands reading the end of the poem as Amans’ restoration to 
health “by a process involving the application of the ‘law of kinde,’ reason, and grace to his condition” 
(261).  Olsson cannot explicate this process without resorting to an extremely complex argument, and he 
encounters significant problems with the spiritual and moral value of Genius and Venus.
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intellectual subject of the narrative is unable to engage in the theoretical practice.  

Nonetheless, the elements for harmonization are always present; they serve as a 

temptation, not a goal.  

The harmonization most often discussed by critics (especially those opposed by Aers) is 

between the “Ulpianic” definition of natural law and the natural law of the philosophers 

and theologians.  Ulpian’s definition, from the Corpus iuris civilis, states that natural law 

is applicable to all animals and promotes sexual congress and procreation, thus 

suggesting that natural law recommends sexual desire; this contrasts with scholastic 

definitions, which stress the union between natural, divine, and ecclesiastical law, 

especially the naturalness of chastity and celibacy.92 In the marginalia to the beginning of 

Book I (in Fairfax 3), the laws are both referenced.  After explaining that Gower wrote 

the Prologue in order to show how division has overcome charity, 

intendit auctor ad presens suum libellum cuius nomen Confessio Amantis nuncapatur, componere de illo  

amore, a quo non solum humanum genus, sed eciam cuncta animancia naturaliter subiuntur.  Et quia  

nonnulli amantes ultra quam expedit desiderii passionibus crebro stimulantur, materia libri per totum 

super hiis specialius diffunditur.

(the author intends now to compose a little book which is called “Confession of a Lover” concerning that 

love by which not only human kind, but every sort of animal is naturally subjected.  And because many 

lovers are stimulated by the pleasures of passions beyond that which is advantageous, the matter of the 

whole book is set out especially for them; I. 9 marg.)

This marginal note is clearly referencing Ulpianic law, by saying that this love applies to 

both humans and animals, and subjects them “naturaliter.”  However, that the work is 

92 Cf. White, Nature, Sex and Goodness.  White quotes Ulpian’s statement from the Digest: Jus naturale 
est, quod natura omnia animalia docuit: nam jus istud non humani generis proprium, sed omnium 
animalium, quae in terra, quae in mari nascuntur, avium quoque commune est.  Hinc descendit maris et  
feminae coniunctio, quam nos matrimonium appellamus, hinc liberorum procreatio, hinc educatio . . . Jus  
gentium est, quo gentes humanae utuntur.  Quod a naturali recedere facile intelligere licet, quia illud  
omnibus animalibus, hoc solis hominibus inter se commune sit (Digest, I.I.i., Corpus iuris civilis, P. Kruger 
and T. Mommsen, eds. (Berlin, 1954; quoted by White, pp. 20-1).  
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ostensibly written to help lovers restrain themselves seems more in line with scholastic 

natural law.  Determining which nature Gower supports becomes a contest between 

moralistic conservatism and sexual liberalism, reminiscent of mid-20 th century debates 

over the Roman de la Rose, and dependent upon a simplified notion of institutional 

affiliation.93  Gower recognizes that intellectual harmonization is, in a sense, easy; it is 

the affects of different forms of nature that prove to be stumbling blocks.

The harmony of Ulpian with the scholastic theology of the institutional Church is not 

difficult to accomplish.  The difference between the jus naturale and the jus gentium is 

one of genus.  The key language is nam jus istud non humani generis proprium (for this 

law [of nature] is not for the human kind properly); it is for all animals.  A philosophical 

approach seizes upon the concept of genus, which uses much different criteria than 

modern post-Linnaean and post-Darwinian empirical models of genus and species.  These 

modern modes eliminate the practical (that is, moral) differences between genera in order 

to assert a purely material difference.94  Aquinas’ consideration of Ulpian in his 

Commentary on the Sentences exemplifies a scholastic/philosophical approach, and 

suggests the practical implications of harmonization.95  Aquinas’ method depends upon 

the practice of making careful distinctions and conserving consistency in definition, 

93 Cf. the account of this in John Fleming, The Roman de la Rose: A Study in Allegory and Iconography 
(Princeton; Princeton U.P., 1969), pp. 107ff.  Wetherbee states simply that Gower’s “unflagging 
conservatism admits no discussion” (Winthrop Wetherbee, “John Gower”, The Cambridge History of  
Medieval English Literature, 589-609, 590), but Wetherbee consistently refers to Gower’s “ideal” 
constructions of politics, nature and sex. The alternative to this is the claim of nature’s “ambivalent moral 
status” as White begins his book, Nature, Sex and Goodness, p. 4.  
94 This stands in contrast to the scholastic argument employed by Aquinas, which considers material 
difference only a difference in potentiality rather than a difference in act. Cf. ST I-II Q.1.3.
95 His explication is discussed in White, Nature, Sex and Goodness.  White’s opposition of Ulpian and the 
scholastics seems to depend upon an obstinate dedication to modern understandings of species and instinct. 
See above for a related version of Aquinas’ mode of argument.
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though the words defined have multiple meanings.  This practice of discourse is 

intrinsically part of the subject of the discourse, the nature of the human being.  Aquinas 

states: 

Tertio dictur ius naturale non solum principio, sed a natura, quia de naturalibus est, et quia 

natura contra rationem dividitur, a qua homo est homo; ideo strictissimo modo accipiendo jus  

naturale, illa quae ad homines tantum pertinent, etsi sint de dictamine rationis naturalis, non 

dicuntur esse de jure naturali: sed illa tantum quae naturalis ratio dictat de his quae sunt homini 

aliisque communia; et sic datur dicta definitio, scilicet: jus naturale est quod natura omnia 

animalia docuit.

(Thirdly, natural law is so called not only from its first principle but from nature, because it has to 

do with natural things.  And because nature is distinguished from reason, by which the human 

being is a human being, in the strictest way of taking natural law, things which pertain only to the 

human being, although they may be dictated by natural reason, are not said to be of the natural 

law, but only those things which natural reason dictates with reference to what is common to 

human beings and other creatures.)96

Natura has a variety of meanings, and Aquinas’ argument is based upon the strictest 

possible (strictissimo) distinction between them.  That distinction which Aquinas 

employs is between nature and reason, “a quo homo est homo.”  This is a generic 

distinction, based upon man’s being a rational creature.  Ulpian’s statement considers 

what is common (communia) to man and animals, excluding the rational, and therefore, 

according to Aquinas’ logic, is not applicable to humans as humans.  Rationality is the 

principle of humankind; this is central to Aquinas’ anthropology in his Treatise on  

Human Acts (ST, I-II Q. 1-21).  There, following Aristotle, he states that “All things 

contained in a genus are derived from the principle of that genus” and the principle of 

human acts (that is, what “are proper to man as man”) is the deliberate will, that is, “the 

faculty and will of reason.”97  Here, the opposition of reason to nature is clarified: 

96 Aquinas, In quattuor libros sententiarum, vol. I, Opera omnia, R. Busa, ed. (Rome, 1980), 4 d. 33 q. 1 a 1 
ag. 4, quoted in White, Nature, Sex and Goodness, 24-5.  Translation is White’s.  
97 ST I-II Q.1.1.  Aquinas references Aristotle, Physics, ii.9.  As will be discussed later, Aquinas’ definition 
of will (as the rational appetite) was not uncontroversial in Gower’s period.  This argument, while 
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because all actions have ends, actions can be attributed to human beings in two ways: if 

deliberate, they are effected by the rational appetite (that is, the will); if not, they are  

effected by the natural appetite (which all creatures share).98  From this, Aquinas can 

conclude that “human acts” strictly are identical to moral acts, and are dependent upon 

the unified action of reason and will.99 Ulpian’s law does not apply to these acts 

specifically, for they are properly human; they are the defining actions of the human 

genus.  Aquinas distinguishes them from “those acts which are common to man and the 

other animals, and are called passions.”100  Therefore, the issue of disharmony between 

scholastic and Ulpianic considerations of nature only becomes a problem when a human 

being is subject to passion, that is, when he is not philosophizing.  

To consider oneself subject to Ulpianic law exclusively, one must reject the practice of 

philosophical rationality that scholasticism prizes as the defining principle of the human 

person, and that is precisely what happens at the outset of Book I.  Gower’s narrator 

states that “I may noght strecche up to the hevene/ Min hand” (I. 1-2), but will instead 

speak about love, which “is noght so strange,/ Which every kinde hath upon honde” (I. 

10-1).  Gower’s narrator arrives at Ulpian, but only through the denial of what the 

Prologue itself understands as wisdom.  The causal chains which trace non-deliberative 

causation through Nature to God (to “hevene”) are replaced by the false symbols of 

chance (Fortune) and passion (Venus and Cupid).  The narrator’s lack of “sufficance” for 

representative of the mode of a scholastic argument, is not intended to be representative of its content. 
While perhaps the vast majority of scholastics could agree that a principle of the human genus was its 
rationality, the extensions of this thesis are a subject of important debate, encompassing principles of 
anthropology and ethics.   
98 ST I-II Q.1.2.
99 ST I-II Q.1.3.  Aquinas is paraphrasing Ambrose, Comm, supr. Lucan.
100 ST I-II Q.6.  
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“[s]o grete thinges to compasse” (I. 4,5) is not (or not only) a modesty trope; it represents 

a choice of subject matter.  It recalls by contrast Boethius in the Consolation of  

Philosophy.  Lady Philosophy, in her great height “nunc uero pulsare caelum summi 

uerticis cacumine uidebatur” (somtyme it semede that sche touchede the hevene with the 

heghte of here heved).101  While the very presence of Philosophy banishes from Boethius’ 

thoughts the “poeticas Musas” (poetical muses) who are “Sirenes usque in exitium 

dulces” (Sirens sweet even in destruction),102 Gower’s narrator enters the courtly 

environment the garden in “the Monthe of Maii” (I. 100ff). The return of Philosophy to 

Boethius’ intellect removes the poetic complaint that is so indicative of courtly poetry,  

“querimoniam lacrimabilem” (weply compleynte)103 that Philosophia wishes to replace 

with medicinae.104  Gower “gan [his] wo compleigne” (I. 114) and bemoans his “maladie” 

(I. 128).  Philosophy does not wish to banish poetry; she has her own Muses, whom 

Chaucer glosses as “noteful sciences.”105  These sciences are opposed to the “thornes or 

prikkynges of talentz or affections” (infructuosis affectuum spinis),106 which characterize 

Boethius’ initial metrum.  The first metrum under the influence of Philosophia is still a 

complaint, but rather than deriving from the affections, it laments the power of the 

passions over the intellect.107  Gower, in the movement from the Prologue to Book I, does 

quite the opposite: from the scientia of the Prologue he passes to excitement of the 

passions, especially by the “firy Dart” (I. 145) of Cupid.  Boethius aligns the affective 

power of this poetry with the sexually seductive power of the Sirens, whom Philosophia 

101 Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy, I.i.p.  Chaucer’s translation, Boece, I.1.15-7.
102 Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy, I.i.p.  Translation mine; Chaucer has, “ye mernaydenes, which that 
ben swete til it be at the laste.”
103 Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy, I.i.p., Chaucer, Boece, I.1.2-3.
104 Boethius, I.i.p..
105 Chaucer, Boece, I.1.72-3.  
106 Boethius, I.i.p., Chaucer, Boece, I.1.54-5.
107 Boethius, I.ii.m.
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calls “scenicas meretriculas” (comune strompettis of swich a place that men clepen the 

theatre).108  In contrast, Gower’s prologue is philosophical, but he throws it over for 

Venus, later revealed as the mother of prostitution (cf. V. 1430-1).  Boethius’ images of 

the poetic Muses express a rejection of sexual desire (and especially one of fornication); 

Gower is led to those Muses by sexual desire.  

In terms of the allegory (or prosopopeia), the Consolatio also works in the opposite 

direction.  By the end of the work, the conversation between Philosophia and Boethius is 

reduced to Philosophia alone speaking.  Of course, because Boethius is the author, this 

implies an end to the separation of Boethius from Philosophy.  Personification thus 

effectively ends well before the end of the book.  For Gower, on the other hand, the 

prologue is without allegory, and it is the rejection of its philosophical thinking that 

brings him into the situation of allegory.  The first Latin verses of Book I (Naturatus 

amor . . .) suggest Vergil’s Georgics, III. 242ff: Omne adeo genus in terris hominumque 

ferarumque,/ et genus aequoreum, pecudes pictaeque volucres,/ in furias ignemque  

ruunt: amor omnibus idem (Every kind of thing on earth, men, beasts, and the species of 

the sea, cattle and painted birds, rush headlong into passions’ fires: to all is the same 

love).”109  There, the passion of horses and cattle are the object of control by the 

husbandman; he orders and controls their passion, in contrast to the malae novercae who 

108 Boethiius, I.i.p.  
109 Though there has been some debate upon how often the Georgics were read during Gower’s period, 
Georgics III seems to offer several surprisingly parallel themes, but through the images of husbandry.  Not 
only is there a long section concerned with the universality of passion (in an Ulpianic sense) but also with 
the male violence generated by desire (III. 209ff) and the loss of passion in old age, with a turn of phrase 
that perfectly describes Amans at the end of the poem: frigidus in Venerem senior, frustraque laborem/  
ingratum trahit; et, si quando ad proelia ventum est,/ ut quondam in stipulis magnus sine viribus 
ignis,/incassum furit; Publius Virgilius Maro [Virgil] Georgics, in Opera (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1969), III. 97-100.
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collect hippomanes from passion-enflamed horses for use in spells.110   While the 

husbandman’s paternal role represents his proper relationship to the passions of nature, 

the “evil step-mothers” subject themselves to the passions found in nature.  In Gower, the 

ambiguity of the lines illustrates this same contrast.  Naturatus amor subjects the world to 

nature’s laws; this can imply an ordering, as Natura wishes to accomplish in Alanus, and 

thus it will move wild things to harmony.  Or it is a limitation, a subjection of human 

reason to its animal desire and thus moves harmonious things to wildness.  Gower only 

maintains the ambiguity over the exact value of naturatus amor for a moment.  Amor’s 

identification with the Princeps mundi in the next line (I.i.3) makes the former of the two 

choices unlikely, especially in light of his other writings.111  Also, Gower’s diction implies 

the limiting intellectual action of love that is only “fashioned for nature’s ends.”  Amor is  

seen/seems (videtur) to be the Prince of the World; naturatus amor effects an illusion, 

which Gower develops with the comparison of Amor and Fortuna in I.i.4.  Fortuna has 

already been discussed as an illusion in the Prologue, and Gower extends the comparison 

further with the addition of insidias (hidden snares) and cecas . . . rotas (blind wheels), 

all controlled by the main verb most appropriate to Fortune and Amor, verso (I.i.4-5). 

The move into the realm of nature creates a difference in poetic style, as the last two lines 

of the Latin verse define amor in terms of oxymorons: egra salus, vexata quies, pius  

error/ Bellica pax, vulnus dulce, suaue malum (I.i.7-8).112  While the Prologue’s poetic 

language made distinctions, avoided oxymoron and sought not rhetoric but philosophy, 

Book I, in the realm of nature, does the opposite.113  
110 Georgics III.280-3.
111 Cf. Gower’s short poem, Ecce patet tensus.
112 Gower’s narrator himself remarks, that he is changing his “stile of . . . writinges” (I.8).  
113 Gower develops an entire Latin poem, appended to the Traitié, of contradictions describing love; one can 
certainly look to Alanus de Insulis, Liber de planctu naturae, met.v. (PL 210: 432A-482C; 455A-456B) as 
an ancestor, both poetically and philosophically.  The replacement of practical syllogism with enthymeme 
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In that situation, the Gower-narrator is unable to make the very kinds of philosophical 

distinctions that Aquinas could in his Commentary on the Sentences, and thus a coherent 

understanding of nature within the main text of the Confessio is impossible to articulate. 

This inability to harmonize marks the narrator as no longer able to properly distinguish 

his own nature, instead removing his activity to the production of irrational descriptions 

of affects, the oxymorons of love. This affect detached from reason is the “lacke of love” 

which divides the world, and the failure of “charité” (Pr. 892, 902).  They are products of 

the Fall,114 which Gower interprets philosophically as a collapse of both these kinds of 

Nature, for:

Al this wo is cause of man,

The which that wit and reson can,

And that in tokne and in witnesse

That ilke ymage bar likenesse

Of man and of non other beste.

For ferst unto the mannes heste

Was every creature ordeined,

Bot afterward it was restreigned.

When he fell, thei fellen eke,

When he wax sek, thei woxen seke;

For as the man hath passioun

Of seknesse, in comparisioun

So soffren othre creatures. (Pr. 905-917) 

Gower distinguishes man from other creatures through his nature as the image of God, 

that is, his “wit and reson.”  On account of his rationality he commands other creatures 

and is superior to them.  He provides the law (“heste”) by which they are governed, and 

seems a common literary method for depicting incontinence.
114 This seems to draw upon an Augustinian model of incontinence; with the Aristotelian reference 
discussed above, I hope to show that while Gower was acquainted with the different elements of this 
intellectual debate, arguing a specific position is neither his goal nor a necessary object of analysis.
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thus the situation is the opposite of Ulpian’s definition.  It is the Fall that brings man back 

among the creatures, as they all suffer together and man’s power of law over them is 

“restreigned.”  Without a concept of this restraint (that is, without a coherent concept of 

nature) man is left in the very situation of the beginning of Book I, “In which ther can no 

man him reule,/ For loves lawe is out of ruele” (I. 17-8).  By giving up a philosophical 

perspective, the Gower-narrator is unable to identify man as the cause of this mutability, 

and cannot understand the proper relation of law.  He therefore seeks (but cannot find) a 

way to “ordeine a medicine/ To thing which God in law of kinde/ Hath set” (I. 30-2). 

This desire expresses the intellectual and moral alteration that occurs with the loss of 

wisdom and the change of subject matter.   The cause of “sekeness” is no longer man, but 

God, and the hope of finding a cure for what God has ordained in natural law attests to a 

profound loss of wisdom.  The entire discourse of love, pain, and causation is corrupted 

in the discourse of Gower’s narrator, and Gower’s subtle poetics of interlinking maxims 

allows the reader to follow this corruption, and witness the privation of the narrator’s 

reason.  Individually, many of the phrases used can stand alone as sententiae, but their 

relation to one another shows a lack of ratio.  The first 60 lines of Book I reintroduce 

forms of thought previously banished by the Prologue, such as “aventure” (I.24), 

“chance” (I. 41) and “fortune” (I. 43), deny the possibility of Arion to “tempre the 

mesure” of love (I. 23), remove power from Providence to the law of nature, and then to 

fortune and love (I. 31, 40ff), and even make incoherent their own original claim of 

balance and lack of “strangeness” (I. 3, 10), by placing that balance in the hand of fortune 

and love, and claiming that “no reson [will] understonde” it (I. 45-6).  All of this is 

expressed in familiar terms, for many of the lines are clichés; they express how ‘love is 
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blind” (I. 47) or how one loses to Fortune “As he that pleieth ate dees” (I. 54).115  It 

poetically replicates the loss of rationality that occurs in the replacement of a truly 

philosophical understanding with alienated experience; the laws of kind and the pain of 

the world are divorced from their real causation and left as only enthymemes.  While 

certainly nature can be the subject of philosophy, its theory is not the subject of Book I; 

rather, nature’s limitation, familiar from the Anticlaudianus as well as Jean de Meun’s 

Roman de la Rose, is the primary concern.

The meaning of the opening Latin verses of Book I is therefore much more concerned 

with the change in mode of writing and reading than in theories of nature and natural law. 

In fact, the movement of the narrative into the realm of nature (to the exclusion of the 

“grete thinges to compasse”) necessarily precludes Gower from advancing theories of 

nature or natural law within the text.  The discourse of Genius and Amans is strategically 

limited, as is the discourse of Amant in the garden, and Will in the “lond of longynge.” 

These are discourses in which recta ratio is under the power of affect.  

Another “Forme”: Love in the Traitié pour essampler les amantz

The Confessio Amantis is not the only of Gower’s works to deal specifically with the 

“matiere” of passionate love, and I would like to consider Gower’s Anglo-Norman poem 

Traitié pour essampler les amantz as a poetic text which uses many of the same 

narratives as the Confessio but whose form is closer to a practical work such as Latini’s. 

My goal is to illustrate that the “form of Gower’s writing” is central to the kind of 

115 This mention of dice is also reminiscent of Pr. v. 3, discussed above.
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production intended. The poetry of fin amour could imitate and thus produce in readers 

the passions of love, and (as critics have bemoaned for a long time), much of Gower’s 

poetry rigorously avoids such mimesis.  The Confessio does not provide a complete 

mimesis (the specific limitations of this will be explained later), but by employing figures 

familiar from such mimesis (Amans and Genius) in a highly artificial practical situation, 

the poem encourages readers to understand how affect can be produced, and what relation 

it has to practical reason.  Rather than define, the Confessio articulates how incontinence 

comes to be, how affect can overwhelm practical reason (Alexander is Gower’s primary 

negative example; Apollonius his primary positive example).  Gower is fascinated by the 

extraordinary affective power that mimesis has over reason, which his example of 

Aristotle-as-lover so perfectly illustrates.  

The Traitié, which follows seven of the manuscripts of the Confessio, is an Anglo-

Norman poem celebrating marital love.116  Written in French octave or “ballad royal”, the 

Traitié tells in abbreviated form many of the stories familiar from the Confessio: 

Nectanabus, Ulysses, Hercules and Deianira, Jason and Medea, Agamemnon, 

Clytemnestra and Orestes, Helen of Troy, Tarquinus and Lucretia, Mundus and Paulina, 

Albinus and Rosamund, Tereus, Procne, and Philomena, as well as Abraham, David, 

Lancelot and Tristram; it also mentions the two tonnes of Cupid.  The individual stories 

are three stanzas or less, and generally do not extend in narrative complexity beyond 

what can be found in the Confessio’s marginalia.  They are rhetorically exempla rather 

116 By emphasizing its coincidence with the Confessio, I am not suggesting that the Confessio must be read 
in light of the Traitié, but only that reading them together would have been not uncommon.  The three 
manuscripts of the Traitié not found with the Confessio are imperfect at the beginning, and therefore may 
have been attached to a Confessio at one time.  The only English translation of the Traitié is contemporary 
with Gower, by a certain John Quixley, who was a Yorkshire nobleman and attorney for the Lancasters. 
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than fabulae or historiae.117  Gower also states carefully his intent in telling these stories; 

while tales in the Confessio might encourage passionate affections through their telling, 

in the Traitié, Gower insists he is doing the opposite.  Discussing adulterers who continue 

in their sins, he relates their stories only “Pour essampler; et si jeo le recite,/ L’en poet  

noter par ceo qu’il signifie,/ Horribles sont les mals d’avolterie” (for the purpose of 

example; if I recite it, it is in order to note through this what it signifies, that the evils of 

adultery are horrible; Traitié, IX. 5-7).  The brevity of the stories offer no evidence that 

Gower is being ironic, and this particular form of irony was not to be produced or taken 

lightly.  Gower is placing these stories in philosophical context, and it contrasts 

completely with the opening of Book I.  While there, Gower cannot “strecche up to the 

hevene” in the Traitié, Gower begins with God and creation, explicating how the human 

being is an image of the divine, and how that creation as image is the context for any 

understanding of reason and nature.118  He distinguishes man from beast, orders soul and 

flesh, and these distinctions prepare his reader for a philosophical engagement with 

marriage as an institution.  An analysis of the Traitié provides a picture of Gower’s 

understanding of love from a practical philosophical perspective, and allows the modern 

reader to better understand the poetic transformations of the Confessio and the effect of 

naturatus amor on the entirety of the discourse. 

This philosophical discourse is not simply a repetition of institutional or traditional 

platitudes.  Gower’s writing on marriage in the Traitié, though not ambiguous or ironic, is 

117 While it is common to refer to Gower’s tales in the Confessio as exempla, this is not rhetorically proper, 
for they are far too long (with a few exceptions), though they obviously share with exempla certain 
rhetorical functions.
118 Cf. Traitié, I.I:  Le creator de toute creature/ Qui l’alme d’omme ad fait a son image,/ Par quoi le corps  
de reson et nature/ Soit attempré per jouste governage, Il done al alme assetz plus d’avantage;/ Car il l’ad  
fait discrete et resonable. Dont sur le corps raison ert conestable.  
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engaged in the intellectual discourse discussed above, and provides a context for 

examining Gower’s different approach to love in the Confessio.  Gower certainly seems 

to fall on the intellectualist side of the debate; the will is minimally represented, and the 

division between soul and body is often marked by “raison” (cf. Traitié, I. 3, 6, 7, 14, 15, 

21).    Poetically, however, Gower conforms body to soul through nature-as-reflection. 

The possession of heaven as a “heritage” for the soul and “la bone espouse en mariage” 

for the body are, Gower suggests, “tout une chose et un estage” (all one thing and one 

degree; Traitié, I. 16, 18, 19).  That identification is based upon the flesh being 

“entendable” to the soul (Traitié, I. 20).  This word implies not simply obedience, but a 

zealous approach, an intentio.  Gower develops this through the reflection of natural and 

rational action in continence.  He describes the primary ends of the soul and body:

De l’espirit l’amour quiert continence,

Et vivre chaste en soul dieu contemplant;

Li corps par naturele experience

Quiert femme avoir, dont soit multipliant;

Des bones almes l’un fait le ciel preignant,

Et l’autre emplist la terre de labour:

Si l’un est bon, l’autre est assetz meilour 

(The love of the spirit desires continence, and to live chaste contemplating God in the soul; the 

body through natural experience desires to have woman, that it might multiply; the first out of 

good souls makes the heaven pregnant, and the other fills the earth for labor; Traitié, II. 1-7)

The body and the soul mirror each other’s actions, engendering and multiplying.119  They 

are also both part of a process of seeking involving desire (quiert), but the difference that 

Gower establishes here is of central importance.  Despite their parallel actions, Gower 

maintains a significant distance between body and soul.  The realm of nature and the 

body is properly comprehended by experience, that is, sense perception.  The body’s 

119 For a similar sentiment, cf. Confessio Amantis VIII. 30-6.  
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seeking is of a completely different sort than that of the souls, a point that Gower makes 

quite clear.  The soul has the divine gift of conscience (Traitié, II.15), the ability to know 

the good from the evil; the body has only reverence (Traitié, II.17).  In the Traitié, an 

encomium to marriage, Gower renders the difference of nature unproblematic, “car la  

profession/ De vrai amour surmonte les natures/ Et fait om vivre au loi de sa reson” 

(because the profession of true love surmounts nature, and causes one to live according to 

the law of reason; Traitié, XVI.16-8).  The narratives here are only exempla, and do not 

encourage passion as they do in the Confessio; the institutional categories here are also 

unproblematic, as “la loi de seinte eglise” (the law of the Holy Church; Traitié. III.7) and 

the estates (cf. Traitié, XVIII.8-11) follow reason as a matter of course.120 

Therefore, while the Traitié provides a vision of love in which the question of how vrai  

amour is “true” goes unasked and unanswered, the difference between the objects that 

love desires (quiert) is still powerfully present.  When Gower is more interested in the 

problems of love, this difference becomes absolutely central.  In the Mirour de l’Omme, it 

is not the corps that is the main issue, but Char (Flesh) which is little discussed in the 

Traitié.121  Rather than the decorous, rational relationship between soul and body,122 in the 

Mirour, Alme and Char are in constant conflict, and Alme’s associate Reson is unable to 

best Temptacioun; bonne contemplacioun is no match for pecché delectacioun (MO. 

120 The loi (as discussed above) is more than simply the law, and is here presented, as in the Prologue, as 
uncomplicated, clear, and obvious.  Rather than suggesting that Gower believed that this was true in a 
general sense, or was blindly committed to it (which would seem everywhere to be contradicted by his 
satirical writings), the philosophical perspective is expecting a reader capable of the intellectual work to 
clarify the loi, to make distinctions, harmonize, and judge,
121 Char is mentioned only twice in the Traitié, but even there Gower makes clear its lineage from Rom. 7: 
the frele char (T.I.12) lacks stability, and the desire for engendering is of the “corps selonc la char” (T. 
I.16).  Gower nonetheless seems to choose corps as the dominant non-spiritual component in the Traitié to 
avoid the problems that occur in the Mirour and in the Confessio.  
122 Versions of the word covenir recur often in the Traitié.  
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661ff., 687, 694).  It is not reason, but nature to which Alme must make it final appeal, 

and Gower carefully explores the dynamics of rational, natural, fleshly and spiritual 

boundaries.  Char is convinced to submit to Alme only by means of Paour (Fear); though 

Paour is “espirital” (MO. 709), for Scio enim quia non habitat in me hoc est in carne  

mea bonum (For I know that there dwelleth not in me, that is to say, in my flesh, that 

which is good; Rom. 7:18123), it is not fully rational.  Paour reveals to Char the existence 

of “Mort l’orrible capitein” (Death, the horrible captain; MO. 715), who had been hidden 

from Char by Pecché.  Char’s fear is generated not by means of reason, but because 

Death “est sa proie natural” (is his natural enemy; MO. 720), and causes Char to tremble 

“en sa nature” (in his nature; MO. 724).  Only this appeal to nature moves Char, who 

must travel back through Conscience before arriving finally at Reson and peace with 

Alme (MO. 733-44).  Gower does not seem to think that such a relationship is stable, for 

by the end of his cataloguing of sins and virtues, he states unequivocally the failure of 

this relationship, and the gulf between soul and flesh: “La Char se tret trestout as vices,/  

Et l’Alme voet que les services/ Soient au Resoun soulement” (“The Flesh takes itself 

completely to the vices, and the Soul desires only the services that are Reason’s”; MO. 

18409-11).  Gower explores the psychological state of the human being through this 

divided nature.  He bemoans in a short Latin poem on Love, Ecce patet tensus:

O natura viri, duo que contraria mixta

Continet, amborum nec licet acta sequi!

O natura viri, que semper habet sibi bellum

Corporis ac anime, que sua iura petunt!

(O nature of man, that contains two which are mixed contraries, but is not allowed to follow the 

works of both!  O nature of man, that also has with itself the war of body and soul, both seeking 

their own law! 27-30).124  

123 Douai-Rheims translation.
124 The first two lines are also found exactly in VC V.iii.201-2.
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The result of this radically divided nature is the human problem of will and the 

philosophical relation of love to Nature.  On one side, Gower sees the potential for 

human peace, both on a political and spiritual level, and the Traitié illustrates how the 

vrai amour can surmount the divided nature of man through the institution of marriage, 

and direct even the fleshly man towards reason and contemplation.  Nonetheless, what 

constitutes vrai amour (the central question of the Confessio) is left unanswered, and the 

potential for failure is, judging by his other works, both great in probability and 

catastrophic in effect.  As Gower puts it in Ecce patet tensus, “Sic amor omne domat,  

quicquid natura creavit,/ Et tamen indomitus ipse per omne manet” (Thus love rules all 

things, everything Nature created, and yet he himself remains unconquered through all; 

Ecce patet tensus 15-6).125  Amor is a tyrant, free in the most dangerous of ways, and 

constituting another power over the goods of nature.  The result of this conquest is the 

destruction of reason, for the blinded lover’s “racio nil racionis habet./ Sic amor ex velle  

vivit, quem ceca voluptas/ Nutrit” (“reason has nothing of reason; thus love lives from the 

will, which nourishes blind desire”; Ecce patet tensus 8-10).  Out of the substitution of 

will for reason derives the substitution of Love and Fortune for Providence, and game for 

wisdom.  Gower’s poetic language looks to make clear the will’s Edenic identity with the 

reason, even if such identity is practically impossible in the presesnt.

This brings Gower’s work back to the problem of continence and the Confessio.  The 

Traitié shows that Gower does not simply condemn human love to the failures of the 

flesh, despite the pessimism expressed towards its possibilities in the Gower canon as a 

whole.  The problem of vrai amour, what constitutes it, and how one can recognize and 

125 Also in VC V.iii.147-48.
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practice it is a philosophical problem but more a moral and political problem.  Gower’s 

somewhat circular reasoning, that “N’est pas amant qui son amour misguie” (He is not a 

lover that misguides love; Traitié. XVIII.7) is his conclusion on the level of philosophy, 

where such a circular definition of a nature can make sense.  Such a philosophical 

approach exists but does not solve the issue, as Reson fails in the Mirour; the flesh must 

be brought into accord with reason through paths appropriate to its nature.  Such a 

process is the discipline of continence; it is a discipline heavily invested in the moral 

habits, the information of affect by rationality.

In the Mirour Continence is opposed to Incest; this sin, a subspecies of Leccherie in the 

Mirour, is the final sin in the Confessio, assuming the full place of Lechery and the 

controlling category for Gower’s longest tale.  In the Mirour Gower is primarily 

employing the Augustinian meaning of continentia, rather than the meaning that 

developed in the debates over the weakness of the will.  Much has been written about 

incest in Gower, but its seeming appropriateness for psychoanalytic criticism has 

obscured the relationship that Gower develops between it and continence, and directed it 

into the individual and social psychological categories of the liberal social sciences.126 

Gower’s definition of incest does include the violation of close relation, but it is 

addressed as almost an afterthought by Gower, with the remarkably masculinist and 

unpsychological, “Puisq’autres femmes sont assetz” (“There are plenty of other women 

[besides one’s relatives]”; MO. 9190).  The majority of his discussion on incest is 

126 The two most prominent accounts are those of Larry Scanlon, “The Riddle of Incest: John Gower and 
the Problem of Medieval Sexuality” in Re-visioning Gower, 93-127, and María Bullón-Fernández, in 
Fathers and Daughters in Gower's Confessio Amantis: Authority, Family, State, and Writing (Rochester, 
NY: D.S. Brewer, 2000).
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occupied with clerical incest, that is, sexual intercourse in violation of clerical vows, even 

though it might seem just as if not more appropriately handled in the categories of 

fornication or adultery.  Though Gower establishes the ground for this meaning of incest 

(the parish priest, for instance, corrupts his file espiritale (spiritual daughter; MO. 9115)), 

the extended investigation of incest in the Confessio depends upon its relation to 

continence.  The sexuality of continence and incest are primarily occupied with the 

making, keeping, and breaking of vows, which function essentially within institutional 

forms of rationality, especially habitus. 

In the section on continence, Gower applauds the vow of continence over simply living a 

continent life without vow, arguing that “Droitz est q’il plus soit remeri/ Qe l’arbre ove  

tout le fruit auci/ Ensemble donne sanz retrait,/ Qe cil qui donne soul par luy/ Le fruit (It 

is right that he should have a greater reward who gave without reserve the tree as well as 

the fruit than he who gave only the fruit; MO. 17803-7).127  The vow further reduces the 

freedom of the will by institutionalizing a habitus.  Gower considers the will itself too 

weak, too involved in the flesh, to guide itself.  With the vow, as with the law, Gower is 

attempting to generate a fear that will tame the flesh, and which allows the possibility to 

advance into a philosophical discourse that will elevate and encourage the soul.  This is 

exactly the structure of the section on continence; while the beginning is heavy with 

curses and warning for those who break their vows, the end revisits the generative, 

reproductive power of spiritual chastity through Augustine and Jerome (MO. 17905ff). 

Institutional forces, therefore, are not incidental but generative of Gower’s morality. 

They are the engines of both fear and reason; failure on the part of the institution to 

127 He does follow this by proclaiming the good of both.  
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produce this spiritual fear (like that of Paour in the Mirour) and philosophical reason 

(wisdom) produces profound degeneration.  Incest is the sign of this degeneration; the 

violation of vows by the clergy and the violation of relations by the king both alienate 

individual wills from the rationality and authority of the institution.128  It is the institution, 

especially of the Church as clericus and sapiens, which should be providing the guidance 

towards the mean: the clerks should be the wise men of Aristotle’s Ethics.  The relation of 

nature to this comes in the perhaps obvious but often neglected fact that Gower considers 

the institutional makeup of humanity an essential part of its nature.  The issue of 

continentia therefore is not merely an element of sexual morality, but the central relation 

by which a human will acts naturally.  

Gower makes this connection through the categories of natural and spiritual reproduction. 

In order to argue for a “natural” model of continence, he uses the well-known example of 

the turtle-dove.129  He writes, “Qe Continence est belle chose/ La turtre sanz en faire  

glose/ Nous monstre bien de sa nature” (That Continence is a good thing, the turtle-dove 

clearly shows us by its nature; MO. 17881-3).  He then explains how the turtle-dove, 

when its spouse dies, remains in continent widowhood.  This happens by its nature, not 

by choice, because the turtle-dove is an animal, devoid of reason.  As White remarks 

concerning Bonaventure’s use of the turtle-dove, it shows only that concubinage is not 

natural to creatures in general.130  Gower does not employ it in this way, however; he 

anthropomorphizes the bird specifically in terms of its will and habit, that it “soule se 

128 Incest in a royal family would considerably complicate authority, and the importance of noble marriages 
would hardly be lost on anyone following the careers of the Lancasters. 
129 For examples in Aquinas and Bonaventure, cf. White, 25-6.  
130 White, 26.  
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dispose” (alone disposes itself; MO. 17884) to never again have a sexual relationship, 

dispose bearing the habitual and voluntary associations of its Latin cognate.  It is for the 

purpose of comparison; while the turtle-dove “Sanz mariage et sanz luxure/ En 

Continence se repose,” (MO. 17891-2)  in which marriage, luxury, and continence are all 

impossible for such creatures, “cestes vieves jolyettes . . . A turtre ne resemblont mye” 

(these lascivious widows . . . do not resemble the turtle-dove at all; MO. 17893, 17898). 

Implied by the anthropomorphism is that the proper natural state of humans should 

resemble the turtle-dove’s, though for some reason it does not; by putting the birds’ 

action in the language of habit, he implies the additional human need for vows and 

institutional structure.  That reason is the Fall, but Gower does not mention it; he has no 

need to explicate the reason, but rather the remedy.  Gower moves, via Augustine and 

Jerome, to a discussion of physical and spiritual reproduction, by comparing the continent 

and (re-) married woman:

L’une est la soule espouse humeine,

L’autre est l’amie dieu souleine;

L’une est en plour, l’autre est en ris;

L’une est corrupte et l’autre seine;

L’une est de l’omme grosse et pleine,

L’autre est de dieu enceinte au pitz;

L’une fait empler de ses fitz

Parmy le monde les paiis

Du multitude q’est mondeine,

Et l’autre ovesque dieu toutdis

Fait empler le saint paradis

Des bonnes almes q’elle meine.

(The one is solely a human spouse, the other is the sole beloved of God; the one is in tears, the 

other is in laughter; the one is corrupt and the other pure; the one is by man made large and full, 

the other is by God impregnated in the heart; the one makes full of her sons the countries of the 

world, a multitude that is worldly; and the other with God always makes holy paradise full of the 
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good souls that she guides. MO. 17929-17940).

This is the most poetically ornate passage in this section, and Gower suggests, here as in 

the Traitié and Confessio VIII, that man’s supernatural end is essentially, not accidentally, 

part of his nature. The reason for continence is spiritual (re)production, the enlargement 

of the Body of Christ (that is, the Church Triumphant).  Continentia, that is, the ability to 

form the will in accordance with reason, depends upon the intervention of that Body (the 

Church Militant), because of the fallen quality of the will’s nature.  It supplies the 

authority, which creates fear, and the wisdom, which guides the soul.  It is in this way, 

however, that Gower sees terrible failure.  The authority of the Church is damaged by its 

incest, specifically as an institution; using legal language to discuss the prelates, “Ils sont 

devenuz advocatz/ Du Pecché pour plaider le cas/ Encontre l’Alme” (they have become 

advocates of Sin, to plead the case against the Soul; MO. 18424-6).131  The object of that 

plea, if one looks to the beginning of the text, is Char.  Without the institutions of justice 

(for Gower includes kings and merchants as well as the clergy) functioning properly, the 

human being cannot have a full picture of his own nature, and, leaving behind fear and 

reason, ex velle vivit, quem ceca voluptas/ Nutrit.  This is the state of Amans; incontinent, 

living from the will.  There is no need for a harmonization, for the central issue for 

Gower’s reader (both of the Confessio and of his works as a whole) is understanding how 

disharmony has come about.  At the same time, disharmony is a symptom of human 

failure, not an indication of radical contingency.  His various opinions on major topics 

(such as the legitimacy of war) offer an opportunity for deliberation rather than a program 

131 Gower emphasizes here as in the Vox Clamantis not only the voice of the people (M. 18428) but also the 
increase of positive law, which especially exploits the institution’s power in order to collect fees for 
dispensations.  The first of these laws that he remarks on, curiously enough, deals with incest (marriage 
between cousins; MO.  18481ff).  
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of morality, and as such, his lack of consistency (like Latini’s) is a teaching tool.  Finally, 

the institutional Church is a necessary ideological power, which should serve as the 

source of wisdom for prudent rulers.  Its failure to be such brings about Gower’s 

Confessio Amantis, in which Gower considers what happens when the source of wisdom 

is the priest of Venus.
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Chapter 3: Gower, Genius and Amans: Personae and Their Querelles

Gower’s works (with the exception of the Confessio Amantis and the partial exception of 

Book I of Vox Clamantis) rigorously avoid narrative; it is hard to “get lost in the stories” 

of the Mirour or most of the Vox because there are none.  In general, these works also 

rigorously avoid any kind of psychological mimesis; the daughters of Sin in the Mirour 

lack psychological consistency, physical description, even constant gender.  The 

appropriate reading practice for such works requires careful attention to poetic harmony, 

rhetorical propriety, and intellectual order.  These works produce a rhetorical pleasure 

based in paranomasia and wordplay; they educate the reader in the practical judgment of 

language. They are thus similar in educational form to works like Li Livres dou Tresor, 

but are also poetic pleasure texts.  Take for instance, Gower’s discussion of Malebouche 

(Back-Biting) in the Mirour de l’Omme:

Ensi si Malebouche morde,

C’est pour le mal quoy q’il recorde,

Dont sont destourbé ly plusour;

Car toutdis trait la false corde,

Du quelle a son poair discorde

L’acord q’est fait de bon amour;

Et s’il par cas soit courteour,

Sovent reconte a son seignour

Tieu chose qu’il sciet la plis orde

Des autres; mais certes honour

Ne poet avoir que losengour

Escoulte et est de sa concorde.

(And so if Evil-mouth bites, it is for evil, whatever he testifies, [he does so] that many people 

might be disturbed by it; because he always plucks the false chord, by which, through his power, 

he makes discord of the accord of good love; and if perchance he is a courtier, he always recounts  

to his lord such thing that he knows is the most vile concerning others; but certainly one that 

listens to and is in concord with this flatterer is not able to have honor; MO, 2725-36)
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This paragraph not only uses rhyme riche to extraordinary effect, in which “corde” as 

(communal/musical) harmony is poetically manipulated in exactly the way Back-Biting 

manipulates it morally; it develops an intense set of punning references on top of that 

already complex poetic/moral relationship. “Morde” means “bite” but because the 

metaphor of this section does not reference biting again, this word serves to remind the 

(English) reader of the English equivalent of Malebouche (Back-biting) but still develops 

a fully French set of puns around “corde”, which reflects upon the (sometime) Anglo-

Norman homonym meaning “murder” (more commonly, “mordre”).  The word “trait” 

also doubles in meaning, especially in its juxtaposition with “false”; both means to 

“handle” and implies “traitor.”  In a passage already densely rhymed, Gower’s rhyming 

of “seignor” and “losengeur” is especially potent, especially within the context of the 

court metaphor that Gower develops late in these lines.  However, part of the pleasure 

and educative power of these lines is their resistance to consistent narrative images; while 

“corde” remains the verbal element consistent throughout this section, Gower moves 

from biting to harping to the court with little interest in explaining their inter-relation on 

the level of narrative, character, or image.  This is not a fault on the part of Gower; it is 

part and parcel of a highly rhetorical poetic style.  Gower does not totally abandon this 

style in the Confessio, for despite his protestations of “pleine” writing, there are many 

rhetorically dense passages (especially in the Latin).  However, the main subjects of his 

rhetorical manipulations are the personae, the speakers of his poetry.  While they often 

can seem like psychologically consistent characters with intelligible motivations, these 

qualities are not Gower’s central concern and, as I shall argue, there is no suggestion in 

the text that a reading process based upon character would be appropriate.1  Instead, I 

1 The question of character in medieval literature, especially in Chaucer (and necessarily his 
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argue that Gower’s mimetic project in the Confessio produces personae that are 

consistent in their affective relationships. The personae of the Confessio are not 

psychologically consistent in much the same way in which the images in the description 

of Malebouche are not narratively consistent: there is no need for them to be such, and 

such consistency would be detrimental to the formation of other sorts of associations, 

verbal (in the Mirour) and affective (in the Confessio).  The personae are rhetorical loci 

for the productions of narrative and the resulting affections, and the reader is directed to 

judge their affects according to their rhetorical decorum.  The presence of the personae, 

by producing fictional judgments, constantly recalls to the reader that analogous 

relationship between art and (moral) action (or in Aristotelian terms, factio and actio). 

Texts such as Latini’s Li Livres dou Tresor can efface the difference between factio and 

actio, drawing Aristotle’s limited analogy into an identity and creating an “art” of 

governance.  The goal of these sorts of texts, like Gower’s Mirour and Vox Clamantis, is 

to form habits of deliberation in an actor outside the text. Aristotle explains the 

connection by means of architecture: 

Quia autem aedificativa ars qaedam est, et etiam habitus quidam cum ratione factivus, et nulla  

neque ars est, quae non cum ratione factivus habitus est, neque talis, quae non ars; idem utique  

erit, et ars, et habitus cum ratione vera factivus.

(Moreover, because architecture is a kind of art, and also a kind of habit productive through the 

use of reason, and there is no art which is not a habit productive through the use of reason, nor [a 

habit] of such a kind, that is not an art; certainly they will be the same, art, and a habit productive 

through the use of reason; EN VI.4) 

These texts seek (as ars) to be factivus (productive) of good readers of rhetoric, by 

encouraging engagement with the intellect (cum ratione); a good reader of a text would 

contemporaries) has been a pressing interpretative issue for the entire modern period. Whether they be “the 
physiognomies or lineaments of universal human life” as William Blake calls them (comparing Chaucer’s 
work to that of Linneus), or actors in a “Human Comedy” as George Kittredge would argue, the tension 
between narrator, archetype, and character has been difficult to unravel (Cf. H. Marshall Leicester, Jr., “The  
Art of Impersonation: A General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales”, PMLA 95 (1980) 213-24.  
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have a habitus (which is identical with art) factivus (productive) of good moral 

deliberation cum ratione.  However, the problems of incontinentia for medieval 

philosophers points to the limit of this analogy, and back to Aristotle’s separation of 

factio and actio.  Even a reasonable habit of deliberation is susceptible to incontinence; 

that is, it does not necessarily lead to the action recommended to the will by deliberation.  

Here, the affective elements of the soul come into the problem, and therefore Gower 

posits a persona (Amans) who can incorporate affect, and potentially reject the 

recommendations of his reason.  

Gower develops a program investigating personal moral action by organizing the 

Confessio Amantis as an auricular confession.  The structure of the poem, like that of the 

Mirour de l’Omme, reflects the penitential manuals of post-Lateran IV Europe. However, 

while I agree with Gerald Kinneavy that the confessional manual is a “massive working 

principle” in the Confessio Amantis, I do not think that Genius’ persona as a priest of 

Venus is “a simple plot device to interest his [Gower’s] audience.”2  While Kinneavy is 

primarily interested in opposing readings of Gower that only “pay homage” to the 

confessio of the title in order to concentrate on “courtly love”,3 his own reading does not 

consider the priestly role of Genius in Jean de Meun’s part of the Roman de la Rose.  

Jean de Meun uses persona as an affective rhetorical device throughout the Roman; 

Amans discourses with a variety of different personages, and it is his affective reactions 

(especially to the advice of Raison) that ground his rhetorical identity.  Gower engages 

Jean’s method, and builds the Confessio from the foundation of the pardon offered by 

2 Gerald Kinneavy, “Gower’s Confessio Amantis and the Penitentials”, Chaucer Review 1 (1984), 144-161, 
156, 160.  
3 Kinneavy, “Penitentials”, 144.
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Genius to lovers:

Et cil qui de toute sa force

De nature garder s’esforce

Et qui de bien amer se paine

Sanz nulle pensee vilaine,

Mais que loialment i travaille,

Floriz en paradis s’en aille.

Mais qu’il se face bien confés,

J’en preng seur moi trestout son fes

De tel pooir com jel puis prendre;

Ja pardon n’enportera mendre.

(And whoever strives with all his strength to maintain nature, and who on account of loving well 

suffers without base thought, but rather works lawfully, will go in paradise decked with flowers. 

As long as he makes a good confession, I will take upon myself all his deeds that I can; he will not 

have to bear the slightest pardon; Roman de la Rose, 19537-46).4

Gower shows us that bien confés.  Jean de Meun’s Genius, the principle of procreation, 

urges lovers to copulate seemingly “[d]e l’auctorité de nature” (Rose, 19509) but is 

actually invested in his episcopal power by the Dieus d’amours and Venus (Rose, 19481-

94).  This reverses the spirit of Alanus de Insulis’ figure of Genius in De Planctu  

Naturae, in which the subversions of Venus and Cupid force Genius to issue an 

excommunication (praetaxatam excommunicationis) for those who sin against Nature.5 

Through a parodic investiture controversy, Jean ingeniously transforms excommunication 

into a pardon, and Nature and Genius into agents of sexual desire.  Free from the power 

of Raison, the lover can bring the authority of Nature and Genius to serve the goal of 

sexual conquest; it is no surprise that once the argument has been made, “genius  

4 Gower’s employment of Genius as a confessor for lovers (a role which even Genius himself suggests is 
awkward) implies Gower expected his readers to be familiar with it.  Pierre Col quotes this passage, calling 
it part of “la recapitulacion de tout le sermon Genius et son entencion des choses qu’il a devant dictes” (the 
recapitulation of the whole of Genius’ sermon and his intention concerning those things he said previously; 
Pierre Col, “Responce aux traitiés precedens” Le Débat sur le Roman de la Rose, Eric Hicks, ed. (Geneva: 
Slatkine Reprints, 1996), 108.685-109.707. All further references to the Débat will be found in the text. 
Col is attempting to answer the charges of Christine de Pisan and Jean Gerson that Genius counsels evil.  
5 Alanus de Insulis, Liber de planctu naturae, prosa IX, PL 210: 481B.
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s’envanoÿ,/ C’onques ne sorent qu’il devint” (Genius took himself away, such that no one 

ever knew where he went; Rose, 20706-7).  It is an argument of the moment, to which all 

say “Amen, amen, fiaz, fiaz!” so that they remain convinced of their pardon.6  Jean is not 

suggesting that such a pardon actually exists or should exist within the Christian 

institution in which he lives; he is showing how a lover detached from reason can 

manipulate the knowledge he does have and convince himself that what he is doing is 

allowed, even good.  It is a poetic mimesis of incontinence.7  Genius’ promise of 

confession defers the imposition of institutionally supported process of rational 

investigation by impersonating an institutional representative, even though this Genius 

disappears long before having to occupy that role.  Rather than allowing Genius to 

disappear, Gower extends this impersonation and its relationship to institutional modes of 

rationality and order.  Nonetheless, in both the Roman and the Confessio, the persona of 

Genius remains an “impersonation”; Gower uses this impersonation to explore the way in 

which affective concerns can affect the very kind of authoritative, deliberative speaker 

familiar from (but less complicated in) penitential discourse.

Genius’ role as a confessor in the Confessio Amantis is important, and the influence of the 

penitential manuals should not be underestimated.  However, as Thomas N. Tentler 

discusses in his Sin and Confession on the Eve of the Reformation, the emphasis of the 

reforms of Lateran IV on the “sacramental character” of penance resulted in the 

development of both powerful religious affect among penitents (he focuses upon the 
6 The listeners to Genius’ speech accept it “Pour ce que le pardon ne perdent” (Lest they lose the pardon; 
Rose, 20695, 20698).  
7 Jean de Meun’s poetry communicates the abruptness of the barons’ acceptance of Genius’ specious 
argument, as if they are worried that too much thought would end in its rejection; the sudden and 
unexplained disappearance of Genius suggests the instrumental aspect of this argument, and implies a less 
than virtuous nature (false images and devils have the tendency to disappear in medieval literature).
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“personal sense of shame”) and legalistic explication among canonists and theologians.8 

Katherine Little argues that “[t]he instruction, particularly in the vernacular, that arises  

and circulates after Lateran IV is very much concerned with finding a language and 

system of knowledge for making the priest’s discernment possible.”9  She also connects 

(via Tentler) the pastoralia (the priest’s investigation during confession of the penitent’s 

knowledge of the basic teachings of the Church) with the sins in their formulaic terms; 

together these become “a capacious psychological language given to penitents by the 

priest to think about their identity, identity understood both as an inner self and as a self 

in relation to the larger Christian community.”10  Little emphasizes the social nature of 

confession, which Tentler generally ignores.11  Writing under the influence of Michel 

Foucault’s History of Sexuality, Little articulates the formation of personal identity within 

the “juridical nature” of the medieval discourses on sexuality.12  I argue that the 

penitential manuals are important to Gower’s Confessio, but more as a form of rhetorical 

discourse than as a sacramental avenue to grace.  Furthermore, the confessional form of 

Gower’s poem develops from Jean de Meun’s definition of Genius’ persona as invested 

in both penitential speech (Nature’s confession and Genius’ own pardon) and “courtly 

love” (Venus’ actual vestment of Genius in her priestly robes).  Gower is directly 

interested not in producing a confessional manual for the lover, but in exploring the 

relationship between a literary persona and the form of the literary discourse.  This is 

8 Thomas N. Tentler, Sin and Confession on the Eve of the Reformation (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1977), 21-2, 128.  
9 Katherine Little, Confession and Resistance: Defining the Self in Late Medieval England (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 2006), 52.
10 Little, Confession and Resistance, 53.
11 For an account of that social nature that Tentler does not reference, cf. John Bossy, “The Social History of 
Confession in the Age of the Reformation”, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, Fifth Series, Vol. 
25 (1975), pp. 21-38.
12 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. I, Robert Hurley, trans. (New York: Vintage Books, 1978, 
1990), 38. 
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directly related to what John V. Fleming calls the “psychomatic architectonics” of the 

Roman de la Rose, whose principle is “the very ancient one of literary decorum: the 

actions and speeches of fictional characters should consistently reflect their feigned 

natures.”13  The exploration of personae and their decorous place in a literary work is 

central to Gower’s choice of the confessional form and his inheritance from the Roman 

de la Rose.  

Gower initiates his exploration by alerting the reader to the problems of literary personae. 

In the note to I.59, the commentator-voice14 writes: “Hic quasi in persona aliorum, quos 

amor alligat, fingens se auctor esse Amantem, varias eorum passiones variis huius libri  

distinccionibus per singula scibere proponit” (Here, as in the person of others whom 

Love binds, the author fashions himself to be a Lover, and proposes to write the various 

passions of lovers, one for each chapter of this book). This note comes at the moment of 

what appears to be wise authorial comment on the foolishness of lovers, and the injustice 

of the God of Love to his servants.  The narrator warns, “may no certeinete/ Be set upon 

his [Cupid’s] jugement” (I.48-9) and “He gifth his graces undeserved” (I.51).  It is 

specifically posited by Gower as a lack of understanding: “if thei [lovers] wisten what it 

[service to Love] mente/ Thei wolde change al here entente” (I.58-9).  The narrator 

appears similar to the narrators of Gower’s rhetorical works: incontinence is a non-issue 

because understanding is the only consideration.  The narrator is suggesting that 

13 John V. Fleming, Allegory and Iconography, 107.  Fleming is discussing here the failure of critics of the 
Rose (notably Christine de Pizan and Jean Gerson) to understand this principle; as I hope to show later in 
this chapter, the understanding of what is proper to a persona is considerably more complex than Fleming 
allows. Genius’ priestly persona is a key topic of debate. Cf. Alastair Minnis, “Theorizing the Rose: 
Commentary Traditions in the Querelle de la Rose”, Poetics: Theory and Practice in Medieval English  
Literature, Piero Boitani and Anna Torti, eds. (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1990), 13-36, 14-5.  
14 There is some disagreement whether Gower is the author of the marginalia, but I do not think this issue of 
authorship is integral to this analysis. This marginalia is from Fairfax 3.
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knowledge of the contingency and injustice of love is enough to produce a proper 

deliberation.  It is what follows that forms the persona: “And for to proven it is so/ I am 

miselven on of tho” (I.60-1).  Next to each other on the page of Fairfax 3, the text and 

gloss produce a suspension of judgment.  The English text suggests that Gower is prudent 

in election, while lovers are not, but the “proof” that Gower is prudent in these matters is 

that he is (not was) such a lover, that is, he has experience, and it is as a lover that he 

receives (“am underfonge” again in the present) his “scole” (I.62).  The note explicates 

this as an issue of distinct literary personae; while the note separates Gower and Amans, 

the text elides them; while the note provides authority, the text undermines it.  It is  

tempting to find ambiguity or irony in these lines.  However, In the Latin verses (which 

will be discussed in detail later), Gower proposes that his experience is what is necessary 

to navigate “[r]ebus in ambiguis” (I.ii. 4).  He implies that his doubled authorial persona 

is proper for a doubled subject matter. 

The relationship in which Gower is interested is between authority and experience; much 

like the Wife of Bath’s intellectual argument aimed squarely at inciting the passions,  

Gower must be able to speak to the passions and their affections (through a mimesis of 

“natural experience”), but not efface the reader’s ability to make intellectual distinctions.  

Like the Wife of Bath, the problem at hand is one of propriety.  Gower and Chaucer both 

want to imitate a discourse that stirs the passions, but not for that purpose alone (that is, it 

is not only their “entente . . . but for to pleye”).  They wish to explore the effect of 

intellectual and institutional forms on the passions, and vice-versa.  Note that the 

interrupters of the Wife’s prologue and tale are all involved with the penitential economy 
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(the Pardoner, the Friar, and the Summoner), none of whom are capable of properly 

ordering their passions.  The Wife’s speech challenges the institutional modes of 

discourse about and control over the passions by inflaming the very representatives of 

that institution and illustrating their disorder.  The reader knows that the personae 

involved are fictional, but because they are personae (not characters), part of the reader’s 

judgment determines whether or not the speech of these personae is proper to them as 

both rhetorical objects of Chaucer’s art and moral subjects in the society.   Chaucer 

directs his reader to ask whether the analogy between art and morality holds for these 

personae.  Gower’s Confessio poses a similar question, but by situating his own personae 

in the poem as both objects of art and as moral subjects.  Is the discourse of the lover 

properly ordered to political prudence?  

Chaucer, by including himself among the Canterbury pilgrims and by telling the tale that 

deals most clearly with political prudence (the “Tale of Melibee”), is clearly interested in 

similar issues, both on a rhetorical and moral level.  However, Chaucer’s Canterbury 

Tales is considerably more disparate, and does not concentrate upon the lover’s discourse. 

In both texts, the audience must be able to experience the stimulation of passions, but not 

lose their reason to it; and as they maintain their reason, they must still experience the 

stimulation. Gower’s English text elides Amans’ experience with the narrator’s authority, 

and the marginal note separates Amans and Gower once more, establishing the role of the 

author as a maker of rational distinctiones.15  The narrator already prudent is challenged 

by a persona of himself, the very person who was (in the past) able to gain the experience 

15 As discussed above, I argue that the formal quality of distinctiones is particularly well-suited to opposing 
impassioned and incontinent thought, which produces errors through an inability to maintain important 
distinctions between terms and the subsequent failure of practical syllogistic reasoning.
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necessary to be prudent, and (in the present) challenges the very ability of prudence to 

direct action.  This does not necessarily produce ambiguity or irony; rather than 

confounding a mode of reading, it is providing one.  It reproduces the problem of 

incontinentia through an overwhelming narrative of passion, but also maintains 

rationality for the reader.  This confession is the perfect type for such an investigation: it 

is structured as a rational, institutional intervention into an individual’s excesses of 

passion. Gower combines this institutional form with de Meun’s dialogue-satire and the 

short narrative, and it is with this mixing that Gower enters the contentious tradition of 

the Roman de la Rose.  Before Gower’s poetic contribution can be understood, it is first 

necessary to explore the critical forms of analysis that could be brought to the Roman, 

and Jean de Meun’s contribution especially. 

The Moral Reader of the Roman de la Rose

There is significant evidence that even before Christine de Pizan’s attacks on the Roman 

de la Rose in her poetry and in the well-known debate with Jean de Montreuil and 

Gontier and Pierre Col, there was already a great deal of disagreement over Guillaume de 

Lorris’ and Jean de Meun’s text.16  Jean de Meun himself puts forward an apology for his 

poetry (Rose, 15127-270), and specifically calls upon the “seigneur amoreus” (Rose, 

15163) to support him against those who would find his poem foolish.  Certainly there 

was much to argue about; the Roman contained the anti-mendicant positions of William 

16 While medieval readers recognized the differences between de Meun and Guilliaume de Lorris, most  
readers considered de Meun the author (or compilator) of the more significant part of the book.  For a 
description of the criticism and comment on the Rose previous to Christine, cf. Jillian M.L. Hill, The 
Medieval Debate on Jean de Meung’s Roman de la Rose: Morality versus Art (Lewiston, NY: Edwin 
Mellen Press, 1991), pp. 1-25.  Chaucer is included, but strangely Gower is not.
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de Saint-Amour (neatly placed in the ambiguous mouth of Faux Semblant), and 

suggested other positions (always under the cover of a persona) that would be 

condemned by Bishop Tempier in 1277; its relationship with Andreas Capellanus’ De 

amore, also condemned in 1277, is still a matter of critical debate.17  However, the 

engagement with the poem throughout most of the 14th century was poetical rather than a 

matter of institutional censure, and used the structures and personae of the Roman de la  

Rose to engage Jean’s work anew.  Texts such as the Guillaume de Deguilleville’s 

Pelerinage de Vie Humaine have a complex relationship with the Rose, imitating and at 

times castigating Jean de Meun.18  Nonetheless, many of the poetic critiques that are 

brought against the Rose, and many poetic defenses of it, share much with the Débat sur 

le Roman de la Rose.19  These poems are the tradition within which Gower is working, 

but rather than investigating them for influence, I wish to investigate the different near-

contemporary critical responses to the Rose, and especially to the problems of personae, 

in order to produce a terminology with which to discuss the poetic handling of personae 

in Gower.  While Christine, Gerson, and their opponents say little that is new about the 

Rose in terms of censure or praise, they do create a language for critically discussing 

literary problems that is native to the period in which Gower is working.  

17 Dating of the Roman de la Rose usually places Jean de Meun’s part just before the condemnations of 
1277, when the Faculty of Arts at the University of Paris was being investigated.   Jean de Meun does not 
seem to reflect any major Averroist theses (such as the eternity of the world, the unity of the intellect, or the 
absence of Divine Providence) even under personae.  For a discussion of the relevant condemnations, cf. 
Pierre-Yves Badel, Le Roman de la Rose au XIVe siècle: étude de la réception de l’œuvre (Geneva: Libraire 
Droz, 1980), 32-8.  
18 Hill, Medieval Debate, 6-8.  The differences between the two versions of the Pelerinage also depend 
upon their treatment of the Rose.  
19 For instance, a French verse translation of the Song of Songs blames the Rose’s in comparison to 
Solomon; Jean de Meun is blamed for the fallasse with which he confirms the arguments of the Mari  
Jaloux in Mahieu le Poirier’s Court d’Amours; the poet of Les Echez d’amour praises the Rose’s subtlety 
and mystery, and Philippe de Mézières seems to understand Mari Jaloux and even Faus-Semblant as 
personae, and part of an artful satire (Hill, Medieval Debate, 1, 2-3,13-4,19-20).
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The Débat sur le Roman de la Rose was an epistolatory debate that took place in France 

between 1401 and 1403 (and therefore cannot be directly influential on the Confessio 

Amantis).  Christine de Pizan, a well-known poet and moralist, and Jean Gerson, 

philosopher of law, institutional reformer, and Chancellor of the University of Paris, 

debated the merits of the Roman de la Rose with its defenders, Jean de Montreuil, 

Provost of Lille, Gontier Col, a counselor to the King of France, and his brother Pierre 

Col, a Parisian canon and royal secretary.  One of the most important elements of the 

debate was the role of personae and their relation to the author; Christine de Pizan and 

Jean Gerson argue that Jean de Meun’s use of personae does not eliminate the moral 

problems created by their statements, and that Jean is still responsible for them; their 

opponents counter that Jean’s critics have not understood the way in which such a work 

must be read.  While Christine and Gerson have had their advocates (most notably Joseph 

Baird and John Kane, and to an extent, Alastair Minnis), most modern critics have sided 

with the Rose’s defenders. Minnis summarizes (and rejects) the common critical attitude 

that “what separated Christine de Pizan and Jean Gerson from the cognoscenti who 

defended Jean de Meun was ignorance of, or lack of familiarity with, the textual issues 

involved.”20  In Magister Amoris: The Roman de la Rose and Vernacular Hermeneutics, 

Minnis attempts to place the Roman and the querelle concerning it within a contemporary 

critical context, through the examination of the Ovidian tradition (especially the 

accessus) and Biblical hermeneutics.  This attempt is remarkably successful, and he 

brings the Rose and its immediate critical context into contact with a wide range of 

medieval approaches to signification and rhetorical propriety. However, as in his 

Medieval Theory of Authorship, Minnis tends to align authority and authorship 

20 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 255.  
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theoretically, reifying authority in such a way that it is no longer truly invested in the 

everyday labor of institutional negotiation.  His use of Biblical hermeneutics as a model 

for vernacular interpretation implies that religious authority is the sole model for 

authorship.  I hope to suggest with a text such as the Roman de la Rose, whose auctoritas 

was literally up for debate, the propriety of analogous (rather than univocal) relationships 

among political authority and rhetorical authorship are primary.   

Christine and Gerson approach the Roman as at least potentially a morally didactic work. 

As Pierre-Yves Badel has shown from examination of the manuscripts, the Roman in the 

14th century was often bound together with didactic and satirical works, and very often 

with Jean de Meun’s Testament, and sometimes with the Trésor ou le Sept articles de la  

foi.21  The Testament, like (and possibly the model for) Chaucer’s “Retraction”, was 

concerned primarily with the state of the author’s soul regarding his writing, and the 

Trésor (of which authorship is uncertain, but which was attributed to Jean de Meun in the 

Middle Ages) was patently didactic.  The Roman had also undergone a blossoming of 

popularity in the late 14th century; 95 surviving manuscripts date to 1350-1400, more than 

any other period.22  Badel also suggests that it was widely known, as the book was owned 

by nobles, clergy, and upper bourgeoisie.23  Jean de Meun had likewise blossomed into an 

almost legendary figure: a philosopher, opponent (and victim) of the Mendicants, and 

even an astronomer.24  For his supporters in the debate with Christine de Pizan and Jean 

Gerson, Jean de Meun was canonical, part of their tradition.  Gontier Col calls him, “mon 

21 Badel, 63-4.  
22 Badel, 55, from data in Ernest Langlois, Les manuscrits du Roman de la Rose (Lille-Paris, 1910).  
23 Badel, 61-2.  The book seemed especially popular in the Ile-de-France and the North (Tounrai, Cambrai, 
Douai, Guines).  It was among Thomas of Woodstock’s books at Douai.  
24 Badel, 68-72.  
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maistre, enseingeur et famillier, feu maistre Jehan de Meun – vray catholique, solempnel  

maistre et docteur en son temps en saincte theologie, philosophe tres parfont et excellent  

sachant tout ce qui a entendement humain est scible” (my master, teacher, and friend, the 

late master Jean de Meun – a true catholic, a distinguished master and doctor in his time 

of sacred theology, a most perfect and excellent philosopher knowing all that by human 

ability is knowable”; 9.7-10). Col does not present Jean as anti-institutional, or an 

advocate of natural religion; instead, he expands upon Jean’s institutional affiliations 

(Jean de Meun was never a Doctor of Sacred Theology, only a Master of Arts), and 

emphasizes the orthodoxy of both the man and his philosophical “tradition”, including his 

“students.”  Whether or not Col knew many of his claims were falsehoods or 

exaggerations, the fact that de Meun’s modest authority and tenuous relationship to 

orthodoxy25 had been so re-modeled illustrates an important process in the formation of 

the “author.”  The relationship between author and institution is not a simple matter of an 

imprimatur, but a dynamic relationship in which the author and the institution are 

redefined in reference to each other.  In this case, Col’s (and predecessors’) modification 

of de Meun’s institutional affiliations does not only allow (or seek to allow) his entrance 

into the canon, but because it obscures the content of the Rose, it seeks to change the 

nature of the canon itself.  This is precisely what the querelle de la Rose takes as its 

central concern: the threat of the Rose is not that it might influence people to fornicate or 

commit adultery, but that the form of its authority-production opposes the form of 

institutional law. The relationship of auctoritas, potestas, dominium and law (ius or loi) 

was a central debate in the 14th century, deriving out of the Mendicant debates of Jean de 

25 The entire Masters of Arts faculty at the University of Paris was under suspicion from the higher echelons 
of the Church hierarchy throughout the period.  
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Meun’s own time and contributing to the debates over the Great Schism, in which Gerson 

himself was a major voice.  While Gower most likely was not a part of the most academic 

debates on the nature of law, his concern with election and incontinence in politics and 

ethics would, as did Gerson’s, find much material in the dominions and law of sexuality 

as expressed in the Roman de la Rose.  The space opened by incontinence between the 

reason and the will (a space reified in the personae of the Roman de la Rose) allows for a 

relation to institutional law that forever defers institutional law’s authority, and produces 

a privilege, a freedom, that sidesteps the problem of law.  To put it in the more 

philosophical terms of writers such as Gerson, Ockham, and Richard Fitzralph, right (ius) 

depends upon a normative relationship, in which the nature of the agent is conveniens to 

(divine) justice.26  By interposing a persona, an agent can shield him or herself from any 

determination of continence through convenientia, without denying that such 

26 This is a development of Ulpian’s terms in the Digest I.1.10: “Iustitia est constans et perpetua voluntas 
ius suum cuique tribunes” (Justice is the constant and perpetual will giving to each his or her right).  Such a 
constant and perpetual voluntas is necessarily divine; however, it is the nature of the creature to whom the 
right is extended that is at issue.  For a philosopher such as Richard Fitzralph, it is a matter of authority 
among human beings, for while all creatures have power, “Auctoritas seu ius soli racionali convenit  
creature” (Authority or right [or, right as authority] pertains only to the rational creature).  Divine justice 
gives human nature authority over things, not simply power, as proper to human nature.  Ockham’s 
nominalist understanding of the natures of created and divine will suggests that such a transfer of authority 
would limit divine authority, and therefore all relationship between divine authority and human willing is 
necessarily contingent.  Human wills therefore can only act with a contingent authority, that is, power (as 
part of the nominalist denial of a natural imitibility between the human and divine will); authority exists 
through the knowledge of divine justice, provided either by faith, or discovered through right reason.  Thus, 
Gerson, roughly following Ockham, argues that “Ius est potestas, seu facultas propinqua conveniens alicui  
secundum dictamen primae justitiae” (Justice is power, or the proximate faculty convenient to whatever 
follows the dictate of primary justice; De potestate ecclesiastica et de origine iuris in legum, 1417) or “Ius  
est potestas, seu facultas propinqua conveniens alicui secundum dictamen rectae rationem” (Justice is 
power, or the proimate faculty convenient to whatever follows the dictate of right reason; De vita spirituali  
animae, 1378).  For Ulpian, cf. The Institutes of Justinian, T.E. Holland, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1873), I.1; for Fitzralph, cf. De pauperie salvatoris I-IV, in Johannes Wycliffe, De domino divino, R.L. 
Poole, ed. (London: Trübner, 1890), [appendix], II.iv., p. 338; for Ockham, cf. Marilyn McCord Adams, 
“Ockham on Will, Nature, and Morality”, The Cambridge Companion to Ockham, Paul Vincent Spade, ed. 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 245-72; for Gerson, cf. Opera omnia, L.E. du Pin, ed. 
(Antwerp, 1706; repr. Hidesheim: G. Olms Verlag, 1987), p. 250, p. 26.  For a consideration of the history 
of the debate, cf. Annabel Brett, Liberty, Right and Nature: Individual Rights in Later Scholastic Thought 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), and Jussi Varkemaa, “Justification Through Being: 
Conrad Summenhart on Natural Rights”, Moral Philosophy on the Threshold of Modernity, Jill Kraye and 
Risto Saarinen, eds. (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer, 2005), 181-193.
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convenientia is necessary for morality, either by means of right reason or divine 

command, precisely because “authority” in the personae is excepted from the institutional 

forms which would otherwise apply.

These elite producers and consumers of persona-literature, which Minnis refers to as the 

cognoscenti, are never apart or opposed to the institution itself (they are not natural 

religionists, pagans, atheists, or even heretics), for they are part of it; they are subject to 

its authority.27  Through the personae, they can introduce pagan and erotic authorities 

within a Christian structure, but without challenging Christian institutions directly. 

Christine de Pizan and Jean Gerson are natural candidates to oppose this institutional 

problem.  Christine’s “feminism” or “proto-feminism” and Gerson’s interests in moral 

and institutional reform both see the major problems of Christendom not as inherent to its 

basic forms and law, but in the inconsistency of privilege, be it masculine or noble.   For 

both, that privilege, achieved through hierarchy, birth, and/or gender, structures the 

institution but is often exceptional to its Christian constitution.28  Elements of that 

privilege were also in a certain amount of danger, as the Mendicant orders, swelled with 

non-nobles, took control of the universities and dominated much of the Church and 

political landscape; as the universities themselves expanded to accommodate more and 

more students based upon merit and as low-born men (such as Jean Gerson) moved into 

27 Here is where Minnis and I most seriously part ways.  He argues that Jean’s commitment to plain speech 
(primarily through the persona of Raison) is identical with “proper” speech, and that in Jean’s writing, 
“[s]ecret language, comprehensible only to the cognoscenti, has given way to the public language of 
teaching and learning” (Minnis, Magister Amoris, 128).  However, the determination of propriety is 
considerably more complicated than his sources (almost exclusively clerical Latin and ecclesiastical) 
suggest, and it is that very process of determination that provides the rhetorically capable perhaps not with 
a secret language, but a way to avoid confronting the very forms of propriety that he suggests as models.
28 That is, the hierarchy and positive law of much of the medieval institutional apparatus was designed by 
and for a privileged few, though this was not always consistent with the constitutive elements of 
Christianity, and thus required regular justification and adjudication.  
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key roles in the hierarchy; and as female religious leaders and groups made a profound 

impact upon the religion of both the clergy and the laity (such as Catherine of Siena, 

Bridget of Sweden, the Beguines, etc.).  These expansions limit certain older privileges 

and create new ones, as the Wife of Bath ironically reveals at the beginning of her tale: 

the friars are everywhere, eliminating the “elves” (who seem to do the same thing to 

young ladies as Arthur’s noble knight) but also replacing them.29  

Christine de Pizan, who compiles the Débat, structures it specifically in terms of the 

Rose’s utilitas in order to return the text to issues of reason and will.  She does not 

approach the work through modes proper to Biblical interpretation, but methods 

consistent with secular poetry and rhetoric.  She claims from the beginning that the text 

“mieulx puet estre appellee droicte oysiveté que œvre utile” (better and rightly should be 

called idleness rather than a useful work; 12.23-5).  This is by no means an unusual 

category for the judging of poetic works; it derives from the Horatian dictum, “Aut 

prodesse volunt, aut delectare poetae,/ Aut simul et iucunda et idonea dicere vitae”,30 and 

Alastair Minnis has explained the extensive use and development of Horace’s terms in 

the medieval academic categorization of Ovid’s erotic works.31  Minnis in fact suggests 

that the Rose is in the tradition of Ovid, and that perhaps like Ovid’s erotic works can still 

ethice supponitur (pertain to ethics) and have some kind of utilitas.32  Most of the 

participants in the Débat would have been directly exposed to the teaching based upon 

the accessus, but Christine de Pizan, on account of her gender, was likely an exception, as 

29 Canterbury Tales, III.864-81.  
30 Horace, Ars poetica, 333-4.  Horace’s considerations of poetry will be central to the entire debate.
31 Cf. Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship.  
32 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 10.
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she was educated at home and her knowledge of Latin is debatable.  This is of some 

benefit is we consider that the writers of the accessus are very much the privileged 

readers who are manufacturing ways to make pagan writings acceptable to the institutions 

and institutional players to which they answer.  The pertinence of Ovid’s Ars amatoria to 

ethics, even in the accessus is strikingly vague: “Ethicae subponitur, quia de moribus  

puellarum loquitur, id est quos mores habeant, quibus modis retineri valeant” (It pertains 

to ethics, because it speaks concerning the habits of girls, that is which habits they might 

have, and by which ways they might well be kept safe).33  It stretches credulity to believe 

that even the worst medieval scholar who had read the Ars amatoria would consider the 

preceding Ovid’s intentio; Pierre Col, who defends Ovid and the Rose, does not seem to 

believe this.34  Rather, Ovid’s work must be able to be categorized among the branches of 

knowledge, and ethics is the best fit; this frame also provides a way to justify teaching 

this text to a classroom full of future clerks by explaining how the text can be useful to a 

Christian.  Therefore, both teacher and student knew how to categorize it philosophically, 

and that very categorization left them free to take pleasure in it (as no doubt a classroom 

full of male teenagers could), and put it into practice (as no doubt males, teenage and 

adult, did).35  This “ethical” move functions by making Ovid himself into a “persona”, 

and the biographies of Ovid that travel with his medieval texts (and the Ovide Moralisé 

33 R.B.C. Huygens, Accessus ad Actores, Bernard d’Utrecht, Conrad d’Hirsau (Leiden: Brill, 1970), 33.8-
10.  
34 Col claims that Ovid wrote the Ars amatoria only “aux assaillans pour aprandre a assillir le chastel” (to 
the assailants in order to learn to attack the castle [of feminine chastity]; 105.568-9).  His reason for this 
limitation to men (viz. that women in ancient Rome did not understand Latin) seems specious, as does 
much of his following argument, issues I will address later in this chapter.  Nonetheless, his continuing 
argument shows a familiarity with the narrative of Ovid (moral) life as presented by the accessus tradition. 
William of St. Thierry, in his Nature and Dignity of Love, certainly does not consider Ovid “ethical” in any 
positive sense: cf. Nature and Dignity of Love, Thomas X. Davis, trans. (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1981), p. 49.  
35 This is a textbook example of incontinence: while the student is provided with an intellectual argument 
directing him how to use right reason to avoid concupiscence, he finds himself free to choose against it.  
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itself) testify to the extensive manipulation of Ovid’s “authority” through personae.  It 

grants a freedom to use Ovid’s texts without determining the convenientia of the agent (in 

his intentio) to justice.

It is that very freedom that Christine wishes to challenge.  It is for Christine part and 

parcel of the moral license given to men through their education, which results not only 

in sexual misconduct, but in a general spirit of misogyny.  The same moral screen that 

grants the teacher and student freedom to read lascivious texts locates in women the 

moral failing that initiates lasciviousness.36 The author and the persona say the same 

things; but because of the intervention of the persona, the intentio auctoris is uncertain. 

It renders the statements of the author (in Christine’s word), opinion, and as she herself 

states, “chose qui est dicte par opinion est non de loy commander si se puet redarger  

sans prejudice” (a thing which is said by conjecture is not governed by the law and so can 

be refuted without injury; 50.31-2).37  It is a rhetorical strategy to evade the law, 

accessible only to those who have the ability to manipulate rhetoric carefully.38  Christine 

and Gerson employ the category of utility in order to flatten the text of the Rose, 

removing the screens that personae set up against authority by considering the text as an 

act, which must have intent and effect.  They consider its general utilitas; Jean Gerson 

36 The examples of such “moral” works that recount titillating tales to men with an excuse of educating 
them against the wiles of women are countless.  While the Wife of Bath’s encounter with Jankyn’s text is a 
particularly dramatic example, Christine herself recounts her own experience with the work of Matheolus 
(among others) at the very beginning of Livre de la Cité des Dames, and in her savage attack on Ovid and 
Jean de Meun in her Epistre au Dieu d’amours.  
37 This sentence includes one of the changes made by Christine in her revision of her letter to Jean de 
Montreuil; her first version was “chose qui est dicte par oppinion et non de loy commandee se puet  
redarguer sans prejudice” (a thing which said by conjecture and is not governed by the law is able to be 
refuted without injury; 12.32-3).  The more she engages in the querelle, the more she recognizes the 
importance of the relationship between opinion and law.  
38 Once again I find myself opposing Minnis.  It is important to recall here the insistence of plainness and 
rhetorical simplicity by so many of the writers engaged in erotic and satirical writing.  Such a claim is not 
merely a modesty trope, but reduces further the relationship between the writer and his or her personae.  
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puts the Rose into the terms of Plato (and Augustine’s City of God); “a re publica  

christiane religionis exulandas, -- et hoc quidem apud omnem intellectum, qui et  

catholica fide illustratus est, et nequaquam viciosa passione corruptus” (it must be 

excluded from of the republic of Christian religion, -- and this [is clear] to every mind, 

which is illuminated by the Catholic faith, and not entirely corrupted by vicious passion; 

162.20-4).  The defenders’ response is marked by intellectual and gender privilege: they 

suggest that the critics do not understand it,39 that Christine (as a woman) does not have 

the capacity to criticize,40 or that Christine’s and Gerson’s criticism of the text is in fact 

part of the same strategy of evasion.41  Christine and Gerson, at their most aggressive, 

attempt to force the issue into the realm of institutional law: they accuse the defenders of 

heresy.42  

The philosophical center of the Débat, as well as the element most relevant to the study 

of Gower and the Rose, is the relation of sensual experience to law.  One of the major 

issues for the initial critique of the Rose is the naming of the privy parts by Raison (Rose, 

5533-4) and her defense of that action.43  Christine and Gerson both see this action in 

39 The defenders regularly suggest that Christine and Gerson need to read the text of the Rose again and 
completely, or are too incompetent to do so: Jean de Montreuil, 32.28, 34.44-51, 42.24-8, 44.38-40; Pierre 
Col, 102.473-4, 109.722-4, 110.740-1. 
40 Several times the debate turns to misogyny; cf. esp. Jean de Montreuil, who says of Christine, que licet,  
ut est captus femineus, intellectu non careat, michi tamen audire visum est Leuntium grecam meretricem, ut  
refert Cicero, que «contra Throfrastum, philosophum tantum, scribere ausa fuit» (Granting, that as much as 
a woman can have it, she [Christine] does not lack intellect, she nevertheless seems to recall to me the 
Greek whore Leontium, who, as Cicero reports, “dared to write against Theophrasus, the great 
philosopher”; 42.7-10.  
41 It is suggested several times that Christine and Gerson are either attempting to stimulate praise of the 
work by criticizing it, or that they criticize against their better judgment: cf. Jean de Montreuil, 44.44-5, 
42 Gerson’s threats will be discussed later.  Nor is the threat entirely unwarranted: Pierre Col especially goes 
down some doctrinally suspect paths with his discussion of childhood innocence, in an attempt to parody 
Gerson’s nominalism; cf. 90.62ff., and for Gerson’s response, cf. 164.44ff.  Gerson (quite legitimately and 
humorlessly) accuses Col of Pelagianism.  
43 Christine mentions this, 13.59-62 et passim; for Gerson, it is the 5th article of Chasteté’s plea against Jean 
de Meun, 62.77-86.  
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terms of the reader’s potential experience; the inflammation of the passions and 

suppression of shame.  In terms of utility, Christine suggests that the passionate aspect of 

the writing is of no use to any person, in whatever habit; “mais tant deshonneste que je  

ose dire que personne aucune amant vertus et honnesteté ne l’orra qui tout ne soit confus  

de honte et abhominé d’ainsi oïr discerner et disjoindre et mectre soubz deshonnestes  

ficcions ce que raison et honte doit reffraindre, aux bien ordonnéz seulement le penser” 

(But it is so dishonest, that I might say that no person at all loving virtue and honesty who 

heard this would not be grieved by shame and would not be abhorred to hear such 

distinguished and designated things set under dishonest fictions that which reason and 

shame ought to refrain good people from even thinking about; 20.263-8).  Gerson 

suggests the danger to those habitually weak: Jean de Meun “a mesley mile avec venin”44 

(has mixed honey with venom; 63.107), like the “poetical muses” of Boethius, and 

confuses the reader further through his “matieres diverses” (63.109) and seeming “plus  

grande auctoritey” (63.111-2).  This is the central danger of these words being in the 

mouth of Raison, for “des choses saintes et divines et espirituelles, il mesle tantost  

paroles tres dissolues et esmovans a toute ordure” (in matters holy, divine, and spiritual, 

he mixes such very dissolute words, moving [his hearers] to all filth; 62.87-9).  Gerson 

considers this mode the central strategy of the text; he interprets the fire of conquest at 

the end of the Rose as “feu de paroles luxurieuses a merveille, ordes et deffendues” (a fire 

of marvelously lecherous words, filthy and proscribed; 61.72-62.73).  For both Christine 

and Gerson, the Rose is mired in the realm of sense experience, and even worse, seeks to 

defeat sense’s guardian honte (shame).  In first parts of this debate, the defenders of the 

44 Ingeniously, Gerson is quoting Ovid, Amores I.viii.104, rendering Jean’s action an imitation of Ovid’s 
Dipsas, as she advises the young woman to how to cheat her lover through inflaming his passions.  
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Rose locate the fault in the reader, not in the text, attempting, as it were, to make each 

reading an action, rather than the text itself an action.  Jean de Montreuil bemoans that 

“genus assolet humanum potius ambigua deprevare quam in partem capere meliorem” 

(that humankind prefers more to hold the ambiguous to be depraved than to hold that 

which is in part good; 119.9-11).  Pierre Col, responding to Christine’s suggestion that 

Jean’s text would shame virtuous women into blushing, asks, “Car pour quoy rougiroient  

ilz? Il samble qu’ilz se sentiroyent coulpables des vices que le Jaloux recite de fame” 

(Why would they blush?  It seems that they feel themselves guilty of those very vices that 

the Jealous Man recites of woman; 103.505-7).45  The defenders are mocking Christine 

and Gerson, engaging in the debate as an intellectual game, an amusement of the elite. 

Gerson and Christine, however, seek to advance the argument into a serious moral 

critique.

Gerson is consistently interested in establishing a place for the Rose in the discourse of 

law.  His Traité depicts the Court of Justice, “tenant le lieu de Dieu en terre” (60.37), 

Chasteté pleading against Jean de Meun, renamed Fol Amoureux.  His allegory proceeds 

by the strict rules of courtroom rhetoric; the primary speaker is not outraged Chasteté, but 

Eloquance Theologienne.  The matter of Raison’s speech is not merely its inflammatory 

character, but that it violates the rules of rhetoric for an inflammatory speech: “se le  

personnaige de Raison eust parlé a sage clerc et rassis, aucune chose fust.  Mais non ! il  

parle a Fol Amoureux.  Et ycy garda mal l’acteur les reigles de mon escolle (les riegles  

de rethorique), qui sont de regarder cil qui parle et a qui on parle, et pour quel tamps on  

parle” (if the personage of Reason had spoken to a wise and sedate clerk, it would have 

45 Blushing, and its use is also discussed by Dipsas in Amores I.viii.35-6.  
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been a different matter.  But no! She speaks to a Foolish Lover!  And here the author 

poorly kept the rules of my school (the rules of Eloquence), which are comprised to 

seeing who speaks, to whom one speaks, and when; 84.639-85.644).  This is no small 

matter for Gerson, for the rules of eloquence are not simply conventions, but directly 

related to the way in which the community was managed and organized.  Gerson provides 

an example of how important speech was for the medieval theorists of institutions; 

Cicero’s and Horace’s account of the foundation of society in words was by no means 

just a myth, but a statement of the power of rhetoric to constitute human society. Gerson 

finds Jean de Meun’s poetry, in its very corruption of rhetoric, potentially destructive of 

the very foundation of society, especially law, which, as both Alanus de Lille and William 

Langland suggest, is structured by language.  He provides a startlingly direct example of 

the danger of personae to the law and to legal institutions in general, specifically because 

of fiction’s power of corrupt:

Pour ce dirés vous, que cest acteur ne parle point, mais aultres qui sont la introduis.  C’est trop  

petite deffence pour si grant crime.  Je vous demende : se aucun se nommoit adversaire du roy de  

France et sus ce non et come tel li faisoit guerre, ce non le garderoit il d’estre traytre et de la  

mort ?  Vous ne dirés pas. Se en la persone d’ung herite ou d’ung Sarrazin – voire du deable --,  

aucun escript et seeme errrurs contre la Crestienté, en sera il escusey ? Aultrefoys ung le voust  

fere, qui tantost fu contraint a soy rappeller et corrigier par ung des chanceliers de l’esglise de  

Paris en plainne sale et audience ;nonpourquant parlast il entre clers entendens quant il disoit :  

«Je parle comme Juif.» -- «Et tu rapelleras come Crestien», dit le chancelier.

(For, as you say, it is not the author who speaks, but others who are introduced.  This is too small a 

defense for such a great crime.  I ask you: if someone named himself an enemy of the King of 

France, and under this name declared war, would the name protect him from being a traitor and 

death? You would not say that.  If in the person of a heretic or a Saracen – truly of the devil – 

anyone writes or sows errors against Christianity, would he be excused? Once a man wished to do 

this, who was then constrained to recant and correct himself by one of the chancellors of the 

Church of Paris, in public court and audience; speaking among clerks who could understand what 

he said, he claimed, “I speak as a Jew.” But the chancellor replied, “And you will recant as a 
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Christian”; 72.325-337).

The seriousness with which Gerson approaches the experience of language brings him to 

finally ally the rhetorical rules with the laws of the institution, through the accusation of 

heresy.  He (and Christine) accuse Pierre Col of the Pelagian heresy regarding a specific 

argument of his about the innocence of children,46 but more to the point of problems of 

law and experience is Gerson’s assertion that the Jean de Meun and his defenders have 

committed “l’erreur des Turlupins” (83.593). The Turlupins were a lay antinomian group 

of the late 14th and early 15th century who believed in extreme voluntary poverty and the 

possibility of an earthly tranquility so perfect as to excuse them from following divine 

laws (especially regarding sexual relations); they were supposedly also inclined to 

nudism.  Gerson’s alliance of rhetoric and law brings the full force of the institution to 

bear against the potential situation for incontinence, and his reference to the Turlupins 

only more strongly emphasizes the degree to which he identifies an incontinence born of 

any of the affections with sexual license and anti-institutional forces in general.  Gerson 

seemed to imagine the Rose as a part of, or at least bearing a strong resemblance to, the 

series of heretical and semi-heretic groups of radical laity that populated 14 th century 

France, and were the product, at least partially, of the tradition of Joachim of Fiore.  For 

Gerson, the defenders of the Rose and Jean de Meun himself were engaged in an 

antinomian exceptionality, both a linguistic and institutional contravention, dangerous to 

the entire Christian republic.  

The defenders of the Rose rely heavily on the concept of personae to excuse the 

46 Col’s argument is perhaps intended to be a joke, for it is patently Pelagian; neither Christine nor Gerson 
find the humor.  
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lascivious and misogynist sections of de Meun’s work.  Early in the debate, Jean de 

Montreuil faults Christine in that “de personatuum varietate non discerunt, seu notant  

quibus passionibus moveantur aut induantur affectibus, et quem ad finem quave  

dependentia aur quamobrem sint loquuti, nec quod demum satirici is instructor fungitur  

officio, quo respectu plura licent que aliis auctoribus prohibentur” (she cannot discern 

the variety of personae, nor note by which passions they are moved or what affections 

induced, nor understand what is the end, circumstance, or cause of this discourse; nor, 

finally, do they understand the office of satire that this instructor has assigned himself, by 

respect of which he is allowed to say many things which are prohibited to other authors; 

42.24-30).47  However, de Montreuil’s general claims to poetic license and careful reading 

do not address the issue of experience and law directly; they take for granted a special 

privilege that comes as membership in the intellectual and literary elite. 48  Pierre Col, 

though often writing rather more flippantly than logically, advances a defense of the 

validity of the personae that addresses the central issue.  The quality of this elite that 

grants the privilege of writing through personae is experience.  He begins by claiming 

that comprehension of the personae requires an experienced reader: “me doubte qu’il  

[Gerson] ne parle de Fol Amoureulx come clerc d’armes” (Gerson speaks of the Foolish 

Lover as a clerk speaks of arms; 91.105-6) and (referring to a sermon of Gerson’s on 

man’s understanding of the Trinity “per speculum et enigmate”) he claims that Gerson 

himself understands foolish lover only “par ung mirouer” (92.109) because “je panse 

47 Cf. his comments in another letter: “Nec eos iuvat insuper obsecrare – quod ius omne poscit – ut prius  
videant notentque quamobcausim, qua dependentia et occasione dicat res, quas personas introducat, quam  
damnetur tantus auctor” (Nor does it help to beg them – that which justice asks of all – that first they see 
and note the reason, the circumstance and the occasion by which he says something, or introduces a 
persona, before they condemn such an author” (32.14-7).  
48 Poetic license, its limits, and its relation to the republic had been carefully thought out by in the Christian 
tradition by Augustine, City of God, II.11-14.  In the light of Augustine’s discussion, Jean de Montreuil’s 
remarks seem all the more insubstantial.  
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qu’il ne le fut onques, ne n’y ot onques pensee” (I think that he has never been, nor has 

ever thought to be, one [a foolish lover]; 92.110-1).  Col is suggesting that while 

foolishness is detrimental to wisdom, experience of foolishness is the only way to know 

foolishness: “car trop plus a experience de ne say quelle puissance que n’a meismes  

l’effait de vive voix” (because much better though experience (by some such power) that 

same thing is known than through direct speech; 92.120-2).  This is extremely close to 

the kind of argument that Gower himself makes at I.59, with the textual conundrum of 

experience.  It is also a brilliant reworking of the Aristotelian notion of prudentia.  The 

prudens requires experientia.49  However, prudence’s relationship to experience is by no 

means simple, and Aristotle is careful to clarify that any experience does not lead to 

prudence.  Aristotle is primarily concerned with the prudentes as “politicos” who operate 

through temperance (sophrosyne) (EN VI.5). Aristotle argues that while pain and pleasure 

do not impinge upon the judgment of the eternal truths of scientia, they do corrupt 

judgments dealing with the practical.50  It is precisely the practical, however, that is at 

issue. Aristotle adds an interesting addendum that give Col a remarkable opening: “Sed 

tamen artis quidem est virtus, prudentiae autem non est” (But nevertheless, virtue is 

required for art, but not for prudence; EN VI.5).  Aquinas comments prudence that does 

not require additional moral virtue, because the principles of prudence already require the 

moral virtues.  Art, however, because its making is not the same as action, requires virtue 

for the action of making.51  Col can then advance a more subtle defense of Jean de 

49 Aristotle argues that while children can acquire certain kinds of science, but cannot be prudent “[c]ausa 
autem, quoniam et singularium est prudentia, quae fiunt cognita experientia” (because prudence deals with 
particulars, which must be known by experience; EN, VI.8).  
50 “Non enim omnem existimationem corrumpit, neque pervertit delectabile et triste, puta quoniam 
trigonum duobus rectis aequales habet vel non habet, sed eas quae circa operabile” ( Not all judgments are 
corrupted nor perverted by pleasure and pain, for instance, consider that a triangle has or has not three sides 
equal to two right angles, but [does pervert] those which concern the practical; EN VI.5).  
51 Aquinas, In ethicorum, 1172.  
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Meun’s poetic license.  Jean de Meun works poetiquemant (93.169), using the foolishness 

of the text to underscore the foolishness of the lover (93.169-70).  Jean de Meun’s very 

ability of speaking well of reason comes from the fact “qu’il congnut mieux la folie qui  

est en fole amour par experience” (that he know well the folly that is foolish love by 

means of experience; 94.193-4).  Col is arguing that the specific and limited poetic 

license of Horace is being respectfully and properly employed by Jean de Meun, in that 

his moral virtue (previously testified) guides his art.  He claims, paraphrasing Ars poetica 

9-10, that “aux poetes et paintres a tousjours esté licence pareille de tout faindre, comme  

dit Orace” (poets and painters are always granted the equal license to depict all things, as 

Horace says; 93.169-71). Horace has significantly limited this freedom, specifically in 

terms of morality (especially sexual morality); his text reads: 

‘Pictoribus atque poetis

quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potestas.’

Scimus et hanc veniam petimusque damusque vicissim, 

sed non ut placidis coeant immitia, non ut

serpentes avibus geminentur, tigribus angi.

(‘To painters and poets in the same degree it is granted the power to do always as they dare.’  I 

know, and this indulgence I give and seek in return, but not so that the peaceful copulate with the 

wild, nor so that the serpents are coupled with birds, or the lambs with tigers; Ars poetica 9-12).

Horace limits the maxim of poetic license by arguing for decorum, a fitting relationship 

whose very fittingness requires prudent judgment,52 taking as its model the natural sexual 

compatibility of genus.  Col finds in this law of license exactly the defense he needs. 

When writing about foolishness, one’s writing must be decorous, and Cicero’s analogy of 

art and politics is visible here (though not Aristotle’s dissection of it); therefore, “quant  

maistre Jehan de Meung appelle les secrés membres de fame «saintuaires» et «reliques»,  

52 Cf. Introduction.
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il le fist pour monstrer la grant folie qui est en Fol Amoureux” (when master Jean de 

Meun names the secret members of woman “sanctuaries” and “relics” he does this to 

show the great folly of the Foolish Lover; 93.164-6).  For the sake of decorum, the 

Foolish Lover requires foolish language.  And folly, because by definition it is not an 

object of knowledge, must be an object of experience, but one that is oriented towards 

factus not actus.

This produces Col’s notion of the proper reading practice.  In order to understand the 

Rose properly, readers “le lisent . . . quatre fois du moins – et a loisir” (read it four times 

at least, and at leisure; 110.740-1; cf. 102.473-4, 109.722-4).  The Rose is not to be 

understood so much as it is to be experienced; in de Montreuil’s words, “vite humane 

speculum dici debet aut discursus” (it should be called a mirror or discourse of the human 

life; 44.38-9).  Jumping from one part to another, as Christine does comme coc sur brese, 

makes it impossible to properly experience Jean de Meun’s personae.  Reading the Rose 

is to recognize the harmony in speaker and speech, for “maistre Jehan de Meung en son 

livre introduist personnaiges, et fait chascun personnaige parler selonc qui luy  

appartient” (in his book, master Jean de Meun introduces personae, and makes each 

persona speak according to that which pertains to him; 100.403-5).  Rather than Gerson’s 

identification of rhetoric with the institutional legality that limits its ability to corrupt  

election, Col’s theory of rhetoric depends upon a fictional persona always outside of legal 

jurisdiction (on account of that very fictionality, its status as an artistic production).  The 

reader must be constantly attentive to the smallest adjustments, for the speeches of the 

characters reveal the content of the personae, and the identities of the personae modify 
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the content of their speech.  Reading piecemeal would erase this relationship, and impute 

to the author (as actor) what requires an understanding of a persona (as factivus); as Col 

warns, “L’en ne doit pas prandre ainnsy les mos a la letre, mais selonc les mos precedans  

et l’entendement de l’aucteur” (one ought not to take words literally, but according to the 

words preceding and the intention of the author; 99.361-2).  In fact, he determines that 

Jean de Meun only spoke as an author once in the entire poem, Rose ll. 15179-80, and 

that everything else requires comprehension through a persona (110.747ff).  Col has 

argued for an experiential poetry which maintains the license of the literary elite, and 

which has a moral law consistent with both Horace and Cicero.  

Col’s argument is appealing in its explication of Jean de Meun’s personae, and in its 

separation of the moral claims brought upon art from those brought upon action.  I would 

also argue that his analysis of the Jean de Meun’s personae is substantially valid (though 

his arguments often prefer mockery over continuity).  Gower certainly understands the 

operation of experience in poetry in a like manner, and is also able to carefully 

differentiate the ends of intellectual knowledge and sensual experience through personae. 

However, Gower does not simply follow in Jean de Meun’s footsteps; he recognizes 

another problem, which changes the nature of his poem.  Christine de Pizan recognizes 

the same problem, and her final response is developed in its terms.  Gerson does not 

produce the same kind of discourse; in his later response, Gerson exchanges French for 

Latin in order to write a letter full of classical allusion, intellectual reference, and 

authoritarian threat (reminiscent of some of Gower’s Latin verse).  He approaches a real 

critique of Col, especially on one particular occasion,53 and brings to bear on the problem 

53 Gerson recognizes that something is improper in Col’s use of Horace and explication of experience.  He 
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a number of authorities (Terence, Augustine, Bonaventure), but is more rhetorically 

interested in demonstrating the danger of Col’s maintenance of his “heretical” position.54 

Gerson finally abandons the tournament of literary contest for the very real field of 

institutional battle, and he changes his linguistic armor into something more suitable for 

sustained (and mortal) conflict.  

Unlike Gerson, Christine accepts the terms of Col’s argument, and prepares her response 

though them.  She finds it centrally a problem of knowledge (science) and intention 

(entente).  Christine is using “science” in much the same way that Latini does; she allows 

a certain ambiguity in its technical Aristotelian meaning and its prudential sense.  She 

argues that entendement humain does not have direct access to the truth but only “par 

l’ofuscacion grosse et terrestre” (through dense, terrestrial cloudiness; 115.5-6).  Col had 

used a similar paraphrase of 1 Cor. 13:12 against Gerson, and Christine here intimates the 

writes, “Dicis id quod te scripsisse miror si non pudet et penitet te : amator, inquis, insanus solus bene 
iudicat de huiusmodi viciosa, ymmo furiosa passione ; alienus vero ab ea (qualem me esse tu dicis, ego no  
dico), eam non nisi «in speculo et enigmate» recognoscit, -- quasi videlicet oporteat omnes qui de viciis  
recte incorrupteque iudicaturi sunt ut eisdem prius viciis corrumpantur.  Longe aliter est : nullus de  
viciosis operibus fert iudicium perversius quam ipsi talium febrili egritudine aut letali morbo «corrupti et 
abhominabiles facti in studiis suis» : exempla a sensualitate suppetunt multa. «Male verum examinat omnis  
curruptus iudex», inquit Flaccus” (You say (and I marvel that you are not ashamed or repentant that you 
have written it): only the Foolish Lover, you say, can judge well this vice, rather this mad passion; truly, 
one alien to it (just as you claim me to be, though I did not say that) cannot recognize it except “through a 
glass in a dark manner”, as if of course it is right that all who must cast judgment rightly and without 
corruption on these vices must first be corrupted by them.  It goes much differently: no one makes a more 
perverse judgment concerning these vices than those who, in the sickness of fever or the deadly illness of 
such works, “are corrupt, and are become abominable in their ways.”  Many examples are at hand via 
sensuality.  “Truly, a corrupt judge judges all things badly,” says Horace; 164.44-56).  Not only does he 
oppose Horace to Horace, but his use of Ps. 13, Dixit insipiens relates the Foolish Lover with the fool of the 
Psalms.  However, Col is not arguing about the kind of judgment that Gerson is discussing; this is a 
distinction that Christine de Pizan will be able to make.
54 Gerson states that Col’s claims about the innocence of naming a child’s parts, “Hec est heresis Pelagii,  
quam asserens pertinaciter hereticus est censendus” (This is Pelagian heresy, and whoever is asserting it 
obstinately must be censured as an heretic; 164.45-6).  Later in the letter, he claims his readiness to burn the 
last copy of the Rose (172.194-8), and would consider his own brother unworthy of prayer if he had written 
such a book as the Rose and died having failed to repent (174.228-36).  These statements have no doubt 
contributed to the “conservative”, “moralistic”, and “authoritarian” labels applied to the attackers of the 
Rose.   
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problem with that use: folly is not knowledge, and it is in fact the experience of folly that 

produces the obfuscation.55 In the case in which truth cannot be perfectly realized, 

“convient par oppinion plus que de certainne science determiner des choses ymaginees  

plus voirsemblables” (it is fitting that through opinion, rather than certain science, one 

determine of imagined things the most plausible; 115.6-8, cf. next footnote).  Christine is 

transferring Col’s use of propriety or convenientia from the internal structure of poetry to 

the external discourse in which the reader is engaged.  She returns from the convenientia 

of the speeches and natures of personae to the convenientia related to the intentio  

auctoris.  Christine brings her understanding of opinion, in development since her very 

first letter, into a relationship with propriety that does not rely upon science but upon 

entendement, not upon la vrai but voirsemblable.56  She then approaches the specifics of 

Col’s response to Gerson:  

Encore puis je bien respondre a ce que tu dis qu’il parle de Fol Amoureux come clerc d’armes (si  

comme celluy qui onques riens n’en senty), qu’il n’est ja necessaire, pour parler proprement des  

choses, avoir l’experience . . . tu mesmes le sces – et trop plus de subtiles choses et hors le  

sentement naturel ont esté descriptes proprement --, que l’effect d’amours est a entendre a home  

subtil d’entendement ; et toy mesmes confesses qu’il n’est necessaire avoir l’experience, et  

neantmoins tu conclus que s’il eust eu l’experience de Fol Amoureux, autrement deist qu’il ne  

fait.” 

(Yet I can well respond to that which you said, that he [Gerson] speaks about the Foolish Lover as 

clerk speaks of arms (just as someone who has never had any sensation of it), that it is not 

55 In Gerson’s reponse, quoted above, he seems to recognize the impropriety of Col’s use, but does not 
subject it to extended analysis.
56 The word voirsemblable is no longer in use, having been replaced entirely by vraisemblable.  However, 
there is a slight but important difference between these terms, voir being understood as a truth plain to the 
experience (that is, “seen”) rather than logically true (vrai).  Machaut uses voir in a similar way in the 
naming of his book Le livre dou voir dit.  The poem is verified through experience, not through an 
intellectual action.  She uses the term again in Le livre du corps de policie, praising only the bravery “qui  
est fondee sus raison et sus choses possibles et raisonnables a faire, non mie par presumpcion et fol  
hardement aler faire une entreprise de chose mal voirsemblable que elle puist estre tiree a bonne fin”, in 
which the specific relationship to reason is made more obvious (Christine de Pizan, Le livre du corps de 
policie, (Geneva: Droz, 1967) 65.27-30, cited in Liliane Dulac, «Le chevalier Hercule de l’Ovide moralisé 
au Livre de la mutacion de fortune de Christine de Pizan», Cahiers de recherches médiévales, n° 9 (2002), 
http://crm.revues.org/document68.html, accessed 8/30/2007).
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necessary, in order to properly speak of things, to have experience [of them] . . . you know this 

well – and very many subtle things even outside natural sensation have been properly described – 

that the effect of love must be understood by a subtle man of understanding; you yourself confess 

that it is not necessary to have experience, and nonetheless you conclude that if he had experience 

of foolish love, he would have spoken differently than he did; 120.167-77)  

Christine is actually arguing for very little: only that there are ways of properly 

(proprement) describing Foolish Love other than through the category of experience, and 

that Col himself would admit that they would be different kinds of descriptions.  Col had 

mocked Gerson’s morality, suggesting that Gerson thought the wise clerk was immune to 

love, as if he had no “experience” of the common problem of clerics’ sexual activity.57 

Christine uses this as an opportunity to differentiate forms of experience.  She agrees with 

Col that anyone can fall in love, but insists that “quant il dist un grant clerc theologien, il  

suppose que la passion de Folle Amour n’y soit point : car il convient que son subtil  

entendement, qui point ne erre, l’entendist ainssy ou plus subtilment” (when he [Gerson] 

says ‘a great theologian cleric’, he supposes that the passion of Foolish Love is not 

present; because it is fitting that his subtle judgment, that does not err, judges that well, or 

even more subtly; 124.313-125.316).  Christine’s phrasing is slightly confusing because 

of her very specific context.  She is speaking of the rules of rhetoric, but both internal and 

external to the poem.  She is claiming not that clerks cannot fall in love, but it would have 

57 He suggests that for Gerson, “semble par ses paroles qu’estre clerc, philozophe, ou theologien et fol  
amoureux ne se sueffrent pas ensemble, ains sont incompatibles.  Hélas! Il en va bien autrement . . . Brief,  
on y amenoit plus de mil exemples de gens qui furent clers et folz amoreux, car il s’antresueffrent auxi bien  
ensemble qu’estre clerc et chevalereux, come furent Pompee, Julius Cesar, Cipion, Tulle et autres .  Mais je 
croy pour ce que cil qui celle plaidoierie a compilee est clerc, philozophes et theologien, sans estre fol  
amoreux, qu’i cuide qu’ausy soit il des autres.  Et n’est il pas possible que il meismes, ou tamps a venire,  
soit fol amoreux ? Par Dieu si est ! Si n’en seroit il ja moins clerc, au moins au commansement de la fole  
amour” (It seems by her [Lady Eloquence’s] words that to be a clerk, philosopher or theologian and a 
foolish lover cannot suffer to be one, are incompatible.  Alas!  It is in fact much otherwise . . . Briefly, one 
finds more than a thousand examples of people who are both clerks and foolish lovers, because they suffer 
to go together as well as being a clerk and chivalrous, as were Pompey, Julius Caesar, Scipio, Tully, and 
others.  But I believe that he who compiled this complaint, because he is a clerk, philosopher, and 
theologian, without being a foolish lover, thinks that other are like himself.  But is it not possible that he as 
well, some time in the future, might be a foolish lover? By God it is! And he would not be any less a clerk, 
at least at the beginning of the foolish love; 97.292-307).  
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been rhetorically more appropriate for Raison to discuss the topic of love with a clerk 

because (as a personification) he would have the subtle judgment appropriate (decorous, 

conveniens, propre) to the literary experience to protect him from passion.  By speaking 

these things to the Foolish Lover, Jean de Meun leaves the reader, not furnished with the 

appropriate judgment of what is appropriate but open to the effects of passion.  Col has 

avoided the external relation as much as possible, because he would have to reveal that 

the excitement of passion is part of the work’s entente, something he has already denied.58 

It is the relationship of the poet to the res publica that Col avoids in his invocation of 

poetic license.59  Christine refuses to divorce the forms of experience internal to the text 

from those external; she complains that “tu dire que en la fin de son livre il ne nomme  

mie les deshonnestetés qui y sont par leurs propres noms ! Et voirement ne fait ! Et que  

vault cela ? Il les nomme par mos poetiques entendables six fois plus atisans et plus  

penetratis et plus delicteus a seulx qui y sont enclins que se il les nommast par leurs  

propres nons” (you might say that in the end of his book he [Jean de Meun] never names 

dishonest things by their proper names!  And truly he does not!  And what comes of this? 

He names them through words of poetic meaning six times more stimulating, penetrating, 

and lascivious to anyone who is so inclined than if he had named them by their proper 

names; 125.343-8).  Essentially, Christine is arguing that Col’s reading practice is 

sophistic: he uses the categories of experience to make intelligible the internal logic of 

the poem, but moves to categories of logical truth when relating that logic to the reader 

and his social relations; he makes the logic of the poem unfalsifiable.60 Christine points 
58 Col agrees with Gerson that “parler diversement pour le plaisir c’on y auroit trop, ce seroit mal fait” (to 
speak overmuch just for the sake of pleasure, that would be evil; 96.246-7).  
59 Once again, City of God II.11-14 is the locus christianus for this relationship, and Cicero’s De officiis is 
the locus classicus.  Cf. “Introduction.”
60 While Richard Firth Green primarily discusses truth in its English rather than French context, one can 
hopefully see how Col has used the expansion of the valences of truth in order to make equivalent legal and 
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out this very problem: “Tu dis trop bien, mais que il l’entende a ta guise” (You are quite 

right, as long as he [the reader] understands it as you devise; 126.351-2).  She compares 

this kind of reading to alchemy, where the (intentional) obscurity of the books produces 

such a diversity of readings that they are completely incommensurate, and therefore any 

attempt to disprove will ultimately fall back upon opinion regarding correct reading.  It  

also produces the same sort of false confidence from minor successes: “Et quant nous  

avons fait et fait, tout ne vault reins ; car la matiere en est tres deshonneste, ainssy come  

aucuns arguemistes qui cuident fere de fiens or” (And when we have done it again and 

again, it is all nothing; because the matter is wholly shameful, just as for those alchemists 

who think they are making gold from dung; 126.364-6).  Christine links the problems of 

experience to the will: “Tu respons a dame Eloquance et a moy que maistre Jehan de  

Meung en son livre introduisy personnages, et fait chascun parler selonc ce que luy  

appartient.  Et vraiement je te confesse bien que selonc le gieu que on vuelt jouer il  

convient instrumens propres, mais la voulanté dou joueur les appreste telz come il luy  

fault” (You respond to Dame Eloquence and to me that master Jean de Meun in his book 

introduces personae, and makes each speak appropriately.  And truly I confess to you that 

for the game one wishes to play, there are appropriate instruments, but the will of the 

player prepares them just as he wants them; 132.552-7).  Christine entirely 

instrumentalizes the personae, asserting their decorum, convenence and proprieté to the 

author and his will; this resituates Jean de Meun as an actor, and therefore responsible 

before the law, even for his personae.61  

intellectual forms of truth, without recognizing their appropriate places, and certainly obfuscating their 
relation to theological truth.  The English legal system was struggling with the same sort of problems, 
especially in the changing face of testimony in the courts; cf. R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, esp. 154-65.
61 Gerson suggests this by using the example of a persona speaking treason; however, Christine is able to 
fully develop the terms of the debate on a par with Col.
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Jean de Meun’s compilation of the Roman de la Rose is a “mirror” as Jean de Montreuil 

argues, a reproduction of experience, in which the end is the “continuationem speciei  

humane” (the continuation of human kind; 154.46).   As an end, one immediately thinks 

of Aristotle’s practical syllogism, and the problem of will in medieval discussions of it: is 

the end the active choice of procreation, or the judgment for procreation?  The intelligent 

reader of the Rose will recognize the extent of confusion possible in such an ambiguity; 

the paradise of Genius is not the paradise of heaven, but only the promise of a facsimile, 

and the activity itself is limited in its extension (that is, after consummation it ends, a  

dream only).  Nonetheless, Jean de Meun is certainly not writing it simply to impress 

upon his reader the spiritual limitations of libidinous activity; it is a pleasure-text (it is  

about active choice).  By presenting itself as a dream, it seems to have license for the 

pleasure it provides.62  Gower does not make the Confessio a dream-vision, for he, like 

Christine, recognizes the danger of this license to the commonwealth.  At times, certainly, 

it seems to be a dream, but the reader is never given the freedom to fully indulge, to stand 

free from all science, especially the practical (prudential) sciences of ethics and politics. 

The reader experiences the pleasure in Gower with that science, that is, in conscience. 

The voirsemblable is the situation in which the conscience can be properly exercised, 

where will not only requires the exercise of reason, but of a reason informed by wisdom 

in order to judge the appearance of things.  While Jean (re)produces the experience of the 

lover, and describes the state of the aroused, Gower (re)produces the impaired moral 

experience of the lover; he examines the incontinent conscience.  

62 This is, the sexual pleasure one experiences in a dream is not sinful; cf. ST II-II.Q.154.5, and its authority, 
Augustine, Gen. ad lit. xii.15.   
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Gower’s Conscience

The ecclesiastical institution is the guardian of conscience; it provides the texts,  

education and practices (especially preaching and confession) that make election 

possible, either by knowledge or divine command or understanding of right reason. At the 

end of Piers Plowman, when Conscience leaves the Church to wander in search of Piers, 

the abandonment of the institution is a catastrophe.63  It is also dependent upon a failure 

specifically in the sacrament of confession: the Franciscans who destroy the Church do so 

in their office as confessors.64  Confession served as an institutional form of conscience, 

in which the learning of the Church could be brought to the individual sinning will. 

These are precisely the terms in which Gower himself understands confession.  In the 

Mirour de l’Omme, Gower discusses confession in reference to Science, a sub-division of 

Prouesce (Prowess), which opposes Negligence, a subdivision of Sloth.  While the first 

part of the description of Necligence is (ironically) missing from the manuscript, the 

central element of comparison, Ignorance, is fully present.  Gower definitely understands 

confession in its intellectual, institutional context; and this the very issue that becomes a 

problem with Genius.  The negligent man according to Gower has the vice of Ignorance 

as a friend (itself a personification), and that vice of the intellect is central to the 

corruption of the will: “Ly sage en porte tesmoignance/ Qe ly malvois n’ad conaiscance/  

Du sapience aucunement” (The wise man bears witness that the evil-willed man does not 

63 It is Conscience, “þat kepar was and gyour/ Ouer kynde cristene and cardinale vertues” that invites the 
faithful in “Vnite holi churche” (C. XXII. 72-5); Conscience depends upon “Clergie” (that is, learning) in 
order to avoid destruction by the “imparfit prestes and prelates of holy churche” (C. XXII, 228-9).  It is 
specifically the friars, with their penitential practice built upon (at least in Langland’s opinion) an extreme 
form of voluntarism, that finally destroys conscience (C. XXII, 380ff; for the extreme Franciscan notions of 
synderesis and velleitas as described by Langland, cf. C. X, 33ff.).  
64 Cf. C. XXII, 310ff., and the note above.  
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have any knowledge of wisdom; MO, 6076-8).  It is also of specific institutional concern. 

Gower discusses Numbers 15:29-30, and the punishment of those that sin by ignorance: 

“Deius commanda du maintenant/ Q’om l’osteroit, siq’en avant/ Ne fuist du people dieu  

voisin” (by God’s command immediately he was cast out, no more was he a neighbor of 

the people of God; MO, 6088-90).  Ignorance is a violation of the law, and a loss of a 

very real community.

Gower’s corresponding discussion of Science posits confession as an intellectual practice 

that edifies the institution.  Science is “de l’alme droit Prior” who guards the 

“intelligence/ Et le voloir” in the cloistre de sa Conscience” (MO, 14594, 14596-7, 

14595).  The applicability of Science to both the intellect and the will is borne out by 

Gower’s description of that science: “Science que depar dien vient/ Mesure en sa science  

tient” (Science that comes from God teaches moderation in its science”; MO, 14917-8). 

While it is clearly an intellectual force for the maintenance of a good will, it is an 

advisory power; the Prior records and remembers, but cannot compel.  Gower derives the 

practice of confession from this virtue in terms of counsel and obedience: “ly sage 

homme en governance/ Ainz q’il deschiere en ignorance/ Quant a ce point, molt  

sagement/ Consail demande et sa vuillance/ Reconte et met en l’ordinance/ Du prestre  

par confessement” (the man wise in governance, before he falls into ignorance asks 

counsel, and recounts his desire and takes up the ordinance of the priest through 

confession; MO, 14803-8).  Science, here seemingly primarily understood in the strict 

Aristotelian sense, causes practical deliberation to be made cum ratione; it is the prudent 

man, “ly sage homme en governance” that makes use of the institution and its 
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confessional practice, especially the counsel of the priest.

The Priesthood of Genius

What kind of a persona is Genius?  Is Genius a prudent advisor of Amans, seeking to 

remove the screen of Amans’ own persona and reveal the real agent, “John Gower”, or is 

he too a screen?  After all, both Amans and Genius are derived from the Rose, and both 

seem, in one way or another, to stand between the reader and Gower-as-author.  An oft-

cited statement of Genius, used much in reference to his dual identity as priest of God 

and priest of Venus is the following:

. . . it is noght my comun us

To speke of vices and vertus,

Bot al of love and of his lore,

For Venus bokes of no more

Me techen nowther text ne glose.

But for als moche as I suppose 

It sit a prest to be welt hewed,

And schame it is if he be lewed

Of my presthode after the forme

I wol thi schrifte so enforme

That ate leste though schalt hiere

The vices, and to thi matiere

Of love I schal hem so remene

That thou shalt knowe what thei mene. (I.267-80)

This section is the ground for much of the 20th century commentary and discussion of the 

role of Genius and the nature of his priesthood; a critic’s position on Genius often serves 

as synecdoche for his or her interpretation of the Confessio as a whole.  A survey of the 

different critical voices represented in Peter Nicholson’s Annotated Index to the  

Commentary on Gower’s Confessio Amantis reveals two basic approaches: 1) a Genius 
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defined by the conflict between his (Christian) priesthood and attachment to Venus, and 

2) a Genius defined by his integration of Christian and amatory moral advice.65 The 

“unintegrated” or “conflicted” Genius camp can be said to include Macaulay, E.C. 

Knowlton and Emil Wolff, who suggest, with a considerably different degrees of 

denigration, the failure of Gower as poet to produce an integrated artistic project.66  Later 

C.S. Lewis in The Allegory of Love and Fisher, in his Gower biography, argue for 

Gower’s skill as a poet, and strategy in the inconsistency of Genius.67 In the mid-1960’s, 

when Fisher’s biography had simulated critical writing on Gower, Lewis’ claim that 

Gower’s intentionally inconsistent Genius is central to the morality and artistic value of 

the poem produces the two competing critical camps. Lewis regards Genius as both a 

“universal god of generation” and a “tutelary spirit”, and scholarship in the 1960’s and 

1970’s was mostly concerned with clarifying the relationship.  In 1966, J.A.W. Bennett 

identified Genius with moral Gower, Derek Pearsall compared Genius to Conscience, 

Donald Schueler calls Genius a “wise pedant”, and Edwart Weber argues that Genius 

integrates Venus into Christian morality.68  Over the next decade and a half, the terms of 

the debate remained fairly consistent, though were complicated by further research into 

the history of Genius in preceding literature and the difficulties of analyzing the 

Confessio as a whole (even Bennett, Pearsall, Schueler and Weber slightly modify their 

65 Cf. Peter Nicholson, An Annotated Index to the Commentary on Gower’s Confessio Amantis, 
(Binghamton, NY: SUNY – Binghamton Press, Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1989), 97-
104. 
66 G.C. Macaulay, "John Gower", 172; E.C. Knowlton, “The Allegorical Figure Genius”, Classical  
Philology 15 (1920), 380-4, and “Genius as an Allegorical Figure”, Modern Language Notes 39 (1924), 89-
95; Emil Wolff, “England und die Antike”, Grundformen der Englischen Geistesgeschichte, Paul Meissner, 
ed. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1941), 1-94, 55-7.
67 Lewis, Allegory of Love, 219-21, and Fisher, 162.  
68 J.A.W. Bennett, “Gower’s ‘Honeste Love”, Derek Pearsall, “Gower’s Narrative Art”, PMLA 81 (1966) 
475-84, Donald Schueler, “Some Comments on the Structure of John Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, 
Explorations of Literature, Rima Drell Reck, ed. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1966), 
15-24, Edwart Weber, John Gower: Zur literarischen Form seiner Dichtung (Hamburg: Bod Homburg, 
1966).  
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positions).69  Reconciling Genius’ connection to sexual generation, especially in light of 

his role in the Roman de la Rose, to his role as Lewis’ “tutelary spirit” of moral 

(Christian) Gower was a major task of the critics of the 1970’s and 80’s.  While some 

critics rejected this approach outright,70 most critics looked to maintain a Christian 

orthodoxy for Genius.71  After the publication of Judson Boyce Allen’s Ethical Poetic and 

Alastair Minnis’ Medieval Theory of Authorship, the terms of the debate moved in the 

direction of exegetical coherence, already discussed at the beginning of Chapter 2.  I do 

not intend here to produce a new reading of Genius, partially out of humility in the face 

of the criticism that has come before me, and because such a new reading would distract 

from my central point: the extensive and over-determined persona of Genius directs the 

reader away from producing an interpretation of Genius (as Gower’s over-determined 

Nature pulls the reader away from forming an interpretation of Nature), in order to 

experience how particular artistic productions of Genius are subject to affect once they 

are brought into dialogue.  Gower, like Christine de Pizan, does not locate the object of 

the reader in the personae, but in the relations, in the experience of the voirsemblable. 

Genius tells the stories of the Confessio Amantis as part of his role as the priest of Venus, 

69 For the history of Genius, cf. George D. Economou, “The Character Genius in Alan de Lille, Jean de 
Meun, and John Gower”, Chaucer Review 4 (1970), 203-10, Jean Chance Nitzsche, The Genius Figure in  
Antiquity and the Middle Ages (New York: Columbia University Press, 1975), and Denise Baker, “The 
Priesthood of Genius: A Study of the Medieval Tradition”, Speculum 51 (1976), 277-91.  The first book-
length study of the Confessio, Patrick Gallacher’s Love, the Word and Mercury came out in the midst of this 
work, and was followed three years later by Russell Peck’s Kingship & Common Profit.
70 Paul M. Clogan, “From Complaint to Satire: The Art of the Confessio Amantis”, Thomas J. Hatton, “The 
Role of Venus and Genius in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis: A Reconsideration”, Greyfriar 16 (1975), 
29-40.  Also, cf. Anne Middleton, “The Idea of Public Poetry in the Reign of Richard II.”  
71 Gallacher, Love, the Word and Mercury, Baker, “The Priesthood of Genius”, Peck, Kingship and 
Common Profit, Paul Strohm, “Form and Social Statement in the Confessio Amantis and The Canterbury 
Tales”, Studies in the Age of Chaucer 1 (1979) 17-40, Minnis, “John Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and 
Politics”, Piero Boitano, English Medieval Narrative in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, Joan 
Krakover Hall, trans. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1982), 117-8, R.F. Yeager, “John Gower and the 
Exemplum Form: Tale Models in the Confessio Amantis”, Mediaevalia 8 (1982), 307-35.  
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and his goal is “The vices for to telle arewe,/ But next above alle other schewe/ Of 

love . . . the propretes” (I.255-7).  However, Genius acknowledges the problem of his 

clerical limitations.  He is a priest, “touchende of love” (I.236) and claims that “I with 

love am al withholde” (I.262).  Genius’ ability to advise is limited to the prudentia of 

love, that is, “Venus bokes”, and since the very purpose of confession, according to 

Gower, is to combat ignorance, Genius’ lack of knowledge (and specific field of 

knowledge) is a central interpretative concern.  When Venus refers to Genius as “myn 

own clerk” (I.196), she is not merely referring to him as her confessor or priest, but as her 

scholar, as Chaucer refers to Ovid and as Deguilleville refers to Jean de Meun.72  Gower’s 

naming of Genius as Venus’ clerk expresses a formal issue, as Genius himself claims (I. 

275-6); the Lover’s engagement with the “matiere” of love and the vices and virtues 

happens through the form of the poetic tradition of Jean de Meun, that is, experience.  

In the second set of Latin verses in Book I, Gower articulates the purpose of his writing 

specifically in terms of experience:

Non ego Sampsonis vires, non Herculis arma

Vinco, sum sed vt hii victus amore pari.

Vt discant alii, docet experiencia facti,

Rebus in ambiguis que sit habenda via.

Deuiius ordo ducis temptata pericula sequentem

Instruit a tergo, ne simul ille cadat.

Me quibus ergo Venus, casus, laqueauit amantem,

Orbis in exemplum scribere tendo palam.

(Certainly I do not outdo the strength of Sampson, not the arms of Hercules, but I am undone by a 

love equal to these.  So that others might learn, experience of deeds teaches which way must be 

taken in ambiguous things.  The twisting way of the leader through dangers tested instructs the one 

72 Cf. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1487, and Guillaume de Deguillville, Pélerinage du Vie Humaine, 
Bibliothéque Nationale MS 12466, fol. 52, cited in Hill, The Medieval Debate, 27, n. 18.  
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following behind, lest the same one should fall.  Therefore, those things though which Venus 

ensnared me, a lover, I intend to write openly, as an example for the world; I.ii. 1-8).

As Echard and Fanger note, Sampson and Hercules are common exempla of men undone 

by the love of women.73  Gower’s (narrator’s) claim, that though he cannot equal these 

men in their masculine power he can equal them in terms of being overpowered by love, 

makes the “matiere” of his experience of equal merit for teaching.  And this is exactly 

what he wishes to do: he writes his own experiencia for those that follow behind him, in  

exempla. This is reminiscent, in a somewhat perverse way, of the initial claim of the 

Confessio, that “[i]n oure tyme among ous hiere/ Do wryte of newe som matiere,/ 

Essampled of these olde wise” for “tyme comende after this” (Pr. 5-7, 11).  And it is this 

“matiere” of love that he immediately begins to tell after these Latin verses (I. 93-5).  It is  

also the qualification that Amans perceives in Genius; he will confess to him because he 

perceives that Genius “hast experience/ Of love” (I. 217-8).  The very category of 

experience is not a simple category of knowledge, and certainly not what is called for in a 

confessor, at least according to Gower’s Aristotelian position in the Mirour.  This 

“experience” is exactly that for which Col argues, and which Christine de Pizan denies. 

The experience of Genius is his scholarly knowledge of Venus’ books, the very practical 

knowledge that Col believes a clerk like Gerson does not have, and means his exclusion 

from speaking of love.  However, Gower’s formal transformation of this experience into 

exempla brings the text into the kind of experience about which Christine de Pizan 

argues: the experience of the reader, the one “sequentem . . . a tergo”, who is capable of 

being corrupted or influenced by such experience transmuted into a new form (as 

Christine’s alchemical metaphor suggests).  The “information” of Amans by Genius is not 

73 Siân Echard and Claire Fanger, The Latin Verse of the Confessio Amantis: An Annotated Translation 
(East Lansing, MI: Colleagues Press, 1991), 16.  
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therefore really an issue of either his role as “god of generation” or “tutelary spirit”, 

because, as numerous scholars have confirmed, he is both.  Genius has experience in the 

“matiere” of love, but presents that experience in the “forme” of a confession (for he 

says, “Of my presthode after the forme/ I wol thi schrifte so enforme” (I. 275-6)).  In that 

new “forme”, already suggested by Jean de Meun through his Genius’ promise of “bien 

confés”, the reader is made particularly aware of the corruption made possible, as 

Christine de Pizan puts it, “par mos poetiques entendables six fois plus atisans et plus  

penetratis et plus delicteus a seulx qui y sont enclins que se il les nommast par leurs  

propres nons.”  The “matiere” of love is able to be most potent through the very indirect 

forms that poetry allows, especially, in Gower’s work, the form of exemplification. 

There is no doubt, as Larry Scanlon argues, an anti-clerical edge to Gower’s use of 

Genius as confessor/priest;74 but primarily, I argue, Gower is using the confessional 

dialogue of Genius and Amans to make the reader consider the “matiere” of love in terms 

of its “forme” as prudence: the reader, despite the fact that he experiences factio is 

nonetheless still involved in actio.  

The Form and Matter of Genius: Against an Ideal Narrator

James Simpson has discussed the relationship of “forme” and “matiere” operating 

throughout the Confessio with an eye towards Aristotelian philosophy in his book, 

Sciences and the Self in Medieval Poetry: Alan of Lille’s Anticlaudianus and John 

Gower’s Confessio amantis, and produced a similar argument in his section on Gower in 

his Reform and Cultural Revolution.75  Simpson, drawing on Confessio VII.209-18, 

74 Scanlon, Narrative, Authority, and Power, 248-67.
75 Simpson, Reform and Cultural Revolution, 131-143.
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discusses the informing action of Genius in terms of the divine forming of matter.  There, 

God is compared to an artist, whose forming of matter “[brings] elements to their 

fullness, or perfection.”76  Genius’ act of forming, he claims, is similarly artistic; “The 

role of the shaper, or informer, is shared by Genius, since he informs stories to bring them 

to an ideal, proper form.” It is also pedagogical, and “brings the soul, through self-

knowledge, to that proper, ideal form.”77  “Ideal” is a term that I hope to bring up again 

and again as a problem in analyzing Gower.78  Here, Simpson is using the ideal in order to 

emphasize the factor or artist, rather than the actor.  While Genius (as before him Dipsas, 

la Vieille, etc.) engages in a version of pedagogy, it is a parody of the institutional forms 

of prudentia.  The core of Simpson’s argument removes the form and the matter of the 

Confessio from particular institutional settings and places it into a human, psychological 

setting (arguing that it is a “humanist psychological allegory”79).  This interpretative 

move, I argue, imports the forms of humanism and its “self” into a discourse that is 

already formally ordered by institutional concerns drawn principally from Gower’s 

reading of de Meun, and similarly places a humanist Platonism of the “ideal” into a 

medieval, Aristotelian environment.  Confession to the priest Genius, as Jean de Meun’s 

text implies, is a mode of substitution: the institutional forms that create conscience are 

hijacked in order to license incontinence, the form of their appearance remaining the 

same, but the end being ignorance rather than science.  By positing a “humanist self” 

already ontologically removed from institutions (that is, the Christian commonwealth and 

76 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, 3.
77 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, 5.
78 I have already discussed this problem in Wetherbee’s criticism; I find it a consistent element of critical 
approaches that see Gower primarily as teaching Christian doctrine, as presenting “an encyclopedia of 
current prejudices and ideals” (Janet Coleman, Medieval Reader and Writers: Literature and Society, 1350-
1400 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1981), 129; Wetherbee agrees, “John Gower,” 589).
79 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, 135.
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the Church which, for better or for worse, is part of its institutional reality), Simpson 

renders this substitution invisible.  While he notes that, especially considering Gower’s 

other mention of Genius as a confessor, in Vox Clamantis IV, a reader might be “wary of 

any moral advice offered by Genius,” he seems to suggest such “ironic instabilities” left 

open by the literary heritage are not necessary conclusions, and proceeds to argue for a 

coherent psychological allegory without addressing the interpretative gaps.80  However, 

the very text from the Vox that he references articulates the kind of substitution, and its 

devastating moral results (to both man and commonwealth) implied by de Meun and 

criticized by Christine de Pizan.  In the Confessio, the reader must experience these moral 

results in the form of the discourse; in the Vox, as in the example early in this chapter of 

the Mirour, the experience is articulated in the matter of the poetry itself.  In none of 

these forms, however, is there an “ideal” operating; such a term is essentially foreign to 

the Aristotelian forms employed to produce experience (of which a Platonist would be 

already suspicious).  The Vox, which uses the language of philosophical and theological 

discourse and eschews lengthy development of personae, still produces a Genius that is 

fundamentally textual rather than psychological, and oriented to the practicalities of  

institutions rather than the ideals of theory or doctrine.  The Genius of the Vox Clamantis 

IV serves as a model for Gower’s further development of his persona in the Confessio 

Amantis.

The section of Vox Clamantis IV deals with continence directly, and specifically the 

continence of nuns.  Arguing that erring nuns are less culpable than monks due to the 

frailty of their sex, he suggests a corresponding textual problem:

80 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, 153-5.
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Et que scripta sciunt, magis omnibus hee laicali

Ex indiscreto crimine sepe cadunt.

Simpliciter textum dum sepe legunt, neque glosam

Concernunt, vt agant scripta licere putant:

Leccio scripture docet illas cuncta probare,

Sic, quia cuncta legunt, cuncta probare volunt.

Crescere nature sunt iura que multiplicare,

Que deus in primo scripsit ab ore suo;

Hecque dei scripta seruare volunt, quoque iura

Nature solita reddere mente pia.

(And those who know the scriptures, more than all others, often fall on account of an indiscreet crime of the 

laity.  They often read the text simply, and are not concerned with the gloss, so that they think that the 

scripture permits them to act as they do; the reading of scripture teaches to [ap]prove all things, thus, 

because they read all things, they wish to [ap]prove all things.  The laws of nature are to increase and 

multiply, which God in the beginning wrote from his own mouth; and these scriptures of God they wish to 

obey, and also the accustomed laws of Nature they wish to administer with a pious mind; VC IV.563-574).

As Eric Stockton points out, the women’s reading error is exactly the same as that pointed 

out by Conscience to Lady Meed in Piers Plowman B. III 333-9; a reading that lacks the 

context and clarity of instruction that a gloss would provide.81  Here we see the union of 

the scholastic and purely sexual meaning of incontinentia.  The sexual incontinence of 

the nuns derives from their intellectual incontinence, their allowance of their wills to lead 

their reason.  They read Romans 15:4 (Quæcumque enim scripta sunt, ad nostram 

doctrinam scripta sunt; For what things soever were written were written for our 

learning) and 1 Thess. 5:21 (Omnia autem probate; prove all things) without 

understanding how these Biblical directives order the action of reading.  The pun on 

probare as both “to test” and “to approve” is one Gower will use later in the Confessio.82 

81 The major Latin works of John Gower: The voice of one crying, and The tripartite chronicle. An  
annotated translation into English with an introductory essay on the author's non-English works, by Eric 
W. Stockton (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1962), 421.  The propriety of Conscience pointing 
out this error on the authority of the ruler of the Christian commonwealth suggests the commonality of this 
problem for Gower’s milieu.  
82 Cf. CA IV.vi. 1-2.  
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Though God writes down the Law of Nature ab ore suo into the book of Genesis, the 

authority of Nature’s words depend upon their inclusion in Divine Law.  This is their 

laicali . . . crimine; they understand procreation according to the ends of the flesh, not 

according to the ends of the soul.  Gower ironically reproduces their self-deception, as 

they sin with mente pia, and his repetition of the verb volo emphasizes the will’s 

domination.  This is an error of the reader, exactly the kind of error that Col and his 

fellow defenders of the Rose propose against Christine’s and Gerson’s attacks on the text. 

Certainly here Gower is not attacking the text of the Bible, and even goes so far as to 

specify that the command to sexually reproduce is of the highest authority.  He instead 

introduces Venus and Genius to specify the failure of institutional forms of conscience, 

established to protect the nuns against incontinence through the verbal discourses of 

preaching and confession, but instead stimulating and helping to excuse it: 

Scribitur, hec grana que non capiet bona terra,

Nil sibi fructificant, set peritura iacent:

Que tamen et qualis sit terra patet monialis,

Est ibi nam decies multiplicata Ceres:

Et quia sic teneres subeunt pondus mulieres,

Ocia quandoque de racione petunt.

Accidit in Veneris quod sumunt ergo diebus

Carnes pro stomachi debilitate sui:

Nam Venus ingenuis Genio comittit alumpnis

Fercula quod nimphis preparet ipse sui.

Set gula sepe grauat nimiumque replete tumescit,

Dum dolet oppressa de grauitate cibi.

Est nimis offa grauis, ventrem que tincta veneno

Toxicat, et dubium mortis inesse dabit;

Esca set occulto que sumitur, est vbi nulla

Lux, nocet et morbos sepe dat esse graues.

(It is written that the seeds which good earth will not receive do not bear any fruit at all, but lie dying.  And 

yet a nun should be the kind of earth which lies in readiness, for there the seeds are multiplied tenfold.  And 
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since frail women sustain such a heavy burden, sometimes they rightly seek rest and quiet.  Therefore it 

happens on Venus’ days they eat meat because of their weak stomach.  For to Genius, Venus entrusts her 

worthy foster daughters the pork dishes which he should prepare for his own nymphs.  But when sated, 

their maw grows often grows too heavy and swells up because it is in pain, troubled by the weight of the 

food.  The swelling is too burdensome, and being tainted with poison, it is toxic to the stomach, and will 

bring on a fear of death.  On the other hand, the food which is eaten secretly in the dark is injurious, and 

often causes heavy illnesses; VC IV.579-594).83  

I give Stockton’s translation to illustrate how easy it is to miss the complicated Latin 

punning that drives this passage.  Gower uses paranomasia to produce a sensual and 

sexual reading of the parable of the sower and the seed (Luke 8:5-15). Instead of the seed 

being the gospel, and the good earth being the righteous, Gower suggests that the nuns 

are the good earth, and the seed semen, which will cause them to multiply.  When women 

are pregnant (that is, holding a burden), then rightly they should seek rest; and it is 

allowable for them to make Fridays into “days of Venus” by eating meat (as pregnant 

women were allowed during times of abstinence).84  Gower creates a parallel between 

Genius’ nymphs (lay women, Genius’ nymphs on account of their active participation in 

procreation) and Venus’ adopted daughters (the nuns, engaging in illicit sexual love, and 

therefore adopted daughters of Venus); the meat properly for the nymphs is given to the 

adopted daughters, the meat also functioning as a metaphor for sexual intercourse.  For, 

after their eating of the meat, that which ate it (the gula, the gullet, with associations of 

83 Stockton’s translation, 179.
84 John Mirk notes that “woymen with child” are given a dispensation; Mirk’s Festial: A Collection of  
Homilies by Johannes Mirkus, Theodore Erbe, ed. (London: Trübner & Co. for EETS, 1905), 82.  Cf. C.M. 
Woolgar, “Group Diets in Late Medieval England”, in Food in Medieval England, C.M. Woolgar, D. 
Serjeantson, and T. Waldron, eds. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006),192.  For fasting as a “crucial 
component of the reputation of religious women” in the late Middle Ages, cf. Caroline Walker Bynum, 
Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1987), 76, referring to André Vauchez, La Sainteté en Occident aux derniers siècles du  
moyen âge d’aprés les procés de canonisation et les documents hagiographiques, Bibliothèque des études 
françaises d’Athènes et de Rome 241 (Rome: Ecole Française de Rome, 1981), 224-6, 347-8, 405-6, 450-1. 
Bynum makes the wider point that fasting is not only a particular concern of religious women during the 
late Middle Ages, but was bound up with male consideration of female weakness.
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gluttony, and as a metaphor for the vagina/womb) is heavy; that is, the nuns become 

pregnant.85  This being too heavy (that is, becoming too obvious), the nun attempts to 

poison the stomach (here it seems likely that Gower is referring to a technique of 

abortion).  Such secret “eating” causes heavy illnesses.  In the marginalia is written, Nota 

quos Genius secundum poetas Sacerdos Dee Veneris nuncupatus est (Note that according 

to the poets, Genius is called the priest of Venus).86 This is a reference to the Roman de la  

Rose, and prepares the reader for Genius’ institutional role in the sensual, feminine 

interpretation of texts.

Genius and Venus are not merely goads to incontinence, features of their individual flesh 

or representations of universal temptation; their verbal presence takes over the 

institutional forms that would work against the flesh.  In the next few lines of the Vox, 

Genius becomes a confessor:

Quas Venus et Genius cellas modo rite gubernant,

Carnis non claustri iura tenere docent:

Conuentus custos Genius confessor et extat,

Et quandoque locum presulis ipse tenet:

Sub specie iuris in claustro visitat ipsas,

Quas veniens thalamis, iure negante, regit.

Sit licet in capa furrata, dum docet ipse,

Nuda tamen valde iura ministrat eis:

Iudicio Genii pro culpis sunt lapidate,

Set neque mortalis aggrauat ictus eas. 

(Venus and Genius steer the cells of the cloister in the fashion of their rite, and teach [the nuns] to 

85 The word gula has already been the focus of an ingenious Latin pun in Book IV: Fit modo curtata 
monarchorum regula prima,/ Est nam re dempta, sic manet ipsa gula (In such a way has the first rule of the 
monks been severed, for the “re” (thing, important part) is thrown out, so that all that remains is the “gula” 
(stomach); VC IV. 127-8)
86 It has been noted that this marginalia is not in the same hand as that of the main text, though it is 
contemporary.  It is enough to remark that an educated reader would not only realize, but consider it 
important enough to the meaning of the poem to note, that this Genius is Jean de Meun’s (if not also Alain 
de Lille’s).
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hold the laws of the flesh, not enclosure.  Genius the confessor exists as protector of the convent, 

and sometimes he holds the place of bishop.  Under the appearance of law he visits those in the 

cloister, coming to their bedchambers, he rules them, law having been cast aside.  Though he 

might be in a furred cap while he teaches them, nevertheless nude he strenuously administers the 

laws to them.  By the judgment of Genius they are stoned [weighed down, made pregnant] for 

their sins, but he does not grieve them with a stroke of death VC IV.595-604).

The women’s reading practices, quoted above, commit a very specific error: they ignore 

the gloss, produced by the institution to guide reading, in a sense, the conscience of the 

text.  This is, however, only a small part of the issue.  The section by and large excuses 

women, because of their weak will; its real target is the action of Genius.87  Genius 

patently usurps institutional roles, exchanging the lex menti for the lex in membris to 

produce the women’s errant readings.88  Gower’s language communicates the form of this 

exchange, as the authority of Venus and Genius (implied by the use of gubernant) 

transforms the cells by the rite into brothels (cella meaning both the room of a cloister, 

and the room of a brothel).  In the word cella Gower literally reproduces (by 

paranomasia) the sensual reading by means of the presence of Venus and Genius.  He is 

not an element of the psyche of the nuns, but the practical result of a literary error. 

Genius takes on several roles in the next few lines, as confessor, bishop, and teacher, 

representing the corruption of these offices by carnal reading practices.  While Gower is 

certainly making an obvious allusion to male clerics in the convent being a risk to sexual 

continence, Genius’ roles as confessor, bishop and teacher are also instrumental in the 

failure of prudence.  It is to the authority of Genius that the women refer, as did the 

nobles of the Roman de la Rose.  As such, the urgings of Genius to procreate sexually 

87 While Gower no doubt shared his culture’s belief in the relative weakness of male and female will, he 
seems to be using this belief less for its misogyny than to expose (male) clerical sin, and especially the 
allowance of continued incontinence.  The passage also requires little manipulation to render it an allegory 
of the (feminine) will and (male) intellect in general, in the spirit of Augustine’s interpretation of Adam and 
Eve in Augustine’s Confessions, XIII.xxxii (47).  
88 Cf. Rom. 7:23.  
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arrive sub specie iuri (under the form of the law) but are not such in content.  They, like 

the cellae are transformed: under their law, the virgin who fornicates is stoned, but here in 

the sense of becoming pregnant.89  Once again, Gower forces the reader to interpret in 

two ways, emphasizing the production by Genius of misreading.  The “ideal” behavior of 

either Genius or the nuns is not at issue; they cannot behave “ideally” because they must 

rely (especially as women, in Gower’s sexual universe) on the practical guidance of the 

institution.  Their own theory, linguistically corrupted by carnality, is exactly what ruins 

them.  They must behave not “ideally” but “properly.” 

Genius, taken as the spirit of procreation, is not inherently sinful, but depends 

upon a decorous relation between the form of procreation and the matter procreated. 

Returning to the first section of Vox Clamantis IV quoted above, the presence of Genius 

produces feminine sin by encouraging misreading, not only through paranomasia, but 

also through grammatical confusion. In Vox IV.569, Gower paraphrases the law of 

“nature”, “crescite et multiplicamini” (Gen. 1:28); but the subjects of this law are 

cloistered nuns, not laywomen; they are the matter.  Their form of procreation must be 

appropriate to them as subjects.  As Aquinas argues in his question on virginity, while 

natural and divine law demands that mankind procreate, it does not demand that each 

individual do so (as natural law demands that each individual eat).  Specifically, mankind 

requires an increase and multiplication of spiritual things as well, and therefore it is right 

and necessary that some abstain from sexual procreation in order to benefit mankind as a 

true Christian commonwealth.90  Gower returns again and again to the problem of 

89 The reference in l. 603 is to Deut. 22.23-4.  
90 St Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Fathers of the English Dominican Province, trans. (Allen, 
Texas: Christian Classics, 1981) II-II, Q. 152, 2, reply to objection 1 (the objection quotes Gen. 1:28 to 
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spiritual increase as generically appropriate to humankind, and humankind’s sin resulting 

from a failure of interpretation.91  This is the very sensual failure of reading that occurs in 

the misinterpretation of Luke 8.  The subject of the parable in Luke 8 is spiritual increase. 

Gower’s intentional misinterpretation interprets it physically, and fails to draw 

distinctions among different kinds of people (clergy and lay).  This produces the 

unnatural relationship to Venus and Genius, one expressed through grammatical 

confusion.  The nuns are “alumpnis” “foster-daughters” of Venus, and Venus does not 

represent simply a concept, but a whole set of real practices, the res to which the word 

“Venus” refers.92  They are involved, but should not be involved, in those practices; 

therefore they are foster daughters.  Gower goes further, producing a powerful 

association through a typical technique for him, double adjective agreement.  Gower 

makes use of a possible confusion in agreement between  “ingenuis”, “alumpnis”, and 

“nimphis.” According to word order, it would make more sense for “ingenuis” to modify 

“alumpnis”, and one could (as Stockon does) render it into English as “worthy foster 

daughters.”  However, “ingenuis” is not such a simple term; there are a number of 

possible meanings, ranging from “innate, natural” to “well-born” to “befitting a free 

person” (in terms of morals).93  In its meaning as “natural” ingenuis is strictly the 

opposite of alumpnis (“adopted”), and would seem better suited semantically to modify 

nimphis, which are already referred Genio (to Genius), the word adjacent to ingenuis and 

thus connected to it by polyptoton.  The reader is left with two possibilities: one can refer 

argue that virginity is unlawful).  
91 Most notably, Gower articulates the importance of spiritual rather than literal increase in his Traitié pour 
essampler les amantz marietz, II.1-3, which is found appended to nine copies of the Confessio.   
92 Cf. Teresa Tinkle, Medieval Venuses and Cupids: Sexuality, Hermeneutics, & English Poetry (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1996), esp. 42-77. 
93 “Ingenuus, adj.”, Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, Fascicule I: A-B (London: The 
British Academy, Oxford University Press, 1975).  
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ingenuis to alumpnis with considerable irony (for certainly the foster-daughters of Venus 

are indeed unworthy, and certainly not noble, as the entire passage suggests), or read 

ingenuis and alumpnis as opposites and refer ingenuis to nimphis in the next line, 

translating it the “natural nymphs of Genius” (those married women who by their nature 

belong to Genius, that is, procreation). Neither reading is grammatically erroneous, and 

either choice causes some confusion concerning nature and value.  Genius’ place in the 

line, and his polyptoton with ingenuis locates him at the center of the confusion of 

feminine identity and value.  The confusion of ingenuis and alumpnis is a problem 

(literally and allegorically) of the nature of things: in order to make sense of the lines, a 

reader must not only be able to parse the grammar, but understand ethically the sorts of 

relationships the grammar allows.

This is precisely what the presence of Genius makes impossible for the nuns, instead 

encouraging a sensual and finally incontinent reading practice.  Such a practice exists not 

only in spite of but through the very institutional forms and authorities designed to 

mitigate it: confession, orders of enclosure, and education; confessors, bishops, and 

scholars.  Gower’s extraordinarily dense and allusive poetry in this section does not 

simply indicate or satire this reading practice, but exposes the means by which 

institutional forms are used to facilitate it.  Those means are substitutions, false 

equivalents which seem like prudence; especially paronomasia and personification. 

These are parts of the poetic art.  In Aristotelian terms, what Gower is articulating is the 

transformation of doctrina into ars, and the confusion that results from the lack of a 

prudential guide.  Genius, the very spirit of factio, production, impersonates the prudens, 
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the confessor, the bishop, and the scholar upon whom especially the weak of will rely for 

spiritual direction.  Reading Gower’s Vox Clamantis, which is rife with verbal art, 

educates the reader less by precept than by experience.  After all, the clerics he harangues 

do not lack for regulae; they have just substituted them with gulae, allowing themselves 

and their charges to read sensually while keeping the form of religion.

Genius’ place as the primary teller of tales in the Confessio Amantis prepares the reader to 

properly interpret.  Genius speaks “plainly” and Gower’s ability at controlling poetic 

language at the level of the word is reserved mainly for the Latin verse between Genius’ 

extended narratives, which sometimes reflects Genius’ positions, and sometimes does 

not.  While maintaining the reader’s careful attention at the level of the word, Gower 

expects the reader to extend their understanding of convenientia to the relations of 

narratives, tellers and audience.  The specific order of the tales makes little difference, 

and in fact, it is perfectly legitimate as a reading practice to read as carefully as Col 

recommends, or skip over tales of little interest, as Christine does.  The reader 

experiences each of the tales doubly, as a foolish lover and as the wise man, according to 

the order of Genius and old man Gower, respectively.  The tales have little or nothing to 

do with Amans’ “progression” (for which there is no evidence at all throughout the text) 

and the text is not coherent in terms of a single, psychological experience of a character, 

but the experience of the reader.
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Chapter 4: Gowerian Pity and Piety

The voirsemblable, or “true-seeming”, Christine de Pizan’s attempt to devise a genre for 

the Roman de la Rose, is central to my argument concerning how we are supposed to read 

Gower’s narratives in the Confessio Amantis.  The defenders and attackers of the Rose 

tangled over what constituted a decorous relationship between truth and its imitation.  Col 

suggests that once one has recognized an imitation of truth, one knows that it is not truth 

but fiction.  Because truth and fiction are opposites, there is no need for (nor can there be) 

any decorous relationship to truth at all, but only decorum internal to the fiction itself.  

Christine’s term, voirsemblable, illustrates the problem of seeming; appearing to be truth 

producing a passionate response even when the mind is aware of fictionality.  Because 

fiction can move the passions, and not just the mind, there must be more than the 

opposition between truth and fiction, that is, a decorous relationship between the truth and 

the fiction imitating it. While Col and his fellow defenders argue exclusively for a poetic 

decorum, Christine requires that poetic decorum also be properly ordered to Christian 

doctrine, and argues that poetic decorum divorced from Christian doctrine can produce 

passionate, sinful response on the part of the reader. I will argue that Gower develops Jean 

de Meun’s relationship between Genius and Amans precisely to make readers aware of the 

complexity of relating truth and fiction.  Genius and Amans are defined in relationship to 

the narratives told between them and the reactions elicted by them.  The reader determines 

anew in each tale how the individual decorum of each tale is fitting to Christian doctrine. 

Gower is not encouraging a hermeneutic reading practice (for I assert that there is no 
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simple or stable definition of “Christian doctrine”, no “stable moral vision of love”1), but 

one that is constantly aware of how true-seeming narratives, through their very poetic 

decorum, appear fitting (conveniens), morally, politically, and theologically.

In this chapter, I will explain how Gower alerts readers to narratorial manipulations of 

fiction, especially ones that use formulae to excite the passions and escape intellectual 

analysis.  The primary term that I wish to use is “pity”, a word which itself requires careful 

attention.  It is a term of response, which can be synonymous with “mercy”, a Christian 

political virtue, as well as sorrow and sympathy, which can be morally and politically 

diverse in their their value.2  It is one translation of the Latin term pietas, but can also 

translate a number of other Latin terms; it is an English (and French) word with enormous 

range, one which makes it especially apt for an argument exposing poetic manipulation. As 

Andrew Galloway has thoughtfully explicated, Gower pays special attention to the 

doubleness of this term in its religio-political valence in both the Cronica tripartita and the 

Confessio Amantis.3  In the Cronica, pity is “at once a posture of justice, sorrow, and piety, 

and its affective sense is a strong feature of the narrator’s own perspective.”4  In the 

Confessio, “pité” is central to the political and moral foundations of the work, “as the 

crucial social and legal contract between the assymetrical powers of a monarchial 

system.”5  Galloway’s argument, which I find highly convincing, proposes an increase in 

1 Kurt Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 116.  This is a major point of disagreement between myself and 
Olsson, who asserts that the Confessio is primarily a conversion narrative, with both Amans and its readers as 
the object of that conversion.  Cf. the discussion of David Aers’ critique of these readings, in Chapter 2.
2 “pité”, MED, accessed May 17, 2009.
3 Andrew Galloway, “The Literature of 1388 and the Politics of Pity in Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, in 
Emily Steiner and Candance Barrington, eds. The Letter of the Law: Legal Practice and Literary Production 
in Medieval England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002), 67-104.  For the doubleness of the Latin term 
pietas in the Cronica triperta, and that text’s “theme of pietas versus impietas” cf. esp. 86-7.  
4 Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, 89. 
5 Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, 92.  
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Gower’s interest in the topic of pity over the last years of his writing career (citing the later 

additions to the section on pity in Book VII and the late date for the completion of the 

Cronica triperta), and that “Gower’s project becomes the difficult one of distinguishing 

good and bad pity when both are palpable instruments of power.”6  I wish to add to 

Galloway’s argument an additional valence of pity that is primarily poetic, and directly 

related to the style of fin amour.  In the erotic relationships between men and women, pity 

is not only the affective mode by which men (such as Aeneas and Troilus) rhetorically 

convince women to enter sexual relationships, but pity also is the emotional effect upon the 

reader when those relationships fail (usually because of a masculine political situation).7 

Therefore, pité, even in its political valence, in liable to be influenced by the discourse of 

love, and Gower is, I believe, particularly interested working through this relation. 

However, I am not arguing that the pité of fin amour is a moral target of Gower’s.  Not 

only would this have made Gower a poor (or at least dreadfully unhappy) reader of 

Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, but in Gower’s own experiment in fin amour, the 

Cinkante Balades, he imagines a political reception that includes a decorous pity.  Though 

the date of the Balades themselves is a matter of conjecture, his dedication to King Henry 

IV is obviously after 1399.  In it, pité is the origin of emotion for the king, though not the 

end: “Pité, prouesse, humblesse, honour roial/ Se sont en vous, mon liege seignour, mis/  

Du providence q’est celestial” (Pity, prowess, humility, and royal honor are all present in 

you, my liege lord, by heavenly providence; B., Dedication, 1-7).  Gower even interrupts 

his Anglo-Norman dedication to move into Latin; there he specifically links the pleasure of 
6 Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, 95.
7 Cf. Jill Mann, Feminizing Chaucer (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2002). Jill Mann considers how pity in 
both Troilus and Criseyde and The Legend of Good Women, “is not only a quality exhibited within the 
narrative, it is also the emotion it elicits from the reader” (33). This double valence of pity is further 
complicated by her assertion that “wherever the story makes its possible, Chaucer emphasizes that it is pity, 
rather than sexual attraction, that draws these women to love” (32).
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amorous pity to the development in the king of a proper attitude, especially toward tyranny 

and justice.  While Henry has deposed the tyrannous Richard (figured as Pharoah), it is 

important that he understand, “Sic qui transibit opus et pietatis adibit,/ Hunc Deus  

ascribit: quod ab hoste perire nequibit;/ Et sic finibit qui pia vota bibit” (Whoever goes 

through [this life] and approaches to the work of pity, this God will mark down, in such a 

way will he end that drinks prayers of mercy B., “O recolende”, 19-21).  Nonetheless, part 

of this is the exercise of justice: 

Pacem compone, vires moderare corone,

Legibus impone frenum sine condicione,

Firmaque sermone iura tenere mone.

Rex confirmatus, licet undique magnificatus,

Sub Cristo gratus vivas tamen inmaculatus.

(Keep peace, and moderate the powers of the crown, impose the laws without condition, and with 

firm speech warn all to hold them.  Although you are confirmed king and everywhere magnificent, 

nevertheless under Crist you must live in immaculate grace; B. “O recolende, 5-9).

  Thus, while Henry might feel the pity of (and pity for) the amorous subjects of Gower’s 

Balades, it is a part of his royal personage to develop that pity in a way decorous to his 

station.  The Latin verses serve to move amorous, passionate pity into a different (Latinate) 

discourse, and produce from it a “pious pity”, proper for a pius Rex.  It does not eliminate 

or even subsume the eroticized pity of fin amour, but reaffirms the analogical relationship 

of poetry and politics.

Galloway’s definition of “pious pity” (which contains the multiple implications of the 

Latin and English terms) as “a form of affective sympathy commuted by purgation into 

justice” does operate in the Confessio Amantis, but I want to explicate the “complex and 

dialectical process” that Galloway argues produces it.8  As in the dedication of the Balades, 

8 Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, 90.
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pity as affective sympathy does not disappear when justice appears, but the two exist 

analogically, depending on the status of the reader as either subject to or executor of 

justice.  The “grete men” reading this text encounter diverse cases of the intersection of 

erotic love and politics.  Amor arouses the passions and blinds the intellect, potentially 

rendering them, through their very pity, a subject to “amorous” justice (the Court of Cupid 

and Venus); however, the political nature of the tales constantly reaffirms these readers’ 

places as executors of justice, in themselves or through counsel.  In this dialectic, the 

Confessio Amantis exposes the power of amor and the way in which pity should properly 

operate (depending on its context).  In order to fully explain this operation of pity in 

analogy, the chapter will be in three parts: the first part deals with the tale of Florent, in 

which Florent’s amorous adventure exposes the workings of the passions; the second part 

explains how the tale of Constance provides the basis for a development of pious pity, 

which Gower shows to be easily manipulated through the various tales of Book II, 

especially in terms of the role of pity in political prudence; the third part deals with Canace 

and Machaire, in which pity for the feminine eliminates the masculine ability to devise a 

system for judging passionate response.  The first three sins, Pride, Envy, and Wrath deal 

with irascible passions, and the concupiscient is always hidden or deferred.  Only when we 

arrive at Confessio Amantis IV and the problem of sloth, must the concupiscient be 

encountered directly.  Throughout the Confessio, Gower uses the tricks of Jean de Meun 

(and other poets of fin amour)9 but is intent on teaching how they work, to educate his 

prudent audience in the dangers of pleasure and its uses.  

9 Once again, I refer to Peter Nicholson’s discussion of the potential influence of14 th century French poetry 
on Gower, in Love and Ethics, chap. 2.
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Part I: The Tale of Florent and Male Concupiscence

Interpretation and Wit

Genius tells Amans the “Tale of Florent” supposedly to teach him that “Obedience in love 

availeth/ Wher al a mannes strengthe faileth” (I.1401-2). This reason suggests a 

harmonization of a strategic approach to love (such as Ovid’s in the Ars amatoria) and an 

approach based upon amorous love as itself constituting a moral system (such as the 

judgments and rules of love in Andreas Capellanus’ De amore II).10  This harmonization 

has been a major interpretative issue for Gower criticism, and establishing the value of 

Genius’ moral authority has been central to a number of important studies.11  I argue that 

Genius’ authority cannot be separated from its object, the weakness of Amans.12  Genius’ 

statement on the virtus of obedience, whether it be strategic, moral, or a harmonization of 

the two, is directed towards an object that lacks some virtus or “mannes strengthe”, and 

seeks a way to “avail” himself of love.  The male subject of this discourse, both Amans and 

any reader who identifies with Amans, is therefore already lacking virtue, and properly 

“subjected” to amor.

In the Latin verse introducing the beginning of the confession, Gower, in the voice of 

10 Cf. C Stephen Jaeger, The Origins of Courtliness: Civilizing Trends and the Formation of Courtly Ideals 
939-1210 (Philadelphia: UPENN Press, 1985) and also his Ennobling Love: In Search of a Lost Sensibility 
(Philadelphia: UPENN Press, 1999).  For Andreas Capellanus, cf. P.G. Walsh, ed., Andreas Capellanus on 
Love (London: Duckworth, 1993).  
11 Some of the major interventions are Peter Nicholson, Love and Ethics in Gower’s Confessio Amantis; 
Diane Watt, Amoral Gower; James Simpson, Sciences and the Self in Medieval Poetry; Larry Scanlon, 
Narrative, Authority, and Power, 249ff.; Kurt Olsson, John Gower and the Structures of Conversion; Alastair 
Minnis, “’Moral Gower’ and Medieval Literary Theory”, 60ff; Denise Baker, “The Priesthood of Genius: A 
Study of the Medieval Tradition”; J.A.W. Bennett, “Gower’s ‘Honeste Love’”; C.S. Lewis, Allegory of Love:  
A Study in Medieval Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1936), 198ff.; and G.C. Macaulay’s 
commentary in The Complete Works of John Gower, vol. 2.  
12 I have discussed this more fully in Chapter 3.  
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Amans, tells the reader that while he is in a state of total weakness, near death,13 Genius 

offers him “primordia” (first principles; I.iv.5).  These first principles are:

Visus et auditus fragilis sunt ostia mentis,

Que viciosa manus claudere nulla potest.

Est ibi larga via, graditur que cordis ad antrum

Hostis, et ingrediens fossa talenta rapit.

(Sight and hearing are the gateways to the fragile mind, which the vicious hand is by no means able 

to close.  There is the wide path, by which the enemy comes to the inner part of the heart, and so 

entering seizes the buried talent; I.iv.1-4).  

The first of these principles remarks upon the particular relationship of sight and hearing to 

the mind.  Aquinas makes much the same point: “. . . ad cognitionem intellectus maxime  

deserviunt duo sensus, scilicet visus et auditus, quorum unus deservit inventioni, scilicet  

visus, alius disciplinae, scilicet auditus” (. . . to the cognition of the intellect two senses 

render the greatest service, namely, the vision and hearing, of which one renders the 

service of discovery, namely vision, and the other renders the service of learning, namely 

hearing; ST I-II.Q.79.3). The second, however, is about the heart.  Here, Gower references 

Mt. 25:14-30, the Parable of the Talents, in which a master gives three servants three 

different numbers of gold talents: five, two and one.  In the Catena Aurea, several 

authorities discuss the talents in terms of the senses; Gregory the Great for instance: 

“Quinque talentis dona quinque sensuum, idest exteriorum scientia exprimitur; duobus  

vero intellectus et operatio designantur: unius autem talenti nomine, intellectus tantum  

designatur’ (The five talents express the gift of the five senses, that is, of the knowledge of 

thing without; by the two is designated intellect and action, and by the name of the one 

talent is designated intellect only).14  The fossa talenta must be that given to the third 

13 The phrase is Dum sit in extremis vita remorsa malis (While fretful life is in the worst of evils; I.iv.6).  
14 Thomas Aquinas, Catena Aurea expositio in Mattheum 25, lectio 2, in Opera omnia. In the same lectio, 
Jerome and Origin also relates the five talents to the five senses.  
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servant (the servant who buries his talent rather than multiplying it through usury), and it 

seems likely that in this context Gower is using it to refer to the intellect.  In the parable, 

the servant buries the talent in order to keep it safe, but Gower suggests that it can 

nonetheless be stolen (rapit). That such a theft has already occurred in the case of Amans is 

suggested by Gower’s later description of Amans’ speech as “semiviua loquela” (I.iv.7), 

semivivus being the term used to describe the traveler robbed on the road to Jericho in the 

Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10).15  This stolen fossa talenta seems to signify the 

weakness of Amans and what brings him to extremity: an intellectual valuable stolen not 

from the mind, but from the heart.

Amans’ weakness therefore seems to be a factor of the relationship of his mind (the seat of 

the intellective power) to his heart (the seat of the sensitive power).16  Certainly, it does not 

seem as if Amans’ intellect is weak in itself; the Latin verse, in Amans’ voice, testifies to a 

stunningly complex command of Biblical allusions and philosophical principles.  In 

Genius’ discussion of the sins of the senses that begins the confession, Amans also displays 

a particularly adept interpretative sense.  Responding to the stories of Medusa and Ulysses, 

which Genius does not gloss, Amans produces more than adequate allegorical readings: he 

confesses to having “cast [his eyes] upon Meduse” so that “Min herte is growen into ston” 

on which his beloved “Hath such a priente of love grave” (I.551-5).  For the tale of 

15 For a prominent use of this term, specifically in reference to the Good Samaritan, cf. William Langland, 
Piers Plowman C.XIX.55
16 The location of powers in the body was by no means a settled matter during the Middle Ages.  I suggest 
that Gower, as a poet rather than a doctor, consistently uses Aristotle’s location of the sensitive power in the 
heart in order to differentiate metaphorically between the sensitive and the intellective.  Cf. Gower’s 
description of the action of love on the eye and its travel to the heart in straightforwardly Aristotelian terms 
(I.319-27).  For a full discussion of the various opinions in medieval faculty psychology, cf. E Ruth Harvey, 
The Inward Wits: Psychological Theory in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (London: Warburg Institute, 
1975).  For a description of Gower’s general lack of specific, academic scientific knowledge, cf. George G.  
Fox, The Mediaeval Sciences in the Works of John Gower (New York: Haskell House, 1966).  
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Ulysses, he says that when his hears his lady’s voice, “Mi wit with that hath lost his stiere” 

(I.560) and that when he sees her, “I am topulled in my thoght/ So that of reson leveth 

noght” (I.565-6).  However, his ability to discover the application of these tales to his 

situation only illustrates his real weakness.  Genius describes the weakened faculty as 

“Thin hertes wit, which is withinne,/ Wherof that now thi love excedeth/ Mesure, and 

many a peine bredeth” (I.540-2).  Genius initially diagnoses a problem of temperance, a 

moral meeting-place of sensual pleasure and reason.17

Gower seems to understand the “hertes wit” as a similar meeting place, an “interior sense” 

where sense-data makes contact with some form of cogitation.  Amans himself explains 

that his “wittes fyve” “be proprely the gates,/ Thurgh whiche as to the herte algates/ Comth 

alle thing unto the feire,/ Which may the mannes soule empeire” (I.296, 299-302).  It is 

therefore the faculty that deals most directly with the contingent world, the world of 

sensation.  Gower’s choice of the word “feire” for Amans to use in his description is 

telling.  Gower does not seem to approve of this term; he uses “feire” five times in the 

Confessio, always in a negative judgment of commerce, and four times as a rhyme for 

“empeire.”18  It implies a kind of value that does not challenge the contingency of the 

world, but adjusts itself to it.19  This is precisely the kind of situation in which “measure” is 

exceeded, for the contingency of the market puts the measure of value purely in terms of 

appetite.  While Genius recognizes that Amans’ weakness is located in his “hertes wit”, and 

that it is specifically concerned with measure and value, Genius’ own moral value remains 
17 Cf. ST, II-II. Q.141.  
18 With the rhyme, Pr. 454-5, I.301-2, II.3067-8, V.565-6.  He uses it again in VIII.170, in which Amans uses 
the word to describe his amorous proclivities.  
19 In the other uses of the pairing “feire/empeire” Gower specifically addresses values that should be rooted 
in divine institution but are instead adjusted to the appetites of the world, in the practice of preaching, 
simony, and marriage.   
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in question.  For instance, in his first story, the “Tale of Acteon”, Genius narrates how 

Acteon, on account of a “mislok” (I.334) which he “dere aboght” (I.381), is transformed 

into a “hert” and destroyed by his own hunting dogs (I.371).  Allegorically, Genius’ telling 

seems easy to interpret as the story of a lover who becomes so enamored of the object of 

his desire that his passions (the dogs) turn against his “hert” and destroy him.  Genius’ 

description of the place into which Acteon looks, which very much resembles a garden of 

love (I.352-60), and the oft-used pun on “hert” lend credence to this reading.  However, 

Genius names Ovid as his source even though Ovid provides a completely opposite set of 

values.  In introducing the story, Ovid writes, “at bene si quaeras, fortunae crimen in illo/  

non scelus invenies; quod enim scelus error habebat?” (but if one examines carefully, the 

guilt in this case is fortune’s, not a crime of the youth; for what crime is it to wander?).20 

While this does not make Genius’ version illegitimate, it does alert the reader to Genius’ 

role in modifying tales in order to produce a particular value, and insists that the value of 

tales are contingent upon the “form of his apprise” (I.294).  This form, which Amans 

promises to “obeie” is never specified, and any reader familiar with the Roman de la Rose 

would be suspicious of what sort of moral “information” the Priest of Venus would offer.

The “Tale of Florent” has a long lineage; in all of its surviving English versions, the tale of 

the Loathly Lady involves a riddle of sovereignty.21  As Manuel Aguirre argues, its older 

Irish versions do as well; in the 11th century Irish Echtra mac n-Echach, (or “The 

20 William S. Anderson, ed., Ovid’s Metamorphoses: Books I-V (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1997) III.141-2.  Cf. Farnham, “The Art of High Prosaic Seriousness”, 166; Farnham finds comedy in this 
“morally ridiculous” narrative, arguing that Genius’ “moral imagination” is so “prosaically deficient” that the 
reader laughs at his earnestness.  
21 For a description of the lineage of the “Tale of Florent” and other tales of the “Loathly Lady” cf. Sigmund 
Eisner, A Tale of Wonder: A Source Study of the Wife of Bath’s Tale (Wexford, Ireland: J. English, 1957).  Cf. 
also S. Elizabeth Passmore and Susan Carter, eds. The English ‘Loathly Lady’ Tales: Boundaries, Traditions,  
Motifs (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Press, 2007).  
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Adventure of Eochaid’s Sons”) the sons and step-son of King Eochaid, while hunting, 

separately encounter a loathly lady by a well, who demands a kiss (or in one version, 

sexual intercourse) for water.  All but the stepson, Niall, refuse; when Niall accedes, the 

lady transforms into a beautiful woman calling herself Royal Sovereignty, and declares 

Niall High King of Tara.22  Aguirre argues that the ugliness is a challenge, “deliberately 

designed to revolt the beholder, while her demand requires her ‘wooer’ to act against both 

instinct and custom, since he must suspend his own inclinations and social conventions for 

the sake of his brothers.”23  Even in the earliest versions, this story concerns ignoring 

conventional or customary modes of interpretation in order to properly calculate value. 

The first known manifestation of the loathly lady in an English setting, however, proposes 

an even greater riddle of evaluation.  At some point between 1284 and 1299, Edward I 

staged a feast in which he and his knights dressed as Arthurian knights (Edward himself in 

the person of Arthur).  During the feast, a number of “challenges” were issued to various 

knights by other masquerading figures: a bloodied man, a bound squire, and a loathly lady. 

The loathly lady (a page in disguise) demanded from “Gawain” that he pledge to go to 

Cornwall and resolve a difference between the Lords and the Commons.  Though 

“Gawain” made his pledge as a persona, and to a member of the court dressed as the 

loathly lady, King Edward (in his own person) considered the pledge to be public and 

binding, and required the sworn knights to prepare the campaigns.24  Here, aiding the 

22 Manuel Aguirre, “The Riddle of Sovereignty” in The Modern Language Review 88.2 (Apr. 1993) pp. 273-
82, p. 274, paraphrasing Silva Gaedelica, ed. and trans. by Standish O’Grady (London: Williams and 
Norgate, 1892), pp. 368-73.  
23 Aguirre, 276.   He suggests as well that an ability to think outside of the reasonable is a necessity for the 
story’s hero (274).  
24 Thomas Hahn discusses this tournament in “‘Old Wives’ Tales and Masculine Intuition”, Retelling Tales:  
Essays in Honor of M. Scott Peck (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1997), 91-108, 91-93.  He is working from 
descriptions of the event as discussed by R.S. Loomis, “Chivalric and Dramatic Imitations of Arthurian 
Romance”, Medieval Studies in Memory of A. Kingsley Porter, Wilhelm Koehler, ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1939), 74-97, “Edward I, Arthur Enthusiast”, Speculum 28 (1953): 114-27, and 
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loathly lady had become a convention of Arthurian chivalry and, if the further analogues 

tell us anything, of Gawain’s courtesy to women and loyalty to Arthur in particular. 

Edward redeploys the challenge in order to (underhandedly) reassert his own sovereignty 

not only in a symbolic or conventional way, but in legal terms.  This episode is enough to 

suggest that the Tale of the Loathly Lady was not merely known to Gower’s English 

courtly audience, but also known as a text demanding careful evaluation, and subject to 

manipulation, especially at the hands of “authoritative” personae.  R.F. Yeager, in “The 

Politics of Strengthe and Vois in Gower’s Loathly Lady Tale”, argues that the entirety of 

Book I seeks to establish Gower’s own authority in the vernacular through the use of 

primarily classical and Biblical sources (even Florent is supposedly the nephew of the 

Roman emperor Claudius, and this is the only example of the Loathly Lady tale set in the 

southern Mediterranean).25  While I fundamentally agree with Yeager’s argument, I would 

add that Gower’s sourcing of texts, especially to classical, Biblical, and “croniques” further 

encourage the reader to determine what is true, and what is true-seeming.  It also suggests 

that the “virtue” of obedience also could be politically weak; while Niall’s obedience 

seems strategic, the “Gawain” of Edward’s court is simply the object of manipulation.  

Florent’s Vulnerable Masculinity

The object of the quest in the “Tale of Florent” seems appropriate to Amans’ weakness: it 

seeks a sense of the interior.  Florent’s task is to discover the hidden knowledge or 

“privité” (I.1660) of that “which alle wommen most desire” (I.1661).  However, Florent 

“Arthurian Influence on Sport and Spectacle” in Arthurian Literature in the Middle Ages: A Collaborative 
History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), 558-9,  from the chronicle account of Lodewijk van 
Velthem, Lodewijk van Velthems Voortzetting van den Spiegel Historiael, Ed. Herman van der Linden, 
Willem de Vreese, and Paul de Keyser (Brussels: M. Lamertin, 1931).    
25 R.F. Yeager, “The Politics of Strengthe and Vois in Gower’s Loathly Lady Tale”, in The English Loathly 
Lady Tales, 42-72, 44-5.  
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himself lacks such privité in his own desires; they are instantly clear to the reader, and 

seem formulaic:

He was a man that mochel myhte;

Of armes he was desirous,

Chivalerous and amorous,

And for the fame of worldes speche,

Strange aventures for to seche,

He rod the marches al aboute (I.1412-7).

In contrast to the riddle of “privé” feminine desire, male desire seems plain.  His motion 

tends outward, away from any interior “privitié” and toward the borders of his uncle’s 

empire and the world at large: he desires fame.  Such outward direction seems to be a 

virtue, and the belief that desire for fame produced public virtue was a commonplace 

dating back to the classical period. Nonetheless, that virtue was also contested in the 

Middle Ages, notably by Gower himself in Book V of the Vox Clamantis.  While Gower 

does not deny that knights can honorably and justly gain fame for good deeds, in the 

golden age (as opposed to the present), he states, “Non propter famam miles tamen arma 

gerebat,/ Set pro iusticia protulit acta sua” (Nevertheless, not on account of fame did the 

knight wage war, but for justice he performed his deeds; VC, V.i.13-4). Almost the entirety 

of Book V of the Vox Clamantis deals with the dangers of love and fame to the virtues of 

chivalry, and any reader of the Confessio familiar with the Vox would recognize 

immediately that Florent would not be a model knight for Gower, even if he might be for 

Genius.  The Latin marginal note to Confessio Amantis I.1408 suggests the ambivalence of 

Florent’s knightly activity: he is “miles in armis strenuissimus amorosisque legibus 

intendens” (a knight most restless in arms, and intent in the laws of love).  Intendens is a 

difficult word to render, for it has several valences of meaning: commitment, strain, desire, 

but it shares with strenuus a sense of contained energy.  He is both straining through, and 
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constrained by the laws of love and arms, that is, the code of chivalry.  Despite some 

general similarities, Florent is not virtuous like the Henry IV of Gower’s dedication to the 

Balades.  It is external fame, not interior pité, which stands at the heart of his “prouesse.”  

Book V of the Vox Clamantis discusses the proper decorum for a knight, in both his 

political and amorous relationships.  In chapter 5, Gower warns knights that “Fert mundus 

grauia, fert femina set grauiora (The world bears heavy burdens [for the knight], but 

woman bears heavier; VC, V.v.272).  The next chapter, after a short description of the 

virtuous woman derived from Prov. 31, is occupied with a virulent attack on the female 

gender, and most particularly her beauty, external allurements to the male senses (cf. VC, 

V.vi.311-468).  For 150 lines, Gower rails against feminine allurements and falsity, quoting 

extensively from Ovid’s Ars amatoria III (Ovid’s suggestions to female lovers seeking to 

seduce men).  Later in the “Tale of Florent” Gower makes allusion to the cosmetic skill 

that Ovid advises; his discussion of the “prive wommen” styling the loathly lady’s hair 

(I.1743-56) seems to take Ars amatoria III.137-52 as a model.  Of course, while Gower’s 

chivalrous knight in the Vox encounters the alluring and beautiful woman, in the “Tale of 

Florent” he encounters the terribly ugly woman, who is only later revealed as alluring and 

beautiful.  The contrast suggests that while the quest is directed to the interior, the loathly 

lady’s external appearance or seeming is of particular importance in interpretation, and 

that female beauty cannot simply be equated with a knightly reward. 

The “Tale of Florent” tells of a young knight who encounters in his wanderings the family 

of a past opponent, Branchus.  They capture him but fear killing him outright on account of 
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both his excellent reputation and the power of his uncle, the Emperor.  The old 

grandmother Branchus comes up with a trick; she makes Florent promise to answer her 

question (“What do women most desire?) or die, and gives him a year to discover the 

answer.  Unable to discover it, he meets the loathy lady on his return trip, who reveals to 

him the answer (“sovereignty”) only after he has agreed to marry her.  He gives the answer, 

the grandmother is undone, but Florent must marry the loathly lady.  Despite his best 

attempts to hide or improve her looks, he cannot. However, in the marriage bed, she gives 

him another alternative, beauty during the day, or beauty at night.  Unable to choose, he 

leaves the choice to her, and is granted both.  

The tale does not necessarily present Florent’s obedience as a strength.  He is a knight 

“without semblant of deceite,” and as such turns out to be remarkably vulnerable.  Yeager 

argues that his female opponent “seeks to turn Florent’s chief defense – his warrior’s 

prowess – into a weapon against him” and leads Florent towards an interior.  26  Unlike the 

loathly lady in the “Wife of Bath’s Tale”, or Sir Gromer Somer-Jour, Arthur’s opponent in 

the Weddynge of Syr Gawen, neither his enemies nor the lady takes any action to ensure the 

fulfillment of oaths.  The absolute certainty of Florent’s obedience to his word is a given. 

He is a new incarnation of Regulus, and while he shares with Regulus a hagiographic 

quality, he is also as liable to martyrdom.27  Just as in the case of his desire, Florent’s virtue 

26 Yeager, in “The Politics of Strengthe and Vois”, 53-5.  While Yeager shows that the interior is a topic of 
discussion, and the “practical” is the main matter of Florent’s thought, he sees this as a transformation of 
strength “to another linguistic field” (53).  
27 Marcus Atilius Regulus was a Roman general and consul during the Second Punic War.  Captured by the 
Carthaginians and sent back to Rome to negotiate peace, Regulus insisted before the Senate that they instead 
continue their prosecution of the war, and over their protests, returned himself to his Carthaginian captors. 
He was executed by being placed in a spiked barrel and rolled down a hill.  Regulus was particularly suited 
(by both his actions and his spectacularly painful death) to being a sort of pagan martyr; Florent’s obedience 
recalls Regulus in its logic of martyrdom.  For an arresting image of Regulus as martyr, cf. Getty MS 63, fol. 
140v. 
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does not present an interior.  His motivations can be reduced to the external pressure of 

others’ perception, to the fact that he “alle schame dradde” (I.1668).  If, as several writers 

have argued, the social practice of medieval heroic virtue depended on shame and 

externalized moral values, Florent would be the perfect example.28  Even the action that 

leads up to the encounter with his enemies is an act of chivalry; his enemies are the 

relatives of Branchus, a knight he slew in combat (I.1425-30).  Branchus’ formulaic 

description as “of his hond/ The worthieste of al his lond” (I.1431-2) further amplifies 

Florent’s masculine, knightly valor.29

However, Gower writes a tale in which Florent’s heroic virtue is also his weakness.  The 

old “grantdame” of Branchus who develops his riddle recognizes that Florent’s resources 

of virtue and blood make the masculine modes of vengeance inappropriate or dangerous.30 

She chooses not to engage in the masculine modes of vengeance at all, and designs the 

riddle of feminine desire precisely because he lacks the resources to solve it.  Gower 

suggests as well that there is both a masculine and feminine wisdom operating, though 

Genius never specifically separates them.  The granddame is “a lady, the slyheste/ Of alle 

that men knewe tho” (I.1442-3).  Her feminine “slyness” contrasts with what men 

“knewe”, and suggests female understanding as more practical and particular than 

28 For the classic discussion on medieval and Renaissance culture of shame, cf. Mervyn James, English 
Politics and the Concept of Honour 1485-1642 (Kendal, Cumbria: Past and Present Society, 1978); for a 
more philosophical consideration of shame and externalization of moral values, cf. Alastair MacIntyre, After 
Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory, 2nd ed.  (Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 1984), esp. pp. 121-
130.  
29 Florent’s chivalry, while perhaps cultivated in Rome, must leave Rome to seek its full expression; this 
supports Winthrop Wetherbee’s claim concerning the opposition of Roman culture and chivalry in “Rome, 
Troy, and Culture”, On John Gower.  
30 Genius relates that the relatives of Branchus desired to simply kill Florent, “bot remembrance/ That they 
thei toke of his worthinesse/ Of knyhthod and of gentilesse,/ And how he stod of cousinage/ To th’emperour” 
(I.1434-1436).   
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theoretical and general.  She considers her understanding completely unintelligible to men, 

for she has no fear of men’s knowledge solving the riddle.  She tells Florent: “in th’empire/ 

Wher as thou hast most knowlechinge/ Tak conseil upon this axinge” (I.1482-4).  She is 

quite right; Florent (unlike the knight in the “Wife of Bath’s Tale”) does not ask women, 

but instead asks what seems to be a council of male university scholars discussing the 

problem in academic vocabulary (never a good move).  The “wiseste of the lond” argue 

concerning “the disposicioun/ Of naturel complexioun” (I.1493, 1497-8), and it seems a 

formal question relating to “special” and “general” (I.1501, 1502) determined “[b]e 

constellacion [or] kinde” (I.1506).  This academic knowledge is of no help in solving the 

riddle; it is not an issue for the intellectus.  

If the reader of the “Tale of Florent” is at all aware of the literature of riddles, he or she 

knows that riddles are designed to be opaque to intellectual knowledge.  Solutions to 

riddles are not “correct” but “fitting” and generally in a way for which previous knowledge 

has left one unprepared.  When Florent first sights the loathly lady, the reader knows very 

well that she must hold the solution to the riddle, because she is a strange element in the 

narrative; she must fit in some way, and the most fitting way would be as the solution to 

the strange riddle.  However (and here Gower’s and Chaucer’s versions differ, in ways 

important to the different meanings of their tales), Florent does not immediately see any 

value in speaking to her.  When the Wife’s knight saw the strange women dancing in the 

forest, “he drow ful yerne/ In hope that som wisdom sholde he lerne”31 but Florent, upon 

seeing her ugliness, “wolde have passed by” (I.1534).  In this detail, Gower’s version bears 

a closer resemblance to the two surviving Arthurian versions of this story, the fragmentary 

31 Chaucer, CT III.993-4. 
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Marriage of Sir Gawaine and the Weddynge of Sir Gawen and Dame Ragnell.  In the 

Marriage, the woman stops Arthur and demands, “What knight art thou . . . that will not 

speak to me?”32 and in the “Weddynge” Arthur, even after hearing the promise of help, tells 

Ragnell “For of thy wordes I haue great dispyte,/ To you I haue no need,”33 though he and 

Gawain previously had “euere enquired of man, woman, and other” (WSG, 197) and 

compiled from those answers a large book.  Gentilesse works against the knights.  The 

loathly lady is ugly, old, poor, and female: that is, within the social decorum of gentle 

behavior, she is an unfitting conversation partner for a noble, gentle knight (or king).  

The Irascible and the Concupiscible in Florent

For much of their critical history Gower’s Florent has been considered the worthier knight 

compared to his analogue in the Wife of Bath’s Tale.  While Florent’s behavior is ruled by 

his gentilesse, Chaucer’s knight is led entirely by his own concupiscence: when he sees a 

woman whom he desires sexually, he rapes her “[b]y verray force” (CT, III.888).34  In 

Chaucer’s version of the story, the knight does not come upon an loathly lady, but “upon a 

daunce go/ Of ladyes foure and twenty” (CT, III.991-2).  Though Chaucer’s Wife says that 

the knight “drow ful yerne,/ In hope that som wysdom sholde he lerne” (CT, III.993-4, 

emphasis mine), it seems likely that, in this context, that the Wife is being ironic, and the 

Knight is led by a desire for something other than knowledge.  The knight’s great distaste 

at the prospect of intercourse with the loathly lady is not dispelled by her lengthy sermon 

32 The Marriage of Sir Gawaine in Middle English Romances, Stephen H.A. Shepherd, ed. (New York, W.W. 
Norton, 1995), ll. 69-70.
33 The Weddynge of Sir Gawen and Dame Ragnell in Middle English Romances, ll. 272-3.  All further 
references will abbreviate Weddynge of Sir Gawen and Dame Ragnell as WSG.  
34 The sinful desire of Chaucer’s knight has been a consistent critical issue since its discussion by Joseph P. 
Roppolo, “The Converted Knight in Chaucer's ‘Wife of Bath's Tale’,” College English, XII, 5 (February 
1951), 263-269.
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on the virtue of gentilesse, but her knowledge of his “delit” and intention to fulfill his 

“worldly appetit” (CT, III.1217-8).  In contrast to the absolute assumption of Florent’s 

obedience to his word, Chaucer’s knight is a criminal.  Chaucer’s knight is subject to the 

jurisdiction of his own king, and must therefore return to Arthur’s (and Guinevere’s) court; 

Florent traipses back to a foreign jurisdiction which not only is exercised unjustly, but is 

inferior to the court of his uncle, the emperor.  Secondly, while the loathly lady in the “Tale 

of Florent” waits patiently, trusting in Florent’s return, the lady of “The Wife of Bath’s 

Tale” comes to court to demand that they “do [her] right” (CT, III.1049).  Florent does not 

require any judicial setting to fulfill his duty, while Chaucer’s knight requires continuous 

judicial involvement in order to keep him from simply operating according to his desires.

While this difference may suggest that Florent is simply more moral, or more noble, it also 

requires the reader to understand how such morality and nobility is structured, and to look 

to the divisions of the soul’s passions into concupiscible and irascible.  Thomas Aquinas 

provides a clear explanation of their difference:

Dictum est autem in primo quod obiectum potentiae concupiscibilis est bonum vel malum sensibile  

simpliciter acceptum, quod est delectabile vel dolorosum. Sed quia necesse est quod interdum anima  

difficultatem vel pugnam patiatur in adipiscendo aliquod huiusmodi bonum, vel fugiendo aliquod 

huiusmodi malum, inquantum hoc est quodammodo elevatum supra facilem potestatem animalis;  

ideo ipsum bonum vel malum, secundum quod habet rationem ardui vel difficilis, est obiectum 

irascibilis. Quaecumque ergo passiones respiciunt absolute bonum vel malum, pertinent ad  

concupiscibilem; ut gaudium, tristitia, amor, odium, et similia. Quaecumque vero passiones  

respiciunt bonum vel malum sub ratione ardui, prout est aliquid adipiscibile vel fugibile cum aliqua 

difficultate, pertinent ad irascibilem; ut audacia, timor, spes, et huiusmodi. 

(It is said that the object of the concupiscible power is good or evil simply accepted by the sense, 

which is pleasurable or painful.  But because it is necessary from time to time that the soul suffers 

difficulty or conflict in acquiring some such good, or fleeing from some such evil, in as much as this 

[good or evil] is in some way elevated above the facility of the power of the animal; therefore the 
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same good or evil, in respect of its arduousness or difficulty, is the object of the irascible power. 

Therefore, whatever passions regard good or evil absolutely, pertain to the concupiscible; such as 

joy, love, hatred, and the like.  Whatever passions regard good and evil under the reason of 

difficulty, as is anything that in the acquiring or fleeing comes with some difficulty, pertains to the 

irascible, such as daring, fear, hope, and others; ST, I-II, Q 23.1). 

The irascible power is once removed from the sensation of pleasure (or pain); it has as its 

object the difficulty of obtaining or avoiding, not the pleasure or pain itself.  While 

Chaucer’s knight is led by his sensation to pleasures easily obtainable (the rape that 

initiates the Tale) and seems to be indifferent to fear of the law, Florent is concerned only 

with daring, hope of fame and fear of shame.  Florent’s lack of interior desire seems rather 

to be an inability to recognize his consupiscible power.  Again, this may seem to be a mark 

of moral superiority, but as Thomas explains a little later in the Summa, the concupiscible 

power is not the same as (sinful) cupidity: 

Dupliciter autem aliquid est delectabile. Uno modo, quia est conveniens naturae animalis, sicut  

cibus, potus, et alia huiusmodi. Et huiusmodi concupiscentia delectabilis dicitur naturalis. Alio 

modo aliquid est delectabile, quia est conveniens animali secundum apprehensionem, sicut cum  

aliquis apprehendit aliquid ut bonum et conveniens, et per consequens delectatur in ipso. Et  

huiusmodi delectabilis concupiscentia dicitur non naturalis, et solet magis dici cupiditas. 

(Moreover, a thing is pleasurable in two ways.  In one way, because it is fitting to the nature of the 

animal, as is food, drink, and such other things.  And concupiscence of these kind of pleasurable 

things is called natural.  In the other way something is pleasurable because it is fitting to the animal 

according to its apprehension, as anyone apprehends anything as good or fitting, on account of 

which pleasure is taken in that thing.  And the concupiscence of pleasures of this kind is called 

unnatural, and is more customarily called cupidity; ST, I-II, Q.30.3).35  

The misapprehension of desire’s convenientia can be caused by either the irascible or 

concupiscent passion.  Secondly, the irascible passion cannot be separated from the 

concupiscible: “patet quod passiones irascibilis et principium habent a passionibus  

concupiscibilis, et in passiones concupiscibilis terminantur” (it is clear that the irascible 

35 Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric I.11, in Jonathan Barnes, ed., The Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford  
Translation, Vol. 2 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984).
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passions have their principle and terminate in the concupiscible passions; ST I-II. Q.25.1). 

No one can lack concupiscible passion, nor can the irascible operate without the action of 

concupiscible.  Therefore, while an ignorance of the concupiscible passion can appear to 

avoid the problem of cupidity, instead it merely makes the apprehension of convenientia of 

desires completely impossible (because such desires are unacknowledged).  Obedience to 

the codes of gentilesse in this situation is as irrational and unnatural as Chaucer’s knight’s 

cupidity, because there is no comprehension of the convenientia of its rules on anything but 

the particular level.  In his reply to an objection to Q.30, Aquinas explains further that

in homine non solum est ratio universalis, quae pertinet ad partem intellectivam; sed etiam ratio  

particularis, quae pertinet ad partem sensitivam, ut in primo libro dictum est. Et secundum hoc,  

etiam concupiscentia quae est cum ratione, potest ad appetitum sensitivum pertinere. Et praeterea  

appetitus sensitivus potest etiam a ratione universali moveri, mediante imaginatione particulari.

([I]n the human being is not only universal reason, which pertains to the intellective part, but also 

particular reason, which pertains to the sensitive part, as was said in the first book (ST I. Q.78.4, 

Q.81.3).  And following from this, even concupiscence which is rational can pertain to the sensitive 

part.  And moreover, the sensitive appetite is able even to be moved by the universal reason, 

mediated by the imagination of particulars; ST I-II. Q.30.3).  

This returns us to the distinction that Gower makes at the very beginning of the confession, 

between the mind (the seat of the intellective) and the heart (the seat of the sensitive).  

Amans’ “hertes wit”, his ratio particularis, is disconnected from ratio universalis (though 

it does not mean that he is unable to use his intellect in situations in which his passions are 

not aroused, as we have seen).  His sensitive part, his heart, is hardened “into ston” because 

of the “priente of love” and thus his “wit . . . hath lost his stiere” (the steering mechanism 

being the ratio universalis).  He is limited in two ways: because he uses only his ratio  

particularis in the situations in which his passions are aroused, he cannot apprehend 

differences of true and apparent convenientia, and because his concupiscentia quae est  

cum ratione (that is, the rational appetite, or will) is directed only to the ratio particularis, 
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it appears to him utterly beholden to his desire, and therefore no longer free.36  

Understood in these terms, Amans and Florent have the same moral problem, the only 

difference being that Genius uses the code of gentilesse as a screen to ignore the 

convenientia of Florent’s concupiscence.  This difference accounts for the appearance of a 

functioning morality in Florent, and Genius’ use of him as a model of obedience.  A 

primary use of the ratio particularis is for what Aquinas terms in ST I. Q.78.4 the vis  

cogitativa or vis aestimativa.  These are the interior senses, and their objects are 

intentiones, which are the values (good or bad) of sensible forms.  Both humans and 

animals are capable of producing intentiones; in Aquinas’ example, while sheep are only 

able to determine the form of a wolf from sense-data, and those intentiones cause them to 

understand it as an enemy, humans can understand intentiones in a more complex way. 

Animals perceive intentiones “solum naturali quodam instinctu, homo autem etiam per  

quandam collationem” (only by some instinct of nature, but man [perceives] them through 

a kind of comparison). Therefore, while this power in animals is called aestimativa  

naturalis, in man it is called the cogitativa.  Intentiones in the human being, however, also 

function at two different levels: the cogitativa “etiam dicitur ratio particularis . . .  est  

enim collativa intentionum individualium, sicut ratio intellectiva intentionum  

universalium” (is also called the ratio particularis . . . for it is the comparison of individual 

intentiones, just as the ratio intellectiva [compares] universal intentiones).  Florent’s 

limitations keep him from using fully the ratio intellectiva, and he cannot form universal 

judgments regarding good and bad.  However, because he is generally limited to the 

36 Throughout the text, Amans complains about the impossibility of resisting love, and the total control it 
exerts over his will.  While such a complaint is conventional for the poetry of fin amour, Gower’s 
unconventional excursus on the vices suggests that it represents a real moral concern.
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irascible power, and since the code of gentilesse orders his individual intentiones, he 

appears to be making universal judgments free of his own concupiscence.  However, this is 

only an appearance.  The code of gentilesse provides an imitation of the ratio universalis, 

which instead of considering the convenientia of concupiscence hides it behind social 

decorum.  Florent is unable to mke the very comparison between particular and universal 

upon which the analogies of decorum and pité rest.  The political and the literary/amorous 

collapse into a “code” of gentilesse that is only voirsemblable.  This is the difficulty of the 

sly woman’s riddle: for Florent, the riddle involves the very thing that his masculine code 

of gentilesse hides: the real truth of concupiscence.  Gender serves as a marker of this: the 

concupiscent power (whose goal is to have sovereignty over the irascible power) is 

gendered female, and is therefore totally invisible to the male attempts to explain it. 37 

Florent never even thinks to ask a woman, because such an inquiry would suggest that 

(feminine) concupiscence is a worthy object of (masculine) intellect.  For Chaucer’s 

knight, on the other hand, the problem is about the distinction between cupidity and natural 

concupiscence.  As perhaps uncomfortable as it is to conclude, in the Wife’s Tale, the 

knight’s rape of the peasant girl is a natural concupiscence, gendered male;38 cupidity, 

which seeks to be sovereign in its desire, is gendered female.  

37 Peck argues for the “resolutely masculine” political implications of the Loathly Lady trope, and while his 
reading suggests a harmony drawn from “folklore”, I propose that such a harmony is never actually found. 
Cf Peck, “Folklore and Powerful Women in Gower’s “Tale of Florent”, The English ‘Loathly Lady Tales, 
100-145, 123.  He takes the term “resolutely masculine” from Lee Patterson, “’For the Wyves love of Bathe’, 
Feminine Rhetoric and Poetic Resolution in the ‘Roman de la Rose’ and The Canterbury Tales”, Speculum 58 
(1983), 656-95, 682.  Diane Watt makes a similar point in her “Gender and Sexuality in the Confessio 
Amantis”, in A Companion to Gower, 197.  
38 In his advice to the lover, Andreas Capellanus states that peasants “naturaliter sicut equus et mulus ad 
Veneris opera promoventur” (naturally, just like a horse or a mule, are moved to the works of Venus; Andreas 
Capellanus on Love, I.xi.1).  They are outside the discourse of love, and noble lovers are advised to simply 
take what they desire by force, for it is a matter only of natural concupiscence.    
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The Value of Obedience

I do not argue that these male and female characters “represent” the irascible power, the 

concupiscible power, or cupidity; these are merely the moral terms by which the poltical 

and moral situations of the characters can be analyzed.  In order for the remainder of the 

“Tale of Florent” or the “Wife of Bath’s Tale” to work, one must assume that the characters 

have at least the potential to be fully human moral subjects.  It is only by experiencing the 

unnatural limitations of these characters that the reader is capable of understanding the 

failure of gentilesse’s substitutute, limited decorum.  While I suggest that Chaucer’s and 

Gower’s projects are closely related, they also have considerably different goals related to 

the different contexts in which the stories are told.  Gower works with the limitations of 

one narrating persona (Genius), stretched out over a hundred stories; Chaucer works with 

multiple narrating personae, and each have different limitations.  Chaucer is borrowing 

from Gower not just this story, but Gower’s later more sermonic development of gentilesse 

in Book IV, which Chaucer develops in the speech given by the loathly lady to Chaucer’s 

knight later in the Wife’s tale.39  Therefore, he includes in the “Wife of Bath’s Tale” 

material from much later in Gower’s critique of gentilesse, and directs it towards a 

different moral object.  While the knight in the Wife’s tale must choose between a faithful,  

ugly wife, and an unfaithful, beautiful wife (CT, III.1218-26), Florent must choose 

between a wife that is beautiful during the night or during the day (I.1810-3).  The former 

is a choice between two forms of cupidity (perpetual fidelity and amorous desire); the latter 

39 Gower may have drawn on ideas of Chaucer’s, either from Chaucer’s short poem, “Gentillesse” or from 
Chaucer’s translation of Boethius III.pr.4, 64-9 in the Boece.  It seems certain that their work on the problems 
of romance morality is closely related.  For an extended (though somewhat speculative) account of Gower’s 
and Chaucer’s relationship and influence concerning this text, cf. Lindeboom, Venus’ Owne Clerk: Chaucer’s  
Debt to the Confessio Amantis, esp. 227-95.  The relationship of Chaucer’s account of gentilesse will be 
further developed in Chapter 5.  
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is a choice between cupidity (in general) and honor.  While these tales are alike in their 

orientation towards to the moral and their use of gender associations, they have very 

different ends, dependent upon the composition of their speakers. 

Genius is concerned with the virtue of obedience.  Genius sums up the value of this tale by 

pointing out its seemingly simple sententia: 

And clerkes that this chance herde

Thei writen it in evidence,

To teche how that obedience

Mai wel fortune a man to love

And sette him in his luste above,

As it befell unto this knyht.  

Forthi, my sone, if thou do ryht,

Thou schalt unto thi love obeie,

And folwe hir will be alle weie (I.1857-64).

Obedience is certainly a virtue, but Genius’ articulation creates two major problems.  In the 

Summa, Aquinas deals with how and why we are bound to obey.  His argument depends 

upon the convenientia of human society with the natural world that is dependent upon 

exactly what Florent lacks, a reasonable understanding of his own desire: 

sicut actiones rerum naturalium procedunt ex potentiis naturalibus, ita etiam operationes humanae 

procedunt ex humana voluntate. Oportuit autem in rebus naturalibus ut superiora moverent  

inferiora ad suas actiones, per excellentiam naturalis virtutis collatae divinitus. Unde etiam oportet  

in rebus humanis quod superiores moveant inferiores per suam voluntatem, ex vi auctoritatis  

divinitus ordinatae. Movere autem per rationem et voluntatem est praecipere. Et ideo, sicut ex ipso  

ordine naturali divinitus instituto inferiora in rebus naturalibus necesse habent subdi motioni 

superiorum, ita etiam in rebus humanis, ex ordine iuris naturalis et divini, tenentur inferiores suis  

superioribus obedire.

(Just as the actions of natural things proceed out of the natural powers, so even the human powers 

proceed out of the human will.  It is appropriate moreover in natural things that the superior things 

move the inferior things to their actions, through the excellence of the natural virtue conferred 

divinely.  Whence it is also appropriate in human affairs that superiors move inferiors through their 
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will, proceeding from the power of authority divinely ordained.  For to move through reason and 

will is to rule.  Therefore, just as proceeding from that divinely instituted natural order those inferior 

in natural affairs must be made subject to the motion of superior things, so even in human things, 

proceeding from the order of natural and divine law, inferiors must hold themselves obedient to their 

superiors; ST II-II Q.104.1).  

While Genius and Aquinas might agree that obedience is a virtue, it is for completely 

different reasons.  Aquinas’ argument in based in a comprehensive notion of convenientia, 

in which human and natural affairs are mutually supportive and finally dependent upon the 

principle of Divine Providence.  Genius repeats again and again the terms of contingent 

Fortune: the tale itself is a “chance” of what “befell” a knight, and what “mai fortune” him 

to love.  Florent encounters danger and aid completely independent of his own intention 

and actions: “Fortune . . . [s]chop” Florent’s capture by Branchus’ relatives (I.1419ff), and 

traveling as a “knyhte aventurous” he happens upon the loathly lady (I.1523ff).  This is a 

problem for the status of Genius’ tale as an exemplum.  If not for the extraordinary and 

providential intervention of Fortune and magical transformation, Florent’s obedience 

would have resulted in death (or if the first intervention is ignored) marriage to a woman 

“the lothlieste what/ That evere man caste on his yhe” (I.1676-7).  Though Genius suggests 

again and again that obedience has power in a world of Fortune and contingency, the 

outcome of the tale demands some principle of Providence.  Genius’s elision of the 

difference between God and Fortune in order to make obedience the cause of Florent’s 

happiness, seriously undermines the value of the virtue in the contingent world of Genius’ 

and Amans’ discourse.  

There is, however, another interpretative conclusion.  One can argue that it is not Fortune 

or Providence that shapes these propitious events; it is the teller of the tale, the author. 
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After all, such “fortune” is a staple of medieval romances and lays, and generally serves to 

create and reward displays of virtue.  The author is eliding Fortune and Providence so that 

the story concludes with the happiness of Florent, to show that obedience produces 

pleasure.  It is not the literal events of the story that one must understand as productive of 

pleasure (for they are not reproducible) but something else, the tale’s allegorical kernel.  In 

order for the story to make sense as an exemplum, it demands an allegorical reading.  

That this tale should have an allegorical component is not surprising, since it is centered 

around a riddle.  In the tale, the riddle exposes what women desire, and Florent, as I have 

argued above, is firmly and absolutely male.  A central virtue of that masculinity is his 

obedience, and it is clearly the virtue which the reader (and Amans) is intended to respect, 

and which canonical Christian teaching on the virtues has prepared them to respect.  In the 

sources and analogues dealing with Gawain, the Christian virtues are never far: Gawain’s 

obedience is part of his obedience to his king or (in the more distant analogue of Gawain 

and the Green Knight) to his host.  Gower’s tale completely eliminates this element of 

obedience, and this constitutes an essential difference.  For Gawain, the resolution of the 

tale provides an unexpected and Providential reward for his obedience to his superior, 

obedience delivered in spite of the fact that Arthur is at fault.40  In the Weddynge of Syr  

Gawen, for example, Gawain repairs social and political relationships through his courtesy, 

and gains pleasure as a reward.41  In the considerably more complex Gawain and the 

Green Knight, Gawain also stands in for Arthur, and he alone recognizes the importance of 

40 In WSG the challenge comes to Arthur, from a knight whom Arthur had deprived of his land (ll. 52-60); in 
“The Marriage of Sir Gawaine” Arthur chooses to pay a ransom over engaging in battle, seemingly out of 
cowardice (ll. 34-43).
41 Though there is significant evidence that the author of WSG has read Chaucer, Gower, or both, and is 
engaging in yet another narrative of the moral failure of knighthood.  
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his sin of disobedience to his host.42  In Gower’s tale, obedience is divorced entirely from 

social and political relationships; Florent must ask his uncle, the Emperor Claudius, not to 

be angry that he will fulfill his vow (I.1517-8).43  The fundamental act of obedience is 

Florent obeying his wife, and making her “soverein” according to her desire, and (as the 

riddle suggests) the common (but secret) desire of all women.  While Gower makes this 

obedience appear to be identical, or at least comparable, to the forms of obedience 

established in the Christian virtues and modified in the Christian social order, it is 

completely opposed to the convenientia of the virtue as described by Aquinas.44  Florent 

obeys not a superior, but an inferior, in gender, station (that is, his wife, rather than an 

abbess, for instance) and estate.  This is what the elision of Fortune and Providence hides, 

and what Gower exposes to the reader attuned to the importance of analogous thinking in 

both political and literary situations.  This obedience is not a virtue, in the most literal  

sense of the word: Florent’s masculinity, his status as vir (man and husband) is made 

subservient to a woman.  The end of this is his “plesance and joye ynowh” (I.1853). 

Feminine desire, which should appear loathly and vile to masculine virtue, but here 

appears to masculine virtue a proper goal.  This is concupiscence, the unspoken element in 

this tale.  The entire tale takes on a different meaning, for it is not about women’s desire, 

but about man’s desire (in both a masculine and universal sense of the word).  

I do not argue that Gower is writing a pure allegory, or that his tales in general can be read 

42 Cf. Gawain and the Green Knight, in The Poems of the Pearl Manuscript, Malcolm Andrew and Ronald 
Waldron, eds. (London: York Medieval Series, Edward Arnold, 1978), esp. ll. 2500-21.  
43 Florent even makes the Emperor promise not to seek vengeance; such vengeance would seem entirely just 
in this context, and an emperor not exercising justice against a vassal who killed his nephew would seem to 
be making a considerably dangerous political move.  
44 Aquinas is by no means being particularly creative or unique in his explanation of obedience; it is a 
concise, philosophical explanation of the grounds of this Christian virtue.  
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through a hermeneutic of faculty psychology or Thomistic moral philosophy.  Instead, I 

argue that Gower recognizes and exploits the allegorical qualities of the story of the loathly 

lady, and expects his readers to at least consider an allegorical reading because of the tale’s 

dependence on analogy.  Such a reading provides compelling interpretations of the major 

events of the second half of the Tale: Florent’s desire to hide his marriage; his wife’s 

ugliness becoming worse through the carefully described efforts of the “privé wommen” 

(I.1743ff); his choice on the marriage bed, and his reward.  I argue that allegory develops 

over the course of the tale.  It begins with the failure of the literal and forces the reader to 

negotiate obstacles to intelligibility until he or she arrives at allegory.

Florent’s attempt to hide his marriage constitutes such a failure of the literal meaning of the 

text.  If Florent is a model of obedience, and obedience is opposed to pride, what can be 

made of Florent’s desperate attempt to protect his reputation?  Gower uses Genius’ tale to 

mock Florent’s “gentle” pride: he sneaks her away “prively” “as an ole fleth be nyhte” 

(I.1733, 1727), the owl being a bird traditionally representative of obstinacy in sin.  Gower 

turns Genius’ trope of Florent’s nobility against him: “for pure gentilesse,/ As he her 

couthe best adresce/ In ragges, as sche was totore/ He set her on his hors tofore/ And forth 

he taketh his way softe” (I.1721-5).  Florent, as the Latin gloss to this tale slyly reminds 

the reader, is the nephew of the Emperor Claudius.  His “pure gentilesse” could no doubt 

provide much for a wife.  Gower’s enjambment of “In ragges” provides a splendid reversal 

of this gentilesse.  Not only does he not provide her with clothes, he provides her with no 

horse of her own, but (rather indecently) puts her in front of him on his own horse.  Finally, 

the description of him taking his way “softe” with the suggestion of courtesy but the 
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meaning of silence (to avoid humiliation) completes Gower’s careful use of the language 

of courtesy from the lays and romances to point to the pride of knightly gentilesse.  What 

he hides under all this gentilesse (if one proceeds allegorically) is his concupiscence. 

Gower suggests allegory in his description of Florent’s “privé wommen” attempting to 

improve the loathly lady’s looks.  They employ the “craft of combes” (I.1749) and array 

her as best they can, but “Tho was sche foulere on to se” (I.1759).  While it may be simple 

hyperbole to suggest that the loathly lady looks fouler after her makeover, it also suggests 

the metaphorical ugliness of concupiscence that does in fact become worse when submitted 

to the “craft” of cosmetics and when she is “fulliche arraied/And hire atyr was al assaied” 

(I.1757-8).45  Florent is forced to confront his own intimate relationship to concupiscence, 

the marriage of knighthood and lust, by which as his wife says, “we ben bothe on” 

(I.1793).  It finally becomes a choice between the outward exercise of virtue (for the sake 

of pride) and the satisfaction of lust: his sin must appear ugly either by day, or by night.  If 

he is to retain sovereignty, he must admit the ugliness at the heart of gentilesse, either in its 

worldly pride or its secret lust.  Ratio universalis would recognize that both choices are 

inappropriate, and that the reasonable man (and the gender is here appropriate for the tale) 

must extricate himself from the marriage itself.  Florent, however, cannot see beyond the 

particular judgment and its false decorum of gentilesse: he “caste his thoght/ Bot for al that 

yit cowthe he noght/ Devise himself which was the beste” (I.1815-7).  Florent’s delivery of 

his sovereignty to concupiscence allegorically replicates the way in which gentilesse, 

though appearing to be a virtue, requires complete obedience to concupiscence, and only 

through that obedience can avoid seeing the ugliness to which it is joined.  

45 Cf. VC, V.341-2: Femina talis enim gemmis radiantibus, auro,/Vestibus, vt possit fallere, compta venit 
(Woman comes adorned in such clothes, radiant with gems and gold, in order to decieve).  
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Genius explains the story in order to assert a version of obedience; if Amans follows the 

will of his beloved as Florent did, he will win the reward, his “lust.”  The narrative allows 

this moral to Genius, but not to the reader who understands that Genius himself is the 

principle of generation under the power of Venus.46  As such, Genius can only create the 

appearance of moral reasoning.  His tale appears to teach obedience, but an obedience 

completely divorced from the reason that would make it morally valuable.  However, as an 

allegory, Genius’ tale can also be interpreted strategically, in that only by completely 

handing oneself over to concupiscence can one gain pleasure, but this exposes the moral 

turpitude required for amorous love.  Such a meaning is suggested by Genius’ explanation 

that it is not enough to follow the code of love, and tells Amans, “if thou do ryht,/ Thou 

schalt unto thi love obeie,/ And folwe hir will be alle weie” (I.1862-4).  This suggests an 

obedience to his own desire (gendered feminine), the same obedience through which 

Florent achieves pleasure and which allows Amant in the Roman de la Rose to seize the 

Rose.47  However, as Kurt Ollson points out, Amans, however, entirely misses the gender 

assignment, replying, “I schal evermo therfore/ Hierafterward myn observance/ To love 

and to his obeissance/ The betre kepe” (I.1868-70, italics mine).  Genius at least directs 

Gower to the feminine, the desire itself; Amans, alien even to his own desire, continues to 

be beholden to the male.48  It is Amans who rejects the separation of strategy from moral 

46 Kurt Olsson’s argument, that Genius himself represents “natural concupiscence” suggests many of the 
same problems of mediation for which I argue, but articulates them as “divided loyalties”, while I suggest 
that Genius is not divided, simply imperfect.  Cf. Olsson, John Gower and the Structures of Conversion, 56-
7.  
47 In the Roman de la Rose, Genius’ pardon allows Amant and his allies to put away the laws of the (male) 
God of Love, which were first promulgated in Guillaume de Lorris’ section of the text, and work exclusively 
through (female) Venus; she accomplishes the storming of the Castle of Jalousie and the defeat of Honte 
through her fire.  Cf. Roman de la Rose, 2055-2262, 19481ff, 21255-62.
48 Olsson illustrates this gender confusion on Amans’ part, and argues for it illustrating Amans love as selfish: 
“To obey Love is selfish; to obey the beloved is not” (Olsson, John Gower and the Structure of Conversion, 
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value, and he who maintains the discourse of harmonization.  

In the remainder of Book I, Genius tells a number of stories that use terms of gendered 

power to relate the supposedly masculine powers of chivalry to an underlying feminine 

pity. While not specified as such, it is the pity of Fortune, Providence, or the loathly lady 

herself that makes the pleasure of chivalry available for Florent.  The relationship of power 

(usually proud of its masculine separation from femininity and pity), especially as 

chivalrous or political, and pity is the focus of much of the rest of Book I.  The “Tale of 

Capaneus” in its mere 43 lines, uses “man” or “men” six times, and turns upon the failure 

of unruled masculine power: “The strengthe of man is sone lore,/ Bot if that he it wel 

governe” (I. 2008-9).  The “Tale of Narcissus”, the “Tale of Albinus and Rosamund”, and 

the “Tale of the Three Questions” all explicity pose gendered questions of pity and pride, 

and the “Trump of Death” and “The Punishment of Nebuchadnezzar” pose it in terms of 

kingship and “noblesce”, drawing heavily on the associations of nobility and masculinity. 

“The Tale of Florent” sets the terms for (noble) masculine self-examination through the 

stories of the rest of Book I, its allegory reflected in the pool and predicament of Narcissus. 

Florent’s knowledge of his own and feminine desire is finally destructive to his masculine 

virtus; similarly in Narcissus’ story in Ovid, Tiresias, most knowledgable in the mythic 

world about the genders (having been both), warns that Narcissus life will only be long “si  

se ne noverit” (if he does not come to know himself; Met. III.348).  Gower echoes this 

sense in his Latin head-verses to the section including Narcissus: “Omnia scire putat, set  

se Presumpcio nescit” (Presumption thinks he knows all things, but he does not know 

82).  I would argue that obeying the beloved in the hopes of gaining the pleasure of sex is still selfish, and 
that gender plays a different role in these lines.  
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himself; I.viii.1).  The reader of Book I recognizes that self-knowledge is considerably 

different from its appearance or image, and that the process of telling them apart is one of 

art.  Pity is part of this; as Amans confuses masculine and feminine law at the end of 

Florent, when Genius tells him that the presumptuous “seith noght ones ‘grant mercy’/ To 

Godd, which alle grace sendeth” (I. 1903-4), he responds that he is only “worthi/ To loven, 

bot in hir mercy” (I. 1935-6, ital. mine).  Narcissus, who opposes his exclusive masculinity 

to the “strengthe of love bowe” (I. 2286) is denied when he “axeth grace” (I. 2338),  49 and 

his corpse is only buried through the “pure pité” (I. 2347) of the nymphs.  Throughout 

Book I, masculinity especially as “strengthe” is subjected to a strenuous examination, with 

the result that a feminized “pité” is exposed as the real power.  While I agree with 

Galloway that “pité” is a central element of Gower’s fitting and proper social relations, this 

artful pity threatens true pity by its very imitation.

Part II: Constance and the Exploitation of Pity

The Limits of Allegory

Besides the “Tale of Florent,” the other tale Chaucer re-tells from Gower is of course the 

“Tale of Constance”, Genius’ exemplum for the sin of Detraction.  In this section, I wish to 

again use a comparison of Chaucer’s and Gower’s tales in order to argue that Chaucer does 

not oppose but rather uses Gower’s version, and that the Man of Law is not a version of 

Gower, but (just as Chaucer’s text alleges) a limited reader of Gower, and of Chaucer as 

well.50  Chaucer finds in Gower’s “Tale of Constance” “an exploitation of pity, in which 

49 In Gower’s version, Narcissus is never aware that he is gazing at his own reflection, and is thus asking 
grace of a “female” object, but a fictional female object.
50 Cf. Rodney Delasanta, “’And of Great Reverence’: Chaucer’s Man of Law”, Chaucer Review 5 (1970-1) 
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eloquence is used to “sette . . . hertes to pité” (VII. 1621).51  In approaching this tale in both 

these versions, I must begin with the most influential piece of criticism about the 

Constance/Custance story, which argues for a reading fully appropriate to Christian 

docrine: V.A. Kolve’s “The Man of Law’s Tale: The Rudderless Ship and the Sea”, the last 

chapter of his magisterial Chaucer and the Imagery of Narrative: The First Five  

Canterbury Tales.  The opening of his chapter presents the terms through which Kolve will 

develop the terms of his analysis, both expressed as responses to “pressure created by the 

design of The Canterbury Tales”:

There was a need to establish, with the developing fiction, the possibility of an uncompromised 

Christian life and true Christian society, in which the absolute power of God and his love for those 

who serve him would stand revealed. And there was a need to demonstrate, within a work governed 

by a multiple but hierarchical aesthetic, what poetry can do at its fullest dignity, in the service not of 

fable but of Christian truth.52

Kolve argues that Chaucer’s tale can be read literally, typologically, tropologically, and 

anagogically, and that it is the combination of those different levels that produce “a 

complex work of art.”53  He is particularly interested in opposing this educated, clerical 

argument to the “skeptical” or “sentimental” readings that he sees as constituting the 

tradition of reading the tale, and reducing its value.54  His reading does little to separate the 

Man of Law-as-narrator from Chaucer-as-poet, thus also opposing what was and continues 

to be a popular way of reading the Man of Law’s tale, a mode of interpretation which A.C. 

288-310, 297, who argues that the Man of Law’s is limited in his reading even of Chaucer himself.
51 Again, I am in fundamental disagreement with Olsson, who argues that Chaucer excites this pity, while 
Gower does not (Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 93-4).  Despite Olsson’s argument at this point in his text, 
he later asserts that the “Tale of Constance” is an “argument ad motum”, that is, an argument which “devotes 
itself to exciting feeling” (Olsson, The Structures of Conversion, 101, quoting Cicero, De partione ortoria 13, 
46).  The Gower quotation comes from Genius’ discussion of Cicero’s and Caesar’s different approaches to 
rhetoric in Book VII (Caesar’s is ad motum).  
52 V.A. Kolve, “The Man of Law’s Tale: The Rudderless Ship and the Sea”, in Chaucer and the Imagery of  
Narrative: The First Five Canterbury Tales (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984), 297.  
53 Kolve, 356-7.
54 Kolve, 298, and 479, note 2.  
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Spearing critiques in his chapter on the “Man of Law’s Tale” in his Textual Subjectivity.55 

Both Kolve and Spearing make convincing arguments for the quality of the tale without 

recourse to irony, and I will argue that Gower provides for Chaucer an English tale that is 

both a well-written and emotionally effective piece of poetry, but which also uses the 

marked division between narrator and author to its advantage.  I want to suggest that just as 

no one would deny that Conscience and Reason make convincing, non-ironic arguments 

concerning the proper understanding of justice in Piers Plowman III-V, those arguments 

fail to be complete in ways that correlate to the incompleteness of Conscience and Reason. 

Reason’s sermon in Piers Plowman V brings about Repentaunce, and directs Will towards 

Treuthe, but does not give a place in this world where that Truethe can be found.  Reason 

can speak inspiring words about the justice of God, but cannot bring about earthly justice.56 

Similarly, I argue that the Constance story that Chaucer develops from Gower does present 

“the possibility of an uncompromised Christian life and true Christian society”, and 

“[plumbs] . . . metaphysical depths” (especially in terms of gender).57  These are not absent 

in Gower.  However, this possibility and philosophical exploration are incomplete in the 

political, contingent world in which Gower’s tale exists, as well as in the contingent world 

of Chaucer’s pilgrimage.58  Allegory does not replace the literal, and the literal engages the 

55 A.C. Spearing, Textual Subjectivity: The Encoding of Subjectivity in Medieval Narratives and Lyrics (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2005), pp. 101-136.  Spearing discusses a host of critics who divide Chaucer 
from his “fallible narrator”, suggesting that it generated as a response to modern writers such as Robert 
Browning and Henry James: he begins with G.L Kittredge’s “Chaucer’s Pardoner”, Atlantic Monthly 72 
(1893) 829-33, and Chaucer and his Poetry (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1915), and includes 
Rodney Delasanta, Chauncey Wood, Anne Astell, Carolyn Dinshaw, and Susan Schibanoff among others (cf. 
esp. pp. 102-115).  Spearing cites Kolve twice (122 and 133) both approvingly.  Kolve himself dismisses 
ironic distance between Chaucer and the Man of Law as a reason for the “violent, melodramatic, excessive” 
quality of the narrative, 325. For another critic who identifies a wide critical spectrum, cf. Winthrop 
Wetherbee, “Constance and the World in Chaucer and Gower”, John Gower: Recent Readings, 65-93, 65.
56 I am using here as elsewhere the C-text as edited by Derek Pearsall.  
57 Spearing, Textual Subjectivities, 136, cf. 134.
58 Kolve is particularly adept at not forgetting about the literal, and Chaucer’s consistent referral to the exact 
time and place of the pilgrims along their journey reminds the reader that despite the possibility for typology 
and tropology, the contingency of the literal always remains.
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skeptical and sentimental (or perhaps, pitying) readings that Kolve wishes to oppose. 

Rather, the analogical relationships between literal and allegorical and between literary and 

political, are themselves the object of knowledge for the reader.  

The “Tale of Constance” is part of the section dealing with detraction, which the Latin 

head verses refer to as the “pars . . . pessima”, or worst part, of Envy (II.iii.1).  The Latin 

verses also suggest the sort of ethical relation involved in detraction.  In a particularly 

literal rendering of back-biting, the verses warn that “Morsibus a tergo quos inficit ipsa  

fideles,/ Vulneris ignoti sepe salute carent” (The faithful ones whom she inflicts unawares 

with bites from the back often lack a medicine for the wound; II.iii.5-6).  The sin is 

understood in bodily terms, the emotional and social considerations of detraction cast by 

the metaphor into the physical.  It is also considered morally in terms of pain and remedy, 

which, if the Aristotelian models of the virtues are in play, suggests a transposition of the 

locus of sin onto the body as well.  The final verses, which tell the “generosus amor” to 

keep from detraction, and all things “sinistra” do not seem particularly well matched with 

the verses immediately preceding.  Lines 5-6 deal with the pain inflicted upon faithful 

lovers, and lines 7-8 warn against inflicting that pain, but neither a remedy for the pain nor 

a reason not to inflict it is presented.  Though 5-6 suggests that the victim of such sin will 

be the poetic subject, without transition, the sinner is the focus of the final lines.  Genius 

has already made this division at the very end of Book I, stating that the envious man, 

“Which hath the proper kinde of helle/ Withoute cause to misdo/ Toward himself and other 

also” (I.3442-4).  This problem could certainly be the result of the intensely reductive 

nature of these head verses, which oftentimes bear a relation to the text following them as a 
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kind of summary collection of aphorisms, but the story of Constance that follows suggests 

a more complex situation, focused around the problem of grace and remedy, the results of 

pity, and for Amans, the desired result of his both his lady’s and Venus’ pity, in which he 

has expressed great interest.  These verses also suggest, through the transposition of social, 

emotional and moral concerns onto the body, the sort of limitation that the tale of 

Constance will present.

Genius’ discussion of detraction is particularly vivid; he compares the detractor in love to 

the “netle” which “The freisshe rede roses brenneth” (II.401-2), and more spectacularly, 

the scarab or dung beetle’s 

. . . kinde,

Of whos nature this I finde

That in the hoteste of the dai,

When comen is the merie Mai,

He sprat his wynge and up he fleth.

And under al aboute he seth

The faire lusti floures springe,

Bot therof hath he no likinge;

Bot where he seth of eny beste

The felthe, ther he maketh his feste,

And therupon he wole alyhte

Ther liketh him non other sihte (II.413-424).

This passage uses both “kinde” and “nature” but extends beyond the limits they strictly 

would impose.  He is clearly comparing acts deriving from nature and lacking in free 

decision to free acts perpetuated by habit, for the jangler “of the scole of helle/ Is tawht, 

and fostered with Envie/ Of houshold and of compaignie” (II.436-8).  The description of 

the nettle seems to suggest an attack of melancholy: the heat “brenneth” the red rose (a 

strange word choice), making it “pale of hewe” (II.402, 403), the effect upon the victim; 
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the second however, seems quite directly to reference sodomy, as the beetle seems to reject 

the “lusti” procreative May behavior of the birds and bees in order to delight in the filth of 

beasts.  This repeats the situation in the Latin verses: the victim and the sinner are 

juxtaposed, but only tangentially related, through a metaphor that glosses over the very 

terms of the discussion.

This is the major problem of Amans in his confession to detraction.  It is a sin of which he 

is most certainly guilty, and for which he is “al redy for to bere/ [His] peine” (II.537-8). 

However, the situation is complicated by his discussion of the actual circumstances. 

Arguing that he detracts “prively” rather than “openly” (II.456, 455), he explains that 

circumstances make it impossible for him not to detract.  The other lovers seeking the 

beloved, whom he describes as “comun” (II.475), do not follow any code of refined loving. 

He claims that “ech of hem his tale affaiteth,/ Al to deceive an innocent” (II.464-5).  While 

his so-called concern that they might “enchaunte” his beloved with their guile is perhaps a 

shallow justification for his sin, Gower’s method of exposing it produces more than simply 

the reader’s awareness of Amans’ hypocrisy and self-deception.  Amans undermines his 

own defense by confessing that even if “it so befelle/ That althertrewest man yborn” wooed 

his love, he would backbite rather than lose his beloved to him (II.498-9).  By the 

hypothetical nature of this statement, however, Amans suggests that such a person certainly 

is not wooing the beloved at the moment, and that such a lover might not exist at all. 

Amans also insists that he does not tell others, but only his lady, establishing that the 

purpose of his backbiting is only to speed his love (II.523-4).  There is a clear conflict 

within the practice of wooing; if Amans did not use such immoral tactics, those that do 
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would have a clear advantage.  In answer to the problem, Genius suggests that Amans 

“ever kept thi tunge stille/ Thou miht the more have of thi wille” (II.553-4).  His virtue will 

produce pleasure; the moral will be perfected in the practical.  However, the mechanism 

for this relies upon a notion of grace about which Amans has already expressed doubts. 

For this to work, the lady must be “[s]o wys, so war in alle thinge” (II. 557) that she will 

not only be able to identify when someone intends to “misenforme” (II.559) but also 

recognize the virtuous.  Genius supports the moral validity of this with several quite 

appropriate aphorisms concerned with self-poisoning, but does not deal with the original 

juxtaposition: that the victim of backbiting often cannot find a remedy, and can be driven 

into melancholy.  Amans must make himself absolutely reliant upon the grace of his lady, 

but the faith that this requires is put into question by the pain of the fideles of the Latin 

head verses.  This problem orders the “Tale of Constance” by positing (like Reason and 

Conscience in Piers Plowman) an attractive and inspiring image of justice, but failing to 

account for its lack in the present contingent world.  Amans’ problem does not involve the 

theological “Christian truth” of Kolve’s poetry at its highesy dignity, but the “trouthe” of 

moral judgment and political faith.

The “Tale of Constance” is clearly allegorical, and Constance represents a vision of the 

conversionary power of Christian Church’s faith.59  It is opposed to the envious pagan or 

Muslim, who in seeking to destroy it reveals his or her own perversion and depravity.  The 

tale revolves around the problem of “enformacion” of the rational desire, or 

concupiscentia rationalis.  The virtuous pagans such as the Muslims of Barbary, 

Hermyngeld, and Allee are easily brought to Christianity through Constance’s “wordes 

59 Kolve’s argument concerning the sources of the Constance/Custance story makes an irrefutable case for the 
allegorical and tropological possibilities of the tale; cf. Kolve, 306-340.
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wise/ Of Cristes faith so full enformed” (II.606-7).60  The others, such as the mothers of the 

Sultan and Allee, and the two military figures who sexually desire Constance, refuse to be 

so informed, fearing the loss of other, more bodily desires.  Politically, this tale suggests 

that in the post-Crusader Europe, the proper response to Islam and paganism is not 

crusade, but faith in the power of the fundamental and clear rightness of Christianity. 

There seems to be significant contemporary support for such a religious view, especially in 

the wake of the Great Schism and its patently political (mis)use of crusade, the brutality of 

crusades in Lithuania (in which the future Henry IV participated) and Alexandria, and the 

complete failure of the Despenser Crusade.  Similar sentiments can be found in writers 

such as John Mandeville, and, if we believe Terry Jones’ reading of the “General Prologue” 

and “Knight’s Tale”, in Chaucer as well.61  Gower himself explicitly questions the value of 

crusade in Confessio III.2490-2515 (though in the persona of Amans).  In Gower’s “Tale of 

Constance”, love leads naturally to charity, as both the Sultan and Allee, through their love 

of Constance’s “beaté” and “grace” (II.622) give her their “hole herte[s]” (II.896), 

simultaneously entering the Christian faith.62  Love is productive of virtue here, but within 

the confines of allegory and that allegory’s providential economy of grace.  Peter 

Nicholson notes that Gower’s adaptation of this tale from Nicholas Trevet reduces the 

centrality of the religious and political, while emphasizing the helplessness and emotional 

60 Kolve, citing Nevill Coghill, suggests that the Sultan’s conversion is only for “romantic love” and that 
“[t]here is no indication that the newly converted Syrians die a sanctified death” (322, citing Nevill Coghill, 
trans., Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1977), 35).  I do not deny the 
possibility, and only argue that if all that stands between a more and more threatening Muslim power in the 
East and that land’s conversion to Christianity (under whatever circumstances) is a beautiful woman, crusade 
may be a bad political move.  Also, “romantic love” for the representative of Constancy and the Church may 
have a valence of allegorical meanings.
61 Terry Jones, Chaucer’s Knight: The Portrait of a Medieval Mercenary (New York: Methuen, 1985).
62 Again, distinctions have been made between these two figures in terms of their entrance, the extent to 
which they deliberate over their conversion, and its purpose.  In even the most radical separation between 
them, Allee and the Sultan both see conversion as part of their marriage to Constance.  
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pain of Constance.63  His judgment that “Gower is unafraid of pathos”64 however misses 

the essential point of Gower’s telling of the Constance’s tale.  Both the pathos of 

Constance’s helplessness and the gratifying presence of Divine Providence depend upon 

Genius’ elimination of considerations of political contingency.  Divine Providence extends 

beyond contingency, while Constance’s stoic helplessness does not seek to enter into 

political engagement.  Gower’s tale is emotional by means of its lack of political 

engagement, and the pathos and pleasure of the “Tale of Constance” show the political 

limitations central to its structure.

Interpreting Constance

A close reading of the tale of Constance (whether in Chaucer or Gower) does not prove to 

be particularly effective.  While I fundamentally agree with Spearing that Chaucer’s (and I 

would add Gower’s) tale “contains some of his finest poetry”, there is a reason “few critics 

seem to like Custance very much.”65  The tale is remarkably easy to understand as a whole, 

especially if one is aware of the tremendous Christian background, both literary and 

artistic, that Kolve has located and sampled.66  Its simplicity makes it difficult to teach, and 

the division between Chaucer and the Man of Law allows for close reading of passages for 

the very purpose of discovering irony; Spearing quotes C. David Benson that this ironic 

narrator method “will persist . . . if for no other reason than that it is so convenient for 

presenting the Canterbury Tales to students.”67  Even Spearing and Kolve do little close 

63 Nicholson Love and Ethics, 170.
64 Nicholson Love and Ethics, 171.
65 Spearing, 122, 107, quoting Robert Dawson, “Custance in Context: Rethinking the Protagonist of the Man 
of Law’s Tale”, Chaucer Review 26 (1991-2), 294.  
66 Kolve’s chapter includes 39 images, and makes reference to a number of tales, literary and traditional (such 
as that of Mary Magdalene’s journey to Poitiers) that serve as analogues to Custance.  
67 Spearing, 105n, quoting Benson, “The Canterbury Tales: Personal Drama or Experiments in Poetic 
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reading of the tale, and when they do, it is specifically to counter readings by their 

opponents.  A number of more recent critics, such as María Bullón-Fernández, Susan 

Schibanoff and Geraldine Heng, through the application of gender, race, and even post-

colonial theory have provided interesting approaches to more general medieval attitudes 

towards gender and otherness, but seem to succeed best when they deal least with the 

actual tales of Chaucer and Gower.68  Turning to Gower specifically, critics have generally 

read closely for the sole purpose of proving Chaucer’s superior artistry, a critical mode that 

is gradually going out of style.  The readers of this tale (college student and professor 

alike) often seem lost when it comes to textual criticism.

I argue that the interpretative difficulty (or rather, ease) with the “Tale of Constance” is a 

factor of Gower’s lack of interest in the reader “properly” interpreting. Gower instead 

occupies the reader with the question of his or her own persona, the “reader-as-

interpreter.”  Elizabeth Allen, in her article “Chaucer Answers Gower: Constance and the 

Trouble with Reading”, suggests that Gower “seeks to engage his readers in the experience 

of conscious and deliberate moral choice”, and considers both Chaucer and Gower as 

moving towards a style demanding a “reader-response” criticism.69  This experience of 

reading is itself “an act in the world” and Allen constantly turns back to the activity, rather 

Variety?”, The Cambridge Companion to Chaucer, 2nd Ed., Piero Boitano and Jill Mann, eds. (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), n.2.  Spearing suggest that this is a more “charitable reading” than his, 
which suggests that it persists because endless “new” interpretations can arise and be published from it.  
68 Cf. María Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters in Gower’s Confessio Amantis, esp. pp. 75-101. 
Dealing with the “Tale of Constance” through gender theory, Bullón-Fernández argues that Constance’s 
silences provide a “self” for Constance in the fluid world of familial relations.  Cf. also Susan Schibanoff, 
“Worlds Apart: Orientalism, Antifeminism, and Heresy in Chaucer’s Man of Law’s Tale”, Exemplaria 8 
(1996), 59-96, and chapter 4 of Geraldine Heng’s Empire of Magic: Medieval Romance and the Politics of  
Cultural Fantasy (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), among others.  
69 Elizabeth Allen, “Chaucer answers Gower: Constance and the Trouble with Reading”, ELH 63 (1997), 627-
55, 628.  
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than the passivity of the reader.70  This reflects what I believe is a consistent concern for 

Gower throughout the text.  As Allen describes it, “Gower’s octosyllabic rhymes, his 

narration largely according to ordo naturalis, his frequent rime riche and often repetitive, 

lengthy sentences seem to encourage a certain surface passivity” but this encouragement 

leads to retrospective self-examination.71  The plainness of the vernacular is also troubled 

by Gower’s use of Latin glosses to (in)form the reader, and alerts the reader to the 

givenness of his or her interpreting.72 The “Tale of Constance” in particular deepens and 

extends this project of moving readers to consider their own acts of interpreting.  The tale 

itself is narratively arresting; having recently read it aloud in its entirety to a non-Christian 

audience with no professional or scholastic interest in literature, I discovered (somewhat to 

my surprise) that they thought the tale to be both lively and entertaining.  For a medieval 

audience, I would argue that such a reaction would have been considerably more intense. 

Constance is a (miraculously) virginal female figure in almost constant peril or suffering, 

even when such suffering might be easily avoided; I can discover no rational character 

motivation for Constance’s declining to proclaim her heritage and changing/translating of 

her name to “Couste” (II. 1149-65).73  Especially after it is clear that she is in the hands of 

her father’s army, who have just fought a war to avenge her, one cannot imagine a 

“character” motivation for her action: it simply extends her suffering and the audience’s 

pity.74  In terms of Constance’s gender, the entire tale is a sort of pornography of pity, the 

70 Allen, 639.  
71 Allen, 647.
72 It is worth noting that the “Man of Law’s Tale” contains Latin glosses in several manuscripts. 
73 Several critics have discussed the name change, but none to any sort of satisfaction on the literal level of 
the text.
74 Cf. Bullón-Fernández, who makes a fascinating argument that though the silences may be the residue of an 
original incest narrative, in their current context, they serve “to protect herself as an individual, [and] to 
protect her own desire” (Fathers and Daughters, 77-8 referencing Schlauch, 133, and 86).  However, her 
interpretation still allegorizes Constance, but as a female.   
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most constant quality of Constance’s being exposure.  In a similar problem for any kind of 

“character” motivation, there seems to be no reason whatsoever why the Sultan’s mother 

goes to extensive effort and expense to outfit Constance with a well-provisioned ship 

rather than killing her on the spot as she has done with every other guest (II. 705-11).75  It 

is a plot device to get Constance into the allegorical ship and expose her to the winds (as 

well as to the audience).  It brings together numerous symbolic and affective associations 

in order to generate pity in the reading (or listening) audience.

In Gower’s description of the murdered guests, he produces first and foremost a pitiable 

exposure:

This worthi maiden which was there

Stod thanne, as who seith, ded for feere,

To se the feste how that it stod,

Which al was torned into blod.

The dissh forth with the coppe and al

Bebled thei weren overal.

Sche sih hem deie on every side;

No wonder thogh sche wepte and cride

Makende many a wofull mone.

When al was slain bot sche alone . . . (II.695-704)

In this passage, “al” is used four times (including “overall”) and “every” once to describe 

her destroyed surroundings.  Gower manages an interesting descriptive move using the 

word “stod”, emphasizing visually the exposed nature of Constance.  The enjambment of 

75 Trevet suggests in his version in Les Chroniques ecrites pour Marie d’Angleterre that the Sultan’s mother 
devises it as a “nouel turment” (W.F. Bryan and Germaine Dempster, Sources and Analogues of Chaucer’s  
Canterbury Tales (New York: The Humanities Press, 1958), 167), and Chaucer’s Man of Law suggests that 
the reason is only known to God (CT II.439). Kolve explains it as a model of symbolic expulsion for a 
“society wished to expel an unwanted person from its midst” (326).  The text never suggests this directly, in 
Trevet’s Gower’s or Chaucer’s version.  Cf. Eberle, 137.  
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695-6 at first appear pleonastic; Gower seems to suggest Constance’s presence three times, 

and if that is not enough, adds the conventional phrase “as who seith” even though it is 

entirely unnecessary for the meaning of the sentence, appearing to only add to the 

pleonasm.76  However, it in fact introduces a key modifier, “ded for feere.”  The effect of 

these two lines is to assert the presence of Constance, standing up exposed among the 

horizontal corpses, but (metaphorically) just as dead.  Her being “ded for feere” both 

appropriates the pity for the dead to Constance, and adds the element of fear, a fear (and 

corresponding pity from the audience) heightened by the visual image of her standing 

exposed above the dead.77  If the visual aspect of this description was not already patent, 

Gower begins the next line with her vision, which also seems to supply a reason for her 

standing (“This worthi maiden . . . Stod thanne . . . To se the feste”) and for her fear (“ded 

for feere,/ To se the feste”).  She, like the reader, is surveying the carnage, but Gower 

draws the reader back from sharing Constance’s gaze (and its concomitant terror) to a 

position of visual judgment with Constance as an object of the gaze.78  She looks at the 

feast to see “how that it stod”, repeating the word which had described her a moment 

earlier but with a different denotation.  Nonetheless, it returns the reader to the original 

image (“how that it stod” is that Constance is standing, alone and exposed, among a great 

number of dead bodies).  Gower’s lines bring the reader through Constance’s emotion, but 

76 Cf. “who”, MED, 1b, which provides several variations on “as who seith”, all with pleonastic import. 
77 Patricia Eberle notes that Constance’s emotional state is a major difference from Trevet’s collected heroine, 
who engages the Sultan’s mother in religious debate; Patricia Eberle, “The Question of Authority and The 
Man of Law’s Tale”, The Centre and its Compass: Studies in Medieval Literature in Honor of Professor John 
Leyerle, Robert Taylor, James Burke, Patricia Eberle, Ian Lancashire, and Brian Merrilees, eds. (Kalamazoo: 
Western Michigan University Press, 1993), 111-49, 132.  
78 R.F. Yeager refers to this scene as “almost cinematic in effect”, though he qualifies this as not being 
“Gower’s main means of image-making” arguing instead that he “relies on the working of his words qua 
words, on nuance and lexical suggestion”, in R.F. Yeager, “John Gower’s Images: ‘The Tale of Constance’ 
and ‘The Man of Lawe’s Tale’”, Speaking Images: Essays in Honor of V.A. Kolve (Ashville, NC: Pegasus 
Press, 2001), pp. 525-557, 527.  I argue that even in the words, pity is intensified, and while the anachronistic 
cinematic effect might be absent elsewhere, the rhetorical inducement to pity is not.
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reject a shared feeling of fear for pity at an exposed object.  She is “alone”, but even this 

Gower verbally exploits in line 704, with a doubling of “al”: “Whan al was slain bot she 

alone.” He directly opposes the “al” and “alone”, exploiting their common root to 

emphasize their difference, and suggesting as well that the mental image first developed in 

lines 695-7 are extended through time, and not just a moment.  This, and the more 

conventional description of how “sche wepte and criede/ Makende many a woful mone” 

forms an extraordinarily intense occasion for pity.  This scene is by no means the only one 

that supplies such an occasion, for the “Tale of Constance” is rife with them.79  Yeager 

supplies another excellent example of how an audience perceives Constance.  When the 

Northumbrians have received the letter, forged by Domilde, Allee’s mother, ordering 

Constance once again to return to the sea, Gower, in a section he adds to Trevet, shows 

their reaction:

Bot whan that thei have hiede take,

And rad that written is withinne,

So gret a sorwe thei beginne,

As thei here oghne Moder sihen

Brent in a fyr before here yhen (II. 1044-8)

Noting that exposure at sea and burning are not “automatic associations” Yeager connects 

this passage to the eventual punishment of Domilde, “brent tofore hire Sones yhe” (II. 

1287),80 and that, unique to Gower, this mode of death calls up associations of fire and 

water that run throughout Confessio Amantis II.81  It also provides two models for reading. 

The death of Constance (which no doubt the Northumbrians expect will happen when she 

79 Yeager himself points out the use of the word “naked”, referring the ship into which Constance is cast, “to 
merge the ship and its occupant” in her state of “helpless exposure”; Yeager, “Strengthe and Vois”, 528.  
80 Yeager, “Strengthe and Vois”, 536.  Yeager is not the only critic to connect these scenes together, but his 
article deals directly with the production of images.
81 Yeager, 5“Strengthe and Vois”, 37.
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is exposed) will be invisible to them, and they conjure up a scene of exposure not only 

pitiable but “before here yhen” rather than distant.  They do not imagine this when they put 

her in the boat, but when they read the letter.  This is the response of a reader (or group of 

readers); they translate a distant scene of feminine exposure and death into a present one, 

in which their mother (rather than their lover) is the victim.  The image of burning makes 

present the helplessness of the reader in the face of the narrative, and intensifies the pain of 

a distant death by starvation or drowning to the present, intense, and spectacular death by 

fire.  Allee presents another model of reading.  His vengeance (cf. II. 1285) finds this 

burning the appropriate “juise” (II. 1278) and “juggement” (II. 1296) for his mother, and 

his people seem to universally agree (II. 1294-1301). As a political reader, he not only is 

able to justify the affective response of his people through punishment, but suffers it with 

them, by actually seeing his own mother so spectacularly exposed.  This scene, like the 

scene with the mother of the Sultan, demonstrates Gower’s interest in producing pity at 

feminine exposure, and marks it as a universal source of affect, and one in concert with 

divine and political justice.

However, these scenes also suggest another affective element at work in the “Tale of 

Constance”: pious fantasy.  The moment of confrontation between Constance and the 

Sultan’s mother is one of utterly black-and-white piety.  Unlike Chaucer’s mother of the 

Sultan, whose religious outlook, though perhaps fundamentalist, would be perfectly valid 

in the mouth of a Christian,82 Gower’s evil Islamic mother worries only that her “astat 

schal so be lassed” (II. 649), her religious faith reduced to pure material gain.  Her 

82 Cf. CT. II.330-343.  The Sowdanesse worries about “penaunce” and being doomed to hell if she renounces 
“Mahoun oure creance.”  
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murderous “rage” (II. 688) at the marriage feast not only results from her “Envie”, the 

supposed topic of the tale, but also produces a desecration not only of the sacraments of 

marriage and baptism (which were ostensibly in process or recently concluded) but 

through Gower’s language, of the Eucharist.  The “wedding feast” was “al torned into 

blod” in a travesty of the consecration; Gower makes sure to note that “The dissh forth 

with the coppe” were covered with blood, and his use of the singular makes the association 

with the paten and chalice.  Such Eucharistic desecration had a particularly heightened 

power to horrify during the late Middle Ages, especially when non-Christians were 

concerned (though it seems that Jews were the most common perpetrators).  Gower has 

folded together the religious pity of the female martyr-narrative with the pious outrage of 

the host-desecration narrative, and each reinforces the affective power of the other.  In the 

case of Domilde, it is a more political pious fantasy.  Her false letter speaks of Allee 

feeling “[a]s he which is a king deposed” (II. 1017), and Domilde’s action, which works so 

that Moris cannot “cleymen eny heritage” (II. 1025) produces a desecration of kingly and 

noble rights, a “tresoun” (II. 1299).  The martyr-narrative is conflated with the willful 

destruction of virtuous kingship for personal gain.  In each, an already intense scene of pity 

is intensified by pious affections.

The entire tale works to fold together and reinforce these two affections, pity and piety, and 

adds moments drawn from Romance to heighten emotion formulaically: love at first sight 

(or even without having seen), separated royal families, misdirected messages, evil 

mothers-in-law, reunion of lovers, and the creation of a new royal line (many of these same 

elements will be developed in the “Tale of Apollonius”, but to a much different purpose). 
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Almost any sequence of lines from this tale can bear the same sort of analysis provided 

above, though such a project would be as exhausting as it would be unnecessary.  The 

above argument illustrates the source of the affective power of the tale, but not its use.  It 

also suggests that the experience of the tale depends upon affective rather than intellectual 

engagement, which much of the scholarship challenged by both Kolve and Spearing 

hesitates over, and for good reason: it affectively supports a vision of European and 

Christian culture, as well as a vision of women (and arguably, race), which are anathema to 

many modern readers, and which make a positive affective response profoundly difficult. 

Irony is not only a critical method for dealing with the clarity of the story, it is also a way 

in which the affective response can be dislocated.  

Hypothetical Constances: The Range of Endangered Women

This hesitancy about giving oneself over to the affective power of the tale might not be 

limited to modern readers.  The potential for the ridiculous in the type of female-martyr 

tale found in such sources as the Legenda Aurea was not lost on the intellectual elite of 

Christian Europe.  Chaucer’s and Gower’s most probable direct source is Nicholas Trevet’s 

version of the tale of Constance in Les Chronicles, likely written for Mary of Woodstock, a 

nun and sister of Edward II.  However, Trevet’s version more strongly emphasizes the 

power and agency of Constance, and it seems clear that Chaucer and Gower, either 

independent or aware of one another’s work, fashioned a more passive Constance on the 

model of the early Christian martyrs. One might imagine that the Gowers and Chaucers of 

the world read early martyr tales with both embarrassment at their manipulative fiction and 
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respect for their affective power.83  The intellectual and literary elite of England were 

drawn to topics such as the disendowment of the Church and anti-mendicancy for very 

obvious reasons: the institutional authorities used affective spirituality to manipulate the 

Christian commonwealth for personal gain.  Chaucer, Gower, Langland and their ilk must 

have been aware of constant manipulation by the friars through their sermons,84 the 

proliferation of “relics” and false miracles,85 and the explicitly political use of popular 

piety.86  The presence of Wycliffite critics throughout England, including within Gower’s 

and Chaucer’s own circle would only have intensified their awareness of the misuse of 

affective narratives and practices.87  Certainly, the Wycliffite attack on “false fables” 

derived from romance rather than the Bible would have been present in the minds of 

literary men, especially literary men with strong connections to French and English courtly 

culture.88  This does not mean that as readers we must choose between an ironic and an un-

ironic Gower and Chaucer (or make one ironic and another not).  To consider the 

possibility of relationship between these two readings, I would like to suggest reading 

Chaucer’s and Gower’s tale together with Boccaccio’s Decameron, II. 7, and Constance’s 

83 I would suggest that this combination of embarrassment and respect also functions in Chaucer’s “Prioress’ 
Tale”, which places a variation of the tale of Hugh of Lincoln in the mouth of the affectionate but 
unintellectual Prioress.  The narrative clearly has affective power, but also an ideological power that Chaucer 
and his readers recognize.
84 Examples of friars using affective preaching for gain are everywhere in late medieval literature, especially  
in Wycliffite discourse.  Gower himself punningly states, “Pseudo prophetat ibi” (False prophesys there; VC 
IV. 788, suggesting 2 Peter 2:1, Fuerunt vero et pseudoprophetæ in populo, sicut et in vobis erunt magistri  
mendaces, qui introducent sectas perditionis (Truly there will come false prophets among the people, as there 
will be among you lying teachers, who will introduce pernicious sects).  
85 The list of suspicious miracles and relics in late England were manifold, from the Blood of Hales to the 
relics of Arthur at Glastonbury to the Rood of Grace at Boxley Abbey.  Any well-traveled and well-educated 
Englishman or woman would be aware of the potential for abuse.  
86 The Despenser Crusade is a particularly potent example, but the Papal Schism continually used crusade to 
justify political conflict among Catholics.  
87 Cf. most recently Frances McCormack, Chaucer and the Culture of Dissent: The Lollard Context and 
Subtext of the Parson’s Tale (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2007).  
88 Cf. Anne Hudson, The Premature Reformation: Wycliffite Texts and Lollard History (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 269-71.    
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analogue, Gostanza, in Decameron V. 2.89  Here, the romance genre is manipulated in 

several different ways, but the audience derives pleasure from all of them without coming 

to any sort of confrontation or positing an extreme gap between author and narrator; in 

fact, the tales reinforce one another.

Both of these tales from the Decameron involve an endangered woman in transit 

throughout the Mediterranean.  Gostanza, like Constance, ends up on a rudderless boat, 

though it is by her own choice.  Seeking to kill herself because of the (supposed) death of 

her lover, Martuccio, but too frightened of a violent suicide, “pensò nuova necessità dare  

alla sua morte” (she devised a rather strange but sure way of killing herself)90: the 

rudderless boat.  Her lover also is seafaring; after being rejected by Gostanza’s father on 

account of his lack of wealth, Martuccio becomes a Barbary pirate, until his ship is sunk by 

Saracens and he is taken as a prisoner to Tunisia.  Great good luck finally reunites them 

and provides wealth for Martuccio, and this is the pleasure that Emilia, the narrator, desires 

to communicate to the reader at the beginning of the tale: “Ciascun si dee meritamente  

dilettare di quelle cose alle quali egli vede i guiderdoni secondo le affezioni seguitare” (It 

is only right that each of us take pleasure in those things in which we see rewards follow 

from our desires; V.ii.3).  This is a tale of wish-fulfillment, in a way the opposite of 

Chaucer’s Custance and Gower’s Constance.  Gostanza’s constancy is that of the 

passionate lover of the romance genre, ready to die when her lover dies (despite being too 

89 The analogue between this tale of Boccaccio and Chaucer’s “Man of Law’s Tale” was first pointed out by 
Thomas H. McNeal, “Chaucer and the Decameron”, MLN, 53 (1938), 257-8.  I do not argue as he does for 
Chaucer, that there is any direct influence.  Helen Cooper also suggests this tale as an analogue in her guide, 
The Canterbury Tales (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 128, and it is further discussed by Carol 
Falvo Heffernan in The Orient in Chaucer and Medieval Romance (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2003) 35ff.
90 Giovanni Boccaccio, Decameron, V. Branca, ed, (Turino: Einaudi, 1992) V.ii.9.  English translation by 
Mark Musa and Peter Bondanella, The Decameron (New York: Mentor Books, 1982).  
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sensitive for violence), and her reward is similarly appropriate for romance.  She is a 

creature ruled by her desires, as is Martuccio; he not only becomes a pirate, but a greedy 

pirate, and instead of being killed, ends up a royal advisor and a wealthy man, reunited to 

his love.  They certainly reflect Emilia, the narrator of this story, in her own approach to 

the pleasures of narrative. Asked to tell a tale of fortunate lovers, after having to tell a tale 

of unfortunate lovers the day before, she remarks, “per ciò che amare merita piú tosto  

diletto che afflizione a lungo andare, con molto mio maggior piacere della presente  

materia parlando ubidirò la reina, che della precedente non feci il re” (since in the long 

run love should merit pleasure rather than pain, it gives me much greater pleasure to obey 

the Queen now by speaking on the present topic than it did yesterday when I obeyed the 

King; V.ii.3).  The narrative relies upon pity for the production of pleasure, but creates a 

certain excess in its final result.  Boccaccio’s use of meritamente and merita in the two 

passages quoted above suggest a just and proportionate reward, but the rewards are in fact 

far more than what has been merited.  Perhaps if Genius had heard the story of Martuccio 

and Gostanza, he would have noted Martuccio’s avarice and Gostanza’s despair as sins 

against love; Amans, however, might have found a spur towards the hope in grace he 

seems to lack when discussing his sin of detraction.  Boccaccio’s characterization of 

Martuccio’s piracy as not merely necessary, but avaricious, and Gostanza’s constancy 

constrained by her fear of violent death make for a happy ending which erases their faults 

by an overabundance of grace/fortune, and suggests that love (in the long run, at least) 

provides some superabundant merit of pleasure.  This narrative represents exactly the sort 

of amorous expectation and wish-fulfillment that orders Amans’ affections.  
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Emilia’s tale is almost amazingly secular.  As Carol Falvo Heffernan points out, the tale of 

Gostanza shows “a world wherein Christians and Muslims have learned to live side by 

side.”91  The differences of language, religion, and custom are barely stumbling blocks. The 

Saracens are able to speak Italian, and Martuccio is able to speak Arabic; religion seems to 

matter little in service, to fishermen, ladies, or kings, and the customs (both military and 

domestic) of the different lands are quickly learned.  This Gostanza represents in no way a 

Christian notion of constancy; in fact, her amorous constancy overcomes religious, 

linguistic, and cultural difference.

Nonetheless, it seems to be in no way a mockery of Christian constancy.  It operates within 

an order of desires and rewards that, while bearing the marks of the Christian culture that 

created it, strenuously avoids direct contact with it.  The tale told three days earlier by 

Panfilo, directly following an emotional tale of Emilia’s, works quite differently.  Emilia’s  

story (II.vi) involves a pious woman, Madama Beritola, abandoned on an island after a 

pirate attack.  Madama Beritola’s piety, for both God and her family, is rendered especially 

pitiable by her exposure to the worst kind of circumstances, and proves to be a very 

effective narrative.  It is reported at the beginning of the next tale that , “Forse non molto 

piú si sarebbe la novella d'Emilia distesa, che la compassione avuta dalle giovani donne a'  

casi di madama Beritola loro avrebbe condotte a lagrimare (If Emilia’s tale had perhaps 

lasted a bit longer, the compassion felt by the young ladies for Madam Beritola’s 

misfortunes would have caused them all to weep”; II.vii.2).  Panfilo’s rejoinder to this tale 

is the tale of Alatiel, daughter of the Sultan of Babylon.  Originally sent by the Sultan as a 

virginal bride to the King of Algarve, Alatiel is shipwrecked then serially kidnapped by 

91 Heffernan, 38.
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different men desirous of her extraordinary beauty.  Panfilo introduces the story as if it 

were the tale of another exposed and endangered woman, her life and virtue in constant 

jeopardy from the rapacious powers of man and nature. Like Constance, Alatiel is stripped 

of the safety provided by the masculine power of her father.  The expectations of pity are 

established but undercut by Panfilo’s reduction of Alatiel’s feminine virtue to mere 

appearance, and emphasizing instead the power of her feminine desire.  Panfilo begins by 

commenting on the involvement of chance in the fulfillment of desires, a topic brought 

about by the previous story, but concludes, “E acciò che io partitamente di tutti gli umani  

disiderii non parli, affermo niuno poterne essere con pieno avvedimento, sí come sicuro da  

fortunosi casi, che da' viventi si possa eleggere: per che, se dirittamente operar volessimo,  

a quello prendere e possedere ci dovremmo disporre che Colui ci donasse, il quale solo ciò  

che ci fa bisogno conosce e puolci dare” (in order not to let myself get involved in a 

detailed discussion of human desires in general, let me state that no man alive can choose 

any one desire as being wholly secure from the accidents of chance, and so if we wish to 

live properly, we should resign ourselves to accepting and possessing whatever is given to 

us by Him who alone knows what we need and has the power to provide; II.vii.6).  The 

story of Alatiel, the “sventuratamente . . . bella” (unfortunately beautiful; II.vii.7) girl, tells 

of how she was lost in transit on route to her husband, had nine lovers (each usually killing 

the one previous) until she was finally brought to her intended, and convinced him that she 

still a virgin.  Alatiel’s virtue, worn away (rather easily) by her first lover’s strategic 

deployment of wine, exposes Alatiel as naturally desirous: “Il che poi che ella ebbe sentito,  

non avendo mai davanti saputo con che corno gli uomini cozzano, quasi pentuta del non  

avere alle lusinghe di Pericone assentito, senza attendere d'essere a cosí dolci notti  
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invitata” (When she felt what it was like, never before having felt the horn men use to butt, 

she repented of having rejected Pericone’s previous advances; and not waiting a second 

time to be beckoned to such sweet nights again, she often invited herself; II.vii.30). 

However, her “unfortunate beauty” causes her to become an object of desire for every man 

who lays eyes upon her, and she is shuttled from lover to lover, though never finds reason 

to complain about the variety of sexual pleasure to which she is “exposed.”  Panfilo’s 

tongue-in-cheek suggestion that this is somehow unfortunate (especially since there are 

absolutely no negative consequences for Alatiel), implies the range of these tales of 

feminine endangerment. Emilia’s tale of Gostanza is “moral” in a secular and amorous 

way, and her tale of Madama Beritola is “moral” in specifically Christian terms, but both 

derive their pleasure from a grace (one amorous and one Christian) that protects the 

endangered female.  Both posit a female desire that can be fulfilled by grace; Panfilo 

reveals in his pseudo-moral tale a female desire that can be often filled (though not, 

seemingly, fully) by any passing chance.  His tale, strictly, is “immoral”, in that it does not 

specify any consistent way of acting, and makes the “endangered” female completely 

passive, as passive as Chaucer’s Custance and Gower’s Constance.  Furthermore, it 

suggests that the very moral codes of feminine conduct, both amorous and Christian, can 

finally be reduced only to appearance.  The amorous and Christian moral audience derives 

vicarious sexual pleasure from his tale, a pleasure that proceeds from the same narrative 

situation as the pleasures of pity and fulfilling grace.  The most important element for my 

argument about this range of narratives of female endangerment and exposure is that they 

cause no dissension among the courtly audience.  Each tale is experienced for its particular 

pleasure, whether amorous, religious, or titillating.  Panfilo is certainly being “ironic” but 
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there is no sense that this irony is transmitted to Boccaccio’s relation to these nobles.  

It is important to consider how these tales are intended to please.  Morton Bloomfield, in 

his article, “The Man of Law’s Tale: A Tragedy of Victimization and a Christian Comedy” 

discuses what he terms the “pathetic” tales, which, according to him “not only . . . are hard 

to enjoy but their rationale escapes us.”92  He argues that “[t]he source of our uneasiness 

with the pathetic tales is the clash between the subject which demands involvement and the 

style which continuously pushes us to a distance.”93  That subject is the “hapless victim of 

circumstances whose fate verges on the funny.”94  In discussing the Man of Law’s Tale, he 

notes Decameron II.vii as a “mirror image” of Chaucer’s story, linking them by means of 

Greek romance (an interesting link for Gower, considering the Greek romance source for 

the tale of Apollonius of Tyre).  He remarks that the suffering Constance “arouses sexual 

passion of some sort” which is “masochistic-sadistic”; he sees this made obvious in 

Boccaccio’s tale of the Sultan’s daughter, which “suggests how little would be needed to 

turn the tale of Constance into a pure comedy.”95  Bloomfield proceeds to read the tale, and 

the pathetic tales in general, allegorically, concluding that “[t]he uneasiness we experience 

when we read [the Man of Law’s Tale] is the informed uneasiness all true believers must 

experience in the world.”96  While his analysis, especially of the use and effect of 

apostrophe in the Man of Law’s Tale, is convincing, his conclusion is misplaced.  The 

allegorical reading is a necessary one to foreclose the possibility of a response such as 

92 Morton Bloomfield, “The Man of Law’s Tale: A Tragedy of Victimization and a Christian Comedy”, 
PLMA 87.3 (May 1972), 384-90, 384.  
93 Bloomfield, “Tragedy of Victimization”, 384.  Bloomfield articulates a theory of tragedy as emotional 
investment and comedy as distance, with a reference to Chaplin, as well as Brecht’s “Distangefühl.” 
94 Bloomfield, “Tragedy of Victimization”, 385.
95 Bloomfield, “Tragedy of Victimization”, 385, 386.  He also notes the Gostanza story, but considers it less 
analogous.
96 Bloomfield, “Tragedy of Victimization”, 389.
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Panfilo’s; but such an allegorical reading does not erase the literal feminine gender of the 

victim, which, especially for Gower, is absolutely central to Genius’ argument for Amans’ 

trust in feminine virtue and amorous grace. In both the tales of Constance (Chaucer’s and 

Gower’s) and the tale of Alatiel, the victimization of the women is intensified by the power 

of their masculine guardians.  Constance’s father is the Emperor, and later her husband is 

the King of Northumbria; Alatiel’s father is the Sultan.  Several commentators on 

Chaucer’s and Gower’s tale have noted analogues in which the Constance character must 

flee her father’s sexual advances, and while such incest narratives are absent in Chaucer 

and Gower, they mark this kind of tale as specifically concerned with a feminine innocence 

in the midst of masculine power.  The fact that the narratives of both Gower and Chaucer 

are so obviously constructed, so obviously intended to be read allegorically, and told by 

males deeply (even obsessively) interested in sexual ethics, brings the “mirror” image of a 

story like Panfilo’s into play.  The eroticization of pity is by no means foreclosed by 

allegory, but merely redirected.  

Narrative Pity and Narrative Pleasure in the Ecclesiastical Institution

The “Man of Law’s Tale” and Gower’s “Tale of Constance” are by no means the same. 

Winthrop Wetherbee notes, in contrast to Gower/Genius, the Man of Law’s “tendency to 

fetishize her [Custance’s] helplessness” which he links to the incest theme discussed by 

Margaret Schlauch.97  Wetherbee rejects the theory, put forth by Pearsall and Kolve, that 

this is appropriate to a “hagiographic romance, which aims at stimulating piety through 

97 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 69; cf. Margaret Schlauch, in Chaucer’s Constance and Accused  
Queens (New York: NYU Press, 1927), and in her contribution to Bryan and Dempster, Sources and  
Analogues.
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pathos;” instead, “his performance is pervaded by a deep anxiety, a distrust of earthly 

institutions, and a pessimism about the course of human life which makes him [the Man of 

Law] adopt a stiflingly possessive attitude toward Custance herself.”98  That possessive 

attitude keeps her “insulated from any real involvement with social institutions.”99 

Wetherbee argues that the opposite is true in Gower, and that she is always involved and 

invested in the social institutions around her: “[i]n every case the influence of Constance 

manifests itself socially before its religious significance is revealed.”100  Wetherbee notes 

that marriage is also very different in the two tales; while Gower’s Constance is involved 

in marriage, Chaucer’s Custance is “wholly passive” in marriage.101  However, I must 

disagree with what I find an extreme position on Wetherbee’s part, that “Gower seems to 

go out of his way to avoid the pathetic.”102  All of his comparisons are with the more 

extreme Man of Law’s Tale, and I would argue that Chaucer is positing the Man of Law as 

exactly the kind of reader and re-teller who does not understand the purpose of Gower’s 

tale.  The fact that the Man of Law’s “extreme and bizarre pathos” and the fact that his 

Custance “bathes in ‘pitee’ at every opportunity”103 does not mean that Gower’s is lacking. 

In fact, the Man of Law’s extreme fetishizing of Custance in a tale immediately following 

his (barely veiled) criticism of Gower’s morality in telling tales of incest suggests 

Chaucer’s firm understanding of the purpose and value of Gower’s tale.104

98 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 69.  
99 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 70.
100 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 72.
101 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 73.
102 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 74.
103 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 75.
104 Lindeboom presents a provocative (though highly speculative) theory of the tales of Constance and 
Custance as part of a series of poetic challenges between the two writers, and that through the Man of Law’s 
praise of Chaucer and misunderstanding of Gower, “Chaucer making off with Gower’s laurels in a rather sly 
fashion” (Lindeboom, Venus’ Owne Clerk, 77).  
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The Man of Law’s worry about the tales that Gower tells, such as those of Canace and 

Apollonius, is that they will, by their very description of incest, sexually stimulate the 

audience.  This argument is not unfamiliar from the debate over the Roman de la Rose, 

and, especially after reviewing the ways in which Panfilo creates his pseudo-moral 

narrative of Alatiel, is by no means patently wrong.  However, as I will show later in my 

discussions of the tales of Canace and Apollonius, Gower does not deny the potential for 

sexual stimulation through moral narrative in either of those cases, and he does not here in 

his tale of Constance. By the very employment of Genius and Amans as the voices of the 

Confessio, Gower expects his audience to be particularly attentive to the stimulating power 

of narrative: Genius’ most prominent role in the Roman de la Rose was stimulation, and 

Amans is already significantly over-stimulated.  The reader of Gower’s tales must 

constantly consider his or her own reactions to the narratives, and assess what sort of moral 

authority Genius might be.  In Genius’ version, as I have argued above, he has intensified 

the pity with which the reader encounters Constance (compared to the source in Trevet). 

Chaucer’s Man of Law, while ostensibly morally offended by Gower’s sexual narratives, 

over-exaggerates the pitiable condition of Custance, who seems a safe feminine object of 

desire (by means of the story’s allegory). As Wetherbee argues, Chaucer’s evil queens are 

made unfeminine by the Man of Law, and the Man of Law constitutes femininity through 

passivity.  However, because feminine passivity can (as we have seen in Pamfilo’s tale) 

make the feminine into a receptacle of male desires, the Man of Law’s narrative strategy 

reveals not simply a moral superiority to sexually stimulating narrative, but the possibility 

of such sexual stimulation becoming more obvious in its repression.  If, like Spearing, one 

were to take the “Man of Law’s Tale” as an independent story which is later compiled into 
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the Canterbury Tales and given to the Man of Law,105 the relationship between teller and 

tale might not be only one of irony, but could still include irony.  The “Man of Law’s Tale” 

is, as Kolve argues, a tale of “the possibility of an uncompromised Christian life and true 

Christian society”, but is located (like Reason’s promise of the very same thing in Piers  

Plowman V) within a compromised Christian life and society.  If Chaucer did always 

intend this tale for the Man of Law, and wrote in poetry while consciously having the Man 

of Law say, “I speke in prose, and lat him [Chaucer] rymes make” (CT II. 96), it only 

suggests further that Chaucer is asserting authority over the relationship of the Man of Law 

and the tale, which Chaucer “rymes” for him, and make a beautiful, arresting, pathetic tale.  

Chaucer shares with Gower this ability to form a narrative relationship that allows for 

irony without diminishing the power of the narrative. Wetherbee, like so many other 

critics, minimizes Gower’s end in the “Tale of Constance”, concluding (in agreement with 

Paul Strohm) that the “tendency of the Confessio is always normative and conservative.”106 

He insists that in Gower’s Constance, especially in her identification with the Church as 

mother, “we can see the ideal relation between spiritual and temporal authority which it is  

one of the major projects of the Confessio Amantis to illustrate,”107 and that “Gower’s 

Constance rises at last to become in effect the Church itself, but Chaucer’s heroine flees 

the world without transcending it and ends by becoming simply invisible.”108  While I 

agree with Wetherbee that the “Man of Law’s Tale” lacks the important institutional and 

authoritative orientation of Gower’s tale of Constance and the Confessio as a whole, the 

105 Spearing, Textual Subjectivities, 107.  
106 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 89.  Cf. Strohm, “Form and Social Statement.”  Cf. Wetherbee’s 
similar statement in “John Gower”, Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature, 589.
107 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 80.
108 Wetherbee, “Constance and the World”, 81.  
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tale of Constance is neither normative nor conservative (at least in the modern uses of 

those terms), and such a reading underestimates both Gower’s and Chaucer’s use of the 

Constance narrative.  The key element in the tale of Constance is institutional. The form of 

the Constance story represents the narrative of purity that is reminiscent of the early 

Christian martyrs, upon which the Church draws its spiritual authority; however, its 

allegory and location in the Confessio illustrate the kind of institutional failure that such 

narrative can produce. One such failure is that suggested by the Man of Law, in which the 

ecclesia peregrina is completely alienated from the social (even the social forms of the 

very pilgrimage the Man of Law is undertaking), and in which sexual desire remains 

focused on feminine passivity.109  Gower tells this story so that Amans might identify with 

Constance, not possess her; like Constance, Amans must rely upon grace, and posit himself 

as completely passive rather than engaging in the detraccion of his courtly milieu.  It is the 

easy comparison between Amans and Constance, between amorous and Christian moral 

behavior, which Gower undermines in institutional terms through the rest of Book II.  It is 

not conservative, for as Larry Scanlon argues, “In the opening sections of the poem, from 

the Prologue to the end of Book II, Gower is especially concerned to demonstrate the 

necessity lay authority by means of anti-clerical critique.”110  This is a lively political 

position in Gower’s period, and can be described as “radical” just as easily as it could be 

described as “conservative.”  Moreoever, it is neither normative nor ideal, because it is 

primarily invested in the practical and contingent elements of institutional rule and 

109 This puts the Man of Law’s tale in direct conversation with discussions of the propriety of female passivity 
in the Canterbury Tales, such as “The Knight’s Tale,” “The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale”, “The Clerk’s 
Tale”, and “The Franklin’s Tale.”  Cf. Eberle, 121-2, and Custance’s view that “Wommen are born to 
thralldom and penance,/ And to been under mannes governance” (CT II.286-7).
110 Larry Scanlon, Narrative, Authority and Power, 249-50.  While I agree that there is a strong critique of the 
clergy in Gower, and a preference for certain kinds of lay authority, I do not accept Scanlon’s argument in its  
full extent, as I will make clear below. 
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authority.  Thus, the end of Book II deals with the fraught history of the ecclesiastical 

institution, moving backwards from Boniface VIII to the Donation of Constantine.  If 

anything, the failure of the idealizing and normative structures that direct the Tale of 

Constance is instrumental in the crises of ecclesiastical institution.  Passivity, even in the 

face of apparent divine grace, is highly dangerous for any person in authority.  While the 

passivity of Florent might at first appear pleasurable, Constance’s tale uses pity to fully 

feminize passivity, and associate it with pain.  

Passivity and Rule: The Hard Lessons of Constance

In the short term, Genius’ use of pity as a mode of teaching does an excellent job of doing 

exactly what Amans seems to need: Genius connects the victim and perpetrator of the 

crime of envy.  Amans’ self-pity is externalized in Constance, and envious figures (such as 

the Sultan’s and Allee’s mother, but even more appropriate to Amans’ situation, the knight 

enamored of Constance who murders Hermyngild) are set against that pity.  However, this 

produces the strange relation to grace that dominates the text in general.  Near the end of 

the text, Amans is rationally satisfied that he should avoid envy, but asks Genius to 

“strengthe [his] corage” with a “reciverir” (II.3155-59).  In a short passage, Genius 

describes the relationship between the virtues and vices as one of pain and cure, asserting: 

Ther is physique for the seke

And vertus for the vices eke

Who that the vices wolde eschuie,

He mot be resoun thanne suie

The vertus; for be thilke weie

He mai the vices don aweie,

For thei togedre mai not duelle. (II.3163-69)
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This is a good bit of instruction; Reason, convinced of the error of bad habits, substitutes 

virtuous habits, for the two cannot coexist.  It would be perfectly at home in a Christian 

Aristotelian account of the virtues.111  The virtues are “the water of a welle/ Of fyr abateth 

the malice” (II.3171), and this seems a particularly appropriate image, considering the 

consistent use of fire imagery to describe envy (cf. II.149, 150, 164, et passim), and the 

transformation of Acis early in Book II by means “of pité and of grace . . . “into a welle” 

(II.191, 193).112  It nicely resolves the Latin verses concerning Detraccioun, which question 

the possibility of recovering health.  However, a lot comes between Constance and the end 

of Book II, and this resolution denies the contingencies that arise throughout Book II, 

especially those that revolve around the images of fire and water.  The “Tale of Constance” 

is directly followed (with no intervening words of Amans) by the “Tale of Demetrius and 

Perseus”, a purely political tale that has nothing whatsoever to do with erotic love. 

Demetrius, who “heir was apparant” (II. 1624) to Phillip of Macedon (not Alexander’s 

father, but the king of Macedonia during the Roman conquest of Macedon) suffers 

detraction at the hands of his envious brother, Perseus, who after having Demetrius 

executed becomes a tyrannical ruler; he is finally defeated by the Romans, who annex his 

kingdom and end his line of succession.  Genius’ version of this tale puts into serious 

question the value of his moral advice at the end of Book II, and raises questions of 

institutional law and pity that the “Tale of Constance” kept at a perpetual distance through 

its allegory.  Employing the same image of water and fire, Genius describes Perseus 

succumbing to envy:

111 For instance, ST, I-II, Q.71.1.
112 Polyphemus, his rival, is described as enflamed (II.149-50, 163-4). This imagery is discussed extensively 
in Yeager, “Strengthe and Vois”, 533-7.  The presence of the fire and water imagery in the tale of Constance  
builds associations already present, making it more difficult to separate Constance from the rest of the book.
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Bot that thing which no water mai

Quenche in this world, bot evere brenneth,

Into his [Demetrius’] brother herte it renneth,

The proude Envie of that he sih

His brother scholde clymbe on hih

And he to him mot thanne obeie. (II. 1624-31)

Here, no water can abate this malice, and Genius uses the same rhyme (brenneth/renneth) 

that he did when first describing natural metaphors of envy (the “netle” and the rose, II. 

401-2).  In the tale that follows, Perseus uses the language of “kinde” and “resoun” (II. 

1654) to convince his father that his brother is treasonous, and through all sorts of “privé” 

speech and action (cf. II. 1651, 1695, and 1705), “Thus was the lawe deceivable/ So 

ferforth that the trowthe fond/ Rescousse non, and thus the lond/ Forth with the king 

deceived were” (II. 1698-1701).  Even when Phillip finally discovers Perseus’ 

malfeasance, Perseus has become so powerful “That for the lawe of no statut/ Ther mai no 

riht ben execut” (II. 1741-2), and Phillip can only grieve.  Perseus, who “al the riht forgete/ 

Which longeth unto governance” (II. 1814-5), eventually suffers death “lich an hound” (II. 

1858), a result of what seem like the combined efforts of “hihe God” (II. 1801) and “the 

blinde whiel” of Fortune (II. 1822).  Genius stresses the language of tyranny and the bestial 

throughout this tale, and Perseus’ horrible death, together with the failure of the kingdom 

“Which thurgh king Alisaudre honoured/ Long time stod” (1841-2), evokes both horror 

and pity.  However, one cannot but note that the situation is extremely similar to that which 

Amans describes in his confession.  Phillip is never described as a bad king, and he does 

not simply take Demetrius’ treason on Perseus’ word; he makes sure it is tried “[i]n comun 

place of juggement” (II. 1687).  Amans worries that his beloved will be similarly overcome 

by his competitors’ detraccioun, and this tale does nothing to alleviate that worry.  The 
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reader is offered two very different kinds of political worlds – one in which grace is an 

ever-present force, and another in which grace does not intervene, and divine power is 

executed through fortune long after the fact.  The first is an allegory of the Church, and so 

one might argue that Divine Providence is ever-present in guiding that institution in grace; 

the second, as an example of a pagan state, provides only final divine justice, articulated 

through a virtuous pagan (Emilius, a “worthi kniht” of Rome; II. 1776-7, 1801) and 

executed through fortune.  Which of these should be the model for a lover is left 

undecided.  

Genius and Amans do nothing to resolve this problem in the discourse that follows, on 

Falssemblant; even the water metaphor is further confused.  Amans confesses that he used 

Falssemblant to discover if others love his lady; if he finds they do: “Anon I renne unto the 

welle/ And caste water in the fyr” (II.1972-3).  There is, in fact, a water metaphor running 

throughout the entire discussion of Falssemblant.  It is initially described as “Above alle 

other it is the welle/ Out of which deceipte floweth./ Ther is no man so wys that knoweth/ 

Of thilke flod which is the tyde,/ Ne how he scholde himselven guide/ To take sauf passage 

there” (II.1880-85).  These last few lines seem to clearly refer to the tale illustrating this 

vice (the “Tale of Deianira, Hercules, and Nessus”), in which Hercules has a “desire” 

(II.2160) to “passé over the flod” (II.2162-3), and ends burning himself in “an huge fyr” 

(II.2300).  A few lines further into Genius’ introduction to Falssemblant, he describes “the 

barge Envie stiereth” which “Falssemblant with ore on honed/ It roweth and wol not 

arive,” instead being given up to storm and tempest (II.1902-7).  The comparisons to the 

ship of Constance are hard to miss, and Genius’ statement that because of current 
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experience, “of Falssemblant it nedeth noght/ To telle of olde ensamples oght” (II.1897-8) 

is perplexing both in reference to the “Tale of Constance” (in which Falssemblant is the 

cause of both occasions of being set adrift, and for which the punishment is immolation) 

and The Roman de la Rose, in which Falssemblant is a necessary ally in achieving the 

Rose.  The tale again considers deception as ineffective and self-destructive (Nessus is 

killed for his attempt to deceive Hercules), and remarkably effective for destroying one’s 

enemies (Nessus is able to deceive Deianira and kill Hercules).  Even in the discussion of 

Supplantacioun, Genius only makes the problem thornier.  In the “Tale of Geta and 

Amphitrion”, “friendschipe and . . . compaignie” (II. 2461) is undermined by desire, but 

the supplantation is effective. Genius remarks that “The schip of love hath lost his rother./ 

So that he can no reson stiere” (II. 2494-5), but this clear reference back to Constance is 

utterly unintelligible.  If one re-imagines the ship of Constance as the ship of (erotic) love, 

which envy leaves without a rudder of reason to govern it, the metaphor entirely fails; after 

all, Amphitrion succeeds in bedding Geta’s wife, without any consequences. This tale is 

made even more complex by Genius’ bizarre manipulation of his source material, which 

Stephen K. Wright identifies as “one of the most influential representatives of the genre [of 

Latin elegiac comedies] . . . the Geta of Vitalis of Blois, a lively academic satire of 530 

lines which dates from around 1150.”113  However, this poem, much like the original source 

(Plautus’ Amphitrion) makes Amphitrion the betrayed lover, Jupiter the supplantor, and 

Geta a servant.  While Wright suggests that  “by an act of authorial supplantation . . . 

Gower revises Vitalis’ narrative in such a way that a character in a position of authority is 

edged out of his traditional role by his social or even metaphysical inferior.  At the same 

113 Stephen K.Wright, "Gower's Geta and the Sin of Supplantation" Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 87 (1986), 
pp. 211-217, 214.  
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time, by telling his curiously altered vernacular version of the tale, the priestly narrator 

himself supplants his highly esteemed auctor, and thus ironically commits a harmless 

version of the very sin which he means to condemn.”114  But this is hardly harmless; 

without knowing the source, it is another example of successful supplantation; with the 

source known, a whole series of other questions, including Genius’ supplantation of the 

role of confessor, and the value of certain kinds of supplantation (after all, in the source, 

this supplantation makes possible the birth of Hercules).  How is that related to the 

previous tale, about Hercules?  

In the next tale, the “Tale of the False Bachelor”, Genius again tells a tale of supplantation 

in a pagan milieu (though the “Tale of Demetrius and Perseus” was specifically used to 

exemplify detraction, it is also a tale of supplantation).  Here too, we have a failure of law, 

the destruction of the “worthi sone of th’emperour” (II. 2515), and a lack of recourse. 

Genius explains that even though the False Bachelor is finally revealed as a supplantor, 

“Because that he was coroned,/ And that the lond was abandoned/ To him, although it were 

unriht,/ Ther is no peine for him diht” (II. 2771-4).  His subjects merely send him back to 

Rome to receive “his juise” (II. 2781), reminiscent of Allee’s judgment against his mother, 

but without any visual component.  As Wetherbee argued in “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 

Rome stands as the opponent of the chivalrous, adventuring masculine knight detached 

from civil and institutional justice, but this also suggests how an entire state (precisely 

because the king is “supra leges”) can be destroyed by such a masculinity.

Genius’ introduction and conclusion to this tale are hard to understand: in his transition 

114 Wright, 217.
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from the “Tale of Geta and Amphitrion” Genius remarks that “A tale which is accordant/ 

Unto thin ere I thence enforme” (II. 2498-9), and concludes the tale:

Wherof that thou thee miht avise 

Upon this enformacioun

Touchende of supplantacioun, 

That thou, my sone, do noght so.

And for to take hiede also

What Supplant doth in other halve,

Ther is no man can finde a salve

Pleinly to helen such a sor. (II. 2782-9)

In both, Genius uses the term “enform”, but if the reader is looking for a rationale (in terms 

of justice) for avoiding supplantation, he or she cannot find one.  In most of the tales of 

envy that Genius tells, he removes justice from the immediate situation, and in some, such 

as Geta and Amphitrion, does not even offer any form of redress.  What “emformacioun” is 

being provided?  And what connects these tales with the tale of Constance, in which justice 

and grace are always present?  Finally, what action is recommended to Amans, since it 

seems that his initial problem with his competition is in no way relieved by these tales of 

successful envious lovers and rulers?  Constance as a tale is placed into the contingent 

world of chance, and the alliance of pity, grace, and truth do not simply oppose Constance, 

but expose the constructed and artificial nature of her narrative (even if one piously 

believes that the author of that narrative is God).  It is that piety, in its relationship to pity,  

that becomes the dominant problem at the end of Book II.

Gower directs the end of Book II not to the problems of erotic love, but of ecclesiastical 

politics, namely the usurpation of the papacy by Boniface VIII and the curing of 

Constantine’s leprosy (and his subsequent Donation). These last two tales develop the kind 
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of problems implicit in the “Tale of Constance”: piety and pity, and their tortured 

relationship to the politics of the Church.  Gower, as opposed to Dante, does not explicitly 

criticize Pope Celestine V in his tale; of course, the Pope had been sainted in 1313.115 

However, Celestine is put into a position that is at least unflattering politically.  Boniface’s  

plot to relieve Celestine of the papacy is truly a plot: it creates for the gullible Celestine the 

kind of miraculous story one might find in the genre of saints’ lives.  The young clerk that 

Boniface takes into his conspiracy will wait until Celestine is asleep, and then will “be so 

slyh/ Thurghout the trompe into his ere,/ Fro hevene as though a vois it were” (II. 2872-4) 

tell him to give up his office. Genius calls Celestine “ful of innocence” (II. 2901) and 

“[t]his innocent” (II. 2929), and while this is might compliment his piety, it also suggests 

his easy gullibility.  It too suggests a feminization.  Gower, through Amans, refers to what 

he worries is the easily convinced beloved as an “innocent” in II.465.  Here we return to 

the initial problem of Amans’ and Constance’s faith.  Celestine is the “innocent” who, like 

Constance, believes that the grace of God will guide him and his ship, the Church.  He is 

given the kind of miracle story that contains the divine intervention found in early saints’ 

lives and Constance’s own trial.  But he is also the “innocent” who must judge these 

stories, and therefore is in the role of the beloved.  The story continues to pose the 

relationship of fortune and providence as well the “fire” imagery that imagistically unites 

the book.  Boniface begins his plot “whan he sih fortune is failed” (II. 2835), only to 

produce a story for Celestine that depends upon Providence.  The failure of his fortune 

causes the affect of Envy to overflow, and Gower/Genius uses familiar terms and end-

rhymes: “That ilke fyr which Ethna brenneth/ Thurghout his wofull herte renneth” (II. 

2836-7), not only repeating the trope of Etna, but the same rhyme as in II. 401-2 and 1624-

115 Dante was writing at almost the exact time when Celestine was a candidate for canonization. 
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5, the description of the nettle and the rose, and the tale of Perseus and Demetrius.  Gower 

develops another poetic resonance, that of “conscience.”  The word “conscience” is used 

several times in Book II, but its use in the tale of Boniface suggests an intersection 

between political and penitential action.  116  The first four uses in Book II are consistent 

with moral self-examination, three times referring directly to Amans confessing (II. 546, 

1926, 2390) and the other referring to the confession of Allee to the Pope (II. 1357).  In the 

tale of Boniface, the usage is quite different.  Boniface’s burning envy and failed fortune 

has the result that: 

He feigneth love, he feigneth pes,

Outward he doth the reverence,

Bot al withinne his conscience

Thurgh fals ymaginacioun

He thoghte Supplantacioun. (II. 2842-6)

Boniface’s conscience is not here part of an act of self-examination, but an interiority that 

does not serve as any kind of moral guide.  Gower has hinted at such interiority before: so 

many of the villains of the tales, and especially the mothers in the tale of Constance 

operate in a “privé” way, keeping their inner thoughts far from their outward appearance. 

This is not immediately surprising for a sin such as envy, which in comparison to pride, 

must generally remain hidden. Nonetheless, in the tale of Boniface, it is named 

“conscience” explicitly, and the distinction that Thomas Aquinas makes between a power 

and an act is helpful in understanding what Gower is doing.  Conscience, according to 

Aquinas, is not a power, but an act, the application of knowledge to a particular case.117 

116 J. Allan Mitchell discusses Gower’s orientation towards a case-based mode of reasoning, specifically in 
terms of conscience; see the discussion of Mitchell’s larger argument in the Introduction, and Chapter 2. 
Ethics and Exemplary Narrative in Chaucer and Gower, (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2004), 29-35.  
117 Conscientia enim, secundum proprietatem vocabuli, importat ordinem scientiae ad aliquid, nam 
conscientia dicitur cum alio scientia. Applicatio autem scientiae ad aliquid fit per aliquem actum. (For 
conscience, according to the property of the words, implies the relation of knowledge to something, for 
“conscience” may also be termed, “with some knowledge.” Therefore, the application of knowledge to 
something occurs through some act; ST I. 79.13).  
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Boniface’s conscience, the application of knowledge, is corrupted by his “fals 

ymaginacioun” into urging the act of supplantation.  Gower has already discussed 

conscience in the desire for ecclesiastical advancement in the Prologue: there, referencing 

Gregory in both the text and the marginalia, Gower argues that “To bere the name of a 

prelat/ He schal be resoun do profit/ In holi cherche upon the plit/ That he hath set his 

conscience” (Pr. 294-7).  Here, conscience is clearly an act, and corresponds well to 

Aquinas’ definition.  Taken literally, but against its context, it also describes Boniface: he 

too will bear the name of prelate, and seek profit according to his conscience.  This 

transformation of conscience is intensified in Celestine’s reaction to Boniface’s plot:

The pope ful of innocence

Conceiveth in his conscience

That it is Goddes wille he cesse;

Bot in what wise he may relesse

His hihe astat, that wot he noght.

And thus withinne himself bethoght,

He bar it stille in his memoire (II. 2901-7)

As the burning of envy “engendered” (II. 2841) Boniface’s thought of supplantion in his 

conscience, so the plot “conceiveth” the thought of resignation in his conscience (the 

feminization again subtle, but present), an act defined as interior, “withinne.”  Celestine, 

despite his innocence, can be deceived in his conscience, and there is no doubt that his 

conscience is here functioning morally.  His error is one of knowledge, specifically its 

susceptibility to the working of “imaginacioun.”  Here is the displayed the potential 

weakness of “pius”: if the pious ruler cannot order the affects of piety in a way proper to 

his person, he can be manipulated through his imagination.

This is precisely the limitation of the “Tale of Constance”.  It does, as Kolve and Yeager 
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have argued, work on the imagination, making the reader “conceive” (visually, verbally, 

and intellectually) that God’s will steers the ship, whether it be the literal ship of 

Constance, or the ship of the Church.  However, in the contingent world of politics, in 

which external images do not reveal internal, “privé” thoughts, such a conception can be 

terribly destructive when it comes to the achievement of justice.  God’s justice is never 

absent, but it is deferred; Boniface VIII eventually dies a just death in the sight of God, for 

“he for hunger bothe hise hondes/ Eet of and deide – God wot how – (II. 3028-9; my 

emphasis), but not until after his supplantation has succeeded.  The failure of human justice 

necessitates waiting for divine justice, and though divine justice always comes, it is not 

necessarily prompt.  Genius summarizes the state of the world in visual terms of deferral: 

“at mannes sihte/ Envie for to be preferred/ Hath conscience so differred” (II. 3072-4). 

The lack of justice is the real lack of masculinity.  Man’s enticement by envy is rendered 

wanton and female: Envy is “of the court the common wenche” (II. 3097).  Genius brings 

envy and lechery together, and the power of lechery is a specifically visual one that does 

not destroy conscience, but defers it.  It does not eliminate the literary power and moral 

value of the “Tale of Constance” (and neither does Chaucer’s putting it into the mouth of 

the Man of Law) but it questions the way in which narrative becomes internalized.  As with 

the “Tale of Florent”, the reader does not simply learn a political or moral lesson, but 

learns how desire is a fundamental part of the contingent moral and political world, and 

how desire’s feminization of piety and pity eliminates justice.  

God does not act directly against Boniface; Genius states that “Lowyz the king of Fraunce” 

responds to Boniface’s abuse of temporal power.  Louis argues that while he and his lords 
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“wolde honoure and magnifie/ In al that evere is spiritual” they would not satisfy “thilke 

Pride temporal” which belongs to the person, not the office, of Boniface VIII (II. 2686-7, 

2688).118  Louis displays a completely different sort of rule than Celestine.  His first 

concern is “[t]o kepe his regne fro servage” and so he “[c]onseiled was of his barnage” (II. 

2981, 2982 Cf. B. “Dedication”, 3-4 for similar language regarding Henry IV).  It contrasts 

with Celestine, who “withinne himself bethought” (II. 2906) that he should give up the 

Papacy, and only discusses with the consistory how such a thing might be done legally. 

Louis exposes Boniface, in a wonderful passage rich with problems of the visual:

Thin enterdit and thi sentence 

Agein thin oghne conscience

Hierafter thou shalt fiele and grope.

We pleigne noght agein the pope,

For thilke name is honourable,

Bot thou, which hast he deceivable 

And tricherous in al thi werk,

Thou Bonefas, thu proude clerk,

Misledere of the papacie,

Thi false body schal abye

And soffre that it hath deserved. (II. 3013-23)

Certainly we can find here the division of person and office, as well as lay and clerical, that 

Boniface’s bull Unam sanctam threatened, and agree with Larry Scanlon that, “In the 

opening sections of the poem, from the Prologue to the end of Book II, Gower is especially 

concerned to demonstrate the necessity of lay authority by means of anti-clerical 

critique.”119  But it is not a simple opposition.  Louis’ ability to differentiate the honorable 

name from the false body, and render proper justice, is part of his public office, part of his 

118 This might also reflect on Edward III of England’s disagreement with Boniface over the role of the Papacy 
in deciding the feudal relations between England and Scotland.  Genius’ description of Louis’ reply could just 
as easily describe Edward’s response to Boniface.  It was not Louis, but Phillip the Fair who deposed 
Boniface.
119 Larry Scanlon, Narrative, Authority and Power, 249-50.
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pietas.120 Celestine is limited by his own powers, especially the easily manipulated 

imagination; Boniface is blind to conscience entirely, and must determine the relationship 

between his own deeds and his conscience just as blindly, by “feeling” and “groping.”121 

Boniface cannot even do that, for he devours the very hands that might (metaphorically) so 

feel and grope. I would agree with Larry Scanlon that Gower “is clearly as fascinated by 

the Church’s power to fabricate divine authority as he is appalled by it.  If this story [of 

Boniface] suggests that ‘Papal autoritie’ may be entirely discursive, and therefore 

contingent and arbitrary to an almost unlimited degree, it also suggests the ideological 

power such authority can wield, however contingent.”122  However, I see less of a direct 

political program.  The “Tale of Constance” is a mirror image to “The Tale of Boniface”; 

both demand judgment of art, and the recognition that the evocation of pity can be pious 

and corrupt, perhaps even simultaneously. I find it hard to believe that Gower would not 

have known the history of Augustine of Canterbury, considering the closeness of St. 

Augustine’s Abbey in Canterbury, and its large library and scriptorium.  The tale of 

Constance is a pious fabrication, its authority entirely discursive yet ideologically 

powerful.  As a pair, and in the context of the constant worry over authority and justice in 

Book II, these tales suggest how much art must enter into a ruler’s understanding of pity.  

The last tale of Book II, concerning Constantine and Pope Sylvester, deals directly with the 

power of rulers in the way in which they deal with envy.  Genius argues that “Agein Envie 

is Charité/ Which is the moder of Pité,/ That makth a mannes herte tendre” (II. 3173-5). 

120 Compare to Gower’s description of Henry IV’s exercise of “severe royal policy” in the Cronica as 
“probus Henricus, pietatis semper amicus” (upright Henry, always the friend of pity; CrT, 342), Galloway, 
“Politics of Pity”, 89 (translation Galloway’s). 
121 Blind Cupid also “groped” (VIII. 2795) to find Amans and remove the dart of love.
122 Scanlon, Narrative, Authority, and Power, 260.
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This opposition is certainly true, like most of what Genius has said during this Book; it 

also recalls Constance, whose loving motherhood makes the men of Northumbria sees her 

as their own mother, while the envious mothers of that story refuse pity, even to their own 

child.  However, Constantine, whose name echoes Constance’s, suggests the limit implicit 

in Genius’ statement.  Constantine, afflicted with leprosy, is told by his “grete clerkes” (II. 

3199) that he could be cured if he “wolde him bathe in childes blod” (II. 3206). 

Constantine calls in all the children in the land, and open to him is the way of Herod in his 

slaughter of the Holy Innocents.  However, Gower spends seventeen lines (II. 3222-38) on 

the tears and pain of the mothers and their children, evoking pity from the reader in much 

the same way the that images of Constance had early in the book.  The true subject of this 

pity, however, is Constantine, whose ears and eyes are opened to pity:  

This noyse aros, the lord it herde,

And loked out, and how it ferde

He sih, as who seith abreide

Out if his slep (II. 3239-42)

Unlike Boniface, Constantine is not blind to conscience and pity, nor does he need to grope 

and feel for it.  He instead expands his experience of pity into social policy, stating that 

“Who that woll maister be,/ He mot be servant to pité” (II. 3299-3300).123  This is firmly in 

line with a strain of social discourse in the New Testament, such as Mt 20:27, “et qui  

voluerit inter vos primus esse, erit vester servus” (and whoever would be first among you, 

he will be your servant), and the definition of the jus naturae in Gratian’s Decretum.124 

One can find such statement throughout literature directed towards the education of 

princes; its opposition to the shadow of the tyrannical Herod creates an even clearer binary 

123 Russell Peck also notes Constantine’s difference from Boniface specifically in terms of vision, and 
discusses as well the difference between Constantine’s deformed “visage” and Boniface’s interior deformity; 
Kingship and Common Profit, 75-6.  
124 For a discussion of Gratian’s formulation, cf. Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 103.  
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mode of advice.  Constantine also poses this lesson after a long discourse on the natural 

“frauchise” of all men (cf. II. 3263), for Divine Providence “every man in the balance/ Of 

kinde hast formed to be liche,/ The povere is bore as is the riche/ An deieth in the same 

wise” (II. 3244-7).  Constantine lays heavy emphasis on the “lawe of kinde” (II. 3251, 

3275) as the origin of the love of neighbor, which is binding upon all (cf. II. 3276-9).  This 

natural freedom, and its accompanying equal opportunity to choose virtue does not deny 

that all men “in astat thei ben divised” (II. 3264), which the marginalia of Fairfax 3 takes 

special care to note.  Constantine refuses tyranny, but continues to act like a king: in a 

tremendous display of imperial magnificence, “he was overcome/ With charité, that he . . .  

bad unto his tresorers/ That thei his tresour al about/ Departe among that povere route/ Of 

wommen and of children bothe” (II. 3301-2, 3304-8).  He turns “sorwe/ To joie” (3315-6) 

in the commonwealth. He is rewarded by a vision of Peter and Paul, his following of 

natural law and belief in Divine Providence leading him to the threshold of revelatory 

grace and knowledge of the Incarnation.  He gets “enformacioun” from the Pope, St. 

Sylvester (II. 3362), which is primarily Christological (II. 3385-3422), and is baptized, and 

miraculously cured of his leprosy in the very font originally devised for his bath in 

children’s blood (II. 3445-3459). 

However, the tale does not end at this seeming conclusion.125  Constantine goes on to 

convert all of Rome, found the churches of Peter and Paul, and to the papacy “gaf therto 

possessioun/ Of lordschipe and of worldes good” (II. 3480-1), the so-called Donation of 

Constantine. Though Genius explains that Constantine’s “will was good” (3482), “Yit hath 

125 Peter Nicholson, who sees in this tale “Genius’ most specific recommendations on the proper forms of 
conduct” does not deal with the failure of Constantine’s Donation except as a “historical footnote” 
(Nicholson, Love and Ethics, 176).  This seems to seriously underplay the historical importance of the 
Donation for Gower’s ecclesiastical politics.
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it proved other wise,/ To se the worchinge of the dede” (II. 3484-5), and Genius references 

a “cronique” in which a voice from heaven exclaims, “Today is venym schad/ In holi 

cherche of temporal,/ Which medleth with the spiritual” (II. 3490-2).  Scanlon suggests 

that Boniface’s failures are “no more than the culmination of the process of moral 

degradation that originated in the mixing of temporal and spiritual of Constantine’s 

Donation.”126  This is true, in that Boniface’s Unam Sanctam is the most extreme statement 

of papal lordship and dominion; however, this is not what Genius argues.  He merely says, 

“God mai amende it, whan He wile;/ I can therto non other skile” (II. 3495-6).  Of course, 

in the actual tale of Boniface it is amended by Louis (though God’s Providence is certainly 

at work), by the skill of good lordship. The reason I dwell upon this point is to point out 

once again Genius’ limitation in the way in which he models authority.  His turn to divine, 

rather than political action, mirrors the “enformacioun” that Constantine receives from 

Sylvester concerning the rule of Christ.  Upon Christ’s physical return “in fleissh and blod 

He schal reforme/ Whan time comth” (II. 3404-5). It is at the Last Judgment that the 

natural equality shall be reckoned, 

That dai mai no consail availe,

The pledour and the plee schal faile,

The sentence of that ilke day

Mai non appell sette in delay

Ther mai no gold the jugge plie,

That he ne schal the sothe trie

And setten every man upriht,

Als wel the plowman as the kniht. (II.  3415-22)

I find this quite reminiscent of Resoun’s response to the court case of Pees and Wrong in 

Piers Plowman C. IV.  Pees, injured by Wrong, is convinced to settle by Lady Mede, who 

126 Scanlon, Narrative, Authority, and Power, 260.
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offers him “a present al of puyre golde.”127   Resoun renders a powerful judgment, 

repeating many of the points that Conscience makes in Piers Plowman III, especially that 

Christ’s return shall “maky of the lawe a laborer.”128  Resoun’s and Conscience’s rendering 

of judgment depends upon the return of Christ and the establishment of a divinely ruled 

polity, in which each estate will function perfectly through the very “kinde love” that led 

Constantine to recognize his proper role as king in the commonwealth.  While Resoun’s 

and Conscience’s speeches, like Constantine’s recognition, are incredibly, even centrally 

valuable to late medieval political, institutional, and social theory, their practicality is  

always deferred.  Resoun’s anaphora of “Til . . . tyl . . . Til”129 cannot speak to the present, 

contingent case, but only to anagogy.  The Christian teaching of final justice is not faulted 

by either Langland or Gower; in both it produces good will (or good “Will”), and directs 

the mind towards the love of justice, of God, and especially of God incarnate in Christ. 

However, it does not solve immediate, contingent political problems.  It in fact has a 

tendency to produce a kind of fate, in which only God “mai amende it, whan He wile”, a 

particularly dangerous notion for the politician, whether that politician be a king or an 

advisor.  While pité causes Constantine explicitly to “put him[self] out of aventure/ Al only 

into Goddes cure” (II. 3297-8), he does this as only a man, equal by kinde in fraunchise to 

all other men; he does not order his actions as a king in such a way.  Gower’s inclusion of 

the Donation reminds the reading audience that pietas, even done in good faith and with 

good will, can be misread, misinterpreted, and misused.  There is no time when it loses its 

127 Piers Plowman C. IV. 91.
128 Piers Plowman C. III. 452; cf. C. IV. 144.  This line suggests not only the attempted political realization of 
this anagogic statement by Piers Plowman himself in the “Plowing of the Half-Acre” (Piers Plowman C. 
VIII), but also a law based upon the production of virtue in a commonwealth, not simply the suppression of 
vice.
129 Piers Plowman C. IV. 109-30.
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contingency.130 

In Book II Amans has a real, contingent problem: he wishes to gain his lady’s affection, but 

he has many rivals willing to do anything.  Genius’ advice exposes the central problem 

with the problem of fin amour: its contingency relies upon either pure avanture or anagogy, 

the binary opposition familiar from the Prologue. The narratives that Genius tells often 

invoke Divine Providence (the tale of Constance being the most powerful example), but 

the variety and inconsistency of outcomes illustrate the role of chance.  Genius’ many tales 

on political topics remind the reader that this is a book directed to “grete men”, the 

prudentes; by reading it, they experience the affective power of love, but always with its 

tendency to eliminate choice. Elizabeth Allen suggests that Gower’s moral poetry “seeks to 

engage his reader in the experience of conscious and deliberate moral choice”, one which 

depends upon Aristotelian moral philosophy.131  His “morality” does not ground Chaucer’s 

but “insists, like Chaucer’s on the complexity and contingency of moral choice”, and 

where “the proximity of virtue to sin risks profound moral confusion.”132  The moral 

confusion is resolved, as both Allen and J. Allan Mitchell argue, on a case-by-case basis, 

but it depends upon the reader recognizing the relationship (and possible confusion) 

between the contingencies of art and prudence; “pity” straddles the political and the 

artistic, and the erotic value of pity (as verbalized in the poetry of fin amour) causes the 

most difficult kind of confusion.  

130 This is even a question when it comes to Divine Mercy; cf. ST I.21.3.
131 Allen, “Chaucer Answers Gower”, 628, cf. 649n.
132 Allen, “Chaucer Answers Gower,” 629.  
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Part III: Canace and Ovidian Pity

“Wikke Ensamples” and Wrath

The first Gower criticism was Chaucer’s, voiced by the Man of Law in the prologue to his 

tale.  No matter how one approaches the Man of Law (and he has been perhaps too often 

the straw-Man of Law), and no matter how distant he might be from Chaucer in his 

opinions, judgments, or reading abilities, his problem with Gower’s tales of incest, 

specifically those of Canace and Apollonius of Tyre, are particularly concerned with their 

inflammatory potential as narratives, a concern for the vast majority of modern and 

contemporary critics who have dealt with either tale, and especially that of Canace.133  It is 

not merely the incestuous characters who receive his censure as “unkynde abhomynacions” 

(CT. II.88), but the narratives themselves: they are “cursed stories” (CT. II.80) and each is 

(referring specifically to the Tale of Apollonius, but easily generalized) a “horrible tale for 

to rede” (CT. II.84).  He recognizes that the Tale of Canace, for instance, is a “wikke 

ensample” (CT. II.78), that is, it teaches what should not be done.  Such a categorization 

was perfectly normal for the stories from the Heroides, of which the Tale of Canace is 

drawn.  The work of Fausto Ghisalberti and Hans Sedlmayer has shown that the morality 

of the Heroides was often subject to just such a categorization by medieval commentators: 

“Intentio est castum amorem commendare, illicitum refrenare et incestum condemnare” 

(The intention is to commend chaste love, restrain illicit love, and condemn incest).134  In 

the Man of Law’s argument, Chaucer does not employ such kinds of negative examples in 

133 This concern over inflammation of the passion is also a problem for confession; cf. Mitchell, Ethics and 
Exemplarity, 31-2.  
134 This passage comes from Laurenziana codex, 36, 27, discussed by Sadlmayer in Prolegomena ad 
Heroides ovidianas (Vienna, 1878) 96-8, and quoted in Fausto Ghisalberti, “Medieval Biographies of Ovid”, 
pp. 10-59, 11n.  
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his “Seintes Legende of Cupide” (The Legend of Good Women), though exactly what type 

he means is somewhat hard to specify: after all, the Man of Law recognizes (without 

disapproval) Chaucer’s telling of the “crueltee of . . . queene Medea” (CT. II.72), and feels 

no compunction describing visually her sons “hangynge by the hals” (CT. II.73).  Though 

the Legend of Good Women retells several of Ovid’s Heroides, Chaucer does avoid the two 

tales of incest, Canace (Heroides XI) and Phaedra (Heroides IV).  The ostensible purpose 

is that he is already writing the Legend in order to make amends to the God of Love for 

translating the Roman de la Rose (which according to the God of Love is “an heresye 

ageins [his] lawe”; LGW F.330) and for “shewynge how that wemen han don mis” in 

Troilus and Criseyde (LGW G.266; cf. 264-316, and F.332-5).  It has been suggested that 

this refined and courtly production of Chaucer’s was intended for Richard II’s first queen, 

Anne of Bohemia, and that the God of Love and Alceste represent the king and queen 

themselves.135  However, it also appears that Chaucer is playing at being Ovid; the 

medieval biographies of Ovid suggest an interesting web of narratives about his 

banishment, but most include an inappropriate relationship with Augustus’ empress or 

daughter Julia, having caught Augustus in a sexually inappropriate act, Augustus’ anger 

over the sexual immorality of the Ars amatoria and the Amores, and/or the anger of Roman 

matrons concerning their damaged reputations.136 All of these are suggested in one way or 

another in the Legend of Good Women: Chaucer approaches too close to the daisy (LGW 

F.308-18), he angers the God of Love (referenced above) and must, through the 

intercession of Alceste, make poetic restitution to women, as some medieval sources 

135 Paul Strohm, Hochon’s Arrow: The Social Imagination of Fourteenth-Century Texts (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1992), 112-9.  
136 Ghisalberti, 14, 32, and cf. 32, n.4.  
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suggest Ovid attempted to do through the Heroides.137  Throughout his literary career, 

Chaucer associates his poetry with that of Ovid’s and suggests in several ways that he is an 

“English Ovid.”138  The kind of moral issues that taking on such a role might play are 

certainly in his mind.  In the House of Fame, Jove’s eagle tells Chaucer that he is elevated 

because “thou so longe trewely/ Hast served so ententyfly/ [Jove’s] blynde nevew Cupido,/ 

And faire Venus also” (HF, 615-9), a far cry from Cupid’s reception of him in the Legend 

of Good Women.  Alceste, however, repeats many of the eagle’s own examples in order to 

lessen the punishment against him, and I would argue that these texts are in specific 

conversation about the Ovidian persona’s problematic relationship to authority.  While 

some biographies of Ovid blame his lascivious writings for his banishment, others find him 

the innocent victim of a problem of authority quite related to Canace and Apollonius, as 

well as the Man of Law’s Tale: Ovid accidentally witnesses Augustus in the act of coitus 

with a lover.139  Chaucer’s positing himself as an English Ovid has several simultaneous 

valences.  The Man of Law’s distinction between Chaucer and Ovid and Chaucer and 

Gower (for both are operating in the same comparison) directs the reader to consider what, 

for each of these medieval writers, it means to speak in the voice of Ovid.140  Centrally, I 

137 Cf. Ghisalberti, 38n.  
138 The associations are many, and I would argue, consistent.  His long Ovidian interjection into the Vergilian 
ekphrasis in the House of Fame (specifically interjecting not only the letter of Dido, but various tales for the 
Heroides into the summarization of the entirety of the Aeneid) is, I believe, entirely consistent with his 
Ovidian approach to Troilus.  There, he begins with an epic, Vergilian introduction only to artfully enjamb 
“In lovynge” in the third line, in a technique that I would suggest derives from Amores I.  The letters back 
and forth between the lovers, and Pandarus’ advice (which offer mirrors the advice Ovid himself offered in  
the Ars amatoria) further suggest a consistent Ovidian persona for Chaucer.
139 Cf. Ghisalberti, 32-4.  One suggests as well that Ovid’s banishment consisted of him being put into a boat 
and allowed to drift (Ghisalberti, 33n4, citing a series of German poems and commentaries).  
140 I am opposing the position of Alaistair Minnis, who contends that “Gower worked within the terms of 
reference provided by the ‘Mediaeval Ovid’, whereas Chaucer refused those terms”, A.J. Minnis, “John 
Gower, Sapiens in Ethics and Politics”, 165.  James Simpson opposes this as well: “In significant ways, then, 
in Book III as in other books of the Confessio, Genius represents many of the unmoralized Ovids of the later 
Middle Ages – not only the praeceptor amoris of the Ars amatoria, but the subversive writers of the 
Heroides, whose allegiances are with suffering passion rather than rational and political control” (Sciences  
and the Self, 178).  
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argue, it means to take seriously the inflammatory power of literature especially in its 

manipulation of pity, and to be able to judge it, in its both rational and sensual aspects.  

The Man of Law’s anger is perhaps best understood as a very limited sort of judgment. 

From the very beginning of Book III, Gower locates the problem of the sin of anger in 

judgment. In the Latin verses that open Book III, Gower writes that “Ira melancolicos  

animos perturbat, vt equo/ Iure sui pondus nulla statera tenet./ Omnibus in causis grauat  

Ira, set inter amantes/ Illa magis facili sorte grauamen agit” (Ire stirs up melancholy souls, 

so that no scale holds its weight in equal judgment. In all causes, Ire is heavy-handed, but 

between lovers, it brings forth a heavy grievance through inconsequential chance; III.i. 3-

6). It is a “vice forein fro the lawe” (III. 5), and which sets the world “unevene” (III. 14). 

Gower discusses the relationship in terms of weight; the use of the word pondus recalls the 

Augustine’s consideration of natural desire and love in the Confessions XIII.ix.10, and a 

similar discussion in De libero arbitrio III.  In each of these discussions, Augustine 

considers love and desire as a natural quality: “pondus meum amor meus” (my weight is 

my love).  By it, Augustine’s will has natural motion, a motion towards the good, which he 

represents in the Confessions as an appropriate place: “pondus non ad ima tantum est, sed 

ad locum suum” (weight does not tend so much down, but to its own proper place) a place 

of peace.141 This motion of the will is developed further by considering the element of fire, 

and its effect on the movement of the will.  Fire and stone are opposed, “ignis sursum 

tendit, deorsum lapis” (fire tends upward, a stone downward), though each is moving to its 

proper place. In his description, Augustine uses the Platonic notion of the soul as fire to 

141 Augustine develops this at more length in his discourse with Evodius in De libero arbitrio III, even 
developing the same terms (most likely derived from Plotinus) in terms of fire and stone.
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separate it from the heavy Platonic body in terms of motion,142 and transform weight into 

flight: “eo feror, quocumque feror. dono tuo accendimur et sursum ferimur; inardescimus  

et imus . . . igne tuo, igne tuo bono ardescimus et imus, quoniam sursum imus ad pacem 

Hierusalem” (by (my love/weight I am borne, wherever I am borne; by your gift we are set 

on fire and we are carried high up, we burn and we rise . . . by your fire, by your good fire 

we burn and we rise, we rise up to the peace of Jerusalem). I have little doubt that Gower 

(whether he is specifically referring to this passage, or other related passages in Augustine) 

is considering, and expecting his audience to consider the different notions of both 

appropriate place and motion of these different natural elements, and the relation of such 

natural elements to the will, itself natural, but capable by its freedom of both supernatural 

infusion and subnatural degradation. 

The fertile language of elemental motion becomes shifting sand in Gower’s text. In the 

introductory Latin verse, melancholy is the weight that undoes the scales of justice and 

right judgment and brings heavy problems. However, it results also in “vir discors  

leuiterque repugnant amori” (a discordant man lightly grappling with love; III.i.7). The 

man’s discord introduces a reversal of weight: the weight of melancholy produces lightness 

in love. The discord, with its potential for reversals in language, is present throughout the 

rest of Book III. When Amans aligns the fire of love with the fire of wrath through the 

production of melancholy, his language illustrates how his use of natural images (i.e., the 

elements) makes finally for an incoherent account of nature and reason.  For Amans, Wrath 

142 Augustine is, I believe, using the Platonic and Neo-Platonic discourse on the soul poetically, marking the 
separation of the body and soul not dogmatically, but to explore the affect of religious love within the 
confines of the temporal world. Cf. Augustine’s careful dealing with the accompanying elevation of the body 
in the Ascension and the Final Resurrection, De civitate dei XIII.xviii.  
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comes from love’s burning without release: “al makth love, wel I wot,/ Of which myn herte 

is evere hot,/ So that I brenne as doth a glede/ For Wrathe that I mai noght spede” (III.37-

40).  However, such fire does not lead upward (spiritually) as it does for Augustine, to the 

peace of Jerusalem and union with the divine; Amans’ movement is into “the fantasie/ Of 

love” (III.126-7), which Gower puts in terms of self-delusion. Amans explains that “Thus 

am I with miself oppressed/ Of thoght . . . That al wakende I dreme” (III.49-50, 51). 

Amans’ mental discord is a serious problem for his own judgment; the only result of 

inflammation is his impotent anger.  
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Gower Reading Ovid, Gower Reading Canace

Gower’s version of the tale of Canace appears in Book III; his source is Ovid’s Heroides 

XI.143  Ovid’s poem is written in Canace’s persona as a letter to her brother Macareus. 

Having fallen in love, the siblings became intimate, resulting in the pregnancy of Canace. 

Macareus has fled, Canace has given birth, and Canace’s father, King Aeolus, has 

discovered the child.  He has sent Canace a sword, with the implication that she should 

commit suicide, after which he plans to expose the child.  Immediately before her suicide 

(literally, with a pen in one hand and the sword in the other) she writes a letter to 

Macareus, in which she complains of the outcome of their love and the imminent death of 

both herself and her child.  Ovid’s Roman audience would have known the story from 

Euripides’ Aeolus, no longer extant, and entirely unknown to the Middle Ages.144  The play 

was something of a scandal in Athens, and Plato himself attacked Euripides concerning its 

most famous (and notorious) line: in excusing himself to his father, Macareus rhetorically 

asks, “What is shameful, if it does not seem so to those who do it?”145  As Plato recognized, 

such a question challenges the moral (that is, social) authority of shame, rendering it 

individual and arbitrary.  This is the problem that Ovid explores in his poem.  Gower will 

develop this problem of shame into a problem of pity.146

143 In reference to the “Tale of Canace” Simpson notes that “The Heroides, from which the story of Canace 
and Machaire is drawn, pose a special problem for the moralist: they are not, like the Metamorphoses, fables, 
and are not therefore open to allegorical interpretation. The option open to the moralist was simply to present 
the different heroines of the work as exemplary of different kinds of love – a solution adopted by 
commentators in a long and coherent accessus tradition” (Sciences and the Self, 174-5).  
144 cf. Howard Jacobson, Ovid’s Heroides (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), 160-2, for his 
discussion of the discovery of P. Oxy 2457 (an ancient hypothesis to Euripides’ Aeolus) and its ramifications 
for Ovid scholarship.  
145 Cf. Florence Verducci, Ovid’s Toyshop of the Heart: Epistulae Heroidum (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1985), 200-1.
146 Gower does reference Heroides XI once in the Vox Clamantis, Book I, and it seems that it functions 
similarly.  In the middle of the chapter (1481-1569), Gower uses the Heriodes and the Tristia almost 
exclusively, with no reference to the Metamorphoses, references to which dominate the rest of the Book. The 
section describes the effects of fear on the mind of the speaker. The speaker is an exile, and Gower’s  
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The horror over incest is not simply the invention of moralistic medieval readers.  Canace 

was not Ovid’s only example of incestuous female lovers, and the other examples, notably 

Phaedra (Heroides IV), Byblis (Metamorphoses IX) and Myrrha (Metamorphoses X) were 

often discussed together in medieval literature.147  The other incestuous human female was 

Philomela (whose rape by Tereus, her brother-in-law, would have constituted incest for 

both Roman and medieval readers), but she was not a lover, and was addressed separately. 

A perceptive medieval reader would have noticed a powerful similarity which brings these 

women together in more ways than simply their shared incest: their ability to use rhetoric 

to make the weak case the stronger, to convince themselves (and attempt to convince 

others) that their incestus is in fact castus.148  Canace is something of an exception, for she 

makes no attempt to either convince the intended recipient of her letter of the value of their  

paraphrases and quotations from the exiled Ovid of the Tristia are particularly apt. However, his initial 
paraphrase from Tristia III. 8. 25-7, which describes his pallor, leanness, and lack of appetite, and which he 
summarizes, “Dum mens egra fuit, dolet accio corporis” (While the mind was feeble, the movement of the 
body suffered”; VC I. 1482). These symptoms are not only those of the exile, but those of the jilted lover, and 
Gower intensifies the loss of his speaker by developing both simultaneously. Like the lover, his suffering 
makes him (by appearance) a “nouus alter ego” (a new other self; VC I. 1490), and Gower extends this 
through a consideration of his lack of friends in exile (VC I. 1492ff). The allusions to the Heroides 
communicate the desperation of the situation, and the mental collapse which forms the dramatic core of this 
complaint in propria persona. His quotation from Canace expresses the growing crisis of the lack of 
discourse, and the alienation of exile: “Torpuerat gelido lingua retenta metu” (The tongue grew numb with 
icy fear; VC I. 1512, Her. XI. 82). It also acts as a turning-point in the narrative, to move into the problem of 
judgment, of Fortune (VC I. 1517, 1527). The speaker wishes to die rather than suffer this unfair judgment, 
and it is only through the intervention of Sophia that he is able to recognize that “Non merito penam pateris 
set numinis iram:/ Ne timeas, finem nam dolor omnis habet” (You do not suffer merited punishment, but the 
wrath of the Divine; you should not fear for all sadness has an end; VC I. 1549-50).  Sophia presents the 
situation as an opportunity for salvation, but “Tanta mee lasse fuerat discordia mentis,/ Quod potui sensus vix  
retinere meos” (On account of weariness, there was such discord of mind, that I was scarcely able to retain 
my senses; VC I. 1557-8), and “Sic mortem cupiens timui presagia mortis” (Thus desiring death I feared the 
presages of death; VC I. 1577).  
147 Elizabeth Archibald, Incest and the Medieval Imagination (New York; Oxford University Press, 2001), 78-
88.  Florence Verducci directly addresses the relationship between Canace, Phaedra, Byblis and Myrrha in 
Ovid, and his topos of incest in the chapter on Canace (190-234).  
148 It is worth noting that incestus did not have the narrow definition of sexual relations with a blood relation, 
and Elizabeth Archibald’s account of the various definitions is illuminating (though throughout her book, she 
seems to nonetheless place a great deal of value on the “taboo” quality of endogamy, perhaps taking too 
much from her anthropological focus).  Incest simply violated an already established love-relationship 
between the two partners, and while this could involve blood, it could also be any sort of spiritual 
relationship.  In this way it differed from illicitus amor, sexual relations which avoided forming a love-
relationship (such as fornication or adultery). Cf. Archibald, 9-52, esp. 26-41.  
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love (after all, Macareus would need no convincing), or herself.  For both modern and 

medieval readers of Ovid, this presents itself as a problem of consistency.  Several modern 

critics have suggested that there is “a confusion of intended addressee and nominal 

recipient” and that Aeolus rather than Macareus is the object of Canace’s writing.149

Also, the incestuous passion of these other Ovidian women is marked by a discordia  

mentis, in which contrasting values (reason and passion, shame and love, fear and daring) 

are set against each other in a highly rhetorical eristic monologue.  Amans seems to share 

this discordia, though he lacks the rhetorical skill of Ovid’s incestuous women. However, 

as Florence Verducci argues, such is not the case in Canace.  Ovid’s Canace lacks this 

discord, and is only (in Verducci’s words) a “banal” and clichéd imitation of these 

heroines.150  In this, Canace is a special case, for she in fact does not feel shame for her 

actions: “[i]n the other Heroides Ovid’s usual technique is to grant his heroines at the 

outset the pathos of an intense emotional condition, sometimes verging on hysteria . . . 

Each of his women will struggle in her own way to persuade her lover of the claims of her 

own values, to subdue her feelings by reason and, when that fails, color her emotions with 

the hues of rationality.  Thus love in the Heroides takes on the moral dimension with which 

Ovid endows love in the Metamorphoses.”151  Canace is but an imitation of such women, 

and rather than being morally complicated by her rhetorical attempts to overcome the 

contradictions of reason and passion, shame and desire, fear and daring, Canace can only 

imitate the outward sign (that is, complaint) about which she too has read: “Love exists 

149 Laurel Fulkerson, The Ovidian Heroine as Author: Reading, Writing, and Community in the Heroides 
(New York: CUP, 2005), 70.  Cf. Jacobson, 166-7, and Verducci, Toyshop of the Heart, 225.
150 Fulkerson opposes Verducci’s reading, but her argument depends upon Canace’s letter being a model for 
Hypermestra’s within the Heroides, and is more generally concerned with Hypermestra (69, 79-86). 
151 Verducci, Toyshop of the Heart, 228-9.
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less in her subjective feeling than in the objective symptoms which should, but do not, 

convincingly represent the condition of passion.”152  

Verducci’s reading of Canace as lacking any real moral dimension brings a valuable 

rhetorical perspective to how Gower might have morally read this tale.  Gower clearly does 

not read the tale only as the medieval writers of accessus did, and categorize this story as a 

negative example.  Such a categorization restores (or creates) a stable authority in Ovid: 

though it may seem that he is sympathetic to the incestuous, one must read it as a 

condemnation.  In Genius’ telling, on the other hand, there is an authoritative 

condemnation, but it is not Canace who is condemned but Aeolus, for his “sodein 

melancholie” (III.335), that is, his anger, the vice of Book III.  There has been a lively 

critical debate in Gower Studies over how sympathetic Gower is to Canace, and whether 

he excuses her incest.153  

I argue that there is no question that Genius’ reading of Canace is intended to evoke pity 

and direct the negative exemplification to Eolus’ melancholic ire.  The issue is not about 

whether Gower approves of incest, which the rest of his corpus makes decidedly doubtful. 

The issue is rather how pity for Canace, in an individual poetic context, is related to larger 

152 Verducci, Toyshop of the Heart, 211.
153 Most vocal have been C. David Benson, “Incest and Moral Poetry in Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, 
Chaucer Review 19 (1984), 100-9, who argues that “Genius’ failure to condemn Canance does not 
necessarily force the reader to do likewise” (102), and Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 158-172, 
in which she directs the reader primarily to the latent incest in Aeolus’ anger. Diane Watt see an even greater 
excuse, suggesting that Canace and Machaire “are, in a sense, in their own First Age, and thus apparently 
exempt from ecclesiastical moral prohibition” (“Gender and Sexuality in Confessio Amantis”, in A 
Companion to Gower, 197-213, 201). Karma Lochrie argues more cogently, “Chaucer and Gower scholars 
have an uncanny ability to ignore the perverse in the Confessio Amantis . . . Either critical move – to bring 
the Christian theology of the Seven Deadly Sins to bear on secular love or to take the moral naiveté of the 
stories as evidence of Gower’s compassion for the sexual transgressions of his characters – attempts to do 
away with the problem” (Covert Operations: The Medieval Uses of Secrecy (Philadelphia: UPENN Press, 
1999), 205-206).
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issues of law, especially natural law: it is a matter of decorum. I argue that Gower’s interest 

in Canace depends upon her incomprehension of shame, rightly extracting from Ovid the 

lost motivation in Euripides.  That incomprehension means that Canace can only frame the 

anger and punishment of Aeolus as his individually, rather than as part of his kingly 

person.  Canace’s writing suggests that Aeolus is sole arbiter of the rightness and 

wrongness of her actions, and therefore arbitrary rather than authoritative and just.154 

Nonetheless, Ovid consistently slips in mentions of Aeolus’ legal and royal status.  When 

her child must be concealed from her father, she describes where he is: “media sedet  

Aeolus aula” (in the midst of the royal court sits Aeolus; Her. XI.65); this implies a king in 

judgment, but only indirectly (even unconsciously) on Canace’s part.  Her nurse attempts 

to hide the love-child as a mentita sacra (a pretended sacrifice; Her. XI.73), but Canace 

never considers the fact that such a strategy would be a public sacrilege.  Canace lives 

entirely in her individual emotional and physical space of her chamber, never once 

describing herself outside of it.  On the other hand, Aeolus is almost always in the court, 

and his sole entrance into Canace’s private space eliminates its privacy: Canace describes 

it, “inruit et nostrum vulgat clamore pudorem” (he rushes in and by the clamor makes my 

shame public; Her. XI.79).155 Canace wishes that Aeolus could experience her death 

personally as a father, and assigns him individual authorship: “Ipse necis cuperem nostrae 

spectator adesset,/ auctoribus oculis exigetur opus” (I wish that he might be present as a 

spectator to my death, and the deed be done in the author’s sight! Her. XI.7-8), but her 

father does quite the opposite.  When his messenger arrives, he assigns authorship to her in 
154 Cf. Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 158. She argues that in the Confessio Eolus’ problem with 
Canace “is that the daughter ignores his authority in the private sphere, showing her independence from 
him.”  
155 This opposition of public and private space continues in Gower’s version; A.C. Spearing calls it “a 
dialectic of enclosure and exposure” (“Canace and Machaire”, Medievalia 16 (1993) 211-21, 216).  It seems 
another thematic link between Canace and Constance, and a similar formula of (feminine) pity.  
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terms of justice: Aeolus “iubet ex merito scire, quid iste velit” (orders [Canace] to know on 

account of justice what he wishes; Her. XI.96).  He expects her to know why he must do 

what he does; she treats it only as the arbitrary command of her father.  While his reported 

language is concerned with legality and justice, Canace emphasizes his familial 

relationship to her child in its death sentence (calling him “nepotem” grandson; Her. 

XI.83) and his paternal obligations in regards to her.  Describing the sword as a “dona 

paterna” (fatherly gift) she rebukes him, “his mea muneribus, genitor, conubia donas” 

(You, father, give me these gifts for my wedding? Her. XI.98-9).  Emphasizing his 

productive fatherly role (genitor), she only considers his obligations as her father, without 

any comprehension of his authority as king.  She demands from him the pity appropriate 

from a lover, from a father, but not from a king.

Gower brings this issue of authority to a medieval problem, the relation between positive 

and natural law.156  He accomplishes this through a personal transferal: the persona of 

Genius takes over from the persona of Canace the confusion of authority.  The removal of 

the narrative from Canace’s voice and the placing of it into the voice of Genius is a much 

larger creative choice than has previously been noted, especially in a narrative that totally 

depends upon the changing values of the speakers of the frame.  Genius is now the author 

who does not comprehend shame, which I argue is the reason for his being read as 

sympathetic.  Genius’ assumption of Canace’s perspective would necessarily be subject to 

156 For Minnis, this distinction is all-important and fully explanatory: “For the commentators and for Gower, 
Canace’s love was illicitus and Gower explains precisely what that means through his distinction between the 
‘lawes of nature’ and ‘lawe positif’. Canace offended against the latter, which was established by men acting 
in accordance with right reason.  Because her love was not unnatural, and because the wrath of her father was  
so terrible, Gower can tell her tale with a degree of sympathy” (“John Gower: Sapiens in Ethics and Politics”, 
166).  I argue that this assumes an inflexibility of legal categories, and a stability that only exists in 
theoretical hindsight. 
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a rhetorical analysis by any educated medieval audience.  That Genius and Gower are not 

identical would be just as obvious to a medieval audience as the non-identity of Ovid and 

Canace, and Gower draws especial attention to this fact by bringing the argument of 

another incestuous Ovidian heroine into the discussion, though silently: Myrrha.

The arguments for Genius’ (and by association, Gower’s) pity for the incestuous lovers is 

the circumstances of their falling in love, and the “natural” forces that drive them to 

consummate their desire.157  Canace and Machaire fall in love in

. . . the youthe of lusti age,

Whan kinde assaileth the corage

With love and doth him to bowe,

That he no reson can allowe,

Bot halt the lawes of nature (III.153-7).

Genius posits a nature that is opposed to and excludes reason, and which authors this 

incestuous desire.  This version of natural law, easily identifiable to a medieval reader, 

would be Ulpian’s. He defined natural law as that which is common to both humans and 

animals (that is, the impulse to procreation and the education of the young).158  Following 

the structure of this definition in his narrative, Genius turns from procreation to education:

Cupide bad hem ferst to kesse,

And after sche which is maistresse

In kinde and techeth every lif

Withoute lawe positif,

Of which sche takth no maner charge,

Bot kepth hire lawes al at large,

Nature, tok hem into lore

And tawht hem so, that overmore

157 These circumstances, are, of course, under Gower’s authorial control.  For instance, Peter Nicholson 
argues in Love and Ethics that “The most important effect of Gower’s focus on Canace is to raise the level of 
pathos in the story” (184), and that the narratives of Constance and Canace share “traditional devices for 
willing sympathy for an innocent” (188).
158 Cf. Chapter 2.  
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Sche hath them in such wise daunted,

That they were, as who seith, enchaunted (III.169-78).

The promptings of Cupid introduce a new figure, “the maistresse/ In kinde”, whose naming 

Gower defers for several lines.  “Kinde” is a Middle English word with a wide variety of 

uses.  It can best be understood as denoting the nature by which things are alike.  From this 

sense, we have the modern English derivations of “kind” (as in “a kind of”) and kind (as in 

“being kind”) as well as “kin.”159  It has an association with the generative and procreative, 

due to its emphasis on species and relation; “nature”, which is sometimes a synonym, 

specifically denotes the individual essence or overarching order more than relationship. 

By situation and association, it seems that this “maistrresse of kinde” could be Venus; that 

she is revealed as Nature is perhaps not a surprise, the slippage between Genius’ two 

“maistresses” in the Roman de la Rose exposes a curious collapsing of logics.  Ulpianic 

natural law may direct all creatures to procreation and all parents to the education of the 

young, but Nature herself is not the parent in question, that is, the one who educates.  Nor 

does Ulpianic natural law exclude positive law, for that positive law is in fact the very 

education that (human) parents provide to their children. Nature and her laws, have been 

substituted by a parental, familial Nature, the exact same literary substitution Canace (as 

writer) does with her father.  The contrast is more evident if one considers these passages 

as an allusion to the arguments of Myrrha in Metamorphoses X. The great-granddaughter 

of Pygmalion, Myrrha falls in love with her own father.  Ovid’s narrator, Orpheus, 

condemns this incest in no uncertain terms, and terms which find echoes (and reversals) in 

Gower. Cupid, far from bidding Myrrha and her father to copulate, denies his involvement: 

“Ipse negat nocuisse tibi sua tela Cupido/ Myrrha, facesque suas a crimine vindicat isto” 

159 “kinde”, MED on-line, accessed May 15, 2009.
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(Cupid himself denies harming you by his weapons, Myrrha, and defends his torches from 

that crime;” Met. X.311-2). Orpheus is incredulous that Nature in any way assisted, only 

allowing that “Si tamen admissum sinit hoc natura videri” (somehow Nature might permit 

this [crime] to seem admitted; X. 304).160 Myrrha, however, provides a typically Ovidian 

rationalization of her behavior: “Humana malignas/ cura dedit leges, et, quod natura 

remittit/ invida iura negant” (Human care promulgates spiteful laws, and that which Nature 

allows, jealous laws deny; X. 329-31). This finds a very specific echo in Genius’ account 

of Nature teaching “without lawe positif.”  Her style of rationalizing produces sympathy. 

Condemning herself for her incestuous love, she first prays to let the desire leave her: “Di, 

precor, et Pietas sacrataque iura parentum/ Hoc prohibete nefas scelerique resistite  

nostro,/ Si tamen hoc scelus est!” (Gods, I pray, and Piety, and sacred laws of parentage, 

prevent this sacrilege, and stop our crime, if indeed this is a crime! X. 321-3).  The is an 

excellent example of Ovidian eristic; Myrrha moves from condemnation to 

reconsideration, and finally enacts the same casuistry concerning nature in order to 

convince herself that it is no crime: 

. . . sed enim damnare negatur

Hanc Venerem Pietas, coeuntque animalia nullo

Cetera dilectu, nec habetur turpe iuvencae

Ferre patrem tergo 

(But it is denied to Venereal Piety to damn this; animals mate with other without regard, nor is it 

held in shame for a heifer to give her back to her father; X. 323-6). 

Her errors of reasoning are clear, and the pity that Ovid creates for her inner discord 

nonetheless maintains a moral distance.  Genius, on the other hand, adds to Canace these 

Ulpianic rationalizations, in order to generate pity.  A reader well-versed in Ovid, however, 

would recognize Gower’s construction of Genius’ voice: one incestuous heroine is justified 

160 That is, the violation of Nature’s law is clear, even if Nature’s justice appears lacking.
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by another, who herself is roundly condemned by yet another Ovidian voice (Orpheus) for 

the very argument that Genius is using.  Genius creates, and Gower exposes, two kinds of 

faulty arguments from authority functioning at the same time: the argument from natural 

law, which suggests that the decorous sexual relationship between persons is in fact 

identical to that of animals, and the argument from Ovid’s authority, that Aeolus is a cruel 

parent and Canace is deserving of pity.  Genius uses the rhetorical/poetic slippage in the 

identity of the educative parent to obscure the reason of the reader, and elides Canace’s 

“authorship” of Heroides XI to argue for Ovid’s (rather than Canace’s) sympathetic 

approval of her condition.  He further intensifies the affect by adding what could not be in 

Ovid’s work, a description of the dead Canace:

The pomel of the swerd to grounde

Sche sette, and with the point a wounde

Thurghout hire herte anon sche made,

And forthwith that al pale and fade

Sche fell doun ded fro ther sche stod.

The child lay bathende in hire blod

Out rolled fro the moder barm,

And for the blod was hot and warm,

He basketh him aboute thrinne. (III. 307-15).161

The vision of the child playing innocently in his mother’s warm blood is extraordinarily 

powerful, what Spearing calls, “an unforgettable image”,162 which draws on all natural 

sympathies, much like the images of the “Tale of Constance.”  It does not move the father, 

“who can no pité knowe” (III. 317), makes him all the more an unnatural monster, far 

161 This is almost exactly repeated in the description of Pyramus’ suicide: 
The pomel of his swerd to grounde
He sette, and thurgh his herte a wounde
He made up to the bare hilte.
And in this wise himself he spilte
With his folhaste and deth he nam (III. 1443-7).  
162 Spearing, “Canace and Machaire”, 218.  
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exceeding what seems to be (having now been transferred to an infant) an error deserving, 

even demanding pity.  However, Genius’ attempt to intensify the affect of the reader, in his 

extensive description of Cupid’s and Nature’s authorship of this incest, recalls both the true 

meaning of Ulpianic law, and alludes to Ovid’s much more authorial condemnation of 

incest through Myrrha.  Eolus is an unsympathetic monster, but the very constructedness of 

his monstrosity and the reader’s sympathy ask how we as readers are to decorously relate 

our pity for Canace with piety.

The Place of the Natural

Cupid’s involvement in the incest is the addition of Gower; he is nowhere to be found in 

the text of the Heroides XI, and is specifically excluded from the motivation for incestuous 

desire in Ovid’s tale of Myrrha.  In Gower’s version of Canace and Machaire, however, 

Cupid is quite important, for he, rather than Nature, “bad hem ferst to kisse.”  Unlike 

Nature, his role in the authoring incest is not educative, but hortatory.  What does it mean 

for Gower to give Cupid this role?

To explore the place of Cupid’s authority in the “Tale of Canace and Machaire”, I want to 

briefly look at another tale of Gower’s that also adds Cupid to an existing, Ovidian 

narrative involving the unnatural.  The “Tale of Iphis”, which appears in Confessio 

Amantis, Book IV (dedicated to the vice of sloth) is told by Ovid in Metamorphoses IX.  In 

Ovid’s version, Iphis is born female, but raised as a boy (to avoid infanticide), and is 

betrothed to and falls in love with Ianthe, another woman.  A prayer to Isis, goddess of 

childbirth, and Hymen, goddess of marriage, results in a miraculous and apparently 
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appreciated sex-change for Iphis and connubial bliss for the happy couple.  Gower 

eliminates the role of Isis and Hymen in the sex-change, allocating its authorship to Cupid:

Nature, which doth every wiht

Upon hire law for to muse,

Constreigneth hem, so that thei use

Thing which to hem was al unknowe;

Wherof Cupide thilke throwe

Tok pité for the grete love,

And let do sette kinde above,

So that hir lawe mai ben used,

And thei upon here lust excused.

For love hateth nothing more

Than thing which stant agein the lore

Of that nature in kinde hath sett.

Forthi Cupide hath so besett

His grace upon this aventure,

That he accordant to nature . . . 

And tho thei ladde a merie lif,

Which was to kinde no offense (IV.483-497, 504-505).

This tale, and especially this particular section has, like the “Tale of Canace and 

Machaire”, often been brought to bear on arguments about Gower’s supposedly liberal 

attitude towards unauthorized sexualities.163  I would like to focus upon what brings Cupid 

to authorize this trans-gendering.  The relationship of the lover and Cupid to Nature in this 

passage is considerably different from that in Gower’s Canace and Machaire.  In the “Tale 

of Canace”, Gower presents a educative, parental Nature, which teaches them the ways of 

love; here, Nature’s law “constreignth hem”, forces them, to “use/ Thing which to hem was 

al unknowe”, a phrase which is so circumlocutionary that it makes it impossible to 

determine exactly what is meant.  What is clear, however, is that while Nature was a 
163 Cf. Watt, Amoral Gower, but also Lochrie, Covert Operations, who rigorously and I think successfully 
combats the notion of medieval normative sexuality.  
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helpful parent and teacher for Canace and Machaire, she is here a problematic legal 

category, upon which all men must “muse”, and which stands in the way of the 

consummation of their desire.  This reverses the substitution of parent for legal authority 

that was at the heart of both Ovid’s and Genius’ logical obscuration in Canace, but does 

reflect Ovid’s approach to the tale in the Metamorphoses.  There, Iphis suffers discordia  

mentis over her desire calling it a curse of the gods contrary to both nature and custom, and 

even finding the desire of Pasiphae for a bull more natural, because she at least desired a 

male.  Genius, however, does not dissolve the discord through the allegorical 

metamorphosis of desire into marriage and procreation (Hymen and Iphis), but through 

desire himself, Cupid.  It is his “pité” that sets “kinde above” and his “grace” that accords 

it to Nature.  

Genius’ telling of this tale, especially in the context of Canace and Machaire, is rife with 

contradictions.  Why, if “love hateth nothing more/ Than thing which state agein the lore/ 

Of that Nature in kinde hath sett”, does Cupid intervene?  How does Nature teach illicit 

desire in one circumstance, but both constrain it and outlaw it in another?  I argue that 

there is no way to make these versions of Nature decorous.  However, Genius attempts to 

obscure that logical problem not only through the intervention of deliberately ambiguous 

language, but the deliberately ambiguous language of affective, erotic poetry, which is 

represented both in the Tale of Iphis and in the Tale of Canace by the intervention of 

Cupid.  The phrase, “that thei use/ Thing which to hem was al unknowe” is exactly the 

kind of ambiguous language used to circumlocute direct and “discourteous”164 naming of 

164 In the Roman de la Rose, this is exactly what the Lover and Reason fight over: her use of language that is 
not “cortoise” (6931).  
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sexual acts and members in the discourse of courtly poetry.  Cupid, in both of these tales, 

represents that discourse, a discourse of desire: he both bids or encourages desire, and then 

supplies the “authority” through which it can be justified.  It is an authority that depends 

upon his “pité” (that is, the affective sympathy upon which the entire poetic is based), and 

his “grace”, which is the decorous order that overcomes the law.  While Genius presents 

this grace as if it were “gratia”, divine power, I argue instead that it is better rendered into 

Latin as “decor”, the poetic grace that “justifies” contradiction, incoherence, and the 

failure of political and moral decorum.  

Involvement as a listener in such a merely decorous discourse has a profound effect.  Prior 

to the Tale of Canace, Amans complains that because he has failed to win his love, he is 

melancholic, that “[his] wittes ben empeired” (III.73), by the “fantasie/ Of love” (III.126-

7). What he asks for is a story that might teach him how “I mai miself appese” (III.133), 

and Genius claims that he tells the story of Canace and Machaire for Amans’ “hertes ese” 

(III.134).   Amans feels the emotional discord that his unfitting desire produces; Genius 

uses the poetic tools of Ovid to transform this potentially productive discord into a static 

sympathy.  He also suggests at its conclusion that Amans is in the place of Eolus and “Be 

this cas thou miht understone/ That if thou evere in cause of love/ Schalte deme, and thou 

be so above/ That thou miht lede it at thi wille,/ Let nevere thurgh thi Wraththe spille/  

Which every kinde scholde save” (III.338-43).  By glossing over Amans’ own discord, he 

can suggest that Amans might be capable of judging.  But it also repeats the very problem 

of approbation that, I argue, motivates Gower to use this tale of Ovid.  Genius places 

Amans in a situation of “deming” (judgment) in the legal “cause of love,” but nonetheless 
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suggests that in such a cause, he might “lede it at [his] wille”, that is, be arbitrary.  What 

Genius opposes to the irrational melancholy affectus that leads Eolus’ will is only an 

equally irrational pitying affectus.  

That affectus and the poetry that creates it, though it can imitate the natural, nonetheless 

alienates the human from nature.  Like the young Augustine, whose tears for Dido drive 

him all the more into the “darkness of passion” and the “region of destitution”, this 

imitation of nature maintains Amans in his static painful desire, and keeps him from a 

genuine understanding of the decorous order of love or the productive order of nature. 

Drawing a moral from the tale of Pygmalion, which he applies as well to Iphis, Genius 

presents to Amans the powerful but illusionary hope that poetic affect generates: “Be this 

ensample thou miht finde/ That word mai worche above kinde” (IV. 439) The word that 

may work above kind is not the Word, which communicates the grace of God, the author of 

the decorous natural order, but poetic fiction, which authors only a linguistically decorous 

order, and brings with it a hope of salvation just as fictional, concealing its work with the 

result of the Fall: passionate affect.165  The pity that Gower generates and questions 

throughout the Confessio, but especially in the first three books, constantly directs his 

readers to think about the difference between pity as a form of charity (as Compassioun is 

a form of Charité in the Mirour), and as a form of affect which can obfuscate the reason, 

and promote the very kinds of erotic discord that makes Amans unable to rule himself.  For 

the “grete” men and the king, Gower presents pity and piety as two forms of relation, only 

165 Karma Lochrie argues that nature in general is incoherent in Gower’s text, and “[g]uided by this 
incoherent, contradictory, and discontinuous category of the natural, Gower’s Genius produces a narrative 
about love that admits the medieval perverse in the forms of what are usually excluded categories of sexual 
love.  The model of this perversion is Venus herself” (Covert Operations, 209).  
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possible to truly use when one knows the persona of the king.  This is both the connection 

to the Ciceronian analogy of poetic and political decorum (concerning how each should 

speak according to his or her persona), and the reason why Book VII will be absolutely 

necessary in order to make sense of Gower’s amorous, affective poetry.
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Chapter 5: The Political Natures of Gower’s Personae

Throughout Books I, II, and III, Amans does not recognize that Genius’ tales fail to 

produce a decorous relationship between pity and piety, between literary affect and 

political identity. Partially, this is because Amans relieves himself of a real political  

identity; when Venus asks him, “What art thou, sone?” (I. 154), he responds simply, “A 

caitif that lith hiere” (I. 159).1 “Amans” is not everyman, but no-man, at least politically, 

both in Venus’ court and in his lady’s.  He is utterly beholden to the affect of fin amour, 

and lives in a political vacuum.  Genius is not necessarily giving Amans bad advice, nor 

are the texts “duplicitous”; rather, like Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, pleasurable, 

instructive narratives are nonetheless limited, especially when larger discourses (of 

theology, politics, and morality) demand an integrated decorum and a comprehension of 

what is propria persona.  In Books IV, V, and VI, pity and its concomitant affects do not 

disappear from the text; in fact, they are constant elements of Gower’s narratives, right 

through the pitiable tale of Apollonius.  However, these three books deal directly with the 

problems of desire itself, the concupiscible.  In these books, desire must be addressed 

directly in its fully human, political situation, and Genius’ limited poetic decorum 

between erotic artifice and moral/political action breaks down.  Even though these 

breakdowns deal with larger discourses (politics and social values in Book IV; theology 

in Book V, and kingship in Book VI), they are resolved in terms of art, of factio rather 

than actio.  Despite Gower’s obvious interest in politics, religion, morality, and rule, each 

1 In two manscripts, which Macaulay and Peck describe as “early” (Bodley 294 and Egerton 1991), the 
narrator responds, “Iohn Gowere.”  I think that this change suggests that Gower recognizes that an 
intensification of his own lack of political identity would benefit the text, but see the further discussion 
below.
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of which has their own form(s) of discourse, Gower maintains his own “forme of 

wrytinge.”  Only in Book VII do we encounter a change of form, and even this change is, 

I will argue in the next chaper, considerably less drastic than critics have often asserted. 

These sections, which R.F. Yeager has referred to as “exceptions” to the rule of Gower’s 

consistency, do, as Yeager argues, “proceed contrapunctually”, but I will show that at the 

end, the opposing elements do not merge into “a single meaning.”2  “Meaning” is simply 

not the right word: Gower’s poetic provides the reader with the experience to form 

meanings, but does not provide a meaning.  This is not because of ambiguity, but because 

the reader is him- or herself politically situated, and the meaning that such a reader would 

draw from these exempla and personae depends upon the reader’s own persona: king, 

queen, philosopher, magnate, advisor.  Therefore, the question that dominates these later 

books is a question of “trouthe”, the expression of the proper formulation of political and 

moral covenants through the written word.  It encompasses the analogy between the 

poetic and the political, and is therefore centered upon the person, the political and moral  

being who can use and enjoy poetry.

While pity never disappears, the terms of harmony do change.  Near the end of Book VII, 

Genius, once the praeceptor amoris, explains to Amans the virtue of chastity, and 

expresses the harmony in terms of reason and nature:

For God the lawes hath assissed

As wel to reson as to kinde,

Bot he the bestes wolde binde

Only to lawes of nature.

Bot to the mannes creature

2 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 160.  
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God gaf him reson forth withal,

Wherof that he nature schal

Upon the causes modefie,

That he schal do no lecherie,

And yit he schal hise lustes have (VII.5372-81).

James Simpson refers to this as a “sea-change”, a transformation of Genius in which he 

moves from a position of maintaining the inevitability of desire’s victory over reason to 

this “constitutional” domination of reason over desire.3  However, Simpson notes that 

Genius regularly suggests that one must have a reasonable approach to love, only to 

undermine it with the power of desire.4 I wish to suggest that there is no “sea-change” at 

all.  For Genius to even suggest the form of a moral discourse in the medieval Christian 

west requires a divinely ordained relationship between reason and nature that becomes 

active through moderation.  The above statement is absolutely fundamental to every 

moment of Genius’ discourse, as fundamental as the concept that desire resists 

moderation. In these lines, Genius is discussing the king; the persona of a king must be 

able to “modifie” his desires, or else he become subject to them.  The king must be able 

to understand the difference between poetic and political decorum, to recognize artifice,  

and to experience its pleasure and pain an a way appropriate to his persona.  In the first 

few Books of the Confessio Amantis, Amans is so completely subject to the artifice of the 

poem that he does not recognize the change from Gower to Amans and his dis-

politicization; he moves from a philosophical critic to a political non-entity without even 

recognizing the change.  The marginalia to I. 59, already discussed, show how the 

3 Simpson’s reading of Gower turns the Confessio Amantis into a phsychological allegory, which 
universalizes the persona of Amans/Gower (and thus produces the “constitutional” political reading); I find 
that this utterly divests Gower’s text of its class-consciousness. 
4 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, 215-6.  Simpson is by no means the only critic to assert that Book VII 
marks a change in Genius from one kind of confessor into another: Nicholson, Love and Ethics, 336; 
Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 191ff.; Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 140, among others.
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political writer of the Prologue disappears “in persona aliorum.” Gower’s use of his own 

name in Bodley 294 and Egerton 1991 rather than “caitif” at I. 161 could also have been 

a way of suggesting the narrator’s own lack of recognition of the political change 

between the persona of the Prologue-narrator and Amans. For the first few books, Amans 

is inside the same kind of artificial political structure as Amant of the Roman de la Rose, 

one of “service” to the God of Love and Venus, and is consequently unable to challenge 

Genius’ impersonation of authority, itself derived from his role in the Roman de la Rose.5 

Genius can substitute poetic decorum for political decorum because artifice has itself 

taken the place of the political.  The irascible sins, because their connection to 

concupiscence is unclear, are more easily harmonized into moralities of limited 

convenience (such as the morality of chivalry).

Sloth and Avarice, the subjects of Books IV and V, bear complicated relationships to the 

concupiscible.  Both are opposed to common good, but can produce a form of pleasure 

(or at least, seem to produce a form of pleasure) through idleness and acquisition.  To 

differentiate forms of pleasure requires a sense of the political, not only of political 

causes, but the political nature of the human being and its concomitant pleasures (and 

pains).  In trying to discuss these sins, the personae of Amans and Genius become 

recognizably present in their larger political and moral contexts.  Those contexts always 

are present, but the affect of fin amour keeps them from from being perceived as such (by 

each other, and by the reader).  This is the very goal of Gower’s poetic: to teach a reader 

to examine the affects of artificiality, and thus to discover poetic and erotic pleasure 

5 Gower seems to make protection from “servage” one of the key qualities of a monarch; cf. II. 2981, his 
“Dedication” to the Balades, as well as MO 2168-9, and CA VII. 4096.
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divorced from a political and moral role not only transforms “trouthe” into fiction, but 

also transforms the “trouthe” of political and moral convenants into tyranny and servility. 

Genius and Amans do not undergo a sea-change; the reader is exposed to the limitations 

of literary decorum in the larger political and moral world, so that he or she can fully 

fathom the rich and strange analogy between the written and the practiced.  The pleasure 

of Gower’s own tales, and his authorship of the Balades suggest that he did not desire to 

eliminate the pleasures of poetry and the erotic, but only to educate readers so that they 

can recognize how moral and poetic “modefication” is possible.  Gower’s reader does not 

need to be educated in the facts of Christian truth (that is, Church doctrine), but in the 

ways in which “trouthe” itself can be masked, impersonated, corrupted, and in the 

pleasure of “trouthe” in a fully political and moral life.  This chapter will consider the 

central books (IV and V) of the Confessio Amantis. In the discussions of Sloth and 

Avarice, Gower exposes how a persona cannot exist, even artificially, without a moral 

and political context.  Genius and Amans are alienated by their desire, but in attempting 

to explain how to satisfy that alienation, to “modifie” desire and fulfill it, they encounter  

contradictions in their very personae.  In order to fulfill desire, one must act within a 

moral and political world, and the terms of that action, primary “labor” and “merit” (or 

what Genius calls, decerte”) are incoherent without a proper understanding of how one 

relates to nature (and thus what labor one should accomplish) and to grace (what reward 

one can expect).  Gower reveals that in the knowledge of one’s place, one’s propria 

persona (the very knowledge that Narcissus and all excessive lovers lack), one can find 

the right relation, the recta ratio, between these terms, and achieve human pleasure 

reasonably.
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Forms of Artifice

The categories of “art” and “artifice” require a relation to both nature and reason; because 

Gower does not present a theory of nature (cf. Chapter 2), the reader must constantly 

produce provisional relations in order to understand the personae, even in their rhetorical 

existence.  Gower’s articulation of the nature of his personae depends upon the ways in 

which his artifice forms and reforms the matter received from previous poets.  Genius’ 

impersonation of authority in the Confessio Amantis is a reformation of his impersonation 

in the Roman de la Rose, which in turn reforms the way in which Nature is rendered 

artificial during her confession to Genius.  Tracking these changes illustrate both the 

process and goal of Gower’s poetic adaptation of “traditional” materials.  Much of this he 

learned from Jean de Meun, and his adaptation of Alanus de Insulis.  Alastair Minnis 

describes this change: “an ornate, richly artificial high style has [been] made ‘plain and 

open.’”6  The change in style goes hand-in-hand with the change in how personae are 

encountered.  Alanus is careful to emphasize how poetic form consistently mediates the 

encounter with Natura; the analogy between writing and action is always present in his 

text, limiting the need for provisional readings.  Alanus divides Natura’s action: her labor 

as an artisan (an artifex), and her labor as writing.  What seems like a tremendously 

mixed metaphor is Alanus’ poetic inclusion of the Ciceronian and Aristotelian analogy 

between poetic and political decorum, between factio and actio.  Alanus makes it clear 

that Natura is a signa for a res (the actual process of nature) by reinforcing the 

personification with constant reference to the process of writing, of signification (hence 

6 Alastair Minnis, Magister Amoris, 85.  
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the grammatical analogies that dominate the text).  As a personification, Nature also does 

not appear as she is, but as an imitation, the artisan, for the imitation of Nature is Art.7 

This Platonic attention to the distancing effects of mimesis is part and parcel of Alanus’ 

rhetorical style and associated literary and educative goals.  Minnis associates this with a 

limited audience, a “clerical coterie” who could intellectually process “Alan’s ornate and 

richly artificial modus loquendi, with its dazzling rhetoric, convoluted allegory and heavy 

dependence upon classical myth and grammatical metaphors, [which] distances the 

reader from empirical reality and temporalia.”8 Alanus’ extraordinarily dense Latin, in 

both his verse and prose, constantly reminds the reader of the artificiality of the poetic 

medium and its neo-Platonic end, which finally eschews the limits of a poetic language 

for the “trouthe” of decorous eternal relationships.

Minnis makes an important point in his discussion of the Roman de la Rose concerning 

the “literalness” of the Rose.  Opposing John Fleming, Minnis argues that “in the Rose 

Jean de Meun no longer took seriously the allegorical mode which he inherited from Alan 

of Lille”, explaining (in accord with Winthrop Wetherbee), that Jean’s poem denies any 

higher, Platonic significatio.9  Minnis does not suppose that Jean de Meun’s literalism is 

“uncomplicated nor uncontested”,10 but part of “the medieval literary theory of satire”, 

7 Cf. Gregory Sadlek, Idleness Working: The Discourse of Love’s Labor from Ovid through Chaucer and  
Gower (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2004), 105-7. For a discussion of the 
relationship between Alan de Lille and Jean de Meun as a difference between “procreation” and  
“recreation”, cf. Daniel Poiron, “Alain de Lille et Jean de Meun”, Alain de Lille, Gautier de Châtillon, 
Jakemart Giélée et leur temps, H. Roussel and F. Suard, eds. (Lille: Presses Universitaires de Lille, 1980), 
135-48.
8 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 84. 
9 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 85-6; Minnis cites Wetherbee, “The Literal and the Allegorical: Jean de Meun 
and the ‘De Planctu Naturae’”, Mediaeval Studies 33 (1971), 264-91. 286.  
10 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 87
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which lays bare human failure.11  While I have reservations concerning Minnis’ argument 

for “medieval literary theory”,12 and reservations about classifying satire as a medieval 

genre,13 satire is a way of forming and encountering artifice which contrasts (though does 

not deny) the allegorical mode. The term was used during the Middle Ages in reference to 

compilatory poetry: Jean de Meun is defended by Jean de Montreuil as “satiricum 

perseverum”14 and Gower is named in several manuscripts, “satirus Poeta.”15  For Jean 

de Meun and Gower, ancient satirists’ ability to stay within the contingent, non-

philosophical world of advice must have been appealing for their formal models, 

especially considering that their beloved Ovid was often allied to the satirists.16  Within 

Aristotelianism’s direct interest in the literal, political, and contigent, Jean de Meun and 

Gower could also produce poetry of immanent pleasure, rather than Alanus’ transcendent 

Neo-Platonic allegory.17

I also argue that when Jean de Meun radically re-orders Nature through this “satiric” 

11 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 90.
12 Primarily, I remain unconvinced that there is any such medieval genre of writing that one could 
specifically call “literary theory” in a way that does not, in comparison to modern and post-modern literary 
theory, make it an equivocal term. Also, Minnis proposes what I find to be a far too coherent picture of the 
Middle Ages, even in its highly educated clerical coteries.  
13 Cf. Paul S. Miller, “John Gower, Satiric Poet”, in Minnis, Gower’s Confessio Amantis: Responses and  
Reassessments, 79-105.  Miller’s article, a condensation and extract from his dissertation, “The Medieval 
Literary Theory of Satire and its Relevance to the Works of Gower, Langland, and Chaucer” (Ph.D. diss.,  
Queen’s University of Belfast, 1982), follows Minnis’ “medieval literary theory” closely, Minnis being a 
professor at Queen’s college at that time.  His arguments for a medieval genre of satire depend upon the 
construction of a tradition that will define the genre (cf. “John Gower: Satiric Poet”, 87), an oddly circular 
argument.  
14 Le Débat, 38, cited in Minnis, Magister Amoris, 98.
15 Miller, “John Gower: Satiric Poet”, 79.
16 Minnis, Magister Amoris, 99-108.  Minnis argues that Jean treats the Ovidius maior (the 
Metamorphoses), which was constantly subjected to allegorical interpretation in the Middle Ages, like the 
Ovidius minor, which made Ovid an “honorary satirist” (102).  
17 I do not argue that Jean de Meun or John Gower are more “interesting” poets than Alanus (though I do 
not deny it, either); simply that they demand completely different kinds of readings, and Alanus’ clerical, 
Latinate Neo-Platonism is not appropriate for the vernacular problems of fin amour with which Jean and 
Gower are dealing.
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model, he does not completely stop taking Alan’s allegorical mode seriously.  Instead, 

Jean allows multiple versions of Nature to exist simultaneously, effectively eliminating 

the coherent “nature” of Nature itself, and using the shadowy presence of Nature’s 

allegorical self to contrast with her provisional persona.  For Jean, Nature first and 

foremost stands at a distance. Except for Nature, every other speaking figure in Jean de 

Meun’s (and, in fact, Guillaume de Lorris’) poem is introduced so that their relationship 

to Amant is clear.  For instance, La Vieille’s speech, which is not spoken directly to 

Amant but to Bel Accueil, is nonetheless explained as having been related to the lover 

later by Bel Accueil (RR. 12997-9).  Nature, however, is introduced as in “sa forge” (RR. 

15899), and the confession that she renders to Genius is private.  Nor does anything 

suggest that Genius retells this confession to the army of the Amors and Venus; his entire 

speech appears to be the pardon, not the ramblings of Nature, but “diffinitive sentence” 

(RR. 19508).  Jean de Meun is extremely careful to specify these relationships, and I do 

not believe that this is an accidental exception to his carefully depicted psychological 

relationships.18  The impossibility of discerning how Amant can hear Nature suggests that 

it is not part of the particular experience of Amant, and that perhaps an allegorical reading 

of “sa forge” and Nature as a whole would be appropriate.  However, her blunt, rambling 

“feminine” speech suggests that she must be read as a satire. It is a satire of an allegorical 

figure; Nature, allegorized as a female persona, is taken as if a real person.  Rather than 

creating a consistent relation between the res and the signa, Jean de Meun creates a 

confusing simultaneity of personae.

18 The way in which Amant encounters information is always meaningful.  For instance, is important that 
Bel Accueil relates the advice of La Vieille, because Jean presents the fair welcoming of the woman as  
male, a friend to the lover, who suffering the temptation of a feminine market of love, where “al is for to 
selle”, nonetheless rejects feminine wiles by relating the speech to the lover.
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According to Jean de Meun’s description, it is Nature that seems to overhear the oath of 

Venus and Amors to defeat chastity, spoken “que tuit entendre le porent” (that all could 

hear it clearly; RR. 15896).  I wish to suggest that this is a major moment in the Roman 

de la Rose, and that Gower’s development of Genius’ persona depends upon Jean de 

Meun’s deployment of Nature.  Rather than articulating a Nature that, like Alanus de 

Insulis’, is constantly in relationship to its own mediation as artifice, Jean de Meun 

presents a Nature which avoids coming to terms with its own mediation, which Jean de 

Meun expresses through his attention to the female gender of Nature.  A significant part 

of Nature’s confession is occupied with the dangers of women, mostly voiced by Genius. 

The principal issue is that women cannot keep silent, which is the subject of a (perhaps 

ironically) long sermon by Genius (RR. 16327-710), as well as a number of comments 

throughout the confession (RR. 18113ff., e.g.), and Nature’s own assertion that “Fame 

sui, si ne me puis taire” (I am a woman, so I cannot be silent; RR. 19222).  While Jean de 

Meun may very well be mocking the rather pompous Latin style of Alan de Lille, whose 

Nature can certainly be a tryingly long-winded narrator, there is a considerably more 

complex element functioning in Nature’s strange, gendered speech. 

For all Nature’s speaking, she does not go to Amors and Venus to deliver her pardon, and 

the reason she gives is illuminating.  She asks Genius to go, saying, “Genius, li bien  

enpallez” (Genius, who can well speak; RR. 19339).  Genius speaks in the vernacular 

rather than in Latin, the language of fin amour rather than the language of philosophy.  To 

the discourse of fin amour, Genius (as the principle of sexual generation) stands in for 
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Nature, and produces more pleasure than a philosophical Nature. Nature does not speak 

directly to the discourse of fin amour, and effectively unknown to them (though known to 

the reader).  

I suggest that Jean de Meun is using the combination of gender and Genius to articulate 

that this Nature and its discourses are divorced from right reason.  I want to stress that it 

is not merely Nature who is at a distance from Amant, but her discourses as well, for they 

do not observe the rules of art.  The very value of the Horatian ars is to articulate the 

proper relationship to nature, especially in sexual terms, both generally and 

metaphorically (the poet writes correctly, “non ut/ serpentes avibus geminentur, tigribus  

agni” (lest snakes and birds, tigers and lambs copulate; Ars poetica, 12-3), and socially 

(that poetry creates a society “concubitu prohibere vago, dare iura maritis” (to prohibit 

fornication, and to give laws to marriage; Ars poetica, 398).  In the Roman de la Rose, 

this is precisely what Genius fails to do; his speech promises a decorum which it does not 

actually produce in the social and political field.  Jean de Meun renders the allegorical 

“Nature” as a signifier (a word), without a coherent signified, and can thus develop the 

accidents of her allegorical existence in Alan de Lille without his grammatical care of  

proper signification.  Genius can represent her precisely because, in the detachment of the 

word “nature” from what it signifies, sexual generation can seem to speak for her. 

Invested (literally and figuratively) in Venereal desire, the Genius of the Roman de la  

Rose is a persona who denies the very art that creates him, who denies his own Nature. 

Gower’s Genius exists completely independent of Nature; he does not exchange Nature’s 

patronage for Venus’, but enters the narrative as her “oghne clerk” (I. 196).  Like the 
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persona of Amans, the persona of Genius is revealed to the reader by disclosing the role 

of artifice and the way in which the decorum of artifice must be in right relation to nature 

(especially to the political element of human nature).  This disclosure occurs when the 

nature of human political practice (labor, religion, and kingship) enter Amans’ and 

Genius’ discourse, and force them to situate their personae. 

The Artist in the Roman de la Rose and the Confessio Amantis

Before discussing the interventions of political practice into the discourses of Amans and 

Genius, I would like to discuss the story of the artist which is present in Gower, Jean de 

Meun, and Ovid: Pygmalion, the example of art surpassing nature, and the unique 

position of rhetorical affect in this tale.  In the Roman de la Rose, Jean de Meun positions 

the Pygmalion story as a digression, beginning at the very moment that Venus is about to 

shoot her burning brand into the “petitete archiere” (RR. 20796) in which there is a 

saintuaire and an image (the genitals of the beloved), and give Amant his victory.  The 

story seems to be poorly placed, interrupting the erotic affect of imminent consummation 

with a long narrative.  The digression starts as if it were only a simile, and a “reasonable” 

one at that:

Et se nus, usanz de raison,

Voloit faire comparaison

D’ymage a autre bien portraite,

Autel la puet faire de ceste

A l’ymage Pygmalyon

Comme de sirz a lyon 

And if one, employing reason, wished to make a comparison of this image to any other portrayal, 

he might say that it resembles Pygmalion’s image as a mouse resembles a lion. (RR. 20815-20)
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The rhyme of raison/comparaison doubles the emphasis on the rational and the rational 

content of poetic metaphor, at a point in the poem where rationality has been completed 

overthrown, and Venus is in the very act of enflaming the passions beyond any defense. 

Jean’s breaking of the passionate action of the poem and his reminder to the reader of the 

usage of his or her reason is central to the interpretation of the Pygmalion digression.  It 

also places Jean as poet outside of the discourse for a moment.  The “one” he 

subjunctively suggests might want to make the comparaison is in fact himself, as he 

makes that comparison immediately following.  The simile reinforcing the comparison 

emphasizes the artificiality of poetic language, not only for its odd content, but also for 

the cleverly contrived rhyme that seems in fact to determine that content.  What rhymes 

with “Pyg-ma-lyon”? “Sirz a lyon.”   

Jean’s little joke has the serious purpose of drawing the reader’s attention back to the 

central issue of artifice and nature in his completion of Guillaume de Lorris’ poem. 

Kevin Brownlee argues that “Jean’s work constituted and was perceived by contemporary 

readers as a kind of vernacular, poetic summa.  As such, it thematized the very poetic and 

rhetorical processes that had generated it.”19  Principal among those is Guillaume’s poem; 

drawing on the arguments of Thomas D. Hill, Brownlee goes on to suggest that Genius 

and Guillaume (whom Jean identifies as Amant) are “two extreme examples, two cas  

limites with regard to the possibilities open to poetic discourse.”20  Between the two is a 

19 Kevin Brownlee, “Jean de Meun and the Limits of Romance: Genius as Rewriter of Guillaume de 
Lorris” in Romance: Generic Transformations from Chrétien de Troyes to Cervantes, Kevin Brownlee and 
Marina Scordilis Brownlee, eds. (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1985), 114-134. 114.  In 
arguing that it is a summa, Brownlee is not suggesting that it is formally like a summa, or structured by 
theological principles.  Instead, it is structured by rhetorical principles (such as personae, formation of 
affect, etc.).  
20 Brownlee, “Limits of Romance”, 128.  
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“poetic dialectic that transcends both of the participating terms as such.”21  The tale of 

Pygmalion is (in length at least) the mouse compared to the lion of Jean’s massive 

summa, but nonetheless functions as the same kind of artistic object.  Both Pygmalion 

and Guillaume have created exceptionally beautiful erotic artifices, which because of 

their very artificiality can stimulate desire but cannot satisfy it.22  Amors, who is as Hill 

argues the “refined formalized aspect of sexuality”, can attack the castle, but only the 

“natural sexuality” of Genius and Venus can bring about fulfillment of desire in coitus.23 

The relationship between Pygmalion and Narcissus, like the relationship between the 

Garden that contains that fountain and Genius’ description of the Parc d’Agneau, depends 

upon decorum.  The beauty and pleasure of Narcissus and his fountain are artificial, 

completely circumscribed by the decorum of artifice, while the tale of Pygmalion and the 

description of the Parc seem to offer a way beyond that decorum, a way to turn an artistic 

pleasure into a natural one. Pygmalion, comparing himself to Narcissus (RR. 20880-92), 

considers natural sexual pleasure with Galatea impossible, and even voicing the desire for 

such fulfillment is itself indecorous: “Ha! Trop ai parlé rudement!” (Ah! I have spoken 

too rudely! RR. 20911).  Pygmalion’s artifice is terribly limited: he quite rightly 

recognizes that he, unlike other lovers, can have no hope of even a kiss.  His relationship 

with Galatea cannot move from the signa of artificial beauty to the res of natural erotic 

pleasure, and even the desire for that is rude, much like how Amant interprets Raison’s 

attempt to free him from his “service” to Amors.  Several valences of artificiality are 

functioning at once.  As Kevin Brownlee argues: “Jean’s Pygmalion narrative is triply 

21 Brownlee, “Limits of Romance”, 129.
22 For a more extensive discussion of this problem, see Chapter 3.  
23 Thomas D. Hill, “Narcissus, Pygmalion, and the Castration of Saturn: Two Mythographical Themes in 
the Roman de la Rose”, in Studies in Philology, 71:4 (Oct. 1974), p. 404-27, 422.  
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marked as fiction, as poetry, and as art: (1) it derives from Ovid’s fable; (2) it recounts the 

tale of a master artist figure; (3) it is told directly from the perspective of Jean-author, 

who presents himself in the act of transformatively rewriting the Ovidian text he is 

simultaneously reading.”24  The subject of the tale is the relationship between artifice and 

natural desire, and concerns the same problem of the power of art to arouse and titillate 

the reader or viewer, but not to fulfill that desire.

In both Pygmalion’s own story and the narrative that frames it, Venus makes the lover’s 

(Pygmalion’s and Amant’s) desire come into reality, on account of her opposition to 

“Chasteé” (RR. 21081).  There is an Ovidian context for her opposition to chastity; 

certainly Jean’s audience was expected to see the connection between Venus, rising from 

Adonis’ bed to burn down the Castle of Jealousy, and the tale of Adonis’ forefather, 

Pygmalion, with the intermediary incest of Myrrha.  A reader of Ovid would also 

recognize that Venus’ aversion to “Chasteé” is directly linked to the motivation for 

Pygmalion’s artistic project.  Pygmalion creates Galatea to contrast the Propoetides, 

women whose denial of Venus results in their becoming the first prostitutes, and, as a 

partial effect of that activity and a further curse of Venus, turning to stone (Met. X.238-

43). Pygmalion is a celibate moralist, on account of the Propoetides:

Quas quia Pygmalion aevum per crimen agentis

Viderat, offensus vitiis, quae plurima menti

Femineae natura dedit, sine coniuge caelebs

Vivebat thalamique diu consorte carebat.

24 Kevin Brownlee, “Pygmalion, Mimesis, and the Multiple Endings of the Roman de la Rose”, in Re-
reading Allegory: Essays in Memory of Daniel Poirion, Yale French Studies 95 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1999), 193-211, 204.  In an early essay, Brownlee also situates Pygmalion as an artist, and 
emphasizes how Jean is taking on the role of Orpheus, drawing the reader’s attention to his position as poet. 
Cf. Kevin Brownlee, “Orpheus’ Song Re-sung: Jean de Meun’s Reworking of Metamorphoses X”, 
Romance Philology 36:2 (1982), 201-9.
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(Because Pygmalion saw these [Propoetides] living their lives through crime, and offended by 

their vices, so many of which nature has given to the minds of women, he lived without a wife, 

celibate, and for a long time lacked a bedmate; Met, X.243-6)

Pygmalion is here a sort of philosopher, and his sculpting is a response to the 

Propoetides, an attempt to correct feminine imperfection.  As their formae are destroyed 

by their prostitution (Met. X.240), and the many natural faults of women are revealed to 

Pygmalion, so he “niveum mira feliciter arte/ Sculpsit ebur formamque dedit, qua femina  

nasci/ Nulla potest” (skillfully, by wonderful art he carved snowy ivory and gave it such a 

form, with which no woman is able to be born; Met. X.247-9). Ovid’s rhetoric parallels 

Pygmalion and nature: while Nature supplies (dedit) faults, by which women lose their 

form and finally become stone, Pygmalion gives (dedit) form to stone, making an 

artificial woman better than Nature’s.  Pygmalion’s mira . . . arte imitates and outstrips 

nature, because the imagination (quite un-Platonically), by being able to combine sense 

perceptions, can present more perfect forms.  However, it also is capable of stimulating 

natural passions, despite its own artificiality: “Ars adeo latet arte sua, miratur et haurit/  

Pectore Pygmalion simulati corporis ignes” (So well did art hide its own art, Pygmalion 

marveled, and in his heart a flame for this simulated body rose up; Met. X.252-3).  The 

arousal that Pygmalion experiences is a rhetorical affect, the result of art hiding its own 

art, the ability of art to seem as if it were not limited in relation to nature. 25 Throughout 

the rest of the tale, Ovid makes clear the division within Pygmalion: he is aware that his 

creation is artificial (when he prays to Venus, he asks for a wife similar to his ivory 

statue, not daring to ask for the transformation that Venus will nonetheless provide; Met. 

X.274-6) but treats it as real, though there is no sense that his pudor is ever compromised. 

Kevin Brownlee suggests that “only within this overtly fictional Ovidian context does 

25 Cf. Aristotle, Rhetorica 3.2.1. 
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Jean de Meun show language and desire to work as a single system.”26  The union of 

language and desire depends upon stepping outside one’s own propria persona, and 

engaging the assistance of grace: Jean de Meun’s Amant and Pygmalion rely upon the 

grace of Venus.  Pygmalion can carve Galatea, but as an artist cannot make her human 

(no matter how desperately and multifariously he might woo her); Amant can approach 

the Rose, but as a lover cannot capture her (no matter how desperately he might attack). 

The language of the Roman, by hiding its art, suggests that one can simultaneously 

observe and exceed the decorum of artifice, and Genius is the rhetorical persona through 

which this extension is promised.  He posits grace (that which extends beyond right 

relation) as merit (the fulfillment of right relation) in his promise of the Parc d’Agneau to 

lovers.  It is a promise in its affect, but only rhetorical in its nature.   

In a similar fashion to Jean de Meun’s narrator, Gower emphasizes the presence of recta 

ratio only to explore its misuse in matters of grace and merit.  The “Tale of Pygmalion” is 

part of the section on Pusillamité, and in Genius’ general explanation of Pusillamité, he 

bookends his argument by appeals to reason: since a cowardly man will not begin work, 

“So mai he noght be resoun winne” (IV.318).  This is practically the same point he comes 

to at the conclusion: “So that be resoun lese he mot,/ that wol noght auntre for to winne” 

(IV.338-9). Cowardice functions, as he makes clear, through the imagination 

overpowering the reason, the estimative faculty taking false images as grounds for fear: 

“Him thenkth the wolf is in the weie./ And of ymaginacioun/ He makth his excusacioun” 

(IV.328-30).  What lacks here, as Genius repeats and Amans accepts, is a “lack of herte” 

26 Brownlee, “Pygmalion, Mimesis, and the Multiple Endings of the Roman de la Rose”, 204-5.  
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(IV.335, cf. 343, 349, 358-60).27  However, the tale of Pygmalion, which is intended to be 

a positive example, reverses the role of the imagination, and exposes in Genius’ program 

the problem of art’s affective power on the estimative faculty.

For Genius, Pygmalion is principally “a lusti man of yowthe” (IV.373); while Genius 

explains that “werkes of entaile he cowthe/Above alle other men as tho” (IV. 374-5), it 

does not figure greatly into the narrative.  In fact, for such an important tale, for both 

Ovid and Jean de Meun, it is an incredibly simple narrative in the Confessio. Genius has 

reduced the complex discourses discussed above to a short exemplum.  María Bullón-

Fernández argues that Gower’s tale, despite its outward simplicity, has a complex subtext, 

in which Gower “celebrates the power of the author and problematizes it by hinting at the 

incestuous dimension involved in the authorial relationship between an artist and his 

creation.”28  However, Bullón-Fernández recognizes that “when one looks in [Genius’] 

tale for echoes of the incestuous allusions that can be found in his sources, one realizes 

that Genius has carefully omitted or transformed them.”29 I agree that the tale, because of 

its long and well-known textual history, has the potential for an extensive subtext, but 

Genius suppresses the subtext in order to generate a very specific rhetorical affect.  The 

reader can recognize that there is a problem, specifically with the imagination, but the 

very brevity of the narrative keeps the reader from locating the problem without doing the 

kind of source work that Bullón-Fernández (and others) have done.30  It is a failure of the 

27 This accords well with the terminology Gower has used in reference to the seats of the passions and the 
operation of the soul in Book I; cf. chap. 3.  I am somewhat hesitant with Brownlee’s use of the word 
“system”, because I do not see a particularly systematic organization.  
28 Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 201.
29 Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 206.  
30 Cf. Russell Peck, "The Problematics of Irony in Gower's Confessio Amantis", Mediaevalia 15 (1993), pp. 
207-229, 222-3, Michael P. Kuczynski, "Gower's Metaethics." In John Gower: Recent Readings, 159-207. 
In his short discussion of the tale, Olsson initially seems to move towards a source reading, but then 
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“ymaginacioun” (IV. 329) that causes Pulsillamité, but Pygmalion falls in love with an 

inanimate object “thurgh pure impression/ Of his ymaginacioun” (IV. 389-90).  There is 

obviously a problem of terminology here, but Genius refuses to discuss it.  This makes a 

certain amount of sense, if one considers his conclusion to the tale: “Be this ensample 

thou miht finde/ That word mai worche above kinde” (IV. 437-8).  The relationship 

between artifice and nature that concerns Jean de Meun’s Pygmalion is here foreclosed. 

What, after all, is that “word”?  What “worche” does it do?  And who, and how, does it 

accomplish that work?  Genius here provides it only as an aphorism, and this rhetorical 

move to convince Amans begs the question from Gower’s readers.  Gower re-deploys the 

inherited material of Pygmalion in order to pose (though not answer) the problem of 

rhetorical affect’s relationship to true pleasure.  The persona of Pygmalion is only the 

object, not the subject, of political discourse.

Just before the “Tale of Pygmalion”, Genius refers to love as “mannes werk” (IV. 317). 

However, the labor of love is by no means a simply gendered activity. The topic of labor 

arises in Book IV through Genius’ attempt to redeploy an old chestnut of medieval 

chivalric romance: “Quem probat armorum probitas Venus approbit, et quem/ Torpor 

habet reprobum reprobat illa virum” (Venus approves the man who proves his prowess in 

arms, and reproves that reprobate man whom Torpor possesses; IV.vi. 1-2).  He is arguing 

against sloth, and his engagement with the topic of gentility’s production through 

knightly labor is related to the very sorts of romances that Chaucer brings to critique, in 

Troilus and Criseyde, in the “Knight’s Tale” (and its reception by the Miller), and in the 

“Wife of Bath’s Tale.”  It is a class ethos aptly described by Erich Auerbach: “Except 

abandons it, deciding that there is not a coherent tradition; Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 136-7.  
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feats of arms and love, nothing can occur in the courtly world – and even these two are of 

a special sort: they are not occurrences or emotions that can be absent for a time; they are 

permanently connected with the person of the perfect knight, they are part of his 

definition, so that he cannot be for one moment without adventure in arms or for one 

moment without amorous entanglement” (my emphasis)31 The heroes of Chrétien de 

Troyes, such as Erec, Cligés, Lancelot, Yvain, etc., are constantly involved in “armorum 

probitas.”  Their chivalric prowess is achieved through their wandering outside of their 

political spectra, and often they refuse to even identify their person by name or by any 

other means that would betray their political context.  Their personae exist almost 

independently of their political nature as nobility.  These kind of stories form the basis for 

Genius’ argument, “so wot I nothing after kinde/ Where I mai gentilesse finde” (IV. 2255-

6). The argument concerning the non-inheritance of gentilesse, succinctly expressed in 

Chaucer’s short poem, “Gentilesse”, is a fairly familiar one.  Central is the concept that 

“unto vertu longeth dignitee/ And noght the revers” (Gentilesse, 5-6).  Chaucer and 

Gower both see genttilesse as directly opposed to idleness, for Chaucer notes that the first 

gentles “loved besinesse,/ Ayeinst the vyce of slouthe” (Gentilesse, 10-1).  However, 

Chaucer’s “Gentilesse” is already assuming a noble reader, at least hypothetically; he is 

suggesting that nobility must be active in order to retain the name, and both that action 

and the name of nobility were matters of politics, not amorous errant adventures. 

Chaucer is (as I suggest Gower is) using the familiar tradition of the knight of romance to 

encourage political action.

31 Erich Auerbach, “The Knight Sets Forth”, in Mimesis: the Representation of Reality in Western  
Literature, Willard Trask, trans. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 140. 
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After all, as Auerbach argues, the frame of gentle labor and love is an artifice masking 

political motivations and class difference.  Auerbach claims, “Love in the courtly 

romances is already not infrequently the immediate occasion for deeds of valor.  There is 

nothing surprising in this if we consider the complete absence of practical motivation 

through a political and historical context.  Love, being an essential and obligatory 

ingredient of knightly perfection, functions as a substitute for other possible motivations 

which are here lacking.”32  The basis for this substitution is “class-determined”33, 

precisely because the romance forms an image of the noble warrior class that excludes 

the political realities that constitute its difference from the peasant class.  The economic 

differences between the classes are supposedly founded upon an economy of virtue and 

merit.  Love is particularly suitable as a symbolic medium of exchange, because it allows 

for a model of massive expenditure only accidentally directed towards the common good, 

but nonetheless productive of virtue and merit.  This productivity is a justification of 

chivalry.34  

However, Genius is already invested in a different model of labor and merit, one derived 

from the peasant, not the knight.  In the Roman de la Rose, Genius transforms the 

“forging” of Nature’s sexual order into an agricultural metaphor, plowing.  The plowing 

labor of sex, a metaphor by no means original with Jean de Meun,35 is central as well to 

32 Auerbach, 141.  
33 Auerbach, 139.
34 For a view of chivalry that is considerably more focused on political and secular concerns, cf. Maurice 
Keen, Chivalry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005 [1984]).  Cf. also, Stephen Jaeger, Ennobling 
Love: In Search of a Lost Sensibility, esp. 198-213.  Also cf. Winthrop Wetherbee’s argument that chivalry 
is a consistent target of Gower’s throughout the Confessio Amantis, in “Rome, Troy, and Culture.”
35 The agricultural metaphor is developed by Ovid in the Ars amatoria, in a way which specifically re-
orders Vergil’s agricultural poetry in the Georgics; it is as if Ovid is producing a Georgics with humans as 
the subject.  Gregory Sadlek discusses the relationship between Ovid and Vergil extensively in chapter 2 of 
Idleness Working, 24-54.  I would suggest that the unique way in which this agricultural metaphor for 
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the distinction he draws between the Garden of Deduit and the Parc of the Lamb.  The 

Idleness of the first has no merit except its own pleasure; it is the literary pleasure of 

Guillaume’s formal love poetry.  The Parc, however, is given as a reward for labor; like 

Christian heaven, a system of merit is built into its availability, and its grace is linked 

formally to the work of the lovers in ways entirely impossible for the God of Love in the 

Garden of Deduit.  The idleness of the gentleman is transformed into virtuous labor, a 

peasant activity, plowing.  Plowing functions as a metaphor in two central ways: first, it is 

productive, an increase to the common good, and therefore a virtue; second, it is an art, 

something that requires labor.  Of course, the metaphor is false on these same two counts; 

the sex of which Amor’s camp (and Amant) is desirous is only accidentally productive, 

and the sex itself (rather than the discourse masking it) is in fact no art at all, but the most 

natural thing in the world.36  As such, it deserves no reward.

Genius’ role in the Roman follows Ovid, in the production of sex as an ars.37  The Ars 

amatoria develops the metaphor of farming throughout, and cultus is consistently the 

word used to articulate both the male and female elements of the love-art.  Ovid is 

drawing upon Vergil’s Georgics, and Jean de Meun brings these together in his continued 

attention to Jupiter’s castration of Saturn, and the subsequent birth of Venus.  While this 

moment marks the genesis of carnality, it also marks the genesis of art: “primusque per 

artem/ movit agros, curis acuens mortalia corda,/ nec torpere gravi passus sua regna  

veterno./ ante Iovem nulli subigebant arva coloni” (And first through art he moved the 

sexual activity is related to merit depends heavily upon the Bible’s consistent use of agricultural and 
peasant images for holy labor.  
36 Cf. Sadlek, Idleness Working, 48.  He notes that, for Ovid, “ars could also signify human as opposed to 
natural ingenuity, that is, artificiality.”  
37 This discussion is heavily indebted to Sadlek’s Idleness Working, chaps. 2 and 5.  
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fields, sharpening with care mortal hearts, lest his kingdom suffer in heavy torpor.  Before 

Jove, no plow tilled the land; Georgics, I.122-5).  Vergil consistently associates art and 

labor, and supplies the association with love that Ovid and Jean de Meun will further 

develop.  The end of the Golden Age of Saturn’s reign brings the first production of art as 

labor: “tum variae venere artes. Labor omnia vincit improbus” (then many arts followed. 

Persistent labor conquers all things; Georgics, I.145-6).  Not amor but labor conquers all; 

Genius’ pardon and promise of the parc are rewards for labor and a turn away from labor, 

a movement back into a state ante Iovem.  

In Gower, we have seen how Genius has encouraged a slippage between the laws and 

powers of Nature and the artifice of the God of Love, in the tales of Canace, Iphis, and 

Pygmalion.  In comparison with the literature upon which Gower draws, there is 

consistently a problem of agency: sometimes the human deserves merit, sometimes he or 

she receives the grace of Venus or Cupid, and sometimes things occur on account of 

nature, but there seems no way to predict the outcome of any tale; each solution is 

contigent and provisional.  This contingency becomes impossible to maintain in the 

discourse on Sloth, because merit is necessary for the encouragement of labor.  In the 

midst of his discussion of Ydelnesse, another branch of Sloth, Gower’s Genius states the 

formula of gentle labor in no uncertain terms: “Among the gentil nacion/ Love is an 

occupation/ Which for to kepe hise lustes save/ Scholde every gentil herte have” 

(IV.1451-4).  The Latin marginalia for these lines clarifies: “Non quia sic se habet  

veritas, set opinio Amantum” (Not because this is itself the truth, but the opinion of 

lovers).  Gower’s marginalia rarely intervenes so forcefully; only at I. 59 have we had 
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such a straightforward determination of what is said in the persona of Gower himself. 

The lovers’ opinio (a particularly low form of knowledge) defines the noble persona in 

terms of his love-labor, which places the lover outside of the political world of action and 

into the “gentil nacion”, a world of artifice, not “trouthe” or veritas.  Gower suggests that 

the most important truth forgotten is one’s place among the estates, one’s political 

propria persona.  The role of love in the destruction of estates-decorum is examined 

extensively in the Confessio Amantis, and quite directly in the Vox Clamantis.

Gower’s Class Theory of Labor

While the erotic literature most influential on the Confessio Amantis is dominated by 

agricultural metaphors, Gower’s detailed explication of the duties of the classes in the 

Vox Clamantis presents an entirely different ideology of labor. In Book V of the Vox 

Clamantis, Gower carefully articulates the different stations of the knight and peasant 

(the miles and colonus).  Gower’s choice of “colonus” (literally, “farmer”, “one who 

cultivates”) is part of an ideological division between the action of the knight and the 

action of the peasant.38  They do not both labor; rather, the peasant labors (laboret) and 

the knight rules (vincit).  Gower’s use of labor in VC Book V is very nuanced, but firmly 

posits labor as an effect of sin.  The knight does not seem to bear the curse of Adam’s 

labor; it is the rurales who colunt (tend the fields), “iussit vt ipse deus” (as God himself 

ordered).  Thus, it is he peasant (and specifically not the knight) that is told by God 

through Adam, “O transgresse, labor mundi tibi sint quoque sudor,/ In quibus vteris  

panibus ipse tuis” (O sinner, let the labor of the world and the sweat be yours, in which 

38 Cp. Gower’s discussion to Cicero’s discussion of the kinds of labor in De officiis, I. 150ff., and cf. the 
“Introduction.”  
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you will eat your bread; VC V.567-8).  Gower’s diction concerning the peasant regularly 

repeats cognates of culto, binding the peasant to the labor of the earth. Also, Gower 

suggests its religious sense as cultor (worshipper).  For instance, in V. 569, he 

paraphrases Luke 9:62, in urging the “dei . . . cultor” to continue serving the plow.  He 

thus emphasizes the religious obligation of the peasant to labor, but not as source of 

grace. Instead, Gower specifically designates work (opus) as a humiliating (and 

appropriate) action for the peasant:

Non impune deum veteres speuere coloni,

Nec mundi procerum surripuere statum;

Set servile deus opus imponebat eisdem,

Quo sibi rusticitas corda superba domet:

Mansit et ingenuis libertas salua, que seruis

Prefuit atque sua lege subegit eos.

(Not with impunity did the peasants of old scorn God, nor usurp a high worldly state; but God 

imposed on them servile work, by which the peasant might subdue his proud heart; and liberty 

remains safe for the free-born, that commands the serfs and subjects them to its laws; VC V. 593-

8).

Gower is here quoting Metamorphoses VI. 318, where, after the tales of Arachne and 

Niobe, Ovid recalls the transformation of the Lycian peasants into frogs.  Gower is 

drawing from this text more than simply a line of verse, but a complex Ovidian argument 

for social order that revolves around labor, right, servitude, and liberty. The Lycian 

peasants deny the goddess Latona and her nursing divine children (Apollo and Diana) 

water, which is common to all by natural law. Latona makes this argument directly: 

“Quid prohibetis aquis? usus communis aquarum est;

Nec solem proprium natura nec aëra fecit

Nec tenues undas: ad publica munera veni,

Quae tamen ut detis, supplex peto” 

Who are you to deny water? The use of water is common; Nature did not make the air nor the 

waves to be private property: I come for a public gift, which nonetheless so that you might grant 
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it, I ask as a suppliant (Met. VI. 349-52).

Despite making clear her rights to water, she nonetheless comes, even as a goddess, 

suppliant to the peasants.  Universal rights to water, and the restriction from its private 

ownership was an ancient element of Roman law.  Metamophoses VI deals with many 

who claim for themselves that which is denied to their estate, suffer divine vengeance by 

having their estate further lowered (Arachne, Niobe, Marsyas, Tereus, etc.). Gower 

reworks the Ovidian relationships of class, labor, and divinity into a poetics of estate-

centered relationships between the personal (or private) and the common.  While in Ovid, 

the Lycian peasants wrongly keep Latona from the water to which she has a right by 

common use, in Gower, peasant labor itself is for usus communis.  Therefore, the 

peasants are those “qui ad cibos et potus pro generis humani sustentacione perquirendos  

agriculture labores subire tenentur” (who are bound to the labors of agriculture, 

necessary for the food and drink for sustaining human kind; VC V. Cap. ix).  Gower 

emphasizes the necessity of labor to human life, “Contulit et tribuit deus et labor omnia  

nobis,/ Commoda sunt hominis absque labore nichil” (God and labor confers and bestows 

all things to us, the advantages of man are nothing without labor; VC V. 613-4). 

However, he firmly delineates it along estates, whose differences are all the more 

intensified in his later addition of Book I.  Those commoda (advantanges) are for the 

noble estates, and the peasants are those “qui nobis magni sudore laboris/ Perquirunt  

victus, iussit vt ipse deus” (who by the sweat of their great labor seek out food for us [the 

nobles], as God himself ordered; VC V.561-2, my emphasis).  The nobles do not labor, 

but rather rule, because “Nulla ferunt sponte serui seruilla iura,/ Nec sibi pro lege quid  

bonitatis habent” (The serfs perform none of their servile duties voluntarily, nor do they 

have respect for the law; VC V. 621-2).  The day-laborers are even worse: “Hec est gens 
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racione carens vt bestia, namque/ Non amat hec hominem, nec putat esse deum” (This is 

a race lacking in reason as to be as beasts, for it does not love mankind, nor does it 

believe in God; VC V. 651-2).  Peasants have rights to the fruit of their labor, as do all 

other humanity, but in no way do they possess their labor, or even have the right to cease 

laboring.  Like water, labor-power cannot be withheld, for it is in no way a personal 

possession of the laborer.  

The nobles do not participate in labor, but instead rule over the laborers, forcing these 

godless and lawless races (as Gower puts it) to maintain their tenuous grasp on humanity. 

However, the military noble class is not free from criticism (for who, in a Gower poem, is 

free from criticism)?  In the section of Book V preceding Gower’s treatment of peasants, 

he deals with the responsibilities of the noble class, strictly in terms of the miles (the 

knight) and his “ordo vetus” (ancient order; VC V. 2).  As with the peasant, Gower 

imagines an ancient perfection that has undergone degeneration.  Originally, the knight 

Ecclesie prima debet defendere iura,

Et commune bonum causa secunda fouet;

Tercia pupulli ius supportabit egeni,

Et causam vidue consolidabit ope: 

Istis namque modis lex vult quod miles in armis

Sit semper bellum promptus adire suum.

Sic etenim miles dudum superauerat hostes,

Vnde sibi fama viuit in orbe nova

. . . first ought to defend the rights of the Church, second, he fosters the cause of the common 

good, and third, he supports the right of the needy orphan and defend the cause of the widow with 

his power.  For it is in these ways that the law wills that the knight might be always in arms, and 

ready to attend to his battle.  Thus not long ago the knight defeated his enemies, whence his fame 

lives fresh in the world (VC V. 4-12).

The fact that this is no longer the case depends entirely upon the power of love: “Est  
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amor iniustus iudex, aduersa maritans/ Rerum naturas degenerare facit” (Love is an 

unjust judge, marrying opposing things; it causes natures to degenerate; VC V. 43-4). I 

see here an echo of Horace’s Ars poetica, in which good poetry is necessary “non ut/  

serpentes auibus geminentur, tigribus agni” (lest serpents are inseminated by birds, lambs 

by tigers; Ars poetica, 11-2).  I argue that Gower sees his poetic role as a maintainer of 

decorum and order; he is a knight for knights, but using the pen rather than the sword. 

Like the peasant that becomes idle and threatens the common good, the knight that 

becomes amorously idle threatens the maintenance of the usus communis.  While the 

peasant can only be taught to avoid his idleness through the violence of the rule, the 

knight must be taught in a poetic manner.  Erotic love causes the reasonable political 

place of noble (and peasant) personae to be forgotten, precisely because the estimative 

faculty fails to identify the right relation (recta ratio) between persons.  In Aristotelian 

faculty psychology, the estimative faculty judged the value of things, love-sickness (as 

Mary Frances Wack has explained in her book, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages)39, was 

often conceived as the estimative faculty overvaluing a particular object, and seeking to 

possess it above all other things.  Drawing support from both Proverbs and Ovid, Gower 

goes to great lengths to show the danger of women to the knight, and the resulting loss of 

reason and honor.  Specifically, however, Gower posits love as the very enemy of 

knighthood in its personal office of domination: “Sic amor omne domat, quicquid natura 

creauit,/ Et tamen indomitus ipse per omne manet” (This love dominates all, whatever 

nature created, but nevertheless remains indomitable through all things; VC V. 147-8). 

“Domination” (with its cognate, dominus) and rule are central to Gower’s discourse; the 

section begins with the rhetorical question, “quid honoris victor habebit,/ Si mulieris  

39 Cf. Chapter 1; Wack, Lovesickness, 198.
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amor vincere possit eum?” (What honor does the conqueror have if he is conquered by 

the love of a woman? VC V. 19-20).  Similarly, “Est nichil armorum quod prelia vincit  

amoris” (There are no arms that can conquer the bonds of love; VC V. 163). The failure 

of the estimative faculty has wide ranging consequences, and while I do not want to get 

into the nitty-gritty of faculty psychology here, it controls in both animals and humans 

the ability to properly respond to danger and pleasure.  Gower seems to integrate the 

vocabulary of rule into this instinctual response: “Vinces si fugias, vinceris sique resistas;  

Ne leo vincaris, tu lepus ergo fuge” (If you flee, you will conquer, you will be conquered 

if you resist; lest you are conquered like the lion, you must flee like the hare; VC V. 215-

6).  This seems counter-intuitive to the knight, to whom flight is dishonorable.  However, 

Gower emphasizes again and again the uselessness of fighting against love, and that in 

such a situation, flight, rather than battle, is more honorable (as above, and cf. VC V. 33-

4).  While fighting might seem to be the proper activity for a knight, fighting against love 

is an example of being unmindful of the person (the Venereal female) against whom one 

fights.  The knight that engages in combat with love mistakes knightly activity as private; 

the person of the knight fighting for his private pleasure, is unmindful that his 

conquering, his vincens, is unproductive unless integrated into the maintenance of the 

common good.  

Gower takes up Jean de Meun’s rhetoric, but to a much different end; he shows how love 

renders the knight as a serf, a cultor of Venus: “Nunc tamen omnis ei miles quasi seruit” 

(Now, however, it is as if ever knight serves love; VC V. 249, my emphasis).  It is only in 

this state that labor enters the knightly world in the Vox Clamantis, and every synonym of 
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labor in Book V is negative when associated with the knightly estate.  The amorous 

knight becomes a plowman, as he sows like grain (“quasi grana seminat”; VC V. 260) his 

wealth in order to reap a “seges” (crop) of loving praise.  By loving, the knight takes on 

the labor that Genius in the Roman de la Rose offers the noble knights of Venus, to arez,  

arez, to plow, to plow.  The result here is not sexual conquest (for it is the knight that is 

conquered, and degenerates), but wasted, useless labor.  All the knight’s “acta laboris” 

(acts of labor; VC V. 265) are fruitless, and the knight complains, “Cum labor a longo 

tempore cassus abit” (Since his labor throughout a long time turns out vain; VC V. 270). 

Gower urges the knight, “Si non pro mundi lucro neque laude laboret,/ Indomitus nec  

amor ferrea corda domet,/ Miles perpetue laudis tunc vincet honore,/ Nomen et eternum  

nobilitabit eum” (If you do not labor for the wealth and praise of the world, nor does 

unconquerable love conquer the steel heart, then a knight will win perpetual honor, and 

an eternal name will ennoble him; VC V. 471-5).40  For Gower, at least in the Vox 

Clamantis, gentle labor is always a failure, a degeneration into the status of servus and 

cultor. Gower’s position seems slightly more vague in his earlier Anglo-Norman poem 

Mirour de l’Omme, where he uses the term “labour” with the knightly class, though 

without extensive discussion:

Chascun estat, le quell qu’il soit,

Est ordiné par son endroit

De faire au siecle auscun labour;

Dont pour garder le commun droit

Ly chivalers combatre doit,

Car ce partient son honour. 

(Each estate, whatever it is, is ordained through its place to perform some labor in the world; So in 

40 These include every occurrence of “labor” and its cognates in this section.  The occurrences of “opus” 
and its cognates describe the arts of women, especially in the ways in which they apply cosmetics and 
techniques of seduction.  Once (V. 222) it describes the knightly “deed” of seducing an innocent girl.
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order to guard the common right knights ought to fight, because this pertains to their honor; 

Mirour de l’Omme, 23617-22)  

I suggest that the collapse of estate relations in the late 1370’s and early 1380’s 

encouraged Gower to consider labor more carefully, and specifically to consider the 

forms of knowledge that guide the ideology of labor in the estate model.  Jean de Meun’s 

playful undermining of estate-identities by amorous love suggests how poetic language 

can confuse the understanding of the recto ratio between persons and estates, and 

simultaneously effect both an intellectual and social degeneration.  The passage from the 

Mirour de l’Omme is not really different in content, but the change in wording, I believe, 

reflects a more careful poetic attempt to order the knightly estate. 

This is especially clear when he deals with the difference between truth and perception in 

the amorous knight in Vox Clamantis V. By posing love as a knightly adversary, which, 

like the hostes in romances challenges the knight in combat and from whom it seems 

dishonorable to flee, Gower’s Latin poetry illustrates the mental dissociation that occurs 

when the knight falls in love.  In his combat with love he seems to be engaged in knightly 

action, but such action leads instead to servitude, and a labor that is contrary to the very 

station that encourages combat.  It is contrary to his persona as a miles, but also as an 

ingenium (a freeman).  He is at the mercy of the art of Venus, to which there is no 

corresponding power: “Est ars nulla viri Veneris subtilior arte,/ Qua sua iura petat arte  

perhennat amor” (There is no art of man’s more subtle than the art of Venus, by which art 

love continues to demand its rights; VC V. 223-4).  The art of Venus, in the Vox 

Clamantis, is that very thing that makes the knight unable to know the truth of his 

political person, and thus “Sepius et nescit nobile quid sit iter” (More often than not, he 
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does not know the way that is noble; V. 172).  

Gower’s theory of the estates depends upon understanding peasant labor as itself being a 

usus communis.  The cultor exists as merely an agent of the common labor upon which 

society depends, and has no private right to labor.  When the knight conceives his private 

amorous activity as labor, he loses the honor that constitutes his estate-status as dominus, 

and is rendered not only a servant to love, but an unproductive one at that.  Without the 

knowledge of proper social relationships, the knight is trapped fighting an unbeatable foe, 

losing his honor in what seems like honorable conflict.  Gower’s poetic in the Vox 

Clamantis exposes the rhetorical slight-of-hand that blinds the knight to his identity.  As 

Gower states near the end of the Confessio Amantis, as there is no such thing as private 

labor, there is no such thing as private love:

Omnibus est communis amor, set et immoderatos

Qui facit excessus, non reputatur amans.

Sors tamen vnde Venus attractat corda, videre

Que racionis erunt, non racione sinit.   

(Love belongs to all the community; but let he who carries out immoderate excesses not be 

thought a lover. Yet the fate by which Venus attracts hearts does not allow [us] by means of reason 

to see the things of reason; VIII.ii. 1-4).  

 The art of Venus, in the Vox Clamantis, is that very thing that makes the knight unable to 

see the rational “trouthe” of his political situation, and unable to maintain his “trouthe” to  

the society to which he belongs.

In the English Confessio Amantis, Gower produces an experiential rather than analytical 

version of this dissociation.  This is accomplished by the speaking Genius through the ars 
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Veneris, as he makes quite clear in Book I, that he speaks “al of love and of his lore,/ For 

of Venus bokes of no more/ Me techen nowther text ne glose” (I. 269-71).  This is true in 

Book IV, especially in the choice of stories that open the Book: Dido and Aeneas, and 

Ulysses and Penelope.  Vergil’s Aeneas would be a paragon of knighthood in exactly the 

ways specified by Gower in the Vox Clamantis (choosing the common good and divine 

will over lust), and Ulysses was throughout the Middle Ages a suspect knightly figure, 

especially through the Trojan narratives related by Benoit, and in Gower’s own Confessio 

(cf. CA VI. 1391-1788, where he is a exemplum of sorcery).  Genius, however, chooses to 

base his narratives exclusively on Ovid’s Heroides, firmly ignoring the challenges to the 

ars Veneris that such narratives might have.  Gower’s later inclusion of the tale of 

Ulysses and Nauplus, and Ulysses’ slothful love for Penelope and avoidance of knightly 

duty (IV. 1815-1900), and his mention of Aeneas’ successful knightly conquest of both 

Italy and Lavinia ((IV. 2183-89), completely undermine the consistency of his moral 

program, but do not necessarily undermine the pity and affect that such stories produce. 

Genius is continuing to use pity as a way to obfuscate reasonable and decorous, and the 

contradictions in this paratactic text alert the reader to a problem without necessarily 

eliminating the affect that results from the art of Venus.  The reader must both experience 

the affect and understand the ways in which its rhetorical power is based upon a 

confusion of persona. 

Gender as an Affective Category

Gender is also an obfuscating category of inconsistency.  Jean de Meun’s Nature might 

provide the initial model for using gender to confuse allegorical congruence, but Gower 
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allows Nature, Fortune, and Venus to occupy practically the same space, and makes the 

“grace” that each provides an incredibly slippery category.41  In Book IV Gower tells 

three stories all drawn from the Heroides, (Aeneas, Ulysses, and Demophon and Phyllis), 

and all depict non-erotic masculine duty through feminine desire and affect.  Genius 

causes the reader to feel the stories through feminine senses, but (through Amans as 

fictional audience) to take lessons from them as a man.  The resulting gender confusion 

lays the groundwork for the problems of labor that arise later in Book IV.  For instance, in 

“The Tale of Pygmalion”, when word “worches” above Nature, the actual labor seems to 

be difficult to locate: while Pygmalion “axeth grace” (IV. 410), and “preith so long,/ That 

his preiere is underfonge” (IV. 417-8), Venus hears him only “of hire grace” (IV. 419). 

The problem of feminine grace and whether this grace is based on condign merit or is 

purely arbitrary remains completely unanswered.  In the “Tale of Pygmalion” it appears 

to be condign merit; Cupid’s grace in the next tale, the “Tale of Iphis” is not, but is 

dependent solely on “pité” (IV. 489).  Is the difference based upon gender?  If so, Gower 

and Genius offer no mode by which to recognize it.  The grace of Venus and of the 

beloved is left continually undefined. 

When Genius is forced to focus upon a single topic, the obfuscation comes under 

pressure: this happens in the discussion of labor.  Introducing the subdivision of 

Negligence, Gower’s Latin verse directs the reader into the discourse of agricultural 

labor, Ovidian art, and Genius’ command to “plow”:

41 Yeager argues there is a direct substitution of Venus for Nature, but expects readers to be constantly 
distinguishing between “Venus Genetrix” and “Venus Pronuba”; I can find no indication that Gower 
expects his reader to separate them.  Cf. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 185-6.  
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Dum plantare licet, cultor qui necgligit ortum,

Si desint fructus, imputet ipse sibi.

Preterit ista dies bona, nec valet illa secunda.

Hoc caret exemplo lentus amore suo.

(When it is proper to plant, let the farmer who neglects the garden, if fruit is lacking, blame 

himself.  The right day will have passed, nor is it worth it on the later day. The one slow in love 

lacks this example; IV.iv. 1-4).

Once again, Gower is using the word cultor, and unless his Latin diction and political 

theory has undergone a significant change since the Vox Clamantis, it can be assumed that 

this exemplum still bears within it the traces of estate conflict and domination made 

apparent in the Latin satire.  Posing the amorous and knightly Amans as a cultor who is 

specifically in need of exempla prepares the reader for the unique way in which Gower’s 

use of gender prepares for an impossible and artfully irresolvable conflict over the 

problems of virtue and merit.  The two exempla for negligence are the tales of Phaeton 

and Icarus, which involve fully masculine problems, particularly involved in the 

relationship between fathers and sons, and the accompanying governance involved 

therein.  The two tales reflect, in a barely metaphorical form, the sentiments expressed by 

Gower in the Vox.  Though “be Phebis ordinance/ Tok Pheton into goverance/ The sonnes 

cart” (IV. 1007-9), in a situation in which Phaeton is presented as the wealthy, noble 

youth of a magnate, he commits the very crime that Gower worries about in terms of the 

noble.  His “veine glorie” (IV. 1010) causes him to lose sight of his “oghne astat” (IV. 

1012), and he loses his power over the horses (which, though Genius, as usual, does not 

specify them as such, seem clearly to represent the passions), allowing it to travel 

“withoute lawe” (IV. 1015).  With the tale of Phaeton and the tale of Icarus which 

immediately follows, Gower makes clear that aspects of estate are integral.  While 

Phaeton is punished “For that he wolde go to lowe” (IV. 1033), Icarus goes too high, and 
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Genius summarizes at the beginning of Icarus’ tale, “In hih astat it is a vice/ To go to 

lowe, and in service/ It grieveth for to go to hye” (IV. 1035-7).  The negligence of Icarus, 

like that of Phaeton, is dependent upon “lacke of governance” (IV. 1070) specifically in 

terms of knowledge of where one’s persona fits within the political.  

In Vox Clamantis V, Gower differentiated between the peasant and the day laborer, 

though they are associated (cf. VC V. 629ff).  As Genius moves from Negligence to 

Idleness, Gower’s Latin verse reflects the order previously established in the Vox. 

Idleness is personified, “Absque labore vagus vir inutilis ocia plectens” (the useless, 

vagrant from labor, weaving his idleness; IV.v.1).  Gower’s juxtaposition of “vagus” and 

“labore” would certainly recall the Statutes of Laborers and Vagrancy that were issued in 

response to the worsening situation (for the nobility) of the roaming day-laborer, whose 

work-day rates were subject, after the plague, to market forces.  It is this sort of idle man 

which Gower compares unfavorably with those “valoris/ Qui faciunt opera” (who 

produce deeds of valor; IV.v. 3-4).  This comparison is centrally flawed, because it 

discusses idleness across estates without recognizing the estate difference.  This is exactly 

the slippage that Genius attempts to get around through the manipulation of gender.

Amans’ Noble Idleness

Amans confesses, and Genius accepts, that Amans is not guilty of Idleness.  Of course, 

the “besischipe/ To love and to the ladischipe” (IV. 1119-20) that Amans engages in is 

exactly the “business” that would qualify as noble idleness, and that was the object of 
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moral correction both clerical and secular.42  His misuse of mass (IV. 1133-4), his playing 

with her pets (IV.1189-91), and his general wasting of time (a word repeated again and 

again through his confession, lost time being an object of correction elsewhere in the 

Confessio), are all common sins committed by lovers; as Sadlek puts it, “Amans 

packages activities that are essentially the fruits of otium otiosum as purposeful work.”43 

Amans’ irrationality and failure to recognize value is clear, but the its terms, and their 

development by Genius, are central to the discourse on labor that follows.  Amans does 

not claim to be laboring; he only claims to be “besi.”  However, he does claim that the 

service he performs is necessary, and that as such, he is removed from the law:

Thus hath sche fulliche overcome

Min ydelnesse til I sterve,

So that I mot hire nedes serve

For as men sein, nede hath no lawe.

Thus mot I nedly to hire drawe (IV. 1164-8).

Amans’ repetition of “nede” emphasizes the irrationality of his love, in the pure 

identification of her personal and contingent “nedes” with “nede” in general (the “nede” 

that drives the peasants to work in Piers Plowman).44  Gower can thus express the 

slippage on the part of the lover, whereby contingency becomes necessity, and the very 

principles which allow one to “modefie” are effaced.  This is the very core of the 

discourse of love, and is in no way particular to Gower or Amans; there is perhaps never 

a moment in the text in which Amans is more of a cliché.  What is particular to Gower’s 

discourse is the response of Genius, and the way in which he attempts to use gender to 

maintain and in fact expand upon the slippage that Amans produces.  

42 Cf. Sadlek, Idleness Working, 189.  
43 Sadlek, Idleness Working, 196.  
44 Piers Plowman, C. IX.
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Genius tells Amans two tales contra Idleness, both of which feature women as the 

subject.  This does not escape Amans’ notice, for after the tales of Rosiphelee and 

Jephthah’s daughter are complete, he asks Genius specifically, “Bot yit it falleth in my 

minde,/ Toward the men hou that ye spieke/ Of hem that wole no travail sieke/ In causes 

of love upon decerte” (IV. 1602-5, my emphasis).  Both of these tales condemn the sloth 

of women unresponsive to love, and Amans endorses them heartily (IV. 1596-1601).  The 

problem, however, concerns the gendering inherent in virtus.  Both Rosiphelee and 

Jephthah’s daughter fail to passively accept the rule of Venus and Cupid, and must 

therefore be “chastised” (a repeated and ironic pun in this section).  

The Tale of Rosiphelee depends upon the “querele/ Betwen love and hir oghne herte” (IV. 

1302-3) being resolved in terms of noble display.  Gower’s rich description of the 

“Servantz to love” (IV. 1376) similar to the descriptions available in the romances, reads 

like a pornography of wealth.  Rosiphelee’s desire, initially engendered by her experience 

of “bestes in her kinde” (IV, 1299) is transformed entirely into pleasure in the sensuality 

of objects (rather than persons), and the “bridel” of the slothful in love is such an 

underdeveloped symbol that it stands more in its physical sensuality and value than as 

allegory.45  This is equally true of the sensual servants of love; Gower’s poetry does not 

draw real distinctions between the sensual pleasures of noble wealth and sexual pleasure. 

In describing these noble lovers, Rosiphelee sees their rich clothing “With alle lustes that 

sche knew . . . embrouded overal” (IV. 1318-9).  Her desires are literally embroidered 

into their clothing, and her (feminine) desire is figured (as it is not only in Gower’s long 

45 Though cf. James T. Bratcher, who argues that the “brydel” is heavy with punning references, especially 
in conparison to Gower’s probable souce, the 13th century Lai du Trot; “The Function of the Jeweled Bridle 
in Gower’s “Tale of Rosiphelee”, Chaucer Review 40.1 (2005) 107-10.  
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description of women’s concupiscence in the Vox, but throughout the misogynist 

literature) as avaricious.  The “querele” which initiates Rosiphelee’s vision does not lead 

into masculine conflict (or flight), but rather to a fully feminized capitulation to 

sensuality.  It is this capitulation that Gower connects to the “occupacion” of the “gentil 

nacion”: “For as the ladi was chastised,/ Riht so the knyht mai ben avised,/ Which ydel is 

and wol noght serve/ To love” (IV.1455-8).  Genius’ easy movement from feminine to 

masculine underscores the poetic obscuration that produces the opinio of the lover, and 

uses the gender change to make the knight “serve.”

However, as usual, Genius goes a little too far, and the Tale of Jephthah’s daughter 

reveals, even to Amans, the gendered, feminized terms of gentle labor.  Jephthah’s 

knightly labor causes the death of his daughter, and her own virginity is not bemoaned in 

the terms of un-experienced desire, but in terms of the production of children within the 

institution of marriage, a recollection of Genius’ role in Alanus.  Genius’ awkward 

introduction to the tale introduces a difference between marriage and the love of 

“paramours” that is directly undermined by the content of the Tale of Jephthah’s 

daughter.  Claiming that Venus must be served by every woman, and that “Sche [woman] 

mai noght thilke love eschuie/ Of paramours, bot sche mot suie/ Cupides lawe” (IV. 

1469-71), Genius nonetheless claims that while the love of paramours might be 

dangerous to the reputation, “thilke love is wel at ese,/ Which set is upon mariage;/ For 

that dar shewen the visage/ In alle places openly” (IV. 1476-9).  Marriage is, in this 

context, only a socially effective way to gain the pleasures of Venus and Cupid without 

the risk to reputation; it is not moral or political.  Genius is no St. Paul; his approach to 
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marriage centralizes erotic pleasure, only seeking to make it appear “al honeste” (IV. 

1484).  As such, it dovetails with the discourse of honor, honesty, and virtue that this 

entire section has been trying to integrate into an Ovidian erotics.  The Tale of Jephthah’s 

daughter, however, brings about the feminine “labor” which so strongly separates the 

sexes.

While males might be divided into the estates that labor and those that govern, women 

(with the exception of virgins) are, despite class, bound to the “labor” of childbirth. 

Queen or fishwife, all women suffer the pain and “travail” of birth.  The labor is of a 

different category, and it is educative to see how Gower reconsiders marriage in terms of 

the (masculine-only) role of kingship and rule:

Corporis et mentis regem decet omnis honestas,

Nominis vt famam nulla libido ruat.

Omne quod est hominis effeminat illa voluputas,

Sit nisi magnanimi cordis, vt obstet ei

Complete honor of body and soul is fit for a king, so that no lust ruins the reputation of his name. 

That desire makes effeminate all there is in man, lest his heart is magnanimous, so that he can 

oppose it (VII.xi. 1-4).  

There is a marked difference in the content of both honestas and fama in these two 

sections.  When Genius is discussing Chastity at the very end of Book VII, Gower must 

certainly have had in mind his use of chastity as the virtue opposing lechery in the 

Mirour.  One of the daughters of Chasteté, Matrimoine (Marriage), includes a discussion 

of natural gentility that seems to serve as a model for Genius’ speech that soon follows. 

They share many of the same basic arguments, especially in terms of the common 

ancestor of all humankind and the role of virtue in the production of gentility.  The 

difference in context, however, is marked by the problem of Jephthah’s daughter. 
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Jephthah’s daughter has a long and complex interpretative history in medieval literature 

and exegesis.  Principal among the interpretations related to Gower’s version are those 

remonstrating Jephthah as an unwise judge and a maker of unwise vows, and those 

remonstrating Jephthah’s daughter as a foolish virgin.46  Jephthah receives no 

remonstration by Genius for his poor judgment, called simply a “noble duck” (IV. 1507) 

and so the second of these interpretations, while prehaps seeming strange to modern eyes, 

finds her at fault principally for mourning her virginity, and relates her forty days of 

mourning to sexual license:

Fatua uirgo est cognate filie Iepte, Iudicum xi, que circuiuit in montibus duobus mensibus  

plangens uirgitnitatem suam. Ita fatua uirgo est que in locis spaciosis et amensis [circueundo],  

idest coreas ducendo et cantando, uirginitatem uenalem exponit et quasi diu seruatam deplangit. 

(A foolish virgin is a relative to the daughter of Jephtha, Judges 11, who wandered about the 

mountains for two months bewailing her virginity. Thus, that virgin is foolish who wanders in 

wide open and pleasant spaces, that is, who dances and sings, and offers her virginity for sale and, 

as it were, laments that she has kept it too long).47

This later interpretation seems to best approximate Genius’ version of the tale, at least in 

inverse.  Twice is Jephthah’s daughter described as “lusti” (IV. 1525, 1568), and Genius 

shares her lament, “Whereof hir lusti youthe is let,/ That sche no children hath 

forthdrawe/ In mariage after the lawe,/ So that the poeple is noght encressed” (IV. 1568-

71).  Genius, as he had in the Roman de la Rose, has used the lawful labor of procreation 

as an excuse for “lustiness”, but here addresses in specifically to the feminine labor of 

giving birth to children, and even includes it within the “lawe.”  This is, however, 

completely unrelated to masculine labor or masculine rule, of which Jephthah himself is a 

(silent) negative example.  

46 Michael Crafton, “The Physician’s Tale and Jephthah’s Daughter”, ANQ, Winter 2007, Vol. 20, no. 1, 
pp.8-13.  
47 Siegfried Wenzel, ed. Summa Virtutum de Remediis Anime, The Chaucer Library (Athens: U of Georgia 
Press, 1984), 306, ll. 530-5.  The translation is Wenzel’s.  
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What Genius needs to explain is “the forme of knyhtes lawe” (IV. 1969), that is, not only 

a masculine, but also a noble law, in a way that directly involves the erotic in a category 

(knighthood) that is essentially political.  His explications so far have either been from a 

feminine affective point of view, or have dealt with masculine governance that avoids 

direct mention of male concupiscence.  His attempt to create a male law governing 

amorous behavior exposes the manipulations of form that made his offer of the parc to 

noble plowers in the Roman de la Rose possible.  Genius, in both the Roman and in the 

Confessio, works to establish a relationship between labor and grace.  The parallels with 

Christian theology of works and merit are not really either allegory or travesty, but rather 

a formal and structural assistance in making up for failures in the specifics of Genius’ 

logic.  Le parc de l’Agneau is not the Paradise of John’s Apocalypse, but is close enough 

to it that the inconsistencies of Genius’ call to procreation can be easily disregarded, 

merged into an already decorous relationship between metaphorized labor and heavenly 

reward (in the vineyard, at the plough; cf. Mt. 20, Luke 9:62, et al.).  In the Confessio, 

Genius builds upon this formal project.  As Christian theology teaches that man must gain 

merit through works, and that as such, those merits are both the product of Divine grace 

and consistent with nature,48 so Genius argues for those “who sechen lovers grace” (IV. 

1620):

That every love of pure kinde

Is ferst forthdrawe, wel I finde,

Bot natheles yit overthis

Decerte doth so that it is

The rather had in many place. (IV. 1615-9).  

In Genius’ intertextual attempt to identify poetically the erotic and the religious is a  

48 Cf. ST, I-II. Q. 109.
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fundamental problem of agency, which this discussion of labor and action makes 

abundantly clear even to Amans.  Behind this is a profound poetic slippage concerning 

judgment and value, which the introductory Latin verse, with its multiple variations on 

the Latin root “prob-“ suggests.  

Gower’s Latin verses on probitas follow a question of Amans, which constitutes a 

gendered problem with reward:

Mi fader, as toward the love

Of maidens for to telle trowthe,

Ye have thilke vice of Slowthe,

Me thenkth, riht wonder wel declared,

That ye the wommen have noght spared

Of hem that tarien so behinde.

Bot yit it falleth in my minde,

Toward the men hou that ye spieke

Of hem that wole no travail sieke

In cause of love upon decerte.

To speke in wordes so coverte,

I not what travaill that ye mente. (IV. 1596-1608)

The tales of Rosiphelee and Jephthah’s daughter provide a “trouthe” for women, but it 

does not answer his primary problem, how he might deserve love as a man.  It is strictly a 

problem of “trouthe”, of the convenant made between himself as lover and his lord (or 

lady). Probitas is Genius’ answer, and he suggests that there is a decorous way to 

understand how males can deserve love:

That every love of pure kinde

Is ferst forthdrawe, wel I finde.

Bot natheles yit overthis

Decerte doth so that it is

The rather had in mani place.

Forthi who secheth loves grace,

Wher that these worthi wommen are,
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He mai noght thanne himselve spare

Upon his travail for to serve

Wherof that he mai thonk deserve (IV.  1615-24)

That service is knightly behavior (by “men of armes”; IV. 1625): one proves his prowess 

through knightly deeds, and brings to his lady “[s]om tidinge of his worthinesse” (IV. 

1637).  Genius intends to rouse Amans to knightly labor through the promise of 

“Decerte” (IV. 1618), but despite this offer of an amorous pudding, Amans will not eat 

his military meat.  Amans is confused by the meaning of love’s dessert, and Genius 

makes two attempts to explicate how “decerte” in love might work; the first through 

gentilesse and the other through “alconomie” (or alchemy).  Supporting this discussion is 

the implied analogy between “loves grace” (VI. 1620) and divine grace, especially 

figured as reward (that is, condign merit); this is a central element of Genius’ persona 

that Gower has taken over from the Roman de la Rose and the promise of the Parc. 

Amans himself recognizes this analogy near the end of Book IV, bemoaning that “if a 

sinful wolde preie/ To God of his forgivenesse/ With half so gret a besinesse/ As I have 

do to my ladi./ In lacke of askinge of merci/ He scholde nevere come in helle” (IV. 3490-

5).  The topic of grace and merit suggests some extremely important and controversial 

medieval theological questions on the nature of good works and justification, and Genius’ 

formulation that despite love’s origin in “pure kinde” the decerte of grace is “overthis” 

(IV. 1615, 1617) seems to provoke such questions.  However, I argue that Gower has little 

to no interest in answering these questions, at least not in the Confessio Amantis; the topic 

of grace is instead part of a poetic sleight-of-hand.  “Grace” in its theological valence, 

does not actually exist in the Book IV; in both the discussion of gentilesse and alconomie, 

grace is identical to profit.  As such, it once again removes the lover from a potentially 
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political or moral situation, and alienates the lover’s persona.  

Decerte and a Crisis of Masculine Authority

“Decerte” is constituted above as literally over “kinde”: supernatural.  This accords well 

with a theologically-informed definition of grace.  However, common theological 

definitions of grace and merit are dependant primarily upon the careful explication of the 

relationship between divine and human agency and will; not merely in the highly 

philosophical and contemporary works of Aquinas, Scotus, and Henry of Ghent, but even 

in more general and universally known texts, such as the Consolation of Philosophy. 

However, Genius is unable to define the supernatural in a way that allows for a decorous 

account of agency.  This inability has several causes.  First, the elevation of Fortune into a 

deity eliminates the integrity of the supernatural, rendering it as contingent as the natural.  

Secondly, the provider of grace is sometimes identified as the beloved, and sometimes as 

Venus, and there is no consistent relationship between them other than their mutual 

inclusion in the contingency of Fortune.  Thirdly, the three powers just named are all 

feminine.  

The last of these causes, while least important to the philosophical or theological 

explication of Genius’ failure, is central to the poetic slippage that he encourages 

throughout the section, and his attempt to produce a masculine ethics of labor that is in 

fact based upon feminine lack.  Genius’ advice to Amans that he follow the model of the 

chivalric heroes of the romans and gain fame (and love) through deeds of arms is directly 

counter-indicated by Genius’ own moral teaching on Homicide in Book III. 2251ff. 
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While Amans’ good manners might keep him from mentioning directly that Genius has 

contradicted himself, he does bring up the central problem.  Amans argues “hou Crist 

bad/ That no man other scholde sle” (IV. 1662-3), to which Genius himself had testified 

in Book III.  Most important, however, is the form of authority and discussion of merit 

between these two books.  In Book III, Genius explains that not only is war condemned 

by God through Moses, in the person of Christ, and by nature, but it is specifically 

contrary to God’s creation: “For alle thing which God hath wroght/ In erthe werre bringth 

to noght” (III. 2273-4).49  It is the very opposite of work, and Genius explicitly considers 

it in terms of wages and reward, via Rom. 6:23, “every mede of senne is deth” (III. 

2299).50  Genius finds that if one uses war as attempt to “pourchace” heavenly grace, “his 

mede is ful divers” (III. 2290) and “That werres in here oghne kinde/ Ben toward God of 

no decerte” (III. 2292-3).  In a specifically Christian context, war and its resulting death 

make grace and merit impossible, at least for Genius.

Putting aside for a moment critical discussions of Gower’s pacifism and general political 

policy towards peace at home and abroad,51 I wish to focus upon the relationship of labor, 

gender and class in Books III and IV.  Amans’ response in Book IV to Genius’ call to 

arms does not only suggest a potential ethical contradiction, but a problem with the very 

form of Genius’ discourse, specifically in the contingency of gender.  Amans’ 

(surprisingly) good arguments against warfare, including crusade,52 are nevertheless not 

49 Cf. the introductory Latin verse, “Quod creat ipse deus, necat hoc homicida creatum” (III.v. 1).  
50 Several manuscripts, including Fairfax, has marginalia indicating or quoting the line from the Vulgate, 
Stipendium peccati mors est.  The immediate context of Rom. 6:23 deals with issues of servi and liberi 
represented in Gower’s Vox, though it is not a central conceit of CA III.
51 Cf. Yeager, “Pax Poetica” and Gower’s English poem, “In Praise of Peace.”
52 His major point, besides the general prohibition against murder, is that while preaching might save the 
soul of the Saracen, killing them in battle necessarily damns them to hell, which “ was nevere Cristes lore” 
(IV. 1666-81). 
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rational, at least in their motivations.53  Amans’ practical question, “What scholde I winne 

over the se,/ If I mi ladi loste at hom?” (IV. 1664-5; cf. IV. 1706-9) shows a decidedly 

less philosophical concern for the performance of chivalry.  More important, however, is 

a complex of masculine authority that moves Amans to the point of despair.  While 

Genius emphasized most strongly the authority of natural law and divine providence in 

Book III’s discussion of war, in this section of Book IV, Amans invokes Christ’s person 

directly four times, with no reference to natural law, but simply as an authority. 

However, Amans does not maintain Christ as the authority, and instead treats his 

Christian objections to Genius as a digression (“Bot nou ho ther, I seie no more./ Bot I 

wol speke upon mi schrifte”; IV. 1682-3).  In the context of his schrifte, his authority is 

Cupid.  This leads to a crisis of masculine authority for Amans.  As Amans mistakes 

masculine for feminine authority at the conclusion to the Tale of Florent (cf. chapter 4, 

and Kurt Olsson’s comments), so Amans does here as well, but the mistake has a more 

powerful thematic aspect.  While Genius directs Amans’ chivalry towards “these worthi 

wommen” (IV. 1621) and “his ladi” (IV. 1636), and finally appeals to Venus herself (IV. 

1787), Amans appeals only to male grace-granting figures of authority: Christ and Cupid. 

When Christ is left behind in order to address the relationship to the confession itself, 

Amans comes across the central contradictions of Cupid’s authority:

Bot this I se, on daies nou

The blinde god, I wot noght hou,

Cupido, which of love is lord,

He set the thinges in discord,

That thei that lest to love entende

Fulofte he wole hem give and sende 

Most of his grace (IV.1731-7).

53 Cf. Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 92ff., where Peck illustrates Amans’ “blind spots.”  
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Amans emphasizes Cupid’s total lordship (not mentioning Venus) in conjunction with the 

arbitrariness of his judgment, and the contingency and injustice of his grace.  His setting 

of things in discord is the very opposite of the emphasis in Books III and IV on God and 

Christ setting all things at “pes.”  Amans recognizes that there is a central problem with 

both “decerte” and “travail” under the authority of Cupid, that he must “al . . . sette on 

aventure” (IV. 1744), and since “For how as evere a man laboure,/ Cupide appointed hath 

his houre” (IV. 1691-2), so there is no genuine connection between labor and reward. 

This recognition on Amans’ part pushes him to the brink of despair, and his absolute 

certainty earlier in Book IV that he was free of any kind of idleness undergoes a profound 

philosophical interrogation (or, at least profound for Amans): “Bot thogh my besinesse 

laste,/ Al is bot ydel ate laste,/ For whan th’effect is ydelnesse,/ I not what thing is 

besinesse” (IV. 1757-60).  There is an obvious though unspoken comparison available 

between the grace of Christ and that of Cupid, between a spiritual love and a carnal one, 

one dependent upon Divine Providence and merit, and one dependent upon “aventure.” 

Gower’s goal here is not simply to recommend spiritual love over carnal (a point which at 

least Gower’s regular readers could be assumed already to have grasped), but to explore 

how such an obvious comparison can be obfuscated.  

Genius responds to Amans’ despair, and his counter-example of Achilles and Polyxenes 

(in which Achilles honorably lays down his arms for love) with an argument that attempts 

an integration of masculine virtue into a system of contingent feminine authority.  

Genius’ immediate response to Amans’ doubts is comfort through a metaphor of idleness 

(that “Thi dees ben every dai to caste”; IV. 1778), astrological prospects (IV. 1782-5) the 
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possibility of intervention by Venus, based, seemingly, on his merit, confession, and 

penance (IV. 1786-94).  These forms of comfort are philosophically inconsistent and 

mutually contradictory (the first relies upon pure contingency, the second on 

determinism, and the third on a kind of divine justice and grace), and are reminiscent of 

Freud’s examples of jokes produced by faulty reasoning, especially that of the borrowed 

kettle.54  The multiplication of contradictory comforts are capable of at least momentarily 

avoiding criticism, but upon analysis make absolutely clear the lack, in Genius’ ethics, of 

an agent of justice, grace, or even causation that produces decorous relationships between 

them.  

Genius proceeds to tell Amans several stories, without interruption, which are “contraire” 

(IV. 1803) to Amans’ example of Achilles and Polyxenes: the tale of Nauplus and 

Ulysses, the short exempla of Protesilaus and Saul, the tales of Achilles’ education and 

Hercules’ battle with Achelous, and the exempla of Penthesilea and Philemenis and 

Aeneas in Italy (IV. 1815-2199).  All of these tales purport to illustrate men (and one 

Amazon) whose deeds of arms are meritorious.  In all these tales are notable problems. 

The tale of Ulysses and the exemplum of Aeneas contradict, to at least some extent, the 

Heroidean tales told of both told at the beginning of Book IV.  The feminine criticism of 

male sloth is inverted, as Ulysses “so taled/ His herte, that al the sotie/ Of love for 

chivalerie/ He lefte” (IV. 1886-9), rather than his opposite course of action in the first 

54 Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, James Strachey, ed. and trans. (New York: 
W.W. Norton, 1960), p. 72.  Freud’s example is, “A. borrowed a copper kettle from B. and after he had 
returned it was sued by B. because now the kettle had a big hole in it which made it unusable. His defense 
was: ‘First, I never borrowed a kettle from B. at all; secondly, the kettle already had a hole in it already 
when I got it from him; and thirdly, I gave him back the kettle undamaged.’”  Freud identifies this kind of 
joke as depending upon “faulty reasoning” which has nonetheless been supplied with a “façade” which can 
evade all but careful and focused criticism (cf., Freud, Jokes, 254).  
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tale, and Aeneas’ “slothful” loss of Dido on account of his travels to Italy in the first tale 

results instead in getting his “pris” and Lavinia’s “love” (IV. 2189).  The exemplum of 

Protesilaus also recalls the Heroides, and Laodamia’s arguments, “bella gerant alii,  

Protesilaus amet (Let others make war, let Protesilaus love; Her. XIII.84) and “si tibi  

cura mei, sit tibi cura tui” (if you care for me, then have care for yourself; Her. XIII. 164) 

support Amans’ position. Saul’s death (1 Sam. 31) is hardly honorable, since he has been 

forsaken by God and commits suicide on the battlefield, not to mention his consorting 

with the witch of Endor, condemned later in Book VI. 2384-90. The tales of Hercules and 

Achilles set the stage for, but do not enter into, the feminization (and transvestitism) of 

both heroes, and the tale of Penthesilea and Philemenis results in death for Penthesilea 

and a “lusti mede” (IV. 2174) of three yearly concubines for Philemenis, a reward not for 

battle but for returning Penthesliea’s corpse to Amazonia, and which in itself seems rather 

inapt for the kind of amor which Amans desires.  

Genius summarizes the moral value of these tales for Amans:

Be these ensamples here above,

Lo, now, mi sone, as I have told,

Thou miht wel se, who that is bold

And dar travaile and undertake 

The cause of love, he schal be take

The rathere unto loves grace;

For comunliche in worthi place

The wommen loven worthinesse

Of manhode and of gentilesse,

For gentils ben most desired (IV. 2190-9). 

The fact that “loves grace” seems completely arbitrary in terms of which of these 

“gentils” actually accomplished love is immaterial to Genius’ (swiftly moving) point; 
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women are attracted to gentility.  The “grace” of love is not supernatural at all, but simply 

the contingent desire of women.  This neatly obfuscates Amans’ original problem with 

authority.  Genius produces this obfuscation through a manipulation of gender.  The 

“ensamples” are presented as incitements to male military virtue through feminine desire.  

Amans (and the reader) imagines how women read them, how they regard the heroes 

written about it the stories, and the actual success of the heroes themselves gaining love is 

completely immaterial; as literary objects they gain the desire of their female readers.  A 

woman (as Genius argues here) desires a man like Aeneas, or Achilles, or Hercules. 

Their actual native virtues may or may not gain them love, depending upon the 

contingencies of their narratives; but the art of their stories do indeed gain them the 

approbation of women, and both femina and Venus (essentially identified) approbat.  The 

goal is not to be an actual agent in a political context (where one might die, or worse, lose 

one’s beloved to one that remained idly around the castle); one must be like the literary 

persona of such agents.  

At the heart of Genius’ discussion of gentilesse (as with the Loathy Lady’s in the Wife of 

Bath’s Tale) is the problem of female desire as perceived and understood by men.  I do 

not argue that Gower does not believe the basic argument that he puts forth, “So wot I 

nothing after kinde/ Where I mai gentilesse finde./ For lacke of vertu lacketh grace” (IV. 

2255-7), and that “Upon richesse it mai noght stonde/ For that is thing which faileth ofte” 

(IV. 2214-5). This is as much a truism here as it is in Chaucer’s “Gentilesse”, in the 

Roman de la Rose, and in the Consolation of Philosophy.  However, Genius’ use of the 

argument in the context of gendered judgment is absolutely essential to its affective 
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intent.  In the Mirour de l’Omme, Gower makes a similar argument concerning gentilesse, 

but with a considerably different conception of gender.  In the section on Matrimony, he 

directly addresses those women “Q’avoir vuillont par lour haltesce/ Un gentil homme a  

leur mari” (who on account of their high rank desire to have a gentleman for their 

husband; MO, 17331-2).  Through the following seventy lines, Gower develops an 

argument he will paraphrase in many important places in the Confessio Amantis IV.55  In 

the Mirour, Gower condemns women for their desire of gentilesse and richesse, while 

Genius takes that desire simply as a fact.  That difference allows for a subtle gender 

slippage that makes extremely similar arguments come to completely opposite 

conclusions.  In both arguments, grace is the fundamental prerequisite for gentilesse, and 

is dependent upon virtue.  In the Mirour, however, the authority for grace and virtue is 

plain:

Nature en soy n’ad quoy dont fere

Un gentil homme ne desfere,

Ainz dieus qui les vertus envoit

Cil puet bien de sa grace attrere

Un homme de si bon affere,

Si vertuous, tanq’il en soit

Verrai gentil et a bon droit

Nature in herself does not have that which can make or unmake a gentleman, but only God who 

infuses the virtues by his grace can attire a man of such good disposition, so virtuous, that he will 

be a true gentleman by right (MO, 17353-9).  

Virtue, and the gentilesse that is its result, are products of divine (masculine) authority 

and produced through supernatural means.  They resist the approbation of women, and 

the droit by which the men claim their gentilesse is limited (and elevated) to “La 

gentilesce q’est celestre” (MO, 17352).  Genius’ version of this argument, divorced from 

55 Cf. MO. 17333-50 and CA IV. 2222-38; MO. 17353-9 and CA IV. 2255-7, as well as frequent allusions to 
the unjust role of wealth in marriage and love (passim).  
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the topic of matrimony, is unable to position authority upon the proper gender lines; as in 

the Tale of Florent, women are the dominant and driving force of judgment in the 

allocation of masculine virtue, as opposed to the Mirour, in which (on “Solomon’s” 

advice, Ecclus. 9:2) “Dist que la femme en mariage/ No doit avoir la seignourie . . . Car 

dieus ne fist les femmes mie/ Pour guier, ainz voet q’om les guie/ Par sobre et juste  

governage” (it is said that the woman in marriage ought not to have sovereignty . . . 

because God did not make women to lead, but to be led through sober and just 

governance [of the husband]; MO, 17594-5, 17602-4).  Masculine virtue, imbued by 

masculine authority, translates therefore (even beyond the category of estate) to a 

necessary and natural masculine governance of the female.  Genius’ discourse on 

gentilesse lacks this structure, and while his arguments, especially in the beginning (IV. 

2204-77), are coherent and consistent with those in the Mirour, when he enters into the 

context of “loves court” (IV. 2279), he encounters problems of contingency, otherwise 

avoided by masculine authority, both divine and human.  

A model of the market replaces the relationship of reward familiar from aristocratic 

patronage and theology.56  Genius recognizes that wealth has a powerful effect on the 

gaining of love (another point of condemnation in the Mirour’s treatment of Matrimony): 

“The povere vertu schal noght spiede./ Wher that the riche vice woweth” (IV. 2280-1). 

This recalls Amant’s encounter with Richesse at Roman de la Rose 10055ff., and Jean de 

Meun’s own source in Ovid’s Ars amatoria II.161ff.  In Ovid, it is the lack of wealth 

which Ovid claims requires “mea arte” (Ars. Amat. II.162), in all the deception of its 

56 Cf. Elliot Kendall, Lordship and Literature: John Gower and the Politics of the Great Household (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 9-18, for a description of lordly patronage in Gower’s milieu.  
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verba, while when Amant fails to be able to proceed down the path of Richesse, Faux 

Semblant is introduced.  The same corruption of “vertu” is present in the Confessio, but 

through a different poetic method.  “Vertu”, no longer the imbued and grace-producing 

power of Christian theology, loses its supernatural and transcendent value and becomes 

an economic value, which Gower expresses in a particularly apt sequence of rhyme riche. 

Genius argues that “love alloweth/ The gentil man withoute good,/ Though his 

condicioun be good” (IV. 2283-4, my emphasis), suggesting an equivalence; he then 

argues that both together are “the more worth” (IV. 2287), but that “He moste don his 

besinesse/ For nowther good ne gentilesse/ Mai helpen hem which ydel be” (IV. 2289-

91).  Genius has divorced gentilesse from governance, and evacuated its value as a virtue. 

Besinesse, or what Genius will eventually attempt to reconstitute as labor, becomes 

thoroughly economic, earning value, even the value of gentilesse.  Such besinesse 

“profiteth” (IV. 2298), and ‘It maketh curteis of the vilein” (IV. 2300).  It becomes 

circular: “verrai prouesse/ Is caused upon loves reule/ To him that can manhode reule” 

(IV. 2302-4, my emphasis).  Manhood’s governance is not founded upon a natural 

authority of gender, but instead upon love’s governance, which is (by means of feminine 

sovereignty) contingent in its assignment of value.  Besinesse and labor are the action of 

those under governance, wage-earners, who employ art to gain a virtue that is not part of 

their natures as imbued by the Creator.  The lover is outside of the estates, and is either a 

merchant or a wage-earner; his persona remains detached from political actio.  

Genius’ conception of virtue is as deeply limited as his sense of love, both of which lack 

a responsible authority.  His attempt to support his argument through authority 
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(specifically, the authority of the Bible, through quoting from 1 John 3), reveals the kind 

of failure that results from impersonation of authority.  Moving the discussion to “the 

vertu moral . . . To speke of love” (IV. 2321-2), he paraphrases 1 John 3:14: “Who loveth 

noght is hier as ded” (IV. 2325).57  This is certainly a valid authority, but Genius’ 

impersonation exposes the difference between himself and John.  He argues that such 

love “unto mannes dede/ Belongeth: for of ydelschipe/ He hateth all the felaschipe [of the 

virtues]” (IV. 2328-30).  Genius seems to be suggesting 1 John 18, “. . . non diligamus 

verbo nec lingua sed opere et veritate” (we must not love by word or speech but in deed 

and truth).  What comes immediately between these two statements in 1 John, however, 

counters Genius’ position: “. . . scitis quoniam omnis homicida non habet vitam eternam 

in se” (you know that every murderer does not have eternal life within themselves; 1 John 

15).  Genius’ previous argument that war is homicide is simply glossed over.  

Gower is encouraging his readers to engage directly with the feints and slippages of 

Genius’ telling.  Genius’ explication of deeds of arms as productive of merit and virtue 

has failed, and his use of 1 John 3 suggests his abandonment of it (none of his stories in 

the remainder of Book IV deal with deeds of arms in regard to virtue).  Rather than 

continue to pursue a justification of military prowess, Genius turns to a strategy which 

Amans himself has already used earlier in Book IV; the transposing of “dedes” into 

poetic metaphors.  Unable (and/or unwilling) to promise to fight in foreign lands, Amans 

insists that 

. . . if mi ladi bidde wolde,

That I for hire love scholde

57 In the Vulgate, qui non diligit manet in morte; quoted in Latin in the marginalia to the Fairfax, it also 
notes specifically that this is “de amore caritatis.”  
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Travaile, me thenkth trewely

I mihte fle thurghout the sky,

And go thughout the depe se (IV.1711-5).

The ridiculous and clichéd hyperbole is not necessarily as naive as it seems, or simply a 

manifestation of Amans’ “laziness.”58  It brings promises back to the level of language, a 

move of which Ovid, who considers lovers’ promises themselves only words, utterly 

untouched by heavenly authority, would doubtless approve.  Amans’ move is artful, in the 

most literal sense of that term; he turns physical action into words, and enacts his own 

agency by becoming an author.  When Genius is incapable of producing a masculine 

erotic ethics because of his failure in establishing and maintaining a consistent agent of 

authority, he too makes an artful transformation, made possible by the invocation of St. 

John.  By allowing a slippage between amor heros and amor caritatis, Genius returns to 

the kind of artful transpositio he used in the Roman de la Rose; as the “dede” of plowing 

becomes, by means of a metaphor, a way to gain the perpetual reward of grace in la parc 

de l’Agneau, so the physical “dede” of labor here is transposed into intellectual labor. 

This accomplishes the same basic goal:

Expedit in manibus labor, vt de cotidianis

Actibus ac vita viuere possit homo,

Set qui doctrine causa fert mente labores,

Preualet et merita perpetuata parat.

(Labor of the hands is productive, so that in daily activities and life man is able to live. But who 

for the sake of learning bears labors of the mind prevails and gains perpetual merit; IV.vii. 1-4).

This apothegm of medieval division of labor is (like any one of the excuses for the copper 

kettle’s hole) perfectly legitimate.  It marks a separation between the human life of nature 

and of grace, the physical life and the contemplative life. Yeager suggests that knightly 

labor “generally occupied Gower but little”, and that Genius is using the category of vita  

58 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 92.
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activa and vita contemplativa to bring together knightly and peasant labor;59 however, I 

would argue that Gower was extensively occupied with knightly labor in the Vox and in 

the Confessio, and Genius uses this alternate form of organizing labor to avoid speaking 

to the contradictions of knightly labor that Amans discovers.  As with Freud’s example of 

the kettle, the problem is the way in which a series of perfectly coherent sentences defy 

any sort of reasonable, decorous relationship to one another.  The subject of Genius’ 

discourse, the lover, cannot be coherently fixed in his agency, specifically his social 

agency.  Books III and IV strictly contradict one another on the action of the lover 

regarding warfare;60 Genius therefore moves to another kind of social division, that 

between physical and intellectual labor, with its corresponding virtues and rewards. 

However well this allows Genius to escape the problems of the contradiction, it continues 

to prolong the incoherence of the lover-persona within the social hierarchy, an 

incoherence which, I argue, is fundamentally based upon the capitulation of the lover to 

the feminine.

For all his questions Amans has learned nothing; despite some moments of hesitation, he 

is stil fixed in his service of the power of erotic love.  Genius’ ingenious twists of logic 

have been rhetorically effective.  However, the reader cannot help but notice that there is 

something wrong, because Gower’s poetry is not the same as Genius’ rhetoric.  The 

59 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 163.
60 In terms of the political content of these arguments, I suggest that Gower is opposing possible ways of 
viewing warfare, open to deliberation.  This sort of practice was used to educate another young English 
monarch, Edward VI; in 1549, the young king “spent two successive weekly essays considering two rival 
classical proverbs, the first week glorifying a military death and the second condemning the horrors of 
war.”  He does not decide between them, but argues strongly for each, even though he was employing 
troops to put down rebellions at that time. Diarmaid MacCulloch, The Boy King: Edward VI and the  
Protestant Reformation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 21.
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rhetorical affect that maintains Amans’ desire (and his lover-persona) is not effective on a 

reader already aware of his or her political and moral persona.  The fact that literary and 

political decorum are not identical is becoming more and more recognizable, and the 

grounds upon which this failure rests are becoming more visible.  Amans’ failures to 

advance valid, consistent criticism not only make readerly criticism more potent, but 

further expose the sorts of limitations that erotic love imposes on both the rational mind 

and the political persona.

Alconomie and Governance

Genius’ attempt to analyze labor reveals his model for the relation of virtue, labor and 

reward: “alconomie” (alchemy).  While alchemy takes on the appearance of intellectual  

labor, and seeks to imitate grace (in its power over Nature), alchemy’s “vertus” are 

merely natural, and its end is simply profit.  Moreover, it can never actually produce that 

profit, and is finally impotent.  I suggest that Gower’s positioning of alchemy in the midst 

of his discussion of writing and poetry suggests to the reader an interpretation of the 

virtues of gentilesse: like alchemy, they imitate true grace and nobility, but are merely  

natural virtues with an end in profit.  Finally, like alchemy and its discourse which “fewe 

understonde”, gentilesse is articulated in a discourse (love poetry) which imitates 

intellectual labor, which pretends a kind of grace (in its decorum) and which, despite its 

complexity, ends finally in impotence.  Genius’ failure to explain virtue, labor and reward 

in his stories indicates how much these stories are involved in the process of valorizing 

and ennobling profit. R.F. Yeager argues that the section on alchemy is primarily focused 

upon the power of language, and “the center of Gower’s poetic” is the verbal.61  The 

61 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 165.
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failure of alchemy is therefore primarily “linguistic” in nature.62  I believe that my 

argument supports Yeager’s claim, and especially his larger argument, “Proper use of 

language is perhaps Gower’s most insistent theme, with unambiguous consequences for 

his view of poetry.”63  However, while Yeager finally directs this towards a coherent 

meaning, I want to concentrate on Gower’s desire to teach the way to judge the 

rationality of language, exactly what the alchemists of his time had lost.   

“Vertu” is a complex term for Gower.  At the very end of the text, “John Gower”, no 

longer Amans, is told by Venus to “kep the sentence of my lore/ And tarie thou mi court 

no more,/ Bot go ther vertu moral duelleth,/ Wher ben thi bokes” (VIII. 2923-6).  While it 

might be clear to Gower’s readers that his “bokes”, especially his longer poems, are 

certainly annexed to morality, what exactly it means to keep the sentence of Venus’ lore 

while abandoning her court is more complicated.  When Genius attempts to define the 

“vertu moral” of love’s labor in Book IV, drawing upon “holi bokes wise” (IV. 2323), his 

Biblical quotation from 1 John 3 produces the appearance of moral authorization, but 

only the appearance.  The difference, which in its more general sense orders the 

Confessio as a whole, is a matter of “dwelling.”  The kind of authority that rests with 

Genius, and with the entire discourse, concerns the natural, that which is constantly 

indwelling.  The Vox Clamantis and the Mirour de l’Omme are by their nature moral 

books; the Confessio Amantis is not.  The spatial movement that Venus expects “Gower” 

to make is from her “court” to his “bokes” implies that her court is also a “space” of 

writing, but one in which Gower (and moral virtue) does not dwell, but “taries.”  The 

62 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 167. 
63 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 166.
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very presence of Gower in Venus’ court is idleness, and his entire political definition (as 

Venus’ servant) is finally revealed as inaction, that which keeps Amans from developing a 

noble persona, and actually meriting the pleasures of love that come in proper marriage.

What is the merit of writing and reading poetry, especially erotic poetry?  In the Ars 

poetica, Horace defines the origin of good writing: “Scribendi recte sapere est et  

principium et fons” (Wisdom is the principle and source of proper writing; Ars poetica, 

309).  In the section just preceding this (Ars poetica, 295-308), Horace takes to task 

Democritus’ elevation of pure talent (ingenium) over rational technique (ars), and 

(supposed) argument that the sane are excluded from Helicon.  Horace, ironically 

assuming that being sane he is unable to write good poetry, instead seeks to teach without 

poetry the “munus et officium” of the poet (Ars poetica, 306).  However, Horace makes 

the irony of the situation abundantly obvious, artfully rendering the logical connection 

between quality of poetry and its rational source.  He uses chiasmus to imply a reversal of 

Democritus’ argument (Ingenium misera quia fortunatius arte; Ars poetica, 295), and 

deflates the Platonic artistic madness (cf. Ion) to a Hippocratic abundance of bile (Ars 

poetica, 302).  Ovid echoes Horace, but in direct reference to his erotic poetry.  In Ars 

amatoria II, Ovid claims that he does not write for the wealthy:

non ego diuitibus uenio praeceptor amandi;

nil opus est illi, qui dabit, arte mea.

secum habet ingenium qui, cum libet, ‘accipe’ dicit;

cedimus, inuentis plus placet ille meis.

pauperibus uates ego sum, quia pauper amaui;

Cum dare non possem munera, uerba dabam.

I do not come as a teacher of love for the rich, for he who gives need not work by my art.  He has 

a talent, who, when it pleases, says, “accept this gift’, and I give place, for he pleases more than 
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my inventions.  But I am the poet-prophet for the poor, because as a poor man I loved; when I was 

not able to give gifts, I gave words (Ars amat. II. 161-6, my emphasis).

Art is able to make an imitation of talent, in the same joking way that Horace claims, as 

words take the place of gifts.  Ovid’s claim that his poetic inventions are no match for 

gifts is, however, a carefully constructed differentiation of authority.  Ovid’s rendering of 

the wealthy, gaining without labor, undermines their merit, and with it, the judges over 

that merit, women.  Ovid’s false humility links the unworthiness of wealth’s conquest by 

gift and the judgment of women, and thus places into a position of differently gendered 

judgment the male reader of Ovid’s text.  Ingenium, for Ovid as much as for Horace, is a 

virtue which, by its very naturalness, has no merit.  However, properly understanding art 

leads finally to a relation of “trouthe”, which is fully human and political, whether in 

Horace’s sermo or Ovid’s erotic verse.  Gower’s “wisdom for the wise” depends upon the 

proper understanding of artifice; Genius’ attempts to produce wisdom, or at least a 

decorous conception of erotic love, fail because of his inability to produce a coherent 

erotic persona, and differentiate the natural and the artificial (the ingenium and the ars).

Labor and art are strongly linked in Genius’ description of Labor in Book IV, and are 

mediated by grace.  The Latin marginalia explains that Genius “ponit exemplum de  

diligencia predecessorum, qui ad tocius humani generis doctrinam et auxilium suis  

continuis laboribus et studiis, gracia mediante diuina, artes et sciencias primitus  

inuenerunt” (he gives an example of the diligence of our predecessors, who, by their 

continuous labors and studies, first invented the arts and sciences, by the mediation of 

divine grace for the education and assistance of all mankind; VI. 2377 marg.).  This 

summary of Genius’ discussion seems to decorously and logically descibe the 
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relationship between labor, grace, and art.  Labor for “corn” and labor for “wisdom” are 

both involved, proceeding out of the spirit God gave to men “[u]pon the forme and the 

matiere/ Of that he wolde make hem wise” (IV. 2366-7).  His descriptive list of inventors 

of different arts and scientists starts with the very beginning of art and science, in the 

invention of writing and the beginning of natural philosophy, and proceeds through 

different creative and productive arts to Saturn’s invention of farming, “chapmanhode” 

(mercantilism), and “moneie” (IV. 2396-2450).64  

Drawing perhaps upon Godfrey of Viterbo’s Pantheon, Genius tells an origin narrative 

quite different from the one that Jean de Meun uses for the Roman de la Rose, itself 

founded upon the Vergil’s and Ovid’s versions of Jupiter’s introduction of farming and 

trade.  Genius’ use of Saturn (and foundation of labor in the Golden Age) eliminates the 

sense of sin and degeneration consonant with the narrative of Saturn’s overthrow and 

castration.  Thus, the genesis of money came “[t]hurgh mannes wit and Goddes grace 

[and]/ The route of philosophres wise” (IV. 2452-3).  Genius’ narrative makes labor part 

of man’s nature, and art the product of his intellectual nature and divine grace.  This bears 

comparison with Gower’s treatment of Sollicitude (the contrary of Oedicesce, Idleness) in 

the Mirour de l’Omme.  While in both the Vox Clamantis and the Mirour, Gower asserts 

the centrality of labor (VC V. 613, MO, 14451-2), Book V of the Vox is interested 

primarily in the division between miles and colonus, while the Mirour is interested in the 

division between la vie active, and la vie contemplative (cf. esp. MO. 14557ff.).  This 

64 Genius also follows the line of interpretation that makes Saturn not a god but only a talented man, who 
devises farming and trade “of his oghne wit” (IV. 2445).  Genius relies upon arguments here entirely 
consistent with (and mostly drawn from) explicitly Christian texts.  This does not mark a Christianization 
of Genius, but rather a strategic use of sources in order to obfuscate the faulty logic that underlies Genius’ 
argument.  
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second division effaces the entire category of the labor of the knight, by using a different 

set of social divisions that do not consider the knight in particular.  It does not provide a 

better or worse organization of society, merely a way, in the Confessio, for Genius to no 

longer discuss the lover-as-knight, and move into a discussion of labor which seems 

general enough to avoid the problems posed by the gendered, estate context and action of 

the knight.  

However, this other organizational method (which is perfectly legitimate and coherent, in 

the proper context), rather than eliminating the problems posed by knighthood’s 

contradictions of governance and service, simply transposes them.  Humankind’s 

relationship to labor and art principally involves grace, in the formulation Genius uses in 

the later section of Book IV and in the Mirour’s account of Solicitude.  In the Mirour, 

even the examples of physical labor are linked directly to divine grace: for instance, the 

patriarch Joseph’s saving of Israel during the famine is on account of his agricultural and 

managerial (rather than strictly spiritual) labor, but a labor that comes about “par la vertu 

divine” (MO, 14521).  Human action, physical and intellectual, is virtuous (in the sense of 

both efficacious and meritorious) only when directed and governed by divine grace; in 

this sense it is linked by Gower with providence (MO, 14476, 14493).  Divorced from 

grace, however, solicitude becomes merely covetousness: “Car q’ensi fait son estovoir,/  

Il fait la vertu removoir/ Loigns en pecché du covoitise” (For he who acquires wealth thus 

[through solicitude], he moves the virtue far off into the sin of covetousness; MO, 14488-

90).  Gower’s account of labor in the Confessio, while making use of the organizational 

structure present in the Mirour, eliminates the governance of divine grace for a fully 
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human account, and reveals, in a different context, the crisis of governance inherent in 

Genius’ authority. 

Genius is inconsistent in his use of grace, a strategy of Gower’s to expose the conditions 

of artifice in the poem.  While Genius begins with the bestowal of the grace of wisdom 

upon mankind (IV. 2363-7), by the time he comes to Saturn, the great arts of farming, 

trade, and (most importantly for this discussion) the creation of money, come about “of 

[man’s] oghne wit” (IV. 2445).  Gower manufactures by juxtaposition a subtle failure of 

human “philosophy” that undermines Cham’s founding of “naturel philosophie” and 

“clergie” (IV. 2399. 2400).  In Genius’ introduction to the “experience” of alchemy,65 

what appears to be a union of grace and human knowledge is actually an opposition:

Bot hou that metall cam a place

Thurgh mannes wit and Goddes grace

The route of philosophres wise

Controveden be sondri wise

Ferst for to get it out of myne,

And after for to trie and fyne. (IV. 2451-6)

Rather than the unity of man’s wit and God’s grace, Gower’s philosophers, unified only 

with the rather disreputable and heterogeneous collective noun, “route”, “controveden” 

each other, and his rhyme riche links “wise” as a description of them with the “sondri” 

and contradictory “wise” in which they proceed.  The creation of money travels with 

dissent and lack of governance; without ever mentioning the problem of profit, its 

opposition to grace and its transformation of solicitude into sin, Gower has subtly 

65 Russell Peck glosses “experience” here as “that experienced science” (IV. 2459), which is certainly 
serviceable for comprehension.  However, Gower’s use of “experience” is carefully chosen throughout the  
Confessio, and is rarely used positively.  It is entirely absent from the Prologue, and appears in Books VII 
and VIII only when supplemented by divine authority (cf. VII. 1478 and VIII. 226).  I suggest that Gower’s 
use of the word by itself emphasizes that alchemy is not a science in the way in which science in the 
Mirour is the contrary of necligence, but an exclusively human art.
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accomplished it.  

Thus, when Genius introduces the “experience” of “alconomie”, with his over-nice 

scientific description, there is already a sense of its failure in terms of grace.  It seems as 

well that Chaucer and Gower were in agreement on the topic of alchemy; the Canon’s 

Yeoman produces a very similar description of the “elvysshe nice lore” (CT, VIII. 842),66 

and makes its lack of genuine philosophy one his most central themes.67  Both also 

express the problem of the genuineness of the natural principles upon which it is based, 

and account for it with a narrative of intellectual loss. Chaucer’s Yeoman, while harshly 

critical of its results, and the evil way through which most of its practitioners seem to 

function, does not deny its principles, though he does claim that they are (nearly) 

impossible to recover.  He claims that “The philosophres sworn were everychoon/ That 

they sholden discovere it unto noon . . . Thanne conclude I thus, sith that God of hevene/ 

Ne wil nat that the philosophres nevene/ How that a man shal come unto this 

[philosopher’s] stoon . . . lete it goon” (CT, VIII. 1464-5, 1472-5).  It is an unrecoverable, 

though genuine, knowledge of nature.  This is quite similar in Gower’s version, though 

Genius is not characteristically as critical as the Yeoman.  The original inventors were 

genuinely capable, and their work has based upon proper science: “For thei be whom this 

art was founde/ To every point a certain bounde/ Ordeignen, that a man mai finde/ This 

craft is wroght be weie of kinde, So that ther is no fallas inne” (IV. 2505-9).  However, 

“now it stant al otherwise; Thei speken faste of thilke [philosopher’s] ston,/ Bot hou to 

66 Cf. CA, IV. 2457-86 and CT, VIII. 819-29.  
67 Note especially the Yeoman’s judgment that through it, “very man that oght hath in his cofre/ Lat hym 
appiere and wexe a philosophre” (CT, VIII. 836-7), and the constant disagreement among the alchemists 
makes “Every man semeth a Salomon”, upon which the Yeoman makes the perfect joke: “But al thyng 
which that shineth as the gold/ Nis nat gold, as that I have herd told” (CT, VIII. 961-3).   
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make it, nou wot non” (IV. 2580-2).  Both recognize also that the process leads to lost 

labor.  The Yeoman bemoans that “Noght helpeth us; oure labour is in veyn” (CT, VIII. 

777), while Genius admits that “natheles gret diligence/ Thei setten upon thilke dede,/ 

And spille more than thei spede,/ For allewey thei finde a lette” (IV. 2594-7).  The search 

for the stone, which “hath pouer to profite” (IV. 2572) instead “bringeth in poverte and 

dette/ To hem that riche were afore” (IV. 2588-9; cf. CT, VIII. 734-5, 781-3).  The art 

becomes corrupt because there is an impassible distance between the language of that art 

and the truth of nature.  This echoes the loss of primeval paradise, whether it be Saturn’s 

or Eden.

The similarities between Gower’s and Chaucer’s critique of alchemy does not only imply 

a similar personal suspicion concerning the value of its science, but also suggests a 

similar poetic usage of it.  Both are dealing with the topic of “clergie.”  Chaucer’s Host is 

told by the Yeoman that the Canon “is gretter than a clerk” (CT, VIII. 617), though the 

Yeoman, once his master is gone, will tell a tale of two “clerks” (a canon and a priest) 

who are, respectively, devilish and stupid.  The Yeoman claims not to slander “worshipful 

chanons religious” (CT, VIII. 992), but Chaucer’s tale is critical of both canons and 

chantry clerks in their use of “clergie” to acquire (and waste) wealth.  It is specifically the 

clerical estate that is the target, though the Yeoman can expand the moral: “Considereth, 

sires, how that, in ech estaat,/ Bitwixe men and gold ther is debaat/ So ferforth that 

unnethes is ther noon” (CT, VIII. 1388-90).  Alchemy, in its secrecy and incredible 

potential for illicit gain (despite its original value and virtuous principles) seems a perfect  

metaphor for a corrupt clerical estate.  
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Gower’s introduction of alchemy stands at cross-purposes with Genius’, exposing 

Genius’ new model of labor and estate as being as corrupt as his first.  As Genius’ first 

attempt failed because the estate model upon which it was based was emptied of its 

proper sources of governance and grace (in that the knight’s action was divorced from the 

political and communal grounds that makes just governance possible, and subjects it to a 

feminized and contingent grace), so his second attempt fails in the same way, though with 

a different estate model.  Intellectual activity (that is, the activity of the soul) is also 

emptied of its proper governance and grace, but on decidedly different grounds.  Genius 

introduces labor because it expedit, prevalet, et merita . . . parat; it is productive, it 

should “begete.”  It is the human intellectual power, aided by grace, applied to nature. 

Genius notes, however, that it does not.  The practitioners of alchemy

In forme of words thei it trete,

Bot yit they failen of begete,

For of to moche or of to lyte

Ther is algate founde a wyte,

So that thei folwe noght the lyne

Of the parfite medicine,

Which grounded is upon nature. (IV. 2619-25)

In terms of the science, the Canon’s Yeoman recognizes the same thing (cf. CT, VIII. 

922-937).  However, Gower’s use of this typical alchemical failure has a different 

valence.  The “parfite medicine” is a powerful metaphor of spiritual health in Genius’ 

context of an intellectual labor that produces “merita perpetuata”, and alchemy’s inability 

to “modefie” is not simply a physical, but a spiritual concern.  Genius’ explication of 

labor is intended to recommend the labor of love, and the use of alchemy as example 

makes metaphorical transferal necessary.  Genius’ grounding of alchemy’s potential 
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perfection (but consistent and seemingly inevitable failure) upon nature re-echoes the 

consistent problem of contingency that kept the model of lover-as-knight from cohering.  

Centrally, however, the similarity between alchemy and love is rooted in the supposed 

potential for profit that contingency suggests.  There are natural “vertus”, and each of the 

three philosopher’s stones, which correspond to man’s vegetable, animal, and spiritual 

virtues (IV. 2533-57), and all three potentially can “helpe[n[ man” (IV. 2548).  The last of 

these, the mineral, which corresponds to the spiritual, suggests the possibility of spiritual 

transformation of man, for it “transformeth al the ferste kynde,/ And makth hem able to 

conceive/ Thrugh his vertu, and to receive/ Bothe in substance and in figure/ Of gold and 

selver the nature” (IV. 2560-4).  As the natural properties of minerals, in which each has 

its “desir” (IV. 2567), so the natural qualities of man are capable of being transformed, 

according to those desires, and has the power for “profite” (that is, “multiplication”). 

This, however, is where Genius’ metaphor encounters its central problem, the problem 

that remains Genius’ from his role in the Roman de la Rose.  He makes no differentiation 

between the natural and the supernatural virtues, a problem apparent at all places 

throughout his discussion of labor.  The “conception” and “multiplication” in which he is 

interested in promoting does not recognize, in the essences, a difference between natural 

and supernatural; Genius does not differentiate the death that comes in the absence of 

love, according to 1 John 3, as a spiritual death from the death that comes from an 

absence of the procreation of the species.  

This allows for the slippage that makes the exercise of natural virtues seemingly 
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meritorious, the labor of sexual plowing result in entry into la parc d’Agneau.  It is a 

slippage that maintains a continuity of form (as each of Freud’s various excuses do), and 

this is what Genius is almost able to understand about alchemy; “In forme of words thei it 

trete,/ Bot yit they failen of begete” (IV. 2619-20).  It is to language that Genius and 

Gower return the discourse, to the “forme of words” that allow the “experience” of love 

or alchemy to appear coherent while it fails in action.  The form of the words, that is, 

their decorum, imitates grace, but instead of multiplying the natural qualities (or 

ingenium) by means of a supernatural virtue or power, as an imitation it is contained 

within the natural, an ars.  The artful and artificial language promises grace, but the 

blindness of its speakers to its own artificiality makes it fail even on the natural level. 

Genius’ description of the labor of love imitates the governance of human society in that 

society’s movement towards grace, (as alchemy imitates the governance of the elements, 

in its movement towards perfected matter) but does not recognize that its artificiality 

undermines the very naturalness of that governance, a point equally true for alchemy.  In 

both cases, grace becomes an object of acquisition, and solicitude is transformed into 

covetousness.  

The discussion of labor ends with Ovid’s writing, “in poesie/ To the lovers . . . And 

tawhte, if love be to hot,/ In what manere it scholde akiele” (IV. 2668-71).  This reference 

to the Remedia amoris suggests a parallel to alchemy, in which it is necessary to 

“modefie” temperature, and thus might govern oneself by means of “lore.”  It is also part 

of a discussion of language, the examination of which finds a labor inseparable from 

governance, in which “auctorité” motivates and justifies labor, in which “vertuous” and 
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“laborious” are synonyms not essentially, but through the “reule of scole” (IV. 2642), and 

the careful practice of poetry: “That every word in his degré/ Schal stonde upon 

congruité” (IV. 2645-6).  The rhetoric here suggests through words the very decorous 

relationship of personae  in political situations, again recalling Cicero’s analogy. Ovid’s 

Remedia is the equivalent, in the genre of love-writing, of the “gret travail of scole” (IV. 

2663) that involves both labor and governance to form a proper whole, and Genius seems 

to move to this topic naturally.  Amans, however, rejects governance concerning Ovid’s 

work:

Mi fader, if thei [Ovid’s works] mihte spede

Mi love, I wolde his bokes rede;

And if thei techen to restreigne

Mi love, it were an ydel peine

To lerne a thing which mai noght be.” (IV. 2675-9)

While Genius’ discourse suggests an emerging consciousness of art as artifice, as a form 

of labor, and the possibility of repose from it, Amans continues to identify this art as 

nature (comparing it to a “greene tree”; IV. 2680), and any restraint upon it as unnatural, a 

sin of sloth.  Genius quickly accepts Amans’ position, and replys, “Id ther be siker eny 

weie/ To love, thou hast seid the beste” (IV. 2688-9).  Gower shows the extent to which 

even when the naturalness of the discourse of love is undermined through the 

examination of its artificial production, the lover is so bound to love as his own nature 

(that which cannot be changed), that it simply cannot apply to him, and that the discourse 

itself will make use of this failure.  In the rest of Book IV, Amans refuses repose from 

love (in the section on Sompnolence), and Genius further expands the identity of divine 

and erotic grace that the earlier part of this book put so much in question.  These are the 

very forms that will be developed in the next three books: the exposure of the “grace” of 
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Venus in Book V, and the necessity of governance that the examinations of avarice and 

gluttony make necessary.  Finally, ars must be returned to those politically prudent 

enough to direct it towards the truth, and that responsibility, specifically the responsibility 

to produce the decorous relationship of ars and politica, finally remains with the persona 

of the king.

The Grace of Venus

Similar to “nature” (or perhaps because of “nature”), “grace” is also a contigent and 

provisional term throughout much of the Confessio Amantis.  The discussion of pagan 

religions, which reveals Venus and her grace as morally bankrupt, does not end the 

presence of Venus as the object of Amans’ worship, and there is no sense that Venus 

undergoes any radical change of identity.  The introduction to the discourse on world 

religions is Genius’ tale of Vulcan’s catching of Venus’ and Mars’ adultery, and his 

resulting (and seemingly justified) humiliation; it is a tale told against jealousy.  The 

patently immoral activities of Venus and Mars, and Amans’ subsequent doubt concerning 

the reality of these immoral gods in relation to his Christian belief that “ther is bot o God 

of alle” (V. 732), is more a begged question than anything else.  Amans has been, and 

continues to be, relatively inconsistent in his “Christianity”, and his monotheism here 

expressed is by no means a marker of intellectual or spiritual progress; his discussion of 

the Christian proprieties of warfare was considerably more nuanced, and still did not 

seem to affect his dedication to the God of Love and his dependency upon his grace.  

Genius’ description of pagan beliefs is not particularly surprising, and medieval readers 
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of the Vita Baarlam would have most likely recognized the tenor of most of Genius’ 

rather familiar arguments.68  To use a word I have tried to avoid as much as possible, 

Genius’ arguments are “traditional”; Genius appears transformed for a thousand lines into 

another sort of speaker.  This sort of speaker constructs an argument around the history of 

grace, and particularly, the action of that grace within human history, by means of justice,  

revelation, and finally Incarnation. While Macaulay finds this change in voice a poetic 

failure, Yeager argues, “Far from being digressive . . . the ‘Religions’ section, like that on 

‘Labor,’ seeks to establish the inseparable duality of fleshly and spiritual love.”69 

Specifically, he links (through Col. 3:5 and Alanus de Insulis) avarice and idolatry. While 

I agree that this link is present, I do not think that the placement of the section on 

religions is part of Gower’s intention to “articulate a coherent view of the universe”, 

whether he has one or not.70  Genius’ narrative relies upon several important themes: the 

elevation of imagination above reason in the formation of pagan culture, and the alliance 

of falsity in the “lawe” of religion with tyranny.  Both of these problems deal directly 

with “trouthe” in its legal, intellectual, ethical and theological senses. Therefore, the 

Chaldeans transform the elements into gods “in here ymaginacion” (V. 756), even though 

properly the elements should be subject to man according to divine governance; any other 

relationship is “unresonable” (V. 761), and stands “out of assisse” (V. 788).  The 

Chaldeans fail to know the truth intellectually (by elevation of their imagination), which 

likewise causes a failure to know divine truth, and finally stands “out of assisse” in a 

modified sense of legal truth.  Genius discusses both the Egyptian and Greek gods as 

persons wrongfully idolized as gods “Fro resoun . . . For lacke of lore” (V. 833, 834), and 

68 Cf. Pseudo-Johannes Damescene, Vita Barlaam et Iosaphat, PL 73. 445A-604B, 550ff.
69 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 171.
70 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 172.
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again and again cannot find proper “cause” for their deification.  It is a failure both 

spiritual and political, and Genius shows the use of force and degeneration of humanity: 

“the poeple was constreigned/ To come and don here sacrifice;/ The priestes ek in here 

office/ Solempne maden thilke festes./ And thus the Greks lich to the bestes/ The men in 

stede of God honoure” (V. 1314-9).  The “trothe” plighted to both political and religious 

powers is corrupt as well, a product of idolatry.  That idolatry, as Genius explains, finds 

its source in flattery, pride, and tyranny, in the three statues of Cirophanes, Ninus, and 

Apis (V. 1522-90).  The generation of a religion “[i]n which the trouthe is 

comprehended”71 (V. 1535) out of Judaism and into Christianity follows a traditional 

version of law and gospel, with Genius emphasizing the “rihtwisenesse” (V. 1645) and 

“Lawe” (V. 1681) of the Jews, and the Incarnation proceeding out “[o]f rihtwisenesse and 

of pité [of God’s]” (V. 1738), the new relation of God’s governance of mankind, a 

righteousness by the law and a pity beyond the law, that “Thurgh baptesme of the Newe 

Lawe . . . Christ Lord is and felawe” (V. 1779-80).  The action of Incarnational and 

sacramental grace produces a new order of governance, which is both noble and fraternal, 

both spiritual and bodily, and “is so certein,/ so full of grace and of vertu” that it is a 

guarantee of “paradise agein” (V. 1788-9, 1787).  Rather than tyranny and bestiality 

without rational cause, Christianity is part of a divine narrative of rational governance 

and final ennobling and deification of humankind under a proper king (Christ) and his 

Church.  

This plainly traditional account serves to make evident the failures of governance 

71 The use of “comprehended” seems to suggest not only the presence of truth, but the presence of all truth 
in all of its different meanings and forms; it is “a feith aboven alle” (V. 1734).  
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represented by Genius, specifically in terms of grace.  In Book IV, pity-evoking narrative 

could not find a masculine, active governance; in Book V, narrative pity cannot find the 

grace to amend it.  Gower is not merely discussing “grace” in a general sense, but in his 

specific historical and political context.  Genius cannot locate himself in this narrative 

while maintaining his service to Venus and Cupid, but just as important (in terms of the 

“priesthood of Genius”) are the political failures of the Church, the description of which 

follows the traditional (and ideal) description of Christianity.  In the description of the 

Greek gods, Genius returns from the art of Saturn to a Vergilian and Ovidian narrative of 

degeneration, but rendered as completely human.  Venus is no real goddess, only the first 

woman “Which alle danger putte aweie/ Of love, and fond to lust a weie” (V. 1389-90), 

and “which tolde/ That wommen scholde here bodi selle” (V. 1430-1).  Her relationships 

with all of the other gods (and heroes) are reduced to passing sexual relationships, and do 

not even hold the astrological significance available in the moralized Ovid and the late 

pagan works of Macrobius and Martianus Capella.  Gower brings together in Genius’ 

narration incest and grace, which will be central for the structure of the “Tale of 

Apollonius.”  Genius identifies her sexual agency with her grace, in that “in sondri place/ 

Diverse men felle into grace,/ And such a lusti lif sche ladde,/ That sche diverse children 

hadde,/ Nou on be this, nou on be that” (V. 1391-5).  This grace is a passing charm, but 

also the occasion for a “fall”; Genius’ diction (“sondri”, “diverse”, “nou”) emphasizes the 

contingency of these relationships, but also the failure to govern them.  Venus conceives 

Cupid by her brother, Jupiter (V. 1404-5), and Cupid becomes the God of Love through 

another incestuous union with Venus, when he, “lecherous” finds his mother “amourous” 

(V. 1410, 1409).72  The allegory of Cupid’s blindness is straightforwardly explicated: “he 

72 There are clear similarities in the treatment of incest here and in the beginning of the Mirour de l’Omme, 
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which yhen hadde none/ To se reson, his moder kiste” (V. 1412-3).  The two are “blind” 

and “unwys” (V. 1417) respectively.  They are both completely lacking in governance, 

Venus lacking the wisdom of restraint and moderation, and Cupid lacking reason 

altogether.  Venus in particular, through her encouragement of prostitution, becomes 

involved in profit-economies, and the law of the market becomes a cover for such 

activity, a true form of tyranny:73

And for sche wolde hirselve skiere,

Sche made comun that desport,

And sette a lawe of such a port,

That every womman mihte take

What man hire liste, amd noght forsake

To ben as comun as sche wolde. (V. 1424-9)74

Genius offers examples by way of Semiramis and Neabole, both tyrannous women that 

“hild the lust of thilke lawe” (1438); their historical tyranny is intensified by and allied to 

their feminine sovereignty and sexual license, and associated with prostitution and illicit  

profit (and pleasure).  Genius completes the discussion of the divinities of love by 

completely undermining the entirety of Book IV’s associations with nobility and honor, 

drawing the conclusion from all of his previous argument that this is “Why men hire 

[Venus] clepen the goddesse/ Of love and ek of gentilesse,/ Of worldes lust and of 

plesance” (V. 1441-3).  Throughout this discussion of religion, Genius has found again 

and again that pagan religion does not have adequate “cause” for the deification of their 

gods, and Venus especially stands as a particularly heinous example, combining sexual 

license, tyranny, and incest.  But these last few lines produce by juxtaposition and parallel 

in which all evil forces are generated through incestuous unions.  
73 For a discussion of the relationship between avarice and sexual desire, cf. Nicola F. McDonald, "'Lusti 
Tresor': Avarice and the Economics of the Erotic in Gower's Confessio Amantis", Treasure in the Medieval  
West E.M. Tyler, ed. (York: York Medieval Press, 2000), pp. 135-156.
74 The discussion of the origin of prostitution immediately follows.
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structure an explanation for the human failure: “worldes lust” is renamed “love” and 

“plesance” is renamed “gentilesse.”  The effect upon the discourse of love and gentilesse 

in the previous book is impossible to calculate.  Because of the logical issues that run 

throughout Book IV and complicate the intelligibility of even Genius’ most traditional 

arguments, this relatively simple juxtaposition has the effect of challenging them 

successfully by means of its very simplicity, its aphoristic quality, and the ease of the 

association.  The entire ethico-religious system of fin amour is reduced to idolatry of 

Venus, and the entirety of the poetics of fin amour is reduced to a solecism, an improper 

substitution of terms.  This is certainly reminiscent of the situation present in Alanus de 

Insulis’ De planctu naturae, in which Venus is a divided character, whose children 

(depending upon the legitimacy of their birth) represent activities of “love” opposed in 

their virtue, and in which the failures of sexual virtue are blamed upon failures in poetic 

language.  However, Gower is not simply leading Genius back from his “perversion” by 

Jean de Meun to his “true self” in Alan; Gower has a considerably more complicated 

program, and it depends upon the criticism of the Church, the very same kind of criticism 

that inaugurated the topic of love in Book I.

The simple and obvious failure of Venus to be a proper object of worship should (and 

does) lead directly to the truth and rationality of Christianity.  However, the Christian 

Church does not share this truth; in Gower’s/Genius’ brilliantly illogical sentence, “The 

forme is kept, bot the matiere/ Transformed is in other wise” (V. 1872-3).  Gower’s 

obsession with arguments concerning form, about which James Simpson has written at 

length,75 is here used to produce a sort of confusion parallel in structure and opposite in 

75 Simpson, Sciences and the Self, passim.
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action to the solecism of Venus.  How form can be retained when the matter of that form 

is given a new form is a question for the Aristotelian logicians of transubstantiation, and I 

think the text hints at the kinds of problems inherent in such a doctrine (though I am not 

claiming that Gower in any way opposes that doctrine).76  The institution of the Church 

by Christ, and the form that it took under the apostles, have been corrupted, but this is not 

simply a formal change (that is, the change from one form into another).  Rather, in a 

travesty of transubstantiation: the Church retains its form (“The schip which Peter hath to 

stiere”; V. 1871), but its matter is transformed (that is, the “prelatz”, the “Peter” who 

steers the ship).  The Church is the true Church, and the Lollards are false; but there are 

nonetheless two forms subsisting in the matter of the Church, and this is the central 

problem.  Thus, employing Gregory the Great’s homily against sloth in the prelacy, 

Gower/Genius uses the language of profit and money to explore this doubleness.  While 

the apostles bring their “dette to paie” in the “beyete” of faithful souls (V. 1908, 1909) to 

Christ the “auditour” (V. 1919), the current prelates’ hands, “fulfild of lond and rente” (V. 

1912) will be empty of spiritual things.  In the “vein honour” of this world (V. 1920), 

there is nothing spiritual, though it seems to hold the same form.77  It is a question of 

labor and mede, expressed in many of the same terms (especially and most obviously 

through Luke 9:62; V. 1949) as in the discussions in Book IV.  The major and most 

important development is the use of this very sort of confusion as the cause for a return to 

Venus.  The failure of the cultus of the prelates (they “[f]orsloweth that thei sholden tile”; 

76 As there seems to be a range of opinion among the educated as to the doctrine of transubstantiation, 
especially before the full-scale repression of Lollardy made its distrust strictly associated with that form of 
heresy, Gower could have held a range of opinions regarding the Real Presence.  His opposition to Lollardy 
in no way makes him necessarily believe that the specific Aristotelian logic of transubstantiation is 
effective in explaining the Real Presence.
77 Gower/Genius especially attacks the role of the prelates in the court, serving, for instance, in “th’office of 
the chancellerie/ Or of the kinges tresorie” (V. 1921-2).  
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V. 1887) results in a specific failure on the part of the rest of the Christian community: 

“The poeple is stranged to the love/ Of trouthe, in cause of ignorance” (V. 1890-1).  The 

solecisms, poetic and moral, that produce the worship of Venus are not simply the failure 

of individuals to see the clear light of Christian truth, but a social and political problem of 

governance and labor, for “if the prelatz wolden werke/ Upon the feith which thei ous 

teche,/ Men sholden noght here weie seche/ Withoute liht” (V. 1894-7).78  This 

strangeness unto love of truth produces the very cause that appears absent from the earlier 

discussions of paganism and idol worship, and provides for the slippage back into such 

practices.  It performs the same exact role in Gower’s text; the covetousness of the clergy 

allows for Genius to return to his theme as if he had never condemned his divine 

mistress.  Their covetousness has so estranged Christianity from the “love of trouthe” 

Christians can easily turn to other kinds of love, as the ancient pagans did.  Love, rather 

than being a set of political and moral practices, becomes a rhetorical persona, Venus.  As 

such, her power of representation is fairly wide, and can speak for whatever loves her 

worshipper comprehends. 

Covoitise: Amans and the Kings

Covetousness, the next area of sin which Genius discusses, is introduced in the Latin 

verse through the very kinds of practices common to clerical houses and magnate-

78 In the use of “ous”, Gower is differentiating himself as a noble (and a semi-permanent resident of the 
Priory of St. Mary Overys) from the clerical estate; in terms of labor and “werke” it also seems as if there is 
both governance and labor in the estate of the clergy, but not in the estate of the nobles, who are not 
enjoined to the plough of Luke 9:62, but only to govern; Gower/Genius encourages knights not to work, but 
“winne with here hondes” (V. 1938).  This puts them in a particularly good place, theoretically, to reform 
the clergy without becoming the clergy, a political position popular at the time, especially among the 
intellectual coterie of which Gower was a member, and the Lollards.  
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prelates, the joining of field to field and house to house,79 “Possideat totam sic quasi  

solus humum” (that they might as one alone possess the entire ground; V.iii. 2).  I suggest 

that Gower is making a Latin pun, referring to Mt. 5:4, “Beati mites quoniam ipsi  

possidebunt terram” (Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth).  In perfect 

harmony with the discussion of the Christian Church above, the wealthy violate the very 

central tenets of the Beatitudes in their covetousness, and the substitution of “humum” for 

“terram” (at first glance an odd substitution, since humus has more principally the sense 

of earth as “dirt” rather than earth as “domain”) suggests the differing kinds of 

inheritance and possession: the covetous will inherit the earth (that is, the dirt, their 

graves), while the meek will have dominion.  Nonetheless, Gower is able to use the 

diction of this verse to slip back into fin amour.  The second half of the verse, “Solus et  

innumeros mulierum spirat amores,/ Vt sacra millenis sit sibi culta Venus” (He by himself 

seeks innumerable female lovers, so that Venus, sacred to thousands, might be 

worshipped by him alone; V.iii. 4).  “Solus” links the two sections, but so does the 

“culta”, which bears with it the double valence of worship and plowing.  This refers back 

to the corruption of the prelacy and the substitution of lordship over spiritual plowing, 

and to the Ovidian erotic interpretation of culta derived from Vergil.  The failures of the 

prelacy, as both spiritual governors and laborers, lead directly back to the alienated 

(solus) culta Veneris.  Gower develops this even further in the first few English lines 

concerning Covetousness, that “Dame Avarice is noght soleine,/ Which is of gold the 

capiteine” (V. 1971-2): Covetousness is of “servantz manyon” (V. 1975), and rather than 

possession making one solus, alone in power or sovereignty, it renders one in a large 

79 The Latin is, “Agros iungit agris cupidus dompibusque domosque”, the polysyndeton emphasizing the 
excess involved.  
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company, the servant of a servant of the real “capitiene.”

Book V is massive, almost as large as any other two books of the Confessio combined. 

The majority of its stories are concerned with governance and kings: even those that do 

not have a superficial political valence involve governance at some level.  The central  

problem that Genius expresses with Covoitise is “he stat out of al assisse/ Or resonable 

mannes fare” (V. 1986-7).  By way of a pun on “fare” in this line and the next (in which 

Gower suggests that the covetous man will travel by any road, as long he gets his profit), 

Gower links reason and justice.  As the Courts of Assize were traveling courts in the 14th 

century, the “fare”, meaning both “activity” and “way” is outside of the jurisdiction of the 

reasonable man, and the covetous man works outside the law: 

Riht so no lawe mai rescowe 

For him that wol no riht allow;

For wher that such on is of myth,

His will schal stonde in stede of riht (V. 2019-23)

In the tales that follow, “Vergil’s Mirror”, “The Tale of the Two Coffers”, and the “Tale of 

the Two Pasties”, Genius posits covetousness as a challenge to the reason of kings.  They 

could be just as easily examples in a mirror for princes; each warns of the way in which 

the desire for money destroys the reason’s ability to recognize what the “trouthe”, and 

presents dichomities of wise and foolish. Thus, Hannibal’s “philosophes wise and grete” 

(V. 2073) are able to get Crassus to destroy Rome’s most valuable possession, and the 

Romans discover “what coveitise/ Mai do with hem that be noght wise!” (V. 2188).80 

Both the “Tale of the Two Coffers” and the Tale of the Two Pasties” reveal that wise 

80 Peck note that “crassus” in medieval Latin means “dense or stupid”; he also notes the irony of Hannibal’s 
collection of three bushels of gold rings from his subsequent sack of Rome (Kingship and Common Profit, 
107-8).  
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kings are aware of the role of Fortune in worldly goods, and their covetous subjects learn 

that lesson as well through a blind choice.  The entire section is fundamentally political,  

having to do with the king’s “hih prudence” (V. 2289); for “Whan Covoitise hath lost the 

stiere/ Of reasonable governance . . . there mai be no worse thing/ Than Covoitise about a 

king” (V. 2226-7, 2229-30).  A majority of the tales in Book V are directed towards the 

different ways covetousness can manifest itself, and how it is the most dangerous 

concupiscent desire for kings.  It always results in an operation dependent upon Fortune, 

for “[b]etwen fortune and covoitise/ The chance is cast upon a dee” (V. 2436-7).  

Amans generally finds his conscience free of Avarice, in whatever forms it might take.  In 

terms of the actual crimes at hand, this is quite true; he does not perjure himself, commit 

usury, nor is he parsimonious, a rapist, or a robber. As opposed to many of the crimes in 

earlier books, where he either intended to commit them, but could not, or did not intend 

to commit them, but did nonetheless, here Amans seems to be completely distant from the 

crimes of avarice.  I argue that in the discourse on avarice, Amans serves as a contrast to 

the kingly power, and the kinds of sins to which they are especially prone.  Amans lacks 

power, not simply as an individual, but as a political persona.  The lover is always putting 

himself under another’s governance, Cupid’s, Venus’, his beloved’s, even Genius’. 

Kings’ interventions into the erotic will contrast with Amans.  For instance, Tereus, an 

erotic royal figure, falls desperately in love with his sister-in-law Philomena, despite the 

“lusti lif” (V. 5572) he has led with Progne.  Genius’ description is practically a clichéd 

depiction of a lover, except that it turns to the exercise of tyrannical power, rather than 

weakness:
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Whan sche was fro hir frendes go

Assoteth of hire love so,

His yhe myhte he noght withholde,

That he ne moste on hir beholde.

And with the sihte he gan desire

And sette his oghne herte on fyre.

And fyr, whan it to tow aprocheth,

To him anon the strengthe acrocheth,

Til with his hete it be devoured;

The tow ne mai noght be socoured.

And so that tirant raviner,

Whan that sche was in his pouer

And he therto sawh time and place,

As he that lost hath alle grace

Forgat he was a wedded man,

And in a rage on hire he ran,

Riht as a wolf which takth his preie. (V. 5617-33)

The desire is actually not particularly different from the description of Artestrathes’ 

daughter’s love for Apollonius of Tyre, except that she becomes sick upon conceiving her 

desire:

Thenkende upon this man of Tyr,

Hire herte is hot as eny fyr,

And otherwhile it is acale;

Now is sche red, nou is sche pale

Riht after the condicion

Of hire ymaginacion. (VIII. 848-53)

Both involve the burning fire of desire, the visual stimulation (either directly, or through 

the imagination) and the potential loss of self-control.  The stories of these powerful 

monarchs and their use of “strengthe” to gain their desire does not seem like good advice 

for mild-mannered Amans, for though they fail at long last, they at least initially succeed. 

Similarly, since Amans does not seem to be in a position of becoming a “tirant” (except, 

perhaps, with his own servants; cf. III. 88ff) Gower’s careful poetic enhancement of the 
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pitiable character of Philomena seems wasted.81  This advice seems wholly useless to 

Amans, especially when extended to 7844 lines, not including the 13 Latin head verses.  

The extensive size of a book which does not seem to apply to Amans poses an important 

question as to what and whose problem is being solved by the advice of the Confessio 

Amantis, especially in the second half of the text.  Yeager argues, “The problem is 

knowing truth from delusion – and (for poets like [Gower]), showing your reader that you 

do.”82  I agree with the first half of this statement, but the rest of it seems to make little 

sense.  It suggests that the reader already knows exactly how to tell truth from delusion, 

and it would make Gower’s project into a long proof of his own intelligence.  If one 

thinks that Gower is writing 32,000 lines of poetry only to advise a fictional version of 

himself and show himself the truth, the entirety of Book V (and most of the rest of the 

Confessio) will make sense only under the the most charitable and contorted reading. 

Amans’ perpetual weakness and desire to be governed are parts of the identity of the 

lover, and are integral to his “innocence” of avarice.  For instance, Amans is innocent of 

parsimony exactly because he is not a king: 

That if the tresor of Cresus

And al the gold Octovien,

Forth with the richesse Yndien

Of perles and of riche stones,

Were al togedre myn at ones,

I sette it at no more acompte

Than wolde a bare straw amonte,

To give it hire al in a day,

Be so that to that suete may

I myhte like or more or lesse.

81 Cf. Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 155.  
82 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 178.
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And thus because of my scarsnesse

Ye mai wel understonde and lieve

That I schal noght the worse achieve

The pourpos which is in my thoght. (V. 4730-44) 

If he were a king, then this would be an issue, but because he is not, he remains 

essentially without opportunity.  His “scarsnesse” makes it impossible for him to even be 

involved in gift-exchange, but his massive exaggeration shows him to be prone to 

prodigality, in a way Gower perhaps recalled from the situation of Edward III and Alice 

Perrers: “Be reson this wot every with . . . Ther sche is maister of the herte/ Sche mot be 

maister of the good” (V. 4762, 4764-5).  He is always mastered, not a master.  He 

responds similarly to rapacity:

For I mi ladi love so,

That thogh I were as was Pompeie,

That al the world me wolde obeie,

Or elles such as Alisandre,

I wolde noght do such a sklaundre. (V. 5532-6)

In the tale of Tereus that follows, Tereus does not go out seeking to rape, but is overcome 

by desire and finds himself with the power to accomplish it.  Amans’ protestations of his 

own lack of power, particularly in the very context and vocabulary of lordship, remind 

the reader that the king is of a completely different person by reason of his power, and, as 

will be clear when we discuss Book VII, Gower is willing to claim that kingly power is 

not limited by any human or positive law.83  The real danger that Gower is proposing is 

one of the king thinking himself a lover, thinking that he, like a non-king, might be able 

to virtuously and reasonably occupy the place of Amans.84 

83 Kendall, in Lordship and Literature, notes that in Book V, “[t]he branches of the book’s leading sin are all 
eleven individually figured over the course of the book as servants of a noble household” (68-9), and the 
household of Avarice has its own magnificence.  As hopefully will become clear in the next chapter, I 
disagree with the degree of importance Kendall places on the presence of “household” terminology, but his 
argument does show Avarice as a competitor to any noble, including a king.  
84 Consider Jean-Charles Payen’s argument that the Roman de la Rose encouraged the “embourgoisement 
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Jason and Medea: Untrue Love

One of Amans’ hyperbolic claims concerns the subject of one of Genius’ tales:

For trewli, fader, I love oon

So wel with al myn hertes thoght,

That certes, thogh sche hadde noght,

And were as povere as Medea,

Which was exiled for Creusa, 

I wolde hir noght the lasse love (V. 2536-40)

Exactly what he means in terms of Medea’s “poverte” is a rather vexing question.  She 

was the daughter of a king, and while she did give up her position as heir to elope with 

Jason, she took a great deal of that inheritence with her, and Jason certainly gained 

(materially) from the relationship.  The mention of Creusa suggests a Medea poor after 

her abandonment.  In either case, Amans’ statement appears to be the hyperbole of a 

lover, and his reference to Medea as a possible stand-in for his beloved depends upon him 

not being like Jason.  He does not desire his beloved for material gain, but protests that he 

loves “in so plein a wise” (V. 2557) that nothing intervenes in the relationship between 

his own heart and the beloved.  Genius’ and Amans’ conversation at this section revolves 

around Amans’ true desire for governance: “al that to good governance/ Belongeth of a 

worthi wiht/ Sche hath pleinli” (V. 2590-2), and “[s]che is the pure hed and welle/ And 

mirour and ensample of goode” (V. 2604-5). Amans cannot see his own concupiscence; 

he describes it as if he is describing the highest good, and his descriptions would not be 

out of place in a hymn to Christ or the Virgin.  He even puts it in terms that ring of 

de l’eros”; another way of looking at this statement in light of the Confessio is that Gower already sees love 
as no longer a noble activity; it might not be bourgeois (in any non-anachronistic way), but it is specifically 
opposed to kingship.  Cf., Payen, “Le Roman de la Rose et la notion de carrefour idéologique”, 
Romanistische Zeitschrift für Literaturgeschichte 1 (1977), 193-203, 195.  Cf. Sadlek, Idleness Working, 
192.  
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religion.  Those who love for money are “out of that [love’s] believe” (V. 2576), and 

Genius, upon hearing Amans’ protestations of why he loves his beloved, rejoins that “it is 

wel do” and “riht good believe” (V. 2626, 2627).  In the Latin head-verses introducing 

Perjurie, Gower links together “riht believe” and the labor of a knight.  The purjurer 

twists “vera . . . fides” (V. iv. 2), seeking women “[s]icut agros” (as [he would] lands; V. 

iv. 3).  Gower concludes with two lines taken directly from Vox Clamantis V: “Fallere  

periuro non est laudanda puellam/ Gloria, set false condicionis opus” (CA V.iv. 7-8; VC 

V. 221-2).  This is the exact moment at which Gower is telling knights to avoid amor, and 

that once engaged, “Est ars nulla viri Veneris subtilior arte,/ Qua sua iura petat arte  

perhennat amor (There is no art of man’s more subtle than the art of Venus, by which art 

love continues to demand its rights; VC V. 223-4). The context is one of deception 

inherent in the fragile fallen reason of both men and women, who each try to deceive the 

other. Amans cannot love “pleinli” because he has deceived himself; he does not realize 

that he has taken concupiscence for reason, a creature for the creator, a woman for a 

governor.  Amans has so completely identified his amorous practice with religious 

practice that he can only be servile, even when questions of labor, class, and religion 

itself should expose his real political persona, and allow him to return again to being 

“Iohn Gowere.”  For Amans, the power of kingship is infinitely distant; there is no 

chance of a decorous relationship to such a political agent.

The longest tale in Book V is that of Jason and Medea, which Gower draws from Benoit 

de Sainte Maure’s Roman de Troie. Winthrop Wetherbee calls it “the most novelistic of 

Gower’s narratives, rich in its insights into the social ambition and the use and abuse of 
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wealth.”85  It is first and foremost a romance, fulfilling Amans request to discuss Perjury 

“[i]n loves cause of time ago” (V.3228), that is, to tell a romance. However, as Wetherbee 

argues, the romance-genre is consistently undermined, and it becomes “an archetypical 

example of the final vanity of chivalric individualism in the absence of the orientation 

provided by a coherent national and historic mission.”86  In this way the tale becomes not 

simply an example of perjury, but “a form of advice to a king.”87  Like Chaucer’s version 

of the Jason and Medea story in the Legend of Good Women, Medea is primarily depicted 

as the object of pity, the abandoned Ovidian woman from the Heroides; however, Gower 

does not forget Horace’s advice completely: “Sit Medea ferox invictaque” (Medea ought 

to be fierce and unconquerable; Ars, 123).88 Neither Jason nor Medea is capable of 

escaping from the power of their own desire, and romance’s “noble” and “worthy” goals 

for both men and women are exposed as concupiscence.  Thus Jason is accounted by 

Genius a “worthi kniht” (V.3256), in a manner that would seem as formulaic as any 

romance.  The reader, accustomed to romance literature, is ready to place him into the 

category of virtue, but Gower works slyly and steadily against this impulse.  In a 

particularly skillful parody of romance description of virtue, Gower opens a giant hole in 

the very nature of knightly worthiness.  Discussing the relation between Peleus and 

Aeson, Aeson

. . . the worhi kniht Jason

85 Winthrop Wetherbee, “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 31.  
86 Wetherbee, “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 33.
87 Kathryn McKinley, “Lessons for a King from Gower’s Confessio Amantis 5”, Metamorphosis: The 
Changing Face of Ovid in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Alison Keith and Stephen Rupp, eds. 
(Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2007), 107-128, 114.  
88 Ellen Shaw Balakian notes that “Gower chooses to depict this particular literary figure as a loving wife in 
a mutually satisfying marriage is extraordinary, for Medea is known throughout antiquity and into the 
Middle Ages as an evil witch, a barbarian who dabbled in black magic” (Ellen Shaw Bakalian, Aspects of  
Love in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (New York: Routledge, 2004), 85).
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Begat, the which in every lond

Alle othre passede of his hond

In armes, so that he the beste

Was named and the worthieste,

He soghte worschipe overal (V.3256-3261).

This greatly abbreviates and alters the description of Jason in Benoit, but follows the 

same general pattern:

Icist Eson un fil aveit

Qui Jason apelez esteit,

De grant beauté e de grant pris

E de grant sen, si com jo truis.

Grant force aveit e grant vertu,

Par maint regne fu coneü;

Mout fu corteis e genz e proz

E mout esteit amez de toz;

Mout por demenot grant noblece

E mout amot gloire e largece. 

(This Aeson had a son who was called Jason, of great beauty, great esteem, and great intellect, if 

he was as I have found.  He had great strength and great virtue, and throughout many kingdoms he 

was known; he was very courteous to nobles and worthy men, and he was greatly loved by all; and 

he lived his life for great nobility, and much he loved glory and largesse.)89 

Without diverging from the form of this romance description, Gower deflates Jason’s 

worthiness.  Benoit’s version is a list of every noble virtue available, of which Jason is 

the premiere representative.  Gower limits the list only to arms.  Excellence in arms was 

no mean thing, but Gower employs the enjambment of 3259 to emphasize that it is the 

only virtue that he possesses.  In the remainder, the contingency and externality of worth 

is further emphasized, again by enjambment.  Jason “the beste/ Was named” and this 

naming Gower makes dependant solely upon his skill in arms.  There is no suggestion of 

any other virtue, and this agent-less naming of the best and the “worthieste” (repeating 

and intensifying the central term) intensifies the emptiness on which that worth is 

89 Benoit de Sainte Maure, Le Roman de Troie, (Paris: Firmin-Didot et cie, 1904-1912), vol. I, 727-36.  
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established.  Specifically, Gower leaves out the political community; while Jason’s 

relationship to his own community is central to Benoit’s description, Gower’s Jason is 

only competitive, and desires an abstracted “worschipe” that seems disconnected from 

community.  This passage also suggests the way in which the romance literature itself can 

deceive; the reader is ready to assume that when the writer names a man “worthy” he is; 

but how that is established is essential to Gower’s reuse of the tale.  Gower does all this 

without disturbing the surface of the romance; instead he waits until the end to effect a 

ripple which alerts the reader.  The last line of this passage uses apposition, but with the 

object rather than the subject of the preceding, and after a long, complex sentence, it  

stands rather awkwardly alone.  It communicates the central problem of this worthiness: 

the desire for the name, for “worschipe.”90  It nearly translates the last line in the Benoit 

passage quoted above, but Gower keeps it detached from any virtue.  

The reader therefore can begin to recognize the ways in which the romance covers over 

the workings of virtue. Gower maintains that romance appearance in order to suggest 

what Genius and Amans are unable to locate: the lack of trouthe (moral and intellectual) 

at the heart of fin amour, and the accessory part of romance in making this lack of trouthe 

difficult to place before the eyes of reason, “videre/ Que racionis erunt” (to see the things 

of reason; VIII.ii.3-4).  Instead, vision is associated with curiosity and desire, the failure 

of reason, as Jason desires to se “the straunge regiouns” and knowledge is limited as well 

to “the condiciouns/ Of othre marches” (V.3282, 3283).  

What is Jason seeking?  The Golden Fleece was often interpreted as a symbol of royal or 

90 Cf. VC V.5.
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imperial power by ancient and medieval readers, and in 1429 Philip the Good of 

Burgundy founded the Order of the Golden Fleece, modeled after the English Order of 

the Garter and with the monarch at its center.91  I think that this was certainly an option 

for Gower’s readers, but Gower himself (as usual) never specifies it as such.  However, 

Gower does tell the story of the Fleece’s origin, the escape of Phrixus and Helle from 

their devious stepmother, Ino.  Ino “let do sowe/ The lond with sode whete” (V. 4280-1) 

to create a famine so that she might recommend to king Athemas that Phrixus and Helle, 

his children with his previous spouse, be sacrificed to Ceres.  Ino is utterly uninterested in 

the common good, and even gets the temple priests to perjure themselves so that her 

private desire, the death of the children, might be accomplished.  She works “be sleyhte 

and be covine” (V. 4283), and deceives the king, who chooses what to him seems best for 

the commonwealth.  Juno, who Genius has described as “the goddesse/ Of regnes bothe 

and richesse” (V. 1179-80), provides the golden ram as an escape, and is the cult object of 

Phixus when he arrives in Colchis (V. 4355).  The tale is another excellent exemplum for 

perjury, as the temple priests are guilty of the crime, and Ino guilty of suborning it, all for 

personal gain.  However, it is told because Amans, who has “herde it ofte seie/ Hou Jason 

tok the flees aweie/ Fro Colchos” (V. 4231-3), but does not know the origin of the Fleece, 

and asks Genius to tell it as if it were a digression (V. 4235-7).  Told in reverse 

chronological order (that is, after the “Tale of Jason and Medea”), the “Tale of Phrixus 

and Helle” reveals how the Fleece has become an object removed from its political 

signification, in both Jason’s and Amans’ mind.  After hearing this tale, we can 

understand that Jason is seeking a symbol of royal power, “of regnes both and richesse”, 

91 John Kevin Newman, “The Golden Fleece: Imperial Dream”, Brill’s Companion to Apollonius Rhodius, 
Theodore D. Papanghelis and Antonios Rengakos, eds. (Boston: Brill, 2008), 413-44, esp. 416-27.  
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but without understanding its signification.  This is the failure of “trouthe”, in terms of 

Gower’s interest in the correlation and congruence of sign and signifier.

Gower’s interest in the visual throughout the “Tale of Jason and Medea” reveals the 

flatness of Jason’s (and Medea’s) conception of desire.  As Kathryn McKinley observes, 

Gower alters Benoit’s narrative in order to increases “the mutuality of Jason and Medea’s 

love”, rather than focusing, as Ovid did, on Medea’s developing amor.92  This mutuality, 

however, is based upon a description of their seeing each other:

And Jason, which good hiede nam,

Whan he hire sih, agein hire goth;

And sche, which was him nothing loth,

Welcomede him into that lond,

And softe tok him be the hond,

And doun thei seten bothe same.

Sche hadde herd spoke of his name

And of his grete worthinesse.

Forthi sche gan hir yhe impresse

Upon his face and his stature,

And thoghte hou nevere creature

Was so wel farende as was he.

And Jason riht in such degré

Ne mihte noght withholde his lok,

Bot so good hiede on hire he tok,

That him ne thoghte under the hevene

Of beauté sawh he nevere hir evene,

With al that fell to wommanhiede.

Thus ech of other token hiede,

Thogh ther no word was of record.

Here hertes bothe of on acord

Ben set to love, bot as tho

Ther mihten be no wordes mo. (V. 3370-92)

92 McKinley, “Lessons for a King”, 114, cf. Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 90.
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Gower emphasizes the wordlessness of this encounter, and his description lingers over 

the beautiful surfaces of these two lovers.  Medea’s “yhe” is “impressed” by Jason’s 

image, that image as objectified as the “name” that she had heard before.  Jason “mihte 

noght withholde his lok”; his desire for seeing her beauty is overpowering.  Their looks 

are “tokens” which they exchange, and the “mutuality” that McKinley describes is also 

mutually shallow.  The Fleece also becomes an object, in a description that C.S. Lewis, 

Yeager and Wetherbee have singled out for its visual power:

The flees he tok and goth to bote,

The sonne schyneth bryhte and hote,

The flees of gold schon forth withal,

The water glistreth overal. (V. 3731-4)93

Wetherbee remarks that “[f]or a moment we see the world in wholly materialist terms, as 

nature itself becomes the setting for the glittering object of Jason’s quest.”94  The material 

of the gold fills the eye in its reflection, and Gower’s anaphora in these two couplets 

poetically assists to overcome the mind’s eye.  Yeager notes that despite Gower’s general 

disinterest in describing “how the sun shone or the water glistened”, these lines are 

completely original to him.95  Yeager explains that this visual moment is in fact an 

important element in how recognition functions.  Medea, waiting on a tower watching for 

Jason, “whan sche sih withinne a while/ The flees glistrende agein the sonne,/ Sche saide, 

'Ha lord, now al is wonne’” (V. 3742-4).  Like the reader, she is overcome with the 

superficial power of the Fleece, which “functions not only as the end of Jason’s quest, but 

93 Cf. Lewis, Allegory of Love, 206.
94 Wetherbee, “Rome, Troy, and Culture”, 32.
95 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 118.  Cf. Burrow, Ricardian Poetry, for the classic statement of Gower’s 
“light pointing” though he, like Yeager identifies a “cinematic” aspect in some of Gower heavier pointing 
(76-7), and the introduction of Genius in Spenser’s Faerie Queene II.xii. first describes a hyper-realistic 
ivory carving of the story of Jason and Medea, “With vermell, like the boyes bloud therein shed,/ A piteous 
spectacle did represent,/ And otherwhiles with gold besprinkeled” (Faerie Queene, II.xii.45); Spenser like 
Gower uses gold to transform this horrific story into an object of desire.
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also as a sign, first telegraphing, then standing for, his triumph.”96  It is as that sign that 

the Fleece is detached from politics, and becomes for Jason, as Yeager puts it, the 

“equivalent to identity.”97  It becomes Jason’s personal power; the townspeople attribute it 

to magic, arguing that “Jason was a faie kniht,/ For it was nevere of mannes miht/ The 

flees of gold so for to winne” (V. 3768-70).  Of course, they are half right; it is Medea, 

and not his “mannes miht” that makes this possible.  This symbol of his power rests not 

upon “mannes miht” (or, as Gower put it in Book IV, “mannes werk”), but upon a secret 

erotic encounter, which, even though it produces oaths, is contingent. Here is the lack of 

“trouthe” at the heart of Jason’s “worthinesse.”

Medea’s role is just as important as Jason’s.  As Ruth Morse has stated in her study of 

medieval versions of Medea, “it is difficult to overemphasize just how unusual she 

[Medea] is.”98  This unusualness is primarily in terms of the different manifestations of 

her gender; she is at times the innocent ingénue, the abandoned lover, the witch, the 

child-murderer, the vengeful demi-goddess, and the martyr for love.  Morse’s study 

reveals the extent to which different Medeas influence and are influenced by the major 

tragic female characters of ancient and medieval stories of love, especially those of Dido 

and Ariadne.99 Amans’ claim that he would not abandon her together with Jason’s 

abandonment of her for Creusa, stand next to each other over the pit of blind 

concupiscence.  She can be so many different experiences of the feminine, but the final 

experience is that femininity is contingent.100  Jason begins his adventure seeing his own 

96 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 119.  
97 Yeager, John Gower’s Poetic, 120.  
98 Ruth Morse, The Medieval Medea (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1996), 15.  
99 Morse, Medieval Medea, 39-44.
100 Balakian argues for a more charitable reading of Gower’s handing of Jason and Medea, noting that 
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chances for success as dependent upon a changeable female, Fortune; when told by Oetes 

that “it lith in no mannes myth” (V. 3344), Jason responds:

. . . Of every worldes cure

Fortune stant in aventure,

Per aunter wel, per aunter wo.

Bot hou as evere that it go,

It schal be with myn hond assaied. (V. 3349-53)

In a parallel to the “mannes miht” after his accomplishment, even at the beginning he 

relies on a changeable female figure to actually make his knightly power possible.  Such 

a statement might be a convention of romance, but every figure in Gower who puts 

himself in the hands of Fortune comes off poorly; it is similar for those who put 

themselves under the power of women.  They are not stable signs, and they undermine 

the persona of the male.

Gower’s Medea begins as a cliché of romance conventions.  Her desire for Jason is 

motivated by his fame (“Sche hadde herd spoke of his name/ And of his grete 

worthinesse”; V. 3376-7), and “his face and stature” (V. 3379).  When Jason enters the 

bedroom, Medea, “with simple chiere and meke,/ Whan sche him sih, wax al aschamed” 

(V. 3480-1).  Rather than emphasize Medea’s power, in terms of her science, her magical 

abilities, or her capacity with herbs, Genius transforms her power into pillow-talk and 

lovers’ trinkets.  She explains the dangers facing Jason post-coitus: “And thanne of leisir 

sche him tolde,/ And gan fro point to point enforme/ Of his bataile and al the forme” (V. 

“Gower . . . studiously avoids the anti-feminist rhetoric Guido favors” (Bakalian, Aspects of Love, 98), 
finds Medea to have “clear and admirable motives” for her “aggressive” love (90) and that Medea and 
Jason appear to genuinely love each other (91).  I would suggest that Gower keeps the focus on Jason (a 
focus established in Amans’ statement to Genius), and the mutual “love” between them originates in the 
private; it thus continues for Medea, but not for Jason, especially once he begins to function politically.
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3500-2).  The ring of invisibility, the fire-proof unguent, and the “glu” are a “present” (V. 

3595), and while she possesses them and knows how to use them, the occasion of their 

giving (lovers separating at daybreak) suggests the passing of a valuable love-token more 

than the assistance of a powerful sorceress.  There is no indication that Medea made the 

ring or unguent; they were in her possession in the same way that the lady in Gawain and 

the Green Knight possessed the belt.  Upon his leaving, she weeps and swoons like any 

typical romance heroine (V. 3634-47).  As Morse suggests, “[t]hese may look like the 

clichés of romance, and indeed, that is what they are, but they are here in order to push 

Medea towards a certain kind of heroine.”101  It is a heroine who transforms from 

subservient and feminine to vengeful in an instant, which Morse argues “exposes the 

apparent safety of ‘romance’ [as] a mirage.”102  

While I agree with Morse that Medea’s violent and total destruction of Creusa, Jason’s 

new wife, at the end of the tale exposes the falseness of the romance form, there are 

multiple forms of “trouthe” functioning.  Genius fixates upon the oath, derived directly 

from Benoit’s explication of the amorous “fealty oath” that Jason swears to Medea:

Jason issi li otreia,

Mes envers lie se parjura,

Covenant ne lei ne li tint;

Espoir por ço li mesavint.

Here Jason consented, but he perjured himself to her, and held himself to neither covenant or law; 

perhaps this is why she came to grief.103

Chaucer also fixates upon the false oath of Jason, telling the stories of Hypsipyle and 

Medea together, drawing upon their shared inclusion in Ovid’s Heroides.  In Chaucer, 

101 Morse, Medieval Medea, 223.
102 Morse, Medieval Medea, 224. 
103 Benoit, Roman de Troie, 1621-4, translation based upon Morse.  Note as well Gower’s echo of 
“covenant” in V. 3449.
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Medea becomes a representative figure of “trouthe” (LGW. F. 1664), and as Kurt Olsson 

points out, Chaucer’s easy identification of them as “martirs” in the cause of love effaces 

Hypsipyle’s condemnation of Medea’s “barbaric” violence and her own impotent desire 

for vengeance, to become “Medeae Medea” (a Medea to Medea; Her. VI. 151).104  While 

Ovid’s Hypsipyle and Medea stress the broken promises of Jason, they are remarkably 

different in their approach to those promises and their own feminine role, and their 

relationship is quite complex.  While Hypsipyle describes a barbarian sorceress operating 

outside of Greek decorum, who is the primary agent in Jason’s betrayal, Medea sees 

herself as being “owed” Jason’s fidelity, and appeals in that debt to an ethic beyond the 

Greek/barbarian distinction.  At the end of her letter, she has not yet determined her 

course of revenge; Medea is not yet an agent.

Chaucer and Gower are invested in related projects, dealing with the exploitation of their 

Ovidian inheritance.  The pity that Ovid’s readers feel for the abandoned women of the 

Heroides is a manufactured pity.  Ovid’s eristic rhetoric (both internal to individual 

letters, and between them) is a constant reminder of the artificiality of their feminine 

emotions, and the reader finds his (or her) pity everywhere and constantly limited. 

Chaucer’s adaptation of pagan Ovid to the saint’s legend uses this Christian form of pity-

production in such a way as to present anew for a medieval audience the limits that Ovid 

had established.  The earnestness of Chaucer’s narrator-persona only intensifies the 

affective/rhetorical function of the project: like a preacher using the powerful though 

implausible stories of the early martyrs to convert, the narrator-persona (like Chaucer’s 

Pardoner) comes under a special kind of scrutiny in relation to the affect he hopes to 

104 Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 159-60, and cf. Verducci, Ovid’s Toyshop of the Heart, 34-55.  
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generate and the goals he wishes to accomplish.  Chaucer’s narrator in the Legend of  

Good Women is also a persona whose political identity is fully artificial; his allegiances 

are defined by the court intrigue of “preysing of the flour again the leef” (LGW, F. 189), 

and then the tyrannical court of the God of Love.  His histories are removed from politics 

and reformed as objects of pity.  Gower uses Genius in a similar way; Genius’ claim for 

this tale’s “auctorité” (V. 3242) reveals the fact that he is rendering a political tale as a 

pathetic one.  “The Tale of Jason and Medea” is ostensibly from the “bok of Troie” (V. 

3245), that is, Benoit; but when Genius explains the tale’s moral of the “sorwe” brought 

on by perjury in love, he states, “For this, which I have told tofore,/ Ovide telleth 

everydel” (V. 4228-9).  Gower reveals that Genius allows the Ovidian, with its 

particularly artificial and pathetic affect, to control and influence the historia of the 

exempla that he tells.  

In the tale of Jason and Medea, he accomplishes this in several ways.  First, by using a 

method not dissimilar from Chaucer’s, Gower emphasizes the religious quality of the 

marriage between Jason and Medea.  Pagan religious ceremony and devotion are neither 

simply assimilated to their Christian equivalent nor simply rejected; for instance, the 

travesty of the Annunciation in Mundus and Paulina (I. 762ff) firmly separates carnal 

pagan from spiritual Christian interaction between the divine (or pseudo-divine) and 

human, but relies upon their basic similarity for its critique of priesthood generally. 

While maintaining the difference between pagan and Christian, the tale explores how 

difficult such maintenance can be, and how difficult is the maintenance of virtue in 

general.  Medea and Jason have a “true” marriage, and Medea makes certain of this: “For 
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sikernesse of mariage/ Sche fette forth a riche ymage,/ Which was figure of Jupider,/ And 

Jason swor” (V. 3483-6).  The obvious contrast is the “marriage” of Aeneas and Dido in 

Aeneid IV, in which the marriage, while endorsed by Juno, does not involve the exchange 

of oaths, and allows Aeneas to remain pius when he leaves Dido behind.  In Genius’ tale, 

the contrast with Dido and the later perjury of Jason point to another valence of the 

“truth” that is in marriage: a difference that depends upon swearing upon an image of 

Jupiter and the image of a saint.  Their pagan marriage is not designed, as is Christian 

marriage, to “modefie” the carnal, but is an exchange of pleasure, and here, an exchange 

of sexual pleasure for wealth.  Jason “wolde hire holde for his wif” (V. 3492) only if “he 

his purpos myhte winne” (V. 3489).105  The propriety of the marriage encourages pity for 

Medea, but at the same time its pagan and carnal nature produces the distance necessary 

to fully encounter its artificiality.  Gower intensifies this further by using anachronism in 

Jason’s decision regarding his desire: he “tok himself Seint John to borwe,/ And seide he 

wolde ferst beginne/ At love, and after for to winne/ The flees of gold” (V. 3416-9).106 

The Christian reference of his oath to pleasure and gain illustrates the very problem of 

perjury in a context dedicated to carnality and by its anachronism, the artificiality of the 

entire tale.  

Jason’s perjury, the ostensible focus of the tale, is contextualized into a pagan, carnal, and 

mercenary world.  While this does not excuse his perjury (Genius is not wrong to use this 

105 Gower is especially crafty with his end-rhymes here in V. 3487-90; Jason’s oath involves a double use of 
“helpe” (as divine justice and Medea’s assistance) and a dependent relationship between the rhymes 
“winne” and “atwinne” (that is, if he winnes, they will not atwinne).  The double-meaning of these words 
as end-rhymes not only presage Jason’s doubleness, but reveal the mercenary quality of the marriage from 
the start. 
106 Gower is adept here as well with the ends of his deceptively simple lines, where the two enjambments of 
3417 and 3418 imply the arbitrariness of his choice of beginning, and the centrality of his “winning.”  
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tale as he does), it changes the valence of perjury.  Gower articulates this as Ovidian in a 

way comparable to though formally different than Chaucer’s; he integrates a Hypsipylic 

description of Medea into the tale.  Gower has already made certain that Genius, through 

praeteritio, has removed the tale of Medea from the historia of Troy and its political 

context (V. 3301-10); Gower eliminates history and politics from the text, while 

indicating their presence.  This neatly parallels and assists Genius’ later digression on 

Medea’s witchcraft (V. 3957ff).  So far, the tale of Medea has given no indication of 

either her barbarism or her danger; she behaves exactly like any other courtly female 

figure.  Genius’ digression, which carries the same tossed-off quality of his earlier 

praeterito, discusses her magical regeneration of Aeson, which Genius insists has nothing 

to do with the story, but “yit for the novellerie/ I thenke tellen a partie” (V. 3955-6).  In 

this digression, Medea is revealed in her full agency and power: she can call upon 

Hecate, ride throughout the earth on a chariot pulled by dragons, make herself invisible, 

lift great weight, perform powerful magic both with and without herbs, and change shape. 

The digression serves to produce the same contrast as the letters of Hypsipyle and Medea 

in Ovid; while Medea’s letter is that of an abandoned woman, one owed a debt by her 

absent husband, Hypsipyle’s letter describes a Medea that “semeth faie and no womman” 

and one that “passeth over manneskinde” (V. 4105, 4110).  It produces conflicting affects; 

while the tale stirs pity for Medea (and disapproval for Jason), as does Heroides X, so has 

it produced fear and disgust at Medea’s unnaturalness, as does Heroides VI.  The conflict 

in the tale reveals the artificiality of its construction, and points to the context of this  

historia.  These affects point to the moral lessons of trouthe. First, that trouthe, once 

plighted, is inviolate; the king whose trouthe is worthless, despite his accomplishments, 
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will be not be worthy.  This Amans is able to determine:

. . . who that hath tobroke

His trouthe, as ye have told above,

He is noght worthi for to love

Ne be beloved, as me semeth. (V.  4362-5)

Second, that the truth of affect is impossible to make certain.  Medea’s marriage-oath, 

which she gains from Jason for “sikernesse” fails when Jason’s affect does.  There can be 

no certainty when affect guides reason.  Finally, that the love of the feminine cannot be 

the reason for “mannes werk” or “mannes miht”, especially in the kingly office. 

Feminine contingency is fundamentally opposed, for Gower, to masculine power.  Jason’s 

desire is exclusively personal, and Gower exposes how such desire, in its opposition to 

the common good, is not only socially destructive, but makes man unable to maintain a 

propria persona.  What makes righteousness is not the relationship between man and 

woman (which depends on affect), but the political and moral decorum that produces the 

persona.  
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Chapter 6: The Love of Kings

In the last three books of the Confessio Amantis, Gower uses the persona of the king to 

situate the reader properly and decorously in regard to amorous desire.  Book VII and its 

“mirror for princes” form is a digression in the discourse of Amans and Genius, but an 

absolutely necessary step in the education of the reader.  I wish to argue that the reader 

must recognize that Amans and Genius are not characters with whom to identify but 

rhetorical personae.  Their development is contingent and provisional but nonetheless 

rationally and thoughtfully directed towards the education of the reader.  The king is not 

merely a political object of reverence or support, nor a symbol of universal self-rule 

(though he is both of those things); he is a real person who must properly and decorously 

execute his rhetorical persona, who must be in a decorous relationship with his political 

context at all times, even though that context is contingent.  Apollonius is not the “ideal” 

ruler, because there can be no such thing (there are no “ideal” political conditions);1 

however, he is a ruler, and his negotiation of his often unfortunate circumstances 

illustrates how knowledge of one’s own propria persona can make the provisional 

judgments of rule decorous and “trewe.”

Book VI: Royally Drunk

Book VI is the shortest Book of the Confessio Amantis, and deals with a sin that 

immediately might not seem particularly pertinent to love: gluttony.  However, Genius 

presents gluttony (gula), less in its relation to physical consumption, and more as desire 

1 Cf. Minnis, “‘Moral Gower’ and Medieval Literary Theory”, 76-7 for a contrary position.  
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itself in its purest, least governed form.2 In some way, it makes sense that this is the 

shortest book of the Confessio, because once Genius makes the analogy between gula in 

general and gula amantorum, it is not difficult to grasp.3  For this reason, Russell Peck 

calls Book VI  “only a shadow” of the earlier categorical organization.4  Most of the tales 

are short and exemplary, and do not develop extensive poetic discourses.  For instance, 

“The Tale of Tristram and Isolde”, one of the great stories of fin amour, is told in a mere 

18 lines, and functions more as an emblem than a narrative.5  The most important and 

most fully developed of the early tales in this Book is “The Tale of Jupiter and the Two 

Casks”, which advances a theme running throughout the Confessio, of the confused 

relationship between “chance” and “pourveance” (VI. 325, 326). Though the gods 

(especially Cupid) are involved in the distribution of the two kinds of “love drinke”, one 

which brings pleasure and the other which brings pain, Cupid’s blindness means that 

“[f]ulofte he goth amis/ And takth the bade for the goode” (349-50).  Thus men are hurt 

“[w]ithoute cause” (VI. 353), and Cupid’s blindness “makth men drunke al upon 

chaunce/ Without lawe of goverance” (VI. 363-4). Cupid takes the place of Fortune (who 

distributes the drink in the version of this tale in the Roman de la Rose).  Throughout the 

short narratives of Book VI, Genius associates gula with a complete lack of governance 

and reason, by far the most extreme of all the sins he has so far described.6  In both the 

2 Peck, in Kingship and Common Profit, suggests that the “poem’s concern shifts from categories of sin to 
the general psychology of willfulness” (125).  I only wish to suggest that gula is a sin that is directly 
connected to physical desire in ways the other sins are not.  
3 Both James Wimsatt and Masayoshi Itô consider the metaphoric relationship between love and gluttony to 
fail logically (though Itô considers it at least poetically successful); cf. Wimsatt, Allegory and Mirror:  
Tradition and Structure in Middle English Literature (New York: Pegasus Press, 1970), 156-8, and Itô, 
John Gower, 11-13.  
4 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 125.
5 While Schmitz considers this part and parcel of Gower’s lack of interest in romance, I would suggest that 
Genius simply does not need much more than this emblematic example.  Götz Schmitz, The Middel Weie:  
Stil- und Aufbauformen in John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Bonn: Bouvier, 1974), 115n.  
6 Peck suggests that here especially “Sin and good kingship are antithetical concepts”, (Peck, Kingship and 
Common Profit, 142).  Peck quotes CTr III. 486, Est qui peccator, non esse potest dominator” (He who is a 
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Latin and English introductions to the Book, Gower names gula as “que nostrum 

maculauit prima parentum” (what first stained our parents; VI.i.1), and “[t]he grete senne 

original” (VI. 1).  R.F. Yeager has argued convincingly how gluttony could come to be 

understood as original sin, referencing not only Cassian, but a number of more 

contemporary penitential writers.7  I would suggest that standing behind this connection 

is the Augustinian doctrine of human concupiscence, whereby on account of the first sin, 

“tunc ergo coepit caro concupiscere aduersus spiritum, cum qua controuersia nati  

sumus, trahentes originem mortis et in membris nostris uitiataque natura contentionem 

eius siue uictoriam de prima praeuaricatione gestantes” (then, therefore, the flesh began 

to lust against the spirit, in which conflict we are born, drawing forth an origin of death, 

and bearing in our members, and in our deformed nature, the contention or even victory 

of the flesh; Civ. Dei XIII.xiii).  Augustine develops this line of thought further in De 

Civitate Dei XIV, in which the vita carnali not only alienates the sinner from God, but 

from the City of God: “non tamen amplius quam duo quaedam genera humanae 

societatis existerent, quas ciuitates duas secundum scripturas nostras merito appellare  

possemus. una quippe est hominum secundum carnem, altera secundum spiritum uiuere 

in sui cuiusque generis pace uolentium et, cum id quod expetunt adsequuntur, in sui  

cuiusque generis pace uiuentium” (nevertheless, there do not exist more than two kinds 

of human society, which we rightly are able to call the two cities according to our writing. 

One is of men living according to the flesh, and the other according to the spirit, each 

desiring their own kind of peace, and when they accomplish what they seek, they each 

live in that kind of peace; Civ. Dei XIV.1).  The concupiscence produced by original sin is 

sinner, cannot be a ruler).
7 R.F. Yeager, “Aspects of Gluttony in Chaucer and Gower”, in Studies in Philology, Vol. 81, No. 1 (Winter, 
1984), pp. 42-55.
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not merely individual, but determines the kind of society in which individuals live.8  As 

Genius illustrates in the short political tales that begin his discussion of Book VI, 

drunkenness and desire lead to war and tyranny (consider the Centaurs in “The Marriage 

of Pirithous”, Galba and Vitellius in their tale, and Nero in his).  

Book VI focuses much more (at least in terms of percentage of lines) on Amans and 

Genius speaking to each other about the sins rather than on the narratives themselves. 

Amans’ confessions are often considerably longer than the tales to which he responds, 

and are considerably more poetically developed.9  Amans produces a beautiful discussion 

of his sensual drunkenness, especially in its attention to the visual.  Amans is “so drunken 

of that sihte [of his beloved]” (VI. 183) that he cannot be satisfied, which he finds 

alternately sweet and painful.  His constant, uninterrupted gaze produces “[i]n stede of 

drinke I underfonge/ A thought so swete in mi corage/ That nevere pyment ne vernage/ 

Was half so swete for to drinke” (VI. 216-9).  This produces such an ecstasy that he 

imagines that he “were in Goddes barm” (VI. 228), but instead “awakes” (though he has 

not been asleep; only “drunk”) in “wo” (VI. 233), and “beginne/ To take of love a newe 

thorst” (VI. 236-7).  Amans is particularly self-conscious about the cyclical and irrational 

nature of this drunkenness, and his metaphors are particularly resonant: his beings “in 

Goddes barm” looks forward to “The Tale of Dives and Pauper”, and his statement that 

“[t]he boteler is noght mi frend” (VI. 295) prepares for the role of Cupid in “The Tale of 

Jupiter and the Two Casks.”  His explication of his delicacy is a poetic tour-de-force of 

8 Yeager, in “John Gower and the Uses of Allusion”, Res Publica Litterarum 7 (1984), 201-13, also 
discusses the social, moral, and spiritual problems attendent to Gluttony.
9 Cf. J.A. Burrow, “The Portrayal of Amans in ‘Confessio Amantis’”, Responses and Reassessments, 5-24, 
9.  
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fin amour metaphor: using the language of food, his relationship with his beloved takes 

on the contingency of appetite and hunger; at one time he will “faste” (VI. 701), hoping 

to be fed “with her glad semblant” (VI. 707), but is forced instead to feed only on “wo” 

(VI. 718).  The Latin marginalia divide part of his confession into “visus in amore” (VI. 

753), “auris in amore” (VI. 830), and finally, “Qualiter cogitates impressiones leticie  

ymaginatiuas cordibus inserit amantum” (How mental impressions sow imaginations of 

happiness in the hearts of lovers; VI. 969).  The English poetry is conventional, but 

Amans does not deny this: he admits, 

Min ere with a good pittance 

Is fedd of redinge of romance 

Of Ydoine and of Amadas,

. . .

For whan I of here loves rede,

Min er with the tale I fede;

And with the lust of here histoire

Somtime I drawe into memoire

Hou sorwe mai noght evere laste (VI. 877-9, 883-7)

He admits that he inflames his own passions through reading these inflammatory stories, 

and takes over from them not only the hope of success, but also their very language.  His 

persona is rhetorically bound to the language of fin amour.10  He produces extended 

conceits, developing a blazon (VI. 767ff.) an long metaphor of feasting (the entire 

section, but especially VI. 889ff.) and several other common but well-conceived 

metaphors (such as the particularly evocative, “I licke hony on the thorn” (VI. 928).  

Genius responds to Amans’ desire, over-stimulated by romance, by turning for the first 

10 Paul Olson argues that the reference to Amadas is part of Gower’s “increasing criticism of the gestour or 
romancer for his empty feeding of emotion”, The Canterbury Tales and the Good Society (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1986), 110.
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time in the entire Confessio Amantis to a New Testament story, that of Dives and Lazarus. 

He directly opposes “the bokes thou [Amans] myth rede” (VI. 962) to “these holi bokes” 

(VI. 966).  Genius’ conclusion to this tale is interesting, however, for it does not deal 

directly with the poetic affects on which Amans himself spent so much time.  Instead, he 

directs Amans to governance, “[t]hat bodili delicacie/ Of him that geveth non almesse/ 

Schal after falle in gret distresse” (VI. 1116-8), and “he that is a governour/ Of worldes 

good, if he be wys,/ Withinne his herte he set no pris/ Of all the world” (VI. 1128-31). 

Nonetheless, Genius does not order a complete denial of worldly goods, in the way which 

made Celestine a poor governor; instead, he insists that the worldly governor

The nouches and the riche ringes,

The cloth of gold and the perrie

He takth, and yit delicacie

He leveth, thogh he were al this.

The beste mete that ther is

He ett, and drinkth the beste drinke;

Bot hou that evere he ete or drinke,

Delicacie he put aweie,

As he which goth the rihte weie

Noght only for to fiede and clothe

His bodi, bot his soule bothe.

Bot thei that taken otherwise

Here lustes, ben none of the wise;

And that whilom was schewed eke,

If thou these olde bokes seke,

Als wel be reson as be kinde,

Of olde ensample as men mai finde. (VI. 1134-50)

Genius is putting forth an extremely difficult life for governors, one that is nearly as 

spiritually rigorous as the vowed religious life.  Exactly how this relates to Amans is 

difficult immediately to reckon; Amans has never made any pretension to be a governor, 

and if he is a version of Gower, even a very artificial persona of him, there is no way in 
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which he might be assumed to be a ruler.11  While one can make the argument (following 

Peck and Olsson, and relying on VIII. 2111-20)12 that every man is a king over his own 

actions the description above is not general; it applies directly and only to actual 

governors and the wealth to which they have access. Genius’ next direction, to magic and 

witchcraft, seems an odd choice, as the link to gluttony does not immediately present 

itself.13  However, both the tales of Ulysses and Telegonus and of Nectanbus deal with 

rulers’ misuse of power, and specifically wherein a ruler is operating as if “[t]her is no 

God, ther is no lawe” (VI. 1278), and Genius’ rhetoric uses a conceit of blindness.14 

Amans, in one of his funniest lines, responds to Genius’ long discourse on the dangers of 

magic, “I wot noght o word what ye mene” (VI. 1364).  Amans does not know anything 

about magic, and while he suggests that he would engage in magic if he might 

“overcome/ Hire love, which I most coveite” (VI. 1372-3), he is clearly not capable.  I 

wish to suggest that Gower’s strategy is actually to differentiate in these later books 

between the Amans and the “grete men” to whom he is writing.  Amans is a conventional 

figure, purely “one loving.”  Amans’ utter impotence (practically through most of the 

Confessio, and literally only at the end of the text) contrasts him with the power of kings 

and politicians, who again and again are described as able to do the very things that 

Amans cannot.  The restriction on kingly power described above is not meant for Amans, 

but for “grete” men tempted by amor, and the wise men who might advise them.  The 

11 Simpson finds this confusing, and his resolution, that “for Gower the king’s self is inextricably bound up 
with the selves of his subjects” is too vague to explain the relation; Sciences and the Self, 281.
12 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 172-3 and Kurt Olsson, “Natural Law and John Gower’s Confessio 
Amantis.”
13 Yeager, “Aspects of Gluttony”, provides a number of convincing reasons for the connection.  I would also 
suggest that Gower might have in mind Gal. 5:19, which includes witchcraft (veneficia) in a list of 
activities that are “opera carnis”; Gal. 5:17 is the Biblical support for Civ. Dei XIII.xiii.  Cf. Olsson, 
Structures of Conversion, 171.  
14 One who employs witchcraft “seth nothing/ bot as the blinde/ Withoute insyhte of his corage/ He doth 
merveilles in his rage” (VI. 1274-6).  
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real danger is an amans rex, a king taking on the persona of an amans.  While the 

emotional desires of Amans remain essentially “privé” throughout the text of the 

Confessio, the amans rex is always a public persona; while Amans is too weak to gain his 

love by any truly nefarious design (for he often confesses the desire to sin, simply not the 

ability or act), a king is not.  Amans himself is a poetic temptation to rulers and the 

debates over the nobility of rule are central to the final end of the Confessio.  The great 

man, king or magnate, who in his reading of works such as the Roman de la Rose finds 

his desire inflamed and wishes to take on the role Amant/Amans, is the real subject of 

Gower’s poem, and his primary audience.  

Therefore, Ulysses and Nectanabus are models of amantes who essentially have 

unlimited power.  Ulysses is introduced as a male fantasy; schooled in every possible art, 

both Calipsa and Circes try to seduce him through the power of their magic and take “[a]l 

that he hath of worldes good” (VI. 1439).  He turns the tables: “Thei couthe much, he 

couthe more” (VI. 1441), and “[h]e tok of hem so wel his part” (VI. 1460).  Peck remarks 

on the irony that it is Ulysses rather than his men who is gluttonous in the Circe 

episode ;15 he gets both the pleasure and the victory.  Even his return is greeted by his 

people in what must have been a Ricardian fantasy: the people “Taillage upon himself 

thei sette,/ And as it were of pure dette/ Thei geve here goodes to the king” (VI. 1501-3). 

Considering Richard’s considerable problems levying taxes, a public which taxes itself is 

an amazing possibility.  Nectanabus is less a king (or only briefly a king) than an advisor 

with the kind of access that the magnates feared Richard’s favorites enjoyed; as a “clerk” 

(VI. 1875), he functions as both an advisor and confessor to the queen of Macedonia, 

15 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 130-3.  
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Olimpias (cf. VI. 2013ff.).  His ability to change his shape and convince her that their 

sexual congress is in fact a blessing of the gods not only hearkens back to “The Tale of 

Mundus and Paulina” in Book I,16 but reveals the difference between the poetic, artificial 

Amans who is always desirous and unfulfilled because of his essential powerlessness and 

the functioning of desire within the halls of power.  All of Genius’ exempla are occupied 

with the justice that finally comes upon those kings or advisors.  In pagan contexts, 

Fortune finally balances extremities of power, and the misuse of power is proportionate 

to the irony with which they die (Ulysses by his illegitimate son, Telegonus, and 

Nectanabus by his illegitimate son, Alexander).  Zoroaster is simply killed by “a worthi 

king” (VI. 2375), and Saul, the non-pagan, by violating the very law he made against 

witchcraft (cf. VI. 2385-6).  These tales are not particularly useful for Amans, if we 

consider him to be a persona of John Gower, at best a wealthy armiger.  Book VI and the 

“Mirror for Princes” that is found in Book VII function best if we see Amans becoming 

less identical with Genius’ audience, but a poetic temptation in himself.  This is not a 

change in Amans’ “character” for I would resist employing that category; Gower is 

exposing Amans’ blindness to his own concupiscence as a threat to the political realities 

of the readers.

The Central Place of the Ruler

Amans initiates Book VII by requesting a break from confession; ostensibly interested in 

the education of Alexander after the “Tale of Nectanabus”, he tells Genius,

16 Cf. Lewis, Allegory of Love, 212, and Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 41, Peter Beidler, “’The 
Tale of Acteon,’ ‘The Tale of Acis and Galatea’, and ‘Diabolical Treachery in the Tale of Nectanabus’”,  
John Gower’s Literary Transformations in the Confessio Amantis: Original Articles and Translations, Peter 
Beidler, ed. (Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1982), 7-14, 83-90, 88, among others.
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As I you herde speke above

Hou Alisandre was betawht

To Aristotle, and so wel tawht

Of al that to a king belongeth,

Wherof min herte sore longeth

To wite what it wolde mene.

For be reson I wolde wene

That if I herde of thinges strange,

Yit for a time it scholde change

Mi peine, and lisse me somdiel. (VI. 2410-9)

Amans does not speak for 5407 lines of Book VII; when he does speak, he does not 

engage in discussion, or even confession.  Apparently not as interested as he thought he 

might be by Aristotelian lore, he simply wants to return to the topic of love. In fact 

Amans reveals himself as a particularly poor listener: “The tales sounen in myn ere,/ Bot 

yit myn herte is elleswhere” (VII. 5411-2).  If we are considering Book VII as part of a 

moral treatise addressed to the amorous in general, and place ourselves in the position of 

Genius, the book is certainly the frustrating failure that G.C. Macaulay suggests.17  It is 

even a bit funny, like Amans’ complete ignorance of magic after Genius’ extensive 

discussion of how one must avoid it.  Amans’ comic ignorance alerts the reader to how 

Book VII first and foremost separates the categories of the amorous and the noble, and 

that it redefines the grounds upon which these two personae (Amans and Rex) can be 

compared.  It prepares the reader for the “Tale of Apollonius”, which deals explicitly with 

a king who must constantly negotiate the contingent world of rule and desire.  

The “forme of this wrytynge” (VI. 2438) necessary for Genius’ discourse on kingship is 

superficially different from what comes before.  However, as I argued briefly in the last 

17 Macaulay, “John Gower”, 171-2.  
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chapter, in contrast to James Simpson, it does not so much offer a change in Genius’ or 

Amans’ characters, but offers different model for “modefication” (moderation) for the 

reader.  Genius states that “wisdom” is a different form of writing than the books of 

Venus, but in the same way that the discussion of the vices itself is already outside the 

bounds of Venus’ books (cf. I. 268-71).  Throughout the Confessio, the reader is aware 

that Genius is out of his element.  Here, as elsewhere, Gower is not primarily offering 

wisdom or morality; he is exposing the artifice of poetry (as does Jean de Meun) by 

forcing the reader to recognize that the persona created by it (the foolish lover, Amans) is 

alienated from moral and political contexts. The extent of the value and integration of  

Book VII into the structure of the Confessio Amantis as a whole has been a constant 

source of debate since the beginning of modern Gower criticism, with critics arguing 

thoughtfully for both its coherence and incoherence.  My argument is that the reader has 

largely been left out of these arguments, and it is his (or her) persona as one of the 

“grete” or “wise” that actually organizes the Confessio and is the explicit subject of Book 

VII.18

Gower approaches Aristotle’s educational system in a way already familiar from 

mediating education texts such as Li Livres dou Tresor.  Rather than writing for a 

philosophical audience seeking contemplation, he directs Book VII towards the practical. 

Gower directs Genius’ discourse towards prudentes, not sapientes.  Even when dealing 

with the “Theorique”, Gower clarifies what sort of knowledge is useful:

Prima creatorem dat scire sciencia summum:

Qui caput agnoscit, sufficit illud ei.

18 For a summary of the debate through 1987, cf. Nicholson, Annotated Index, 423-6.  It by no means ceases 
there, but the basic terms of the debate have changed little.
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Plura viros quandoque iuuat nescire, set illud

Quod videt expediens, sobrius ille sapit. 

(The primary science allows one to know the highest creator; he who acknowledges the head, has 

done what is sufficient.  To know no more is pleasing enough to for many men, but that which he 

sees as useful, he soberly comes to know; VII.ii. 1-4).

This almost immediately forecloses the learning of metaphysics, a pedagogical strategy 

that Gower shares with Latini and many of the other politically-oriented Aristotelian 

writers.  It is enough to acknowledge the divine head of creation, and there have been 

numerous examples throughout the text, especially among noble pagans who recognize 

some sort of “Pourveance” rather than simple fate or fortune.19  The high knowledge of 

“theorique” is for the “Philosophre in special” (VII. 62), and can determine the properties 

of “wisdom and of hih prudence” (VII. 65), which seems to suggest the Aristotelian 

category of sapientia.  Gower does not want to create a philosopher, but a “doctus” (one 

taught wise doctrine), who will not gain wisdom for its own sake, but will instead gain 

wealth (“opem”; VII.i. 1, 2), a necessity for rule.  This will be incredibly important when 

Genius comes to Largess in the “Policie” part of Book VII (VII. 1985-2694), and helps 

explain why he spent such a long time on Avarice. 

Genius’ discussion of “Theorique” is not without value simply because it does not 

constitute the educational goal of Book VII.  Genius presents the theoretical sciences 

from the perspective of one who does not need to investigate them, but nonetheless 

requires them as a basis for an appropriate and decorous notion of rule, the topic which 

occupies the vast majority of Book VII.20  One must “knowe redely/ The hihe almyhti 

19 Most prominent are Alla, Paul Emilius (in the “Tale of Demetrius and Perseus”), and Constantine; there 
are numerous others.
20 Cf. Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 140-1.  While I think Peck’s statement that Gower’s section on 
theory represents “a medieval humanist’s view of reality” is too ideological, his distinction between this 
verbally-based doctrine and Nectanbus’ illusions suggests two differing modes of rule in relation to 
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Trinité” (VII. 76-7), which is certainly not Aristotelian, though Genius allies it closely 

with Aristotle’s notion of “the ferste cause” (VII. 86).  Even in this section, his primary 

interest is related to rule: the reader must know that “God commandeth the natures/ That 

thei to Him obeien alle” (VII. 108-9) and that both angel and man must “obeien Goddes 

myht” (VII. 119).  It also situates the Church as primarily an educational and preaching 

institution: 

To this science ben privé

The clerks of divinité,

The whiche unto the poeple prechen

The feith of holi cherche and techen,

Which in som cas upon believe

Stant more than thei conne prieve

Be weie of argument sensible.

Bot natheles it is credible,

And doth a man gret meede have,

To him that thenkth himself to save. (VII. 121-30)

There is no sense that the reader need to look into this “privé” science, and who makes 

clear that salvation depends not upon the knowledge itself, but upon the “credibility” of 

Holy Church’s teaching.21  Similarly, “phisique” is reduced to a practical science of that 

“[w]hich vaileth and which vaileth noght” (VII. 144). As Genius moves into 

“mathematique” and the natural sciences, he emphasizes the convenientia of the created 

world, in the “acordement” (VII. 168) and “mesure evene” (VII. 190) of mathematics 

(with a heavy emphasis on music), and Aristotle’s discourse to Alexander of “[t]he kinde 

of every element” (VII. 199) depends heavily on decorous numerical relationships in the 

formation of nature.22  Gower uses variations on “forme” four times while explaining the 

creation of the four elements (VII. 213-8), and the number four orders a long part of his 

amorous desire.  
21 Here as elsewhere Gower has little to say about the sacramental character of the Church.  
22 Cf. Rayner, Images of Kingship, 11.
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discussion.  The result is not new facts, but an informed understanding of order.23

This material is compilatory, and does not require continuous close analysis.  It is by no 

means without poetic skill, nor is it simply a function of the “encyclopedic” mind of the 

medieval scholar.24  It provides a fully decorous notion of nature, which has been lacking 

from previous discourses on love.  Any particular section reinforces order, rule, 

consistency, and reason. For instance, in Genius’ discussion of the humors, he links 

political governance and self-governance:

For as a king in his empire

Above alle othre is lord and sire,

So is the herte principal,

To whom reson in special

Is gove as for the governance. (VII. 485-9)

None of this is particularly surprising to readers of medieval educational texts; Gower’s 

poetry lays out this orderly mode of rule in contrast to the conflicting and contradictory 

accounts of self-rule that arose in the discussion of amorous love.  His discussion of the 

planets, the zodiac, and the stars provide potentially interesting information, which an 

informed reader might skip over depending upon his or her own level of education.  But 

no matter what selection one reads, Gower continually emphasizes government, balance, 

and convenientia.  His text also contrasts to the “besinesse” of the alchemists whose 

attempts to alter the decorous order of the elements are founded upon a confused and 

half-forgotten knowledge of the “trewe” relationships in nature.

23 Cf. Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 146, and Strohm, “Form and Social Statement”, who argues 
that the fourfold pattern “recognizes disorder while asserting the possibility of its containment within a 
larger frame” (35).  
24 George Fox argues for this “encyclopedic” tendency in The Mediaeval Sciences, 156-7, et passim.  
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Throughout the Confessio Amantis, Genius has told numerous tales involving political 

topics; there are about as many political narratives in the Confessio as there are erotic 

ones, and many of the erotic tales have a major political element.  As explained in 

previous chapters, these tales do not put forth a single doctrine of political or erotic 

activity, but instead encourage deliberation in political decisions and rhetorical analysis in  

erotic decisions.  Central to this deliberation and analysis is the persona, either the 

prudens in deliberation, or the speaker in rhetorical analysis.  The remainder of Book VII 

deals briefly with rhetoric, and extensively with policy, the exercise of political prudence. 

This does not represent a character development on the part of Genius, and certainly not 

one on the part of Amans (if we even imagine Amans listening); it is a complementary 

mode of discussing the very same topics developed throughout the Confessio, and which 

will be necessary in both modes for a full rhetorical analysis of the political deliberations 

in “The Tale of Apollonius.”

Gower25 discusses rhetoric in the context of deliberation. As Edwin Craun points out, 

Gower’s discussion of rhetoric is “unlike much medieval writing on ‘the arts of 

discourse’: grammar, rhetoric, and logic.”26  The goal of deliberation is intellectual truth, 

and Gower is clear in his Latin head-verses that rhetoric is not the same: “Compositi  

pulcra sermonis verba placere/ Principio poterunt, veraque fine placent” (The beautiful 

words of composed speech are able to please at first, and truth pleases at the end; VII.v. 

1-2). R.F. Green notes the distinction between vera and veritas as “in principle, the 

25 Throughout Book VII, I will use “Genius” to indicate the narrator only when there is a specific 
connection between what is being discussed and the narrator-function.  I am encouraging a less extreme 
notion of the disjunction between author and speaker.
26 Edwin D. Craun, Lies, Slander and Obscenity in Medieval English Literature: Pastoral Rhetoric and the 
Deviant Speaker (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 114.  
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difference between ‘truth’ and ‘the quality of being true’”, and cites several places in the 

Vulgate particularly apt for the difference between deliberation and rhetoric, and one 

which English translators noted.  For instance, he notes Exodus 23:2, “nec in iudicio  

plurimorum acquiesces sententiae, ut a vero devies” (neither shalt thou yield in 

judgement, to the opinion of the most part to stray from the truth), and John 19:35, “ille  

scit quia vera dicit: ut et vos creditas” (he knoweth that he saith true, that you also may 

believe).27  Both of these examples suggest that truth, in the intellectual sense, is 

necessary for judgment and is more than simply a rhetorically convincing quality 

(politically or theologically).  Gower’s Latin suggests several different ways of 

understanding the function and purpose of rhetoric.  First of all, words cause pleasure, 

and the term that Gower uses, placeo, carries the sense of pleasing in a rhetorical, 

political sense and a sensual sense28 and also the sense of being pleasing to God.29  The 

lack of direct objects makes an implicit comparison between men and God, but also 

suggests that the truth is also finally pleasing as an end, that is, as the goal of political 

deliberation and discussion.  Also, they are not necessarily set against each other.  The 

enclitic –que linking the two phrases can be translated as either “and” or “but”, and the 

ambiguity allows for the opposition between the pleasure of beauty and truth to have at 

least an occasional Keatsian moment.  

However, there is also a political dimension to the use of the word “placeo” especially in 

the context of “verum.”  In A Crisis of Truth, Green discusses the sources of law for 14th 

27 Green, Crisis of Truth, 24.  The translations of the Latin, from the Douai-Rheims are provided by Green.
28 Cf. the fifteen uses of placeo in the Book of Esther (Vulgate), in which rhetorical and erotic pleasure are 
thematically integrated.  
29 Consider it in ritual context, in Lev. 14:29. 
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century monarchs, especially Richard II.  He develops a discussion around the Ulpianic 

apothegm, “Quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorem” (what pleases the prince has the 

power of law).  He describes an argument (mediated by Henry Bracton and Ernst 

Kantorowitz), in which the exact nature of that pleasure is subjected to various advisory 

functions.30  What is perhaps most important for my argument here, however, is that for 

the king, truth makes an “amicable settlement” between both the political insistence of  

properly ordered law and the princely insistence upon his own pleasure; it is, as Green 

remarks earlier, such a settlement, or saughtelinge, the “middel weie” of Arion, who 

brings seemeingly opposing forces into “good acorde” by his poetry.31  This is exactly 

what Gower’s poetry attempts to do; it both provides pleasure for the king and directs the 

king towards the pleasure that only truth can provide.

Though Gower’s excursus on rhetoric is short (especially in comparison to his extensive 

discussion of policy), he locates in rhetoric a power that has been used throughout the 

Confessio without any consistent program.32  For instance, in “The Tale of Pygmalion”, 

Genius concludes his brief exemplum, with “Be this ensample thou miht finde/ That word 

mai worche above kinde” (IV. 437-8).  As previously discussed, this statement is deeply 

ambiguous in the context of Amans’ desire and the relationship between natural and 

unnatural desire.33  However, when a similar phrase (paraphrasing his own Latin head-

30 Green, Crisis of Truth, 242-3.  
31 Green, Crisis of Truth, 178.
32 James J. Murphy identifies this as the first English-language discussion of rhetoric, but thinks little of 
Gower’s own knowledge of rhetoric, the discussion being derived entirely from Brunetto Latini; “John 
Gower’s Confessio Amantis and the First Discussion of Rhetoric in the English Language”, Philology 
Quarterly 41 (1962), 401-11, 408.  Olsson is less condemnatory, saying only that “Gower’s treatise on 
Rethorique is problematic for its very brevity” (Olsson, Structures of Conversion, 201), and Anne Astell 
argues for a coherent Gowerian understanding of rhetoric in her Political Allegory, 90-3.
33 Cf. above, Chapter 5.
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verses) is used again in the discussion of rhetoric, the ambiguity is brought front and 

center:

In ston and gras vertu ther is,

Bot yit the bokes tellen this,

That word above alle erthli thinges

Is vertuous in his doinges,

Wher so it be to evele or goode. (VII. 1545-9, emphasis mine)

Gower has provided a consistent argument for the working of word over nature; “Above 

alle erthli creatures/ The hihe makere of natures/ The word to man hath gove alone” (VII. 

1507-9), and follows this, the opening of his English verses on rhetoric, with examples of 

the vast range of “evele” and “goode” uses to which rhetoric can be put.  In their creation 

they are good, for they “[t]he hertes thought which is withinne/ Mai schewe” (VII. 1512-

3), and the learning of rhetoric is directed generally towards the “resonable” (VII. 1525) 

and the “vailable” (VII. 1526), and through the sub-disciplines of Gramaire and Logiqe to 

“congruité” (VII. 1531) and “[b]etwen the trouthe and the falshode/ The pleine wordes 

for to schode” (VII. 1533-4).  By the right use of rhetoric “gret debat/ Reformed is to 

good astat” (VII. 1537-8).  Once reformed, rhetoric can also sustain “pes” (VII. 1539), 

especially “[w]here [otherwise] strengthe scholde let it falle” (VII. 1541).  Here many of 

the terms that have been extensively discussed in terms of Gower’s “politics” are put 

forward clearly and concisely.  “Plainness” is the natural state of truthful language, 

though “esy wordes” (VII. 1540) can often assist in creating peace.  “Strengthe”, a term 

under considerable pressure in several tales (especially Florent) though usually appearing 

positive, is here revealed as at best morally neutral.34  “Astat” is primarily political 

agreement (it is the opposite of “debat”), and the form of “good astat” is primarily verbal. 

The proper ordering of a kingdom is done with words; but for these words to have power, 
34 Cf. Yeager, “’Strengthe’ and ‘Vois.’”
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they must proceed from the propria persona of the king, one that is both the rhetorical 

locus of those words, and the guarantor (through counsel and deliberation) of their 

“trouthe.” 

Otherwise, the power of words can literally destroy political institutions. Gower offers 

Ulysses’ eloquent rhetoric convincing Antenor to give up Troy as an example of how 

“Word hath beguileth many a man” (VII. 1564).  Over the next 22 lines, Gower opposes 

the moral possibilities of language.  Considering the terms he uses, there are recollections 

of several important tales: he notes how “[w]ith word the serpent is enchaunted” (VII. 

1566), recalling “Aspidis the Serpent” in Book I; he discusses the use of words in the 

“discipline of sorcerie” (VII. 1570-1), recalling both Medea and Book VI’s discussion of 

witchcraft (Ulysses provides an additional echo); the “sondri sects” (VII. 1572) recall not 

only Gower’s condemnation of the “newe secte of Lollardie” (Pr. 349), but the “varias 

Paganorum Sectas” of Book V (cf. V. 748 marg., and following marginalia).  Gower’s 

point is not to show that language in itself is “neutral”; his description of its divine 

creation eliminates a possibility for neutral, non-instantiated language.  Instead, Gower 

poses language as endlessly capable of manipulation and inversion:

The wordes maken frend of fo,

And fo of frend, and pes of werre,

And werre of pes, and out of herre

The word this worldes cause entriketh,

And reconsileth whan him liketh. (VII. 1574-8)

The reader is encouraged to consider exactly how such manipulation and inversion occurs 

in the exemplum that follows, of Cicero, Silenus and Julius Caesar arguing over the fate 

of Cataline, originally found in Sallust, but here derived from Latini’s discussion of the 
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proper use of rhetoric in Li Livres dou Tresor and description of the scene (LT I. 37-8). 

Gower does not recreate the speeches or let the readers experience for themselves the 

arguments over the propriety of the death penalty for Cataline.  Instead, he states 

explicitly that Silenus speaks “[t]o trouthe and as he was beholde,/ The comun profit for 

to save” (VII. 1608-9), and this is linked by Gower to Cicero’s rhetorical rules, that are 

“plein without frounce” (VII. 1594).35  Caesar on the other hand, discovers a principle 

that I have argued has been a consistent focus of Gower’s political and poetic education 

of his own reader throughout the Confessio.  Julius Caesar, “with wordes wise” (VII. 

1615) “fondeth hou he mihte excite/ The jugges thrugh his eloquence/ From deth to torne 

the sentence/ And sette here hertes to pité” (VII. 1618-21).  The political problem of pity, 

raised in Chapter 4, is centrally a matter of rhetorical and linguistic ability, the same 

linguistic ability that when mixed with “song . . . doth pleasance well the more” (VII. 

1586-7).  The entirety of the Confessio is invested in pleasure and pity, political advice 

and moral explication.  In the section on rhetoric, Gower makes it clear that he has had no 

program, no “ideal”, non-contingent meanings of such terms.  Instead, he encourages his 

readers to be constantly mindful of the contingency of language and the modes of 

political and moral counsel.  Concerning the case of Cataline, he concludes,

Wherof the tales for to hiere,

Ther mai a man the scole liere

Of Rethoriqes eloquences,

Which is the secounde of sciences

Touchende to Philosophie;

Wherof a man schal justifie

Hise wordes in disputeisoun,

And knette upon conclusioun

His argument in such a forme,

35 Astell, Political Allegory, 89.
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Which mai the pleine trouthe enforme

And the soubtil cautele abate,

Which every trewman schal debate. (VII. 1629-40)

Gower makes it absolutely necessary to the politician who wishes to learn the “scole . . . 

[o]f Rethoriqes eloquences” to hear all of the “tales” or speeches concerning Cataline, 

and from that experience understand how “forme” and “emformacioun” can be deployed 

in ways useful to the “comun profit.”  It is not simply plainness, for it needs to be 

“enformed.”  Watching Genius’ attempts to “emforme” Amans is rhetorical practice, and 

at the same time, rhetorical pleasaunce.  Gower encourages deliberation by presenting 

“disputeisoun”, but in Book VII, he makes the reader aware of the political ramifications 

of such practice and pleasure.  The goal for the reader, whether a noble or not, is to 

understand what constitutes “trouthe” in a ruler, which will provide both the best political 

rule, and the greatest pleasure.  
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Royal Lessons or Readers’ Lessons? “Practique” in Book VII

That Book VII is concerned with the education of a king is undeniable.  However, 

considering that only a very small percentage of Gower’s readership could conceivably 

be kings (or princes), the book must have a wider audience in mind.  While Genius will 

say at the end of Book VIII that “every man for his partie/ A kingdom hath to justifie,/ 

That is to sein his oghne dom” (VIII. 2111-3), the arguments that this “hypostatic dyad” 

is central to the educational project of the Confessio in general fails to take into account 

the specificity of the kingly advice present in Book VII.36  I wish to suggest that the 

section dealing with “Practique” is directed towards properly ordering reading in its 

pleasure and usefulness.  “The Tale of Apollonius” is the final part of Gower’s education 

for kings, but makes fully present the centrality of the kingly persona and his speech for 

the good of the entire community.  After a brief discussion of several of the discursive 

models for this last part of Book VII, I will discuss Gower’s writing on royal policy in 

terms of the Apollonius narrative.

The first tale in the section on “Practique” illustrates exactly the model of readership that  

Gower wants to promote.  The tale, which Peck calls “Esdras on the King, Wine, Women, 

and Truth”, is only tangentially derived from Esdras, and is in fact a version of a tale 

found in a variety of medieval sources, among them Gower’s own Mirour de l’Omme 

(22765-800).37  It also interpolates into what seems to be a Jewish text the pagan tale of 

36 Russell Peck, “The Politics and Psychology of Governance in Gower: Ideas of Kings and Real Kings”, A 
Companion to Gower, 215-38, 216.  Peck, is centrally interested in Book VII, arguing that 
“[s]tructurally . . . Book VII is the most important in the Confessio” (Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 
140).
37 Interestingly enough, Latini lists Zorobabel among the prophets in his universal history, and particularly 
emphasizes his rebuilding of Jerusalem and his reinstitution of religious precepts and authority (LT I. 57).  
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Alcestis; this odd tale is the only exemplum for “Trouthe”, strange considering that in his 

headnote, Gower states that “quia veridica virtus supereminet omnes/ Regis ab ore boni  

fabula nulla sonat” (because truth-speaking stands above all other virtues, no fable 

should sound from the mouth of a king; VII.vii. 3-4).  Not only does this super-eminent 

virtue seem to get short shrift, but the very problem of “fabula” seems too easily 

dismissed.  Galloway translates “fabula” as “lying fable”, and while this is no doubt 

accurate, “fabula” had a wide range in the Latin.38 

As I discussed in the “Introduction”, Gower’s conception of moral rectitude depends 

greatly on the congruent and decorous relationships between signified and signifier; the 

identity of word and thought, deed and heart, was the ethical cornerstone of Gower’s 

“Golden Age”, and also the practice behind his understanding of “pleine” speech.  Such 

“pleine” speech need not be without rhetorical grace, but it must be conveniently related 

to “trouthe.”  “Trouthe”, a term used 131 times in the Confessio (and another 35 times as 

“trewe”) was a term in crisis precisely because of its range of meanings and political 

valences, as Richard Firth Green has investigated in A Crisis of Truth.  I will argue that 

Gower’s relationship between the words “trouthe” and “pleine” represents the heart of his 

educational project, in which readers are taught to recognize the “trouthe” (in its different 

valences) even under the cover of obfuscating rhetoric, and finally learn the pleasure of 

“pleine trouthe” in both its political and poetical senses.  In some ways this is an old 

theory; Patrick Gallacher, in Love, the Word, and Mercury effectively argues that the 

Confessio’s main concern is its formation of a relationship to the Divine Word; likewise, 

38 In fact, an extraordinary range; far too large to be adequately summarized.  For a full study, cf. Peter 
Dronke, Fabula: Explorations into the Uses of Myth in Medieval Platonism (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1974).  
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both Minnis and Yeager stress the verbal importance of Gower’s English work and its 

necessary reference to “Christian truth.”  By using R.F. Green’s work on truth, I hope to 

show how especially in these later books, Gower is not limited to “theological” meanings 

of truth (in fact, they are the least developed).  Primarily, “trouthe” and “pleinness” 

depend on establishing decorum between persona and his words, of avoiding the very 

“voirsemblable” that leads to deceit and the destruction of proper relations, erotic and 

political.  The failure of those proper relations, in the Roman de la Rose and in the 

Confessio Amantis, is identified with tyranny and servitude.  

Gower suggests that the “Trouthe” for a king is the proper agreement of signifier and 

signified.  Not only does this build upon his description of the “Golden Age” of law, 

when “[t]he word was lich to the conceite/ Without semblant of deceite” (Pr. 113-4), but 

it also places an interesting restraint upon the king.  The king is clearly expected to 

refrain from “double speche” (VII. 1733), but Gower’s restraint goes considerably 

beyond that, into an issue of definition:

For as a king in special

Above all othre is principal

Of his pouer, so scholde he be

Most vertuous in his degré;

And that mai wel be signefied

Be his corone and specified. (VII. 1745-50)

If the king fails to be virtuous in one way or another, his does not simply fail to 

accomplish that one virtue, but fails generally in terms of “trouthe”, for the 

accoutrements of power and rule are signifiers of virtue (cf. VII. 1751-74).  “Trouthe” is 

therefore a virtue for every man, but for a king it is a central and binding virtue, like the 

endless knot on Gawain’s shield, and “[i]s the vertu soverein of alle/ That longeth unto 
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regiment” (VII. 1776-7).  Russell Peck notes that Gower calls a king without truth “an 

unsittende thing” (VII. 1723), and corrects Macaulay’s gloss of “unsittende” as simply 

“unfitting” to “a thing without proper place, something alien, or something which might 

provoke revolution or displacement of right order.”39  He rightly sees that a lack of truth 

is not merely unfitting to a king’s person, but removes the kingly persona from its place, 

leaving the kingdom in real political danger.40  Gower establishes a link between power 

and signification that is especially appropriate for a work of literature.  It also makes 

better sense of the use of the word “fabula”; while one of the primary meanings is 

“falsehood”, speaking in fables is a mode of misdirection.  I do not believe that Gower is 

pleonastic when he states that the king’s “word be trewe and plein” (VII. 1731).  Most 

importantly, it puts “Trouthe” into a different kind of intellectual category, which is  

exemplified by the short narrative about Darius, and fully developed in “The Tale of 

Apollonius.”

Darius, who rules not only through lineage, but “thurgh wisdom and hih prudence” (VII. 

1787), poses to his wise advisors the question, “Of thinges thre which strengest is,/ The 

wyn, the womman, or the king?” (VII. 1812-3).  Gower has modified this tale by making 

Darius, rather than his guards, pose the question, emphasizing the kingly relation to 

questions of both power and truth.41  This is reminiscent of the kind of riddle found in 

“The Tale of the Three Questions” in Book I, and in Antiochus’ riddle in “The Tale of 

Apollonius”: there is a danger in answering riddling kings, though skill with riddles (as a 

39 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 143.  
40 Cf. Rayner, Images of Kingship, 13.
41 Cf. Linda Barney Burke, “The Souces and Significance of the ‘Tale of King, Wine, Women, and Truth’ in 
John Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, Greyfriar 21 (1980), 3-15, 4.  Several critics have noted that Gower 
focuses less in the Confessio than in the Mirour on the dangers of women, including Burke herself.  
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particularly deliberative form of rhetoric) is particularly appropriate to kings.42  This 

question seems like a deliberate (pun intended) trap: does one flatter the king by arguing 

that he is the strongest, or educate by arguing that he is not?  It suggests the danger of 

“trouthe” when the persona of the king is undetermined.  In the “Tale of the Three 

Questions”, the king, desirous for wisdom, become envious of the knight who always 

responded with “trowthe” (I.  3082), and creates a new “lawe” (I. 3108) which threatens 

the virtuous and wise knight with death.  While Darius provides “a worthi mede” (VII. 

1819) for the wisest answer, and seems genuinely intellectually interested in the solution, 

the questioning king is a difficult problem when it comes to “trouthe”, though not for the 

king but for his advisors.  The educational project of Books VII and VIII does not have 

real kings or the generalized “king of his own doom” as the sole object of instruction. 

Understanding the nature of kingship is important for anyone living in a monarchical 

society.   Zorobabel, who answers the question to Darius’ satisfaction, is wise exactly 

because he is able to understand the way in which social relationships are organized 

around the persona of the king and his truth.  

What the reader learns from this exemplum is how to judge kingly power.  Arpaghes, the 

first to answer the question, judges the king the strongest, but strictly in terms of political 

power: “For king hath pouer over man” (VII. 1827).  This perfectly accords with Genius’ 

words at VII. 1745-7, and Arpaghes is by no means wrong in his judgment.  However, his 

position does have a weak point that Manachaz points out in his judgment that wine is 

more powerful. Arphages’ argument for the king’s supreme power, to the point that “he 

42 Cf. Elizabeth Archibald’s discussion of kings and riddles in Apollonius of Tyre: Medieval and  
Renaissance Themes and Variations (Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 1991), 24-5.  
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the lawes overpasseth” (VII. 1839), depends upon his relationship to reason.  Because a 

king has power over man, and “man is he which reson can/ As he which is of his nature/ 

The moste noble creature/ Of alle tho that God hath wroght” (VII. 1828-31), the king’s 

supreme power even above the laws depends upon a relationship to reason which does 

not take into account reason’s potential failure.  Manachaz argues, and again rightly, that 

since “wyn fulofte takth aweie/ The reson fro the mannes herte” (VII. 1852-3) it has a 

power not just over the creatures of reason, but reason itself.  Drunkenness “be weie of 

kinde” (VII. 1869) dominates the reason; the king dominates man only by convention.  

Zorobabel puts forward a completely different kind of argument, which is considerably 

more effective rhetorically and politically because it brings the persona of the king into 

comparison through exempla.  While Arpaghes made use of anaphoric comparisons (“A 

king mai spille, a king mai save,/ A king mai make of lord a knave”; VII. 1835-6) and 

similes (the king rules “as the gentil faucon soreth,/ He fleth, that no man him 

reclameth”; VII. 1842-3), and Manachaz’s short rebuttal features simple oppositions (“It 

makth a blind man to behelde,/ And a bryht yhed seme derk”; VII. 1856-7), Zorobabel 

uses two exempla, the first of Apemen and Cyrus, and the second of Admetus and 

Alcestis. Arpaghes and Manachaz used rhetoric to intensify their arguments, employing 

conceits.  This is closest to  “facounde” (VII. 1560), a facility with words that is 

powerful, but decidedly opposed to plainness (as a clear congruity between signifier and 

sign).  In the summary of Rethorique at the beginning of Book VII, Gower describes it as 

“faconde/ Above alle other is eloquent” (VII. 36-7), and the ability “[t]o telle a tale in 

juggement/ So wel can no man speke as he” (VII. 38-9).  This seems to be echoed in the 
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different approaches in the exemplum for “Trouthe.”  Zorobabel integrates the same 

verbal rhetorical strategies (anaphoric comparisons, metaphors, oppositions) into his 

narratives.  However, his narratives offer a better mode of describing political power 

because their narrative form takes into account the contingency and practicality of 

political reason, and places the persona of the king into that context.  In the tale of 

concerning Cirus (Cyrus), Apemen “doth with him what evere hir liketh” (VII. 1895), 

even “upon his hihe deis” (VII. 1886) or as the marginalia puts it, “spectante tota Curia” 

(the whole court watching; VII. 1884 marg.).  Cirus is emasculated in the tale, and 

feminine power becomes a threatening prospect for a ruler.  However, Zorobabel also 

concludes that “[a]mong the men is no solas,/ If that ther be no womman ther” (VII. 

1900-1), which leads him directly to the story of Alcestis, in which “womman is the 

mannes bote” (VII. 1912) in a different sense.  Alcestis begs from Minerva to die in place 

of her sick husband Admetus and receives her wish.  These tales offer contrasting 

versions of feminine power (and the power of love).  Their compilation involves the king 

in the process of judgment and involves the reader as well; it is Gower’s method 

throughout the entire text.  From that, Zorobabel can move to involve reason in practical 

choice:

So mai a man be reson taste,

Hou next after the God above

The trouthe of wommen and the love,

In whom that alle grace is founde,

Is myhtiest upon this grounde

And most behovely manyfold. (VII. 1944-9)

The diction is particularly appropriate for the way in which exemplification functions. 

Man uses reason to “taste” the power of women, involving not only the “wisdom and hih 
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prudence” of Darius, but also his sense of pleasure.43  He pairs women’s love, which 

produces the powerful but finally emasculating pleasure of Cyrus, with the “trouthe” of 

Alcestis, and directs the king to an understanding of a “trouthe” which is “schameles” 

(VII. 1964).  Contrasting exemplary narratives allow for a rhetorical, poetical style that 

does not obfuscate “trouthe” by the use of “facounde”, but instead more clearly reveals 

the “plain” relationships centered upon the persona of a king, the convenientia that is 

necessary to understanding truth in its practical, political context.  Zorobabel’s exempla 

also make clear that the king’s real power does not derive from himself as an individual 

(as gentilesse is not a product of kinde), but from the truthful, decorous ways in which he 

relates his persona to his political context.  Right before his version of the Zorobabel 

story in the Mirour de l’Omme (22765-800) Gower states this even more directly, perhaps 

in a way too blunt for post-1388 England:

O Roys, si je le serement

Q’au jour de ta coronnement

As fait a dieu et sainte eglise

Remembre, lors ne say comment

Le dois falser, car Rois qui ment

N’est digne a tenir sa franchise,

Ainz dieus le hiet et le despise;

Car verité par halte enprise

L’appelle et tient en jugement,

Et le met a recreandise.

(O King, if I remember the oath that you made on the day of your coronation to God and Holy 

Church, then I do not know how you can be false, for a king who lies has not the dignity to hold 

his rights, and moreover God will hate and despise him; because truth, by a massive endeavor, will 

call and hold him to judgment, and show him a recreant; MO, 22285-94)44

Truth is clearly given power not solely over the king’s final judgment, but his earthly 

43 “Taste”, which is used again in VIII. 1186, has a sense of “test”, but still has a valence of physicality and 
sensuousness.
44 After the Merciless Parliament of 1388, Richard II was forced to again swear his coronation oath; no 
doubt this would have been a touchy subject for the monarch.  
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“franchise.”  It is truth that makes the king, and not vice-versa.

To the non-royal reader of the text, the lesson of the power of truth is certainly as present 

as it would be to Darius, Richard II, or Henry IV.  However, if one compares Book VII to 

the royal educational texts to which it is most closely related, especially the Secretum 

Secretorum, it is considerably more exemplary than the argumentative and aphoristic 

guides for rulers.  Also, the Secretum lacks the singleness of focus on proper order that 

Gower seems so intent to communicate.  Book VII’s information about the body, for 

instance, lacks the practicality of the Secretum, which suggests diet and exercise plans 

consistent with good rule, but provides a more consistent vision of the body and its own 

governance.  I submit that Book VII provides an “Education for Princes” written for 

Gower’s own circle, those who would be the Arpaghes, Manchaz, and Zorobabel to 

Richard’s (or another powerful lord’s) Darius.  After all, Zorobabel acts in precisely the 

same way that Gower does in the “form” of his discourse.  The King, especially in his 

unique relationship to social “trouthe” is a necessary object of knowledge for anyone 

involved in politics; the king’s “trouthe” and persona are as much parts of the functioning 

of legal and political systems as any law, for the relationship of the most powerful 

individual and agent of the state to the law depends only upon the king properly 

executing “trouthe” (for Gower regularly insists that the king is supra leges).  This does 

not make Gower a “royalist” (or, for that matter, not a royalist); it simply suggests that he 

sees the political and legal importance of the king for the proper functioning of England.
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The Education of the King and “The Tale of Apollonius”

“The Tale of Apollonius”, the only tale in Book VIII, the most popular of Gower’s tales 

and the basis for Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre, is often a structural stumbling 

block for Gower scholars.  For those who read the Confessio Amantis as a manual of 

love, Book VII has interrupted the flow of the narrative; for those who read it as a 

confessional manual, Book VIII should be about lechery, not incest.  For those that read 

the Confessio politically or ethically, Apollonius generally becomes a sort of “capstone” 

or “coda”, who illustrates the virtues of Book VII.45  I think all of these critical positions 

fail to consider properly the relationship of the reader to the tale, especially in terms of 

exemplary narrative.  In this section, I will argue that “The Tale of Apollonius” is not a 

model for kingship, but a case of kingship to be read and judged.  The focus of this case 

is the development of the propria persona of a king (Apollonius) amidst the contingent 

political and moral circumstances of his life. The practical virtues of kingship offer 

instruction not to a king (or at least, not only to a king), but to any reader intent on 

understanding how the political and moral world functions.

Book VIII is ostensibly about incest. Incest does not seem to be a major problem for 

Amans, at least if one thinks of him as an actual lover: he is not in love with a close 

relation or a nun, nor does he think that such a love would be a possibility; he is not “[s]o 

45 The critical judgments on the value of this tale run from Macaulay’s, Pearsall’s and Runacres’ 
unmitigated distaste to Schofield’s, Itô’s, and Minnis’ high praise.  Cf. Macaulay, “John Gower”, 172; 
Derek Pearsall, Gower and Lydgate, Harlow, Essex: Longmans, 1969), 17, Charles Runacres, “Art and 
Ethics in the ‘Exempla’ of ‘Confessio Amantis’, Responses and Reassessments, 106-34, 124.“William 
Henry Schofield, English Literature from the Norman Conquest to Chaucer (London: Macmillan, 1906), 
306, Itô, John Gower, 16, and Minnis, “’Moral Gower’ and Medieval Literary Theory”, 76-7, as well as the 
summary of considerations in Nicholson, Annotated Index, 500-2.  The most influential representative of 
the “capstone” view is Russell Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 168-9, who argues “Apollonius’ 
ultimate success depends upon his admirable fulfillment of Genius’ five points of policy which should 
govern a king’s behavior.”
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wylde a man” (VIII.171).  However, Gower’s issue with incest has little to do with its 

execution, but its relationship to rationality and order.  In this way, it is important to 

recognize that for Gower incest prohibition is not a taboo, but an index of social 

rationality.46  Genius explains that “love . . . is unbesein/ Of alle reson” (VIII.153-4) and 

thus is indiscriminate, so that it “taketh what thing comth next to honde” (VIII.163).  

Gower’s interest in incest, and his choice to “replace” lechery with incest in Book VIII 

has several explanations.  First of all, his extensive discussion of chastity in Book VII 

discusses the other lecherous sins found in the Mirour de l’Omme: Fornicacioun, Stupre 

[Rape], Avolterie, and Foldelit [Wantoness].  Therefore, he does not “replace” lechery, 

but simply avoids repetition (which any reader 30,000 lines into the Confessio Amantis 

should appreciate).  Gower’s treatment of Incest in the Mirour, as previously discussed, is 

barely concerned with problems of consanguinity; it is mostly concerned with the clergy 

violating their vows, hardly a Freudian foundational myth.47  Rather than the foundational 

taboo of all legal systems (unless one argues that Gower, his culture, and practically 

every other part of the production of the Confessio suffers from repression), in the 

Confessio incest is a clear example of positive law, and does not plumb unconscious 

depths.  Gower’s discussion of incest in both the Mirour and the Confessio is concerned 
46 Much of the critical discussions of Book VIII bear the marks of Freudian (and other psychological and 
anthropological) theories of taboo.  Cf. Georgiana Donavin, "Taboo and Transgression in Gower's 
Apollonius of Tyre", Domestic Violence in Medieval Texts, Eve Salisbury, Georgiana Donavin, and Merril 
Llewelyn Price, eds. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2002), pp. 94-121, as well as her book, 
Incest Narratives and the Structure of Gower's Confessio Amantis, ELS Monograph Series, 56 (Victoria, 
BC: English Literary Studies, 1993); Diane Watt, "Oedipus, Apollonius, and Richard II: Sex and Politics in 
Book 8 of John Gower's Confessio Amantis", Studies in the Age of Chaucer 24 (2002), 180-208, and her 
book, Amoral Gower; Larry Scanlon, “The Riddle of Incest: John Gower and the Problem of Medieval 
Sexuality”, Re-Visioning Gower, 93-127; María Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters (among others). 
I hope to discuss incest without recourse to theories derived from Freud and/or comparative anthropology, 
for Gower seems to adequately provide a working theory of incest that does not rely upon taboo.
47 Nor does it help Scanlon’s argument that Gower has a “decidedly laicist version of incest prohibitions”; 
“Riddle of Incest”, 108.
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primarily with operating according to one’s propria persona.  In the Mirour, the parish 

priest who sleeps with his female parishioner does not violate a taboo (and certainly not 

one of consanguinity), but his violation is one of persona, and is worth quoting in full:

Incest du prestre portant cure

Trop perest orde sa luxure

Endroit du loy judiciale,

Quant il par sa mesaventure,

Par l’orde pecché de nature

Corrumpt la file espiritale,

Q’est propre sa parochiale,

Dessoutz sa guarde pastourale,

Dont l’alme tient a sa tenure:

D’un tiel pastour la cure est male,

Q’ensi destreint sa propre aignale,

Et la devoure en sa pasture.

(Incest by a priest having a cure [parish] is the worst kind of luxury in regard to the judicial law, 

which he though his misadventure through sin again the order of nature corrupts his spiritual 

daughter, who is properly his parishioner, under his pastoral guard, whose soul he holds in his 

keeping; the “cure” of such a pastor is evil, by whih he injures his own lamb, and devours it in his 

own pasture; MO, 9109-20)

If this is the worst kind of luxury (Gower dedicates as many lines to this one form of 

incest as to the entire violation of consanguinity), it is because of the personae involved. 

The “propre” relationships between priestly father and spiritual daughter are violated,48 

and it results in two profound changes: the first changes the “cure”, the activity and place 

that is proper to the priest, into an evil; the second, by making the “pastour” devour “sa 

propre aignale”, makes him into the wolf of Matthew 7:15.49  The personae are 

destroyed, made from the true priest and pastor into the false prophet and wolf, while the 

48 The importance of persona seems especially clear because Gower condemns slightly less harshly the 
priest who sleeps with a prostitute (MO, 9107). 
49 Attendite a falsis prophetis, qui veniunt ad vos in vestimentis ovium, intrinsecus autem sunt lupi rapaces 
(Beware of false prophets, who come to you in the clothing of sheep, but inwardly they are ravening 
wolves; Mt. 7:15).
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lamb suffers as an innocent victim.  In a similar way, in the discussion on incest, Gower 

is interested less in a general human problem than the destruction of the propria persona 

of the king as a ruler over legal relationships.  

 

This interpretation also makes sense of Amans’ misunderstanding of the import of incest. 

Because Amans is alienated from his political and moral persona, he perceives incest as a 

problem of fredom; Amans insists so strongly upon his sole attachment to his beloved that 

(even in avoiding the physical act of incest) he is still indiscriminate, without rule.  His 

relations with every person other than the beloved are the same: “I am toward alle othre 

fre” (VIII.184 emphasis mine).  Amans’ entire social (and political) world is the beloved, 

and every other relationship is therefore indiscriminate and without reason. As Peck 

argues, “In his confession Amans usually saw the nature of each of the vices and the 

blindness of Cupid’s love.  But he always made an exception when it came to his lady.”50 

Gower uses the metaphor of the market to express this absence of real political relation: 

Amans does not commit incest because “Mi feire is noght of such a bothe” (VIII.170). 

Reading this together with the Wife of Bath’s dictum, “al is for to selle”, Amans has 

simply put a restriction on the indiscriminate nature of his love, but does not govern it. 

The market, for both Gower and Chaucer, represents a social and political economy free 

(in the pejorative sense) of the decorous relationships that make society rational and 

governable.  Amans has not left the market, but only applied an arbitrary, external rule to 

it.  That fact that he has not committed incest is finally just the fortune of not falling in 

love with a relation or a nun; he is simply luckier than, but not essentially different from, 

King Antiochus.

50 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 173.  
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Genius recognizes that there is nonetheless an appearance of rationality and order in 

Amans’ rule, and after the philosophical education of Book VII, can finally address it:

Full wel, mi sone, nou I see

Thi word stant evere upon o place.

Bot yit therof thou hast a grace,

That thou thee myht so wel excuse

Of love suche as som men use,

So as I spak of now tofore (VIII.184-9).  

The “grace” that Amans possesses from his fixation on the beloved functions to excuse 

his actions, shielding him from engagement with reason.  Genius recognizes (and Gower 

drives home to the reader) that what seemed different relations to the vices and virtues 

were actually all the same.  The issue of “grace” is a complex one for Gower; he does not 

extensively discuss the sacraments, even when dealing with them as social actions 

(confession and marriage are rarely discussed in their sacramental function).  Gower 

understands grace as functioning within the commonwealth, driving its functions and 

being distributed according to participation.51  The king, as the ruler of that 

commonwealth, can also freely distribute grace, but only as part of his relationship to 

“trouthe.”  Amans is outside the commonwealth, seeking an artificial grace from an 

artificial ruler (Venus).  Amans is seeking a privilege, an allowance to “excuse” this false 

(or falsely limited) notion of love “suche as som men use.”  It is a part of the larger form 

of the appearance of Fortune and Venus, by which men attempt to avoid the rationality of 

the social and divine order by useless appeals to the supposed rulers of that order.  These 

rulers are only artificial projections, as are their “rules.”  Gower makes this point rather 

cryptically in the Latin head-verse.  The “vicium vetus” or “vice of old” is supported by a 

51 Cf. the discussion of grace in the previous chapter.
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regula, one which “fauet” (favors, in a sense of indulgence or grace) it (VIII.i.1-2). 

Gower’s head-verse carefully controls the ways in which traditional assignments of 

agency are redistributed.  As the notes to Andrew Galloway’s translation attest, the object 

of the verbs of pleasure in this verse is omitted, and “[t]his grammatically understood 

object (‘us’) has been the implied target of much of the poem, from the first line on.”52 

Those omitted objects of the pleasure (ourselves) are those who create the projections of 

Venus and Fortune; we omit ourselves and thus mask their own agency.  With “Cecus 

amor dudum” (Long-blind love), Gower insists on its own power of transformation, that 

the lover can take up its eyes, “sua lumina cepit”, though he does not (VIII.i.3).  It is this 

refusal of action “[q]uo Venus impositum devia fallit iter” (by which Venus leads away 

with deception the imposed path; VIII.i.4).  Venus’ agency is very limited, dependent 

upon the inaction of lover.  The lovers refuse to identify themselves as personae agentes, 

and formulate an artificial personal agent in Venus or Fortune.  This is the problem of 

Amans; he removes himself from the social relations that would rationally situate and 

encourage his agency.  

This problem is precisely what Genius intends to do in his introduction to Book VIII.  As 

Gower does in the Prologue, Genius begins by situating his subject in the total order of 

causes, beginning with creation.  His explications of the Fall of Lucifer and the Fall of 

Adam explore two different modes of production.  Lucifer’s fall results in a total loss of 

the “joie of lyht” (VIII.15); the demons are like blind love without its “lumina”, but 

without the agency to take it back; and they are socially banned, “putte aweie” and 

“apostazied” (VIII.10, 11) by God, who is the ruler, “inthronized in His see” (VIII.6). 

52 VIII.i.1n.  
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Humankind is created after this, on the sixth day, with the specific purpose of spiritual 

reproduction:

[God] bad hem cresce and multiplie.

For of the mannes progenie,

Which of the womman schal be bore,

The nombre of angles hich was lore,

Whan thei out fro the blisse felle,

He thoghte to restore, and felle

In hevene thilke holy place

Which stod tho voide upon His grace (VIII.30-6).

The commandment of Genesis is placed in the proper and decorous relation to God and 

creation.  The physical, fleshly generation of more human being serves a spiritual purpose 

of reforming the heavenly commonwealth.  God’s “grace” functions as the word of the 

ruler, establishing the order of the commonwealth. In order to move directly to the post-

Edenic beginnings of sexual intercourse, Gower does not discuss the process of the actual 

Fall of Adam.  Adam and Eve came into the world “virgines” (VIII.52).  Gower employs 

this (derived, as he points out, from Methodius) to locate specifically how they were first 

educated in love, under the tutelage of Nature: not until “nature hem hath reclamed/ To 

love, and tauht hem thilk lore,/ That ferst thei keste. And overmore/ Thei don that is to 

kinde due” (VIII.54-7).  Nature moves them to do the will of God, but this occurs 

separate from God’s persona, as Gower emphasizes their exit from the political context 

of Eden rather than the facts of the Fall itself (cf. VIII.40-7).  The place of the Law of 

Nature and the rationality of naturatus amor are finally established: while the Law of 

Nature could not possibly teach anything that opposes Divine Grace, it applies only to 

man detached from God, and its purposes cannot be comprehended without knowledge of 

God and Divine Law.  
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Genius discusses the history of the Bible specifically in terms of the establishment of 

laws of marriage.  The development illustrates the contingency of law but also its purpose 

and goals.  Though incest is originally allowed because “nede hath no lawe” (VIII.75), 

Genius illustrates, once social conditions change,53 law is developed to best insure the 

commonwealth.  Isaac’s marriage, not to foreigners, but to his kinsmen, followed a 

command of Abraham, “Do wedde for no worldes good,/ Bot only to his oghne blod” 

(VIII.111-2).  In the present time as well, the Pope establishes laws “to restreigne 

mariage” (VIII.149), a phrase reminiscent of the power of poetry and rhetoric in Horace 

and Cicero.  Gower is using incest in order to discuss the foundation of positive law. 

While elsewhere he is highly critical of positive law54 here he makes it perfectly clear 

how the positive law governing consanguinity in marriage is legitimate.  While he 

suggests that the laws themselves are provisional, they nonetheless find practical ways to 

keep physical reproduction from losing its decorous connection to spiritual reproduction. 

This spiritual reproduction, which includes not only sexual love but also the love of 

neighbor, is a product of the entire commonwealth; thus Gower in the head-verse to the 

Tale of Apollonius states, “Omnibus est communis amor” (Love belongs to the entire 

community; VIII.ii.1).  The incest of both the priest and the consanguineous person are 

fundamentally opposed to the love of neighbor, the former being worse because it also is 

treasonous in its violation of a social and religious vow.  Communal love is explored in 

53 In the Third Age (in the time of Abraham) when “nede tho was overrune” (VIII.100).
54 In both the Vox Clamantis and the Mirour de l’Omme, Gower is highly critical of the Church’s 
manipulation of positive law.  However, there is no real conflict with his integration of it into Genius’ 
narrative; in both works, his problem is not with the positive law as a concept, but with the Church 
hierarchy’s misuse of their power to make law, and their use of sin for profit (that is, their establishing new 
sins in order to profit through penitential practices and dispensations).  Also, he judges the laws by their 
relation to the laws of nature.  These critiques confirm rather than deny his point in the Confessio.  Cf. VC 
III.4 and MO 18421ff.  For specific mention of incest turned to Church profit, cf. MO 18481-18504.  
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the Tale, as Apollonius begins much like Amans with the love of a woman, and gradually 

moves from the knight errant to a just ruler and protector of the common good.  In this 

head-verse, Gower also anticipates Amans’ disintegration into the old Gower at the end of 

the book: “set et immoderatos/ Qui facit excessus, non reputatur amans” (But he who 

produces immoderate excesses, may he not be reputed a lover; VIII.ii.1-2).  Gower began 

by positing a strange opposition, of the wise Gower and the foolish Gower, the lover and 

the sage; that opposition is resolved by stating that the decorum of politics and poetry are 

identical in the persona of the lover.  The dialectic of the poem relies upon the reader 

accepting, for so long, Amans as a lover; it is this, finally, that is exposed as the central 

error, an error of intellectual clarity.  Gower ends that head-verse with an explication of 

this loss of clarity: “Sors tamen vnde Venus attractat corda, videre/ Que racionis erunt,  

non racione sinit” (Nevertheless, the fortune by which Venus seduces hearts does not 

allow one to see by reason the things of reason; VIII.ii. 3-4).  This is the problem of 

poetic and rhetorical decorum that has haunted the entire work; rhetoric produces the 

passion that keeps the reason from operating correctly, and it becomes separated from the 

decorum and convenientia of the orders of nature and politics.  
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Blinded by Delight: The Education of Apollonius in Truth

Apollonius is not the model of the good king.  First of all, he spends very little time 

actually ruling, and his flight from Tyre is not appreciated by the Tyrian people: “Our 

prince, oure heved, our governour,/ Thurgh whom we stoden in honour,/ Withoute the 

comun assent/ Thus sodeinliche is fro ous went!” (VIII. 491-4). 55  Also, Gower has 

already used a considerably better exemplary monarch in the Mirour de l’Omme: David. 

While Apollonius shares with David many characteristics, such as harping, David “[a]s 

autrez Rois il fuist mirour (was the mirror for other kings; MO, 22884).  If Gower’s goal 

was to produce a narrative in which all elements of Book VII were perfectly exemplified, 

he could have done much better with David or with a number of other kings. Also, the 

story is not directly intended to exemplify outstanding kingship, but incest.  I wish to 

argue that the story is particularly appropriate for Book VIII because it provides a number 

of different situations of rule, ranging from Antiochus’ incestuous desire to Artestrathes’ 

honorable treatment of strangers, to Strangulio’s weakness before his wife.  Apollonius 

spends less time ruling lands than observing other kings, and I argue that he is more of an 

example of a student of kingship than an actual king.  

Of central importance is the initial description of Apollonius:

Appolinus the Prince of Tyr,

Which hath to love a gret desir,

As he which in his hihe mod

Was likende of his hote blod,

55 Sebastian I. Sobecki, in "Educating Richard: Incest, Marriage, and (Political) Consent in Gower's 'Tale of 
Apollonius'", Anglia 125 (2007), 205-16, 212, points out that Apollonius is not even referred to as a king 
until after his marriage, and throughout his article emphasizes the role of communal consent in the validity 
of Apollonius’ actions.
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A yong, a freissh, a lusti knyht (VIII. 375-9).

The description of Apollonius does not immediately differentiate him from any other 

knight engaged in amorous adventures, whether in Gower’s text or any other.56  In his 

lusty youth, he is ruled by his passions, and seeks love in the way in which leaves him 

open to failure in chastity, for “Omne quod est hominis effeminat illa voluptas/ Sit nisi  

magnanimi cordis, ut obstet ei” (Sensual desire effeminizes all that is in man, unless he 

has a great-spirited heart, so that he might stand against it; VII.xi. 3-4).  In fact, 

Apollonius’ immediate situation finds him “musende on a nyht” (VIII. 380), a problem 

which Gower directly confronts in Book VII.  Rather than blaming women for men’s lust, 

Gower finds the fault in “what man wole upon hem muse/ After the fool impression/ Of 

his ymaginacioun/ Within himself the fyr he bloweth” (VII. 4270-3).  This is the 

imagination, made hot by the artifice of love, which moved Pygmalion to his desire. 

Apollonius, who has never seen or been seen by Antiochus’ daughter, produces his “hote 

blod” purely from his own “musing.”  Certainly, Apollonius does not commit a crime, as 

do the negative exemplars of chastity in Book VII, but he also does not share the 

magnanimous cor of Tobias, who can balance the effeminizing effects of desire with 

reason.  Only a man fully aware of the decorous order of “trewe” love can enjoy love 

decorously: “he schal do no lecherie,/ And yit he schal hise lustes have” (VII. 5380-1).  

This does not mean that Apollonius is without merit.  He has gained the knowledge of 

Book VII exclusive of policy: 

Of every naturel science,

Which eny clerk him couthe teche,

He couthe ynowh, and in his speche

56 Cf. Schmitz, The Middel Weie, 150, and Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 167.  
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Of wordes he was eloquent (VIII. 390-3)

Gower has marked him as intelligent but inexperienced specifically in the practical 

sciences of kingship.  This makes him not a model of a king, but the subject of education, 

much as Alexander is in Book VII and in the Secretum Secretorum.  However, he is not 

educated by doctrine but through experience; specifically, the experience of contingency 

or “fortune.”  The romance-structure of “The Tale of Apollonius” makes for a paratactic 

narrative dependent upon the action of fortune/providence to move from one encounter to 

the next. This is exactly what Gower has worked to create throughout the entire 

Confessio, a paratactic set of encounters that educate through their variety, and which 

stimulate deliberation amidst affective reactions.  

Gower’s emphasis on Fortune in “The Tale of Apollonius” is not a necessity of the 

narrative nor a structural parallel.  Certainly, Gower is taking a tale already well known,57 

and the elements of Fortune (as in Constance) are already in place in the narrative.  His 

choice of a tale so dependent upon chance and Fortune is consistent with his literary 

practice.  On the level of artifice, it reminds the reader of the constructedness of the 

narrative, as similar tales (especially Florent and Constance) did as well.  Here, however, 

“trouthe” dictates how artificiality functions positively.  The virtues of kingship, which 

Apollonius will learn as he proceeds through the tale, are founded upon “trouthe”, as his 

first encounter with evil kingship makes abundantly clear.  The incest of Antiochus is a 

direct violation of his kingly power because of its very relation to “trouthe.”  As a king, 

Antiochus is supra leges, and therefore does not suffer the restraint of law as other men 

do.  His life is struck by “fortune” (VIII. 279) in the death of his wife, and Gower 

57 Archibald, Apollonius of Tyre, 3, 45-51.  
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carefully articulates the relationship of affect and power.  Death is that “which no king 

mai withstonde” (VIII. 280), and it reduces him, as Gower described when dealing with 

gentillesce, to the same human level as all others, for “every lif it mote obeie” (VIII. 

281).  Out of this description Gower develops the affect of the king, which standing on its 

own seems like an appropriate reaction to the death of a beloved spouse, but when 

juxtaposed to Antiochus as disempowered king makes for a considerably more subtle 

reading of his grief.  Gower’s phrasing of his weakness is not quite in the terms of 

kingship: “whanne a man hath welthe at wille,/ The fleissh is frele and falleth ofte” (VIII. 

288-9).  Antiochus’ relationship to kingship is here not through the political power that 

bases itself on the foundation of “trouthe”, but upon “welthe”, “wille” and “strengthe” 

(VIII. 299).  Like Boniface, Antiochus lacks “insihte of conscience” (VIII. 294), and 

rapes his own daughter.  It is particularly this blindness of rulers (among which are 

Antiochus, Boniface, Eolus, and of course, Cupid) that threatens the foundation of the 

state.  While Boniface is blinded by envy, and Eolus by anger, Antiochus is blinded by 

“likinge and concupiscence” (VIII. 293), so that “such delit he tok therinne,/ Him thoghte 

that it was no sinne” (VIII. 345-6).  Antiochus’ inability to read his own actions and 

notice the disconnection between his royal persona as signifier of truth and his ignoble 

action finds its opposite in his daughter, who is made silent “[f]or schame” (VIII. 324). 

Gower presents Antiochus’ daughter as an especially pitiable figure, who can find “no 

recoverir” (VIII. 338), and whose destruction is entirely accounted to her father.  Her 

“schame” and silence produce the “priveté” (VIII. 425) the artifice protected by the riddle 

that Apollonius eventually discovers. This “priveté” (here as in the “privé” dealing of the 

Sultan’s and Alla’s mothers, and countless other Gower villains) is the opposite of 
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“trouthe”, which “ate laste . . . schal be knowe” (VII. 1960), and “is schameles at ende” 

(VII. 1964).  Antiochus’ incest, by creating “priveté” at the heart of the community, 

alienates Antiochus from his people and from the law.58

The production of the riddle is primarily a way to obfuscate the relationship between 

truth and appearance, and in both this tale and in “The Tale of the Three Questions”, the 

tyranny of the ruler is apparent in their manipulation of law in order to produce the riddle. 

Almost the exact same phrase is used in each of the tales: Antiochus, faced with suitors, 

“his lawe he taxeth” (VIII. 361) in order to produce the deadly riddle contest, while 

Alphonse in “The Tale of Three Questions” “to the knyht this lawe he taxeth” (I. 3108), 

in order to vent his envy without its appearance.  In this way, the riddle functions quite 

differently from the riddle posed by Darius; Darius is interested in discovering the truth 

already masked by appearances; in the tales of Apollonius and “The Three Questions”, 

the king hides truth with artifice.  When Apollonius discovers the intellectual truth of the 

riddle, he also discovers the lack of legal and social “trouthe” at this heart of this 

“priveté” and Antiochus’ failure as a king. It is at this point that Antiochus first 

recognizes shame, but only in exposure: “The king was wonder sory tho,/ And thoghte, if 

that he seide it oute,/ Then were he aschamed al aboute” (VIII. 428-30).  The first lesson 

that Apollonius learns is the difficulty that erotic desire brings to rule, and the ease with 

which such desire can destabilize the persona of the king and break his decorous 

attachment to both political and natural law.59  
58 Cf. Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 166-7.
59 A significant amount has been written about the form of the riddle, and Gower’s (mis)adaptation from his 
sources (cf. P. Goolden, “Antiochus’s Riddle in Gower and Shakespeare”, Renaissance English Studies, n.s. 
6 (1955), 245-51; Steele Nowlin,  "Narratives of Incest and Incestuous Narratives: Memory, Process, and 
the Confessio Amantis's 'Middel Weie'", Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 35 (2005), 217-
244, 224ff.; Donavin, “Taboo and Transgression”, 103; Watt, "Oedipus, Apollonius, and Richard II”, 103, 
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This also makes sense of why incest should be the subject of this last book, and why the 

“Tale of Apollonius” deals with incest for so little time.  Incest is a violation of both 

positive (political) and natural restraints on individual desire, and in the person of the 

king eliminates the decorous relationships of moral, economical (household, familial), 

political, and divine law.  In Richard Firth Green’s terms, Apollonius’ realization that 

“[o]f treson that he deie scholde/ For he the king his soothe tolde” (VIII. 447-8) speaks to 

the essentially linguistic basis of “treson” and “trouthe.”60  Their inversion is what creates 

a “tyrant” (VIII. 463), and also creates an even more important inversion: the “grace” of 

the king.  Antiochus’ offer to Apollonius of “my grace/ Of thretty daies” (VIII. 337-8) is 

in fact a condemnation to death, which Apollonius, already aware of the corruption of 

truth, can understand.  Also, it refers back not only to what should be the decorous 

relationship between divine and human rule, but to Zorobabel’s important point about 

what the proper object of love is: “The trouthe of wommen and the love,/ In whom that 

alle grace is founde” (VII. 1946-7).  Antiochus is exposed as lacking in both truth and 

grace, but so too is Apollonius’ initial mission; he was seeking not after the “trouthe of 

wommen” and its concomitant grace, but the pleasure of women devised by the 

imagination.  His flight, which divorces him from his own land and rule, exposes him as 

also lacking in kingly grace.  Throughout the rest of the text, he seeks to reclaim that 

grace, under the threat of tyranny and the constant pressures of fortune.  He, like 

et. al).  Considering that the reading audience already knows the answer to the riddle, I have not found it 
necessary to further examine it.
60 For an excellent examination of the changing role and meaning of “treason” in late medieval England, cf. 
Green, Crisis of Truth, 206-247, who goes so far as to say that “It would hardly be an exaggeration to claim 
that the overriding political issue in the last two decades of the fourteenth century was the legal definition 
of treason” (213).  For the newness of the way in which “appeal” to treason was used in 1388, cf. 
Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, 69-70.
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Antiochus, cannot come into the light, but must escape “priveliche” (VIII. 467) and “be 

nyhte” (VIII. 468).  There are lessons here for both Henry and Richard; Henry, especially 

before his coup (but after his association with the Appellants), needed to be taught how to 

avoid the vengeance of a possibly tyrannical ruler.  Richard after 1388, as R.F. Green puts 

it, whose “oversensitivity to the slightest hint of criticism had grown into a morbid 

obsession with the threat of treason which was effectively gagging any formal attempt to 

offer him advice”61 needed Antiochus as a mirror.  As Nigel Saul has described Richard’s 

late rule, Richard cultivated “the mystique of majesty . . . to set him apart from lesser 

mortals.”62  Richard is in danger of becoming a monarch lacking the decorous 

relationship to his people and to law, and investing in the artifice of kingship rather than 

its agency.  

Apollonius’ next experience educates him in largess, when he avoids the gold to which 

Antiochus has applied “strong puison” (VIII. 506), and relieves Tharse of famine. 

Largess is dealt with extensively in Book VII, and the terms by which Gower explains the 

reasoning behind largess are echoed in Apollonius’ experience.  In Book VII, Gower 

returns to the Golden Age, when “[t]he worldes good was ferst commune,/ Bot afterward 

upon fortune/ Was thilke comun profit cessed” (VII. 1991-3).  The wars of envy that 

follow upon the “singulier” desire of each individual (VII. 1996) cease with the 

establishment of the king, who “mihte appesen al this thing” (VII. 2006).  The king 

serves as an umpire of lineages and goods, standing above all private property “[a]s he 

which hath to justifie/ The worldes good fro covoitise” (VII. 2012-3).  For this, a king 

61 Green, Crisis of Truth, 222.
62 Nigel Saul, ‘Richard II and the Vocabulary of Kingship”, English Historical Review 110 (1995), 854-77, 
863.
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gains proper fame, for “Fama colit largum volitans per secula Regem” (Fame, flying 

throughout the world, nourishes a generous king; VII.viii. 3).  Gower’s Latin opposes this 

agricultural action of fame (colit) to the “spoliis . . . humus” (despoiled ground; 

VII.viii.2) of avarice, and the famine at Tharse echoes these Latin terms.  Similarly, 

Apollonius’ “freliche” giving his wheat (VIII. 555-6) makes for another important echo. 

It initiates, in a limited sense, a new Golden Age, and provides him with proper fame:

Bot sithen ferst this world began,

Was nevere yit to such a man

Mor joie mad than thei him made.

For thei were alle of him so glade,

That thei for evere in remembrance

Made a figure in resemblance

Of him, and in the comun place

Thei sette him up, so that his face

Mihte every maner man beholde,

So as the cité was beholde; (VIII. 559-68)

The very lessons that are taught in Book VII and in the Secretum Secretorum,63 are 

experienced by Apollonius first-hand.  However, this episode is very briefly told in 

Gower, and Apollonius’ major interaction in Tharse will depend upon the exercise of 

justice later in the tale.  

Apollonius’ shipwreck and arrival in Pentapolis is the episode of the tale that is most 

concerned with erotic love.  However, it is not Apollonius who feels desire, but the 

unnamed daughter of King Artestrathes.  Apollonius’ only moment of erotic desire was at 

the very beginning of the tale, and while his eventual marriage of Artestrathes’ daughter 

makes it possible for him to lead “a lusti lif” (VIII. 970), the reader only gets the 

63 Anon. “The ‘Ashmole’ Version”, The Secretum Secretorum: Nine English Versions, M. A. Manzalaoui, 
ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 32-5. 
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description of the daughter’s amor.  In fact, Gower emphasizes the contrast of 

Apollonius’ knowledge of “mesure” in music with Artestrathes’ daughter’s desire.  It 

provides a highly instructive case of Gower’s description of the power of rhetoric in 

Book VII: “Whan words medlen with the song,/ It doth plesance wel the more” (VII. 

1586-7).  In Book VII, this phrase seems off-hand, almost out of place, in a description 

mainly of political rhetoric; it comes between a discussion of amendment and the 

exemplum of Caesar’s defense of Cataline.  I suggest that Gower inserts this phrase 

precisely because he is preparing the reader for the “Tale of Apollonius”, and the tale 

explains how this understanding of rhetorical pleasure can enter into the political 

spectrum.  Music is central to this episode; in his adaptation, Pericles, Prince of Tyre, 

Shakespeare makes music a central element to the entire play; Pericles’ wife is revived by 

music, and Pericles’ reunion with his daughter is described as a moment of natural 

harmony, in which Pericles can hear “the music of the spheres.”64  Gower makes music 

central to this episode and this episode alone; while Shakespeare must be concerned with 

the unity and coherence of the play as a whole, Gower is actually emphasizing parataxis 

and variety of experience.  The measure of music is a way to temper bad fortune and to 

restore pleasure.  The Pentapolis episode is structured by contingency and fortune; 

Apollonius’ shipwreck is explained by the fact that “Fortune hath evere be muable” (VIII. 

585), but Apollonius himself has also embraced Fortune.  Still fleeing from Antiochus, he 

plans to “seche a contré more strange” (VIII. 596), and “[h]is cours he nam with seil 

updrawe./ Where as fortune doth the lawe” (VIII. 599-600).  He does not, as in the Old 

English version of the story, become a merchant, for Gower is interested in removing his 

64 William Shakespeare, Pericles, Prince of Tyre, Riverside Shakespeare, G. Blackmore Evans and J.J.M. 
Tobin, eds., 2nd ed. (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1996), V.i. 
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persona rather than giving him a new one.65  It is his (ill-placed) faith in fortune that 

makes him particularly vulnerable to contigency, and Apollonius himself is only saved 

because of Providence: “he that alle thing mai kepe/ Unto this lord was merciable” (VIII. 

628-9).  

Gower’s poetry transforms the emblematic reversal-of-fortune into a highly affective 

image.  Genius emphasizes that this section of the tale is dedicated to learning about 

fortune through pity, for “in the tellinge of mi tale/ Hierafterward a man mai liere,/ Which 

is gret routhe for to hiere” (VIII. 590-2), and indicates his own narrative, pedagogical role 

again a few lines later in VIII. 601-3.  His detailed description of the storm is genuinely 

frightening, with the sailors frozen for fear, the passengers weeping, the mast breaking, 

and the sail being torn off; Genius draws out further affect by bringing the ship in sight of 

land, but despite the desperate vows of crew and passengers, the ship is torn apart on the 

rocks, “[a]nd al goth done into the depe” (VIII. 627).  Apollonius, the only survivor, is 

left “al naked in a povere plit” (VIII. 635), stripped of the worldly goods that just a little 

while earlier he had used wisely in Tharse.  It is here that Fortune intervenes again: “sche 

wich hath his deth forbore,/ Fortune, thogh sche wol noght yelpe,/ Al sodeinly hath sent 

him helpe,/ Whanne him thoghte alle grace aweie” (VIII. 642-5).  The fisherman who 

finds Apollonius displays many of the kingly virtues that were discussed in Book VII: he 

stops to “understonde/ The cause” of Apollonius’ appearance, he feels “routhe” at his 

changed state (VIII. 648-9), and generously gives him clothes, on account of “his povere 

trouthe” (VIII. 650), with “gret pité” (VIII. 652).66  

65 Itô notes this difference, and ascribes it to Apollonius’ chivalric “freedom” (John Gower, 63).  This is 
consistent with Amans’ problems of understanding the value of freedom, especially in the chivalric ethic.
66 Olsen points out that a pun on “stonde” and “understonde” here and and in the pitiless actions of Dionise 
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How do Gower’s poetic choices inform the reader?  Apollonius experiences Fortune, and 

with him the reader experiences its affects, “routhe” and “pité.”  The affect of the 

shipwreck is reflected by the fisherman, and Apollonius’ loss of “astat” is juxtaposed to 

the fisherman’s virtues.  The reader sees how the worldly goods of the prince are 

contingent, but the virtues of the prince are not.  Most importantly, however, Gower’s 

poetic approach to Fortune illustrates how reason and affect, especially pity, must interact 

in order to produce virtue not only in the prince but in the poetry itself.  The power and 

value of the part of the poetry comes in its rational, educative approach to Fortune, and its 

affective generation of pity.  

Gower’s discussion of the virtue of pité, which was expanded by him in some versions of 

the Confessio, is particularly concerned with the foundations of kingship, and carefully 

relates the pité of a king from that of a reader of fin amour.  Gower finds pité 

foundational to rule: 

Is non so good to the pleasance 

Of God as is good governance.

And every governance is due

To Pité: this I mai argue 

That Pité is the foundement

Of every kinges regiment,

If it be medled with justice. (VII. 4193-99)

In the above statement which concludes his discussion of pité, there is an echo of how 

Gower began it, that “Pietas” (pity) “[n]on tantum populo, set placet illa deo” (VII.x. 3, 

4).  Pity is never far removed from its affective sense, in the “pleasance” of God and of 

later emphasize the association of pity with intellection in a particular situation; “Betwene Ernest and 
Game”, 60.
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the people; it relates back to Gower’s discussion of affective power of truth over rhetoric, 

which also uses “placeo”, with its political connotations of peace and affective 

connotations of pleasure.  Echard and Fangler, in The Latin Verses of the Confessio 

Amantis, draw special attention to the multiple meanings of “pietas”, as including both 

mercy and humility,67 and Andrew Galloway argues that the topic of “true” and “false” 

pity (in which the affective sense is a central component) dominates not only the 

Confessio, but also the Cronica Triperta.68  Gower’s narratives concerning pity address it 

as a philosophical and theological concept, and constantly employ it as a rhetorical 

device.  For instance, Gower locates pité as that “[t]hurgh which the Hihe Magesté/ Was 

stered” when Christ was Incarnated, and “pité was cause”, therefore, of our salvation 

(VII. 3008-13) Gower names “Charité the moder . . . of Pité” (VII. 3167-8) and contrasts 

“the whiel/ Fortune hath set aboven all” to pity, which is “ferme and stable” (VII. 3172-

5).  The marginalia makes clear that pity is like other virtues, that “inter duo extrema 

consistit virtus” (between two extremes stands virtue; VII. 3605 marg.).69  

At the heart of these more philosophical and theological definitions of pity is a 

profoundly affective, rhetorical element.  Gower’s exempla revolve around arousing his 

audience’s pity or disgust.70  In the “Tale of Codrus”, the king of Athens gives his life for 

his people, and Gower poignantly asks the rhetorical question, “Wher is nou such another 

hed,/ Which wolde for the lemes dye?” (VII. 3200-1).  The negative examples, such as 

Siculus and Dionysus, include visceral details clearly directed towards moving the 

67 Echard and Fangler, The Latin Verses of the Confessio Amantis, 84.
68 Galloway, “Politics of Pity”, esp. 88-104.
69 Cf. also his discussion of the “middle way” of pity, VII. 3514-35.  
70 Cf. Craun, Lies, Slander and Obscenity, 139.
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passion of his audience; both have their ingenious torture devices turned upon 

themselves.  The description of Pités in the Mirour de l’Omme, from which Gower reuses 

several aphorisms,71 describes her as “tendre” (MO, 13898), “doulce et debonnaire” 

(MO, 13902), and upon witnessing violence “[d]edeins son cuer trop se desmente” (she is 

disturbed in her heart; MO, 13908).  Gower employs the heart, the seat of the affections, 

to distinguish between the king and the tyrant: while pity “oghte a kinges herte stere” 

(VII. 3203), and “[w]ith love [his subjects’] hertes to him drawe” (VII. 3155), “Tirantz, 

whos hertes no pité/ Mai to no point of mercy plie” (VII. 3406-7) are bound for divine 

punishment and (usually) excruciating pain. Similarly, “Venus attractat corda” (Venus 

attracts hearts; VIII.ii.3) rhetorically to blind them to reason, and only the king 

“magnanimi cordis” (possessing a magnanimous heart; VII.xi. 4) can defeat this voluptas 

(VII.xi.3).72

However, the heart of the king is not like Amans’ heart, which is “desesed” and “al 

desobeissant” (I. 1388, 1392).  The vast majority of Gower’s discussion of Pité concerns 

how the affective element of pity is tempered and “medled” with justice and reason.  In 

discussing (on Solomon’s authority, from Ecclesiastes) that there is a time for war, Gower 

emphasizes the measure involved in kingly pious pity:

Between the simplesce of Pité

And the folhaste of crualté,

Wher stant the verray hardiesce,

Ther mote a king his herte adresce (VII. 3605-8)

In the context of moderated pity, Gower establishes the “trewe” definition of knighthood, 

71 Most notably, Constantine’s statement that “’What Emperour that is enclin/ To Pité to be servant/ Of al 
the worldes remenant/ He is worthi to ben a lord” (VII. 3138-41; cf. MO, 13921-4).  
72 Peck notes in his edition that Gower uses magnanimitas only in this Latin phrase, while Latini assigns it 
the ultimate virtue of a king, (LT, II.23).
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redeploying chivalric terms.  From the proper measure of pity comes “worldes fame” and 

“a worthi name” (VII. 3213, 3214), while “if Pité mesure exceed,/ Kinghode mai noght 

wel procede/ To do justice upon the riht,/ For it belongeth to a kniht/ Als gladly for to 

fihte as reste” (VII. 3529-33).  Without the measure of pity and justice, “knyhthode is set 

behinde” (VII. 3542).  Throughout the later exempla in Book VII, most of which are 

drawn from the Old Testament, knights and kings such as Gideon, Saul, David, Solomon, 

and Rehoboam succeed or fail by how well they temper their hearts.  God himself is cast 

as a knight who has pity on the victims of tyrants by avenging them, for “God is himself 

the champion” of the oppressed (VII. 3252).  David is Gower’s prime example in the 

Mirour of a “bon chivaler estoit/ Du cuer et corps” (a good knight in heart and body; 

MO, 22921-2), and a “bon harpour” (a good harpist) who can “[m]ettre en accord et  

attemprure/ Le cordes de sa harpe” (measure in harmony and temper the strings of his 

harp) as he measures and accords the people he governs (MO, 22897-912).  In the 

Confessio Amantis, Gower tells the story of David and his son Joab.  David has Solomon 

kill Joab because of Joab’s crime, and Gower comments that in a situation that would 

have been ripe for unlawful pity God was pleased that David “so wolde his herte plye/ 

The lawes for to justefie” (VII. 3871-2).  Part of this tale, and several of the others is also 

the use (or misuse) of counsel, which Gower calls “the substance/ Of all a kinges 

governance” (VII. 3889-90).  Gower’s long discussion of pity is wide-ranging, but the 

different components all direct a king towards a proper relationship between reason and 

affect, one which draws upon the feelings of heart while making use of every resource to 

moderate and “attemprure” the passions the heart can produce.
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It is the same combination of reason and affect that causes Artestrathes’s daughter to fall 

in love with Apollonius.  However, there is no mutual passion as there was with Jason 

and Medea; amorous desire is fully feminine.73  This does not stop Apollonius from being 

the object of pity both within the story and for the reader.  It is the “gret pité” (VIII. 752) 

of royal Artestrathes that initially directs his daughter to Apollonius, and her own music 

is an attempt to please him, to temper his affect with music.  She falls in love with him 

not for his ability in sport with the “route/ Of yonge lusti men” (672-3), but “[w]ith leisir 

and continuance/ This mayde fell upon a chance” (VIII. 835-6) into love.  Her falling in 

love with him is a product of Fortune, but now one to whom the feminine alone is liable. 

Gower uses an affective poetry to describe her pitiable status:

For sche wot nevere what it is,

Bot evere among sche fieleth this:

Thenkende upon this man of Tyr,

Hire herte is hot as eny fyr,

And otherwhile it is acale;

Now is sche red, nou is sche pale

Riht after the condicion

Of hire ymaginacion.

Bot evere among hire thoghtes alle,

Sche thoghte, what so mai befalle,

Or that sche lawhe, or that sche wepe,

Sche wolde hire goode name kepe

For feere of wommanysshe schame.

Bot what in ernest and in game,

Sche stant for love in such a plit,

73 As Helen Cooper points out, “the wooing heiress becomes so much a part of the horizons of expectations 
of romance that she triggers generic recognition in an audience as decisively as does a knight riding out on 
a quest” and that as such, she is “one of the strongest markers for a happy ending”; because feminine desire 
was physiologically associated with fertility (it was believed that women could only release seed if they 
orgasmed), such a wooing heiress was “almost a guarantee of the continuation of a dynasty” (Cooper, 
“Love Before Troilus”, Writings on Love in the English Middle Ages, 25-44, 33.  Thus, even Artestrathes’ 
daughter’s passion has deep political valences, quite opposite of those associated with Antiochus’ rape and 
his daughter’s (sterilizing) pain.  Cf. Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 48.
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That sche hath lost al appetit

Of mete, of drinke, of nyhtes reste,

As sche that not what is the beste;

Bot for to thenken al hir fille

Sche hield hire ofte times stille

Withinne hir chambre, and goth noght oute:

The king was of hire lif in doute,

Which wiste nothing what it mente. (VIII. 843-65)

Gower repeats many of the terms that he developed in other sections of the Confessio, 

and repeats the clichés of love (her burning, her loss of appetite and sleep).  However, the 

passage is emotionally effective because of the way in which he situates these clichés in 

her innocence: “sche wot nevere what it is” that she feels, and she keeps it secret for 

“feere of wommanysshe schame.”  Her love develops “[o]f her ymagination” just as 

men’s desire develops in Gower’s explication at VII. 4271-2, but she does not “muse” as 

did those men, or even as Apollonius did for Antiochus’ daughter; it is a chance 

occurrence. María Bullón-Fernández argues, “Genius describes how Artesrtathes’ 

daughter falls in love in terms that echo the Antiochus episode, but with significant 

variations that entail a redefintion of the notions of public and private.”74  Her love, while 

modestly kept in private, does not generate out of a public political figure “musing” or 

desiring in private.  Nonetheless, her passion, generated out of chance, stands in 

opposition to the “mesure” and “temprure” (VIII. 831, 832) of Apollonius.  She does not 

fall in love with Apollonius because of his musical ability; instead that musical ability is a 

sign, for after hearing him sing, “[w]ithinne hir herte hath wel supposed/ That he is of 

gret gentilesse” (VIII. 788-9). Apollonius’ (musical) temperance and measure are a mark 

of noble virtue, like the harping of David.  Nonetheless, the music itself creates pleasure 

and it is this affective element that has the most powerful political associations: 

74 Bullon-Fernandez, Fathers and Daughters, 51.
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Apollonius enters the royal household, and is placed in the position in which he can 

marry a princess.  Erotic love is not, as it was with Antiochus’ daughter, the driving force 

behind masculine action, but instead an affective, feminine response to virtuous 

masculinity.  

Truth, Pity and the Generation of Virtuous Affect

Affective responses in the context of rationality lead to recognition: of the viciousness of 

incest, of the virtue of a stranger, and of the “kinde love” of family in Apollonius’ 

recognition of Thaise.  This recognition is a process of “trouthe”: the revelation of the 

proper (conveniens) relationship between what the senses find and what the heart 

contains, between the sign and the thing signified.  The rest of “The Tale of Apollonius” 

is about the recognition of “trouthe”, from which both the pleasure and the educational 

value of the tale proceeds.  Gower’s source provides a structure of loss and 

misrecognition brought about by Fortune, and forms the ending pleasure in recognition 

and reunion.  Gower produces poetry that emphasizes the affective power of the virtues. 

In the three parts of the “Tale of Apollonius” which I will analyze below, the virtues of 

justice, chastity, and pity are invested with powerful affect, and the reader of the 

Confessio Amantis can recognize for himself the “trouthe” of affective poetry; the 

rhetorical power to produce pleasure out of virtue.

The fate of Thaise is one of the most pathetic elements of “The Tale of Apollonius.”  Her 

guardian, Dionise, the wife of Strangulio, is overcome with envy because Thaise so far 

outshines her own daughter, Philotenne, and plots to kill her.  Genius introduces this 
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episode by referring back to “the cronique” (VIII. 1326), distancing himself as teller from 

her misery.  He also presents Thaise in the most schematic way possible:

Sche was wel kept, sche was wel loked,

Sche was wel tawht, sche was wel boked,

So wel sche spedde hir in hire youthe

That sche of every wisdom couthe,

That for to seche in every lond

So wys an other no man fond,

Ne so wel tawht at mannes yhe. (1327-33)

The anaphora serves to almost make her a cipher of accomplishments, a subject only for 

the predication of attributes.  The reader gets no sense of Thaise’ personality.  Gower 

presents not a character, but a set of facts, and this narrative strategy is centrally 

important for developing the form of Dionise’s envy.

Dionise’s envy acts against “trouthe”, and Gower describes it as functioning “[t]hurgh 

pure treson and envie” (VIII. 1356), the purity of the treason suggesting not merely a 

violation of Dionise’s debt to Apollonious, but a violation of the principle of that debt, 

“trouthe” itself.  Also the very voice of truth, “[t]he comun vois, the comun grace” (VIII. 

1342) names Thaise as the best young woman in the city.  The complete lack of 

description allows Thaise to be formed by Dionise’s envy, as a profound object of the 

unjust violation of truth.  She is a victim of treason first, and a character only later.  The 

ironically named Theophilus, the “cherle” given the task of disposing of her, recognizes 

the injustice he is about to perpetrate: “This cherles herte is in a traunce,/ As he which 

drad him of vengance/ Whan time comth an other day” (VIII. 1367-9).  This section is all 

in the present tense; while most of the narration in the “Tale of Apollonius” is in the past, 

Gower focuses on this violation by bringing it into the here and now: “The treson and the 
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time is schape” (VIII. 1373). Gower develops affect less around Thaise herself than 

around the deed, “the time is schape” providing a hint of determinism to the evil planning 

that has produced this moment between truth and treason. Gower extends this moment by 

engaging in some rare intra-tale dialogue: 

"Thou schalt be ded." "Helas!" quod sche,

"Why schal I so?" "Lo thus," quod he,

"Mi ladi Dionise hath bede,

Thou schalt be moerdred in this stede." (VIII. 1379-82)

The quick back-and-forth between Theophilus and Thaise even further intensifies the 

affect of the treason itself: neither the murderer nor the victim understand the causes or 

reasons for this violation, and the reader pities both the forced hand of Theophilus and the 

innocent neck of Thaise.  Her rescue/kidnapping by piratical slave-traders offers a respite 

only to further extend the imminent treason (this time against the truth of her chastity) as 

she is to be sold to Leonin, the proprietor of the brothel at Mitliene.  She is a product of 

violation by her guardian, her social inferior, and by male desire both sexual and 

monetary.  

It seems initially that she is meant to be the object of the reader’s pity in a way similar to 

Constance, but Gower somewhat displaces this.  Rather than focusing on the dangers by 

describing the pirates, Leonin, or her potential rapists, all of which would intensify the 

reader’s affect, instead Gower describes the pity that her weeping elicits from the very 

ones who threaten her:

Clos in a chambre be hireselve,

Ech after other ten or tuelve

Of yonge men to hire in wente;

Bot such a grace God hire sente,
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That for the sorwe which sche made

Was non of hem which pouer hade

To don hire eny vileinie. (VIII. 1425-31)

Even the rapist sent by Leonin who “with strengthe agein hire leve/ Tho sholde hir 

maidenhood bereve” (VIII. 1439-40), in order for Leonin to finally gain the “gret beyete” 

(VIII. 1433) for which he bought her, cannot violate her.  Her “woful pleintes” (VIII. 

1442) act so powerfully even on this man that “[h]im liste betre for to wepe/ Than don 

oght elles to the game” (VIII. 1444-5).  The reader, however, never hears these woeful 

cries, and the criminals mediate his or her relationship to Thaise.  What is affective about 

this moment is less the pitiable spectacle of Thaise than cowed masculine desire.  Gower 

has already developed pitiable female figures; here he directs the reader to recognize the 

power of natural justice.  The men of Mitelene are weak, their minds completely 

dominated by sexual desire, even to the point of taking delight in raping a virgin.  Gower 

explains in the section of Book VII on chastity, that “lust . . . [the] wit devoureth” (VII. 

4505), but more importantly, he links “treason” with the failure of chastity much more 

than with the failure of any other kingly virtue, even truth.  Thaise’s role in “The Tale of 

Apollonius” is dependent upon the reforming power of her chastity; after convincing 

Leonin that he will profit more from employing her a teacher than a prostitute, she brings 

about the education reformation of those “that comen wolde/ Of wommen in her lusty 

youthe” (VIII. 1480-1).  In this limited role, she reforms the lusty women of Mitelene, 

but in her more extended role, her chastity reforms the political powers of both Miltelene 

and Tyre, and by extension, Tarse.  Thaise, rather than Apollonius’ more amorous and 

anonymous wife, receives a name because of the central importance of her chastity to the 

entire political project of the tale: the discovery through the virtues, of the propria 
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persona of the king.

Chastity and Joy

Throughout the Confessio Amantis and Gower’s earlier excursus on the relation of 

knightly power and love in Vox Clamantis V (from which he quotes or paraphrases often 

in the Confessio), the power of love is a force that constantly threatens to overwhelm 

masculine virtue and government.  Gower emphasizes again and again, through Genius 

and the narrator of the Vox, that the arts of men are no match for the arts of Venus.  It has 

seemed, especially with Amans, that there is no way to achieve measure in amor, but 

Gower introduces his discussion of chastity in Book VII by promising to explain

Wherof a king schal modefie

The fleisschly lustes of nature,

Now thenk I telle of such mesure,

That bothe kinde schal be served

And ek the lawe of God observed. (VII. 4210-4)

This seems to support Simpson’s theory of a “sea-change”, but the change seems to be as 

much a change in Gower as it is in Genius; the Gower of the Vox does not seem to 

describe such moderation as possible.  However, in the Mirour de l’Omme, Gower is 

especially interested in explicating the workings of chastity, dedicating more space to it  

than to any other virtue.  He concludes his discussion of chastity (as he has with each of 

the virtues), with “la descripcioun . . .de la vertu . . . par especial”, but adds with it a 

“commendacioun.”75  His “commendacioun” is important in two ways.  First, he virtually 

identifies Chasteté with the Virgin Mary, and second, he praises this feminine figure in 

the same amorous language he uses in the Balades.  He emphasizes how Chasteté is 

75 This is in the chapter heading, between lines 18324 and 18325.
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“plus privé” (most intimate; MO, 18325), with the soul, a phrase that borders on the 

erotic (cf. his uses of “privé” in the Confessio).  He then juxtaposes this semi-erotic 

language with quite masculine diction, calling Chasteté the “chambreleine” (MO, 18327) 

of the heart, and the “sovereine” (MO, 18331) of all other virtues.  He then merges the 

two by identifying Mary as the embodiment of Chasteté: 

Par quoy, sicomme le livre ensiene,

Deius est de luy enamouré,

Si prist de luy sa char humeine,

La quelle au ciel comme son demeine

A dieu le piere ad presenté.

(For this reason, just as the book says, God was enamored of her [Chasteté], and took from her his 

human flesh, which in heaven he presented as his own to God the Father; MO, 18332-6)

This is clearly the narrative of Mary, but presented with erotic overtones that specifically 

place Christ as both her child and her lover.  Later, in Gower’s narrative of Mary’s life, he 

makes this quite clear.  Mary, mourning the dead Christ, weeps as intensely as a romance 

heroine finding her lover dead: “Car unques femme n’ama tant,/ Ne unques femme un 

autre amant/ Avoit de si treshalt empire” (Because another woman never loved so much, 

nor did another woman have a lover of such great estate; MO, 28927-9).  Gower uses the 

language of amorous love to depict the depth of Mary’s and Christ’s intimacy, an 

intimacy that is the mirror image of the incestuous relations that produce Pecché, Mort, 

and their daughters at the beginning of the Mirour.  Gower involves himself in this erotic 

language by praying to Mary as “ma dame” (the same way he addresses his lady 

throughout the Balades), and offers her his service and depends upon her mercy in a way 

familiar from fin amour poetry in general, and Amans’ relationship to Venus in the 

Confessio (cf. MO, 27445-80).  
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The difference between Gower’s devotion to Mary and Amans’ devotion to Venus, as 

well as the difference between Christ’s status as Mary’s son and lover and the incestuous 

relationships of Pecché, depends upon Gower’s careful use of persona.  The relationship 

between the personae of dieu le piere and Christ make possible the union of amorous and 

filial affection, and Gower is able to involve him in this by means of participation:

O Chasteté, par tiele assisse

Bonté verraie t’est assisse,

Qe creator et creature

Chascuns endroit de soy te prise,

For sols le deable . . .

(O Chastity [Mary], by such judgment true bounty is given [judged] to you, whom creator and 

creature each in their proper way prizes, excepting only the devil; MO, 18361-5)

Mary, the personification of Chasteté, can, by the judgment of the creator, be the object of 

a similar but proper love by creatures, at least those creatures who participate in divine 

judgment.  As a rhetorical and a moral persona, she is a decorous object of love by the 

judgment of God and Nature.76  As such, she appears the only decorous object of love, the 

only persona who is in a proper and fitting relationship with both God and Nature (a fact 

which Gower’s fascination with her Assumption seems to support).  However, Chasteté, 

what she personifies, includes both Matrimoine and Continence, so that the love of 

Chasteté/Mary can be achieved without the total dedication to virginity that only a few 

(like the canons of St. Mary Overys) would be able to achieve.77  

76 William Burton Wilson notes in his translation of the Mirour de l’Omme, “Although Gower praises 
Mary’s special grace and purity and her perpetual virginity, he does not seem to mention explicitly the 
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception” (Mirror de l’Omme (The Mirror of Mankind), William Burton 
Wilson, trans,, revised by Nancy Wilson Van Baak (East Lansing, MI: Colleagues Press, 1992), n. 144.  I 
suggest that Gower does not mention the Immaculate Conception on poetic grounds, in order to emphasize 
her natural goodness rather than her reception from God of a special condition.  In fact, Gower makes a  
semi-Pelagian statement quite out of tune with the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception: “Dont par 
decerte et par loer/ La volt dieus amer et louer” (Therefore, on account of her deserving and earning, God 
desired to love and praise her; MO, 22724-5).  
77 For another discussion on the centrality of the Mary-Christ relationship in the Confessio, cf. Bullón-
Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 3.  
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Gower’s entire discussion of chastity in the Confessio Amantis revolves around the right 

relation of the persona of the king and law.  As Gower has made abundantly clear 

throughout his works, the king is supra leges in regard to positive law, and so Gower’s 

emphasis of the opposition of chastity to tyranny and treason depend upon his 

construction of the propria persona of the king in his decorous relationship to God and 

Nature.  Thus, his Latin head-verse for the section on chastity begins by stating, 

“Corporis et mentis regem decet omnis honestas” (Honesty of all things bodily and 

mentally is decorous for a king; VII.xi. 1).  Gower does not even broach the topic of 

virginity (at least regarding men); marriage is the proper form of chastity for a king.  He 

develops the concept of honestas in its valence as truth.  When a man marries, 

His trothe plight lith in morgage,

Which if he breke, it is falshode,

And that decordeth to manhode,

And namely toward the grete

Wherof the bokes alle trete. (VII. 4228-32)

The failure of chastity, especially for the “grete” men for which this book (and the books 

from which he takes his mirror of princes) is written, is both a failure of truth (as legal 

oath) and discordant with masculinity.  It sets the groundwork for Gower’s association of 

the royal lack of chastity with treason, because the falsehood at hand injures the persona 

of the king by effeminizing him.  Gower makes it quite clear in the section immediately 

following:

Bot yit a kinges hihe astat,

Which of his ordre as a prelat

Schal ben enoignt and seintified

He mot be more magnified

For digneté of his corone
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Than scholde another low persone,

Which is not of so hih emprise.

Therefore a prince him scholde avise

. . . namely that he n’assote

To change for the wommanhede

The worthinesse of his manhede (VII. 4245-51, 4254-6)

The king’s persona is special, and is linked by clerical anointment and high estate to the 

lover-Christ of the Mirour de l’Omme. The loss of his manhood through lechery is 

detrimental not only to the worthiness of the individual, but to the “digneté of his 

corone”, the symbolism of which Gower has extensively described earlier in Book VII, 

when explaining Trouthe (VII. 1745-74).  Lechery violates the truth of the monarch by 

both effeminizing him and separating him from his propria persona, a violation of truth 

that Gower harshly condemned in the Mirour.  Gower’s exempla for chastity deal with 

kings who suffer from effeminization (Sardana Pallus; VII. 4313-43), and those who do 

not (David, Cyrus, VII. 4344-60, 4461-4405).  However, the remainder of the exempla 

deal more directly with the way in which lechery relates the king to law.  Phineas applies 

the law against fornication to the people of Israel in a positive exemplum of chaste rule 

(VII. 4432-53).  Solomon, who previously “ladde under the lawe/ The poeple of God” 

(VII. 4485-6), because of his sexual appetite goes “[a]gein the lawe” (VII. 4498) in 

acquiring many concubines, and finally worshipping idols.  

The law that Phineas imposes and Solomon violates is God’s law, and therefore 

constitutes something of a special condition for rulers, and a more direct relationship 

between God, Nature and just rule.  In the central part of his excursus on chastity, Gower 

deals with strictly pagan (Roman) rulers, and especially with the fall of the Roman king 

Tarquin after his son Aruns’ rape of Lucrece.  In the pagan context, Gower emphasizes 
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the way in which lechery does not only violate the laws of the Old Testament, but the 

very persona of the lecherous king.  The story of the rape of Lucrece is well-known, and 

the monstrous violation of noble Collatinus’ wife by the lecherous Aruns presents, like 

the story that follows it (the “Tale of Virginia”), a pitiable and fragile female object  

overpowered by a male concupiscence operating supra leges.  However, rather than 

concentrate on the production of pity (which Gower certainly has no difficulty 

achieving), I wish to examine the language he uses to discuss the collapse of kingship 

under Tarquin and Aruns.  These  “tirannyssh” (VII. 4593) rulers are constant liars, and 

their lies go hand in hand with their lechery.  Their boundless desires cut them from both 

the decorous and proper use of political power and language, and thus, 

With treason and with tirannie

Thei wonne of lond a gret partie,

And token hiede of no justice,

Which due was to here office

Upon the reule of governance (VII. 4601-5) 

“Treason” as R.F. Green explains, is like “trouthe” a keyword for late medieval England, 

partially because of a royal legal program to redefine treason (which was the violation of 

a sworn oath, either personal or a political) to “any challenge to the king’s sovereignty.”78 

Here, the king himself is committing treason, and Gower even gives an example of 

exactly what he means: Aruns uses treachery to help defeat the Gabiens by swearing a 

false oath.  He goes to their city, explaining that he has been banished from Rome, and 

would give them aid against his father.  The Gabiens “[u]pon the goddes made him 

swere,/ That he to hem schal trouthe bere” (VII. 4647-8).  Through secret 

communication, “fraude and tricherie” (VII. 4693), Aruns kills the princes of he Gabiens, 

78 R.F. Green, Crisis of Truth, 207.  He explains the tensions between Parliament and the Crown over the 
Statute of Treasons [1352], which attempted to “restrict this dangerous growth of royal prerogative” (213-
4).  
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and his father invades, “[a]nd tok and slowh the citezeins/ Withoute reson or pité” (VII. 

4698-9).  Treason is immediately rendered as the violation of an oath in a purely political 

context; there is nothing in the siege of the Gabiens that suggests sexual misconduct.  At 

the same time, this treason signals a loss of both reason and affect (namely, pity), and 

suggests that such a king or prince has nothing restraining his power.

In the narrative of the “Rape of Lucrece”, Gower brings together treason and lechery in a 

way that in fact challenges (and finally destroys) the king’s sovereignty.  Gower has used 

“treason” before: in the “Tale of Constance” Domilde employs treason, and Gower uses 

the word four times, including a direct relationship to marital chastity.  Alla, having 

learned of Domilde’s trick, states that she “hast so falsly put aweie/ With treason of thi 

backbitinge/ The treweste at my knowlechinge/ Of wyves and the most honeste” (II. 

1280-3).  Gower uses it four more times in the “Tale of Orestes”, once again with a son’s 

accusation of a mother (III. 2060).  In both cases, the son calls the mother a “beste” 

Domilde a “beste of helle” and Climestre a “cruel beste unkinde” (II. 1278, III. 2055). 

While issues of law, truth, and love are at stake in both of these narratives, the 

sovereignty of the king is not; Alla remains king, and Egistus, a usurper, is killed “be the 

law . . . [a]s to a tretour it belongeth” (III. 2103, 2107).  Orestes’ righteousness is only 

tested on account of matricide, not regicide, and Alla himself makes penance for killing 

his mother, though it was also legally justified.  In both cases as well, while the 

reasonableness and legality of the matricide’s actions are justified, there is an affective 

remainder: Alla goes on a penitential pilgrimage to Rome, and Orestes is “nothing glad” 

of the vengeance he is forced by the gods to take (III. 2005).
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The situation of Aruns and Lucrece is considerably different.  Aruns’ boast about his 

wife, and Collatine’s rejoinder that it is “of non emprise/ To speke a word, bot of the 

dede” (4778-9) leads to a “trewe assay” (VII. 4785) of which of their wives are best. 

Their spying determines Lucrece’s “trewe herte” ((VII. 4837), and the relationship 

between Collatine and Lucrece is a model of marriage, in which their “trouthes” are 

carried out both in words and deeds.  Gower’s depiction of Aruns’ passionate reaction to 

Lucrece captures the problem of amorous desire joined to political power.  Aruns suffers 

like any other lover: “love upon his part/ Cam thanne,” and Cupid’s “fyri dart” afflicts 

him with the “wound” and “blinde maladie” which is familiar from similar stories, 

including Amans’ own (cf. VII. 4850-5).  He, like any other lover, suffers from 

sleeplessness, and in his heart “pourteieth hire ymage” (VII. 4876).  In Amans, these 

responses are effectively harmless; his lady casually dismisses him, and his utter 

subservience makes it impossible for him to force his will.  Aruns, on the other hand, has 

the political power and status to take what he desires, and he lacks the affect of pité that 

might give him pause. In order to accomplish this end, he engages in “treson” (VII. 

4906).  He uses his political status and power to gain entry into Lucrece’s house, and then 

“the trouthe was deceived/ With slih tresoun” (VII. 4935-6).  Aruns’ treason here is not 

merely against a military foe but against his own political status.  When the prince 

becomes a lover, he “melled love with tirannie” (VII. 4899), and loses his proper 

relationship to princely power.  Gower’s combination of the two stories, the first of 

political treason, and the second of amorous treason, serve to unify in Aruns both 

unkindnesse and lawlessness, the sins of Domilde and Climestre.  After the defeat of the 
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Gabiens, Tarquin’s sacrifice is refused, and the priests say that vengeance must be taken 

by the first person to kiss his mother.  Brutus immediately kisses the earth, which “of 

every mannes kinde/ Is moder” (VII. 4743-4), which Tarquin and Aruns do not 

understand.  Their lack of understanding made “comically obtuse” by Gower’s 

description of each rushing home to embrace their own mothers,79 denotes that they do 

not understand that their own political power is contingent on virtue, for (as the 

arguments on gentillesse have already shown), all men are born of the earth, and all men 

return to it, and thus are equal in all things except virtue.  His further “tresoun” in the 

rape of Lucrece violates the very basis of lawful rule, the “trouthe” plighted between the 

king and his people, and it is the people, the “comum clamour” (VII. 5115) which cries 

out against Tarquin and Aruns, “’Awey, awey the tirannie/ Of lecherie and covotoitise!” 

(VII. 5118-9).  

Chastity is a personal virtue, and protects the king and his subjects from the treason that 

overcomes the truth.  In the tales of Aruns and the “Tale of Virginia”, the phrase “naked 

swerd” is used three times; Aruns uses one to force Lucrece to his will (VII. 4965), 

Lucrece uses one to kill herself (VII. 5066), and is later used by Collatine, and Virginius 

uses one to kill his virgin daughter (VII. 5243) rather than hand her over to the 

“wrongfull king” (VII. 5247) that would ravish her.  The “naked sword” functions as a 

symbol of both the unbridled sexual appetite and the violent response that such appetite 

exacts from a tyrannized populace.80  Its combination of indecency and violence is the 
79 Rayner, Images of Kingship, 28.
80 R.F. Green writes about the naked sword being a marker of sign of treason for royal justice, particularly 
in the case of one Sir John Gerberge [1347].  Green argues that the case (in which Gerbage, a “gentleman-
bandit” was charged with treason for wearing cote armure and carrying a naked sword on the king’s 
highway) was a testing ground for the expansion of “treason” to cover what would have simply been 
felonies (Crisis of Truth, 206-7, 212).  
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very opposite of chaste rule, in which the “trouthe” of the monarch maintains a political 

and personal decorum.  Right relationships depend upon a king’s judgment, and his 

judgment depends upon his chastity, and as Russell Peck has stated, “Book VIII is a study 

in the rediscovery of right relationships.”81

Returning to the “Tale of Apollonius”, Thaise’s chastity is a reforming power in Mitilene, 

one that first works upon even the lecherous patrons of the brothels, and then, in a more 

morally and politically structured way, on the women of the city, in “a schole that is 

trewe” (VIII. 1463).  The town rediscovers the right relationship to women through 

Thaise’s chastity.  When Apollonius arrives at Mitilene, he believes he has lost not only 

his wife, when she gave birth to Thaise, but Thaise herself, having seen her tomb at 

Tharse, which Dionise’s “false treson hidd” (VIII. 1541).82  He is, in terms of his propria 

persona as king, beside himself; he remains alone “benethe his place” (VIII. 1604), a 

wonderful play on both a nautical and an estate term.  His affect has completely 

overwhelmed him, bringing him literally below his proper status, “in so derk a place/ 

That ther may no with sen his face” (VIII. 1641-2).  He cannot be recognized as a king 

(quite literally) because of the darkness of the affect surrounding him.

Much ink has been spilled on the sexual undertones of Thaise’s meeting with her father.83 

To a great extent, these analyses are correct: there is a sexual undertone present, one 

which could potentially develop into the incestuous actions of Antiochus and Pecché, but 
81 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 161.
82 It is perhaps interesting to note that the tomb states that Thaise is fourteen, the exact age of Mary at her 
espousal to Joseph in Gower’s account in the Mirour de l’Omme.  
83 Cf. Gallacher, Love, the Word, and Mercury, 134-5; Bullón-Fernández, Fathers and Daughters, 43ff; 
Watt, "Oedipus, Apollonius, and Richard II”, 199-201, Scanlon, “The Riddle of Incest”, 122, among many 
others.
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which instead is centered upon the chastity of Thaise, and more closely related to the 

religious-erotic relationship of Christ and Mary in Gower’s Mirour.  Principally, the 

scene is a recognition scene, in which the recognition of Thaise causes Apollonius to 

recognize himself in his propria persona as a prince, and exact justice upon Strangulio 

and Dionise.  That recognition does not depend upon Thaise’s extensive abilities but upon 

the chastity of her persona.  Her music and intelligence, though as powerful as 

Apollonius’ own, does not move him:

. . . sche harpeth many a lay

And lich an angel sang withal;

Bot he no more than the wal

Tok hiede of eny thing he herde.

And when sche sih that he so ferde,

Sche falleth with him into wordes,

 And telleth him of sondri bordes,

And axeth him demandes strange,

Whereof sche made his herte change

. . . 

Bot he for no suggestioun

Which toward him sche couthe strere,

He wolde noght o word ansuere (VIII. 1670-8, 1684-6)

There is no question that Thaise is among the most impressive of Gower’s women; she is 

beautiful, talented, intellectual, and brave. However, none of these qualities return 

Apollonius to his propria persona; even if he might be amazed and interested in her 

abilities (at least at riddles), he still does not answer, and he still does not return from his 

exile in the hold to his proper place as prince of Tyre.  When she reaches out to touch him 

in compassion and pity, he strikes her.  It is here that the recognition begins, and it 

depends not upon her talents, but upon her chastity.  She replies “courtaisly” to his blow:

Avoi, mi lord, I am a maide;

And if ye wiste what I am,
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And out of what lingage I cam,

Ye wolde noght be so salvage.

With that he sobreth his corage

And put awey his hevy chere (VIII. 1696-1701, emphasis mine)

 Apollonius responds not to the intellectual and musical talents of some girl, but to her 

chastity and nobility.  He recognizes in her the elements of royalty, and this Gower can 

say, “Bot of hem tuo a man mai liere/ what is to be sibb of blod” (VIII. 1702-3).  It is at 

first a strange reaction, for it does not seem to make any sense to an audience far removed 

from the medieval political world.84  However, as the previous discussion of chastity and 

kingship has shown, chastity as a noble virtue is central to the recognition of sovereignty. 

It is intricately invested in the affective power of nobility, and it is no wonder that when 

Apollonius “[h]is herte upon this maide caste./ That he hire loveth kindely,/ And yet he 

wiste nevere why” (VIII. 1706-8).  His affective response is natural, “kindely” (and not 

incestuous) because he recognizes in her what he has lost in himself: the propria persona 

of nobility.  Gower repeats the word “herte” again and again in the next few lines, and it 

is Apollonius’ affective response, “joie” (VIII. 1733), that is the proper and decorous 

response to noble chastity.  Chastity is not the painful self-denial of love, but in the 

proper functioning of nobility, a source of joy and pleasure.  It is through this pleasure, 

affective and political, that Apollonius “out of his derke place . . . goth him up into the 

liht” (VIII. 1740-1) and with his daughter, occupy the place “ordeigned for the king” 

(VIII. 1745) where he again “dede of al his thing/ And was arrayed realy” (VIII. 1746-7). 

In Thaise he does not recognize his own intelligence, musical skill, or bravery, all 

84 Larry Scanlon argues that “[t]he good daughter becomes a substitute for the regulatory power of the 
Church, a source of moral order operating with secular history and within the lay structure of the family” 
(“Riddle of Incest”, 124). However, I argue that this is not a laicization of ecclesiastical norms of chastity. 
The desire for the chaste female is universal (after all, rapists are stimulated by Thaise’s beauty and the fact  
of her chastity, even if they are later tempered by her production of pity) but only the righteous can 
recognize that desire in its natural sense: kindly love.  It is not regulatory but indicative.
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attributes he had when he still lusted after Antiochus’ daughter; he instead recognizes in 

her chastity the “herte” of nobility, the “joie” of love proper to the noble family. 

Apollonious, en route to Tharse for vengeance, is directed by a dream to Ephesim, where 

his wife, whom he thought dead, is in fact a votary of Diana, where she might “kepe and 

holde hir chasteté” (VIII. 1245).  Here, as in several other pleaces throughout he 

Confessio, the pagan religion serves as a practical duplicate for Christianity, at least in 

producing institutional equivalents for Christian virtues (such as chastity) and Christian 

practices (such as confession).  Apollonius’ visit to Ephesim is a reaffirmation of his 

kingship from a religious perspective, a reaffirmation of a kingship, “[w]hich of his ordre 

as a prelat/ Schal ben enoignt and seintefied” (VII. 4256-7). 85  He comes to the temple of 

Ephesim “[w]her as with gret devocioun/ Of holi contemplacioun/ Withinne his herte he 

made is schrifte” (VIII. 1837-9).  This recalls Amans’ own falling on his knees before 

Genius, “with devocioun/ And with full gret contricioun” (I. 203-4): both Apollonius and 

Amans are to be established in their propria persona, though Apollonius having already 

made his shrift (instead of Amans’ seemingly interminable process of shrift), he is 

returned immediately, and with the proper affect.  The “joie” which he felt at the 

recognition of his daughter is completed in the discovery of his wife.  Apollonius’ wife 

“[f]or pure joie as in a rage” (VIII. 1852) expresses her passionate femininity in this 

recognition and reunion.  It becomes a public affect: “joie manifold,/ For every man this 

tale told/ As for miracle” (VIII. 1865-7), but also an intense pleasure for the king himself: 

“Bot nevere man such joie made/ As doth this king” (VIII. 1868-9).  Chastity has brought 

85 Edwin Craun makes the point that Gower combines pastoral and political in forming the royal authority 
of the king, so that “[r]ulers, like priests, can speak a divinely sanctioned discourse” (Lies, Slander, and 
Obscenity, 121).  
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about this joie; first Thaise’s whose chastity makes possible their reunion; Apollonius’ 

wife, whose self-commitment to Diana maintains her own chastity; and Apollonius’ own, 

whose refusal to remarry and whose dedication to sacrifice in Diana’s temple makes 

possible this final reunion.  Through this, the king becomes himself again fully, in a way 

that includes the “joie” of chaste sex: “The king hath take his real86 place,/ The queene is 

into chamber go” (VIII. 1902-3) and “[a]lle olde sorwes ben forgete/ And gladden hem 

with joies newe” (VIII. 1906-7).  The pleasure of chaste marriage is central to Gower; in 

his last exemplum for chastity in Book VII, he chooses the tale of Tobias and Sara, a 

model of chastity in marriage.  Tobias’ “honeste” (VII. 5359) approach to marriage, by 

which “he his lust so goodly ladde” (VII. 5362) allows him to escape the fate of his more 

desirous fellow suitors (all of whom were killed by the devil Asmod), but still “hise lustes 

have” (VIII. 5381).  In the same way, Apollonius “nou hath his desir” (VIII. 1887). 

Because of its “modefication” by chastity, this satisfaction of desire is different both from 

Antiochus’ “fol desir” for his daughter (VIII. 337), and that of the young Apollonius, who 

had “to love a gret desir” (VIII. 376).  The central function of the “Tale of Apollonius” is 

to express the pleasures of chaste love, and that the king’s persona must love in a way 

proper to his “seintified” status.  The incestuous king fails, in the most extreme way, to 

retain his vow to chastity that constitutes his propria persona as a king; “joie” does not 

radiate outward toward the people, but must remain “privé.”

86 “Real” is probably best glossed as “royal”, but the homonym with our modern meaning of “actual” was 
coming into English usage in the early 15th century, and the Anglo-Norman “real” could mean both; it is 
quite possible that Gower is making a pun for his Francophone readers.
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Justice and Peace

The discovery of his daughter and her subsequent marriage to Athenagoras the ruler of 

Miteline, and the discovery of his wife bring Apollonius back to his right self, his propria 

persona as king.  It is in that persona that he can achieve one of his few actual deeds as a 

king, his punishment of Strangulio and Dionise for the attempted murder of Thaise. 

Genius narrates it quite briefly: Apollonius comes to Tarse, assembles the people, and 

“telleth hem the violence/ Which the tretour Strangulio/ And Dionise him hadde do/ 

Touchende his dowhter” (VIII. 1936-9).  It is a case of treason, a betrayal against king in 

his persona, a fact that the people recognize not only on account of his previous largesse, 

but because of his appropriate end in executing the traitors: the townspeople

. . . wiste hou that it ferde.

As he which pes and love soghte,

Unto the toun this he besoghte,

To don him riht in juggement. (VIII. 1940-3)

Apollonius’ exercise of justice can only be accomplished with the will of the people and 

the final goal of peace and love.  The people of Tharse see the virtue of Apollonius’ 

claim, and so Strangulio and Dionise “[a]tteint thei were be the lawe” (VIII. 1947), and 

are hung, drawn, and burned.  Despite the apparent brutality of this vengeance, Genius 

concludes that:

. . . every man hath gret mervaile,

Which herde tellen of this chance,

And thonketh Goddes pourveance,

Which doth mercy forth with justice.

Slain is the moerdrer and moerdrice

Thurgh verray trowthe of rihtwisnesse,

And thurgh mercy sauf is simplesse

Of hire whom mercy preserveth;

Thus hath he wel that wel deserveth. (VIII. 1954-62)
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This action in the public view, combines the virtues of kingship discussed by Gower in 

Book VII: mercy, justice, and truth are all present in the execution of this sentence, made 

by the chaste king who had saved Tharse through his largesse.  

Apollonius’ execution of justice is the proper action of a king, but it is important to 

understand that it also creates another affect, one that is both present to the king and to 

his entire rule: peace.  When Gower discusses justice in Book VII, he emphasizes that 

justice exists “[p]ropter transgressos” (on account of transgressors; VII.ix. 1), and like all 

the kingly virtues, it works against the failures of community caused by original sin 

(falsehood, want, injustice, cruelty, and lechery).  It is a restorative process, in which 

“regnes ben amended” (VII. 2708).  In this restoration, it produces communal pleasure:

If lawe stonde with the riht,

The poeple is glad and stant upriht.

Wher as the lawe is resonable,

The comun poeple stant menable (VII. 2759-62)

Throughout his exempla, Gower again and again suggests that this pleasure is peace. 

Thus the law “is mad for pes” (VII. 2830); Carmidotirus, who “sette a lawe for the pes” 

(VII. 2849) that none should bear a sword in the forum, makes no exception even for 

himself, when he accidentally enters the forum armed; Lycurgus, whose laws have made 

it “so that in reste/ Mihte every man his herte reste” (VII. 2935-6), gives up his power 

that such laws might remain forever; the first lawgivers, in both the pagan and the 

Hebrew world, make these laws “[i]n forthringe of the worldes pes” ( VII. 3053). 

Apollonius thus disposes justice according to the very principles that are universally 

acknowledged: the furthering of peace for the entire commonwealth.  
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However, it is not merely a civil pleasure, but the highest political pleasure for the king, 

like the joy of chastity.87  In the Mirour, Gower links Dileccioun, Concorde and Pités as 

three of the daughters of Pacience.88  Though Pacience implies suffering, Gower focuses 

his discussion on its pleasure, in the Mirour focusing on any person rather than the king 

especially.  These three daughter-virtues are integrally bound to love, and Gower includes 

a summary of Augustine’s discussion of love, which Macaulay traces to his Epistola clv.89 

Dileccioun keeps her heart “du fin amour l’estage” (MO, 13519), but “n’ad pas sotie/ Du 

fol amour” (does not have the folly of foolish love; MO, 13621-2).  This fine love is the 

love of friendship, and Gower paraphrases Ambrose, that “’Mon bon amy est l’autre je’;/  

Car ma personne il represente” (‘My good friend is another me’, because he represents 

my person; MO, 13733-4).  Dileccioun nonetheless has “[c]ompassioun de luer folie” 

(compassion for the folly [of foolish lovers]; MO, 13629), and attempts by Charité to 

“modefie” their foolish loving when it “covient” (is appropriate, decorous; MO, 13631-2). 

Dileccioun’s investment in charity contains the virtues in love: 

Amour est de sa dueté

Ly droit portiers du Charité,

Qui laist entrer de son office

Resoun, Mesure et Loyalté,

Et comme la dame d’Equité

Entre les autres vient Justice,

Qui meyne Peas en son service,

Et comme l’enfant ove sa norrice

87 Yeager, in “Pax Poetica”, discusses how Gower’s notions of peace derive from Augustine, and follow him 
more directly than some of the later writers, who emphasized “the authority, or nature, of the provocation 
over what was so important to Augustine, the inclination of the heart” (101).  
88 The other two daughters, Modeste and Debonaireté, are discussed more briefly by Gower, and are, in a 
sense, negative virtues; Modeste and Debonaireté resist anger rather than pursue more active roles; 
nonetheless, both produce pleasure: Modeste is “bein joyouse/ Vers chascun homme en son degré” (joyful 
to each man in his degree; MO, 13430-1) and Debonaireté heads a household that “[b]ein vit en ease” (MO, 
13465).
89 MO, 13537n.  
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Cil duy se sont entrebeisé.

(Love is by her right the proper doorkeeper of Charity, who according to her office allows to enter 

Reason, Measure, and Loyalty, and as the lady of Equity, among these others comes Justice, who 

leads Peace in her service, and as an infant kisses her nurse, these two embrace; MO, 13705-13).

The metaphor of the pleasing and personal affection of child and nurse is extended in the 

discussion of Concorde, who “est du pres/ Norrie, ensi comme meulx covient/ Dedeinz  

les chambers dame Pes” (was nursed, as it is well fitting, in the chambers of dame Peace; 

MO, 13814-6).  Concorde is both a political and a personal virtue, and it is only through 

her that “les cités/ Sont en leur point au droit gardez” (the cities are in their limits 

properly guarded; MO, 13825-6), and from whom “vient proufit/ Sanz nul damages” 

(comes profit without any loss; MO, 13835-6).  Peace can produce a city which is both 

safe from without and from within.  In the individual, “[c]’est la vertu par quoy l’en rit/  

En corps et alme a grant delit” (this is the virtue through whom one laughs, by great 

delight in body and soul; MO, 13831-2).  She creates the “joyouse compaigne” of Unity 

(MO, 13853), where the personal joy of laughter can inhabit the body and the soul. 

Gower concludes his discussion of Concorde with a stanza built upon rhymes of –corde 

and –corder, building upon the place of this virtue in the heart, the seat of affections, and 

ending by linking love, peace, and pity: “L’Amour quiert elle et l’acorder/ Pous tous  

ensemble concorder/ En pes et en misericorde” (She seeks Love and accordance and 

makes concordance among all in peace and pity; MO, 13894-6).90  

Thus Apollonius by bringing justice to the community also brings himself peace.  It is the 

state of the happy monarch: when Arestrates dies, it is reported that he died “in good 

mynde and in good pes” (VIII. 1969).  Gower does not suggest the peace of heaven as a 

90 Consider how this contrasts to the rhymes on “corde” for Malebouche, the peace-breaker. 
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possibility here for these pagan monarchs as he does in his other English poem, In Praise 

of Peace. There, “pes is, as it were, a sacrement/ Tofore the God” (Peace, 310-1), and 

Gower hopes that “the cronique of thi pacience/Among the seintz be take into memoire/ 

To the loenge of perdurable gloire” (Peace, 372-4).  The pagan king gains through his 

“pacience” and his “justice” the pleasure of peace as much as it can be present here.91 

Apollonius has expanded his reign without warfare and rules without disturbance, 

“[h]onesteliche” (VIII. 1996) pursuing pleasure in love, that honestas representing how 

his love is fully integrated into his political persona, the propria persona of a king.  This, 

as Genius concludes, is “[t]hat alle lovers mythen wite/ How at laste it schal be sene/ Of 

love what thei wolde mene” (VIII. 2000-2).  Apollonius’ politically and morally 

integrated love is contrasted with Antiochus privé desire; only one produces real pleasure.

The Last Temptation of Amans

 At the end of the “Tale of Apollonius”, Amans and Genius express that they have “herd 

and understonde” (VIII. 2030, 2066) each other.  To a great extent, this is true: Amans is 

caught up in an irrational love, and Genius is limited as an instructor, but I do not think 

that the central problem in the text, especially at the end, is that these two do not 

understand each other.  Genius makes an excellent point: 

. . . I wolde rede

To lete al other love aweie,

Bot if it be thurgh such a weie

91 In the Mirour, Gower notes that the earth lacks true concord, and especially notes that “[e]n mer auci pes  
esi faillie,/ Car la tempeste y vente et crie” (in the sea also does peace fail, because the tempest blows and 
cries; MO, 13876-7).  These lines, paraphrased from Fulgentius, might have for Gower made the literally 
stormy tale of Apollonius all the more appropriate.  
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As love and reson wolde acorde.

For elles, if that thou descorde,

And take lust as doth a beste,

Thi love mai noght be honeste,

For be no skile I finde 

Such lust is noght of loves kinde. (VIII. 2020-8)

Amans has no interest in loving “as doth a beste”; he is no Tereus, Aruns, and certainly 

no Antiochus, and the “honeste” love of Apollonius constitutes a pleasure that he would 

certainly enjoy.  Amans understands that “mede arist of the servise;/ Fortune, thogh sche 

be noght stable,/ Yit at some time is favorable/ To hem that ben of love trewe” (VIII. 

2012-5).  However, Amans has a problem which Genius does not and (I argue) cannot 

address, 

. . . that nevere yit

I was assoted in my wit,

Bot only in that worthi place

Wher alle lust and alle grace

Is set, if that Danger ne were. (VIII. 2035-9)

Amans’ wit is “assoted” (a favorite word of Gower’s, whose use of it in the Confessio 

was principally responsible for its existence) because he is entirely divorced from the 

political and moral context in which his wit could determine the value of his 

concupiscence.  Amans only focuses on Danger, and is limited in his moral reasoning to 

the irascible.  Amans draws an important distinction between the vicissitudes of fortune 

and danger, one which Genius’ discourse cannot answer.  He tells Genius, “I not what ye 

fortune acompte./ Bot what thinge danger mai amonte/ I wot wel, for I have assaied” 

(VIII. 2041-3). This is reminiscent of V. 2012-4, concerning Covetousness: “His 

conscience hath al forgete,/ And not what thing it mai amonte/ that he schal afterward 

acompte.”  This is similarly a problem of “assise”, for the covetous man “stant out of al 
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assisse/ Of resonable mannes fare” (V. 1986-7), so much so that he unrestrained by, 

because he does not recognize, the law (V. 2019).   The covetous man acts such that 

“[h]is will schal stonde in stede of riht” (V. 2022).  There is, however, a real difference 

between these two situations.  It is not Amans’ conscience but his wit that fails to 

properly judge, and this makes an important and related difference in Amans’ relationship 

to the law.  He stands outside the law, not in terms of “riht” but in terms of “nede.”  This 

is precisely what Genius attempts (and fails) to address in the next paragraph.  In Amans 

desire “for an ende” (VIII. 2059), Genius promises, “Nou at this time . . . I schal/ As for 

conclusion final/ Conseile upon thi nede sette” (VIII. 2069-71).  Gower seems to promise 

the reader something actually useful for achieving love, for Genius states, “The more that 

the nede is hyh,/ The more it nedeth to be slyh/ To him that hath the nede on hand” (VIII. 

2063-5).  Here, where Genius seems to have “herde and understonde”, the reader is ready 

for specific counsel on gaining love, the “matiere . . . derk” (VIII. 2054) that Amans 

cannot discern. The counsel that Genius provides is good moral counsel, by practically 

any account, and is the basis for the conclusions of several critics on the “moral end” to 

which Amans is being prepared.92  However, it is also tremendously dissatisfying; Genius 

launches into a remarkably clichéd set of aphorisms, and while such kernels of wisdom 

were perhaps taken more seriously in the Middle Ages than in the 21st century, I also find 

them unrelated to Amans’ problem with Danger, a problem he has articulated with great 

care.  The advice is utterly conventional: “Take love where it mai noght faile,/ For as of 

this which thou art inne,/ Be that thou seist is a sinne,/ And sinne mai no pris deserve” 

(VIII. 2086).  This might be right by the standards of Christian love,93 but seems hardly 

92 Cf. especially the analyses of Gallacher, Minnis, Olsson and Nicholson.  
93 Cf. Rom. 6:23.
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fair in the context of the entirety of Genius’ advice.  The rest of Genius’ speech takes the 

same direction, adding that “if thou travaile/ Wher thou no profit hast ne pris,/ Thou art 

toward thiself unwis” (VIII. 2092-4), and (practically echoing Vox Clamantis V), “And 

sett thou myhtest lust atteigne,/ Of every lust th’ende is a peine,/ And every peine is good 

to fle” (VIII. 2095-7).  After more of such anti-erotic aphorisms, including such chestnuts 

as “Thus love is blind and can noght knowe/ Wher that he goth, til he be falle” (VIII. 

2104-5), he seemingly circles his argument in what must be an incredibly frustrating 

manner for Amans, and one which reaches back to the “Tale of Apollonius”:

For conseil passeth alle thing

To him which thenkth to ben a king;

And every man for his partie

A kingdom hath to justifie,

That is to sein his oghne dom.

If he misreule that kingdom,

He lest himself (VIII. 2109-15).

Genius posits Amans as a king of his own “dom” (domain/doom), and himself as his 

counselor.  He emphasizes the responsibility of rule, here especially rule over oneself, the 

subject of “Etique.”  Again echoing sentiments found in Vox Clamantis V, he suggests 

that in the current situation, Amans is one of the “servantz” of love, and blind because of 

it (VIII. 2130-1).  He suggests (again echoing the “moral Gower” of the Vox Clamantis) 

that “it is time to withdrawe,/ And set thin herte under that lawe,/ The which of reson is 

governed/ And noght of will” (VIII. 2133-6).  The problem here is that Amans’ “nede”, 

which Genius supposedly sought to address, cannot exist as need within this sort of 

discourse.  Both Amans and Genius have used the aphorism, “Nede hath no lawe”, 

Genius quite recently to describe the necessity of incest among the first people (VIII. 75), 

and Amans in his discussion of his lack of Idleness regarding his mistress:
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Thus hath sche fulliche overcome

Min ydelnesse til I sterve,

So that I mot hire nedes serve,

For as men sein, nede hath no lawe.

Thus mot I nedly to hire drawe (IV. 1164-8).  

This statement is fully accepted by Genius, “bot thou telle wilt/ Oght elles than I mai now 

hiere,/ Thou schalt have no penance hiere” (IV. 1224-6).  

Positing Amans as a king, even over his own ethical domain, is hardly a tidy conclusion 

to Amans’ relationship to his political and ethical context, if for no other reason than it  

takes another thousand lines to conclude the poem.  Principally, Genius has not addressed 

the problem of “nede”, which governance, even of the self, cannot solve.  Amans has 

“nedes”, and does not himself have the resources to fulfill them.  This leads directly to 

the problem of knowledge and wisdom represented in the Confessio Amantis as a whole. 

Genius summarizes, “Ensamples thou hast many on/ Of now and ek of time gon,/ That 

every lust is bot a while” (VIII. 2137-9).  Amans has already summed up his own 

contribution to the discourse of love: 

For al that evere I skile may,

I am concluded with a nay.

That o sillable hath overthrowe

A thousend wordes on a rowe

Of suche as I best speke can;

Thus am I bot a lewed man. (VIII. 2047-52).

This is a curious impasse, but one that rests fundamentally on experience.  The reader has 

experienced the long process through which fin amour is decorously situated in its 

political context, but they have also experienced the affect of Amans, which stands 

unchanging throughout the discourse.  More than 31,000 lines into the Confessio, Amans 
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has not changed his affect, and while he might be pitiful (in the pejorative sense), he is 

also pitiable, as much if not more at the end than at the beginning.  There has been no 

process of conversion: Amans remains Amans, desiring his lady above all else.

I argue that Gower has pulled off quite an ambitious trick in this conclusion; while the 

tales of Genius throughout the Confessio but especially in Books VII and VIII, have 

directed the “grete” and the “wise” towards a better understanding of how one’s persona 

(especially that of a king and his advisors) must maintain a decorous relationship to the 

political and moral even in love, that true fin amour ends in peace, Amans remains, and 

suggests the possibility of an exception.  This exception is like that of the Roman de la  

Rose, wherein despite the abandonment of Reason, the corruption of Genius, and the 

morally and politically suspect negotiations the lover still conquers the Rose.  Might not, 

even here, Amans gain his lady?  Might not the confession to Genius produce the results 

promised in Jean de Meun’s text?

The answer is, of course, “nay.”  Genius cannot get Amans his lady, and Amans, 

naturally, responds with a frustration appropriate to what he at least would consider an 

extraordinary pacience:

Mi wo to you is bot a game,

That fielen noght of that I fiele.

The fielinge of a mannes hiele

Mai noght be likned to the herte:

I mai noght, thogh I wolde, asterte,

And ye be fre from al the peine

Of love, wherof I me pleigne. (VIII. 2152-8)

If one considers the Confessio as “a book/ Which stant betwene ernest and game” (VIII. 
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3008-9), the exact nature of Amans’ suffering resonates strangely with Genius’ judgment. 

To Amans, his woe is most certainly not a game, and the affection that he feels, and, as he 

argues cannot avoid feeling is deadly serious.  Throughout the text, the impossibility of 

escaping the pain of love has been reiterated over and over again, and even in the Vox 

Clamantis there is no doubt on Gower’s part that after the entrance into love the pain is 

unavoidable.  The final counsel of Genius, much like the marginal summary at the very 

conclusion of Fairfax 3, that “omnis amoris delectacio extra caritatem nichil est” (all 

pleasure of love outside of charity is nothing; VIII. 3108m), does relegate amorous love 

to a game.  Throughout the text, the persona of Amans has remained a temptation, not 

merely for kings, but for every reader.  He is a temptation of affect; even though Gower 

has exposed the artificiality and moral danger of amorous desire uninvested in the charity 

of commonwealth and Christ, the reader, like Amans, can still hold out hope of somehow 

getting around it.  In Amans’ direct address to the reader, he notes the “[d]ebat and gret 

perplexete” (VIII. 2190) that arises.  He states clearly, “Mi resoun understood him 

wel . . . bot noght forthi/ Mi will hath nothing set therby” (VIII. 2191, 2193-4).  It is 

entirely appropriate that the persona of Amans here speaks directly to the reader, because 

Gower, by holding onto Amans’ persona, by keeping its hope alive, has kept alive the 

hope of each reader for amorous pleasure free from the constraints of reason. Truly, as 

Amans remarks, “It is riht esi to comaunde” (VIII. 2159), and Amans makes no bones 

about the reasonableness of that commanding: 

Mi resoun understod him wel,

And knew it was soth everydel

That he hath seid, bot noght forthi

Mi will hath nothing set therby.

For techinge of so wis a port
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Is unto love of no desport;

Yit myhte nevere man beholde

Reson, wher love was withholde;

Thei be noght of o governance. (VIII. 2191-9).  

Amans is not unable to reason, but that reasoning is unable to bring him pleasure 

(“desport”).  He is unable to move his appetite by means of that reason, and the teaching 

which Genius provides here, a teaching of reason, is utterly useless.  It is a difference of 

experience, and is not merely the failure of Amans: “The hert which fre goeth on the 

launde/ Not of an oxe what him eileth” (VIII. 2160-1).  This is quite similar to the 

argument that Gontier Col used against Jean Gerson, but it also reflects upon Genius’ 

own methodology in Book VIII.  Introducing the “Tale of Apollonius”, Genius explains 

that “every man is othres lore;/ Of that befell in time er this/ The present time which now 

is/ May ben enformed hou it stod” (VIII. 256-9).  This echoes the very beginning of 

Gower’s work, “Of hem that writen ous tofore/ The bokes duelle, and we therfore/ Ben 

tawhte of that write tho” (Pr. 1-3).  Gower’s original concern now becomes a central 

didactic issue, “That who that al of wisdom writ/ It dulleth ofte a mannes wit” (Pr. 13-4), 

and that it must therefore be “[s]omwhat of lust” (Pr. 19).  Gower’s impersonation of a 

lover in the persona of Amans provides him with exactly the kind of authority necessary 

for his moral purpose: experience of loving.  The reader experiences the temptation of 

love through Amans, including the hope of amorous fulfillment.  Wisdom, learning, and 

intellect by themselves are not enough to properly govern; governance is practical, and as 

a practical activity requires prudence, which only experience can provide.  All of Gower’s 

stories would be for noght if Amans were not present to shrug them off and continue 

hoping for his individual fulfillment.  If he were not there, the reader might very well take 

his place.
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Amans’ letter to Venus and Cupid is an abrupt change of form: the couplets of the rest of 

the Confessio give way to rime royal, the same sort of formal address he will use in his 

poem to Henry, In Praise of Peace. The poem returns the reader to the environment of fin  

amour, as Amans is once again “upon the grene/ Fulfilt of loves fantasie” (VIII. 2210-1). 

It is invested with the tremendous hyperbole of amorous verse: Amans writes “with the 

teres of myn ye/ In stede of enke” (VIII. 2212-3).  Amans attempts to escape into a world 

of writing that is completely founded upon affect.  He reinterprets the form of poetry that 

has constituted the vast majority of the Confessio, invoking Nature, Jove, Cupid and 

Venus, all of whom have in one way or another produced love in the tales Genius has told 

him.  He uses the exemplum of Pan wrestling with love (VIII. 2238-44) cites authorities, 

and specifically Ovid (VIII. 2266-79), and redeploys the terms of “grace”, “law” and 

“honesté” in a purely affective appeal to his divine readers (and the readers of the 

Confessio).  For instance, “grace”, whether from Jove and his “swete tunne” (VIII. 2253; 

a reference back to VI. 325ff), from Danger (VIII. 2265), or from Venus herself (VIII. 

2276) have only the valence of pleasure.  Similarly, “lawe” whether in regard to Cupid, 

the “god of loves lawe” (VIII. 2287) or Venus (VIII. 2293) is a product of a purely 

arbitrary rule; even his claims that Venus’ denial to him “[m]ai nevere be to loves lawe 

honeste” (VIII. 2293), and that she should “mi love aquite as I deserve” (VIII. 2299) are 

part of a “supplicacioun” (VIII. 2301), not an integrated political system.  He relies upon 

the concepts of Nature and Fortune in ways contrary to the lessons learned throughout the 

Confessio.  He complains that “every creature/ Som time ayer hath love in his demeine”, 

comparing his failure to the success of the “little wrenne in his mesure” (VIII. 2225-6, 
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2227), making his love equal to the bestial, even in its “mesure.” With Fortune as well, he 

relies upon the fact that “the world stoned evere upon eschange” (VIII. 2259), putting a 

faith in Fortune that Genius again and again has shown to be a grave mistake.  This 

poem, a beautiful piece of artifice, relies upon the very tropes that would usually make 

such a poem emotionally effective.  However, the juxtaposition of Amans’ letter and the 

massive text that precedes it overwhelms its affective power, and renders it 

(appropriately) foolish.  Amans’ final attempt to form the affect that has been a constant 

presence and temptation throughout the text fails precisely because of the experience of 

the reader; if taken out of its context, it would resemble numerous other medieval love-

lyrics which seem in no way to demand ironic readings.  

The letter is a failure for Amans but a success for Gower.  The affective desire that such a 

poem might have stimulated in a reader before the long process of the Confessio Amantis 

is now almost comic, and Amans is no longer a temptation.  It is here that he returns to 

being “John Gower”, and while he continues to hold out hope until VIII. 2725, that hope 

has been disconnected from the readers’ hope.  This Venus asks him “as it were halvinge 

a game” (VIII. 2318), what his name is, and he replies, “John Gower” (VIII. 2321).  He is 

not cured, restored, or converted; but to the reader, he is no longer the tempting artifice of 

the lover, Amans, but the old man John Gower, half-silly and half-pathetic.  Venus’ long 

speech to him is a constant humiliation: perhaps he might still get his lady, but she tells 

him that “thou art noght sufficant/ To holde love his covenant” (VIII. 2419-20), and (even 

more comic), “I wot and have it wel conceived,/ Hou that thi will is good ynowh; Bot 

more behoveth to the plowh/ Wherof thee lacketh, as I trowe” (VIII. 2424-7).  Nor does it 
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end there; she continues to metaphorically mock his age and impotence, until finally even 

the “grene gras” (VIII. 2436) on which he so recently composed his letter is “welked 

hey” (VIII. 2437).  Venus also reveals herself as purely an artificial object of desire, a 

name that gathers together “lustes”:

Thou wost wel that I am Venus,

Which al only my lustes seche;

And wel I wot, thogh thou beseche 

Mi love, lustes ben ther none,

Which I mai take in this persone (VIII. 2398-2402)

The “persone” or persona of John Gower is not suited to Venus, for he is no longer 

Amans, no longer the artifice of the lover; he now only can “feigne a yong corage” (VIII. 

2405), but one which cannot be voirsemblable on account of his “lockes hore” (VIII. 

2403).  This mutual exposure can only cause Gower to “[r]emembre wel hou thou art 

old” (VIII. 2439).  Gower has exposed the artifice at the heart of amorous temptation; 

that the entire process is a feigning.

However, this does not eliminate affect. While Genius can argue (and rightly) that the 

examples of lovers that populate the entire corpus of Western literature serve to show 

only that “every lust is bot a while”, and the “Parlement” of lovers, as the gloss suggests, 

mocks aged Amans’ request for satisfaction, it is also a catalogue of painful experience of 

those “[w]hich hadden be fortuned sore/ In loves cause” (VIII. 2549-50).  Gower creates 

a powerful contrast of immediate experience and prior knowledge.  The youthful “gentil 

folk that whilom were/ Lovers” (VIII. 2457-8) are exactly that: young, but “whilom”, 

once before, in the past.  They are present “[a]l freissh” (VIII. 2487), and the explosion of 

song, dance, and merriment follows “the lust of youthes heste” (VIII. 2489).   But the 
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catalogue of lovers, some featured already in the Confessio and some not, are lovers 

about to suffer terrible pain, and Gower is apt at figuring that eventual pain in a present 

experience of joy.  The pairings are telling: Jason is not with Hipsypyle or Medea, but 

Creusa, her name withheld until almost the last moment of the line (VIII. 2505); Hercules 

is with Eolen (VIII. 2510), and Theseus with Phedra, “whom to love he ches” (VIII. 2514 

emphasis mine).  Criseide stands with Troilus, but Diomede is also present, an ironically 

titled “parconner” with him in her love (VIII. 2531-5).  Narcissus and Pyramus, Achilles, 

Agamemnon and Menelaus appear alone.  Even the four commendable wives, Penelope, 

Lucrece, Alceste, and Alcione are nonetheless tragic tales.  

Elde’s entrance, a “softe pas” (VIII. 2668) brings with him the failure of great men in 

their love for women, David with Bathsheba, Solomon with his “Sarazines”, Sampson 

and Deliliah, bridled Aristotle, besotted Vergil, Socrates, Plato, and finally Ovid himself 

(VIII. 2690-2719).  Upon Ovid’s arrival, Amans’ comment is telling: “I thoghte thanne 

how love is swete,/ Which hath so wise men reclamed,/ And was miself the lasse 

aschamed . . . And thus I lay in hope of grace” (VIII. 2720-2, 2725).  The affect that 

“Gower” feels is directed to the reader; their own “hope of grace” does not eliminate 

wisdom, but does express the power of amor even to the wisest of men. Peck makes the 

interesting distinction between the party of “Youthe” being primarily the subjects of the 

tales, while the party of “Elde” being primarily the authors of the tales.94  Gower as 

“author” is in good company.  Wisdom does not eliminate the temptation, and as Venus 

had earlier explained, while there might be “[s]om holy man that wol withdrawe/ His 

kindly lust . . . few men ther ben of tho” (VIII. 2333-4, 2336).  Even the old “[w]hil ther 

94 Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 178-9.  
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is oyle for the fire” will burn with desire, “[b]ot only if it be som seint/ Which God 

preserveth of his grace” (VIII. 2775, 2778-9).  Amorous desire is part of human nature, 

and Gower does not urge his readers to deny it, but to know it, through the experience of 

the poem; they, like Gower himself, “to this scole [are] underfonge” (I. 63).  Through that 

knowledge Gower’s readers can truly know their own personae, and act with proper 

decorum.

Cures, Kings and Peace: The End of the Confessio Amantis

Gower’s “cure” comes in several phases.  First, Cupid removes the “fyri lancegay” (VIII. 

2798) that had burned in his heart, and then (with his train) promptly disappears.  This is 

glossed in the margin, “ignita sue concupiscencie tela ab eo penitus extraxit” (he [Cupid] 

extracted completely from him the burning darts of his concupiscence; 2749ff. marg.). 

This scene has been treated as comic by several commentators,95 and Cupid’s blind 

groping (VIII. 2794-5) does suggest a rather humorous approach.  But Cupid, as he did in 

the Roman de la Rose, also represents the discourse of amorous poetry, of which 

concupiscence is the spur, and his disappearance signals the end of love poetry as a mode 

of the Confessio.  Gower is not returned to “himself”96 but he is no longer a poet of love. 

Venus’ ointment “mor cold than eny keie” (VIII. 2816) and her “wonder mirour” (VIII. 

2821) opens his “hertes yhe” (VIII. 2824).  Once again, there is not an elimination of 

affect, for it is the heart that sees, and when it sees the old Gower it produces poetry: “I 

95 Cf. Samuel T. Cowling, “Gower’s Ironic Self-Portrait in the Confessio Amantis”, Annuale Mediaevale 16 
(1975), 63-70, 68-9, Schmitz, The Middel Weie, 109, and James Dean, “Time Past and Time Present in 
Chaucer’s Clerk’s Tale and Gower’s Confessio Amantis”, English Literary History 44 (1977), 401-18, 411, 
Olsen, “Betwene Ernest and Game”, 8.  
96 Cf. Peck, Kingship and Common Profit, 179-80.
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made a likenesse of miselve/ Unto the sondri monthes twelve” (VIII. 2837-8).  The 

disappearance of Cupid and the ointment of Venus produce fear (VIII. 2859), which 

allows him to “clepe [his wittes] hom agein” and bring “Resoun” back to him “the rihte 

weie” (VIII. 2860-3).  

This is by no means a pleasurable return to fullness of self; it is a painful and humiliating 

recognition of aging.97  Gower’s entire existence as Amans is mocked; Venus “lowh,/ And 

axeth, as it were in game,/ What love was” (VIII. 2870-3), to which Gower has no answer 

but “to swere/ That by my trouthe I knew him noght” (VIII. 2874-5).  When he asks for 

absolution from Genius for his long and arduous confession, Genius replies anti-

climactically, “Sone, as of thi schrifte/ Thou hast ful pardoun and forgifte;/ Forget it thou, 

and so wol I” (VIII. 2895-7).  The entire poem is presented to the aged Gower as if it 

were meaningless, but here the audience knows better.  To be “schryved” by Genius is not 

the license for sex that Jean de Meun suggests in the Roman de la Rose, but the process 

by which, as Gower puts it, he “hadde lore/ [His] time, and was sori therefore” (VIII. 

2953-4).  The attempt to become an Amans-persona divorced from the political reality in 

which his lies his agency is finally what is meaningless.  Thus, armed with his beads, 

inscribed “Por reposer” (VIII. 2907), the Gower-persona returns where “vertu moral 

duelleth/ Wher ben thi bokes” (VIII. 2925-6), to “preie hierafter for the pes/ And that thou 

make a plein reles/ To love” (VIII. 2913-4).  The reader does not forget what has come 

before, and while the Gower-persona has misspent his time, the reader has not.  Nor does 

97 Discussing the end of amorous love in a somewhat larger context, Bernanrd O’Donoghue states that the 
loss of amorousness is by no means pleasureable: “without love, or passion, he [the lover] is restored to his 
unelevated social and ideological condition” (“The Reality of Courtly Love”, Writings on Love in the 
English Middle Ages, Helen Cooney, ed. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 7-24, 19.
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the reader return, as the Gower-persona has done, to the books of “vertu moral”, by 

leaving behind love.  His stated audience, Richard II and/or Henry of Derby, are not old 

men.  The failure of the Gower-persona in both his attempt at erotic fulfillment and his 

wasted time inform these younger men, as do those moral books “written ous tofore” in 

the experience of reason and affect, and the decorous way in which they are to form their 

propria persona.  The temptation of an Amans, with its artificial promises of pleasure 

without responsibility, is not only argued against by means of reason, but also denigrated 

by means of affect.  The true pleasures of joy and peace come from decorum, from 

trouthe, justice, largesse, pité, and chastité.  Gower can pray for peace, and from it gain at 

least a “smyle” (VIII. 2958); the “grete” can achieve that peace, and its concomitant 

pleasures.

The conclusion to the Confessio Amantis is that prayer for peace in which the estates are 

urged to follow “good governaunce” (VIII. 2987) and the “reule of charité” (VIII. 3003). 

That conclusion, however, is dependent not only upon the grace of God and the mercy of 

Christ, for which Gower prays, but memory:

For if men takyn remembrance

What is to live in unité,

Ther ys no staat in his degree

That noughte to desire pes,

Withouten which, it is no les,

To seche and loke into the laste

Ther may no worldes joye laste. (VIII. 2988-94)

The joy and peace of unity are, in the recension addressed to Henry of Derby, the final 

goal of the commonwealth, and would well serve a powerful young man with the ability 

to upset that peace and unity, especially for his own gain.  In the Derby recension, Gower 
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again proceeds through the estates, noting how each can achieve the rule and grace to 

produce communal pleasure.  In the Ricardian recension, Gower directly addresses 

Richard, with the kind of praise that intends more to inform than to describe:

Richard by name the Secounde,

In whom hath evere yit be founde

Justice medled with pité,

Largesce forth with charité.

In his persone it mai be shewed

What is a king to be wel thewed,

Touching of pité namely (VIII. *2987-93)

Gower directly approaches the propria persona of the king, which he cannot yet do with 

Henry of Derby, but will in his last poems, the Balades and In Praise of Peace. In all of 

these, the king is urged to pité, as an affective and rational approach to rule, one that 

brings about the pleasure of both himself and the commonwealth, in

. . . thilke love which that is

Withinne a mannes herte affirmed,

And stant of charité confermed,

Such love is goodly for to have,

Such love mai the bodi save,

Such love mai the soule amende

The hyhe God such love ous sende

Forthwith the remenant of grace,

So that above in thilke place

Wher resteth love and alle pes,

Oure joie mai ben endeles. (VIII. 3162-72; cf. *3106-14)

 In both texts, however, Gower emphasizes that the “middle weie” and the harmony of 

Arion comes by means of reason and pleasure, that the Confessio Amantis is “a book/ 

Which stant between ernest and game” (VIII. 3109), and “[i]n some partie it mai by take/ 

As for to lawhe and for to pleye;/ And for to looke in other weye,/ It may be wisdom to 

the wise” (VIII. *3056-9).  At the center of all of Gower’s versions of this text is the king, 
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whose relationship to pleasure and to wisdom must observe the decorum of his persona, a 

persona encountered in poetry.
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